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BOOK III.

From the Peace of Caklowitz to the Peace of Jassy (1699-1792).

CHAPTER I.

From the Peace of Carlowitz to the Peace of Passarowitz

(1699-1718).

1. Administration of Ku/pndi Hussein.—Deposition of

Miistapha 11.

In the new situation which tlie Peace of Carlovvitz had
placed the Ottoman Empire, Ivupmli Hussein, surnamed
the JFise, comprehended the necessity of reforms, and
followed, with regard to the Christian subjects, the ex-
ample of Kupruli ike Virtuous. Immediately after the sig-

nature of the Peace of Carlowitz, he granted to the
inhabitants of Servia and the Banat exemption from the
capitation tax for the current year ; in RoumeHa, he for-

gave the rayahs a million and a half of contributions in
arre-ars

; in Syria, he gave them freedom of pasturage for

their flocks.

His attention was not confined to the Christians. At
the same time that he strove to recall faithful Mussul-
mans to the study and practice of their religion, whilst
respecting the rights of the Christians, the Grand Vizier
re-established order in the finances, revised the muster-

VOL. II. B
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2 TURKEY OLD AND NEW. [A.D. 1703—1709.

rolls of tlie Janissaries, provided for the equipment of the

navy, and undertook, sometimes at his own expense, some-

times at the cost of the State, great works of public

utility : canals, bridges, aqueducts, mosques, schools,

markets, barracks, &c. ; the strongholds of Belgrade,

Temesvar, and Nissa were also put into a good state of

defence. Kupruli Hussein was a generous and magnani-
mous man, a great politician, and a friend of learned

men ; he was prematurely lost to the Empire. Revolts

which were quickly suppressed, in Arabia, Egypt, and the

Crimea, having troubled the end of his administration, he
succumbed under the intrigues of the mufti, was deposed

from power, and died a few days after his disgrace (Sept.

1702).

After the death of Kupruli, the disorders recommenced.

His successor, Dallaban Pacha, a brutal and ferocious

Serb, attempting to violate the treaty of Carlowitz, was
strangled. The next Grand Vizier, Nami, a partisan of

peace, endeavoured to finish the work of Kupruli ; but he

displeased the ulema and the Janissaries ; an insurrection

broke out ; the troops sent to repress it fraternised with

the rebels. The Sultan Mustapha II. was deposed, and

ceded the throne to his brother Achmet III. (1703).

2. Achnet III.— Diminution of French influence.— Commence-

me?it of Bussian 2Jretensions.— Charles XII. at Bender.

The reign of Achmet III. (1703-1730) may be divided

into two periods. During the first (1703-18), power

passed from hand to hand ; the Grand Viziers succeeded

each other with deplorable rapidity; the Ottoman
Empire, after a few j^ears of repose, became engaged in a

series of quarrels with Russia, Venice, and Austria. The
second is wholly occupied with the ministry of Ibrahim,

which also gave employment to the military activity of

the Turks, but which turns to the side of Persia, and

seeks for enemies more easy to conquer than the

Christians.

Since the treaty of Carlowitz, the party of peace had
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prevailed in the Divan. When Louis XIV. began the

great struggle of the Spanish succession, he gave orders

to Feriol to demonstrate to the Porte that the opportunity

was decisive for avenging itself for its past defeats, and
for resuming its old position ; that Spain and Italy hav-

ing fallen to the house of Bourbon, doubled the advan-

tages and resources of the French alliance ; that there

was nothing to fear from the renewal of the Holy League
of 1685, for the Venetians and Poles desired to remain
neutral ; finally, it was only required of the Turks that

they should enter Hungary, which was still in revolt, and
allow the Tartar Khan to attack the Russians. But the

sanguinary troubles which marked the close of the reign

ofMustapha 11. rendered all negotiation at first impossible,

and, when they were appeased, the Sultan Achmet, im-

mersed in the pleasures of the Seraglio, obstinately

refused to mix himself up in a war in which he saw that

the only profit to be derived from it by the Turks was by
allowing the infidels to slaughter one another. When
France experienced reverses, she renewed her solicitations

by pointing out to the Divan the danger and disgrace of its

absurd repose. It was altogether useless : the bad success

attending the French arms proved injurious to her repre-

sentations, and the overtures of her ambassador were
thwarted victoriously by the intrigues and money of

England and Holland.

The result of the neutrality of the Porte was at first

that France, constrained to distribute widely her mari-
time forces for the defence of the numerous possessions of

Spain, lost her sway over the Mediterranean, where she
allowed England to establish herself, and consequently
saw her influence in the East shaken ; afterwards that

Turkey, already divested at Carlowitz of the pristine terror

her arms inspired, continued to lose in peace her political

importance ; lastly, that, during that kind of suspension

of the Turko-French alliance, Russia profited by the war
of the Spanish succession, in which all the Western
Powers were engaged, to follow up her projects of con-

quest over the Ottoman Empire.

B 2



4 TURKEY OLD AND NEAV. [A.D. 1703—1709.

The Greek Church, so fatal to Europe and to civiliza-

tion, had in its extreme decrepitude given birth to a last

and pitiful abortion of the siege of Byzantium, the Russian
Church, which scarcely received in birth a feeble breath

of evangelical life, and which never availed itself thereof

save in the political interests of the temporal power which
kept it in servitude. Its pretension, from the most re-

mote times, was to reunite to her all the nations which
held her creed ; therefore, of inheriting the religious

power of Constantinople, and of re-establishing the

Eastern Empire to the profit of the Czars of Moscow,
Peter the Great possessed as yet only a barbarian State,

without ports, armies, or finances ; he had before him
Sweden, Poland, Turkey, which interdicted from Russia

a European existence ; in fine, he did not yet hold an
inch of ground upon tlie shores of the Black Sea, He
was already intriguing throughout Greece, stirring up the

peoples of Slav race, opposing secretly the influence of

France over the Oriental Christians, and undermining the

Ottoman Empire. Thus the Greeks, who had preserved

in slavery all their hatred of the Latins, turned them-

selves hopefully towards the barbarians of tlie North,

whom they regarded thenceforward as their liberators,

from whom they received secret presents, and whose

agents they welcomed. " The Greeks," says the English

historian, Rycaut, who wrote in 1670, "hold the Mus-
covite in great consideration, and have more friendship

for him than for the other Christian princes; they com-

monly call him their Emperor and protector ; and, accord-

ino- to all their prophecies, ancient and modern, he is

destined to be the restorer of their church and of their

freedom." " They flatter themselves," saj's Tournefort,

who travelled in the Archipelago in 1700, "that the

Grand Duke of Muscovy will some dav extricate them

from the misery in which they now are, and that he will

destroy the Empire of the Turks." " They are per-

suaded," says the Jesuit Souciet, missionary at Thes-

salonica in 1708, "that the Czar will deliver them one

day from the domination of the Ottomans."
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The Porte had hut a feehle dread of the Russians. It

was separated from them by deserts, and by the Tartars of

the Crimea, whose incursions had so often compelled them
to implore peace and pay tributes. It had not compre-
hended the importance of the alliance of 1685, between
Russia and Austria—an alliance suggested to the Emperor
Leopold by Montecuculli, and which, for the first time,

caused the barbarians of the North to enter into the

affairs of the South of Europe. It was only humiliated

by the cession of Azof, which unveiled, however, the aspi-

rations of the Russians with regard to the Black Sea.

After the peace, the Porte did not disquiet itself on seeing

Peter the Great extend his projects upon that sea, fortify

Azof, and build ships there ; attempt, by an establishment

at Yoronez, to pierce the barrier which the Tartars op-

posed to him ; it even supinely regarded the terrible war
in which Charles XII. tried to stifle the Muscovite eagle

by giving a new life to Poland. However, it secretly led

the King of Sweden to hope that the Khan of the Crimea
would march to his assistance. Reckoning upon that

futile hope, Charles XII. adventured into the interior of

Russia with an army of 16,000 men; he was conquered

at Pultowa (1709), souglit a refuge in Turkey, established

himself at Bender, and from thence he intrigued with the

Divan to draw Achmet III. into the war against Peter I.

On his side, the Czar complained of the hospitality

accorded to his enemy, and demanded the extradition of

Mazeppa, hetman of the Cossacks, who had delivered up
the Ukraine to the King of Sweden. The French am-
bassadors joined their remonstrances to the solicitations

of Charles XII. ; but they would have remained without
result, as well as the urgency of the Tartar Khan, if the

embassy of the Czar had not come by way of the Black
Sea on board a squadron which cast anchor before the

windows of the Seraglio ! Mussulman pride was irri-

tated at the appearance of infidels in the seas interdicted to

Christian commerce, and regarded as sacred by the fanati-

cism of the Osmanli. War was declared.
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3. War a(jainst Biissia.—Peace of Fallisen.

Peter the Great appeared at first surprised at that ener

getic resolution. He reckoned upon the artifices o

Tolstoi, his ambassador, upon the corruption of th

Viziers, upon the dilatoriness of the Divan, and the weak
ness of Achmet III. But, in reality, he had only bee

anticipated, as, for some time past, he had taken measures

to begin the war and to secure to himself partisans in the

States of the Grand Seignior. His emissaries, traversing

secretly Moldavia and Wallachia, excited everywhere the

inhabitants to revolt. The hospodars wdiom the Porte

had nominated to administer those provinces w^ere sold to

Kussia. Immediatel}'' after the rupture there appeared a

proclamation of the Czar, which guaranteed to the Moldo-
Wallachians the exclusive exercise of the Greek religion,

and enfranchisement from Turkish domination.* Finally,

a bishop, the chief agent of these intrigues, was seen at

Jerusalem circulating a report that a prophecy had been

found withinthe tomb of Constantine, which announced that

the Turks would be driven out of Europe by the Russian

nation. Peter I., reckoning upon the revolt of all the

peoples of the Greek religion, flattered himself that he was
about to plant the Russian eagle upon the minarets of the

Seraglio. He w^as at the head of a formidable army ; he

brought with him the celebrated captive of Marienburg,

whom he had just acknowledged as his wife; he was
marching surrounded by the pomp of his Court, as to a

certain victory, with a confidence and a presumption that

he had never before shown.

Meanwhile, Charles XII. had been straining every nerve

to incite the Porte to hostilities against Russia ; in this

he was assisted by his friend Count Poniatowsky, by the

Khan of Tartary, and by the Prench ambassador at Con-
stantinople. Their efibrts at length succeeded. On the

21st November, 1710, the Sultan Achmet III. declared

war against the Czar, and, according to the Turkish

* Perry, " The State of Kussia," p. 45.
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custom, imprisoned Tolstoi, the Russian ambassador, in

the Seven Towers. Peter, relying on the negotiations

which he had entered into with the hospodars of Moldavia

and Wallachia, though their indiflerence at first surprised

him and who did nothing towards purchasing the liberty he

had promised them, despatched a Russian division under

ScheremetofF to the Pruth ; and he himself marched in

the same direction in the spring of 1711. Demetrius
Cantemir, the Hospodar of Moldavia, a prince of Greek
origin, who had engaged to assist the Czar in his war with

the Turks on condition that Peter should aid him in

rendering his sovereignty hereditary, induced the Russians

to cross the Pruth b}^ representing that they would be

able to seize some considerable Turkish magazines. But
Peter, when he had crossed the river, found that he had
been completely deceived. The Moldavians were not in-

clined to rise, and he found himself without provisions,

without munitions, surrounded by a Turkish and Tartar

army of 200,000 men, in a position in which there

remained only the alternative to surrender or die (1711).

The pressing want of necessaries compelled him to an
immediate retreat ; but he had not proceeded far when he
was overtaken and hemmed in by an enemy infinitely more
numerous than his own forces, in a spot between the Pruth
and a morass. In this situation, to retreat or to advance
seemed equally impossible

;
yet the want of provisions

compelled him to remain stationary. Despair now seized

upon Peter's heart. A single hour might upset all those

plans and labours for the benefit of his country which
had occupied his whole life ; and in his distress and agi-

tation, which he cared not to betray, he shut himself up
in his tent, and gave strict orders that no one should be
admitted to his presence.

In these circumstances, a council of the principal

Russian officers determined that the only chance of

escape was to come to terms with the Grand Vizier,

Mahommed Baltadschi, who commanded the Turkish
array. None, however, was bold enough to communicate
this decision to the Czar, except the intelligent and
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courageous Catherine, his wife. Catherine, who, before

lier capture at Marienburg, had been betrothed to a

Swedish corporal, and had subsequently been tlie mistress

of Scheremetoff and Menschikoff. In this last capacity

she attracted the notice and love of Peter, who secretly

married her in 1707, before setting out on this expedition

against the Turks. Although so illiterate that she could

not even read or write, she had an intuitive skill in pene-

trating the characters of those with whom she was con-

nected, and of adapting herself to their views and dispo-

sitions. She had gained complete empire over Peter by
entering warmly into all his j)lans, and while she seemed
to humour him in all his caprices, she entirely governed

him. She, alone, undertook an office which might have
cost another his life. She entered Peter's tent, soothed

him by her caresses, and persuaded him to send a mes-

senger to the Vizier with propositions of peace. She
obtained from the principal officers what money they had
to make up the present customary on such occasions, to

which she added her own jewels. Fortunately for the

Eussians, Baltadschi was anything but a hero, and,

indeed, held war in abhorrence. An intimation on the

part of the Czar, supported by a slight demonstration in

the Russian camp, tliat, if his proposals were not accepted,

he meant to force his way through at the point of the

bayonet, induced the Vizier to come to terms. In this

moment of awful suspense, Peter displayed the great

qualities which he really possessed, though they were
sometimes obscured by the peculiarities of his tempera-

ment. He addressed a letter to his Senate, in which he

directed them that, in the event of his being made
prisoner, they should no longer regard him as their

Sovereign nor obey any instructions they might receive in

his name, even though signed with his own liand ; while

if he should be killed, they were immediately to elect

another Czar. The Vizier, however, consented to receive

tlie Itussian plenipotentiaries, and thought the humilia-

tions of Carlowitz sufficiently avenged by the conditions

which he imposed in the treaty of Falksen. Eussia
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restored Azof to the Porte, destroyed the port of Tagan-
rog, razed the fortifications which she had erected upon
the frontiers of Turkey, whilst the Czar engaged to recall

his army from Poland, and to forbear from all interference

in the affairs of the Cossacks subject to the Khan of

Tartary.

Apart from the latter illusory condition, the advantages

which the Porte drew from that treaty were evident.
" The campaign of the Pruth," says Voltaire, " was more
disastrous to the Czar than the battle of Narva had been

;

for, after Narva, he knew how to reap advantage even

from defeat ; to repair all his losses and to carry oft' Ingria

from Charles XII. ; but after having lost, by the treaty of

Falksen, his ports and his fortresses upon the Palus

Mseotides, he was compelled to renounce the empire of the

Black Sea." Thus all the ships, the construction of which
had been begun, rotted upon the stocks ; their timbers were
sent to St. Petersburg. In vain did Peter desire to retard

the restitution of Azof, he was not strong enough to forfeit

his word with impunity : his bad faith was only calculated

to cause the disgrace of the Vizier, who had accorded peace

to him, and he was constrained to fullil all its conditions.

When the Russian army was first surrounded in a situa-

tion from which it seemed impossible to escape, Ponia-

towski, who had accompanied the Grand Vizier, despatched

a messenger in all haste to Charles XII. at Bender,

begging him to come without delay and behold the con-

summation of his adversary's ruin. Charles instantly

obeyed the summons, but, to his unspeakable mortifica-

tion and rage, arrived only in time to see in the distance

the last retreating ranks of the Russian rear-guard. Loud
and bitter were the reproaches which Charles addressed to

Baltadschi for his conduct. He besought the Vizier to

lend him 20,000 or 30,000 men, wherewith he promised to

bring back the Czar and his whole army prisoners ; but

Baltadschi, witli a mortifying apathy, pleaded the faith of

treaties, and Charles, rushing from the Vizier's tent with

a loud and contemptuous laugh, leaped upon his horse and
rode full gallop back to Bender. There, he and Ponia-
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towski, in conjunction with the Khan of Tartary, employed
themselves in effecting the ruin of the Grand Vizier. He
was accused of having taken bribes to grant the peace

;

and though the news of the capitulation had at first been

received at Constantinople with every demonstration of joy,

these accusations, supported by the enemies of Baltadschi

in the Seraglio, procured his banishment to Lemnos, where

he died the following year,

Charles XII. and the French ambassador strove in vain

to compass the abrogation of the Treaty of Falksen ; the

Divan became tired of their persistence. The Sultan now
endeavoured to hasten the departure from his dominions

of the King of Sweden, who was both a troublesome and
an expensive guest. But Charles was not disposed to quit,

except on the most exorbitant terms. He demanded a

payment of 600,000 dollars and an escort of 30,000 men,
while the Porte was inclined to grant only 6,000 men and
no money. After a forbearance of many months, the

Sultan at length prepared to use force. Charles's daily

allowance was withdrawn, and the Janissaries were ordered

to seize his person, dead or alive. Charles betrayed on
this occasion a characteristic obstinacy and recklessness.

Although surrounded by a force that left no hope of

successful resistance, he resolved, with a few hundred
followers, to defend to the last extremity his little camp at

Varnitza, which he had fortified with a barricade composed
of chairs, tables, casks, bedding, and whatever came to

hand ; and it was not until after a desperate hand-to-hand

conflict, in which he was more than once wounded, that

he was at length secured (February, 1713). Charles was
now carried to Demotica, in the interior of the empire,

where a residence was assigned to him and he was com-
pelled to live almost as a prisoner upon a very reduced

allowance. In that retreat he carried on fresh intrigues

successfully. Shortly alter his departure from Bender,

King Stanislaus arrived at that place, with the view, it is

said, of mediating a peace between Charles and Augustus
of Poland, by resigning the crown of Poland. But Charles

would not hear of such an arrangement. He still enter-
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tained the hope that the Porte might be induced to take

up his own cause as well as that of Stanislaus. But these

expectations were frustrated by a treaty concluded between
the Porte and Augustus IL, by which the peace of Carlo-

witz was confirmed.

By a sudden change, the Porte had again declared war
against Russia in 1712 ; but England and Holland inter-

vened to prevent hostilities, and a new treaty, more
explicit than the preceding, was concluded at Constan-

tinople. The Czar gave hostages to guarantee the

execution of his engagements ; but as he did not decide

upon withdrawing his troops from Poland, those hostages

were imprisoned in the Seven Towers. Fresh negotiations

were set on foot ; and finally the treaty of Adrianople
(15th June, 1713) enlarged the limits of the territory of

Azof, restored to Turkey, and completely shut out from
the Russians access to the Black Sea. On the other hand,

the ancient tribute was definitively abolished of 40,000
ducats which the Czars paid to the Khans of the Crimea.

About the same time, Charles XTL, at length abandon-
ing all hope of inducing the Porte to take up his cause

against the Czar, was persuaded by General Lieven to

return to his kingdom, or rather to his army in the north

of Germany. The Emperor promised him a safe passage

through his dominions ; the Sultan provided him with an
escort to the frontiers ; but Charles, impatient of the slow

progress of the Turks, set oft' with only two companions,

and crossing the Hungarian frontier, proceeded through
Hermannstadt, Buda, Vienna, Ratisbon, Hanau, to Stral-

sund. This extraordinary journey, which was lengthened

by a considerable detour, and must have been at least

1,100 miles in length, was performed for the most part on
horseback, and was accomplished in seventeen days.
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4. JFar against Venice and against Austria.—Treaty of Pas-

sarozviiz.—Fresh treat?/ icith Russia.

Meanwhile France had terminated her struggle against

Europe by the treaties of Utrecht and of Kastadt : the

Divan did not disquiet itself touching the changes which
these treaties caused the Mediterranean to undergo, nor

about Spain given to the House of Bourbon, nor of the

half of Italy given to the House of Austria, nor of England
become mistress of the entrance of that sea by the possession

of Gibraltar, But scarcely had her ally laid down arms, ere

Turkey, suddenly by a sort of caprice, drew the sword
again, and went to attack her ancient enemies, fallen like

herself into decadence, tlie Venetians, with the view of

recovering the Morea from them (1715).

The pretext of the war was a revolt of the Montenegrins.

In a single campaign, the Grand Vizier, Damad Ali, made
himself master of Corinth, Napoli di Romania, Modon,
Malvoisia and of the whole Morea. The Turks afterwards

took the only two places in Candia that still belonged to

the Christians, and then laid siege to Corfu ; there their

successes stopped.

The Venetians invoked the support of the Emperor
Charles VI., guarantee of the peace of Carlowitz. The
Regent, who then governed France, had abandoned the

policy of Louis XIV. ; reassured on that side, Charles VI.
did not fear to engage in the struggle against Turkey.
After having offered his mediation, which the iJivan

would not accept, he summoned the Sultan to lay down
arms and indemnify the Republic. It was a declaration

of war.

The Emperor was alarmed at the sudden and decisive

success of the Turks ; and as Louis XIV. had died during
the campaign, he was the more disposed to listen to the

prayers of the Venetians for assistance. He was strongly

exhorted to this step by Prince Eugene, who represented

to him the danger that would accrue to his Italian and
even his German States, if the Turks should get possession
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of the Ionian Islands. An alliance was accordingly

signed with the Sipwria, 1 3tli April, 1716. It purported

to be a renewal of the Holy League of 1684, and the

casus belli against the Porte was, therefore, the violation

of the peace of Carlowitz ; but instead of merely being
directed against that Power, it was extended to a
general defensive alliance with the Venetian Eepublic.

Under the energetic superintendence of Eugene, the pre-

parations for war were soon completed. In the course of

April, three Austrian divisions entered Hungary, Eugene
himself being at the head of the largest, composed of 70,000
men. On the other side, the Grand Yizier, with 100,000
men, marched towards Belgrade ; while the agents of the

Porte incited to insurrection the malcontent Hungarians,
and their leader, Pagoczy, who aimed at obtaining the

principality of Transylvania, and even the title of King
of Hungary.
Damad Ali gave battle to Eugene of Savoy in his

entrenched camp under the walls of Peterwardein on the

5th of August, 1716. The Turks lost on that day six

thousand men, one hundred and fourteen cannon and live

hundred standards ; the Grand Vizier sought death by
rushing into the melee. That victory was chiefly ascribed

to the use of heavy cavalry, with which the Turks were
as yet unacquainted. The fruits of it were the surrender

of Temesvar, and even Wallachia declared for the

Emperor ; a manifestation, however, which led to no
result.

The victor of Zenta and Peterwardein pursued his

triumphal course upon the Ottoman territory, and the year
following he defeated the new Grand Vizier, Khalil Pacha
(loth August, 1717), and two days after he entered Bel-

grade, whilst General Petrusch invaded Bosnia, and in

Dalmatia the Venetians obtained some unimportant ad-

vantages. At this juncture, Ibrahim Pacha having
received the Imperial seals, his first care was to negotiate

a peace.

Meanwhile, the Eegent Duke of Orleans and the King
of England, George I., had entered into an alliance to
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constrain the King of Spain and the Emperor to respect

the stipulations of the Utrecht treaty, and a war between
France and Austria appeared imminent. The Marquis
de Eonac, the French ambassador at Constantinople,

solicited the Turks to continue hostilities, by promising

them the assistance of his Court. But Charles VI. of

Austria hastened to yield to the requirements of the

Itegent and King George ; and England ha\dng offered

her mediation to the Divan, peace was signed at Passa-

rowitz (21st July, 1718).

France, which the Eegent and Cardinal Dubois were
then dragging in the wake of England, took no part in

the negotiations ; and the mediatrix thus had full leisure,

first to despoil the Venetians, who thenceforth no longer

possessed any weight in the affairs of Europe, afterwards

to a£:2"randize Austria and take a new influence over the

Ottoman Porte. Two treaties were signed, one with the

Emperor, the other with the Republic of Venice. Austria

aggrandized her possessions ; she acquired Belgrade,

Temeswar, Wallachia as far as the course of the Aluta,

and a portion of Servia. Venice kept the strongholds

which she occupied in Albania, but lost the Morea.
At the news of the Peace of Passarowitz, Peter I.

solicited modifications in the treaties of Falksen, Adria-

nople, and Constantinople, and he obtained, in fact, a new
treaty which contained two remarkable articles—the one
relating to Poland, the other to the Holy Places. " The
Czar declares in the most formal manner that he will not
appropriate any part of the territory of Poland, and that

he will not meddle with the government of that Republic ;

and, as it is important to the two empires to prevent the

sovereignty and the hereditary succession from being
attached to the Crown of Poland, they join together to

effect the maintenance of the rights, privileges, and con-

stitutions of that State ; and, in the event that any Power
whatsoever should send troops into Poland, or that it

should seek to introduce therein the sovereignty or the
hereditary succession, it shall be not only permitted to each
of the Powers to take such measures as its own interest
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shall dictate, but tlie two Powers shall prevent, by all and
every way possible, that the Crown of Poland shall not

acquire sovereignty and hereditary succession, that the

laws and constitution of the Republic may not be violated,

and that any dismemberment of its territory may not take

place.

Art. 2. It is open to the merchants of both nations to

travel and traffic, in all safety, from one State to the other.

The Russians shall be permitted to make pilgrimages to

Jerusalem and in other Holy Places, without being

subjected, neither at Jerusalem nor elsewhere, to any
tribute (Kharadj), nor to pecuniary exactions for their

passports. The Russian ecclesiastics who shall reside in.

the territories of the Porte shall not be molested.*
" All things have a beginning," says an historian,

" and, as we shall see, the first step is a modest one, and
has nothing which presages the exorbitant pretensions

that were one day to excite to so high a degree the

attention and the fears of the Powers in alliance with
Turkey."

* Cesar Famin, " Hist, de la rivalile des Eglises Chretiennes en Orient,

p. 256.
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CHAPTEE II.

From the Peace of Passakowitz to the Peace of Belgrade

(1718-1739).

1. Disastrous Policy of Turkey.— War against Persia.

Peter the Great, as has been seen, took no part in the

war which the Peace of Passarowitz terminated. He
continued covertly his enterprises against Sweden and
Pohmd, and, not content with having isolated the

Ottoman Empire from those two States, he attempted even

to break up the old amity existing between France and
Turkey. During the visit which he made to the Court of

Louis XV. (1717), he proposed an Alliance with the

Hegent, but obtained from him only a treaty of

commerce
;
yet he made partisans among certain French

nobles, who, looking upon England and Austria as their

natural, irreconcileable enemies, were desirous of replacing

the Alliance of Sweden, Poland, and Turkey, henceforth

more onerous than profitable, by that of Eussia. The
Ottoman Court became uneasy at the Czar's visit. Since

it had become mixed up in all the affairs of Europe, it

began to recognize the necessity of penetrating deeper

into the policy of the Christian States, and in order to

form an exact idea of the situation of the West, it sent to

France (1721) an extraordinary embassy, to conduct

which it selected one of the negotiators of Passarowitz,

Mahommed Effendi, a sensible and well-informed man.
The pretext of his mission was to present to the King,

with gifts from the Sultan, firmans which gave validity

to the demands of France concerning the Holy Places.

That embassy made a great noise, but led to no result.
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Mahommed Effendi met with a gracious reception ; all

tlie necessary instructions were given him wherewith to

enlighten the Divan as to its true interests ; a project

was even brought forward of an alliance offensive and
defensive between the two Powers. But all this did not
succeed in arousing the Ottoman Court from its apathy,
its ignorance, and its prejudices ; and France, being
desirous at that juncture of inducing it to intervene in

the Northern war to save Sweden from the grasp of

Russia, found it only turned a deaf ear to every argument,
and was herself compelled, at a cost of millions and by her
menacing mediation, to prevent the complete spoliation

of that Power by the Treaty of Nystadt (1721).

The Czar had scarcely terminated that war, ere he
turned his eyes towards the other side of his empire in

search of aggrandizements. In 1722, the Shah of Persia,

the last real sovereign of the dynasty of the Sofis, having
abdicated in favour of Mir Mahmoud, civil war broke out
among the Persians. Peter the Great profited by these

troubles to seize upon the countries adjacent to the
Caspian Sea. The Khan of the Crimean Tartars, vividly

alarmed, sent word to the Porte that " the Russians, not
content with seizing upon the shores of the Caspian Sea,

strengthened their conquests and kept up an understand-
ing with Georgia ; that, if the Ottomans and the Tartars

remained inactive, that new Power would extend itself to

such a degree that it would surround all the possessions of

the Porte in Asia." Whereupon the Sultan caused his

troops to invade Armenia and Persian Georgia ; and war
seemed declared between Turks and Russians. The Czar
became uneasy, and solicited the alliance or, at least, the
mediation of France. On another side, the Grand Vizier

had become the friend of the French ambassador at

Constantinople ;
" holding for certain that the Ottoman

Empire and the kingdom of France ought only to be at

one in political precept, he listened with avidity to all the

systems that the Marquis de Bonac detailed to him, and
appreciated especially that one of being sparing of the

forces of the Ottoman Empire, in order to impose by sucli

VOL. II. c
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means equally on all his neighbours." He proposed to

the ambassador to undertake the office of mediator between
Russia and the Porte. Bonac, although he had apprised

the Court of France of these events, was without instruc-

tions ; for Dubois feared to displease England by contri-

buting to the aggrandizement either of the Turks or of

the Russians ; a partisan of the Russian alliance, and
believino; that he would satisfy the interests of the Porte

by an augmentation of territory, he accepted the office of

mediator ; but, in order to conciliate the requirements of

the two belligerent States, he violated the right of nations

by a treaty which left to eacli of them the Persian

provinces they had just conquered (1724). The Persians

did not accept that strange arrangement. Moreover, the

Court of France, dissatisfied with the conduct of Bonac,

recalled him and appointed as his successor the Marquis
d'Andrezel (1725), with orders to suspend the mediation,

and to thwart Russia in her projects. The Turks speedily

made themselves masters of Hamadan, Erivan, Tebriz,

&c. One campaign sufficed to put them in possession of

the Persian territory which Russia had abandoned to

them.
Peter the Great died ; Catherine, heiress of his ideas

and of his sceptre, sought, in a close alliance with Austria,

the support which Russia needed to ruin, in spite of

France, the Ottoman Empire, and the treaty of Vienna
was concluded (1725). That treaty, which renewed, rein-

forced, and fixed the alliance between the two Courts

against Turkey, had for its principal condition—a condi-

tion kept secret down to the present time—that Austria

and Russia bound themselves in perpetuity, in case of

war with the Porte between either of them, to unite their

armies and not to make a separate peace.

Meanwhile, the Turks extended and consolidated their

conquests in Persia ; that unhappy country was desolated

at once by foreign invasion and civil war. Echref caused

his cousin Mir Mahmoud to be strangled, and seized upon
his power. His rival, Shah Thamas, offered to the Porte

the sovereignty of the provinces it had occupied. The
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Turks treated with him, but Echref, in the ascendant,

demanded peace, acceded to the conditions proposed by
his competitor, and was recognized as legitimate sovereign

of Iran. He was speedily overthrown by Nadir, lieu-

tenant of Thamas, and the latter having re-entered

Ispahan, Nadir invaded the Ottoman frontiers. Ibrahim
Pacha was desirous of peace; he tried to negotiate, and
only set out with regret to repulse the Persians, His
tergiversations irritated the Turks. The Janissaries, ex-

cited to revolt by a certain Patrona Khalil, demanded
that in twenty-four hours the Grand Vizier, the Mufti,

and the Capudan-pacha should be given up to them. The
Sultan was unable to shield his favourite from the fury of

the soldiers and populace ; Ibrahim was put to death

;

but that detestable sacrifice did not save Achmet III.

The rebels shouted, " Long live Mahmoud !
" and the

Sultan Achmet, without attempting a useless resistance,

himself acknowledged as Padischah his nephew Mahmoud
I. (1730).

2. Mahmoud I.—Peace withPersla.— JFar of France in

favour of Poland.

The capital and the Empire remained for some time in

the power of Patrona Khalil, who, whilst still wearing his

uniform of a common Janissary, dictated his will to the

Divan, imposed decrees for the relief of the people, and,

through the favour of the soldiery and the popukice,

seemed sole heir of Achmet III. This energetic ruler

was got rid of by treason ; he was assassinated in an am-
busli, under the eyes of Mahmoud and his Ministers.

His partisans rose in arms, but the insurrection had no
longer a head ; it was stifled in the blood of several

thousand victims.

Order once more re-established, the Porte resumed the

war against Persia. Schah Thamas underwent numerous
reverses and was constrained to sue for peace ; which was
signed the 10th of January, 1732. Turkey kept Daghes-

c 2
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tan, the Kartbli, Nalvlitcliivan, Erivan, Tiflis ; Persia

recovered Tebriz, Ardelan, Hamadan, and all Loristan

;

the Araxes thus became, on the side of Aderbaidjan, the

limit of the two States. But that treaty was not destined

to be long kept. Nadir, who, under the title of Thamas-
Kouli-Khan (Khan the slave of Thamas), reigned as a

sovereign over several provinces of Persia, protested loudly

against the conclusion of the peace ; he marched upon
Ispahan, deposed Thamas, declared himself regent of the

kingdom, and summoned the Turks to restore the territory

and towns which the treaty had just conceded to them.

He besieged Bagdad, but he could not make himself mas-

ter of it ; Topal-Osman Pacha having come to the succour

of that city, a terrible encounter took place upon the

Tigris at Douldjeilik, and Thamas-Kouli-Khan, wounded
in the combat, was hurried off the field by his routed

army (19th June, 1733). Osman Pacha snatched afresh

victory near Leitam. Lastly, he was in turn defeated and
perished upon the field of battle. His death was a public

misfortune for the Turks, who experienced a continuous

series of checks, and on the 14th of July, 1733, the Otto-

man army was almost annihilated in a vast plain between
Bao'hawerd and Akhikendi. Tliat disaster decided the

Porte to negotiate, and the plenipotentiaries whichit sentto

Tiflis were present at the coronation of Nadir Shah. The
treaty, concluded in the month of September, 1736, fixed

the boundaries of the two Empires conformably to that of

1039, and stripped the Ottomans of all their recent acqui-

sitions.

The signature of that treaty was hastened by the

threats and armaments of Eussia. The results of the

Treaty of Vienna soon became manifest. Poland, con-

sumed during two centuries by perpetual anarchy,

seemed devoted to certain ruin, and in the whole of

Europe there was only one Power that had interested

itself in its preservation—France. Thus Russia, Austria

and Prussia, foreseeing that at the death of Augustus II.,

the protege of Peter the Great, the Poles w^ould seek to

regenerate their country by choosing, under the pro-
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tection of France, a national king, concluded between
themselves a secret pact (1732) by which they mutually

engaged to nullify by every possible means French influ-

ence over Poland, a pact which may be regarded as the

origin of the projects for the dismemberment of that

kingdom. Augustus II. died (1733) ; the Poles elected

Stanislas Leczinski ; but two armies, Russian and Aus-
trian, seated the son of Augustus II. on the throne.

France promised aid to the Poles, declared war against

Austria, and solicited the Porte to avenge the injury that

Russia had just done her, by intervening in a country the

independence of which the treaties of Falksen and Con-
stantinople placed under its protection. To the Marquis
d'Andrezel had succeeded the Marquis de Yilleneuve, a

minister full of talent and activity ; he had several con-

ferences with the Grand Vizier, in which he explained to

him the situation of Europe, the necessity for the Porte

to return to the policy of Charles XII., that is to say, to

an alliance with Sweden and Poland, and the isolation in

which Turkey would speedily find itself by the abasement

or the despoiling of those two States. The Vizier was
moved by these representations ; he addressed to the two
Imperial Courts a protestation against the entrance of the

Russians into Poland, and threateningly demanded the exe-

cution of the treaty of Constantinople. But that protest

and those threats were futile, and a year passed away
without war being declared, without even the assembling

of an army; the Divan reserving against Persia all the

forces of Turkey. Whereupon Villeneuve, to extricate

the Ottoman Court from its error, despatched to the Khan
of the Tartars, the inveterate enemy of the Russians, an
Hungarian gentleman, a refugee in France, the Baron de

Tott, adroit and well-informed, who incited him to invade

the Ukraine for the enforcement of the tribute which the

Russians had formerly paid him. The Khan entered

readily into the views of the agent of France, and declared

openly that he would willingly give all he possessed to

see the Russians driven out of Poland. But then Augus-
tus III. flung gold lavishly into the Divan ; the declaration

VOL. II. c*
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of war was still delayed, and a prohibition was given the

Tartars against entering the Ukraine. The Russians thus

found themselves masters in Poland, and Stanislas was
driven therefrom. France directed all her efforts against

Austria, and incited anew the Porte to attack Russia, by
pointing out that that enemy wa,s preparing to besiege

Azof The Divan still continued deaf to these instances.

The Court of Versailles then, to attain its ends, employed
the offices of a French renegade, the Count de Bonneval,

who was during fourteen years the secret soul of the

Ottoman policy in its relations with the European
Cabinets.

This adventurer, after having deserted France to serve

in the armies of the Emperor, had forsaken Germany and
his religion to turn Mussulman, and had become a general

of bombardiers, a pacha of two tails, the friend and coun-

sellor of the Grand Vizier. A body of troops had been
confided to him, which he had trained in the European
mode, and while attempting to reform the whole of the

Ottoman army, the fears of the Sultan and the represen-

tations of Russia arrested him in his projects. It was he

who revealed to the Porte the secrets of European policy

;

who made known to it, by memoranda which he addressed

to the Sultan, its true interests ; who suggested the means
of continuing the wars in which it found itself engaged.

An implacable enemy of Austria, he could have wished, by
the services he rendered France, to obtain his pardon at

the Court of Versailles ; but, jealous of its ambassadors,
and desirous of keeping to himself every negotiation

;

going, by a spirit of intrigue, beyond the orders of Car-

dinal Fleury, he was, whilst continuing to be the pivot of

the efforts directed by France against Austria and Russia,

more hurtful than useful both to Turkey and to France.

Fleury, pursuing his modest and timid policy, intended,

in the war which he was carrying on against Austria in

favour of Poland, to profit by the diversions which Turkey
should undertake, without being constrained to make with
her an alliance offensive and defensive ; that would arm,
he thought, England in favour of Austria, and would thus
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kindle a general war. This was to follow the example of
Louis XIV., without perceiving that the elevation of
Russia had changed the necessities of French policy. He
had therefore ordered Villeneuve only to incite the Turks
to enter Hungary, and he wislied Bonneval to support to

the utmost that negotiation. But the latter thought that

the occasion had arrived for restoring to the Franco-
Turkish alliance the character which it had under Francis I.

He therefore sent to the Court of Versailles a project of

alliance by which France should be bound not to make a

separate peace, and not to direct its operations save in

concert with the Ottoman Court. Fleury, offended at a
negotiation which he had not ordered, rejected the alliance,

but continued nevertheless to demand a diversion of the

Turks in Hungar}^ Then the Emperor Charles VI.
having got intelligence of Bonneval's intrigues, saw his

ruin foreboded in the armed alliance between France and
the Porte : he therefore hastened to ward off the blow by
making Fleury very advantageous offers of peace. The
Cardinal, before listening to them, endeavoured to make
tlie Porte comply with his demands ; but the latter stood

out firmly : then France acceded to the proposals of

Charles VI., and the Treaty of Vienna was concluded

(1735).

3. War with Russia and Austria.—Part taken hy France,—
Treaty of Belgrade.

That glorious but impolitic Treaty was scarcely signed,

ere Russia commenced hostilities against the Porte, which
was then embarrassed by the Persian war, and weakened
by the successes of Nadir Shah. The Tartars of the

Crimea, summoned to Asia, directed their route towards

the Caucasus by crossing Muscovite territory. That
violation of the frontiers was the pretext advanced by the

Russians in order to break the Treaty of 1720. The
Divan immediately sought the intervention of France.

Villeneuve, seeing the war he had fomented break out,
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dared not, unempowered, enter upon peace negotiations.

He therei'ore solicited orders from Versailles, and the

Grand Vizier himself wrote to Fleury. The Austrian

ambassador tlien offered to mediate on the part of the

Porte, and he succeeded in obtaining the support of the

English and Dutch ambassadors. Bonneval warned the

Ottoman ministers that " the Emperor's design was merely

to amuse them until he had again filled up the ranks of

his forces, which had returned in a shattered condition

from Italy." Fleury wrote to the Grand Vizier in the

same sense, telling hira that " this war would infallibly

drag the Emperor into it, in order to satisfy the engage-

ments by which he was bound by his alliance with the

Czarina." The intrigues of certain Greeks in the pay of

Russia prevailed over these counsels, and the mediation of

Austria was accepted. But, whilst the mediator amused
the Turks with abortive conferences, an Austrian army
advanced into Hungar}^ The Divan, perceiving at length

the treason concealed under the Austrian mediation,

demanded to know what would be the destination of that

army, in the event of the Russians refusing to treat. " If

peace cannot be concluded," he was answered, " the

Emperor will lend his aid to Russia."

Villeneuve, however, received his instructions. Fleury

had consulted the English minister, pointing out to him
the interest Great Britain had in arresting the usurpa-

tions of the Russians. But the Cabinet of St. James's

gave him to understand that a diversion on the part of

the Court of Versailles in favour of the Turks would
bring about a coalition in which England would be forced

to take part with Austria. The Cardinal then directed

Villeneuve to use every exertion to procure peace for the

Turks ; to prevent, as far as possible, the Russians from
obtaining the navigation of the Black Sea; in fine, to

declare explicitl}^ to the Divan that France would not

make any diversion in its favour. " You cannot represent

too strongly to the Porte," he wrote to him, " although

with reservation proportionate to its delicacy, the danger

it will incur by continuing the war, and bring under its
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consideration that, if it should hist, it would be difficult

for the majority of the Christian princes not to esj^ouse

the Emperor's quarrel " (1737). Whereupon Villeneuve

despatched the Baron de Tott to the Grand Vizier, then

encamped at Bender, to represent to him " the fatal con-

seqences the war might have," and to persuade him " that,

in the present conjuncture, the Turks being assured that

the House of Austria would declare for Russia, and that

France would not take up arms against the Grermans, it

was the interest of the Porte to make peace ; that the

Russians, insisting upon keeping Azof, of which General

de Lascy had made himself master, it was practicable to

abandon that place to them without leaving open to them
for all that the entrance to the Black Sea, by fortifying

Kouban, situate upon the shore of the Zabach Strait

;

that then the Turks would neither fear the incursions of

the Russian ships of war nor the competition of their

merchant vessels." The Grand Vizier complained at first

to Baron de Tott that France, which three years previously

had wished to arm the Turks against the House of Austria,

was exhorting them at that m.oment to make a disadvan-

tageous peace. The negotiator replied :
" We exhorted

you to war when the Russians had an arm}^ in Poland to

support the election of King Augustus, when the Emperor,
whom you now menace, was attacked at once by France,

ISpain, and Sardinia. You might then have hoped for

success, and your efforts against the House of Austria

might have been as useful to us as to 3^ourselves. At the

present time, King Augustus is tranquilly seated upon
the throne of Poland

;
peace is firm between Austria and

tlie confederate Powers ; the King of France neither wishes

nor ought to make his subjects support the weight of a

useless war ; he owes you only good offices, and he will

always render you them. We did advise war, three years

since, for the common interests of our empire and yours.

To-day we advise peace solely for your advantage."

This advice, which Villeneuve repeated to the Sultan at

Constantinople, was sincere ; for the Russians, already

masters ofAzof, had just seized upon Oczakof and Kinburn,
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and Miinnich, who commanded tliem, penetrated into the

Steppes, but was compelled to return with great loss.

" The Christians of the Ottoman Empire," he wrote to St.

Petersburg, " look upon the Czarina as their legitimate

Sovereign ; we must profit by their enthusiasm and their

hopes, and march on Constantinople." At the same time,

Charles VI., raising the mask, commenced the invasion of

Bosnia, Servia, and Wallachia. But the Imperialists were
punished for their perfidy by cruel defeats. Defeated at

Banyalonka and at Vallievo, they were driven out of

Nissa, Crajova, Semendria, Mahadiaand Orsova, and with-

drew in disorder from the provinces they had invaded.

The Emperor found himself reduced to sue for peace,

promising to make the Kussians give their adherence to it,

who had also just undergone a series of checks, in spite of

the skill of Miinnich. The Turks rejected this demand,
although it was supported by England and Holland, and
they declared that they would only receive proposals of

peace on the part of France. The latter offered imme-
diately its mediation, proposing to place the Treaty under
its guarantee. The Porte eagerly accepted the offer, and
Yilleneuve, after having received the highest honours at

Constantinople, set out with a magnificent escort to join

the Vizier, who was besieging Belgrade.

When Villeneuve arrived at the camp of the Grand
Vizier, the Imperialists had just experienced a complete

rout near Kroska, and the garrison of Belgrade was
reduced to extremities. The negotiations began imme-
diately, and they were conducted with great ability by the

mediator, who, following the instructions of his Court,

succeeded in obtaining a peace signed separately with
Austria and Russia, under the guarantee of Prance
(Sept. 1739).

The Emperor restored to the Porte the province of
Servia, Belgrade, the fortress of Crabacz, minus the artillery

and munitions of war, the whole of Austrian Wallachia,
the island and fortress of Orsova. The Danube and the

Save became the boundaries of the two States. The truce

\vas to last for twenty-seven years.
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By the treaty of perpetual peace concluded witli Russia,

it was stipulated that the fortress of Azof sliould be
demolished, and tliat its desert territory should form the

boundary between the two Empires. The Russians were

permitted to build a new fortress upon the banks of the

Don, near Azof, and the Turks to construct one near

Kouban. Commerce was declared free on both sides, but

with the condition that the Russians should only employ
Turkish vessels on the Black Sea.*

The Peace of Belgrade restored the Ottoman Porte to

the rank from which the peace of Carlowitz had caused it

to fall. " That treaty," says Von Hammer, " which
established a new line of frontiers advantao-eous to the

Porte, and which was concluded under the mediation and
guarantee of France, is, under that twofold point of

view, one of the most salient acts of wliich the French
and Ottoman diplomatic annals make mention. The
influence of France over Ottoman affairs was never so

decisive either before or after, and the mission of M. de
Yilleneuve is assuredly the most memorable that the
history of the diplomatic relations of France with Turkey
signalizes. Villeneuve, invested with the imposing title

of Ambassador Extraordinary, was at once the soul, the
counsellor, and the guide of all the negotiations entered
upon with the Porte by the different European Cabinets.

* One of the clauses of the Treaty of Belgrade.
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CHAPTER III.

Fkom the Peace of Belgrade to the Peace of Kainakdji.

1. Treaty with Sweden.— Capitulations of 1740.

The first use France made of her influence was to enlighten

the Porte upon the political system which it was incumbent

UDon it to follow, pointing out to it that the existence of

Sweden and Poland was intimately connected with its

own. Thus, being unable, in the existing conjuncture, to

unite itself with Poland, become the vassal of Russia, it

sio"ned with Sweden, at first a treaty of friendship and

commerce, then a treaty of alliance offensive and defensive,

in virtue of which the two States afforded one anotlier a

mutual support in case of aggression from Russia. That

alliance was in reality the first of the kind ever signed

between the Porte and a Christian Power ; as it was at

variance with the custom of the Ottomans, it testifies

to the change which had been operated in their European

position and of the consciousness they were beginning to

entertain of their perils. The Russian ambassador strove

to break that treaty by corrupting the French ambassador

and the Ottoman ministers ; but the Czarina's presents

effected no change in Villeneuve's policy, who forewarned

the reis-effendi and the interpreter of the Porte against the

Russian offers ; and the treaty was maintained (1740).

Villeneuve profited by the all-powerful influence he

enjoyed with the Divan to demand the renewal of the

capitulations. The Sultan Mahmoud hastened to satisfy

him by bringing to the hatti-sherif of 1G73 all the modi-

fications required by France, and the capitulations of the

:jOth May, 1740, became a formal treaty of friendship and
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commerce in eighty-five articles, whichhas onlybeen renewed
once, in 1802, and which still regulates at the present time
the relations of Prance with the Ottoman Empire.

" In that treaty, the Sultan, after having renewed the
precedent capitulations, recalls to mind that the ambassa-
dors and consuls of France ought to have precedency over
the ambassadors and consuls of Spain and other monarchs.
The new privileges concern, in the first place, the position

and the jurisdiction of the French consuls; they exempt
the French merchants and traders from the brokerage tax,

called mezeterie ; they extend to every kind of merchan-
dize indifferently the customs duty of three per cent., the
benefit of which was only granted before to six articles,

whether for importation or exportation : cottons, woollen
or spun, morocco leather, wax, leathers and silks. Briefly,

the French and '^^ proteges of France might go and come
freely in the States of the Sultan without being liable to

pay the l-haradj, and it shall be permitted to them to wear
Oriental vestments."*

An ambassador extraordinary, Mohammed Said, went
to present these capitulations to Louis XV., with the
thanks of Mahmoud and rich presents. He was received

with distinguished honour, and returned to Constantinople
with two ships of war and a small corps of French gun-
ners which were placed under the command of Bonneval,
and with which it was attempted to regenerate the Otto-

man artillery.

France continued to enlighten the Porte upon its

interests, its dangers, its alliances, and to point out to it

the politic path in which she might not only find safety,

but recruit her power. The path was that in which
Louis XV. ordered his ambassadors to restrict themselves,

and he indicated it in his secret correspondence in these

words :

— "It is necessary to unite by a perpetual alliance

Turkey, Poland, Sweden, and Prussia, under the media-
tion of France, against Austria and Russia." But, since

that her arms have regained some honour, since that she

has absolved herself of her greatest humiliations by the
* 0. Famin, p. 277.
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treaty of Belgrade, since moreover she has seen all the

Christian States soliciting her friendship, showing esteem

for her power, interesting themselves in her grandeur, the

Porte has resumed all its ignorant and apathetic pride.

She (Turkey) did not perceive that those States showed

excitement about her, not because she was to be dreaded, but

because she had become a counterpoise too weak for the

equilibrium of the Continent, since the appearance of the

Russians upon the European stage had changed the con-

ditions of that equilibrium ; and, deaf to the voice of her

ally, defying her counsels, rejecting more and more her

influence, she had lulled herself asleep with a haughty

carelessness, in the belief that she was still the arbitress

of Europe.

2. War of the Austrian Succession.—Neutrality of Turkey.

The Treaty of Belgrade was scarcely signed, than a

decisive opportunity presented itself for the Porte to

resume its old position. The States of the House of

Austria having fallen into the hands of a woman, Maria
Theresa, France, in accord with the majority of the

princes of Germany, resolved to make war to effect the

ruin or dismemberment of that House, and she solicited

Turkey to invade Hungary, promising her that kingdom
for her portion of the spoil (1741). Sultan Mahmoud
replied to that solicitation by a formal refusal ; he pub-

lished even a manifesto urging the belligerent Powers to

remain at peace ; and, remembering that a mediation had
abased Turkey at Carlowitz, and that a mediation at Bel-

grade had raised her up again, he offered in turn his

mediation. European diplomacy smiled at a proposition

so strange issuing from the mouth of the successor of

Mahomet II., and only replied to it in expressions

of vague thanks. The Sultan felt much offended at this,

and cherished a lively resentment in consequence against

France.

Villeneuve had resigned the Constantinople embassy,
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and the Marquis of Castellane had succeeded him ;
" but

the talents of the new ambassador," says a correspondent

of the time, " were not turned in the direction of intrigue

and business, and the French minister sought to turn to

profit those of Bonneval Pacha, to whom a pension had

been given, with the promise of his return to France.

The renegade exercised all his wonted activity, used all

his influence to decide the Porte to make war; but he

failed : the Sultan was still irritated at the refusal of his

mediation, and his ministers remembered the revelations

Bonneval had made them touching French policy at the

period of the war of the Polish succession. "I knew," wrote

Castellane to the minister Argenson, " that the reis-eflendi

had imbibed from M. de Bonneval the prejudice that has

always been an obstacle to our views ; I mean that pre-

possession that France desires to involve the Turks in war

only to get rid of them and to sacrifice them in time of

peace. It was in 1734, at a time when the reis-eliendi

and the Count de Bonneval entered into our affairs con-

cerning Poland, that the most malign inferences of the

procedure of France, at the Treaty of Ryswick, were

brought into their full light, and that the negotiations of

the Marquis de Villeneuve were caused to fail by demand-

ing that France should bind herself by engagements in

writing with the Porte, for the continuation of the war.

It is in that school that the Turks have learnt to mistrust

us, and that the reis-eflendi himself has imbibed those

principles, of which he has given a very candid explana-

tion, even on this occasion."

England, however, had come to the aid of JNIaria Theresa,

and France, abandoned by her German allies, having alone

to support the burden of the war, fresh solicitations were

made to the Divan by the Cabinet of Versailles :
" We

need a diversion in Hungary," wrote d'Argenson to Bon-

neval ;
" do everything to obtain it. . . . If we are

compelled to sign a peace which leaves to Austria her

ancient States with a host of veteran troops, that will be

the ruin of the Turks. Their interest demands, therefore,

that they should arm in tlie present conjuncture, to contri-
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bute of themselves to the diminution of that power ; that

future danger is a reason which permits them not to

baUmce." But Bonneval found the Sultan and his

Ministers immovable. " They are altogether determined,"

he replied to d'Argenson, " not to cause the Queen of

Hungary disquietude, and not to depart in anything from

the last treaties, and that so much the more, say they,

that affairs have taken, in Christendom, an advantageous

turn for the Ottoman Empire."

France experienced reverses and the Austrians pene-

trated into Provence. Then the Porte became agitated

by the perils and representations of its ally ; it declared

that it would be chagrined to see the Crown revert to a

new House of Austria ; it urged the Court of Versailles to

persist in its political system ; it even entertained the pro-

positions of Bonneval for an alliance offensive and defen-

sive between France, Prussia, and Turkey. Castellane

thereupon asked for instructions from Versailles, and he

presented (1747) a project to the Divan which bore for

its principal stipulations : 1. The Allied Powers shall

engage not to lay down arms until the husband of Maria

Theresa has renounced the Imperial Crown ; 2. The
Porte retains its conquests in Hungary ; 3. The
Ministers of the Porte shall assist at a Congress which
will take place for the re-establishment of a general peace,

&c. Tliree great Conferences were devoted by the Otto-

man Ministers to the discussion of that project ; the

ambassador showed them the downfall of the House of

Austria as certain when its States should be surrounded

by the armies of the three Powers ; he reminded them
that, in the first year of the war, when the French were

at some leagues distance from Vienna and the Prussians

masters of Silesia, if the Turks had entered Hungary,
Maria Theresa would have been forced to sign her own
ruin. The Divan seemed shaken, although its most
influential members were persuaded that France only

desired to clear herself of that war in order to throw the

effort of it upon the Turks. But then there came, on the

part of Maria Theresa, the most formal protestations of
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friendship, whicli were supported by the threats of Russia

and the gold of England ; at the same time, it became
known that the King of Prussia had just made his separate

peace with the Queen of Hungary. The negotiation with

France was broken off, and all the efforts of Castellane, all

the intrigues of Bonneval, to renew it, failed. The Divan
found itself so completely circumvented by the enemies of

France, that, at the instance of England and in the hope
of thus delivering itself from all war, from all danger, it

signed a treaty of perpetual peace with Austria and
Russia (174S). Bonneval, irritated at the ill-success of

his overtures, expired on the very day upon whicli he

received a letter from Versailles authorizing him to return

to France.

Austria and England, rejoicing in the blindness of the

Porte, solicited the aid of Russia in order to put an end to

the war ; in fact, 30,000 Russians directed their march
upon the Rhine. Count Desalleurshad succeeded Castellane.
" He was," says a contemporary report, " a man of strong

sense, thoughtful, speakiDg little, and going at once to the

fact; with a simple and natural manner, but subtle and
acute." He made very lively representations to the

Sultan, with the view to determine him to protest against

the march of the Russian army, and presented to him no
less than seven memorials in order to demonstrate the

abounding peril of the intervention of the Northern Powers
in the affairs of Southern Europe. But the Porte, content

to see the Russians direct their arms and their ambition

far away from its frontiers, remained silent, and thought
only of giving fresh evidences of friendship to the two
Powers which were secretly leagued to effect her ruin.

Desalleurs, to rouse it from its immobility and make it

see that its peril was more disquieting to France than the

vicissitudes of her own war against Austria, renewed the

proposition of a quadruple alliance between the Porte,

France, Prussia, and Sweden, an alliance by whicli the

four States engaged themselves to repress the ambition of

Russia, and never to make a separate peace witli the Courts

of Vienna and St. Petersburg. All that was rejected, and
vo].. II. n
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the Court of Versailles had no Ioniser wherewith to occupy
itself save its own interests, in disarming its enemies by
the peace of Aix-la-Cliapelle (1748).

3. Efforts of France to enllglderi Tiirhey.—Encroachments

of Mussia.

France, far from testifying the slightest resentment

against the Porte, strove once more to bring it back into

its natural way, and she did it with a perseverance, a

solicitude, and disinterestedness which reflected much
honour upon her diplomacy. " Recover at Constantinople

the highest influence," wrote the Minister to Desalleurs,
" protect Sweden, do not abandon Poland, arrest the career

of the vast projects of Eussia, are the four designs that

the King orders you never to lose sight of." But Desalleurs

knew the obstacles which he had to overcome. "Things
are much changed," he wrote, " since the peace of Bel-

grade ; the pretended refusal of the mediation of the Porte

by France, and the Treaty of perpetual peace concluded

with the Courts of Vienna and Russia, the exhaustion

produced by the Persian war; finally, the particular interest

of the Grand Seignior, have caused the adoption of the

pacific system as the only means of sustaining the Grand
Seignior on the throne and of preventing a general revo-

lution."

However, notwithstanding the little attention the Divan
paid to his advice, French influence in the East had under-

gone no diminution
; yet, whilst France enjoyed, amongst

the peoples of the Levant an influence and a prosperity

that was the envy of England, all the representations and
solicitations of its diplomacy failed before the obstinate

indolence and senseless security of the Sultan and his

Ministers. In vain did Desalleurs expose the design which

Russia had of incorporating Sweden with its Empire, in-

viting them to oflTer their mediation ; in vain he urged the

Divan to conclude, in concert with France, a treaty of

alliance with Prussia ; in vain did he support the cfibrts
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of an asrent of tlie Kins: of Denmark, who solicited a

treaty of commerce ; in vain did he propose a direct

alHance against Russia, in order to save Poland, already

twice threatened with dismemberment. Louis XV. wrote

himself (1752) secretly to the Sultan three pressing letters,

in which he declared that he was ready to defend Sweden
against Russia, if the Porte would join its efforts to his

;

in which he unveiled the designs of the Courts of Vienna
and St. Petersburg upon Poland,* in which he renewed

the demand for an alliance offensive and defensive between
the Porte, France, and Prussia. The Saltan and his

Ministers only made evasive answers to the French King's

propositions, as well as to those of his ambassador ; they

even considered themselves as offended by the observations

of Desalleurs upon the state of decadence into which the

Ottoman army had fallen, and they refused his concurrence

in the remounting of their artillery, fortifying their strong-

holds, and instructing their soldiers in the first principles

of modern war.

Russia, meanwhile, did not scruple to commit the most
flagrant violations of its treaties with the Porte ; it founded
and fortified a new province under the name of JSTew Servia,

in that extent of country which lies between the Bug and
the frontiers of the Ukraine, and which, by the terms of

the Treaty of Belgrade, was to remain uncultivated and
uninhabited, and presenting only an immense desert,

to serve as a barrier between the two Empires. By that

novel arrangement, she not only cut off, in time of war,

communication between the Turks and the Tartars, and
procured herself the facility of forming magazines for her

armies, but, moreover, usurped a considerable extent of

countr}^ belonging to the domains of the Ottoman Empire.
To all these infractions she did not confine the irregularity

of her conduct towards the Turks : after having solemnly
engaged not to meddle further with the affairs of Poland,

she therein maintained a powerful party, and negotiated

a treaty of alliance with the King and the Republic ; she

* Louis XY. had married Maria Leczinski, daughter of Stanislaus
Lcczinski, King of Poluud.

D 2
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protected the Kabardians and the Circassians, sent emis-

saries and troops anion^^st them, there established maga-

zines and barra(;ks, and strove to withdraw those peoples

from their obedience to the Khan of the Tartars. That
Khan, Arslan Gherai, a fiery and warlike prince, devoted

to France and Sweden, cherishing an implacable hatred

of the Eussians, suffered impatiently their aggressive

enterprises, and did not cease to stir up the Porte to repel

them ; he warned it of all their manceuvres, exhorted it

incessantly to lirmness, and neglected nothing wherewith

to force its hand ; he laboured, in concert with the French

ambassador, to put it in relation with the King of Prussia,

who had not yet a minister resident at Constantinople

;

he obtained its permission to despatch to that prince an
unscrupulous emissary, whose task was to sow the first

germ of an understanding between the two Courts ; he
took upon himself likewise authority to send to the

Polish Diet, in 1753, a Minister to assure the Polish

patriots of all the protection of the Porte as well as his

own, and to decide them to reject the alliance of Russia,

in which their king was desirous of engaging them ; he

made use of, without the agreement or even the partici-

pation of the Porte, the pretext of wisliing to chastise the

Circassians for a refusal of slaves which they had made
liim, to have an opportunity of passing into Circassia and
the Kouban a large number of troops, then to seek a

quarrel with the Eussians, and fall upon those which they

had brought into Circassia and the Kabardia, at a time

of peace and against the faith of treaties. But the constant

efforts of that prince to bring the Porte to a rupture,

only obtained from it a few slight demonstrations; the

Ottoman Minister persisted in preferring a tolerance which
prolonged the amenities of peace to an animadversion

which should rekindle the flames of war.
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4. New administration of Wallaclda and Moldavia.—The

Fanariotes.

Whilst the Porte, believing the Empire saved for ever

by the Treaty of Belgrade, turned a deaf ear to the

warnings of its ally, France, and of its faithful vassal, the

Khan of the Crimea, it took, with regard to the Princi-

palities of Wallachia and Moldavia, measures which have

favoured the ambition of Eussia, brought about intermi-

nable embarrassments, and dealt a disastrous blow to the

Ottoman power.

The Voivodes Brancovano in Wallachia, and Cantemir

in Moldavia, had given the fatal example of alliance with

the Czar, and their treason had favoured the Russian and

Austrian invasion. To secure the fidehty of the two

provinces, the Porte took from them the administration of

the native boyards ; but, instead of simply making of

them two pachalics, desirous of respecting the religion

and manners of the inhabitants, as well as the ancient

treaties that united them to the Empire, it resolved to

have them governed by Christian rayahs, subjects and

creatures of the Sultan. The Greeks of the Panar, for a

long period the lowest, the most corrupt servants of the

Porte, solicited those dignities, and Mavrocordato was the

first Panariote who lett the shores of the Bosphorus to

govern Wallachia.

The neiv prince paid for his elevation by increasing tlie

tribute paid to the Porte by 500,000 piastres; he desired

to reform the administration of the country, but he dis-

pleased everybody : the boyards, by the suppression of

their feudal rights ; the peasants, by the augmentation

of taxation : he was deposed in 1741. Eecovizza, who
succeeded him, still further increased the tribute ; but he

held power only for three years ;
" the Sultan did not

grant a longer lease to the Fanariotes who farmed the

Principalities ; so that they were obliged, every year, to

purchase at great cost the confirmation of their title. The
Voivodes were thus placed almost on the same footing as

the pachas in the other Turkish provinces."* Alavr()ci)r-

* Bailony, " Essai auv Ics Fauariotes," p. 20.
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(lato, rc-lnstatcd in Wallachia (1744), ai^ain increased the

capitation tribute to pay for bis estabbsbment. At the

end of three years, he went to reign in Moldavia, but was
replaced by Gre^'ory Gbika (1748). "That prince," says

a Roumanian historian, " like all his predecessors and
successors of the same stock, showed himself faithful

to the Fanariote system, and onl}^ regarded the principality

as a conquered country in which he was at liberty to

enrich himself by pillaging it, without caring for the poor

inhabitants and the rights of humanity." Those exac-

tions ruined and depopulated the Principalities ; several

thousands of families emigrated, and all the nation con-

ceived against the Turks a hatred too well justified by the

bad choice of hospodars and by the augmentation of the

tribute. Russia had demanded, in 1737, that Wallachia

and Moldavia should be declared independent under her

protection ; it was towards Russia that the oppressed Rou-
manians turned their faces and their hopes. Turkey was
soon about to expiate its greedy and barbarous policy,

and the enslavement of the Principalities to the tyranny

and the rapacity of the Fanariotes was destined to prove

a cause of ruin to her, as well as the abandonment of

Poland and Sweden.

Malimoud I. died at the close of 1754, in his fifty-eighth

year, while returning from Friday prayers, after a reign of

twenty-lour ^^ars. Osman III., his brother, succeeded him.

5. Osman III.— Chavrje in the policy of France.— Affair of
the Holy Places.

Turkey had enjoyed a long interval of tranquillity.

Sultan Mahmoud, though not endowed with great abilities,

and entirely governed by the Ministers who surrounded him,

encouraged the arts of peace. He built numerous mosques,

Ibunded several schools and prolessorships, as well as four

libraries. He encouraged theart of printing, whichhad been

introduced at Constantinople by an Hungarian renegade
;

but it had many opponents and made slow progress, ^j
granting the Janissaries an Exemption from import duties,
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he induced a large number of tliem to engage in commerce,
and thus rendered them sedulous for the tranquillity of

the government. These regulations, however, contributed

to break the military spirit of the nation, as was but too

manifest in its subsequent struggles with Russia.

Osman, drawn from the retreat in which he vegetated

at fifty-nine years old, brought to the throne an incapacity

verging on imbecility. Inheriting from his ancestors

only their cruelty, he commenced by causing the death of

three sons of Achmet III. The Grand Vizier Ali Pacha,

accused of an understanding with them, met with the

same fate. In less than two ^^ears, eight ministers suc-

ceeded each other in that perilous post, and were succes-

sively deposed or executed by the weak and capricious

monarch. In the end, a clever man, Mohammed-Eaghib,
received the seal of the Empire and kept it until his death.

Osman reigned only three years (1754-1757) ; his reign

is merely marked by a terrible conflagration which con-

sumed two-thirds of Constantinople and had a great

number of victims. With regard to Europe, he remained
faithful to the pacific system of Sultan Mahmoud.
M. de Vergennes, the successor of Desalleurs (1755) could

obtain nothing from the Divan. Then the Court of

Versailles, despairing of drawing the Porte from its nullity

and pressed by the enmity of England, was driven to

adopt the great change in the political system which the

alliance of 175G between France and Austria signalized.

The necessity which in its origin inspired that alliance

is well known, looked upon at first as a master-piece and
later as a diplomatic monstrosity. France, in engaging
itself against England in a maritime war in which nothing

less for her was at stake than that of beins: or of not beina:

a colonial Power, desired to avoid having her forces

occupied upon the continent by Austria, even as it had
happened to her in all her struggles with England. It

was therefore, in that respect, tiuit the alliance of Louis
XV. with Maria Theresa seemed a master-stroke, and at

first had the effect of startling the Court of St. James's.

But there was wanting in it an important condition, which
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was that Austria should enter into the policy of France

for the preservation of the Ottoman Empire—a policy to

which it did not appear difficult to convert her; for the

power of Russia was beginning to disquiet Maria Theresa,

and the treaty of Versailles of 175G implicitly annulled

the treaty of Vienna of 1725. In a word, "the alliance of

Austria deprived France of the confidence and friendship

of the Porte : it sufficed, to destroy the had effect of it, to

guarantee the integrity of the Ottoman territory in

Europe."* Nothing was done in the matter, and the Treaty

of 1756 had only fatal results, not only because the silly

vanity of the mistress of Louis XV. caused that alliance of

precaution against England to degenerate into a war of

destruction against Prussia, but further because that the

basis of the union of France with the Porte, which was the

abasement of the House of Austria, after two hundred
and thirty years of existence, found itself shaken.

The Court of St. James's eagerly availed itself of this

treaty to again warn the Porte that France was repudiat-

ing its alliance and becoming its enemy ; the English

Ministry sought to substitute, in the Divan, its influence

in the place of that of France, making it sign a treaty of

friendship and commerce with Prussia; it sought even to

dra"- the Porte into the war ao-ainst Austria. The Porte

had previously resisted the solicitations and warnings of

France, not by defiance, but sluggishness. It was dis-

contented and disquieted b}^ the Treaty of Versailles ; but
it was too much accustomed to regard France as her true

friend to believe in the rupture of the alliance. Meanwhile
French influence in the East was affected by the discon-

tent caused to Turkey by the Treaty of Versailles : Russia

j^rofited by the temper of the Divan to secretly excite

scandalous quarrels relative to the custody of the Holy
Places, quarrels by which it strove to despoil France of

its protectorate over the Christians of the East. Iliat

afiliir of the Holy Places having had long-standing and
grave consequences even to our own days, since it was the

origin of the war of 1854, we will sum up in few words

* " Politique des Cabinets de I'Europe," tcm. iii. p. 160.
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the liistory of the rights of France over the Holy
Phices.

The Affair of the Holy Places.

The possession of the Holy Places disputed between
the Latins, the Greeks, and the Armenians does not involve

the right of proprietorship, but only that of usufruct.

The Mussulman law opposes itself to that which infidels

possess in the land of the faithful ; it does not permit
them to construct new churches, when even that it should

be owned tliat those churches ought to be considered as

public property, and to belong, consequently, to the ter-

ritorial sovereign : but it accords to them the authoriza-

tion of maintaining the ancient churches, that is to say of

repairing them and re-erecting the fallen portions, without,

however, having the power to add thereto new construc-

tions. In Eastern customs, and especially those of the

Holy Land, the exclusive possession of a Church, of a
sanctuary, of an altar, whatever it may be, by a Christian

communion does not exclude the other communions
from the faculty of celebrating therein ; but the possessors

have solely the right of keeping the keys, of repairing

those edifices and of maintaining them at their own cost,

of lighting the lamps, of spreading carpets therein,

finally of sweeping tliem, for therein is, in the eyes of

the Mussulmans, the principal symbol of the right of

possession. This must not excite astonishment, lor the

sacred enclosure in which stands the tomb of Mahomet,
at Medina, is swept every day by {'ortj ferrasc/i (sweepers);

it is a highly-esteemed charge amongst the Mussulmans,
and which the Sultan confers upon his favourites and
tlie chief personages of his Court. In spite of the jealous

pretensions of the Greeks and Armenians, it is to the

Catholic monks, protected by France, that has always
legally belonged the care of the Holy Sepulchre and the

Holy Places. It suffices, in order to prove it, to cite the

firmans of tlie Porte. The following is a sentence deliv-

ered in 1564, at the demand of the French ambassador :
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" The keys of the doors of the said place (the grotto in

which Jesus Christ was born) are in the hands of the

Pranks, and pass successively from one to the other of those

among them who arrive at Jerusalem, and that, as well

before as since the taking of that city by the Sultan

Selim I., up to the present date, without having passed

into other hands than theirs. It is they who open to

those of the Mussulmans or of the Christians who dwell

in or who come to Jerusalem and who desire to visit that

place (the grotto). There is no record that they have

ceased to possess the said keys, nor that any one has con-

tested with them for their possession, and have dispossessed

them of the keys ; they are in constant and uninterrupted

possession of them from the most remote times up to the

day of the date of the present act. Consequently, the

undermentioned judge has confirmed the possession of

the keys of the said place in the hands of the Frank
nation."

A firman of Osman II. (1620) is thus expressed: "The
Frankish monks, ancient exclusive possessors of the Great

Church of Bethlehem and the Church of the tomb of the

Virgin, have, of their full accord, granted to each of the

other Christian communions, sanctuaries in the superior

Church ; but the inferior portion, the place wherein Jesus

Christ was born (may salvation rest with him 1), is the

sanctuary of the Frankish monks ; no other nation has

any right therein ; and it is forbidden to each and every

nation to usurp hereafter the said place. . . , We
order that no individual be permitted, Armenian or other,

to say mass in the place where Jesus Christ was born, a

place situate underneath the Church of Bethlehem, no
more than in the cupola which is called the tomb of Jesus

Christ, neither in the interior of the tomb of the Holy
Virgin, nor finally in the sanctuaries which, from the

old time, belonged to the Frankish monks."
The firman of 1633 is still more explicit: "

. . . .

To-day the Frankish monks came to produce the titles

which are in their hands ; we have examined them, and
have recognized that they were ancient and authentic
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papers ; they prove that all the places above-mentioned,

as well as the possession of the three doors of the grotto

of Bethlehem, and the keys of those doors belonged
exclusively to the Frankish monks since the conquest of

Jerusalem by the Khalife Omar, and that at the epoch at

which Selim I. made himself master of those Holy Places,

that large number of localities has remained, as before, in

the hands of the same Frankish monks. We order that

the Franks have, as anciently, the possession and enjoy-

ment of the grotto situate at Bethlehem, and known
under the name of the Crib of Jesus Christ, upon which
the Greeks have seized, as it is said, to the detriment of

the Frankish monks, by fraud and by producing false

titles ; that they have the possession and enjoyment of

the keys of the three doors, north, south, and west of the

said grotto, and of two small gardens which belong to it

;

that they may have again, and in the said manner which
they have had from all time, the enjoyment and possession

of the stone of miction, situate in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, the vaults of Calvary, the seven arches situate

below Saint Mary, the two cupolas, great and small, which
cover over the tomb of Jesus Christ ; that they may have,

besides the enjoyment and possession, whether at Jerusalem
of the tomb of Saint Mary or monastery called Deir-al-

Amoud, with its belongings and dependencies, or whether in

the village of Nazareth, of the churches and monasteries, in

a word of all the places of which, up to the present day, they
have had uncontested possession ; that henceforth neither

the Greeks nor the Armenians, nor any other Christian

nation trouble or disquiet them, or cause them to be

troubled or disquieted . . . ; that always, in the said

places, and chiefly in the Calvary, the Frankish monks
may exercise their worship at their will and as in the

past; that they may place therein, as before, candles and
torches, without any one hindering them ; that, in the

exercise of their worship, the prefect of the Frankish

monks have, as in the past, precedence over all the monks
of other nations, provided that they pay the tribute

desired by ancient custom (about £800)."
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Notwithstanding the tenoiir of tliat firman, a year after,

as we have said elsewhere,* the cliarge of the Holy
Sepulchre was forcibly taken away by the Greeks from

the Latins, and all the efforts that France made to put an

end to that usurpation failed during forty years. At
length the capitulations of 1673 repaired that damage,

and an article recognized to France the formal and ex-

clusive right of protection over the Holy Places. Then
the Greeks and other enemies of France had recourse to

secret means little compatible with honour and the faith

of Christian nations. The agents of the Porte, the Gover-

nors of Damascus and Jerusalem, greedy and corrupt

individuals, had an interest in maintaining a misunder-

standing which enriched them at the expense of the

Greeks and Latins, and, when the ambassadors of France,

Austria and Venice, moved by the complaints of the

Catholics, carried their protests to the Divan, they fell

into the hands of interpreters, Greeks for the most part,

interested to present the matter in a light the most

favourable to their co-religionists. In 1676, a herat of

Sultan Mahomet IV. accorded to the Greeks the keys, the

carpets, and the lamps of the sanctuaries of Jerusalem, on
the condition of paying, annually, a rent of one thousand

piastres for the keeping up of the Sultan Achmet-mosque ;

for therein lay a means of seduction employed by the

Greeks. After having persecuted the Latins as the spies

of France, and the abettors of a new crusade, they offered

to the faithful rayahs of the Porte, and paying duly the

kharadj, to add to their ground-rents a subvention to the

profit of such and such a mosque. However, that spoli-

ation had only a transitory character. The French
ambassadors—Guilleragues, Girardin, and Chateauneuf,

successively followed up that negotiation for a prize so

greatly coveted b}'- the French monarchs and unfortu-

nately interrupted by political agitations, exterior wars.

Seraglio revolutions, and the death of two of the nego-

tiators, Guilleragues and Girardin. On the 20th of April,

1690, in the reign of Solyman II., a judgment delivered

* Vide vol. i. p. 207.
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bj the Divan replaced the Prankish monks in possession

of all of which they had been deprived since 1G35.*

Finally, under the administration of the Grrand Vizier

Ibrahim Pacha, the Marquis de Bonac, French ambas-
sador at Constantinople, obtained the renewal of the

firmans which accorded to France the protection of the

Holy Sepulchre, whilst, by the Treaty of 171S, as

has been already stated, Peter the Great stipulated only

that the Pussians should have the right of making pil-

grimages into Palestine, without being put to ransom
there or molested.

The capitulations of 1740 having solemnly confirmed

the rights of France, all intrigue among the Greeks was
interrupted, and peace seemed seriously established; but

in 1757 things underwent a change. " Some Greek
pilgrims," says M. de Marcellus in his Souvenirs d' Orient,
" having pillaged the Catholic monastery of Jaffa, that

skirmish announced a general attack. In fact, a few days

afterwards, at Jerusalem, the schismatics assailed the

monks and the Catholics in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, broke their lamps, and scattered their orna-

ments ; then, armed with proces-verbaux purchased at

great cost, they declared themselves insulted, and com-
plained to the l)ivan of the pretended interruption of the

Latins. At last, finding the Grand Vizier favourable to

their wishes, they raised the mask, and presented a request

tending to dispossess entirely the French priests from the

Holy Places. The Porte had the appearance of giving

serious attention to that demand, as also to the contra-

dictory instiinces of the French ambassador (the same
being supported by those of all the Catholic Powers),

and, after conferences and examinations without result,

the Grand Vizier issued a hatti-cherif, which dealt the

first and most vigorous blow against the privileges of

France. Tliat decree drove out the Latins from the

Church of tlie Virgin, from the great Church of Beth-
lehem, and placed under the special care and protection

of the Greeks the Holy Sepulchre and several other

* C. Famin, p. 228.
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sanctuaries. The protestations of the French ambassadors
against tliat spoliation, frequently renewed in the sequel,

were always unsuccessful. Every year, since that period,

has seen France lose some one of those religious preroga-

tives ; and firmans, wrested from time to time from the

impartialit}^ of some Sultans, in conferring upon the

Latins sliglit privileges, have failed to counterbalance the

influence of their stubborn adversaries."

G. Mustapha III.—Intervention of Russia in Poland ; her

intrigues in the Greek Provinces of Turkey.

During the quarrel of the Greeks and Latins on the

subject of the Holy Places, Osman III. died (.29th October,

1757). He had for successor his nephew, Mustapha III.,

son of Achmet III., then in his forty-first year. This

Sultan and Khalife was an accomplished and energetic

prince, an astrologer and poet, and very pious.

The new Sultan, on his accession, declared his intention

of completely changing the policy of the Porte and of

taking an active part in the afiairs of Europe. The day
on which he repaired to the Eyoub Mosque to gird on the

scimitar of Osman, he stopped before the barrack of the

Janissaries, and when, according to custom, he received

from the hand of the aga the cup of sherbet, " Comrades,"

said he, " I hope, in the next spring, to drink it with you
under the walls of Bender."

France rejoiced at those intentions of Mustapha, and
neglected no opportunity of testifying to him that, not-

withstanding the blow recently dealt against her religious

privileges, nothing was changed in her relations with

Turkey. Thus some Christian slaves had boarded by
surprise the flag-ship of the Admiral of the Turkish

Fleet and carried her into Malta (17(50). The Sultan,

furious at such an affi'ont, demanded of the French

ambassador restitution of the vessel, which he called his
*' ocean throne." He even wrote about it to Louis XV.,

telling him that, if he did not afford him satisfaction, he

must regard his I'riendship " as words written in water."

The Court of Versailles tried at first to make him under-
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stand that France was in no way mixed up in the matter,

and that it coukl only busy itself about it out of friend-

ship for the Porte ; then, being used to treat the Turks
as children whose fractiousness might be pardoned,

instead of being irritated at their pretensions and their

insolence, it purchased the vessel from the Knights of

Malta, and sent it in great pomp to Constantinople, where
the populace received it with transports of joy. The
Porte showed no gratitude for that act of good will, and
refused even to send an embassy to Louis XV. to thank
him for his generosity. " Gratitude," wrote Vergennes,
" was never the virtue of that nation ; its pride, which
prompts it to believe that everything is its due, leaves it

little liberty to estimate the worth of the complaisance,

attention, and friendship shown it."

7. Bussian Aggression.—Designs of Catherine IT.

Turkey had now enjoyed a long interval of tranquillity :

but the death of Augustus III., King of Poland, the
murder of Peter III. Emperor of Russia, and the acces-

sion of the ambitious Catherine (17G2) to the Imperial
throne, at length compelled the Ottoman Porte to quit

its inaction, and to drav^^ closer its alliance with the Court
of Versailles. Russia, during the first half of the eighteenth
century, had profited by all the events, all the errors, and
all the wars of Europe, with a view to overthrow the
triple obstacle which hindered her from becoming com-
pletely European—Turkey, Sweden, and Poland. We
have seen what efforts she had already made against

Turkey, and what success she had obtained ; but the con-

quest of the Empire of the Osmanli was not the work of
a day, and preparation thereto could only be made by the
destruction of Poland and Sweden. The latter had only
escaped utter ruin by the Treaty of Nystadt ; it was now
the turn of Poland. Already Russia had preluded the
subjection ofthat country by giving it two kings whom she
had made her vassals ; and, as a finishing stroke, now
compelled it to elect a noble of obscure family, an old
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favourite of Catherine II.—Stanislas Poniatowski—who
could only sustain liimself on the throne by Russian

bayonets. Moreover, she had imposed upon Poland a

code of laws destined to perpetuate the anarchy by which

it was weakened and torn asunder through the perpetual

dissensions of a turbulent aristocracy ; and, finally, she

sent an army to invade that distracted country when it

rose in arms against such a series of outrages. " The
Northern Powers," wrote the French Minister, De
Choiseul, *' seem tied to the car of Catherine ; Sweden,

by the success of cabals fomented within her own govern-

ment ; the Court of Berlin, by the hope of separating

Austria from Russia ; lastly, the English Court, through

opposition to France." As for the other Powers, Austria

declared herself neuter, because of the treaty of 1756, but

Russia was sure of again finding in her an ally when offered

a share of the spoils; France was exhausted by the disasters

of the Seven Years' War ; finally, Turkey was no longer

looked upon, save as a victim which must inevitably

undergo the fate of Poland. The Poles, however, im-

plored the succour of all Europe, chiefly at the hands of

Turkey and France, which had both protested against the

election of Stanislas Poniatowski and the intervention

of the Russians.

The natural policy of France was to oppose itself to

Russian projects, and in spite of numerous errors she had
followed it, and was ready to follow it still. But, at that

epoch, she was emerging from the humiliation of the

Seven Years IFar, and the paramount aim of the Cabinet

of Versailles was to avenge itself. Choiseul regarded as

inevitable a renewal of the struggle with England, and he
found an occasion for it in the troubles of North America,

troubles which he fomented, and by the aid of which he

desired that France should resume her power on the

seas. The affairs of Poland caused him embarrassment,

for he saw Russia read}^ to aggrandize herself; and there

was only one policy which could etficaciously hinder her

—accord between England and France, an accord impos-

sible to be brought about. In fact, England not only
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refused to aid France. in her negotiations on behalf of

Pohind, but fettered the efforts made for its safety, and

even threatened France with a European coalition if she

declared herself openly against Russia, In that state of

things, there remained to Choiseul no other part to take

than to incite the Porte to afford active succour to the Poles.

In fact, the French ambassador received orders to incite the

Turks to war, by promising them the neutrality of Austria.

The Porte had at first shown great indifference to the

fate of Poland. During the vacancy of the throne, it had

contented itself with presenting a moderate note to the

Russian resident (12th April, 1764), protesting against

any interference in the election. When the tumults

broke out. Count Yergennes, the French ambassador at

the Porte, endeavoured to incite it in favour of the Polish

patriots. Catherine II., stimulated by ambition and the

desire of territorial aggrandizement, had not confined her

views to Poland. She had also cast her eyes on some of

the Turkish provinces, and had marked them out for her

future prey ; but so long as the affairs of Poland remained

unsettled, she wished to remain at peace with the Porte,

and with this view she had bought with large sums of

money the votes of some of the most influential members
of the Divan, The Sultan Mustapha III., a prince full of

energy and good intentions, had been infamously deceived

by Catherine in the affairs of Poland ; for he had sworn
to leave the election free, but in excluding singularly and
formally Poniatowski ; and Poniatowski, despite the

promises of the Czarina, had been imposed upon the Poles

by Russian bayonets. At the news of that monstrous
^ election, Mustapha flew into a violent rage, exclaiming :

*' I will find some means of humbling those infidels !
" and

liis Ministers declared that their master was ready to

sacrifice everj'thing to avenge himself upon Russia, But
the Ottoman power, its armies, its finances, had fallen

during a quarter of a century into the deepest disorder, so

that the Sultan's ardour was destined to speedy extinc-

tion, as well from the opposition of his Ministers, wdiom
Russia caused to believe that the troubles of Poland were

VOL. II,
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merely religious quarrels, asfromtlieimpossibility of drawing
his peo])le out of the slug-gish apathy in which they were

sunk. " What can I alone do?" he remarked to the Khan of

the Crimea. " All my pachas arc corrupt and effeminate.

The}'' care for nothing but kiosks, musicians, and beautiful

slaves. I am labouring to bring about order in the Empire,

but there is no single person willing to assist me."

Meanwhile, the agents of Catherine, by means of the

religious propaganda, prepared the way for the Russian

invasion in the Greek provinces of Turkey. In 1760 the

Czar Peter III. had sent them zealous emissaries. One of

them, a Greek of Thessaly, Papas Oglou, an artillery

officer in the Russian service, traversed the shores of the

Adriatic, Thessaly, and the Morea ; another, the Monk
Stephano, chose for the theatre of his preachings Servia

and Croatia. " Neither Germany nor Hungary," said he

to the rayahs, "can do anything for us; France slum-

bers ; Poland is dying ; Russia alone thinks of you,

watches over you, stretches out her hand to you ; for she

alone is orthodox. Do you not recognize in her the fair-

haired race who is destined to save you ? " Animated by
his harangues, his charity, and his liberality, the Chris-

tians of Albania, Servia, and Montenegro, rose in arms
;

but the Russians were not yet ready. The insurrection

abandoned to its own strength was stamped out by the

Janissaries. In the IMorea, Papas Oglou had an inter-

view with Mavro-Michalis, chief of the Mainotes. He
could not come to an understanding with him, and turned

towards Benati, Bishop of Calamata, who promised to

raise 100,000 Greeks at the approach of the Russians.

The Cabinet of St. Petersburg ordered its fleet to sail to

the Peloponnesus. ]]ut, before venturing upon the ex-

pedition, Count Orloff had an interview with IMavro-

Michalis. The mountaineer neither allowed himself to

be seduced by flattery nor terrified by threats. " Had'st
thou at thy command all the armies of thy sovereign,"

said he to the Muscovite, "thou would'st still be only a

slave. I am, I, the chief of a free people, and were I even
marked out by destiny to be the last of my race, know
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that my head would have greater value than thine." The
Mainotes confirmed those words of their chief. " We will

only take up arms," said their deputy to the Czarina, " in

quality of allies, and in the event of your Majesty having

decided to treat with the Turks only when we shall have

driven them out of Grreece. We are neither slaves nor

serfs, and we desire independence and liberty." A third

emissary, sent into the Roumanian principalities, excited

the boyards and people to insurrection "in the name of

country, religion, and liberty." In a few weeks the

Turks and Fanariotes were pillaged in their farm-houses,

and only escaped massacre by flight. But that movement
of the Moldo-Wallachians had no better result than tlie

revolt of the Servians and Montenegrins. The Turkish

troops re-established order, and the Porte, to assure itself

of the fidelity of the tributary provinces, ordered the

boyards and the merchants to send all their wealth to

Constantinople.

Thus the Muscovite intrigues only ended by com-

promising the Christians. Abused by her deceitful

promises, the rayahs were able to put to the proof the

value of Russian protection ; however, they continued

to invoke in a whisper, wath a stubborn faith, the name
of the great Catherine, who had sworn to realize the

prophecies and to restore the Byzantine Empire.

8. State of the Asiatic Provinces.—Egypt under Ali Bey.—
Syria under Daher.

It was not onl}' the provinces of Europe which were

found to be disposed to detach themselves from the Em-
pire ; in Asia, the authority of the Porte had become more
and more restrained and enfeebled. "The great pachalic

of Bagdad," says an English traveller,* " has always been,

except during very short intervals, really independent

since Ahmed Pacha, who defended it against Nadir Shah.

The Sultan only confirms the pacha, whom the people,

and principally the soldiery of Bagdad, have named to

* W. Eton.
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govern them despotically. However that may be, the

firman, which is sent under these circumstances, always

purports that the pacha has been named by the Sublime

Porte to that high and important function in considera-

tion of his merits and some signal service which he has

rendered the Empire. This farce is continued by a fresh

firman annually, which confirms him in his functions, as

though really the Porte had the power of dismissing him.

The Sultan derives no revenue from that province, the

extent of which is immense. The pacha, who has always

a considerable force in his pay, and which is wholly

devoted to him, sends regularly every year an account of

the receipts of his government. He never fails to prove

that they have been entirely absorbed by the expenses of

the army, which it is indispensable to maintain on a

respectable footing, in order to preserve the Empire from

attacks of the Persians and Arabs ; by the repair of the

fortresses (which formerly existed, but of which there

remains not a vestige), and by other objects of the same
nature. If the Porte is at war with an European Power
and demands from the pacha his contingent of troops,

the latter pretends that he cannot detach the smallest

portion of them ; that all of them are required in the

interior as a defence against the Arabs ; and, in order to

give to that pretext an a])pearance of truth, he attacks

some tribe. In short, the Sultan is nominally sovereign,

but the pacha is really the despot of that province. In
Upper Armenia, and in all the neighbouring countries,

there are whole nations or tribes of people independent,

who recognize neither the Porte nor any of its pachas.

No more do the three Arabias recognize the sovereignty

of the Sultan, who possesses therein only a few towns of

small importance. The pacha of Ahiska habitually

showed verj' little respect for the Sublime Porte, and the

iamous Hadji Ali Yenikli, pacha of Trebizonde, was
master of all that country. He could place a considerable

army in campaign, and has frequently caused the Grand
Seignior uneasiness. In the country lying near Smyrna
there are great A gas ; these arc independent lords, who
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maintain armies, and often place that city under contri-

bution. The Porte has never had more than a temporary
influence over them by fomenting, from time to time,

quarrels between them. All the inhabitants of the moun-
tains, from Smyrna even to Palestine, are perfectly independ-

ent, and considered by the Turks as enemies, against whom
they fight whenever they can find an opportunity. They
form different nations, which have their Governors or

especial lords, and who are even of different religions.

Those who are near Smyrna are Mahommedans ; further

off, come the Kurds, the Maronites, the Druses, &c.

Dalier, pacha of Acre, dominated over a very extensive

territory, which paid no revenue to the Porte, and might
be considered as an independent Slate. Between the

country of the Druses and that of Acre is to be found a

people inhabiting the mountains, behind Tyre ; these are

the Metualis of the sect of Ali, such declared enemies of

the Turks tliat they massacre all those who fall into their

hands. The Sultan really possesses upon the coast of

Syria only Latakia, Alexandretta, Tripoli, Sidon, Jaffa,

and some other places of very little importance. The
caravans which go from Alexandretta to Aleppo are

compelled to pass by the Antioch route, seeing that all

tlie country which traverses the direct road belongs to

the Kurds, who would not suffer the Turks to travel

through it. Such were the relations of the Asiatic

provinces with the Porte during the reigns of Osman III.

and Mustapha III."

The man who now had made himself master of Egypt
was the Mameluke Ali Bey. By the murder or exile of

his enemies, he had gained possession of Cairo. " Become
depositary of all authority (1700), he resolved to aggran-
dize himself still lurtlicr. His ambition no lonp'er confined

itself to the title of Governor or Kaimakan. The suze-

rainty of Constantinople offended his pride, and he aspired

to nothing less than the title of Sultan of Egypt. All his

proceedings tended to that end ; he drove out the Pacha,
who was no more than a representative shadow ; he re-

fused the customary tribute; at length, in 1708, he coined
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money with liis own die. The Porte did not look upon
those attacks upon its authority without indignation ; but,

in order to repress them, it would be necessary to make open
war, and the circumstances were not favourable. The
Divan at Constantinople, occupied with the affairs of

Poland and the pretensions of liussia, devoted attention

only to the North. The customary agency of the capidjis

was tried ; but poison or poniard always knew how to

anticipate the bowstring they carried. Ali Bey, profit-

ing by circumstances, pushed on further and further his

enterprises and successes."*

The alliance of the Arab Daher doubled his forces and
allowed him to brave the power of the Turks- At first

Daher had lor domain the small town of Safad ; to it he
added Tabarie towards 1735. The commerce which he
carried on, following the custom of all the Governors and
princes of Asia, made him estimate the advantage there

would be in communicating directly with the sea. He seized

upon Acre by surprise, in 1749, fortified that place and
obtained pardon for his usurpation by presents distributed

amongst the Divan and protestations of fidelit3% " The
Porte was not duped by that," says Yolney ;

" it is too

much accustomed to that manoeuvring to be taken in ; but
the policy of the Turks is not to hold their vassals in a

strict obedience ; they have for long calculated that, if

they made war upon all rebels, it would be endless work,

a great waste of men and money, without reckoning the

risks of frequent failure, and thereby emboldening them.
They have therefore taken the part of patience ; they
temporize ; they rouse up against them their neighbours,

relations and children ; and, sooner or later, the rebels,

who all follow in the same line, undergo the same fate and
end by enriching the Sultan with their spoils."

Daher obtained, in 1768, for himself and his successors,

the permanent investiture of his government, and caused

himself to be proclaimed Sheik of Acre, prince of princes,

commandant of Nazareth, Tabarie, Safad, and of all Galilee.

* Volney, "Voyage en Syrio et en Egypte, pendant les annees 1783, 1784,
and 1785," torn i. p. 109.
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9. Efforts of France to decide the Porte to make war against

Biissia.— Letters of Louis XV.

The ill- restrained liostility of the Greeks, Koumanians,
and Slavs, the disorganization of the Imperial Government
in Asia Minor, the pretensions of the Pachas of Bagdad,
Acre, and Cairo to a complete independence, the im-

poverishment of the Treasury, the diminution of the army,
the decadence of military institutions, the corruption of

the generals, the insubordination of the soldiers, degene-

racy in courage—all tliis did not presage to Turkey
successes and victories, if she should engage in a struggle

against Catherine. Vergennes, who knew perfectly the

situation of the Empire, used much circumspection in his

proceedings with the Divan, and he represented to the

Court of Versailles the danger of a war for which the

Ottomans were in no way prepared. But Choiseul, having
learnt that Catlierine was fomenting revolt in the Greek
provinces, and that she projected a union of all the

Northern States under her protectorate, ordered Vergennes
" to employ every means necessary to determine, or, at

least, to enlighten the Turkish Ministers." He sent him
tlie most circumstantial reports upon all the enterprises of

i^ussia, whether in Poland or in Sweden, reports that were
placed directly under the Sultan's eyes. He placed at his

disposal as much as four millions (francs) wherewith to

corrupt the Divan. He sent to the Tartar Khan, to decide

him to take some step that might bring on a war, an
adroit emissary, the Baron de Tott, who understood all

the languages of those countries, and whose father had
already been entrusted with a similar commission. Finally,

he drew up lor the Sultan a long memoir " upon all the

atrocities that llussia was perpetrating in the Diet of

Poland, the projects the execution of which she was there

consummating, and upon that real incorporation of the

Itepublic with the Eussian Empire." He reproached the

Ottoman Ministers in that memoir " lor making no dif-

ference between the two Courts, of which the one, an
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ancient and faitlifiil ally, made it a continual business to

transmit to the Divan important truths, and the other, on

the contrar>% a secret and irreconcileable rival, only con-

cerned itself with deceiving it by the grossest frauds. He
added that the moment was decisive, and he told the Sul-

tan, touching the discredit into which his Empire must

necessarily fall, very novel truths for the ear of a Prince

accustomed to the most outrageous flatteries ;
finally, he

undertook, in the name of Austria, the most positive en-

gagement that she would remain neutral in the war which

it was urgent for Turkey to declare, and he offered the

guarantee of France for that neutrality.

Sultan Mustapha III. was impressed by that memoir—

•

a document too important and too authentic of which to

keep him ignorant, and he decided to favour the rising of

the Poles, and demand from the Czarina the evacuation of

Poland. His Ministers, however, were resolved not to

yield to the insinuations of Prance ; they aided the con-

federated Poles, but at the same time refused them an

overt protection ; they demanded the withdrawal of the

Pussians from Poland, but winked at their delays and

excuses. Vergennes, however, pressed by the orders of

Choiseul, and still more by the secret correspondence of

Louis XV., redoubled his solicitations to the Divan

without employing corruption, and, with the assistance of

De Tott, he armed some Tartar bands who were to make
a useful diversion in fiivour of the Polish cause.

Meanwhile, M. de Vergennes was recalled, and M. de

Saint Priest nominated to his post. The following is an

extract from the instructions given to the latter by Clioiseul,

in July, 17GS:—

*

" The enterprises of the Eussians, their atrocities, the

insulting abuse which they have made of the confidence

of the Turks in their violated promises, nothing has been

able to arouse the Divan from its supineness The Turkish

Ministers have ingeniously glossed over the most odious

features of the conduct of Catherine 11. ; but their security

* The greater part of the diplomatic instructions here cited are drawn

from the archives of the Jffaircs Efranghvs.
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was secretly founded upon the promises wliicli that Empress
had made them, sometimes to maintain freedom of election,

sometimes to dismember none of the domains of the Re-

public, and sometimes to cause Poland to be evacuated as

soon as the affair of the dissenters should be terminated.

Facts having successively belied those assurances, the Turk-

ish Minister finds himself now in a violent crisis, the issue

of which will be probably a change of Ministry or of system.

The Turks have sought to justify their inaction by asserting

that the Treaty of the Pruth, which forbad the Russians

mixing themselves up in the affiiirs of Poland, was abro-

gated. The Russian Plenipotentiary had, in fact, the

address to prevent that treaty from being repeated in that

of Belgrade, but man}^ persons, even in Turkey, are not

the less of opinion that that stipulation continues to oblige

Russia, and a Grand Yizier accredited, who should be

determined to make war, would know well how to cause

the Treaty of the Pruth to be revived, of which they only

seek to lessen the value because it condemns the system that

has been adopted. The conjuncture is as pressing as it is

favourable : despair, the enthusiasm of freedom and the

fanaticism of religion have armed the confederated Poles

;

the whole nation awaits only a word from the Porte to

join themselves to them. If the Porte lets the moment
slip, all is lost for her ; Russia aggravates the yoke of

Poland and begins the great work of her ambition. The
consideration of the Turkish Empire, the display alone of

her strength, the declaration only of her sentiments, may
yet restore Poland to the protection of the Porte, as ought

to be done, to prevent tlie dismemberment of that king-

dom, to appease the troubles of Sweden ; in a word, the

Porte, rendered glorious, will, by some vigorous steps,

re-establish her consideration, will watch over the safety

of her frontiers, will be useful to her friends of several

centuries date, and will abase the pride of her natural

enemies, who have for some years feigned to despise her,

in making it known that they enchain her vigilance by
their seductions.

" Russia, by her artifices, her haughtiness and her infi-
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delities, seems to be endeavouring herself to tear away the

veil of voluntary illusion w^iich the Turks have woven for

themselves up to the present moment, it is for us to hasten

the waking time of the Divan by our representations ; the

Khan of the Tartars seconds them ; the frontier officers

provoke the resentment of the Porte ; already it has given

conspicuous marks of interest to the confederated Poles.

The King's ambassador ought to neglect nothing to for-

ward the germination and blossoming of such happy dis-

positions ; the entreaties of the Tartar Khan will help to

inflame the Turks."

These instructions were supplemented by the secret

correspondence of Louis XV., of the 20th of April, 17(39;

for Choiseul only saw in Poland au instrument to be used

against the Pussians, whilst Louis XV. wished to save

her for herself, for the salvation of Turkey, for the future

of France. Thus, when one reflects on the sad end of

that war, one cannot read in the secret correspondence the

generous lines dictated by the King and written by the

Count de Broglie, in which the liumiliatlon of Russia is

proclaimed as the policy of France, without deploring that

terrible result of a policy in which the intelligence w^as

not sustained by the will, in which the will was brutalized

by the debaucheries of the Farc-aux-Cerfs.

At length the counsels of France prevailed with Mus-
tapha; the Grrand Vizier was changed, and the war

party took possession of power.

10. War against Russia.—Rising of the Morea.—Naval

Victory of the Russians.— Oj)erations in Wallachia.

ThePussians having redoubled their atrocities in Poland,

a trick of the Tartar Khan brought about the violation of

the Ottoman territory ; some Cossacks, lured into pursuit

of some confederates of Bar, entered iidlta a. id there mas-
sacred indiscriminately Poles and Turks. Thereupon the

populace uttered shrieks of vengeance ; the Divan, fearing

a revolt, made preparations lor war.
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The Grand Vizier, Hamsa Pacha, summoned before him
the Itussian ambassador Obreskoff, who sou<^ht to justify

his government for the massacre of Balta. " Traitor !

perjurer!" retorted Hamsa, "do you not blush in the

siglit of God and man at the horrors committed by your
troojDS in a country which does not belong to you ?" And
he cited him to sign a declaration importing that Russia

bound herself, under the guarantee of her four allies,

Denmark, Prussia, England, and Sweden, to meddle no
further in the election of the King of Poland, nor in the

strife between the sects which was dividing that country
;

to withdraw her troops from the territory of the liepublic
;

and to abstain from all attempts against Polish liberty.

Obreskoff refusing to sign, he was imprisoned in the

Seven Towers, and war was declared (Oct. 176S).

The Cabinet of Versailles had created for itself, upon
the power which the Turks still possessed, illusions that

were promptly dissipated. The Ottoman army, on enter-

ing upon the campaign, gave itself up to pillage and mas-
sacres calculated to utterly disgust any civilized Powder

from alliance with such barbarities ; its first reverses

revealed that it was only a shadow of the armies of Soly-

man, that it had only retained, of the stimulants to action

that formerly rendered it victorious, a fanaticism as base

as it was sanguinary. Artillery, fortifications, discipline,

manoeuvres all were wanting ; of the simplest notions of

geography even the Ottoman Ministers were ignorant.

Prance strove to enlighten tlie Divan : De Tott addressed

several memoirs to the Sultan with that view, and, to

make himself understood by that prince, he was constrained

to construct maps of the theatre of hostilities. Mustapha
seemed stupified at those revelations, and, after much
hesitation, for he dreaded the discontent of his people, he
determined to submit publicly to the inspection of De
Tott all the materiel of the Ottoman artillery. " What
was the astonishment of the latter," says Eulhieres, " on
entering the arsenal at Constantinople ! All therein seemed
to announce, to the intelligent eye, the ai:)proaching ruin

of that Empire, and, so to speak, by anticipation, upon the
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bronze and brass, its certain fate, tlie defeat of its armies,

the capture of its towns, and the wholesale destruction

with which it was menaced."

The Khan of the Crimea, Krim Gherai, commenced the

campaign by an incursion into New Servia, and returned

to Bender with 35,000 prisoners. He died shortly after-

wards, and was rephiced by Dewlet Gherai. The Grand
Yizier Mohammed Emin obtained, near Choczim, a slight

advantage over the troops of Galitzin, who withdrew into

Poland ; but he was conquered in turn ; the Russians

besieged Choczim, defended by Potocki, one of the chiefs

of the confederation of Bar. The Grand Vizier came to

the succour of that place ; but Galitzin blocked the pas-

sage of the Dneister to him, and his artillery from a

distance decimated the Turkish army. The troops mur-
mured ; Mohammed Emin was put to death. His suc-

cessor, Moldovandji Ali, threw a bridge across the river;

a multitude of Tartars and Turks assailed the entrenched

camp of the Bussians ; but a sudden rise of the Dneister

loosened the bridge ; the Turks fearing lest their retreat

might be cut off, hastened to recross the river ; then the

bridge, shaken by the violence of the flood, gave way
under the weight of the battalions which crossed it in

disorder. Cavalry, infantry, all were precipitated head-

long and engulfed in the waters, disappearing in a hor-

rible pell-mell. Six thousand men, placed at the foot of

the bridge to protect the retreat, were left isolated upon
the left bank ; the Russians issued forth from their

entrenchments to fall upon that abandoned rear-guard

;

hurling them into the river and annihilating them. Whilst
the Grand Yizier was bringing back the wreck of his army
to the banks of the Danube the garrison of Choczim
evacuated the place ; Galitzin found the gates open

j

thence he pursued his march across Moldavia and Wal-
lachia, without encountering any resistance (17 09).

Catherine, however, not content with attacking the

Ottomans upon the Dneister, despatched from the Baltic

a fleet to be manned in England by sailors, officers, and
even an admiral, and which sailing thence into the Medi-
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terranean was to effect a rising in the Morea. The Divan
manifested in presence of that peril a singular ignorance

and an incredible carelessness. The French ambassador
having become acquainted with the projects of Russia

relative to Grreece, precise in detail but through a doubtful

channel, warned the Turkish Ministers, with circumspec-

tion, from fear of exposing the Greeks to persecution.

That advice was received with the most ludicrous incre-

dulity :
" Tell us," said they jestingly, " how ships can

get from St. Petersburg to Constantinople."

Voltaire was at this time endeavouring to awaken a

spirit of Philhellenism in Frederick of Prussia and
Catherine. He urged them to partition Turke}^ and to

restore the Greeks to independence. Frederick, however,

avowed that he should prefer the town of Dantzic to the

J'irseus, His dominions were at too great distance from

Greece to enable him to derive any material advantage

from such a project. But with Catherine the case was
different. Her views had long been directed towards this

quarter, and for some years Russian emissaries had been

striving to awaken a spirit of revolt among the Greek
Christians in the Morea, the islands, and all the Turkish

provinces. The conquest of Greece is said to have been

suggested by a Venetian nobleman to Count Alexis Orloff

;

and in 1709 Orloff had concluded at Pisa a formal treaty

with the Mainotes and other tribes of the Morea and of

Roumelia. He had engaged to supply them with the

necessaries of war, and they had promised to rise so soon

as the Russian flag should appear on their coasts. Fleets

were fitted out at Cronstadt, Archangel, and Revel, which,

under his conduct, were to attempt the conquest of Con-

stantinople. The British Ministry then in power approved

the project, and even signified to the Cabinets of Versailles

and Madrid that it should regard as an act of hostility

any attempt to arrest the entrance of the Russian, fleet

into the Mediterranean. Choiseul, on the contrar}^

endeavoured, but without effect, to persuade Louis XV. to

sink it, as the only way of reviving the credit of France

both with the Porte and Europe. The first division of the
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Eussian fleet, consisting- of only three ships of war and a

few transports, with about 500 men on board, appeared off

Port Vitolo, near Cape Matapan, towards the end of

February, 1770. The INIainotes rose, but no plan of a

campaign had been arranged, and the whole business

degenerated into a sort of marauding expedition. Nava-
rino alone seemed for a time likely to become a permanent
conquest ; but after some fruitless attempts on Modon and
Coron, the Russians took their departure, towards the end

of May, abandoning the Greeks to their fate. The}^ suf-

fered dreadfully at the hands of the Turks for their

temerity, and tlie Morea became a scene of the most
frightful devastation.

The Russian fleet, which originally consisted of twelve

ships of the line, the same number of frigates, besides

smaller vessels, under Admiral Spiridofl", remained in the

Mediterranean till 1774; but the only action of any
importance that it performed was the burning of the

Turkish fleet in the Bay of Tchesmeh, near the Gulf of

Smyrna, after defeating it off" Chios. The heroic courage

of Hussein Pacha, enclosed in a badly-chosen position,

could not hinder the burning of the Turkish ships. That
victory (July 5, 1770) was wholly due to the skill and
bravery of the British officers serving in the Russian fleet

—namely. Admiral Elphinstone, Captain Greig, and Lieut.

Dugdale, thougli all the honours and emoluments fell to

Orlofl", whose gross ignorance had more than once risked

the loss of the fleet, and caused the failure of the ultimate

object of the expedition.* Elphinstone wished to force the

passage of the Dardanelles and sail to Constantinople, but

Orlofl' prevented him. Yet that insolent favourite of

Catherine II., the assassin who strangled her unfortunate

husband, Peter III., received for that victory the surname

of Tchesmcnsli ; a palace was built for him, and in the

gardens of the Empress a rostral column erected to record

his naval exploit. Vain trophy of a sterile triumph !

Had the Russians known how to profit by that unmerited

success, they might have passed the Dardanelles, which

* Tooke's "Life of Catherine II.," vol. ii. p. 44, 45.
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were not defended, and have reached Constantinople ; but,

in spite of the advice of the English Admiral, they wasted
some fifteen days' cruising about the entrance to the Straits.

During that time, De Tott having offered the Divan to

proceed to the Dardanelles, his services were accepted.

All the shipwrights that French commerce had brought
to Constantinople were employed in the construction of

additional defences on tliose shores. Some of his vessels

were made into fire-ships ; sailors manned the batteries,

and carper^ters i^iade gun-carriages. De Tott caused the

gunpowder that he had procured from more than 200
European vessels to be stored in the new batteries. In
a few weeks the passage was rendered inexpugnable, and
the Russian fleet, after a long and useless lingering at

Lemnos, set sail to leave the Mediterranean. It did not

dare to show itself on the coasts of the Morea, for the

men of Sparta and Messene, duped by so many unworthy
manoeuvres, found themselves delivered over to the ven-

geance of the Ottomans : Patras, Tripolitza, Megalopolis,

J.aconia and Messene, devastated by fierce bands, long

showed traces of Mussulman reprisals exercised over the

Christians, left defenceless by the Russians.

The Moldavians and Wallachians, not less than the

Greeks, had to repent of their devotedness to Russia.

They had offered to the Czarina to subsidize a portion of

her troops, and to furnish her with 12,000 soldiers, on
condition that they should retain Bender, " the key of our

country," they said, " and our defence against the Tar-

tars." The Sultan, irritated at this defection, launched a

wrathful decree against the inhabitants of the Principali-

ties, and threatened to reduce them to slavery. The
Kahnakan of Crajova, who had remained faithful to the

Turks, received the title of Prince of Wallachia ; he

marched upon Bucharest, and drove back General Zamotin
into ]5essarabia (May, 1770). His successes were of short

duration ; the i^ussians resumed the offensive, seized upon
Tournoul, Giurgevo, Braila and Crajova, and forced liim

to retire upon the Danube. Count Romanzoff formed,

with some boyards of Bucharest and Jassy, a supreme
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council, cliarged, under his orders, with the administra-

tion of the Principahtics. The disgrace of that miHtary

occupation was only compensated by the diminution of

taxation : during lour years the Eoumanians were freed

from the capitation which they were compelled to pay to

the Turl<ish Government.

The Seraskier Khalil Pacha meanwhile held the right

bank of the Danube ; he crossed the river and advanced

to the succour of Bender ; menaced by an army of 00,000

Eussiaus and Calmucks, led by Count Panin. The Tar-

tars of the Crimea repulsed a strong detachment of that

army, passed the Dneister and effected their junction with

Khalil Pacha. Eomanzoff' hastened up ; almost sur-

rounded by 50,000 Tartars and 100,000 Ottomans, he

hazarded battle near Cahoul, and obtained a sanguinary

victory. The Turks returned to Constantinople. The
Eussians took Bender, Akerman, and Ismail ; all the

fortresses on the left bank of the Danube fell into their

power (1770).

At the saine time, Azof opened its gates to the Musco-

vites ; Georgia rose in rebellion ; Dalier, Pacha of Acre,

and Ali Bey, chief of the Mamelukes, leagued with the

Eussians and together attacked the Pacha of Damascus

;

the Empire seemed near to its dismemberment.

11. Efforts of France in favour of Turhey.

The Cabinet of Versailles watched events with a vivid

anxiety ; but it drew back from taking any part in them,

on account of the hostile attitude of England, of the

abounding duplicity of the conduct of Austria, the only

two States that with herself had any interest in the pre-

servation of the Ottoman Empire. England was then

negotiating a commercial treaty with Eussia; but the

indirect aid that she gave her, together with the acclama-

tion with which she welcomed her victories, gave reason

to believe that that treaty covered a political alliance, and

that, if France should proceed to declare in favour of the
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Porte, her navy would be immediately attacked by that

of England. As for Austria, she took the greatest care

to conceal her projects from the Court of Versailles,

whilst the latter, confident in the alliance of 1756, formed
no design concerning the Poles and Turks without in-

forming the former of it, and even, from the very begin-

ning of the war, had pro^^osed to take up arms with her
in favour of both those peoples. How was it possible for

the Court of Vienna to avow that it projected the partition

of Poland, that it desired to make a private treaty with
the Porte, that she was even seeking to withdraw
France from her mediation between the Turks and the
Czarina ?

After the disaster of Tchesme, the Sultan solicited the

Courts of Vienna and Versailles to enter into alliance in

order to arrest the progress of the Russians, and, at the

same time, it sought to make with one and the other a

separate treaty. Austria promptly replied :
" That she

could take no part in the war without the risk of extend-

ing over the whole of Europe a flame which it was her

desire to quench ;
" she proposed, on the contrary, her

mediation for peace ; and she offered as conditions the re-

establishment of the two belligerent parties in the stafas quo

ante helium and the evacuation of Poland by the Russians.

Mustapha immediately convoked the Divan and submitted
to it the question of war or peace, by communicating
Austria's answer. " As for France, who had not yet
replied, she seemed," he said, " disposed to sustain the
fortunes of the Ottoman Empire ; already she was being
treated with for the acquisition of a great number of

ships, and without having a positive answer from that

Court, it was easy to perceive, by the solicitude of her
ambassador, the approaching conclusion of an alliance."

The Divan deliberated, but the Sultan was alone disposed

to continue the war and to have recourse to France
entirely ; all the Ministers voted for peace, and secretly

the mediation of Austria was requested.

England, having heard of the proceedings of the Otto-
man Court, offered in turn her mediation ; but partiality

VOL. IT. F
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for Eussia was so manifest, that she experienced a refusal.

" It is so extraordinary," remarked the Grand Vizier to

the English ambassador, " that the Court of St. James's

should offer her mediation to the Porte, whilst she has

ships in the Eussian fleet, that there is every reason to

fear lest that solicitude may be a mask disguising inimical

projects."

Tlie Divan, however, carefully concealed from the

French ambassador the steps it was taking to obtain

peace, and it redoubled its eagerness for an entirely

opposite negotiation, that of the alliance. On his part,

M. de Saint-Priest, suspecting the weakness of the Turkish

Ministers, neglected nothing to reanimate their courage to

get rid of a humiliating peace, the result of which must

cause embarrassment to France, and, whilst awaiting the

precise answer of Choiseul, he strove to enlighten them
upon the true causes of their defeats. " He reminded

them," says Eulhieres, " of all the old regulations fallen

into desuetude, which had made the corps of the Janis-

saries the foremost infantry in the world ; he suggested

the use of the arms at that time adopted by all the

nations of Europe ; he obtained, by seconding with all

his influence the fresh efforts made by Baron de Tott, the

establishment at Constantinople of a foundry of light

artillery and a school of gunners under the direction of

that young foreigner. The Dardanelles, put recently into

a state of defence, and the fresh dangers which threatened

the Empire had then turned the gaze of the dismayed

people towards that young Christian, and justified the

secret confidence which the Sultan had for a long time

accorded him. ' The terror was such,' he himself relates,

' that public prayers were offered up for the success of my
labours.'

"

The answer of the Court of Versailles arrived : Choiseul

ordered M. de Saint-Priest " to pass from active hostility

against the Eussians to inertness, without at the same
time discouraging the Turks from efforts that they were

still willing to make on behalf of the confederated Poles."

The alliance was refused, and an offer of mediation was
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simply made to the Porte. That change of policy was
brought about by the hostile attitude of England, who
had just recalled her sailors from the Russian fleet and
was preparing considerable armaments manifestly directed

against France. Choiseul, whom a powerful party

threatened to drive out of the Ministry, determined to

await events, disposed to intervene actively in the

Northern war, if he could occupy the British enemy in

America; but instead of declaring himself openly against

Russia, who would not fail to ally herself with England,
he only encouraged the Turks to continue the war; he
sent to the insurgent Poles an aid of 1,500 men, some
engineers, officers, and subsidies ; finally, he prepared in

Sweden the revolution that should remove that country

from Russian influence.

From the commencement of the war, the Divan, as has

been said, had applied all its eflbrts to divert Austria from
a league with Russia; in 1768, it offered her its aid to

reconquer Silesia and to place the King of Saxony on the

throne of Poland; in 1770, the reis-effendi Ismail again

proposed a close alliance between Austria and Turkey
against Catherine II. ; but, this time, the league was
destined to be concluded, no longer at the expense of

Prussia, but at the cost of Poland. " If the Russians are

driven out of that country," said the Turkish Minister,
" it will depend entirely upon the good pleasure of the

Court of Vienna of placing a king of her choice upon
the throne, or of partitioning Poland with the Porte."*

The Court of Vienna rejected those propositions ; but it

concluded, the following year, a treaty of subsidies by
which the Porte engaged to furnish 20,000 purses

(1 1,250,000 florins), to cede Little Wallachia, to free

Austrian commerce from all onerous taxation, to guarantee
her from attacks of the Barbary pirates. On her part,

Austria promised to sign a peace, with the restitution of

all the Russian conquests and the maintenance of Polisli

freedom. But those were only hypocritical promises.

About the month of September, 1771, Frederick II.

* Report of the Austrian ambassador Thugut, of March 24, 1770.

F 2
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made it known to tlie Imperial Court that lie desired to

unite a portion of Poland to Prussia, notably Pomerania,

and that he would support Austria if she decided to take

his part. Catherine II. sent him in her turn a project for

the partition of the Turkish Empire ; she reserved to

herself Wallachia and Moldavia, and allotted to Austria

Bosnia and Dalmatia. The Court of Vienna rejected

neither of these plans. However, the Turks underwent

fresh reverses, and the talk was rife already, at Catherine's

Court, of going to Constantinople. The Cabinets of

Vienna and Berlin becoming alarmed, offered their media-

tion, and as Russia dictated conditions which seemed to

menace the ruin of the Ottoman Empire, they proposed

to tlie Czarina to have done with Poland by a dismember-

ment, provided she would content herself with a portion

of her Turkish conquests. The dismemberment of Poland
was determined upon.

At the moment when these monstrous negotiations

commenced, the only man who could have prevented

their success—Choiseul— fell from power, disgraced and

banished from Court chiefly through the influence of

IMadarae du Barri, a new mistress of Louis XV. One of

the Duke's chief objects during the whole course of his

administration was to raise a navy which might be equal

to contend with that of England. He longed to retaliate all

the maritime disgraces which France had suffered during the

Seven Years' War, and was prepared to foment by every

means in his power the discontents which were already

beginning to spring up between England and her

American colonies.

12. Threats of Euf/laiul as regarded France.—Sequel of the

TFar.— Death of Mustapha III.

The Duke d'Aiguillon desired, it is true, to persist in

the projects of his predecessor for the deliverance of

Poland and the assistance of Turke^^ and he prepared

armaments. But the English Ministry declared to him
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that the slightest attempt in favour of the two menaced
States would be regarded by her as a cause of war. France,
therefore, continued her jDreparations more leisurely; she
attempted by divers means to remove the suspicions or
deceive the vigilance of England ; but in vain : the Court
of St. James's notified to her that it would not suffer any
otlier foreign nation to intervene in the quarrel. Thanks
to these threats, Poland underwent her first dismember-
ment, and England had the disgrace of having covered
the three spoilers of that kingdom, without any profit

accruing to herself And how did Louis XV. use his

power, the most absolute ever seen ? He allowed, without
a pang of remorse, the great political crime of that century
to be accomplished, the partition of Poland, of which
Austria, Prussia, and Russia shared the bleeding members :

and then, the Court of Versailles, feigning indignation at

the dismemberment, was desirous of avenging itself upon
Austria by invading the Netherlands. England mani-
fested great exasperation at that velleity of conquest ; she
tiireatened to join the league of the three Sovereigns of
the North, and thus compelled her enemy to abandon
her project. Aiguillon then, wishing at least to protect
Sweden, which was equall}^ menaced by Russia, armed
a flotilla at Brest. Thereupon tlie English Cabinet imme-
diately demanded explanations from him, to which he
replied by alleging the necessity of checking Russian
ambition which was threatening all Europe. Lord North
rejoined that, " notwithstanding the desire of the King of
England to avoid everything which might disturb the
good understanding between the two Courts, if a French
fleet appeared in the Baltic, it would be followed by an
English fleet." DAiguillon complained that England
always met his friendly protestations by menaces, and
he declared that France could not abandon Sweden. The
like answer was given him ; tliereupon he caused the
armament at Brest to be suspended ; bat, at the same time,

had another in preparation at Toulon. The English
Cabinet directly declared to hirn that " the prohibition

made to France against sending a fleet intp the Baltic
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applied equally to the Mediterranean ; that, if the French

fleet set sail, the English fleet would immediately follow

its example, and that finally England could not consent to

France havine: a fleet in either one or other of those seas.

The disarmament of the Toulon fleet was the immediate

result. " Thus," says an English historian, *' thanks to

the happy manifestation of an energetic resolution, Eng-
land not only avoided the misfortune of a war, but further

served the cause of her Russian ally."

In 1771, however, the Russians failed in their attempts

upon Trebizonde and Georgia; their flotilla, badly handled,

could not get out of the Sea of Azof. Upon the banks of

the Danube the successes were divided ; but in the Crimea,

the Ottoman domination was completely reversed. Prince

Dolgorouki entered as conqueror at Perekop, at Taman,
Ivafia, Kertch and Yenikale ; he proclaimed the indepen-

dence of the peninsula under the Russian suzerainty, and
installed Scherin Bey in quality of Khan of the Crimea.

At the instigation of Prussia and Austria an armistice

was concluded at Giurgevo and a congress opened at

Fockshani. The plenipotentiaries of the Czarina stipulated

that the Porte should recognize the independence of the

Tartars and freedom of navigation and commerce in the

Black Sea. The Turks rejected those conditions, wliicl],

in relation to the Crimea, were contrary to the principles

even of Islam. "To the Sultan," they said, "appertained

the religious sovereignty of all the Sunnites ; if he did

not exercise it over India, Bokhara and Morocco, it was
on account of the too great distance of those countries

;

but he would neglect his duties as Khalife by abdicating

his authority over the Tartars." The conferences at

Fockshani had no result.

Another congress was held at Bucharest, and the Czarina

sent thither her ultimatum (15th Feb., 1773), which
demanded :

" 1. As a guarantee for the independence of the

Tartars, the cession of Kertch and Yenikale to Russia;

2. Freedom of navigation in the Black Sea and in the

Archipelago for ships of war and merchant vessels ; 3.

The restoration of the strongholds of the Crimea to the
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Tartars; 4. The installation of Gregory Gliika, Voivode of

Wallachia, then a prisoner to the Eussians, in the here-

ditary principality, on condition of a tribute payable every

three years ; 5. The cession of Kilbourn to Russia and the

demolition of the defences of Oczakof; 6. The title of

Padishah for the Russian Sovereign ; 7. The right of

protecting the votaries of the Greek religion in the

Ottoman Empire." The Turks were indignant. " When
your Czar Peter," said one of the plenipotentiaries, " wsls

reduced to eat bark in the forest of Husch, the Sublime
Porte abstained from putting him to death or taking him
alive ; it contented itself with the restitution of Azof."

But the Czarina was not tempted to imitate the fault com-
mitted by the Turks in the treaty of the Pruth : the ulti-

matum was maintained. The Divan rejected it, upon
the instances and almost at the command of the Ulemas.

Sultan Mustapha earnestly desired peace ; but he de-

sired to obtain it on honourable conditions ; irritated by
the insolent pretensions of Catherine, he resolved to resume
hostilities vigorously. His Ministers contended zealously

with one another to raise and equip troops at their own
cost. It was along the Danube that every effort of the

war was directed. The Russians sustained a first check
at Rustchuk ; they failed equally at the siege of Silistria

(80th May, 1773). They basely avenged themselves of

their defeat by massacring at Basaradschik, a defenceless

town, the women, old men and children, whom they
dashed to death against the walls.* Speedily, at the
approach of the Ottoman troops, they withdrew " with
such precipitation," says Von Hammer, "that the Turks
found the flesh-pots on the fires with the meat half-

cooked." Finally, General Unger having besieged Varna,
he was repulsed.

Fortune was not less favourable to the Turks in Syria

and in Egypt. Ali Bey had entered into relations with
the commander of the Russian squadron in the Mediter-
ranean, and had been supplied by him with troops and muni-
tions of war. Notwithstanding those reinforcements, he

+ " Austrian Military Journal," vol. iii. p. 98.
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was defeated under the walls of Cairo by Ebn Scbel, and

forced to take refuge with his all}^ the Pacha of Acre,

Daher, to whom the Russian fleet furnished also arms and
provisions. Osman Pacha, Governor of Damascus, sup-

ported by the Druses, gave battle to Daher ; the action

took place upon the coast, and a Russian frigate was

able to assist the operations of the Pacha of Acre ; the

Druses took to flight ; the Russians bombarded Beyrout
and burned 300 houses. The victorious army marched
upon Jaffa, which defended itself courageously and only

surrendered in February, 1773. The Mameluke chief Ali

then thought of going back to Cairo. In the early part

of April, letters having the signatures of his friends reached

him, in which they told him that they were tired of Ebn
Schel, and that, to expel him, they only awaited the pre-

sence of Ali Bey. Instantly, the latter determined upon
his departure ; and, without giving the Russians time to

arrive, he set out with his Mamelukes and 1,500 Safadiens,

commanded by Osman, Daher's son ; but he was unaware
that the letters from Cairo were a ruse of his enemy.
In fact, have entered some way into the desert which
separates Gaza from Egypt, he encountered near Salahie

a body of 1,000 picked Mamelukes. That corps was
led by the young Bey Mourad, who, smitten with the

wife of Ali Bey, had obtained her from Ebn Schel, in the

event that he might have to deliver up the head of that

illustrious but ill-fated man. Scarcely liad Mourad des-

cried the dust that announced the enemy afar off, than,

rushing upon them with his troop, he threw them into

disorder ; to complete liis good fortune, he encountered
Ali Bey in the melee, attacked and wounded him on the

forehead witii a sabre stroke, then seized and conducted
him to Ebn Schel. The latter, encamped some two
leagues in the rear, received his old master with that

exaggerated respect so flimiliar to the Turks, and that sen-

sitiveness which perfidy knows how to feign. He gave
him a magnificent tent, recommended that the greatest

care should be taken of him, avowed himself a thousand
times his slave, kissing the dust upon his feet ; but, on the
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third day, that performance terminated in the death of

Ali Be}^ due, according to some, to the consequences of

liis wound, according to others, to poison.* That event

delivered the Turks from a formidable enemy. Four
Russian officers and the head of Ali Bey were sent by
Ebn Schel to Constantinople in testimony of his fidelity.

It was in the midst of these unhoped-for successes that

death surprised the Sultan, at the moment when Mustapha
was about to place himself at the head of the army of the

Danube (Jan. 1774). He deserved to be regretted by
his subjects for his activity, for his constancy, and by a

wise spirit of reform. If his reign was not a happy one,

he had at least the honour of opposing the encroachments
of Russia and of protesting by arms against the subjection

of Poland. He cannot be reproached for the inevitable

tergiversations that were imposed upon him, in the face

of Muscovite ambition, the perfidious counsels of Austria

and of Prussia, the feebleness of France, his long-tried

but impotent ally, and above all the disorganization of

the Ottoman Empire. He had the good-will but not the
strength and genius required for repairing the faults of

his j3redecessors, to regenerate his people and to resist

the ascendancy of Russia. Thus, in spite of his coura-

geous and persevering efforts, in spite of the advantages
obtained by his arms in the campaign of 1773, he left to

his brother, Abdul Ahmed, a burthensome inheritance.

The Russians dominated in the Crimea, in Moldavia, in

Wallachia ; Heraclius, Prince of Georgia, was sold to

Catherine ; Ahmed, Pacha of Bagdad, only recognized

nominally the suzerainty of the Sultan ; Daher, supported
by the Arab tribes, preserved his independence ; Egypt,
under the authority of the Mamelukes, kept up only an
apparent fidelity. In Albania, Mahmoud, Pacha of Scu-
tari, was in open revolt ; and Ali, Pacha of Janina,

was laying the foundations of his power. Such was the

state of the Empire when the sceptre of Otliman fell

into the hands of a prince who, during half a century had
clwelt within the inmost recesses of the Seraglio, and wlio

* Volncy, vol. i. p. 125.
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had passed his days in copying the Komn or making

bows and arrows.

13. Accession of Abdul Ahmed.—Treats/ of Kainardji.

Abdul Ahmed, the youngest son of Achmet III., could

not, according to custom, pay to the Janissaries the " ear-

nest-money " of the accession : money was even wanting

for the most urgent necessities of the State. Its officials,

however, succeeded in mustering an army of 40,000 men
upon the right bank of the Danube. But the Sultan did

not place himself at its head : he contented himself with

witnessing the artillery practice and the European man-
oiuvres which Baron de Tott directed. Russia, on her

side, had made formidable preparations ; after her failures

at Rustchuk, Silistria, and Varna, she desired to strike a

heavy blow and terminate the war by a decisive campaign.

Romanzoff, seconded by Souvarof and Kramenski, forced

the passage of the Danube, succeeded in turning the front

of the Ottoman army and separated it from Varna, which

contained all its magazines. A Russian di^-ision carried

by assault the camp of Korlidsche, defended by 25,000

Turks (IGth June, 1774). Thenceforth panic seized the

Ottoman army. The reis-effendi confronted the Janissaries

who were fleeing headlong, and tried to lead them back

into action, when a musket-shot, which struck him down
lifeless, was the only reply vouchsafed to his exhortations.

With such soldiers to sustain the struggle was impos-

sible. Trance advised the Porte to discontinue a disastrous

war, in which she could not lend the slightest aid without

bringing down the arms of all Europe upon her, and she

proposed her mediation. Catherine refused it at first,

through resentment against France, regarding it, she said,

as the depth of humiliation, after her victories to owe
peace to a Court which had been so contrary to all the

designs of her Grovernment ; she pretended even to allot

the mediation to England, which had been so favourable

to her. But the Turks obstinately refused to accept any
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other mediation than that of France ; the Czarina yielded,

and peace was concluded at Eustchuk-Kainardji, in Bul-
garia, 10th July, 1774.

By that fatal treaty the Crimea was declared independent
of the Porte, the navigation of the Black Sea was accorded

to the Russians ; and Kilbourn, Yenikale, Kertch, Azof,

—that is to say, the keys of the Black Sea, of the Crimea,

of the Sea of Azof {Palus MceoHs); and, moreover, Grreat

and Little Kabardia in the Caucasus were ceded also.

Poland, in whose behalf Turkey had undertaken that war,

had not even her name mentioned in the treaty, and all

the anterior treaties, which stipulated the right of the

Porte's protection over that kingdom, were abolished.

Moldavia and Wallachia were more fortunate : in restorins:

them to Abdul Ahmed, Catherine exacted the solemn pro-

mise of a general amnesty and a diminution of tribute.

But, by a clause which has proved fatal to it, the Porte

consented :

—
" That, according to the circumstances in

which the Principalities and their sovereigns shall find

themselves, the Ministers and the Court of Russia may
speak in their favour, and she promises to have regard for

those representations, conformably to the amicable consi-

deration and regard that the Powers have one towards
another." Such is the origin of the Protectorate which
Russia has long exercised in Roumania (Moldo-Wallachia).
Article 7 has, as the precedent or rather pretext, opened a

wide door to Russian usurpation. " The Sublime Porte
promises to protect constantly the Christian religion and
its Churches ; and also it permits the Ministers of the

Imperial Court of Russia to make, on all occasions, repre-

sentations, alike in favour of the new Church at Constan-
tinople as for those who ofiiciate in it, promising to take

them into consideration as made by a confidential person

of a neighbouring and sincerely friendly Power." This
was the origin of the Crimean War of 1854.*

* The expression of protecting the Christian religion and its Churches
being taken in a vague and gcnerical sense, the Cabinet of St. Petersburg
has pretended that it might apply to the subjects of the Porte, which would
implicitly say that, in the case in which the rayahs professing the Christian

religion should complain of being ill-treated, Eussia would have the right of
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" Since the peace of KaTnardji," saj^s Von Hammer,
" Eussia has been the oracle of the diplomatic negotiations

pursued with the Porte, the arbiter of peace or war, the

soul of the most important affairs of the Empire." As to

France, her influence received a mortal blow from it. The
Treaty of Kainardji fatally imposed upon her, so to speak,

a retrograde course, in giving her a rival in the Protectorate

of the Christians in the East, a rival who, having over

her the advantages of position of race and origin, could

bear away from her successively all her privileges ; a rival

whose projects she was no longer able to baflle, since,

henceforth, Eussia could keep her in check, not only by
Austria and Prussia, but also by England, the duped

accomplice in the murder of Poland and the dismember-

ment of Turkey.

demanding explanations and malting remonstrances to bring back tlie Porte

to the observance of the stipulated pact. But the spirit of that treaty is

nowise in accord with that rigorously literal interpretation. Russia then

restored to the Porte certain Christian provinces of which she had stripped it

in the last war, such as Bessarabia, Wallachia, and Moldavia ; it wass, there-

fore, natural that it should stijDulate a condition of oblivion of the past and
good treatment of the inhabitants of those provinces which their submission

to the Russian Government had compromised. Whatever may be the true

sense of that article, it must still be, that, if the Ottoman Government had
engaged to protect its Christian subjects and their Churches, it had stipu-

lated that it should protect them itself, and had not alienated that right of

sovereignty to the profit of a foreign Power. Famin, " Histoire de la rivalite

et du protcctorat," &c.
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CHAPTER IV.

From the Peace of Kaixardji to the Peace of Jassy (1774- 1792).

1. Consequences of the Peace of KahiardjL— Convention

of 1779.

The mischievous consequences of the Treaty of Kai-
nardji did not make themselves immediately felt in France.

It was even during the fifteen years which followed that

treaty that French commerce in the Levant attained its

greatest prosperity. That commerce employed 20,000
sailors, 700 vessels, and was distributed amongst sevent}^-

eight mercantile firms. M. de Saint Priest gave it a wide
development in establishing, between the ports of the

Black Sea and those of the Mediterranean, relations that

had not existed until then save between Constantinople

and the Archipelago. Eventually, as the wealth-seeking

traders of that time were harassed by the pirates who
infested the coasts of Greece and particularly the ports of

Corintli and Megara, the French fleets, at the request of

the Porte, hunted down those robbers, and for several years

served in the capacity of police of the whole Archipelago.

That commercial prosperity, the rights expressly con-

ceded to France of its official protection of the Holy
Places, her perseverance in enlightening the Porte upon
the causes of its disasters, together tended to produce a

tension of the league of the rival Powers inimical to the

policy of France. Thus the Government of Louis XVI.,
inheritor of the embarrassments created by the })artition of

Poland and by the Peace of Kainardji, Ibund that it had
a hard task to accomplish ; it found the conditions of the

European equilibrium changed. Her diplomacy had to
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struggle against a system of alliances and intrigues which
even went so far as to attack the preponderance that

France had so long exercised ; at length, it was completely

paral^v.ed in its efforts by internal discords ; much inde-

cision, therefore, and very little success attended the

attempts it made to preserve its position in the East.

The Court of Versailles had merely advised the Turks
to conclude the Peace of Kainardji to suatch them from

the certain ruin then impending, for them to gain time

and afford them an interval wherein to strengthen them-

selves against their enemies; hut the Divan had relapsed

into its apathy, and it had done nothing either to put the

frontiers into a state of defence or to improve the army.

The Capudan-pacha Gazi Hassan, however, who had
distinguished himself during the last war at Tchesme, at

Lemnos, and in several other conflicts, undertook to restore

the Ottoman navy. He recruited sailors from the Bar-

hary States and upon the littoral of the Adriatic gulf ; he
also caused a great number of ships to be repaired. But,

in order to succeed in placing tlie fleet upon a respectable

footing, he was compelled to display an inexorable severity.

He caused every vessel to be recaulked, ordering the

captains, under pain of death, to be present at that opera-

tion until it was finished. One day, a certain captain took

an opportunity of going to his own abode about a quarter

of a mile distant. The Capudan-pacha came in the interval

to examine the works, and having some observations to

make touching the refitting of the absent captain's vessel,

he enquired for him ; he was told that lie had gone home-
wards. The Pacha seated himself upon a carpet, sent one
of his suite to bring his musket and another to fetch back
the captain. As soon as that unfortunate man came near,

he took aim at, and shot him dead, without addressing a

single word to him. "Let him be buried," he then said,

" and let all the other captains follow him to his grave

;

the work shall be suspended during their absence."* The
Ottoman fleet, re-equipped, cruised about the Mediter-

ranean to secure the submission of certain provinces. It

* Eton, vol. i. p. 109.
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treated rigorously the Christians of the Morea and the

Archipehigo, ever suspected of connivance with Russia.

The Sheik Daher was besieged both by sea and land in the

city ofAcre ; he perished whilst seeking to escape among the

mountains of Safad. But nothing was attempted against

the other Pachas of Asia who enjoyed a complete inde-

pendence.

Russia meanwhile followed up the results of the Treaty
of Ka'inardji. " In releasing the Tartars from Ottoman
domination, she had contrived to keep in her pay their

turbulent hordes. Ere long she was desirous of inter-

meddling in the election of their Khans. By means of the

divisions which she had stirred up in the family of the

descendants of Zenghis Khan, her influence secured the

election of Sahim Gherai ; and that coerced election, like

that of Poniatowski, promised the same results. The
Tartars were divided ; Russian troops advanced to pacify

the Crimea, as they had pacified Poland. The dispossessed

Khan sought an asylum in Constantinople ; he solicited

aid ; he offered to render to the Ottoman Porte a homage
which it had lost ; but the faith due to treaties, prudence or

perhaps corruption prevailed in the Divan over resentment
of that insult, and the candidate of the Russians remained
in possession of an authority which he submitted thence-

forward to their vassalage."*

At the same time, Catherine, who had abandoned
Wallachia and Moldavia with regret, intrigued in those

provinces with the view of rendering them independent.

She pretended to have tlie right of preventing the Hos-
podars of Wallachia and Moldavia from being deposed un-

reasonably. To those claims she added some vague com-
plaints touching the restrictions which the Porte placed

upon Russian commerce. The Cabinet of St. Petersburg
only raised at once so many unjust pretensions in order to

obtain that which it most desired ; and, as it abated those

that it had advanced over Wallachia-Moldavia, the Porte
thought to gain much by acquiescing in the nomination of

i\\QprotL'(/6 of the Empress in the Crimea, on the conclusion

* Mallet du Pan, Bu peril de la hahmce politique, p. 110.
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of a new treaty of eonimerce wliicli endangered the future

security of Constantinople, and on that of an additional

convention which was presented as the seal of a lasting

reconciliation (10th March, 1779).

That explanatory convention of 1779 was signed by the

advice of France : the Court of Versailles represented to

the Divan the danger of a struggle for which it was not

prepared, in which it could render Turkey no aid, and
which the Russians sought for ardently. England, then

at war with France and the object of the hatred of all the

maritime Powers, vainly endeavoured to hinder it.

Besides, the Czarina averted the attention of Europe from
the true aim of her policy by her negotiations for tlie free-

dom of the seas, and, continuing secretly her enterprises

against Turkey, she became a close ally of the Emperor
Joseph II. , w^ith whom she projected a partition of the

Ottoman Empire.

2. Conquest of (he Crimea by ihe Russians.

The Court of Versailles had not been wholly disabused

from the alliance of 1756, by the complicity of Austria in

the partition of Poland ; it hoped to bring it back to its

true interests in demonstrating that that alliance, into

which Prussia could enter, was the salvation of Europe
against the maritime ambition of England and the con-

tinental aggression of Russia ; it entered, therefore, into

a most active correspondence with the Court of Vienna,

to divert it from its projects against Turkey. But Joseph
11. was already irrevocably bound to the Czarina ; never-

theless he feig-ned to listen to the counsels of France.
" I assure you," said he to the French ambassador, " that

I spare myself no pains to repeat to Catherine everything

calculated to defer a war with Turkey ; but that woman
has a singular will of her own and which nothing stops."

Finally, Louis XVI. caused the question to be put to him
as to the line of conduct he would take if war should break

out. " If Russia makes \var against the Porte," he
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replied, " I will make it also the interest of Austria

to extend her territory in proportion to that which Russia

tnaij acquire." M. de Vergennes, Minister for Foreign

Affairs, replied, " That consideration would furnish an ex-

ample the fatal error of which perhaps not a century of

war would expiate. If the fear lest the Eussian power
should one day gravitate over the Austrian power is a

sufficient title for her to compensate herself at the expense

of an innocent third State, ought one not to anticipate

tliat others, feariu"- with too much reason lest the

Austrian power should gravitate in its turn over theirs,

may derive authority from the example of the two Im-
perial Courts, to procure for themselves accretions and
compensations at the expense of whomsoever they may
belong? Wliere would Europe be then if that mon-
strous system sliould be about to accredit itself?

"

Vergennes then endeavoured to bring the King of

Prussia into the alliance of France, in pointing out to him
the dangers of the policy of Joseph II., " the most mon-
strous system," he said, " to which ambition has ever

given birth, and the most dangerous for the surety of all

nations and of France in particular. It is clear," he

added, " that the Emperor is resolved to concur in the

dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire and to take his

share of tlie spoils. The King has in vain done every-

thing that lay in his power to enlighten the prince as to

the peril of that enterprise. The sole means of prevent-

ing it is agreement with the King of Prussia to overawe his

Imperial Majesty." That proposition was destructive of

the alliance of 175G ; but Vergennes excused himself

touching it by saying with some reason :
" The alliance

with the Emperor, notwithstanding the wounds it has

inflicted upon the esteem of France, had in itself a real

advantage— that of ensuring the tranquillity of the Con-

tinent ; but so soon as that result was destroyed, the

alliance found itself broken up."

Frederick, with his usual duplicity, listened to the pro-

positions of France, thoroughly decided not to accept

them. For all that, the Czarina grew uneasy : profiting

VOL. II. n
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by the moment at wliicli the Court of Versailles, emerging

from the strui^o-le with Ens:laiKl, had still its forces dis-

persed in every quarter of the globe, she resolved to invade

the Crimea.

Shahim Gherai had been only raised to tlie dignity of

Khan in order to be the instrument and shortly the victim

of Catherine's ambition. Scarcely was lie on the throne,

ere she had sent to him, under the title of ambassador, a

spy charged with the task of rendering him hateful to his

people, to bribe the disaffected and to stir up civil war.

The Tartars held the Eussians in horror, both as to their

customs and their government. At first, the unfortunate

Shahim had been persuaded to solicit the favours of the

Court ; he had obtained the cordon of Saint Anne and the

grade of Colonel in the Imperial Gruards, a subaltern

honour that degraded him in the eyes of the Tartars.

The E-ussian agents had inspired him with a taste for

their manners, their frivolities, their debauchery, their

barbarity, their prodigal follies and their military disci-

pline. They made him conceive, when already tottering

upon his throne, the idea of having a navy and of domi-

nating upon the Black Sea ; and, whilst the prodigious

increase of his expenditure raised murmurs, the E,ussian

ambassador, indefatigable in his twofold intrigue, ceased

not to encourage at once the follies of the Khan and the

plots of the mourzas (nobles), until a general revolt break-

ing out, reduced the terror-stricken Khan to flee to

Taman and implore succour of the Hussians ; it was where
perfidy awaited him (1788). Then on every side, even

to the centre of the Crimea, the troops penetrated that had
been long mustered for that expedition. Blood flowed,

but not in battles : no victory honoured that conquest

;

it was purchased by conscriptions and proclaimed upon
scaffolds. Thousands of noble Tartars were stoned or

massacred under the eyes of the Khan, by those even who
liad driven them into revolt. The unfortunate Shahim
and his subjects saw too late the effect of their discords

and the snare into which they had fallen. Long deceived

by promises, compelled to give up the sovereignty he had
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abased, sent prisoner to Kalouga, reduced to misery the
most profound, exposed to the most barbarous treatment,

he was at last abandoned to Ottoman vengeance. Thrust
forth beyond the frontier, he was seized by the Turks and
carried to Rhodes, where, in spite of the efforts of the
French Consul, he was decapitated.*

In order to justify that sanguinary usurpation, the

Czarina published a manifesto. " It was," she said, " the

love of good order and tranquillity that had brought the

Russians into the Crimea. . . . The restlessness

natural to the Tartars had weakened and ruined the
edifice which the beneficent care of Catherine had raised

for their happiness, in procuring them liberty and inde-

pendence under the authority of a chief elected by
themselves. ... In fine, the expenditure occasioned

by the necessity of remaining always in arms for the

protection of the Crimea, and the necessity of putting an
end to these troubles, compel her to re-unite to the Russian
Empire the Crimean peninsula, the island of Taman and
all the Kouban, as a rightful indemnity for the losses and
expenses undergone to maintain therein peace and happi-

ness."!

Indignant at this infamous violation of the rights of
nations, the Turks flew to arms, and the Divan decided

in trembling to recommence the war. The Court of
Versailles hastened to interpose its mediation ; it saw in

that war the certain loss of Turkey, for Joseph II. was
ready to enter upon a campaign, Frederick was encouraging,

by his apparent indecision, the projects of Catherine, and
England burning to avenge herself upon the ally of

France for the loss of her American colonies. By dint of

entreaties the French Cabinet decided the Turks to make
fresh sacrifices, to a new humiliation ; and the Porte,

submitting to throw down the arms of which it could only
make use to its own destruction, testified b}'" that act of

sorrowful confidence, more forcibly than when in time of

prosperity the alliance of the two States made Europe

* " Des Pvogres de la puissance Russe,"
i^. 275.

t " Eecueil de Martens," torn, iv, p. 444.

G 2
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tremble, th;it France was alone its close and disinterested

Iricnd. Itussia thus acquired (1784) the sovereignty of

the Crimea and of" the Kouban, fresh rights over the Black

Sea and other advantages calculated to bring about the

future dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire.

3. Change in the Policy of France.—The Empress Catherine s

project of a neio Eastern Empire.

That last humiliation of Turkey was productive of a

very serious change in the political ideas of France in

relation to the East.

It has been shown that, under the regency of the Duke
of Orleans, at the time that Ilussia commenced to weigh

in the balance of Europe, an opinion was formed favourable

to the Russian alliance, and which, considering the Otto-

man Empire as destined to inevitable ruin, desired that

France should prepare herself to share in the spoils. The
continual defeats of the Turks, their decadence which,

nothing could arrest, the blindness with which they

])ersisted in their ignorance and their apathy, gave credit

to that opinion ; and the fate of Poland seemed to demon-
strate that, if France allowed herself to be surprised b}''

the dismemberment of another of her allies by the

northern league, she fell back into the rank of the secondary

States. The French ambassadors at Constantinople warned
the Grovernment of that state of things, and advised a

change of policy.

The Russian Empress now seemed to have taken a step

towards realizing her project of a new Eastern Empire.

Adopting Voltaire's idea of erecting a new Greek kingdom
on the shores of the Black Sea, the recently-acquired

possessions received the names of Taurida and Caucasia, and
Kherson was erected in the midst of a desert as the capital

of the new kingdom, but on a site so ill-chosen that it was
soon eclipsed by Odessa. Potemkin, dignified with the

pompous name of the " Taurian," was made Governor-
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General of the conquered provinces, and Grand-Admiral of
the Black Sea.

The relations between Russia and the Porte continued
to be strained. Disputes arose respecting the Turkish
Government in Georgia, Moldavia and Wallachia, and on
other points ; whilst the Porte on its side accused the

Cabinet of St. Petersburg of repeated violations of the

Treaty of Kainardji.

The Ministry of Louis XVI., without believing in the

immediate ruin of the Ottoman Empire, was anxious to

hold itself prepared for that great catastrophe, and not the
less directed its efforts towards enlightening the Turks and
arresting the ambition of Eussia. Emissaries were sent to

the Levant (1784) charged to find out the points of which
France should take possession in the event of a general

war. It had turned its eyes especially upon Candia and
Egypt. Choiseul Gouffier, who succeeded to Saint-Priest

in 17 84, was specially instructed to take every means
possible to ensure the preservation of the Turkish Empire

;

officers, engineers, builders and mechanicians of every kind
were placed at his disposal ; a small corps of French soldiers

was given him to instruct the Turks in European tactics
;

finally, he succeeded in obtaining the signature of a fresh

convention between the Porte and Russia which put an
end to their gravest differences. But Catherine disquieted

herself very little at these efforts ; she knew France to be
embarrassed in her finances, fermented by the approach of

a revolution, and undecided in her policy with regard to

Turkey. She had just given even more force to the

opinion of those who reprobated the Turkish alliance, by
signing with France a very advantageous commercial treaty,

a treaty which was universally regarded as a change of

system at Versailles, that is to say, a tendency to approach
the Russians and abandon the Turks. Thus, confident in

her success, in the alliance of Austria, in the immobility
of Prussia and England, she manifested openly the desire

to drive the Turks out of Europe, and to re-establish the

Empire of the East. Her intrigues in Greece, her preten-

sions to Georgia, her hostilities against the Caucasian
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peoples, the eflucation of a liost of young Greeks brought
to St. Petershurg, the name of Constantine borne by one

of her grandsons, the creation of a formidable fleet at

Kherson and at Sevastopol, unveiled her secret designs

;

and she carried insolence so far as to intervene directly in

the Ottoman administration, by demanding the dismissal of

Pachas and officials who displeased her. At the moment
when she had just signed her commercial treaty with

France, she made a pompous journey to the Crimea,

found there her obsequious ally, Joseph TL, with whom
she discussed the proximate re-establishment of the

republics of Athens and Sparta, and at Kherson passed

under a triumphal arch which bore these words : The road

to Bi/zanfium. That journey caused a great sensation in

Europe, and every one thought that the Czarina was
disposed to recommence war.

The Emperor Joseph paid assiduous court to the " Semi-

ramis of the North " (as Voltaire, by way of equivocal

compliment, ironically and sardonically called her), and
every morning attended her levee as a private person.

Euture projects against Turkey were cautiously and sus-

piciously discussed by them during that journey, but no
definite plans were formed, and neither sovereign desired

immediate war. At the same time, the Russians violated

the last convention concluded by the mediation of France
;

their incursions in the Caucasus recommenced ; their

ambassador used threatening words. The Sultan, his

Ministers, and the people, indignant at so many outrages,

clamoured for war. The Czarina, who had been scared

from continuing her journey to Kinburn by the apparition

of a Turkish fleet in the Liman, had scarcely returned to

St. Petersburg, when the Russian Minister at Constan-

tinople was arrested and flung into the Seven Towers
(10th August, 17 87). At the same time war was declared

agfainst Russia.

The Cabinet of St, James s had been grievously hu-

miliated by the Cabinet of Versailles on account of the

declaration of independence on the part of the American
colonies, and by the neutral league for the freedom of
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the seas ; it was moreover irritated against tlie latter by
reason of the prosperity of French commerce in the

Levant, as well as by the Treaty made with Eussia which

deprived England of the monopoly of the Baltic Sea.

The Cabinet of St. James's therefore sought to attack its

Gallic rival in all its political influences, alliances, and

commercial interests. It stirred up the Divan to reject

every method of conciliation. In concert with Prussia,

the Porte was made to believe that Eussia drew back

through fear, that the opportunity had arrived for the

Turks to resume their conquests, and that Eussia must be

surprised by a vigorous aggression. Moreover, England,

it was alleged, had promised to restrain Austria, to arm
Sweden and Poland, and to give aid with the whole of her

navy. In thus driving Turkey into war, England, the

French Minister asserted, had but one object—to profit by
the internal embarrassments of France and cause her to

lose either her influence in the Levant if she abandoned
the Turks, or her Treaty with Eussia if she sustained

them. The Porte, eager to take up arms, heeded not

those representations, and refused to adopt the line of

conciliation proposed by France (August, 17^7).

4. War with Biissia renewed.—Death of Jbd/d Ahmed.—
Selim III. (1792).

—

Continuation of the War.-—Peace

of Jassy {\l^l).

Austria forthwith took part with Eussia ; Sweden
pronounced for the Porte ; England and Prussia co-

operated, but remained quiescent. As for France, which

then the Cardinal de Brienne tried to govern, that country

became greatly alarmed at the event of a war by which it

saw England about to envelop Europe in flames in order

to deprive France of her influence over Turkey, Sweden,

and Poland, and thus play the part she had formerly

enacted, and reduce her to nothing more than a second-

rate Power. But that war France was not permitted to

join in, for she was already feeling the throes of the most
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terrible of revolutions seethini,^ within her ! The opinion

therefore favourable to the liussian alliance broke forth

openly ; and the most brilliant expression of that opinion

was the work of Yolney, entitled :
" Considerations sur la

guerre presenfe entre les Tares et les Jli/sses," a work in

which he disparaged, beyond measure, the alliance of the

Porte, showed that the time for that alliance had passed

away, counselled the dismemberment of the Ottoman
Empire in concert with Kussia, and stirred up France to

possess herself of Egypt. At the same time, Choiseul

Gouffier, who was so much carried away, through his

admiration of ancient Grreece, as to see only in the Turks
the persecutors of the descendants of the Hellenes, called

the attention of Christendom to the miserable condition

of the Grreeks : he contended that the Morea should be

made an independent State under the protection of France.
" To regenerate the Ottomans is an impossibility," was
an assertion heard on all sides ;

" they themselves believe

that the moment of their destruction has arrived. The
alliance of the Porte can no longer enter into combina-

tions for the equilibrium of the Great Powers. Ought we,

in order to aid such a people, to carry the theatre of war
as far as the Black Sea, and ourselves cover the capital of

that Empire ? Could we make such efforts in face of the

rival Powers interested to destroy our commerce in the

Levant? Should we not rather, since a dismemberment
is certain, take possession of the best Turkish j^orts, and
seize upon, in Egypt and Syria, the true sources of

abundance and of commerce?" The Cabinet of Versailles

suffered itself to be shaken by that opinion ; striving to

balance the manoeuvres of the Cabinet of St. James's by

its negotiations, it proposed, in concert with Austria and
Spain, on the one hand its m.ediation to the Porte, on the

other hand to Russia an alliance of which peace with the

Turks should be the first condition, and which should

have for its chief object the arrest of the warlike designs

of England and Prussia. Catherine II., seeing in these

propositions the tendency of Prance to enter entirely into

her policy, accepted them eagerly ; but the Divan rejected
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tlie mediation offered it ; England threatened war, and
the Cabinet of Versailles was constrained to suspend its

negotiations.

The war began with a fruitless attack by the Turkish
fleet upon Kinbourn, heroically defended by Suvaroff

(September 24). The winter was passed in further nego-

tiations, in the persistent attempts of France to mediate a

peace, in which she would probably have succeeded, had
not a courier of M. de Segur, the French Minister at

St. Petersburg, who was the bearer of Catherine's ap-

proval of a scheme of conciliation, been assassinated on
the road. The Czarina's generals bad at first very little

success. Their army traversed the Tartar provinces ; but
" famine, pestilence—all the calamities of a long and
cruel war, had desolated them. It was necessary to

transport supplies from immense distances : the slightest

success caused torrents of blood to flow ; the provinces,

exhausted, could no longer furnish new levies ; the

Siberian exiles were even compelled to enter the ranks."

Kherson and Kinbourn, however, briskly attacked by the

Pacha of Oczakof were defended by Suvaroff, who sus-

tained three assaults and repulsed the Turks. Romanzoff
and the Prince of Saxe-Coburg captured Choczim ; and
Potemkin, with 80,000 men, besieged Oczakof (December,

1788). The Capudan-pacha Gazi-Hassan having hastened

to rescue that town, whilst in pursuit of the Eussian
fleet allowed himself to be decoyed to the mouth
of the Dneister, where, in a fierce fight, he lost fifteen

ships and 11,000 men. Then Oczakof, almost defence-

less from its decayed fortifications, was vigorously pressed

by an assault under command of Potemkin ; the place was
carried and put to sack with savage fury. The victors

having lost iiO,000 men during the siege gave no quarter,

and massacred more than 25,000 of the inhabitants.

Joseph II., who had taken command in person of his

army, obtained less success than the Pussians ; he made
two fruitless attempts to surprise Belgrade, but was forced

to retire. The Grand Vizier broke the Austrian centre

and drove back the Germans as far as Lugos, took several
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places in Hungary, ravaged the Banat of Temesvar, and
was very nearly surprising the Emperor himself. These
were, however, hut poor compensations for the disaster

of Oczakof. The Prince of Coburg, indeed, had taken

Choczim, and afterwards occupied a considerable part of

Moldavia ; but, on the whole, this campaign must be

regarded as a failure. The Turks, indeed, were at last

compelled to evacuate the Banat before the end of autumn
;

but the entire plan of the campaign was bad ; and the

Emperor returned to Vienna ill and dispirited.

A few months afterwards Abdul Ahmed died (April,

17S9), carried off by a stroke of apoplexy. The succession

of his nephew Selim III. (son of the unfortunate Mustapha
III.), a young prince of twenty-eight, possessing energy

and considerable talents, restored some confidence to the

nation, terrified by the slaughter at Oczakof. Having
resolved to prosecute the war with spirit, Selim issued a

decree commanding all the " Faithful" between sixteen

and sixty years of age, to take up arms. But like some
of his predecessors, he acted with more zeal than discretion.

Dressed as a sailor, or in other disguises, Selim went
alone, by night as well as by day, through the streets of

Constantinople, entering manufactories, shops, and coffee-

houses, endeavouring to learn the wants and wishes of his

people from their own mouths. By such a course, how-
ever, he was often led into error. By the revival of

obsolete sumptuary laws, and the severity with which he
enforced their provisions with regard to apparel, &c., he

lost more hearts than he had gained by his apparent zeal

for the welfare of his people.

The war, however, continued; but France having offered

her mediation, conferences were opened at Focshani.

England and Prussia redoubled their efforts to render

them abortive ; they prepared armaments ; they entered

into alliance with Poland, as did the latter with the

Porte ; they promised aid to Sweden. Hostilities recom-

menced. Selim wished to take command of his armies

himself; the Divan, for superstitious reasons, prevented

him.
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On the 21st of July Gazi Hassan, who since the loss of

the fleet had commanded the vanguard of the army, was
defeated near Focshani by the Eussians and Austrians,

commanded by SuvarofF and the Prince of Coburg. The
Grand Vizier, desirous of avenging that defeat, profited by
the separation of the allied troops to attack the Austrian
army ; but the sudden arrival of SuvarofF upset that plan,

and the Turks lost at Eimnik 22,000 men, GO guns, all

their siege artillery and munitions. They then recrossed

the Danube at Ismail.

The Prince of Coburg immediately entered Wallachia and
Moldavia ; and Prince Repnin, having succeeded Poman-
zoff in the command of the Russian army in the Ukraine,

which after capturing Bender, Ackerman, and the province
of Oczakof and Bessarabia, burned Galatz and menaced
Ismail. But the chief hero of the campaign was Loudon,
who took the suburbs of Belgrade by storm, and compelled
Osman Pacha and the Turkish garrison to capitulate (8tli

October) ; Semendria and Passarowitz surrendered a few
days after.

England then made serious preparations to go to the

aid of Turkey, and she concluded (31st January, 1790) a

treaty of alliance offensive and defensive with Prussia,

whose armies were bound by it to enter upon a campaign
in the following S2)ring ; at length, Sweden launched
against Pussia an army which threatened St. Petersburg,

and a fleet that fought a glorious fight.

Notwithstanding these diversions, Turkey did not find

her dangers diminish ; when the death of Joseph II.

(20th February, 1790) fortunately happened to modify
the policy of Austria, which granted at first an armistice,

and afterwards signed (September, 1 790) preliminaries,

converted into a treaty of peace at Sistova. By that

treaty the Ottomans only lost Old Orsova and the territory

limited by the Unna. But, on the other hand, Sweden
made peace with Pussia.

Meanwhile the war had continued between Russia and
the Porte. The campaign of 1790 had begun late. Under
Potemkin, Suvaroff, and other generals, the Russians cap-
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tured Kilia Nova (29th October), and two or three other

places subsequently surrendered. But the grand exploit

of the year was the taking of Ismail by assault by Suvaroff

(22nd December, 1790). That desperate enterprise was
not achieved without great loss on the part of the llussians,

who stained their victory by the horrible butchery which
they committed ; a massacre of three days in the town,

allowing one man only to escape to tell the tale of that

disaster. The populace of Constantinople, who, after the

defeat of Rimnik, had manifested its discontent by threats

and incendiary fires, then demanded the head of Gazi

Hassan, and Selim, terrified, delivered him up to the

executioners.

The French Revolution broke out. Such a cataclysm

involved not only the ruin of the House of Bourbon but

the downfall of France's European influence. All eyes were

turned towards the East, with the exception of Russia,

which saw, in the pre-occupations of other Powers, the

opportunity of ruining Turkey. But then England,

Prussia, and Austria intervened, reproaching the Czarina
" for continuing a war w^iicli prevented the European
Powers from occupying themselves with the affairs of the

West." At length negotiations opened at Galatz, in the

month of August, 1791, brought about the Treaty of

Jassy (9th January, 1792). Russia obtained definitely

the Crimea, a part of the Kouban, where she soon after-

wards built Odessa, Bessarabia, and the stronghold of

Oczakof ; the Dneister was recognized as the limit of tlie

two Empires, and an indemnity of twelve millions of

piastres was stipulated in favour of the Czarina. In that

treaty the Danubian Principalities were no longer desig-

nated as Turkish provinces, and the capitulations of 1393
and of 1400 were passed over in silence.

Catherine 11. having refused to accede to the Congress

of Reichenbach, or to accept the mediation of Prussia

with the Porte, Frederick William placed a large army on
foot ; and Great Britain declared to the Cabinet of St.

Petersburg that, whether the mediation of the allied

Powers was accepted or not, she should demand for the
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Porte the strict status quo ante helium. In pursuance of

this declaration, a large fleet, destined for the Baltic, was
equipped in the English liarbours, and the Dutch were
called upon to furnish their contingent. But a war with
Russia was then very unpopular in England, on account

of the lucrative commerce carried on with that country.

Fresh propositions were made to Catherine, and, after

somewhat lengthy negotiations, preliminaries were signed

(11th August) at Gralatz, between Prince Repnin and the

Grand Vizier. Further negotiations for peace were trans-

ferred to Jassy, whither Prince Potemkin hastened from
St. Petersburg to conduct them. The idea of a peace was
very distasteful to Potemkin, who was in hopes of obtain-

ing Moldavia and Wallachia for himself, as an independent

principality ; nor did he altogether despair of attaining

that object by his negotiation. But the sittings of the

Congress had scarcely begun ere he was seized with a

malignant fever then raging in those parts ; and to which
perhaps the agitation of his mind contributed to give a

fatal result. He left Jassy, the 15th of October, for his

favourite residence, Nicholajeff. But he was not per-

mitted to reach it. He died on the road thither during

the day following, in the arms of his favourite niece, the

Countess Branicka. The Peace of Jassy was signed 9tli

January, 1792. The Dneister was now fixed as the boun-

dary between the Eussian and Turkish Empires, and thus

Oczakof was tacitly assigned to Russia ; which latter

Power restored to the Porte its other conquests.
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BOOK IV.

From the Peace of Jassy to the TiiEATy of Paris (1792-1856).

CHAPTER I.

From the Peace of Jassy to the Accession of Mahmoud II.

(1792-1808).

1 . Hehound of the French Revohtion at Constantinople.

The state of the Ottoman Empire was now deplorable.

Nearly all the Pachas of Asia were no longer bound to

the Sultan save by some few tributes and forms of respect

;

the Persians and the Kurds menaced the eastern frontiers

;

the Mamelukes tyrannized over Egypt ; Syria was in open

revolt ; the pachas and peoples of Turkey in Europe
appeared to be no better subjected than those of Asia;

the anarchy was such, that bands of brigands were formed

in the Balkans, Ehodope, and Pindus, which ravaged and
put to ransom entire provinces : one of those bands having

then recently imposed a heavy contribution upon the

second city of the Empire, Adrianople. Selim busied

himself actively with the repression of all these disorders,

and especially with the internal administration of his

Statt!S, remaining neutral in the gigantic struggle under-

taken by the enemies of the French Revolution.

At this epoch, the war of the allied monarch s against

that revolution had commenced, and the coalition sought

to strengthen itself with Turkey. The foreign Ministers,

and chiefly the representative of England, incited the
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Divan to break with France, by promising their good
offices in inducing Russia to abandon its last conquests.

The mission of Descorches, ex-Marquis de Sainte Croix,

was therefore to combat the representations and solicita-

tions of the coalesced Powers. Owing to his persuasion,

the Porte, which had, moreover, no interest to enter into

the league of the absolute Sovereigns, persisted in its neu-

trality, and continued to extend its protection to the mer-
chants and establishments of France.

But the almost continual defeats sustained by Turkey,
the ever-increasing disorders of her administration, the
ideas of independence which agitated Albania, Servia,

Greece, and Syria, the continual revolts of the pachas, led

Europe to believe that that Empire was fast apjjroaching

dissolution. That was also the opinion of the French
Directory, and of its successful general, Bonaparte : it

thought that it was necessary not only to prepare itself to

take part in the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire,
but further to take that part in advance, singly, without
the concurrence of Russia, and in spite of all Europe.
" The re-establishment of French power in the East was,"

it said, " one of the necessities of our struggle with
England."

Plans had formerly been proposed to Choiseul and
Louis XVI. for the conquest of Egypt ; the Directory

discussed them, as well as the reports recently made by
Lazowski, an officer of engineers, charged with a mission

to Turkey. That person did not hesitate to advise the

French Gfovernment to renounce the alliance of the Porte

and to appropriate the provinces which were escaping from
its domination. He asserted that the Sultan was not in

a condition to oppose the smallest obstacle to an enter-

prise against Egypt, wherein his rule was illusory ; that

the weakness of the resources of Turkey, the exhaustion

of its finances, the vices of its Government—everything,

in short, presaged an approaching fall.

The Directory and Bonaparte had conceived their pro-

ject against the East in the midst of the embarrassments
of war ; as soon as the Peace of Campo Formio was
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signed, the expedition to Egypt was speedily resolved

upon. It was a great error. The old French Govern-

ment was prepared to secure its share of the Ottoman
Empire, if it crumbled ; but whilst striving to avert that

catastrophe, the new Government, in brutally wresting

from that empire one of its provinces, hastened its ruin,

broke through an alliance which had survived so many
disasters, and in the end brought for the first time angrily

in presence of each other, Turks and Frenchmen. Thus
political considerations had less share in this determina-

tion of the Directory and of Bonaparte than those of a

vulgar ambition.

The ill-advised invasion of Egypt (1798) bj'- the French

under Bonaparte proved at the outset disastrous for their

commerce, for their religious establishments, and their

relations with the Porte. At the news of the expedition

having landed, the stupefaction of the Divan was extreme,

and the English Prime Minister, Pitt, supported by those

of Russia and Austria, profited by it to excite Mussulman
pride to take vengeance for such an insult. The Divan

hesitated : it expected some explanation from France, and

thought itself deceived by the ambassadors of the coal-

esced Powers. As for Puffin, the French Charge tVAffaires,

he found himself in a most critical position : being without

instructions, he attempted at first to disown the expedition,

then to explain it. France, lie said, had sent troops into

Egypt, not to destroy, but to affirm the authority of the

Grand Seignior against the Mamelukes, who, for upwards

of a century, had not ceased to obstruct the commercial

relations of France with Egypt and persecute French
merchants. It was all useless. The Divan refused to

listen to him. The Sultan after a somewhat long hesitation

declared war against France, and flung Puffin into the

prison of the Seven Towers (12th September, 1798).

All the French established at Constantinople were

incarcerated in the Asiatic Castles of the Bosphorus, and
even in the bagnio at Stamboul. The French mercantile

establishments in Greece, Asia, and Syria were entirely

ruined ; English ships having made their appearance in
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the Archipelago, at Smyrna and Be3a'out, compelling the

Mussulman authorities to arrest the French merchants.

The conquest of the Ionian Islands, of Malta and Egypt,
had given France the domination of the Mediterranean :

the defeats of Aboukir and St. Jean d'Acre wrested them
from her again. Bonaparte saw that his dream of empire in

the East had been dispelled and his great designs regard-

ing Egypt rendered abortive, but still convinced that the

Ottoman power was near its end, he was engrossed with
the thought of preventing that province from falling into

hands hostile to France. " The English have trembled,"

he wrote to Kleber (21st August, 1799), "to see us

occupying Egypt. We would show Europe the true

means of depriving them of India; they are not yet

reassured on that head, and they judge rightly. If forty

or fifty thousand European families fixed their industries,

their laws and their administration in Egypt, India would
be presently lost to the English, much more even by the

force of events than by that of arms. You know as well

as I how important the possession of Egypt is to France :

that the Turkish Empire, which ruin threatens on all

sides, is now already crumbling to pieces, and the evacua-

tion of Egypt would be a misfortune so much the greater

that we should see in our time that fine province pass into

European hands."

Notwithstanding that opinion of the baffled Corsican

soldier as to the actual disintegration of the Turkish
Empire, an alliance was formed, though of brief duration,

between the Porte and the Court of St. Petersburer: the

Russian Fleet was admitted through the Dardanelles,

received with every mark of honour, and visited by the

Sultan in person. Outside the Straits it was joined by
tlie Turkish Fleet, and for the first, and perhaps the last

time, the Russian flag waved in cordial union witli the

Crescent. On the 2Uth of September the combined fleets

saikd lor the Archipelago, agreeably to instructions from
Nelson, under whose command they were placed. They
were destined to reduce the Ionian Islands, while the
English took upon themselves the blockade of Malta.

VOL. II. H
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Sultan Selim testified his gratitude to Nelson by present-

ing liim Avith a magnificent pelisse, and a diamond aigrette

taken from his own turban, worth several thousand pounds.

The Czar Paul also made some valuable presents to the

English Admiral.

Tlie alliance between the Czar and the Sublime Porte

was definitively concluded by the treaty of Constantinople

(23rd December, 179S). The two Powers were hence-

forth to have the same friends, the same enemies, and

they mutually guaranteed each other's possessions,

including Egypt. Great Britain acceded to this treaty

(5th January, 1799).

If the conquest of Egypt, so perfidiously undertaken

by Bonaparte, had roused the indignation of the Turks,

his expulsion excited their contempt. In the ej^es of the

Moslems Prance had lost the prestige both of friendship

and power.

Meanwhile, the peace of Amiens was under negotiation

:

England was desirous of including the Porte in the treaty,

as a contracting party, in order to bind her to the alliance

;

but the First Consul persisted in making a separate peace

with Turkey. That peace was concluded on the 25th

June, 1802; Egypt was evacuated by the French Army
and restored to the Porte, the territory and possessions of

which were maintained in tlieir integrity, siatu quo ante

helium. The Ionian Islands were erected into an in-

dependent Eepublic, under the protection of the Porte,

while Turkey engaged to restore all property confiscated

belonging to French subjects during the war, and to

liberate the agents, merchants, and priests of that nation-

ality, &c. Finally, the treaties which existed before the

war were renewed, and particularly the capitalations of

1740, with new articles regulating the incontestable right

of French vessels to enter the Black Sea and navigate

therein unrestrictedly. Ruffin, released from the Seven

Towers, resumed his functions of Charge (PAfaires until the

arrival of General Brune, appointed ambassador (January,

1803).
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2. Disorders in Scrvia.—Pasvau-O^Iou.

Whilst Prance was contributing to shake the Ottoman
Empire by the expedition to Egypt, that Empire was
agitated by tentative reforms which brought about internal

troubles, chiefly in Servia.

Servia, fallen directly under Ottoman domination in con-

sequence of the battle of Kassova, had had its territory

divided into fimars or fiefs, granted to the Sipahis. The
Servians having become raijahs* sought at first protection

at the hands of the Janissaries, who, paid by the treasury,

were no burden upon the population, and who were every-

where the adversaries of the Sipahis. Moreover, from the

fourteenth to the seventeenth century, one-fifth of the male
population of Servia had entered the Janissary corps, the

which had established ties between that privileged corps

and the nation. Notwithstanding those ties, difference

of religion soon rendered the Janissaries as odious to the

Servians as the Sipahis.

The Servian peasant, however, was not attached to the

glebe : real proprietor of the soil, he cultivated it in his

own way and had only to pay his ground tax to enjoy his

harvests with entire immunity. He nominated his Knes
or mayors, who were charged with the maintenance of

order and the assessment of taxes. The Turks, collected

together in the towns or cities in order to resist more
easily a numerous population, abandoned the country en-

tirely to the conquered. But if the law was lenient,

custom had established claims which wounded the pride

of the Servians : thus a rayah could not enter a town on
horseback, and never dare show that he carried arms ; in

short, he gave way to the Turk in everything. Thus
brigandage, so frequent among mountaineers, was sustained

by all the discontented, and numerous bodies of hcj/dnq/tes

protested against the Turkish administration. In the war
which broke out, in 1787, between Austria and Turkey,
many Servians enlisted in the Hungarian corps and therein

acquired practice and military skill which they were not

* In Turkey all subjects except Mahometans are eo-called.

II 2
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slow in using against those whom the love of liberty and
religious hatred pointed out to them as enemies and
oppressors.

After the conclusion of the peace with Austria (1790),

the Pacha of Belgrade, Ebet Bekir, strove to attach Servia

to the Empire by equitable measures : he granted an
amnesty to the inhabitants who had taken part with

Austria ; he endeavoured to repress the tyranny of the

Janissaries, wliich had become insupportable, and to that

end leaned u|)on the Sipahis. The Serbs, contented, sup-

ported the administration of the pacha, whose successor,

Hadji-Mustapha, acquired the surname of 3/ere-Serie.

The Janissaries, desirous of avenging themselves, turned

to Pasvan-Oglou.

The latter was an aj/r/n of Widdin, whose father had
been unjustly beheaded at the epoch of the Peace of

Jassy ; he then took refuge in the Balkans, and, at the

head of 10,000 Krdchalis or briirands of Bulsraria and
Macedonia, he ravaged the country, seized upon Widdin,
and levied contributions upon Wallachia. The Divan in

vain offered him its pardon and the restitution of his

father's possessions ; he preferred the independence he
was enjoying, declared himself inimical to the reforms

then attempted by Selim, summoned to his aid the

Janissaries, of whom he became the patron, and embodied
in his guard those who had been banished from Servia.

He placed himself in open revolt, took Orsova and Silistria,

and menaced Belgrade. The pacha of that city, wanting
troops wherewith to struggle against such an adversary,

made an appeal to the Serbs, wdio raised a corps, the com-
mand of which was confided to a heyduke : henceforward
Turks and Serbs made common cause. Then the Capudan-
pacha Hussein arrived with an army of 80,000 men,
besieged the rebel in Widdin, but failed to obtain his

submission. In the end, the Sultan treated with him,

conceded to him the pachalic which he had usurped, and
ordered the Pacha of Belgrade to re-establish the Janis-

saries.

That weakness was attended by the results it was des-
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tilled to have : the Janissaries, looking upon themselves

as victors, practised every sort of exaction, and, aided by
Pasvan-Oglou, seized upon Belgrade, the pacha of which
they slew. Then they usurped all authority, exacted the

ninth of the crops and substituted themselves in the

place of the Sipahis. The latter plotted with the Serbs

to shake off the yoke ; but the Janissaries, forewarned, left

them no other chance of safety but flight, A deputation

was sent to Constantinople b}'- the K?ies and thus addressed

the Sultan :
" Art thou still our Czar ? Come and deliver

us, and, if you will not, tell us so, that we may seek

safety in the mountains and forests, or put an end to our
existence in the rivers." The Sultan sent a command to

the Janissaries to cease their tyranny ; but the latter

massacred all those Serbs who were likely to become
the chiefs of an insurrection. Despair lent energy to

tlie wretched rayahs : in a few days, the Janissaries were
driven from the open country and retreated to the towns
and fortresses. Then the Serbs elected as their supreme
chief Georges Petrovitch, a former heyduke, who, at the

time of the war of 1787, had placed himself at the service

of the Austrians against the Turks.* He was called Czerni-

Georges, or Black George. He refused at first the com-
mand awarded him, because, he said, he knew not how to

govern : the Knes promised him their counsels. He
then objected that from his proneness to anger he was
more ready to strike than to reprimand ; he was answered
that severity was exactly that which was needed under
the circumstances in which they were.

Scarcely was he invested with the supreme authority

* In order to form some idea of this future liberator of Servia, it will

suffice to cite the following fact : tiying from Servia to join the Austrians, he
had been for three days on the banks of the Save, near Douboko, waiting for

some Hungarian vessels which were to convey him and his companions to

the other side, when his father, turning round, gazed earnestly at the moun-
tains where he was about to leave all the recollections of his life, and feeling

his heart sink conjured his son to submit rather than pass over into Austria.
Then from entreaty proceeding to menace, he declared that he would
denounce his flight and that of his companions. Georges supplicated his

father to remain with them, and being unable to bend him, shot him dead,
saying: " Better that thou should perish alone than that all of us should."
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that he attucked Belgrade, whilst two of his lieutenants

took Czabatz and Semendria. At the same time, Bekir,

Pacha of Bosnia, came to the aid of the Serbs and appeared
also before Belgrade. The city surrendered : the pacha,

believing that all was over, invited the Serbs to return to

their labours and lay down their arms ; but these latter

refused, for the past had taught them cruel lessons. Then
Bekir retired and left the country delivered up to the

ravages of the Krdschalis, who shared it amongst them-
selves as a conquest.

3. AH Pacha.

It will shortly be seen what were the results of the

troubles of Servia, and the influence they had upon the

destinies of the Empire. We must now, in order to com-
plete the picture of the anarchy which was undermining
Turkey, examine the state of another province. Lower
Albania, where the ambition of a pacha was destined to

bring about the gravest events.

Ali, born at Tebelen in Upper Epirus, belonged to an
Albanian family, long since converted to Islamism. His
father, Veley Bey, persecuted by his brothers, had become
a higliway robber, and had only returned to Tebelen to

exterminate his family, whose property swelled the fruits of

his pillages. His mother, Khamco, had, after her husband's

death, followed the same pursuit. Falling with her

children into the hands of the inhabitants of Kardiki and
Cormovo, she was outraged and then set at liberty. The
son of such parents, Ali did not degenerate. After having,

from the age of eighteen, led the life of a brigand, at the

head of a band oipalikars, he tried his fortune by becoming
the devoted servant of the Porte. The revolt of 1770
had left its traces in Epirus : a great number of beys had
rendered themselves independent in their mountains, where
they acted as petty tyrants ; the highways were infested

with brigands ; the Sultan having neither action nor
power in a large extent of the country. Ali denounced
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successively to the Porte three Pachas of Delvino, one of
whom was his father-in-law, the other his brother-in-law,

the third his friend, and caused them to perish. As a
recompense he obtained the title of Dervend-Pacha (Pacha
of roads), authority to raise 4,000 Albanians, and was
charged with the task of driving all brigands out of the
province. He overcame the greater part of the rebel beys,

confiscated their properties, sent a portion of his booty
to the Ottoman Ministers, and obtained in return the

Pachalic of Janina (1788). Then he put in execution

the promise he had made to his dying mother of exter-

minating the people of Kardiki and Cormovo ; he seized

upon the latter town and entirely destroyed it with its

inhabitants ; one of them, accused of having done violence

to Khamco, was trussed, spitted and roasted by a slow
fire. However, he was punctual in paying the ground-
rents to the Porte, and, indifferent to all the religions, he
flattered alike Mussulmans and Greeks, pra3dng with the

Dervishes and singing hymns to the Virgin with the
Papas.

In 1797, the French having become masters of the
ancient Venetian possessions, he entered into relations

with them, and assured them of his devotedness. But,
when the Porte had declared war against France, he seized

upon Butrinto, marched against Previsa with 20,000 men
and encountered at Nicopolis 280 Frenchmen, who made
an heroic resistance. Previsa was taken, pillaged and
half of its population massacred. At the same time, he
wrote to the Governor of the Ionian Islands that he had
only taken Butrinto and Previsa to prevent them from
falling into the hands of the Russians and the English.

The Porte made him a Pacha of three tails, but it began
to grow uneasy at his usurpations, and Ali only succeeded

in quieting its suspicions by sending rich presents to the

members of the Divan.

In 1802, he obtained from the Porte authorization to

destroy the Suliotes : this was a tribe of Christian and
independent mountaineers, who, in 1770, had risen at

the call of the liussians, and against whom it had in
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vain made war since 1788. Ali surrounded the Suliote

mountains witli a numerous army, and a traitor liaving

opened one of the defiles to him, he compelled the moun-
taineers to capitulate (1803). The treaty stipulated that

they should quit the country with arms and baggage ; but
scarcely had they began their march than they were
attacked and massacred. Their women flung themselves

into the abysses or into the Acheron to escape the victors.

A small number succeeded in reaching the Ionian Islands.

The destruction of the Suliotes caused a great sensation,

not only on account of their energetic defence, but for the

sake of the Cross which these mountaineers had hoisted

as a signal of liberty. The Porte rewarded the victor by
bestowing upon him the title of romili-valici, which con-

ferred the command of its armies in the absence of the

Grand Vizier. Invested with this new charge, he marched
against the Krdschalis of Macedonia and Thrace. His
enemies hoped that he would fail in that expedition, but
he collected 80,000 men and forced the rebels to submit
themselves and give him hostages ; two pachas, accused

of having supported them secretly, were decapitated ; the

highways became free, but Ali profited by his power to

amass riches by levying contributions upon almost every

town. Then, finding that the Porte was irritated at his

success and suspected his projects of independence,

he disbanded his army, returned to Epirus, caused the
wealthiest inhabitants of the country to perish, and
thus became absolute master of it.

4. Mission of Sebastiani to the Levant.

Whilst the troubles of Servia and Epirus gave evidence

to Europe of the weakness of tlie Ottoman Empire, war
was about to break out again in the West, and the rebound
to make itself felt upon the shores of the Bosphorus.

Napoleon had a dreamy and instinctive ail'ection for

Eastern lands ; always regretting, even at St. Helena, that

the check at Acre had brouaht about the failure of his
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Alexander-like career ; he knew liow much the destinies of

Europe depend upon that mysterious Levant which holds
the keys of the Mediterranean, the keys of the highway
to India, how much they depend above all on the

maintenance or the fall of that Empire of the Osmanlis,

the existence of which was for him, as for preceding
Governments, an insoluLle problem. He looked therefore

on that quarter with an anxiety so much the more pro-

found, that he had his forces and his thoughts occupied

without intermission in the West. Therefore, as soon as

he had made peace with Turkey, he turned his attention

to the regeneration of the influence, commerce, and name
of France in the Levant, and, to that end, he sent into

those countries a man of trustand talent. Colonel Sebastiani.

The avowed object of his mission was to require of the

English the evacuation of Alexandria, to announce to the

pachas of Egypt and Syria the peace concluded with the

Porte of 1802, and to assure them that French com-
missioners were about to be sent to the Levant ports to

re-establish commercial relations.

The report of Sebastiani's mission was regarded by the

enemies of France as an avowal of the ambitious pre-

tensions of Bonaparte towards the East, and it was not

one of the least causes of the rupture of the peace of

Amiens. "The French Government," said Gtorge III.

of England to his parliament, " has maintained hostile views

on those two points, Egypt and Corfu, and it has even
suggested the idea of a partition of the Turkish Empire.
Those views are now become evident to the whole world
by the official publication of Colonel Sebastiani's report,

by the conduct of that officer and other French agents in

Egypt, in Syria and the Ionian Islands." England saw, in

fact, that Republican France was within reach of con-

tinuing or exaggerating tlie projects of monarchical France,

whether by regenerating the Ottoman Empire, or by dis-

membering it to its profit.
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5. Tlupture of the Peace of Amiens.—Conduct of the Porte.

The cause of the rupture of the Peace of Amiens was
therefore the re-establishment of French rehitions with

the East, and the reason that England firml}^ resolved

upon keeping Malta. " That island," said Lord Pelham
in Parliament, "was absolutely necessary to Great Britain,

as a pledge of security against the designs of France with

regard to Egypt." And Bonaparte replied :
" France

would no longer be a maritime State, if the English, who
have usurped the exclusive commerce of the Indies and
America, could further, by keeping Malta, drive out French
navigation from the Levant ports and the whole of the

Mediterranean."

The same cause brought about the rupture of Russia

with France : with England it was Malta ; with Russia,

the Ionian Islands were the occasion or pretext. Russia

had left a garrison therein ; its agents had usurped plenary

power ; and from that post they stirred up the Albanians

and Montenegrins.

France, attacked by Russia, England, and Austria strove,

as in former times, to excite the Divan to carry war along

the shores of the Danube, and Brune received instructions

to that effect. The Court of Constantinople had remained,

since the peace, under the influence of the Powers with
which it had allied itself against France ; but it painfully

endured that dependence, especially Selim III., an en-

lightened prince, who was irritated at what he considered

the arrogant tone of England and the ever-increasing

influence of Russia over his subjects. The moment seemed
favourable therefore to renew the old alliance ; but the

members of the Divan were almost all pensioners of

England ; the Empire was, as has been seen, full of

perturbations ; lastly Brune, with his Republican abrupt-

ness and his passionate pride, was unfit to conduct a

negotiation in that corrupt Court, where so much cunning
and address were needed : the Porte had so far degenerated,

that it possessed no longer a policy of its own, and was
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dragged along in the wake of the strongest. The pro-

positions of Brune were received with coldness, and he
even met with a refusal to recognize Napoleon by his new
title of Emperor. The ambassador threatened to quit

Constantinople ; the Divan did not seek to retain him and
he took his departure. The Porte, urged by Russia,

promised to enter into the coalition and to send troops

into Italy ; but it took care not to do so.

Napoleon was dissatisfied with this conduct of Turkey,
but he refused to avenge himself for it. Such was not
the opinion of his advisers : Talleyrand was desirous that

after having defeated Austria conditions should have been
imposed upon the Porte which would have left it its

grandeur, but by making of it a Power entirely slavish and
oriental. To do that, it would have been necessary to

take away its Gfermanic provinces, and giving it in ex-

change Wallachia, Moldavia, and Bosnia, which would
have seated it entirely upon the Danube, and have made
of it an eternal enemy of Russia, and, consequently, a
natural ally of France. Napoleon preferred rather to

weaken Austria, in order to take care of, in the future,

the alliance of llussia ; but, at the same time, he showed
what solicitude he had for the destinies of the Ottoman
Empire in causing to be ceded, by the treaty of Presburg
(2Gth December, 1805), Dalmatia, lllyria, the Gulf of

Cattaro, &c. Eussia therefore, which continued to intrigue

in Greece, and whose agents had stirred the Montenegrins
into insurrection, hastened to seize upon the Gulf of

Cattaro. In reprisal, France seized upon Ragusa.

As soon as the battle of Austerlitz had delivered it from
the fear of the Russians, and the Treaty of Presburg had
given it the French as neighbours, the Porte drew closer

to France, recognized Napoleon as Emperor and sent him
an ambassador extraordinary (5th June, IbOG), "to
signalize," said Selim, " in an eminent manner the feelings

of confidence, attachment, and admiration with which it

was penetrated i'or the Prince whom he looks upon as the

oldest, the most faithl'ul and the most necessary friend of

his empire." Napoleon replied :
" One of the greatest,
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most precious advantages which I desire to draw from the

success that has attended my arms is to support and assist

the most useful as well as the oldest of ray allies. I am
delighted to give you publicly and solemnly the assurance

of this. Everything that shall happen whether fortunate

or unfortunate for the Ottomans will be fortunate or

unfortunate for France. Monsieur the ambassador,

transmit these words to the Sultan Selim ; let him re-

member them on every occasion that my enemies, who
are his also, endeavour to approach him. He can never

have anything to fear from me ; united with me, he will

never have to dread the power of any of his enemies,"

General Sebastiani was sent on an embassy to Con-
stantinople and was instructed to urge the Divan to make
a diversion against the Hussians on the Danube. He took

with him officers to aid in the re-organization of the

Ottoman army. Before touching upon the results of that

embassy, it is necessary to revert to the reform attempted

in the army and the troubles of Servia.

6. Troubles in Romnelia.—Insurrection of Servia.

It was not only Servia and Bulgaria which had been

ravaged by the brigands of the Balkans ; Roumelia had
undergone her share of the pillage; her country districts

and towns were unable to be protected by the Janissaries,

who suffered numerous defeats ; Adrianople was menaced
(1804). The Sultan seized the occasion to mobilize one of

his regiments raised at Constantinople, with a company of

light artillery, a squadron of cavalry and three Karamanian
regiments : the brigands were everywhere beaten and
Koumelia delivered. Selim, delighted with the success of

the Nizam-gedittes, heaped rewards upon them ; and,

desirous of pushing further a reform that gave such

prompt results, he issued a hatti-cherif (March, 1805)

ordering a selection to be made from the towns and
principal villages of European Turkey, among the

Janissaries and young Moslems of from twenty to twenty-
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five, the strongest and best proportioned, wherewith to

form new regiments. That order excited ahnost every-

where insurrections amongst the population ; Constanti-

nople remained quiet ; but the publication of the hatti-

cherif had been avoided there, and the mufti constrained

the Ulemas to silence.

In 180G, the Divan, on account of the general state of

Europe, thought that it was necessary to take some
measures of precaution, and Kadi Pacha received an order

to increase the regiments of Nizam-gedittes and to bring
them to Constantinople with all the Zaims and Timariots
of his government, and two corps of cavalry furnished by
the powerful families of Tchiapan-Oglou and of Carasraan-

Oglou. It was hoped that those troops would be able, on
repairing to the Danube, to punish the towns which had
refused to obey the last hatti-cherif. But, on the one
hand, the Sultan Selim gave himself the vain pleasure of

putting them through a month's manoeuvres ; and, on the

other, the Janissaries of various villages summoned to join

them the brigands of Rhodope, of the Hsemus and Pindus.
Everywhere the populations, forewarned that the hatti-

cherif was about to be put in execution, rose ; and, when
in the middle of July Kadi Pacha began to march, he
found himself, at the very outset, in presence of masses of
enemies. It was impossible to cut his way through them,
and Selim was compelled to send him into Asia with his

troops. Constantinople experienced the rebound of that

veritable civil war ; the Ministers were obliged to take

flight and the aga of the Janissaries became Grand Vizier.

The mufti himself went voluntarily into exile at Broussa.

Whilst the heart of the Empire was delivered up to

these disorders, the Serbs, seeing themselves abandoned
by the Divan to the ravages of the Krdschalis, had
implored the intervention of Russia (August, 1S04). The
Czar answered them that his ambassador would support
all their attempts, and that they must address themselves
to the Sultan. A deputation of Knh then (February,

1805) repaired to Constantinople; it demanded that the

fortresses should be given up to them, that a sum of two
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million of piastres should be paid them as an indemnity

for the war which they had sustained against the

Janissaries. These demands were looked upon as an

insult ; the deputies were thrown into prison, and the

Pacha of Nissa, Hafiz, received the order to enter Servia.

The Serbs, who until then had only thought of ridding

themselves of the oppression of the Janissaries, resolved to

go to war for their independence. Hafiz was defeated,

and a synod, convoked at Semendria, summoned all the

Serbs to the conquest of freedom. The Pachas of Bosnia

and Albania entered Servia and enveloped everj^thing in

blood and fire. Czerni-Georges collected 15,000 men,

defeated the two pachas separately, and achieved finally a

complete victory over them at Czabatz (August, lb06).

Then the Pacha of Scutari offered them peace on the

following conditions : that the Serbs should have a par-

ticular government and should pay a sum of 600,000

florins, which should be employed to indemnify the

Sipahis ; that the citadel of Belgrade should be occupied

by an Ottoman garrison. These propositions were

accepted, but the Sultan refused to carry them out

(December, 1806). At that epoch, war having broken out

between Russia and Turkey, the Serbs found a protector

in the Czar. The causes of that war will now be

revealed.

7. Rupture of the Porfe ivith Bussia and En(jlancl—The

Russians invade the Banubian Provinces.

Napoleon had endeavoured to negotiate peace with
England and llussia, and had laid down, as a first con-

dition of the treaties to be made, " the absolute inde-

pendence of the Ottoman Empire, as being not only his

most earnest desire, but the most fixed point of his

policy." The negotiations failed ; the war continued

;

the Porte, fearing to be dragged into it, and desirous of

making its neutrality respected, ordered the Voivodes of
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Moldavia and Wallacliia to victual their strongholds, and
the Pacha of Eoumelia to assemble his troops on the
Danube. Russia distrusted these precautions. She re-

doubled her intrigues to stir up disorders in the interior

of the Empire, fomented the revolt of the Serbs, sent arms
to the Montenegrins and Mainotes ; finally, she brought
into play manoeuvres against Turkey, which had so well

succeeded in respect to Poland, by mixing herself up in

the affairs of the Danubian provinces.

The revolt of Pasvan-Oglou having exposed Wallacliia

to great trouble, the Roumanians thought to lean upon
France for the accomplishment of their independence, and
they sent deputies to Napoleon to request his assistance

in order to constitute themselves a free State under the
French protectorate. Napoleon refused to enter into any
engagement to that effect. Then the Wallachian boyards
elected as prince, Ypsilanti, who dreamed of reconstitut-

ing a kingdom of Dacia with the suj)port of Russia. The
Moldavians elected Morusi, who was believed to be on the
side of Russia. The Porte refused to recognize Ypsilanti,

and nominated Alexander Soutzo, whom Russia in her turn
rejected. At length, the Porte yielded ; but General Se-

bastiani, on repairing to Constantinople, had remained some
time at Bucharest with Prince Ypsilanti, He had carefully

studied his conduct, and unveiled the manoeuvres of the
Court of St. Petersburg to the Sultan, urging him at the

same time to punish the Voivodes by dismissal. To
this it was objected that, since the Treaty of Jassy, those

princes, nominated for seven years, could only be dis-

missed by consent of the Czar ; but, in a private interview

with the Sultan, Sebastiani demonstrated that that consent
could only regard faults of administration, and not a
notorious treason. He accused the Voivodes of being the
instigators of the Servian troubles, by pointing out the
connection existing between Czerni-Georges and Prince
Ypsilanti. The Sultan hurried away, recalled the Voi-

vodes (30th August, 1 S0()), and replaced them by Soutzo
and Calimachi. Ypsilanti lied at first into Transylvania,

then into the Russian army ; his property was confiscated,
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and his aged fatlier decapitated. As for Morusi, he with-

drew to Constantinople.

That diplomatic success had been obtained so promptly

that Russia was unable to turn aside the blow. Scarcely

recovered from its surprise, it experienced another check,

which it again owed to the skill- of the French ambas-

sador.

It has been already said that Napoleon endeavoured to

nec^otiate a peace with Russia ; a Treaty had even been

signed with the Russian ambassador ; but the Czar refused

to ratify it. Sebastiani gave the Divan to understand that

the principal motive of that refusal were the guarantees

required by France, and contained in the Treaty of Peace,

in favour of the Ottoman Empire. The Treaty stipulated,

in fact, the independence of the Ionian Islands, which
took from the Russians the means of attacking Turkey
on that side, and, at the same time, it re-established the

independence of Ragusa under the protectorate of the

Porte. " Russia sees with chagrin," said General Se-

bastiani, " that she can no longer invade by force the

Turkish provinces, like the Crimea, or tear them away in

time of peace, as she has wrested Georgia and the passage

of the Dardanelles." And he demanded, in the name of

the Emperor, that the Bosphorus should be closed to all

Russian ships of the line and transports, having either

troops on board or munitions of war, declaring that to

leave that passage open to the Russians would be a

violation of neutrality, and to give tlie French the right

of passing over Ottoman territory to attack them upon
the shores of the Dneister. He declared, moreover, that

any renewal or even any continuation of alliance with
England or Russia would be considered as an accession

to the war against France. Lastly, he added, that the

Frencli army in Dalmatia had no other object than to

maintain the integrity of the Ottoman Empire ; but that,

if the Sublime Porte united itself with the enemies of

France, the Emperor would be constrained to give to that

army a destination quite opposite to that which it had
had hitherto. The demand of the French ambassador
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was acquiesced in, and, a short time afterwards, a Russian
brig having attempted to enter the Bosphorus, its passage

was interdicted.

The Ministers of England and Russia, Mr. Arbuthnot
and M. d'ltahnski, were astounded at tliese measures,

which announced a change of policy on the part of the

Porte. The former reproaclied the Divan with abandon-
ing its faithful allies in order to give itself up to the fatal

influence of the revolutionary government of France

;

whilst the latter declared that his master could not tolerate

such infractions of treaties ; and both demanded the

renewal of the alliance, as well as the reinstatement of

the voivodes. The Turkish Ministers were terrified, and
appeared disposed to retrace their steps. The alliance of

France would secure them against a rupture with Russia,

but in nowise against England, whose navy could ruin

the commerce of the Empire, and who, besides, seemed
until then to have lent it a gratuitous assistance. Sebas-

tiani restored its confidence by saying that England would
not compromise her commercial position for matters of

fact which did not affect her.

The Divan then endeavoured to drag out at length the

negotiation with the ambassadors of England and Russia
;

but the latter went on board a vessel of his own nation,

and demanded his passports ; the former, detained at

Buyukdere by a slow fever, sent his second secretar}^,

Wellesley Pole, to require a categorical answer. The
latter rode to Constantinople with all speed, and, as the

weather was rainy, he reached the Divan all over mud,
and whip in hand. He repeated, hauglitily, the demands
of his ambassador, and added that a fleet, sailing frr n
Gibraltar, was about to pass the Dardanelles. The cava-

lier demeanour and menacing words of the young secre-

tary made a profound impression uj)on the Divan, which
ordered immediately the reinstatement of the voivodes.

M. d'ltalinski, the representative of Russia, then came on

shore and resumed his lunctions.

Selim was grieved at the pusillanimity of the Divan ; he

declared to Sebastiani, with whom he had a secret inter-

VOL. II. I
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view, " that, taken unawares, he yielded to the storm ; but
that he cherislied the unchanc]^able resolve to pursue the

poHcy of the Emperor, and to form closer ties with him
than those wliich, for centuries, had united France and
Turkey. Sebastiani assured tlie Sultan that Napoleon
comprehended the difficulties of the situation and that his

friendship would not be diminished hj it. Selim, in his

inquietude, wrote himself to the Emperor ; the latter replied

(IMarch I 807) offeriui^ him the aid of his army in Dalmatia,

which by way of Bosnia, could reach the lower Danube,
and that of the French fleet at Cadiz, which, passing the

Bosphorus, would make itself master of the Black Sea. In
the meanwhile, he dispatched quickly engineer and artillery

officers from Dalmatia.

The Porte had reason to believe that the satisfaction

which it had just given Eussia in reinstating the voivodes

would stop all aggression on her part ; moreover, that

Power was then summoned to the succour of Prussia,

defeated at Jena ; but Russia thought only of attacking

Turkey, which was at the same time to fight France, and
General Michelson invaded Moldavia and Wallachia.

Napoleon, who watched with anxiety the vacillating policy

of the Eivan, thought that the rebound of his victories

over Prussia would make itself felt on the Danube, and,

when he was at Berlin :
" Write," said he to the Turkish

envoy, " write to your Court the news of what is passing

here, and announce that the Prussians will attempt

nothing against the Ottoman Empire (^Sth October)." As
a fact, two divisions detached from j\lichelson's army went,

under the command of General Essen, to re-inforce Ben-
nigsen and take part in the battle of Eylau; but Turkey
was not the less attacked vigorously, and Alexander, who
had taken an oath to save the Prussian monarchy, for-

got that oath in attempting to seize in the East the prey
eternally coveted by Russian ambition.

Selim was indignant at this odious aggression ; M.
d'Ttalinski, rpiestioned peremptorily, knew not what expla-

nation to give, and Mr. Arbuthnot was constrained to

acknowledge that the Porte had reason to be offended, if
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there were no other cause for the march of the Russian
army. The popuhice of Constantinople became threaten-

ing, and the liussian ambassador owed it solely to the

energetic representations of Sebastiani that he was not
thrown into the Seven Towers : an English vessel received

him aboard and landed him at Tenedos. Whilst Sebastiani

and Arbuthnofc thus protected M. d'ltalinski, the Russians
carried off M. Reinhart, Consul-General of France at Jassy,

and sent him a prisoner to Moscow.

8. Napoleon sends aid to the Porte.— Bcpartnre of ffie English

Ambassador.—Admiral Duckworth passes lite Dardanelles.

Napoleon was greatly u]oved by the causeless attacks of

the Russians ; he embraced the occasion of it to interest

French honour in support of Turkey, in order to discover

the projects of Russia against that Empire and to declare

that the sole condition of peace he made with the Czar

was the maintenance of the inde])endence and integrity of

Turkey " I will never treat with Alexander," he loudly

exclaimed, " if the Russians do not evacuate Wallachia and
Moldavia, occupit.'d contrary to the faith of treaties."

" Who could calculate," he wrote to the Senate (.29th

Januar}'), " the duration of wars, the number of campaigns
that it would be necessary to make some day in order to

repair the misfortunes that would result from the loss of

the Ottoman Empire, if the love of a disgraceful repose and
the pleasures of a great city should prevail over the counsels

of a wise foresight? We should leave to our nephews a

lori"- heritaa-e of wars and woes. The Greek tiara rising:
. . . .

^
again and triumphant from the Baltic to the Mediterranean,

we should see in our time our provinces attacked l)y

swarms of fanatics and barbarians ; and if, in that too

dilatory struggle, civilized Europe ran risk of perishing,

our culpable inditlerencc would justly excite the censures

of posterity and would be a brand of opprobium in history."

He gave to Marmont ("iytli January), who commanded
in Dalmatia, the order to aid with all his means,

I 2
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advice, arms and mniiltions the Pachas of Bosnia and
Scutari ; to send tliem staff officers, some to stay with

tliem, others to traverse the Turkisli provinces, to cheer

tlie downcast hy promising tlie aid of France and to col-

lect useful information. In the event of the Sultan asking

for troops :
" The Emperor is not very averse," said Major-

General Berthier, "to send you with 25,000 against

Widdin, and then you would enter into the system of the

Grand army, since you would form the extreme ri^-ht of it.

But all that is only hypothetical. In this grave

conjuncture, the English liesitate and seem to wish to

remain at peace with the Porte."

Mr. Arbnthnot, however, remained alone to struggle

against French influence, for Baron Sturmer, the Austrian

internuncio, preserved neutrality, and Baron de Bilfeld,

charge d'affaires of Prussia, had lost all influence since the

disasters of his country ; as for Spain and Holland, they

followed French impulsion.

Selim, believing the moment come for avenging the

misfortunes of the preceding reign, at length declared war
against Russia (80th December). Thereupon Sebastiani

urged the Divan to fortify the Dardanelles and Bos-

phorus ; one of his officers, Juchereau de Saint-Denis,*

commanding the Engineers, made a report upon the exist-

ing state of the fortifications, and a liatti-cherif ordered

the prompt execution of the works he had pointed out.

The English ambassador, seeing the tendencies of the

Porte, no longer restrained his course of action ; he

boldly demanded the expulsion of Sebastiani, the cession

of Moldavia and Wallachia to Russia, the giving up the

Turkish fleet to England, as well as the forts and batteries

of the Dardanelles, and threatened an expedition against

Constantinople. The Divan indignantly rejected tliese

demands. Sir Charles Arbuthnot, accompanied by all the

English merchants, then went on board the Endtjiiiion

frigate, and joined the Russian force off Tenedos without
molestation, thanks to the negligence of the Capudan-

* This officer, afterwanls General of brigade, and Ambassador to Greece,
wrote a •' History of the Ottoman Empire, from 17i>2 to 184'4."
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pacha. Immediately on his arrival at Tenedos, the Eng-
lish ambassador hastened to write to the Divan that he

still considered himself as being upon Turkish territory,

and that negotiations were not broken off. The Capudan-
pacha and Feyzi Effendi were directed to treat with him,

being already at the Dardanelles to see after the execution

of the works ordered by the Sultan ; he despatched his

first dragoman to them, whose mission it was to divert

their attention from the fortifications in leading them to

hope for a pacific solution. In vain did M. de Lascours,

aid-de-camp of Sebastiani, strive to enlighten the two
Turkish functionaries ; they did not believe that there

was any danger. Suddenly, the English squadron made
its appearance, and cast anchor in the roads of Tenedos,

where it joined the three vessels of the Russian admiral.

Then, on the 19th of February, 1807, at daybreak, taking

advantage of a favourable wiud and the Feast of Beiram,

which made the Turks careless in guarding the batteries,

Admiral Duckworth forced the passage of the Dardanelles

with nine ships of the line, three frigates, and several

fire-ships. The Capudan-pacha, warned, endeavoured to

repair his negligence ; but, terrified by some English

cannon-balls which penetrated a battery wherein he was,

he retired under pretext of giving orders to the fleet.

The gunners immediately thereupon threw down their

mops and rammers, the French officers alone remaining

at their posts. The English fleet, however, found the

Turkish fleet near Nagara Point (Galli^:oli), and burnt it,

a brig only escaping, which threw Constantinople into

consternation by announcing the arrival of the enemy.

At four o'clock the English ships cast anchor off Princes'

Islands, and an envoy was despatched with the ultimatum

of Sir C. Arbuthnot. Shortly afterwards the French
officers arrived from the Dardanelles, where they had been

abandoned by the Turks, and made known the conduct of

the Capudan-pacha and Feyzi Effendi. The Divan de-

prived the former of his possessions and dignities, and
condemned the latter to death ; then, believing all was
lost, it decided upon submission to the conditions of the
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English. Tliose conditions were the immediiite dismissal

of the French ambassador ; the renewal of the alliance

with England and Russia ; free passage of the Bosphorus

and Dar(ianclics for liussian sliips of war; and the sur-

render of the Turkish navy, to be kept in an English port

till the peace.

9. Seha4iani decides the Stdtaii to offer Eesistance.—
Pleasures of Defence.—Retreat of Sir Joint Buckmorth.

Selim sent a messenger to Sebastian! to persuade him
to quit the capital ; he protested his friendship for France,

and excused himself under the necessity in which he

found himself, Constantinople being without defence;

moreover, the populace accused the French ambassador

of bering the cause of the war, and the Government could

scarcely answer for his life. Sebastiani received the mes-

senger surrounded by all his officers and secretaries, and

replied that he was at Constantinople by the command of

his Sovereign, that he should only quit it by the same

command, unless lie was driven out by force. " There is

nothing less at stake here," said he, " than the honour

and independence of the Ottoman Empire The fleet of

Admiral Duckworth may burn a portion of the city,

causing a certain number of men to perish ; but, deprived

of the support of a land force, he cannot seize upon this

capital, even if you were to open its gates to him and
deliver it up undefended. Every j^ear you sustain losses

occasioned by frequent conflagrations, losses more cruel

than those inflicted by the plague : would you show less

firmness for the defence of your religion and your country?

The Sultan Selim will not, by a weakness unworthy of

him, descend from the lolly rank in which his ancestors

have placed him. Your ramparts are not armed, but you
have iron, munitions, j)rovisions, and arms; add thereto

courage, and 3'()U will triumph over your enemies. I beg

that you will tell your august master that I await with

confidence a res dution worthy of him and of the empire
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he governs."* He afterwards sent letters and agents to

the Ministers, to the members of the Divan, to the Ulema,
to induce tliem to revoke the fatal resolve, and he suc-

ceeded in awakening their pride and their confidence in

themselves.

On the appearance of the English ships, however, the

people of Constantinople had not shared in the terror of

the Government ; tlie Janissaries had rushed to arms, the

topchys had manned the batteries ; all seemed disposed to

23erish rather than submit. Sebastiani went secretly in

search of the reis-effendi, and pointed out to him that the

wind was contrary, that a few days would suffice to place

the capital in a state of defence, and that the Englisli

could attempt nothing of a serious nature. The Minister

allowed himself to be convinced and persuaded by the

Grand Vizier, who obtained for Sebastiani an immediate
audience of the Sultan. Selim welcomed with delight the

prosj3ect opened to him, and, some counsellors having been

summoned, a discussion arose in which the general

warml}' explained the reasons which ought to decide the

Sultan to resistance. " You cannot accede," said he, " to

the insolent intimation of the English without being

erased from the rank of the nations ! The English tieet

will burn your city, you say ? Well, }0u will rebuild it,

and your honour, at least, will have remained intact. But,

mark well, the enemy cannot reach you without exposing

himself to j^our batteries, and his dangers are a hundred-

fold greater than yours. Were he to annihilate your
glorious capital, how could he occupy it with a liandiul of

men P Your aggressor has against that chance the risks

of fighting, of the sea, of the winds especially. Let those

* If an eye-witness may be believed (Baron Prevost, " Constantinople in

1808," in the Itrviw Coiifcrnporaine of 18^), Sebastiani had expected, for a
moment, a complete check, and, notwithstandin<T the loftiness of his language,
he made every jireparation for his departure. In vain M. KutHn, who knew
the obstacles which the sea oppo:;:ed to a Heet coming home from the Darda-
nelles, endeavoured to reassure him. Sebastiani destroyed his instructions,

his corresj)ondence and his pajK'rs of importance ; his precipitation was so

great that he burned also his marriage contract. A small vessel was secretly

got ready, and i\[adame Selnistiani, then expecting her accouchement, was
recommended by letter to the protection of the Austrian ministry.
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fail him, not only he could not act, but he would remain

at your mercy. Temporize then, negotiate slowly, for

time will be in your favour
;
your safety and the disgrace

of your c emies depend solely on your conduct."'^'

These words were supported by a courier just arrived

from the banks of the Vistula and bearing a letter from

Napoleon, full of exhortations to the Sultan. " Generous

Selim," he said, " show thyself worthy of the descendants

of Mahomet 1 Behold, the hour has come to free thyself

from treaties which oppress thee. I am near thee, occupied

with the reconstitution of Poland, thy friend and thy ally.

One of my armies is ready to descend the Danube and

take the Russians in flank, whilst you attack in front.

One of my squadrons is about to sail from Toulon in order

to guard thy capital and the Black Sea. Courage then,

for never wilt thou find a like occasion to raise up again

thy Empire and render thy memory illustrious !

" The
Divan, renouncing thereupon its first decision, decided in

favour of resistance, and Sebastiani was charged with pre-

paring and directing it.

The English fleet, however, having the wind contrary,

had anchored off Princes' islands, and the ambassador,

believing that his presence would sulhce to overcome the

irresolution of the Divan, negotiated instead of taking

action. A note, dictated by S;jbastiani, was despatched to

Sir C. Arbuthnot, and gave him the hope of a prompt

success; time would thus be gained. Sebastiani had his

tent pitched in the gardens of the Seraglio ; from thence

he dispersed his officers and a hundred other Frenchmen

among the batteries to direct and encourage the workers.

Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Jews carried earth, raised

parapets, dragged guns with an activity and zeal calculated

to excite astonishment, and the works advanced as it were

by enchantment. At the close of the first day the liar-

bour was shut in by a double line of gunboats and seven

ships of the line ;
'600 guns were mounted in the

batteries ; and in less than live days there were nearly

1,200 therein : the city was inaccessible. The enthusiasm

* Baron Prevost, " Ooustaiitiiioi)lc in 1808."
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went on increasing ; the Sultan visited on foot the batteries

under erection, and the ministers, with their chief officials,

animated the workers by their presence. Sailors, on board
frail barks, ventured to glide amongst the English fleet and
harass the boats that were rowed from one ship to another

;

finally, the new Capudan-pacha was with some difficulty

hindered from going to attack the English fleet.

Arbuthnot, having fallen sick, left the diplomatic direc-

tion to the admiral, who sent summons upon summons
;

but in proportion as the works advanced, the answers of

the Turkisli ministers, at first uncertain and evasive, be-

came more and more haughty and menacing. At length,

perceiving his efforts useless, and learning that behind him
they were strengthening the Dardanelles, he decided to

retreat (1st March). On repassing the Strait, he was
rudely saluted by the castles, and lost two corvettes and
GOO men.
Having reached Tenedos, the English admiral was

joined there by the Kussian Admiral Siniavin, who pro-

posed that they should together repeat the attempt which
had just failed. Negotiations were then attempted to be
renewed with the Porte ; but Sebastiani, become all power-
ful, himself made the replies, and the two admirals soon
comprehended that there was nothing to hope for. Duck-
worth set sail for Malta, where he embarked .5,000 troops

for a coup de wain upon Egypt, a force wholly inadequate

for such a purpose.

Meanwhile, Constantinople gave itself up to rejoicings
;

every one congratulated Sebastiani The enthusiasm of

Selim for the French alliance was at its height ; wishing

to manliest his gratitude, he went to the " green kiosk
"

battery, where Sebastiani was summoned to receive his

public thanks ; there the Sultan decorated him with the

order of the Crc^sccnt of the first class, as well a>s the

Marquis d'Almenara* and the counsellor liuffin, whose
experience and advice had, as much as the energy of

Sebastiani, brought about the victory that was just obtained.

* The Spanish Ambtisaudor who had seconded the French Ambassador.
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10. The Turks attack the Russian Fleet.—Eccpedltion of the

EugUsli against Egypt.—Mehemet All.

The Turks, however, were desirous of following up

their success : having learned that the Russian Fleet was

still at Tenedos, the Capudan-pacha, Sejd AH, went to

give it battle ; but, in spite of the bravery of his crews,

he was defeated and compelled to re-enter the Dardanelles.

Some signals imperfectl}' made or wrongly understood

were the cause of that check, and the vice-admiral paid

with his head for the error which the Capudan-pacha

attributed to him. That attempt of the Turkish navy

had, however, an advantageous result: the Russians, who
had suffered much in the fight, were obliged to repair to

the Ionian Islands to refit, and left I'ree the navigation

between Constantinople and the Turkish possessions in

the Mediterranean,

It has been said that after leaving the Dardanelles,

Admiral Duckworth had sailed for Egypt, whither Kngland
sent an expedition. The policy of Great Britain had
always been favourable to keeping up relations with the

Mamelukes, and it was thought that the opportunity for

seizing upon that country had arrived. A glance at tlie

events which had occurred since its evacuation by the

French will suffice for the comprehension of the reasons

that England had for thinking that conquest easy, and
the causes which contributed to its failure.

The departure of the French had left Egypt in the

power of the Turks, of some English troops landed by
Admiral Keith, and of the Mamelukes. The Porte, hoping

to finish the work so well begun by tlie French, ordered

its Pacha, Mohammed-Khosrew, to interdict the sale of the

Circassian and Georgian Slaves, which alimented the

Mameluke corps, and gave it continuously the vigour

of which the sun of the East seems to deprive the

populations which it illuminntes. Ihe Pacha obe3Td ; but
the jMamelukes, combined under their two principal beys,

Osman Bardissy and Mohammed-rElfy, obtained, at
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Sarccliesme, a complete victory over him. He imputed
that defeat to the absence of a commander of 1,0 dO
Albanians, whom he summoned to join him, with the

intention of putting him to death. That chief, named
Mehemet Ali, and who was born at Cavalla, in Macedonia,
forewarned in time, allied himself with the Mamelukes, and
opened to them the gates of Cairo ; then, placing himself

in the pay of Bardissy, he marched against Khosrew,
drove him into Damietta, upon which he seized, took him
prisoner and sent him to Cairo (July, 1803\ A division

arising amongst the Mamelukes, Mehemet profited by
their discords to augment his troops, and at the same time
his popularity among the Egyptians.

Bardissy, however, having levied enormous contributions

upon the inhabitants of Cairo, the latter drove him out
and restored Khosrew to power; but, Mehemet and the
other Albanian chiefs refused to recognize the Pacha
and made him embark for Constantinople. Kourschid
succeeded him, and strove to disembarrass himself of the

Albanians ; but the populace, which had ibund a continual

support in Mehemet, opposed his departure, deposed
Kourschid and nominated m his place Mehemet Pacha of

Egypt.
The Porte sanctioned that usurpation (l.'th July, 1805),

under the condition of a tribute of seven millions. The
new pacha raised a powerful army, re-established order in

the country and sought the suj^port of France.

The Mamelukes, however, having retired into upper
Egypt, summoned the English to drive out Mehemet and
the Turks, and they made a treaty with them to share the

country. It was resolved that an English army should

land at Alexandria, and that, whilst Mehemet should be

occupied with repellir.g them, the Mamelukes should
march upon Cairo. P)ut the English sent only five

thousand men, commanded by General Eraser : they seized

upon Alexandria easily ("J 0th March, 1807), and failed

against Ilosetta. Then ]\lehemet Ali, having left part of

his troops at Cairo, shut up the P^nglish in Alexandria

;

Eraser was forced to capitulate (September 1807.) This
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was another instance in which tlie strength of Enghmd
was frittered away, which might have been better employed

in another quarter.

At the news of the landing of the English, the Porte

declared war against them, placed all their properties under

sequestration, and signed its treaty of alliance with

France ; but England continued to act cautiously towards

the Porte, and its fleets even withdrew from the seas of

Syria and the Archipelago.

11. Revolt of the Yamaks.—Deposition of the Saltan,

Selim, however, encouraged by Napoleon, had made
great preparations against Pussia : the Pacha of Bosnia

entered Servia to prevent the insurgents from joining

hands with the Russians ; the Grand Vizier, the Janissaries,

and the troops from Asia directed their march upon

Shumla; the Pacha of Putschuk, Mustaplia Baraictar,

with 15,000 men which he had organized himself, were to

march into AVallachia. The nizam-gedittes remained to

guard the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles and in their

cantonments in Asia.

Meanwhile, the Mufti, who was devoted to Selim, had

died and been replaced by the Kadi-Asker of Roumelia,

who had until then shown himself a partisan of reform,

but only to win the favour of the prince : Selim had

made an enemy of him. In fact, he joined Mustapha
Pacha, Kaimacan of the Grand Vizier, who was equally

opposed to reforms, and both had an understanding with

the Ulema and the Janissaries in order to arrest the

progress of European ideas.

Since the departure of the Janissaries, 0,000 Asiatics

from the environs of Trebizonde had been attached to

the nizam-gedittes as a guard for the batteries of the

]3osphorus. Those auxiliaries, known by the name of

Yumaks-iafjielis, or battery assistants, received the same

pay as the nizam-gedittes and enjoyed the same privileges :

the Sultan hoped that this treatment and the continual
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contact with the nizam-gedittes would inspire them with
the esprit de corps, and also the desire of entering their

ranks. The Kaimacan succeeded in turning against the

Sultan a measure which appeared so skilful. Some of his

agents, mingling amonj^st the Yamaks, persuaded them
that they belonged naturall}^ to the glorious corps of the

Janissaries, and that it would be a shame for good
jMussulmans to associate themselves with those renegades

who introduced into the Empire the usages and dress of

the infidels. Quarrels soon arose between the men of the

two corps, and the Kaimacan, believing tliat a spark would
sufiSce to bring about a collision, sent one of his agents,

Mahmoud Effendi, to distribute to the Yamaks the arrears

of their pay ; and he at the same time had carried with
him some uniforms of the nizam-gedittes, in order to

engage the Yamaks to respond to the wish of the Sultan
by putting them on.

Mahmoud Effendi, after having distributed the pay,

profited by the gaiety of the chiefs and soldiers to make
known to them the wish of Selim ; then, as the sight of

the uniforms exhibited and his words raised some murmurs,
he gave orders and threatened punishment if he were not
obeyed. From murmurs, the Yamaks passed to revolt,

and, as the nizam-gedittes took up the defence of Mahmoud
Effendi, a struggle ensued. This took place in the Fort
of lloumely-lvavak, upon the Coast of Europe ; but the

other forts were soon informed of what was passing ; and
everywhere the same collisions occurred. Mahmoud
Effendi was killed, at the moment when disembarking at

Buyukdere, he thought himself saved, and the com-
mandant of the forts on the Asian shore shared the same
fate. The nizam-gedittes took refuge in their old barracks,

and the Divan ordered a search to be made for the assas-

sins of Malimoud Effendi ; but the Kaimacan affirmed that

his death was a mere accident, and that the Yamaks were
disposed to return to obedience : no precaution, therefore,

was taken against them.

The Yamaks, however, had assembled together near

Buyukdere, and had elected a chief to whom they gave
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the power of life or death : ho was named Cabakch}''

Oglou. Three days passed in seeming inaction ; but,

in reality, the Janissaries profited by it to feed the

revolt.

On the 27th May, Cabakchy Oij^lou entered Constan-

tinople at the head of six hundred Yamaks whom he
made take oath : 1. To respect the ])erson and property

of every Frank, rayah or Turk, whomsoever, under pain of

death ; 2. To enter upon no action which had not been

previously approved by the mufti and by the interpreters

of the laws ; 3. To repair all together to the Atraeklan,

and there, united in a general assembly, to formulate the

demands to be presented to the Porte. A naked sabre

was placed on the ground, over which all stepped ; it was
thus they took the oath.* No o])position presented itself

to the proceedings of the conspirators, for the nizam-

gedittes had been consigned to Iheir barracks, and the

Sultan had refused to place himself at their head ; from

seven to eisrht hundred Janissaries and about two hundred
sailors joined the Yamaks ; lastly, the gunners allowed

themselves to be won over by the promise of preserving

their pay and their privileges.

Cabakchy Oglou then went to encamp upon the square

of the Atmeidan, where he had the flesh-pots of every

oda of the Janissaries brought ; then he read a list of

proscription upon which figured in the first line the

counsellors and ministers of the Sultan. Thereupon
groups of the conspirators were detached to execute those

sentences, and seventeen heads of the principal dignitaries

of the empire soon appeared in a row before the tribunal

of the chief of the revolt.

Selim, however, terrified, had issued a hatti-cherif which,

suppressed the Corps of the nizam-gedittes ; but it was
too late. Cabakchy Oglou, addressing the assemblage,

enquired whether, in order to guarantee the future from

the errors of the past, the Sultan ought to retain power.

The rebels replied in the negative. The mufti was
consulted under the following insidious formula :

" Does

* Letter of M. Vernazza to General Marmont.
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a padishali who, by his conduct and liis hiws, combats the

religious principles consecrated by the Koran, deserve to

remain upon the throne?" " No," replied he; and the

multitude immediately shouted with acclamation for

Sultan Mustapha.
The mufti went to intimate to Selim the deposition

which had just been pronounced, and he fulfilled that

mission with a hypocrisy which deceived the prince as to

his personal sentiments. Selim resigned himself to the

inevitable and went to the Old Seraglio to take the place

of liis successor (.CDtli May, 1807).

1:2. Mustapha IV. {im. May, 1807^0 '2'6ih Jolij, 1808).—

Peace of Tilsit.

Mustapha IV., son of Abdul Ahmed, had always been

opposed to the reforms attempted by his cousin, and long

since a letter of his had been circulated in wliicli he spoke

of the wrath of the Prophet, of the intolerable audacity of

tlie Christians, and attributed the defeat of the Ottoman
armies to Selim's jiredilection for Euro})ean customs. " All

is over with us !

" he exclaimed in conclusion, '* Heaven
cannot bless our arms." Young, moreover, and loving

pleasure, he could be and was, in fact, only an instru-

ment.

He confirmed in their employments the ministers whom
the fury of the rebels had spared, sent back to the castles

on the J3os[)horus the Yamaks, who received a gratification,

and confirmed the election which tliey had made of

Cabakchy Oglou as commandant o( the forts. The nizam-

gedittes had not waited, before their dispersion, until they

should be besieged in their barracks ; and when the

victors presented themselves, they had nothing to do but

to pillage.

The principal chiefs of the army, however, did not look

with a lavourable eye u])on this revolution, accom])lished,

if not against them, against their protector; the Aga of

the Janissaries, who was a partisan of the reforms, daring
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to say that the Janissaries remaining in Constantinople

were dishonoured by joining the Yamaks, his soldiers

massacred him.

These events rendered military operations null ; happily

for Turkey, all the forces of the Eussians were engaged

against France, and, at the news of the battle of Fried-

land, the army in Moldavia was speedily seen in full

retreat.

The downfall of Selim had the most disastrous influence

upon the policy of Napoleon : on hearing of it, he ex-

claimed :
" One can do nothing with these barbarians !

Providence releases me from them ; let us arrange for

ourselves at their expense." He returned, therefore, to

the policy of the Court of Louis XVI., to his own ideas

relative to the inevitable ruin of the Ottoman Empire, to

the necessity of the Russian alliance, indispensable, more-

over, for the conquest of England. Thus, the Treaty of

Tilsit was concluded upon the basis of the complete aban-

donment of Turkey by France. It was therein stipulated

(Articles 22, 23, 24j that hostilities should cease between

Turkey and Russia, after an armistice should be concluded

between the Russian and Ottoman negociators, in presence

of a French commissioner ; that, in the space of thirty-

five days which should follow the signature of the armistice,

the provinces of Wallachia and Moldavia should be eva-

cuated by the Russians without the Turks being allowed

to enter therein before the conclusion of peace between

the two powers ; in fine, that the differences between the

Sublime Porte and the Court of St. Petersburg should be

regulated in a definitive treaty under the mediation of

France.

The Turks were stupified at the Treaty of Tilsit, at the

abandonment of France, at the mode in which Napoleon
regulated without them their difference with Russia

—

they who had been led to hope for the restitution of

Bessarabia and the Crimea ! What would they have said

had they known of the secret treaty which contained this

article :
" If in consequence of the changes that have

happened at Constantinople the Ottoman Porte does not
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accept tlie mediation of France, or if, after having accepted

it, it happens that, in a dekiy of three months after the

negotiations, they should not have led to a satisfactory

result, France shall make common cause with Russia

against the Ottoman Porte, and the two high contracting

parties shall have an understanding with each other to

withdraw all the provinces of the Ottoman Empire in

Europe, the city of Constantinople and the province of

Eouraelia excepted, from the yoke and vexations of the

Turks."*
The Ottoman Court had often complained of the aban-

donment in which France had left it in the midst of wars

raised up by her : thus had she done when Louis XIV.
treated without it at Rysvvick, when Louis XV. left to it

all the burden of the Polish war ; but want of faith had
never been more scandalous than that of Napoleon ! never

also had a bad policy been more cruelly punished ! for the

abandonment of the Turks at Tilsit was not one of the

least causes which sent the great man to St. Helena

!

On the 9th July General Guilleminot set out from

Tilsit to carry the treaty to the Russians and the Turks
upon tlie Danube : the one and the other accepted the

mediation of France and acceded to a treaty in that which
concerned them, and an armistice was signed on the 24th
August at Slobosia.in presence of theFrench commissioner;

but, when the discussions for a definitive arrangement

were opened, an understanding could not be arrived at,

and the parties separated without concluding anytliing.

Nevertheless, hostilities were not resumed until two years

afterwards ; but Wallachia and Moldavia remained in the

hands of the Russians ; and a controversy was about to

arise on the subject, between Napoleon and Alexander,

which was destined to bring about the rupture of their

alliance.

* From the correspondence of Napoleon with Sebastiani, the partition

would have been as follows : I'^'rance would have had Bosnia, Albania, Epirus,

all Greece, Thessaly, and Macedonia ; Austria would have had Servia ;

Russia would have had Wallachia, Moldavia, Bnli^aria, and 'L'hrace, as far as

the Maritza. There would have remained to Turkey (in JOurope), Constanti-
nople, with the portion of Thrace comprised between Bourgas and Enos.

VOL. ir. K
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The cabinet of London, however, aware of the vivid

resentment of the Porte against France, secretly entered

upon negotiations with it for the renewal of their inter-

rupted relations. Sebastiani was informed of it by the

first dragoman. Prince Soutzo ; he exclaimed against the

perfidy of the Turkish ministers, who betrayed their

master's interests, and demanded his passports. The
Divan, terrified, broke off the negotiations, but avenged
itself by causins^ the dragoman Soutzo to be decapitated

(31st October 1807).

Cabakchi Oglou was the friend of Soutzo ; he strove to

save his life by raising his Yamaks : but failing, he con-

ceived a violent hatred against the Kaimacan, and united

himself with the Mufti to overthrow him. A simple

demonstration of the Yamaks sufficed to send Mustapha
Pacha into exile. Sebastiani, seeing the power of Cabak-

chi, who had become the idol of the populace, succeeded

in gaining him over to the side of France ; thanks to that

personage, notwithstanding the stipulations of Tilsit, he

resumed the influence which he had had under Selim, and
made his will prevail in the counsels of the Porte. His
position, however, at Constantinople had become very

embarrassing : he was daily reproached for the pompous
promises he had made to the Turks and the abandonment
in which they had been left ; lie demanded and obtained

his recall. M. de Latour Maubourg succeeded him.

13. The Compiracy of Bara'iciar.—Deposition of

Mustapha IV.

The Turkish Empire had long been in a declining state.

The Sultans were little more than the puppets of the

Janissaries. The reforms attempted by Selim III. had

terminated in his deposition in 1807, as already stated.

Mustapha Baraictar, Pacha of Rustchuk, who was entirely

devoted to the person and ideas of Selim, was indignant

at seeing the Empire governed by the Mufti and the Chief

of the Yamaks. He excited the jealousy of the Grand
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Vizier, who was encamped at Adrianople, and he offered

him his co-operation towards overthrowing the usurpers

of his authority. The Grand Vizier accepted his offers,

placed himself in relation with the partisans whom he had

at Constantinople, and summoned to him the troops of

Baraictar in order to restrain the Janissaries. The Pacha

of Rustchuk whose secret object was the re-establishment

of Selim, began his march upon Constantinople with 16,000

men devoted to his cause and determined to put an end to

the tyranny of the Yamaks. Some horsemen, whom he

sent on in advance, surprised Cabakchi in the middle of

the night and put him to death. The Yamaks learned

at the same time the death of their chief, the march of

the army, and the firman which appointed Baraictar

commander of the forts ; they ran to arms.

The Grand Vizier, however, having arrived within four

leagues of Constantinople, sent the Reis-Effendi to

announce to the Sultan that he was coming to deliver

him from the domination of the Yamaks and the Mufti.

Mustapha immediately decreed the suppression of the

Yamaks, the replacement of the Mufti, and he went him-

self to the camp of his pretended liberators. Baraictar

having welcomed him with tokens of the deepest sub-

mission, the Sultan returned to Constantinople. A few

days after, Baraictar forcibly took away the seals from

the Grand Vizier, made him prisoner ; then entering the

city, he announced that peace was made with Russia, and
that he was brinorin"- back to the Serasrlio the banner of

the Prophet. The people, elated, accompanied him as

far as the first gateway. The Janissaries allowed the

conspirrctors to pass in ; but the hostandji-hai^ihi ordered

tlie entrance to the second court to be closed and declared

that it should only be opened by an order from the Sultan.

Baraictar, who already thought himself master of the

situation, caused the gates to be forced, proclaimed Selim,

and rushed eagerly within the interior of the palace ; but,

on entering the hall of audience, he there found the body
of his master extended on the pavement. Mustapha had
just ordered him to be strangled (28th July, 1808).

K 2
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Baraictar, stupefied, knelt clown weeping beside the

inanimate remains, and seemed overwhelmed with grief.

At that moment the Capudan-Pacha, Seyd Ali, one of the

principal heads of the conspiracy, said to him :
" Does it

become the Pacha of Eustchuk to weep like a woman? It

is vengeance and not tears that Sultan Selim requires of

us ; let us punish his assassins, and especially do not let us

allow a sanguinary tyrant to profit by his crime and

strengthen himself on the throne by the death of his

brother, the Sultan Mahmoud."
Baraictar, on recovering from his stupefaction, ordered

Mustapha to be flung into the same prison which Selim

had tenanted ; Mahmoud, the half-brother of Mustapha,

twenty-three years of age, was proclaimed, and, a few days

after, went to gird on the sword of Othman in the mosque
of Ej'oub.
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CHAPTER 11.

Eeign of Mahmoud II. TO THE Peace OF Adeianople (1808-1829).

1. Sway and Doionfall of Baraidar.

The new Sultan Mahmoud II., never forgot under wliat

circumstances he had ascended the throne. He had been

the confidant of the unfortunate SeHm since his deposition,

and he was determined that reform should triumph, hut

knew what obstacles he had to surmount, and only-

advanced towards his object with the greatest reserve and

most profound dissimulation.

Baraictar was made Grrand Vizier, and his first act was
to put to death the assassins of Selim and the favourites

of Mustapha; he caused, moreover, the majority of the

Yamak chiefs, who promoted the insurrection, to be

strangled ; and finally, he had sewn up in sacks and flung

into the Bosphorus, 174 women of Mustapha's harem.

Then, having become sole master of the Government, he

resumed the plans of reform attempted by Selim, but

carried them out with more prudence. He convoked
at Constantinople, the greater part of the pachas and
ayans of the Empire, and asked their approval of the

following measures : 1. The destruction of venality of

employments in the orfas ; 2. Obligation for all the

unmarried Janissaries to live in barracks ; 3. Deprivation

of the pay of Janissaries not in barracks and not on
active service ; 4. Obligation of the Janissaries to take

up arms and practise exercises which give superiority to

the infidel armies ; 5. The formation of companies of

seymens, who should be chosen from among the young
Mussulmans, armed in the European mode, paid like
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the iopclys and bound by the ancient discipline of the

Janissaries.

All that was approved ; the old chief of the nizam-

gedittes, Kadi Pacha, engaged even to remain at Constan-

tinople with 3,000 men in order to support the reforms

;

finally the new Mufti gave him by his fchva a religious

confirmation.

Baraictar, strengthened by these assents, set to work,

but with extreme laxity and exhibiting the passions and
cupidity of a vulgar ambition he allowed the corps of

scymcns to be composed of the refuse only of the populace

;

he offended the high functionaries by depriving them of

the iimars he had allotted them, and appropriating them
to his own profit; he threatened the property of the

mosques and put up to auction the offices in the Seraglio

;

at length, he soon had against him, not only the Janis-

saries and the XJlema, but those who had joined him in

the destruction of the Yamaks. An incident gave rise to

an insurrection which served to bring back to power the

partisans of old abuses and the old regime.

On the third day before the end of the Ramazan (14th

November, 180S), Baraictar, going to pay a visit to the

Mufti, found one of the streets blocked up by a crowd.

He ordered his icltiaoux to disperse it by striking the

people with their sticks. This act of brutality became, in

tlie coffee houses, to which at that time the people flocked,

the occasion of threatening murmurs
;
groups formed, and

the chief ulema, thinking the opportunity favourable,

repaired to the abode of the Aga of the Janissaries, there

to concert a rising. The Janissaries set fire to the houses

that stood near the Grand Vizier's palace, and easily dis-

persed the guards, who did not consider themselves bound

to extinguish the flames. Baraictar, startled out of his

sleep, lost his presence of mind, took refuge in a tower

and perished therein, suftbcated by the conflagration.

However, the Capudan-Pacha, who was devoted to him,

ordered two ships that were in port to bring their broad-

sides to bear facing the abode of the Aga, and to fire upon

every one who should show himself there ; on the other
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hand, Kadi Pacha left the moiety of his troops to keep
Scutari in check, and penetrated with the rest into the
interior of the Seraglio in order to defend the Sultan

;

finally the gunners and the new seymens got under arms.

The Aga of the Janissaries himself hastened to attack

the Seraglio ; Kadi Pacha made a sortie at the head of

4,000 men, and everywhere repulsed the assailants ; but,

his soldiers having separated in search of pillage, he was
obliged to fall back. The conflagration, however, which
no one thought of arresting, made rapid progress.

Mahrnoud, touched at the sight, ordered Kadi Pacha to

cease hostilities, and sent a hatti-cJierif io the Aga of the

Janissaries which ordered him to arrest the progress of

the fire. The crowd, emboldened by those measures, and
by the discovery of Baraictar's body, demanded with
furious outcries the deposition of Mahmoud and the heads
of his defenders. The Sultan, after having effected the

escape of his chief ministers, caused his brother Musta-
pha lY. to be strangled (17th November, I SOS), and having
thus become inviolable as being the last descendant of

Othman, he showed himself to the crowd and ordered it to

disperse.

The insurrection calmed down, and Mahmoud having
given up the head of Kadi Pacha to the Janissaries, the
latter submitted, the Mufti congratulated the people upon
the triumph of law and religion, and the reign of order

was again entirely restored.

2. Discussion of Napoleon and Alexander upon the Turkish

Emjjire. Besunqjtion of hostilities ivith Russia. Treaty

of Bucharest.

These continual revolutions, which so clearly testified

to the deplorable condition into which the empire of the

Osmanli had fallen, induced Eussia to solicit Napoleon to

put into execution the project of the partition of the

Ottoman Empire. " Turkey," said Alexander, " is a suc-

cession which cannot I'ail to fall to Ilussia, in failure of

heirs." And he no longer contented himself with the
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sliare promised him, but demancled Constantinople and
the Straits. The French Ambassador at St. Petersburg,

Cauhncourt, strove to make Alexander comprehend the

impossibility of giving Constantinople and the Dardanelles

to the Eussians ; he represented that Russia would become
by that mistress of the commerce of the Levant and even

of India, and she would, when she desired it, be at the

gates of Corfu, Toulon, &c. Alexander replied that
" Constantinople would merely be for Eussia a provincial

city at the extremity of the Empire, that geography gave

it her, that it was necessary that he should hold the key

of his house," &c. And, to bring his ally to that great

concession, he begged, caressed, grew angry, menaced ; he

consented to ever3'thing, he promised all that was desired,

he manipulated over again the whole world. " Were it

upon the breach, we are with you," said he ;
" it is in

difficult circumstances that the Emperor will be found

faithful." Eussian ambition had never shown itself more
i'rank and eager.

Napoleon was not left long to regret the promises made
at Tilsit and to perceive the great error he had committed.

He eluded the demands of Alexander and even all idea

of definitive partition of the Ottoman Empire. " We
ought," he said " to delay the ruin of that Empire until

the moment at which the partition of those vast remains

can be effected without having to fear that England may
come to appropriate, by the acquisition of Egypt and the

isles, the richest of the spoils."

At that juncture the French armies had just ex-

perienced, in Spain, their first reverses, and Austria was
preparing threatening armaments. Napoleon, having

exhausted his dilatory replies and wishing to preserve

the Eussian alliance at any price, resolved to make con-

cessions touching Turkey ; lie proposed to Alexander an

interview at Erfurt. A secret convention was concluded

there (12tli Oct 1808) : the Emperor recognized the Czar's

possession of Wallachia, Moldavia and of Finland,

recently torn from Sweden, and promised not to re-establish

the kingdom of Poland. The two monarchs engaged to
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treat with England only on the condition " that she

should recognize Finland, Moldavia and Wallachia as

making part of the Eussian Empire."

The English Ministry had knowledge of that treaty, in

which Nai)oleon abandoned the true policy of France in

order to satisfy his momentary interests, and it availed

itself of it to renew its negotiations with the Porte. This
time, the Divan consented to make peace, in order to gain

a protectress in England : the treaty was signed January

5, ISOD.

Turkey endeavoured also to make its peace with Russia;

but, in the conferences held at Jassy, the latter showed
such unreasonableness, that hostilities, suspended in fact

since the treaty of Tilsit, were recommenced immediately.

The Turks, in the outset, were beaten at Slobodzie

(April 1, 1809) ; they lost Giurgevo and Isakchi, and
thus left the right bank of the Danube open to the

Russians. They sought to take their revenge at the

battle of Tartaritza (October 22) ; but the affair remained
indecisive, either party claiming the victory. They were
not more fortunate in Asia, where they lost that impor-

tant place on the Phasis, Poti.

The victories of the Russians, far from disquieting

Napoleon, afforded him an opportunity of making known
to the Corps Legislatif his close alliance with Alexander.

On December 3, 1809, he expressed himself thus :
" The

Illyrian Provinces carry to the Save the frontiers of my
great Empire. Contiguous with the Empire of Constan-

tinople, I shall find myself in a natural situation to watch
over the interests of my commerce in the Mediterranean,

the Adriatic and the Levant. I shall protect the Porte,

if the Porte tears itself away from the fatal influence of

England; I shall know how to punish it if it permits

itself to be dominated by crafty and perfidious counsels.

My friend and ally the Emperor of Russia has reunited

to his vast empire Finland, Moldavia, Wallachia, and a

district of Galicia. I am not jealous of anything that

may happen fortunately for that Empire."

In the following spring, the Russians, commanded by
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Kaminsky, took Varna, Bazardjik and Silistria. Then
the Grand Vizier demanded to treat ; tlie Czar sent him
the following conditions of peace :

" The cession of

Moldavia and Wallachia in Europe, of Georgia in Asia,

the removal of the English Ambassador, and an indemnity

of forty thousand purses ; moreover, Varna, Eustchuk,

Silistria and Sclmmla should be occupied by his troops

until complete payment of the indemnity." These con-

ditions having been rejected, Xaminsky marched upon
Schumla, from which he was repulsed ; but he obtained a

complete victory over the Grand Vizier, who had come
to the succour of Eustchuk ; 200 standards, 80 pieces of

cannon, the Ottoman flotilla and all the transport vessels,

laden with provisions for the re- victualling of the besieged

place, were the price of that great success, which was
shortly completed by the surrender of Bustchuk (Septem-

ber, 1810).

The campaign of 1811 was undertaken by the Eussians

with diminished forces, for the Czar saw himself on the

eve of a rupture with France ; thus the Turks obtained

at first great advantages ; they re-took Eustchuk and
crossed the Danube ; but shortly, through the fault of

their generals, they found themselves surrounded and
forced to sign a convention (November 8), by which they

were obliged to the number of 30,000, to lay down their

arms and be treated as prisoners of war if the Porte did

not consent to make peace on the conditions before

imposed by Eussia.

The news of this convention irritated the Sultan deeply,

who ordered the levy of a fresh army, and seemed disposed

to place himself at its head. The moment seemed favour-

able to take a revenge : hostilities between Alexander and
Napoleon seemed imminent, and Mahmoud knew that, by
a treaty concluded on the 14th of March, France and
Austria had stipulated the integrity of the Ottoman Em-
pire. It was believed, moreover, that Napoleon would
make Turkey enter into the plan of his campaign, and
that that army of Dalmatia, so often offered to Selim,

would march at length upon the Danube. " Turkey," said
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he, " is the marsh which hinders my rif^ht being turned."

Thus, negotiations having been opened at Bucharest be-

tween the Porte and Kussia, he strove to break them by
promising to the Sultan the restitution of the Danubian
provinces and the Crimea. But the Divan, which a sacri-

fice of some milHons had decided, feared an abandonment
like to that which followed Tilsit ; besides, the gold of

England played a weighty part in its decision ; in fine,

it betrayed the Sultan Mahmoud, and missed the most
brilliant opportunity which ever presented itself to repair

the losses of Turkey, by signing, the 28th of May, 1S12,

the treaty of Bucharest. By that treaty the Russians
restored Wallachia and Moldavia, but they kept Bessarabia,

the places situate between Galatz and the Black Sea, with
one of the mouths of the Danube. Servia was bound to

return under the domination of the Porte, some illusory

guarantees being stipulated in her favour.

Mahmoud felt all the shame of such a treaty : he
refused at first to ratify it ; the menaces of the Janissaries

constrained him to it. Admiral Tchitchakof, who had
succeeded to Kutusof in the command of the army of

Moldavia, wished to urge Turkey to an alliance offen-

sive and defensive, which should permit an attack upon
the French Empire by way of Dalmatia. The Divan
refused, and persisted to remain neuter in the great

struggle which was about to drench in blood the north of

Europe. The treaty of Bucharest was not the less one of

the causes of the ruin of Napoleon, of whom the right

was turned by that army of Moldavia which the French
in retreat found upon the banks of the Beresina ! The
abandonment of Bucharest had sorrowfully avenged the

abandonment of Tilsit, and Turkey had herself committed
suicide in not having seconded Napoleon in his audacious

invasion of Eussia.

3. Sequel of the Servian Tnsurredion.

It has just been said that at Bucharest the Court of

St. Petersburg had stipulated in favour of Servia : it is
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necessary to go back a little in order to see what had been

the result of the insurrection in that country.

It has been said that after the battle of Czabatz, won
by Czerni-Georges, the Pacha of Scutari had treated with

the Serbs, to whom he left a kind of independence, but

that that accord had been rejected by the Ottoman troops.

Czerni-Georges seized upon the city of Belgrade and
besieged the citadel. The Pacha of Belgrade, Soliman,

abandoned by the Divan to his own resources, capitulated

on condition that he should retire with the garrison ; but,

at some leagues from the city, he was massacred with his

followers. That was the signal for the expulsion, for the

spoliation or massacre of all the Turks : the Serbs gave

themselves up to horrible vengeance against their ancient

masters ; the children were cut to pieces, the women dis-

embowelled or reduced to slavery. Servia then became a

vast field in which numerous military chiefs, or voivodes,

acted independently, and shared between themselves the

property of the Turks : Czerni-Georges dominated in

Schumadia, Milan Obrenovich at Eudnik, from Vonitza to

Semendria, &c. The country was delivered from the Otto-

man domination, but found itself abandoned to anarchy.

An end was endeavoured to be put to this by electing a
senate, or soviet, composed of twelve members, who were
desirous of subjecting to its authority the divers voivodes

;

but it had no force to make its decisions respected. Some
could have wished to reattach Servia to Turkey by giving

her a condition analogous to that of the Danubian pro-

vinces ; others sought for a protector either in Eussia or

Austria, or in France. Georges addressed himself to the

Governor of the Illyrian provinces in order to offer to

Napoleon the protectorate of the Slavs of Turkey; the

Emperor merely responded to this offer by presenting to

the Serb chief a sabre incrusted with gold. Alexander
sent to the insurgents one of his counsellors, arms, money,
and promised them his support if they would accept the
llussian protectorate with a Panariote prince.

However, in 1809, the Serbs, led by Milosch and
Dobriniatz, attacked the Turks from the side of Nissa,
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whilst Czerni-Georg-es entered Bosnia and besieged Novi-
Bazar. But the two first chiefs were defeated ; the Turks
retook all the country situate to the right of the Morava

;

Czerni-Greorges evacuated Bosnia ; the Bosniacs laid siege

to Losnitza. Servia was thought to be lost, and the
greater part of the voivodes demanded that the Czar
should be proclaimed sovereign of the country. A general
assembly of the nation took place in January, 1810, to

decide the question ; no understanding could be arrived

at, and the members contented themselves with sending
deputies to the Eussian Quarter-Greneral to ask for aid.

However, the Pacha of Nissa advanced with 30,000 men,
ravaged the country, and thus forced the men charged
with the defence of the fortified places to abandon them
in order to succour their families. Georges succeeded in

repulsing him, and he snatched from the Bosniacs a
splendid victory, of which he thus gave account :

—'' We
were mingled together, and we fought for two hours with
the sabre ; we have slain many Turks and cut off* many
heads : they have lost five times more people than we

:

it is the greatest battle we have yet fought." The Turks
recrossed the Drina, which became the boundary of Servia
and Bosnia.

Thanks to this victory, Czerni-Georges obtained from
the Senate several decrees which gave him supreme au-
thority over all the voivodes. He himself formulated in

a kind of constitution the liberties and privileges of the
Serbs. All his opposers were banished, and several risings

were stifled by main force. Power being in a single hand,
the Turks, whose principal troops were engaged against
the Eussians, dared not attempt anything against Servia.

The Pacha of Nissa offered Georges to get him recognized
by the Sultan as Prince of the country, but on condition
that he should repudiate the protectorate of Eussia.

Georges, unwilling to treat without the consent of the
Czar, sent the propositions of the Pacha to the Eussian
General ; but he was badly rewarded for his good faith,

for in the following spring Eussia signed the treaty of

Bucharest, which restored to the Turks all the fortresses
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of Servia, and abandoned in reality that province to their

ven<];;eance.

The Serbs refused to recognize that Treaty and pre-

pared themselves for resistance. Czerni-Georgcs issued a

proclamation in which he said :
" The Turks have sworn

to decapitate every Serb above seven years of age, and to

carry into slavery the women and children, and to make
Mussulmans of them in order to colonize Servia with otlier

people ; but are not these the same Turks that we have

defeated unarmed, whilst now we possess 500 cannon,

seven fortresses, and forty redoubts steeped in Ottoman
blood ? " The Serbs, however, experienced only defeats.

The Turks seized upon Negodin, Klanova, whose inhabi-

tants they empaled, and all the country as far as the Morava
(1813). Czerni-Greorges fled into Hungary, and from

thence into Russia ; the Serbs disbanded ; Semendria and
Belgrade were taken, and the Turks found themselves

masters of Servia. The greater part of the voivodes fled

and sought refuge upon Austrian territory ; there they

were arrested and treated as State prisoners.

The Divan, however, endeavoured to restore some
tranquillity to the country, but that was by depriving the

Serbs of all their liberties ; the Moslems and other func-

tionaries who had fled resumed their employments ; the

Sipaliis returned and re-entered upon their timars ; hordes

of undisciplined Albanians garrisoned the forts and towns
;

every attempt at resistance was punished by tortures

;

more than 300 Serbs were empaled or decapitated at

Belgrade.

That state of tilings tended to bring about a revolt

;

Milosch Obrenovitch, brother-in-law of Czerni-Georges,

who had refused to flee with the other voivodes, had been

nominated by the Turks Knes of Bodnick. On Palm
Sunday 1815, he called the people to arms, defeated an
Albanian corps at Maidan and raised the districts of Bel-

grade and Vallievo ; the Turks were driven from their

positions ; the exiles returned on all sides. After a year

of war in which the Ottoman troops experienced nothing

but defeats, an accord was concluded between Milosch and
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Marasclili, Pacha of Eoumelia, by wliicli hostilities ceased,

the insurgents retained their positions and their arms, and
a Servian deputation was sent to Constantinople.

That deputation was well received and found protection

in the Russian ambassador, who obtained for the Serbs

the following conditions : a general amnesty, the nomina-
tion of Maraschli to the Pachalic of Belgrade, with an
order " to treat the Serbs as his children ;

" a levy of taxes

by the inhabitants, recognition of civil and military

authority of the Knes ; installation at Belgrade of an
assembly of twelve Knes elected by the inhabitants, who
should assess the taxes ; respect for the religion and usages
of the country, &c. These conditions gave, in reality,

independence to Servia. Milosch was chosen as Knes
superior, not without opposition on the part of the
voivodes, whom he got rid of by murder or exile ; he
re-established in part the constitution given by Czerni-

Georges, named himself the Knes, to whom he secured a
money payment, and governed the country almost as an
absolute monarch (1817).

4. The WaJiaUies.—Poiocr of Mchcmet All.—Bevolt of

Ali Pacha.

Whilst the Ottoman Empire was lessened by the inde-

pendence of Servia, it grew weaker, in Eygpt, from the

power that Mehemet Ali was acquiring, and in Epirus,

from the usurpations of Ali Pacha.

Towards the middle of the eighteenth century, a for-

midable sect arose in Yemen, that of the Wahabites,
austere and ambitious fanatics, enemies of the Mahometans,
and who pretended to restore the Koran to its primitive

purity. They had set themselves to wage war against the

Mussulmans, had destroyed the Turkish garrisons and
extended their domination throughout entire Arabia ; they
had even seized upon the holy cities and stopped all the

caravans of pilgrims repairing to Mecca and Medina. It

was a shame and a danger for Islamism, and all true
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believers had supplicated for half a century the Sultans to

put an end to that sacrilege. Scarcely was Mahmoud
seated on the throne, ere he ordered Mehemet Ali to

deliver the holy cities. The Pacha of Eg3q:)t eagerly

accepted that mission, which must fix upon him the

attention of the faithful; but his authority was not

sufficiently established; the Mamelukes were cantoned in

Upper Eg3^pt, and he was not disposed to dispatch his

troops to a distance before being rid of his enemies. To
succeed in this, he employed craft and treason.

He succeeded, by dint of wheedling and allying himself

with the most powerful among them, to make them leave

their retreats ; then he invited them to come to Cairo in

order to be present at the ceremony of the investiture of

his son, who was to command the expedition into Arabia.

The beys came without distrust (1st March, 1811); but,

Avhen they entered the interior court of the palace, they

were received with a discharge of musketry, fired point

blank from every window. All perished in that snare.

On the same day, the governors of the towns rode down
all the Mamelukes they could surprise and massacred

them. A small number succeeded in finding refuge in

Abyssinia ; some few later on entered into the Pacha's

service. Thus ended the domination of the Mamelukes
in Egypt and began that of Mehemet Ali.

The arm}^ then set out under the command of Toussoun
Pacha; it seized upon Yambo, El-Omlah, Jeddali, and after

a battle fought at Safrah, of Medina, the keys of which
were sent to the Sultan, who caused that victory to be

celebrated by grand fetes (30th January, 1813). Two
months after Mecca was taken and in like manner
the keys of the city and of the Kaaba were sent to Con-
stantinople. The war was prolonged until 1815. The
Emir of the Wahabites concluded a treaty with Toussoun
Pacha, who died shortly after; but, as he refused to repair

to Constantinople in order to implore pardon of the Sultan

he was besieged in his capital by Ibrahim, another son

of Mehemet ; obliged to surrender, he was sent to Con-
stantinople and decapitated (1818).
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That expedition confirmed the power of the Pacha of

Egyptj who began to utilize the germs of civilization

which the French had left in the country. He caused the

canal from Alexandria to Cairo to be dug, commenced the

formation of a regular army which was instructed and dis-

ciplined by Frenchmen, organized a navy, caused to be con-

structed at Alexandria, by engineers of the same nation,

an arsenal and factories. At the same time his sons made
the conquest of the countries neighbouring upon Egypt

:

the oasis of Syouah, the Kordofan, the Darfour, became
tributaries of Mehemet, who began to nourish projects of

independence.

Napoleon, however, had fallen under the blows of

coalesced Europe ; but Turkey had taken no part in that

gigantic struggle, in which she might have made so great

a figure ; she seemed to be placed, by her frequent

revolutions, the weakness of her Government, the nullity

of her military resources, outside the civilized States ; and,

in fact, she was not admitted among the Powers which
remodelled the map of Europe, at the Congress of Vienna.
She regarded everything that passed around and about her
with an incurable apathy, which seemed the index of an
approaching death. Thus the English, in 1818, could

bombard Algiers without her raising a protest ; they could

seize upon the Ionian Islands without her testifying the

slightest fear ; she thought herself sufficiently indemnified

by the cession of Parga.

After the battle of Nicopolis (17^8), Parga had been
menaced by Ali Pacha, and she had only escaped him
thanks to the Russians, who had occupied it ; then it had
returned, after the Treaty of Tilsit, into the hands of

France, who had placed therein a small garrison. The
inhabitants, believing that that garrison was disposed to

deliver them up to the Pacha of Janina, secretly sum-
moned the English and gave up their city (1813), under
the condition that it should never be ceded to the Turks.
Notwithstanding that condition, England disgraced her-

self by consenting to sell Parga and its territory to Ali
Pacha (1817) ; but the entire population preferred rather

VOL. II. L
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to abandon the city and retire to the Ionian Islands

than to fall into the hands of the tyrant of Epirus.

Ali Pacha, however, who had ceased to pension the

members of the Divan, had only enemies at Constanti-

nople. He refused the contingents and the tributes

demanded of him ; he stifled by capital punishments the

complaints of the people whom he squeezed ; he seemed, in

his mountains and his stronghold of Janina, in which he

had amassed, it was said, a treasure of a hundred and fifty

millions, to laugh at all the power of the Sultan. In the

end, Mahmoud, who was silently working to regain his

authority, resolved to strike that rebel. Ali having caused

to be assassinated one of his enemies in the very streets

of Constantinople, he was declared fermanli (excommuni-
cated) and summoned to appear before the tribunal of the

Saltan in forty days. He strove in vain to interest

England in his defence, who had always supported him

;

then he sought resources in the populations whom he had
oppressed, and his cause found itself thus allied to that of

the independence of Greece.

5. The Ildaria. — InsmTCclion of Greece. — Attempt of

Ipsilaiiti.

The Greeks, like the greater part of the peoples con-

quered by the Turks, had accepted with resignation an
authority that only demanded tributes and respected their

religion and their municipal institutions. Thus men the

most influential among them were seen to take upon
themselves voluntarily the civil administration under the

name of primats or of Khodja-JjacldsJ^ Two classes only

* These primatshave already been spoken of (vol. i. p. 128). Here is what
they were at the epoch of the Greek revolution :

" Become intermediaries

between the Government and the rayahs, the primats necessarily acquired

power in their provinces, and too often abused it in a manner shameful to

themselves and grievous to the people. With very few exceptions, the

Khodja-bachis, during the whole course of the revolution, showed themselves

as vile as might be expected from the system under which they had lived.

Rendered effeminate by a life passed amidst the adulations of their followers,

rampant under the Turks, who, unable to cope with their finesse and skill,
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escaped from the Mussulman domination, the mountaineers,

who, sheltered in the gorges of Pindus and Parnassus,

could not be subdued, and became, like those of Servia

and Macedonia, brigands under the name of Mej)is or

paliJiars ; the islanders and the inhabitants of the maritime

towns, who applied their quick intelligence to commerce,

and became the natural intermediaries of the Ottomans
with the Westerns. That second class of the population

rapidly lost the esprit of locality or tribe ; being better

instructed, it nourished itself with recollections of an-

tiquity ; in fine, it conceived the idea of the resurrection

of the Greek fatherland : it is from that source the eman-

cipators have sprung, and if the palikars came from the

mountains, it was in the islands and upon the coasts that

the hetaria had its birth.

The French expedition to Egypt, as insensate as it was

brilhant, had had the result of ruining entirely tlieir com-

mercial establishments in the Levant : the Greeks became
the inheritors of them. Profiting by the great struggle

between France and England, wliich gave up the Medi-

terranean to them, under cover of the Turkisli flag, giving

the impulse to their aptitude for seafaring pursuits, they

carried on, especially those of the islands of Hydra and

Psara, a commerce so considerable, that in 1815 they

possessed 000 vessels, whose crews numbered 30,000 men.

The new class of ship-owners and merchants disputed the

influence of the primats ; it sent its children to be educated

abroad ; it founded schools not only in the islands, but in

Asia Minor, and even at Constantinople ; it condensed its

forces, its thoughts, its aspirations, in societies whicli

appeared entirely literary, and which speedily became

looked upon them as necessary evils, liaving just that which was required of

education to deceive the masters and tyrannize over the slaves, living in a

continual terror, although inflated with a vain puerility, they were instru-

ments ready made for oppression, and ordinarily shared the prey. The views

of the high clergy nearly coincided with those of the primats, considering

that they had always acted in concert, and that the latter, in the matter of

dignity, yielded precedence to the clergy. The design of one and the other,

in fomenting insurrection, after having rid tlicmselves of the Turks, was
to monopolize all power to their own profit and to constitute an oligarchy."

- -Gordon, " History- of the Greek Revolution."

]. 2
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political. The most important was the hetceria (eraipeia,

association), founded by three obscure Greeks, a society

the object of which seemed to be the propagation of

Christian instruction and religious publications among the

populations of Greece ; its treasury was at Munich, but

its head was at St. Petersburg, and its centre at Constan-

tinople ; its emissaries were spread throughout every

province. The founders affirmed that the Emperor of

Eussia was the supreme chief of it ; and that it had the

immediate support of Capo d'lstria, Minister of the Czar.

As early as 1817, almost all the Klepts of Pindus, the

Mainotes of the Morea, the primats of the interior and the

coasts, the merchants and the sailors of the Archipelago,

were affiliated to the hetaeria. It was then that Czerni-

Georges quitted Kiev, where he was living in retirement,

and directed his steps secretly towards Servia ; his object

was to procure the revolt of that country, and, v/hilst the

attention and forces of Turkey should be drawn to that

side, the whole of Greece should rise and give a hand to

the hetaerists of Wallachia ; the Turks would be driven

back into Asia, and the cross replaced upon the dome of

St. Sophia. But upon his arrival on Servian territory,

Czerni-Georges was assassinated by the emissaries of

JVlilosch ; his head v/as sent to Constantinople, and

Milosch, in recompense, was acknowledged prince or Kncs
superior of Servia. Russia hastened to disavow the

projects of Czerni-Georges, and the hetaeria still continued

secretly its intrigues during three years.

In 18:20, at the epoch when almost the whole of Europe

was seething with revolutionary ideas, when a fever for

liberty agitated all minds, the hetserist propaganda

assumed the gravest proportions, and tended almost

overtly to the emancipation of Greece. Tlie war of the

Porte against Ali Pacha precipitated its movement.

Great preparations liad been made by the Divan to over-

come the rebel. A fleet commanded by the Capudan-Pacha

went to the attack and seizure of Parga, then Prevesa,

wliilst an army of 20,000 men traversed Greece and
Kpirus, and after ravaging them went to besiege Janina.
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In that great danger, Ali, who long had had relations with

tlie hetseria, summoned the Klepts, even the Suliotes to

his defence, and thus presented himself as the patron of

the liberty of the Greeks. In order to excite them to

take up arms, he put into circulation a genuine or suppo-

sititious letter of Halet Effendi, favourite of the Sultan, in

which was revealed a project to exterminate all tlie Chris-

tians. The latter hesitated between the cause of the

Turks and that of the Pacha : they had even at first

offered their services to the Seraskier of the Ottoman
army ; but the harshness with which they were received,

and the publication of Halet Effendi's letter, decided

them to revolt. The Suliotes, commanded by the heroic

Botzaris, retired within their mountains and formed the

nucleus of a formidable league of all the armatolis against

the Turks. For the hetairia, the Pacha of Janina was the

means of revolt ; for the Pacha, the heta^ria was the

means of resistance ; they only understood one another

in the common object of destroying the authority of the

Sultan.* The emissaries of Ali and of the heta^ria

traversed the whole of Greece and summoned her to arms :

the moment seemed to them come to entangle the Otto-

man power in a series of insurrections, from the Maina
to Moldavia.

Some Turkish troops, who marched from the Morea
upon Janina, having outraged the inhabitants of Patras

(February 12, 1821), the town revolted, and the insurrec-

tion gained over Gastouni, Kalavryta, &c. The Kaimacan
of Tripolitza enjoined all the bishops and primates of the

Morea to come in to him, with the intention of putting

them to death. The archbishop of Patras, Germanos,
arrived at Kalavryta, declared that he would go no
further, that the times were fulfilled, that the reign of the

cross had commenced (March, 1821). Fifteen hundred
Greeks ranged themselves under the sacred standard ; the

Turks were driven out on all sides and sought refuge in

Lepanto. The citadel of Patras bombarded the town,
reducing it very soon to a mere heap of ruins ; it was

* " L'Orieut" (1718-1846), par M. de Mallicrbc, torn. ii. p. 504.
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besieged by 10,000 Greeks, commanded by Germanos, and
that prelate made an appeal by a letter addressed to the

Christian consuls. " The Hellenes," said he, " delivered

up to the increasing oppression of the Turks, who have

sworn to annihilate them, have unanimously taken the

resolution to throw off the yoke or perish. We have

risen in arms to avenge our injuries and uphold our

rights. We are persuaded that the Christian Powers will

recognize the justice of our cause and will lend us aid

and succour, when they recall to mind how largely our

ancestors have been useful to humanity." Yousouf,

Pacba of Seres, hurriedly put to flight those undisciplined

bands, and massacred all the population ; 3,000 Greeks

were saved by the French consul, Pouqueville, the historian

of that horrible war. In spite of that catastrophe, the

Maina, Arcadia, and Messenia followed the movement

;

Boeotia rose ; its inhabitants took Livadia and therein

massacred 2,000 Turks; Odysseus raised the Dorida;

Dikaios, the Megara ; Procopius, the Elide, &c.

The insurrection, however, had begun in the North.

The Hetairia had then at its head Alexander Ypsilanti,

son of the late hospodar of Wallachia, aide-de-camp of

the Emperor of Pussia, who had devoted the whole of his

fortune to tlie work of Greek emancipation. He had, it

was asserted, the assent of the Czar, who, consulted upon
the opportunity of the insurrection, is said to have

rej^lied :
" If Greece entire rises, my Cossacks shall march

to second her." Ypsilanti then repaired to Jassy (March 5,

1821), and there posted up the following proclamation:
" Hellenes, the hour has struck; it is time to shake off the

yoke and to avenge our religion and our country. On all

sides our brothers and friends are ready to second us : the

Serbs, the Suliotes, all Epirus, are in arms and summon
us. Forward ! Hellenes, forward ! and we shall see a

formidable Power protect our rights,"

On this appeal, Michael Soutzo, hospodar of Moldavia,

resigned his authority into the hands of the chief of the

Hetieria, and enrolled himself under the banner of

independence with a troop of young men belonging to
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the first families. Ypsilanti left to him the direction of

the movement, passed into Wallachia, there formed the

sacred hattalion, and entered Bucharest ; but he really

only found there support among the educated youth and
in the populace : the Roumanians had difficulty in

recognizing- their cause in a rising made in the name of

Hellas. Some days after the departure of Ypsilanti, the

Russian consul protested, by the order of his Government,
against the enterprise, and declared " that it was the effect

of the exaltation which characterized the epoch, as well as

of the inexperience and thoughtlessness of a young man."
Two days after, Michael Soutzo was driven out of Jassy
by the Moldavian boyards. Shortly after, an ukase of the

Czar deprived Ypsilanti of his rank, and the Russian
Minister at Constantinople promised the Sultan the

neutrality and friendship of his master. Austria declared

emphatically that she disapproved of the insurrection.

6. Execution of the Greek Patriarch.—Insurrection of the

Isles.—Progress of the Insurrection.

At the news of the rising of the Morea, however, the

Divan had assembled, and it had ordered the disarmament
of all the Greeks, and the extermination of all those who
would not submit. That decree aroused the fanaticism

and the ferocity of the Ottomans. The Greek families of

Constantinople took flight ; but the greater number fell

tinder the blows of the Janissaries ; the churches were
pillaged, the rayahs everywhere pursued ; the patriarch

Gregory, accused of plotting with the insurrection, was
arrested with his synod, and, on Easter Day (April 22,

1821), hanged at the door of his palace. Three arch-

bishops, eighty bishops, exarchs and archimandrites

shared the same fate. The corpse of the patriarch was
mutilated by the Jews, dragged through a sewer, and
flung into the Bosphorus. The Turks pretended that

that massacre was made in reprisal of the atrocities

committed by the insurgents upon a Turkish ship which
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was canying the mollali of Mecca witli his harem. But
the slaughter did not stop there, and, in Thrace, Mace-
donia, Thessaly, the peaceable and defenceless Greeks
were pillaged or slain, the churches destro3^ed and the

women and children dragged into slavery.

The tidings of the patriarch's martyrdom helped to

raise all Greece. Hydra and Psara adhered to the insurec-

tion with an heroic devotion. " For these thirty years,"

said Lazare Condorioutis, " I have laboured to amass
treasures. I offer them to my country, and I shall

esteem myself happy if they should be instrumental to

the independence of Greece. I think that my example
will be followed by all the rich men of Hydra and the

isles that are allied with us ; but, if they draw back
before the sacrifice of money, do not lose courage, my
brothers ; I am in a position to supply by myself the

expenses of the navy." Hydra, in fact, gave five millions

towards the cost of the war ; Psara and Spezia contributed

as much to it ; the cross was displayed upon every Greek
vessel ; Tombazis, named navarc/i, raised all the islands,

except Chio ; he chased hotly the Turkish ships, and
avenged by horrible reprisals the cruelties of the Mussul-

mans.
Ypsilanti, however, finding himself abandoned by

Pussia, had lost courage, and had retired near Pimnik
;

but Athanasius d'Agrapha, with 500 men, made head
against .20,000 Turks who passed the Danube at Galatz,

and in a last heroic combat on the Pruth, he perished

v.dth all his followers. Ypsilanti was attacked in his turn

near the convent of Dragochan ; he was defeated. The
sacred battalion, 1,200 strong, fell to a man; the

remainder of the insurgents fled ; Ypsilanti sought a

refuge upon Austrian territory and was shut up in the

citadel of Munkacz (June, 1S21).

It was to Austria that the disastrous termination of

the rising was due : when Ypsilanti saw himself master

of Jassy, he had written a letter full of enthusiasm and
liope to Alexander, who was then at the Congress of Lay-
bach. M. de Metternich placed under the eyes of the
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Czar the correspondence, true or false, of tlie cliief of the

Hetoeria with the French liberals, with the constitutional

Spaniards and the Neapolitan carbonari; he obtained a

disavowal, and the Greek insurrection found itself

abandoned to its own strength.

That insurrection continued to make progress in the

South. The Turks of the Morea, leaving the open
country to the insurgents, took refuge in the fortresses,

which were all besieged. Kourschid Pacha, who blockaded

Ali in Janina, directed an Albanian corps against

Tripolitza : it was beaten and put to the rout. Demetrius
Ypsilanti, brother of Alexander, arrived in the Morea

;

he was welcomed with enthusiasm and proclaimed chief of

the insurrection. Arcadia and Navarino were taken : the

victors avenged the massacre of Constantinople by the

massacre of the Mussulmans. From thence, Demetrius
marched upon Tripolitza, which had a garrison of 10,000
men ; some Frenchmen, who had hastened to the defence

of Greece, directed the siege operations. Bairam Pacha,

with an army of 12,000 men, endeavoured to penetrate

into the Morea in order to deliver Tripolitza : he w^as

defeated, and his army destroyed by the bands of Gouras
and Odysseus. The town, despairing of being succoured,

asked to treat ; but a treason delivered it up to the Greeks,

who burnt it and massacred the inhabitants ; the primate

and the chiefs of the army dishonouring themselves by
taking part in the pillage.

Discord, however, paralyzed the insurrection ; the insur-

gents of continental Greece, of the Morea and the isles,

were enemies of one another and refused to concert their

efforts; each band wished to act apart, and only sought

for pillage and vengeance ; the isles alone and the mari-

time towns sincerely desired the re-establishment of their

country and demanded the formation of a central power.

At length, a meeting of envoys and military chiefs took

place at Epidaurus, and, thanks to the efforts of the

Hetserists, succeeded in constituting a Government,
which was composed of a legislative body, presided over

by Demetrius Ypsilanti, of an executive council, presided
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over by Mav^'ocordato, with Negris and Coletti for Minis-

ters (13tli Jan. is 22). That division of powers did not

put an end to the pretensions of parties.

7. Death of AH Pacha.— Massacre of Scio.—Dlssensio?is

amo7ig the Greeks.

At this time, Ali Pacha, who kept in check in Janina

the best troops of the Porte, perished by treason ; sum-
moned to a conference, he was poniarded by his enemies,

who sent his head to Constantinople (5th Feb. 1822).

Then the Divan, sustained, besides, by Austria and Eng-
land, who regarded the Hellenes only as rebels, was
enabled to direct all its forces against them. The insur-

gents of continental Greece sent Botzaris, the SouHote
hero, to demand aid from those of the Morea : the Pelo-

ponnesians responded to that appeal, but they under-

went in their turn several defeats ; Mavrocordato was
beaten at Peta ; Drem Ali, at the head of 35,000 men,
penetrated into the Megaride, and occupied the Acro-

Corinth, abandoned by its garrison. The Greek Govern-
ment sought refuge in aHydriot schooner; the inhabitants

of the Argolide fled to the mountains. Ypsilanti revived

the courage of his followers and withdrew into Argos.

Drem Ali went to besiege him there, but was repulsed,

and regained the Acro-Corinth, there to await Kourschid
Pacha ; each step of his retreat was marked by a combat,

and he died in consequence of his wounds. Of his army,

a portion embarked ; another portion attempted to gain

Patras, by going along the coast, but 1,800 men only

reached there. Kourschid Pacha, who went to the succour

of Drem Ali, was completely defeated by Odysseus in the

defile of Davi, and in despair from his defeat committed
suicide.

Scio liad refused to take part with Greece : it was
terribly punished for its neutrality, which the Turks
refused to recognize : 10,000 Asiatics landed on its shores,

pillaged, burnt its towns and villages, massacred its male
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population and carried away the women into slavery. Of
one hundred thousand inhabitants, there remained nine

hundred ! A cry of horror arose throughout Europe at

the news of these barbarities. The Greeks exacted for them
a startling vengeance : Canaris of Psara, and Pepinos of

Hydra steered two fire ships into the midst of the Turkish
fleet, moored between Scio and the coast of Tchesme ; the

admiral's ship was burnt, 3,000 Turks perished, and
amongst the dead was found the Capudan-Pacha. The
fleet sought refuge in the Dardanelles, and after having
repaired its losses, it set sail to revictual Nauplia, which
had stood a twelve months' siege ; but it was forced, by
the navarch Miaulis, to take shelter behind Tenedos.
There, Canaris and Kyriokos came again to burn it (Nov.

1822); a tempest increased the disaster, and the Turks
lost one half of their ships. Nauplia surrendered and
became the principal /;/«c^ cCamies of the Hellenes.

The success of the insurrection continued. Missolonghi,

long besieged, and which had undergone several assaults,

was delivered. An array of 20,000 Turks who had cleared

the Thermopylse, v^^as repulsed in Thessaly ; another was
defeated at Karpenitza with a loss of 2,000 men; but the
Ottoman fleet ravaged Psara and massacred its population;

500 heads and 2,000 ears were sent to Constantinoj)le.

The Grreek fleet avenged those victims by massacring the

garrison left in the island (1824). The Greeks too often

sullied their victories by cruelties ; but those cruelties

were only feeble reprisals for the barbarities committed
by the Turks at Smyrna, Cyprus, in Syria, everywhere
where there were Christians. All the atrocities which
dishonour Ottoman history were renewed in this the nine-

teenth century, in the face of civilized Euro^^e, immoveable,
but shuddering.

The insurgents, however, did not cease to ask for aid

from their Christian brothers, in the name of the cross

which they bore upon their banners, in the name of the

light which their ancestors had shed upon the human
race. A Congress liaving met at Verona, they sent

deputies thither. The Sovereigns of Europe, who had
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assembled in order to stifle the insurrections of Italy and

Spain, refused to listen to them, and they even invited

Mahmoud to send a representative to the Congress.
" They treat us as revolutionists," wrote one of the

deputies, " although we fight only to free ourselves from

the horrible yoke of our tyrants, without busying our-

selves with what is passing among other nations. If we
were revolutionists, should we take the step of addressing

ourselves to crowned heads to ask for a chief from among
them ?

"

But if the Sovereigns were hostile to the cause of the

Grreeks, their subjects declared themselves vividly in their

favour : in France, in Germany, in England, societies of

Philhellenes were formed, who opened subscriptions,

and sent to the Greeks money, arms, munitions ; defenders

hastened to their assistance, and amongst them were

reckoned Lord Byron, Colonel Fabvier, Count Bosa, &c.

But the Greeks lost the fruit of their victories by their

intestine strug-o-les. The Senate had named Condouriotis

chief of the executive power ; the latter was compelled

to wage three combats with the Peloponnesian party to

make his authority recognized, and he only installed the

Senate at Nauplia by force.

8. Intervention of the troops of the Pacha of E(jypt.—
Capture of Missolonghi.

The Turks, however, were tired and terrified with this

struggle in which their armies had been swallowed up
during three years without any result. The body of the

Ulema made the voice of humanity heard; the Mufti
liimself attributed the misfortunes of the Ottomans " to

the divine justice, which punished the excesses committed
by the Mussulmans upon the unarmed rayah s, women and
children." Mahmoud strove in vain to make levies in the
Asian provinces : they no longer responded to his appeal

;

he decided to demand assistance from the Pacha of Egypt,
w^ho, more fortunate than he, had not for an army bands
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of ferocious and undisciplined pillagers, but troops formed
by the tactics and arms of Europe. A firman (lOth Jan.

18.24) was addressed to him on that subject, at the same
time that a hatti-sherif gave him the pachalics of the

Morea and Candia. Mehemet responded with eagerness

to the order of his master, and his son Ibrahim set out

with an army of 15,000 men, embarked in Austrian and
Maltese transport vessels, and a fleet of sixty-three men
of war. He directed this force at first upon Candia,

which the Greeks did not attempt to succour ; the island

was easily conquered. The Egyptian fleet having made
its junction with the Turkish fleet, a disposition to invade

the Morea was determined upon, but it was attacked in

the roadstead of Halycarnassus by the Greek fleet, de-

feated, harassed, pursued in every place where it sought
refuge, and finally forced to return to Alexandria, whither

Miaul is followed it until in sight of the harbour.

The armament of the Pacha of Egypt had suspended
the intestine struggles of the Greeks ; but scarcely were

the victories of the fleet known than the dissensions re-

commenced, A battle fought between the two j)i^ii'ties,

under the walls of Corinth, left the power to Condouriotis,

whom Gouras, Coletti and all the chiefs of continental

Greece seconded ; the defeated were put to flight, exiled

and despoiled of their property.

Ibrahim profited by these deplorable troubles ; he landed

at Modon with 12,000 regular troops, defeated the Greeks

who hastened to engage him, took Navarino (18th May,
1825), Tripolitza and all the places of the interior ; he
failed only before Nauplia, which Ypsilanti skilfully

succeeded in saving. The Greeks were put to the rout

by the manoeuvres of their adversary and the solidity of

his troops ; they despaired of their cause and thought of

giving themselves up to England. Three important places

alone remained to them : the citadel of Athens, Nauplia
and Missolonghi.

Whilst Ibrahim was conquering the INlorea, Eeschid

Pacha, assisted by Austrian engineers, went to lay siege

to Missolonghi ; he multiplied the assaults and exhausted
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his forces before that place, which the Greeks incessantly

revictualled by sea; then he summoned Ibrahim to his

aid. The latter embarked at Patras with 10,000 men and

an immense material ; he attempted at first to carry the

city by a couj^ de main ; repulsed with loss, he isolated it by
seizing upon all the points which commanded the road-

stead and thus cut it off from all succour from without.

The besieged, reduced to the last extremities, after an

heroic defence which was the admiration of all Europe,

decided to abandon the town ; but, in their retreat, they

were surrounded by Ibrahim and resisted during four

hours in an unequal struggle. One thousand eight

hundred only succeeded in escaping ; all the rest perished ;

in the town, amongst the ruins, 800 to 900 women and
children were found : that was all that remained of the

15,000 inhabitants of Missolonghi. Ibrahim returned to

the Morea. Eeschid went to lay siege to the citadel of

Athens.

9. Discussions of the Porte with Hussia.

The cause of the Greeks appeared lost : the second Con-
gress of Epidaurus nominated a commission charged to

negotiate with the Porte by the intermediacy of the
English ambassador ; he required that the Morea should

be constituted a tributary State. Ypsilanti and the depu-

ties of continental Greece were opposed to that resolu-

tion : a separation took place, and the Peloponnesians
assembled at Hermione. The English admiral Cochrane,

to whom the Congress of Epidaurus had given the

supreme command of the land and sea forces, succeeded

in reconciling the two parties, and a general assembly was
convoked at Tra^zene. That assembly nominated as pre-

sident of the republic the Count Capo d'Istria, and,

whilst awaiting his arrival, confided the power to a com-
mission presided over by Mavromichali.

Admiral Cochrane, who desired to justify his election,

attempted to relieve the citadel of Athens and suffered a
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complete defeat, as the sequel of wliicli tlie besieged capitu-

lated (June, 1827). The Sultan believed his triumph
complete, when the ambassadors of England, France and
Eussia signified the treaty concluded between those three

Powers the Gth July, 1827. It will be seen how the

Cabinet of St. Petersburg had brought over those of

London and Paris to that unforeseen arrangement, which
has had so much influence over the destinies of Turkey.

The Hetceria, as has been seen, was developed in some
sort under the shadow of Pussian power : it was the name
of Alexander that the brothers Ypsilanti invoked, and
Capo d'Tstria, Minister of that prince, knew evidently the

political object of the Society. All the past of Russia

spoke plainly enough as to what were its tendencies, and
it could not be doubted that, without the species of sacred

character with which Alexander believed himself invested

since the formation of the Holy Alliance, he might not
have profited by so fair an opportunity offered to him of

seizing upon Constantinople, that veritable Pome of the
Greek religion.* M. de Metternich well understood it,

and, when at Laybach he painted to him who was called

the White Angel of Europe and of the World the social

edifice threatened by that raising of bucklers, Alexander
declared that his army should not cross the Pruth, and
that he would maintain purely and simply the treaties

existent between Piissia and Turkey. But the Divan,
not believing in the disinterestedness of its neighbour, sub-

jected to a visit every ship which passed through the

Dardanelles. The Russian ambassador, Strogonoff', pro-

* Alexander said, at tlie Congress of Vcrotia, to Chateaubriand: "We
can no longer have here English, French, Russian, Prussian, Austrian policy :

there is only now a general policy which ought, for the safety of all, to be
admitted in common by peoples and kings. It is for nic to show myself the
first convinced of the principles on which I have founded the Holy Alliance.

An occasion has presented itself in the rising of Greece. Nothing doubtless
appears to be more to my interests, to those of my people, in the opinion of
my country than a religious war against Turkey ; but I have thought that
I discerned in the troubles of the Peloponnesus the i-evolutionary symbol

;

from that moment I abstained. . . . Providence has not placed 800,000
soldiers under my orders merely to satisfy my ambition, but to protect
religion, morality, and justice, and to cause those princii^les of order upon
which human society rests to reign."
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tested in the name of liis sovereign against that measure ;

the reis-effendi, on his part, recriminated against the Czar,

who violated treaties in giving asylum to the rebel subjects

of the Sultan.

Meanwhile Donesi, banker of the embassy, was arrested

and thrown into the Seven Towers, accused of having

furnished funds to the insurgents : Strogonoff protested

against that violation of the right of nations, demanded
his passports, and returned to Russia. " If the Turkish

Government," he wrote, " testified, against all expectation,

that it is in consequence of a plan freely resolved that it

takes such measures, it would only remain to the Emperor
to declare from the present time to the Sublime Porte

that it places itself in a state of open hostility to the

Christian world : that it legitimates the defence of the

Greeks, who, henceforward, would fight solely to escape

from an inevitable ruin ; and, looking to the character of

that struggle, Eussia would find herself under the strict

obligation to ofier them asylum, because they w^ould be

persecuted ;
protection, because they would have a right

to it ; assistance in all Christianity, because she could not

consent to deliver up her brothers in religion to the

mercies of a blind fanaticism." War seemed imminent,

when Alexander remitted to Europe the solution of the

question, by a note made public, in which he said :
" If

the European Cabinets in their wisdom find efficacious

means to obtain from the Ottoman Porte of placing the

Christians of Turkey under protection from a repetition of

the violent scenes of which they have been victims, his

Imperial Majesty would beg them to consider incessantly

the proper means of attaining the desired end, and thus of

dispensing to obtain by force of arms the accomplishment

of the conditions which the power of his crown, the main-

tenance of treaties, the protection of the Christian religion

and humanity have made it his duty to exact from the

Porte."

Mahmoud, however, refused to treat with Russia before

the revolt of Greece was repressed ; England, uneasy

and desirous of preventing a rupture, obtained from her
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the promise of an amnesty; but the recrimhiations between

Eussia and Turkey continued, without diplomacy being-

able to bring about an accord. At length, in 18.24,

Alexander sent to Constantinople a cliarrjii cVajJairs, who
made the following propositions : Greece should be divided

into three principalities subjected to the same conditions

as Wallachia and Moldavia : Thessaly, Bceotia, and Attica

should tbrm the first; the ancient Venetian littoral, Epirus

and Acarnania, the second ; the Morea and Candia, the

third ; the allied powers should be declared protectresses.

Turkey expressed her discontent, especially when she saw

the other powers accept the discussion of such a plan ; as

for the Greeks, they declared, by the organ of one of their

ministers, tliat they would prefer a glorious death to the

shameful fate that was being prepared for them.

10. Convention of Ackerman.—Treaty of (Sth Jiilij, 1827.

The negotiations continued without result until the

death of Alexander (1st December, 1825). Nicholas I.,

who succeeded him, as early as the 17th March, 1^^2(), made
this declaration :

" Russia asks nothing better than to

renounce the exclusive direction of the affairs of Greece

and the prospect of the protectorate which would result to

her from it ; but it cannot be thus with her direct differ-

ences with the Porte. The Emperor Nicholas will never

undertake to treat as an Euroi)ean question an affair

between him and that power, and afiecting the faith of

treaties and the honour of his crown."

In fact, on the 7th of the following October, Russia,

supported by England, who was desirous at any price to

avert a collision, imposed upon Turkey the Convention of

Ackerman, by which the Treaty of Bucharest was con-

firmed and the navigation of the Black Sea opened to

Russia. A separate article stipulated, in the interest of

Wallachia and Moldavia, that their hospodars should be

nominated by the Boyards, cimfirmed by the l\)rte and
VOL. ir. M
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invested with the power for seven years, without it being

possible to dismiss them save with the consent of Russia.

Anotlier separate article gave independence to Servia by
stipulating for her freedom of worship, choice of her

chiefs, liberty of administration and commerce, interdic-

tion to every Mussulman to establish himself in the

])rovince, &c. ; tlie strongholds alone were left to the

Turks.

The Greek question, however, remained to be deter-

mined. England sent to St. Petersburg the great soldier

and statesman, the Duke of Wellington, who succeeded in

signing (4tli April, 1826) a protocol in which it was stipu-

lated that the two Cabinets should unite their efforts with

the object of reconciling the Grreeks with the Porte, and
of putting an end to the struggle of which the Archipelago

was the theatre ; Grreece would remain a dependence of

the Ottoman Empire, and should pay an annual tribute.

That protocol was communicated to the Cabinets of Paris,

Vienna, and Berlin, which showed themselves at first

offended at the secrecy that had been kept towards them ;

but they ended by signing it. On the 5th February, 18:27,

Mr. Stratford Canning offered to the Porte the mediation

of the signatory Powers of the Protocol ; but the reis-

effendi replied that " His Highness would never admit of

intervention between it and its rayahs, and that in future

it would no longer reply to proi)ositions of that kind
"

(10th June). The capture of the citadel of Athens was
the result of that answer. England was highly irritated

at it, and engaged France and Russia to protest against

the obstinacy of the Sultan ; Austria and Prussia refused

to take part in that protest. Finally, on the Gth July,

1827, England, France, and Russia signed a treaty in

which they stipulated the offer of their mediation for an
immediate armistice between the contending parties, and
for the conclusion of an arrangement based upon the civil

scparalion between the two populations. The Porte

should remain suzerain, and Greece should pay an annual
ground-rent ; an ulterior convention should fix the delimi-

tation of tlie two countries. A secret article gave a montli
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to the Porte and to Greece to accept those conditions, and,

after that term, the powers would consult.

Up to that juncture, however skilful, fortunate, and far-

extending might have been the intrigues of Russia, that

power nevertheless only acted in its individual character,

and had constantly to forewarn itself against the chances
which from one moment to another might cause all its

plans toTail, viz. : the union of France and England against

her, or, which was still more to be feared, the drawing
nearer of England and Turkey. By the treaty of the

6th July, Russia saw herself delivered from those dangers
;

Turkey was deprived of all possible succour on the part of

the European Powers ; Europe was placed in opposition, so

to speak, with Turkey, and Christianity with Islamism
;

finally, moral influence, and, in the sequel, the arms of

England and France were placed at the disposition of

Russia.

The Porte suflered the fixed delay to elapse; the ambas-
sadors of the three powers addressed to it a collective note
in which they renewed their propositions and their

menaces ; but it replied that it directed reference to its

note of the 1 0th June and had nothing to add to it. The
Christian merchants were warned to prepare themselves
for departure, and the Admiral of the allied fleets had the

order to prevent all movement of the Turkish and
Egyptian fleets and armies.

1 1 . Baltle ofNavariiio.—Declaration of War against Ihissia.

Ibrahim received communication of the treaty of the
6th July and notification to cease hostilities ; he consented
to wait for fresh orders from his father and from the Sul-

tan, which was equivalent in fact to a suspension of arms
for forty days. But two divisions of the Turco-Egyptian
fleet having sailed from Navarino, the news that Ibrahim
had began to march with his land troops brought tlie allied

fleets, under the command of Sir Edward Codrington,
before the harbour of Navjirino, into which they soon pene-

M 2
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trated without resistance ; on both sides, it was decided

not to fi<;'ht ; but a shot sent Ironi a Turkish fire-ship

killed an English envoy ; this was the signal for an unex-

pected engagement, it lasted for five hours, after which
sixty-two vessels of the Turco-Egyptian fleet had been
destroyed (20th October, 1827).

The tidings of this disaster only reached Constantinople

on the 2nd November; the rcis-effendi immediately demand-
ed of the three ambassadors of the allied Powers whether
the Porte ought to consider itself as being in a state of war
with them. The ambassadors threw upon Ibrahim the

blame of the conflict. Then the reis-effendi communicated
to them the following propositions : 1. The allies should

desist from all intervention in the affairs of Greece ; 2. The
Porte shall receive an indemnity for the ships of war
destroyed at Navarino, with excuses for the outrage which
has been committed, &c. In consequence of this commu-
nication, the relations with the three Powers were broken
off, and the ambassadors embarked (Sth December).

Some days afterwards (18th December) appeared a

hatti-sherif which attributed the Greek insurrection " to

the hatred of Russia, for half a century the constant enemy
of the Porte ;

" it declared " that to accede to the proposi-

tions of the Powers, would be to encourage rebellion of the

rayahs and deliver up religion and the empire to the

infidels, who have no other object than to annihilate

Islamism and tread under foot the Mussulman nation
;

the concessions made so far by the Porte have only taken

place in order to gain time ; henceforward, to fight is the

duty of all true believers and the war is a national and
religious war."

Moreover, a confidential communication was addressed

by the Divan to all the pachas and ayans of the principal

towns: "The other wars," said the document, ''had only

for object the rending away of a few provinces ; but this

latter is destined to work the complete destruction of the

Ottoman Empire, to reduce the Osmanli to the condition

of rayahs, and to change all the mosques into churches.

jLet all faithful Mussulmans, rich or poor, not lose sight,
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in the new struggle, that it is a sacred duty for them to

fight. Let us sacrifice willingly in that holy war our

persons and properties. The disciples of the Prophet

have no other means of obtaining their salvation in this

world and in the other."

Russia responded by this manifesto (26th April, 18.2s);

" Sixteen years have elapsed since the peace of Bucharest,

and sixteen years have seen the Porte infringe the stipu-

lations which she had just concluded .... An amnesty
had been promised tlie Servians : it was replaced by an
invasion and dreadful ravages. Immunities were guaran-

teed to ]\Ioldavia and Wallachia : a system of spoliation

achieved the ruin of those unfortunate provinces. The
incursions of tribes who dwell u])on the left bank of the

Kouban ought to have been repressed by the care of the

Porte, but they were openly encouraged . . . The vessels

upon which the Russian flag floated were detained in the

Bosphorus, and all the stipulations of the commercial

treaty of 1783 openly violated ... A general rising of the

Morea, and the irruption into Moldavia of a chief of the

party, served to awaken in the Turkish government
and nation all the transports of a blind hatred against

the Christians, its tributaries, without distinction between
the innocent and the guilty . . . Notwithstanding the

engagements of the convention of Ackerman, the Porte

has driven from its states all the Russian subjects; it has

closed the Bosphorus to all Russian ships in the ports of

the Black Sea . . . Placed from that time in a position in

which its honour and interests in sufferance no longer per-

mits it to remain, Russia declares war against the Ottoman
Porte . .

."

That declaration was precipitated by the hope that

Russia had of surprising Turkey whilst without an army

;

in fact, at that moment, the Janissaries no longer existed.

It is necessary to revert to that event, which was not

without influence upon the results of the war, and by
which Mahmoud sought to regenerate the Ottoman
empire.
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12. Bestruciion of the Janissaries.

It lias been said that this prince, the pupil of Selim III.,

had promised himself to follow up the work of his cousin,

and, above all, to rid the empire of the insolence of the

Janissaries—" Those fiery coursers, boundinj^- at liberty

in the pastures of disorder," says a Turkish historian,

" considering- themselves as kings of the country, kept up
the fire beneath the cauldron of insubordination and filed

asunder the collar of obedience."* The ministers of

Mahmoud were animated with the same conviction, and

they had found in the Koran the justification for reforms.
" War is the finest of all games . . . combat the enemy with,

his own weapons." Those words of the Prophet applied,

they said, to the instruction of troops and to the necessity

of borrowing from the infidels their means of fighting.

Moreover, opinion was entirely hostile to a corps whose

behaviour before the enemy rendered it the object of the

jeers of the other troops. " These are old women who
chatter of their bygone beauty and are good for nothing,"

said a pacha. Plunderers and thieves, given up to de-

bauchery, to drunkenness, they no longer respected the

ulemas, who, alone, had excused up to the present time

their numerous revolts by proclaiming them the cherished

sons of the Prophet.

In 1826, at the moment when the victories of Ibrahim,

placed in contrast with preceding defeats, demonstrated

the superiority of European discipline and tactics, Mah-
moud determined upon action ; he held to that effect, with

his ministers and some few pachas, conferences at which

it was decided tliat there should be drawn from the odjak

even of the Janissaries the men who, under the name of

akiiidjis or active soldiers, should be trained after the

European manner. The principal chiefs were won over,

who all engaged to support the formation of the new
corps. The ulemas consulted gave favourable counsel,

and a great assembly, composed of all the high function-

* Esaad-Effendi, " Hist, of the Djstruction of the Jaaissaries."
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aries of the empire, was held at the abode of the Mufti

;

there, the Grand Vizier, Mohammed Selim, expUiined the

plan of reform. " The shame of our defeats," said he,

" the loss of considerable sums and of an immense material,

have plunf^ed the heart of the nation into grief and
regret. What a spectacle the Greeks, those insurgent

rayahs, those feeble reeds that the impetuous torrent of

Mahometan courage ought to have overthrown in an

instant, gives us to-day by resisting with success and in

arresting our efforts, without our being able, up to this

time, to extinguish the fire of their rebellion ! . . . The
rolls of the Janissaries are over-burthened with the names
of men in the pay of the State ; but for warlike men they

may be searched, but none of such found thereon. The
officers set out upon a campaign at the head of a motley

mob of people of every description, who are strangers to

the profession of arms as to all idea of subordination or

military instruction. Spies of the enemy are lurking

amongst them." . . . And the Grand Vizier proposed the

following reforms : 1. That tlie corps of Janissaries

should be suppressed. 2. That each of the fifty and one

odas of Constantinople should furnish one hundred and
fifty men fit for service, and who should be instructed and
disciplined after the European manner. 3. That promo-
tion should be regular. 4. That retiring pensions, taken

from the customs, should be paid to the officers and
soldiers who should have merited them, &c. All this was
adopted. The Mufti declared by a fetwa that whosoever
should hold malevolent discourse against tliese reforms,

and should seek to raise troubles, deserved a severe chas-

tisement ; then all the members of the assembly signed

the deliberation. It was carried to the palace of the Aga
of the Janissaries, and read to the officers and soldiers

delegated from the corps, who signed it likewise as en-

gaging to execute it.

The enrolments began immediately, and, on the 12th
June, 182G, four instructors, two of whom had belonged

to the corps of nizam-gcdittes, commenced to teach the

handling of arms and marching to the ofHcers. As in
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Selim's time, tlie new ordinance excited murmurs, com-
plaints, and at length a mutiny. On the 15th June,

during tlie night, the subaltern officers and the men
assembled on the square of the Atmeidan ; they brought

their fleshpots, and leaders were chosen ; then they went
in search of the Aga of the Janissaries, whom they did

not find, but whose house they sacked. At daybreak, the

report was spread that the principal functionaries had
been taken or killed, and immediately all the pillagers and
vagabonds flocked to join the rebels in order to share the

fruit of the victory. The palace of the Grand Vizier and
the house of the agent of the Pacha of Egypt were pil-

laged. The rebels shouted :
" Death to the givers of fet-

was !

" and wishing to win over the populace, they declared

that the smallest theft would be punished with death.

The Grand Vizier having heard of this movement, repaired

to the Seraglio, and sent to apprise Mahmoud, who was
at Beschiktasch, one of his summer residences. At his

order, Hussein, commandant of the castles of the Bos-

phorus, and the other chiefs of troops, promptly brought
up their troops. The IMufti, who hacl hastened to the

rescue, summoned the doctors, the masters and the stu-

dents of the colleges, to the defence of the Sultan.

Speedily tlie Grand Vizier had collected all his forces ;

Mahmoud came up with the Standard of the Prophet and
convoked all the faithful to rally under that banner. In
less than an hour, the j)opulation, led by the imans, sur-

rounded the Sultan, who caused arms and munitions to be

served out to them immediatel3^ 1'hey marched with

repeated shouts of " Allah ! AUah I
" towards the Mosque

of Sultan Achmet, where the Standard of the Prophet was
unfurled ; then head-quarters were established at the
Mosque of Sultan Mahmoud.
The Janissaries, however, had placed, in the adjacent

streets, some outposts, which were promptly driven in

upon the square of the Atmeidan ;. Hussein and the
Grand Vizier, reinforced by a body of troops brought
by the agent of the Pacha of Egypt, surrounded them
upon that place, as well as in their principal barrack. A
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summons to surrender having proved fruitless, a fire was
opened ; the chief gate of the square, which the Janis-

saries had barricaded, was blown in by the first cannon-
shot, the place immediately invaded, the barracks taken
and burnt. On all sides, the rebels dispersed and took
flight ; they were pursued in every direction, and every-

where slain ; a few discharges of grapeshot had sufiiced to

destroy a corps which had made the glory and power of

the Ottoman Empire.

The Sultan returned to the Seraglio amidst the acclam-

ations of the crowd. Then the executions commenced, in

virtue of the summary sentences passed by the Grand
Yizier and Hussein Pacha: the number of victims

was estimated at six hundred. Malimoud thereupon
issued the following hatti-sherif :

" All Mussulmans know
that it is to the powerful influence of the religious spirit

that the Ottoman Monarchy has owed its foundation and
developments, which have successively embraced the East
and the West. The Janissaries, regularly organized, have
rendered great services to the State, and have often

brought victory to our arms. But a bad spirit had
introduced itself among them ; their obedience had
changed to insubordination ; for a century past, they
haA^e often refused to obey the orders of their generals,

and, taking flight, they have given up by their cowardice

and insubordination, our strongholds and provinces to the

enemies of religion. It was indispensable to put an end
to those disorders. . . . Consequently, the Multi, the

Grand Vizier, the ulemas and all the great men of the

Empire, collected together in general assembly, under
the Standard of the Prophet, in the Mosque of Sultan

Achmet, have unanimously decided that the odjak of the

Janissaries should be suppressed, that to replace them,
new troops should be organized, which, trained in dis-

cipline and military instruction, should be able to make
head against the enemy upon the field of battle. The
new troops have been created under the name of the vic-

torious soldiers of Mahomet. The illustrious Vizier Hus-
sein Pacha has been chosen to be their commander-in-
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clilcf, ill taking tlie title of Seraskier-Paclia. . . Any
individual who sliall commit himself by an action or word
contrary to the general resolve, shall be instantly struck

down by the sword." The pachas and governors of pro-

vinces received communication of this hatti-sherif, and
were obliged to replace everywhere the Janissaries by the

troops devoted to the Government.
'^riie institution of the Janissaries was closely connected

with that of the Dervishes, fanatical monks, of barbarous

ignorance, of hideous filthiness, enemies of all progress, of

al] reform, and nevertheless having great influence over

the populace. They strove to foment some disturbances in

favour of their brethren of the army. Malimoud struck

them down with the same blow: on the 10th Jul}^ he

caused their three principal cliiefs to be seized and exe-

cuted, abolished the entire order, had their ickics destroyed

and drove all the members out of Constantinople, with

prohibition to wear their ancient costumes.

In the sequel of these capital measures, the Sultan set

himself to the work of reform, assisted by a commission
which sat under tents pitched in the court of the Seraglio :

" The obstacles which the Janissaries opposed to all ame-
lioration no longer exist," said he. " I desire, hence-

forward, to occupy myself solely with promoting the

welfare of my people, and to reconstruct, upon the basis

of religion, and after the principles of the law, the edifice

Avhieh ought to ensure the happiness and repose of my
subjects." At the end of the year, Malimoud had already

20,000 men drilled in the European manner, and he
desired to have in the year following, 120,000.

The destruction of the Janissaries and the reform which
the military constitution of the Empire was about to

undergo, made Russia fear that that Empire was not less

easily vulnerable, and it cannot be doubted that they may
not have influenced the declaration of war of 1828: the

Czar calculated upon finding Turkey deprived of her old

army, not having yet had the time to form a new one.

These previsions, as will be seen, appeared at first to

realize themselves ; but, before commencing the narrative
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of the war, it is necessary to know what had become of tlis

Grreek insurrection.

13. Expedition of the French Into the 11orea.

A regular government had been created under the pre-

sidency of Count Capo d'Istria, assisted by a senate of

twenty-seven members (31st Jan. 1828). France, Eng-
land and Itussia sent representatives to that Government,
and facilitated its first acts by sending it money. An
intellig'ent distribution of commands restored some desfree

of calm to the country. The Turks, shut up in such

places as Navarino, Modon, Coron and Patras, attempted

no enterprise, and began to suffer from famine, the allied

fleets intercepting all communication, and the ravaged

country no longer offering any resource. At length, a

French corps cVarmee prepared to land in the Morea, in

order to force Ibrahim to evacuate it. In that situation,

that general signed (3rd Aug. 1828) a convention of eva-

cuation, by which he was bound to embark in his own
vessels, give up his prisoners and leave only twelve hundred
men in the places occupied by the Turks.

Scarcely was this convention signed, ere the French
army, commanded by General Maison, appeared in sight

of Navarino, 29th Aug.) and landed at Petalidi. The
Egyptian army began to embark (7th Sept.) ; the place,

which it still held surrendered without resistance to the

French ; there was only Patras that the Turks sought to

defend. The three powers then declared (16th Nov.
1828,) that the expedition to the Morea had only for its

object to cease the ell'usion of blood; that they placed,

until a definitive accord was arrived at, Greece under their

jDrovisional guarantee ; that the Porte was invited to an
amicable understanding with the three Courts. It

was decided, moreover, that Greece should pay to the

Porte a tribute of 1,500,000 piastres, that the government
should be confided to a Christian prince chosen by the

three powers, that indemnities should be paid to the
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Mussulman proprietors expelled from Greek territory, &c.

As a consequence of that declaration, the ambassadors re-

entered Constantinople (1 6th June, 1S.29) ; but the Porte

and Greece both refused to recognize the arrangement of

the three powers, and the insurgents continued their

attacks upon Turkish territory. The victories of Russia,

in 1 828 and 1 829, were about to snatch definitively Greece

from the Ottoman Empire.

14. Campaigns of 1828 and 1829,— Ireatij of Adrianople.

—Indepe7idence of Greece.

The Turkish army commanded by the Seraskier Hussein
Pacha, was not yet reunited, ere the Russians had already

crossed the Pruth, occupied Jassy, and captured the hos-

podar, Jean Stourdza ; on the 13th May, Bucharest fell

into their power : from tliat time the two provinces were
administered for the profit of Russia. General Roth next

advanced upon Silistria, whilst General Voilof attacked

Braila and Ismail, and marched towards the eastern part

of the Jjalkans. The fleet, mistress of the Bhick Sea,

since Turkey no longer had a navy, seconded the move-
ments of the army.

Hussein Pacha forced the Russians to withdraw from
Silistria; but on the 27th June, Braihi, after an honour-
able resistance, capitulated and involved the submission
of Matchin, wdiicli opened the passage of the Danube.
Isaktchi, Toultcha and Kostendje surrendered almost
without a struggle ; Varna was besieged. T]ie Emperor
Nicliolas went to place himself at the head of his troops

and established his head-quarters at Bazardjik ; next he
advanced against Sliumhi, then defended by 45,000 men
under the command of the Seraskier, and occupied Eski
Stamboul, which opened the route to Constantinople. But
Iiis army soon suffered from dearth and sickness ; a sortie of
the Turks compelled General Rudiger to abandon the
position of Eski Stamboul. The siege of Varna however
was vigorously puslied by the Russians, whom the
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Emperor animated by his presence ; in vain the Capuclan-

pacha succeeded in re-victnallinf^ the place ; in vain the

Grand Vizier, with a corps of 20,000 men, attempted to

succour it ; the governor, Yousouf Pacha, surrendered it

(10th Oct.), or, more correctly speaking', sold it to the

Russians. The traitor was condemned to death, but he

retired to Russia, where he lived in opulence.

Meanwhile, in Asia, Prince MentschikofF had taken the

fortress of Anapa, then that of Poti, which gave to the

Russians the western shores of the Black Sea. Paske-

witch, who next took the command, seized upon Kars and
Akhaltzik; he defeated an army of 30,000 men near

Akhaltzik, and carried that place, defended by a numerous
garrison : finally, he did not go into winter quarters until

after conquering Ardaham, Toprakkale and the fortress of

Diadine.

The success of the Russians in that campaign disquieted

Europe, and the Court of Austria solicited the cabinets of

London, Paris and Berlin to join with her in saving

Turkey, and procuring her a peace. The British Grovern-

ment gave a favourable reception to that proposition ; but
that of France had other tendencies. " I desire," said

Charles X., " to remain united with Russia ; if the

Emperor Nicholas attacks Austria, I shall keep myself
within bounds and act according to circumstances ; but, if

Austria attacks him, I shall march immediately against

her." The Czar, apprised of these intentions, determined
to hasten the resumption of hostilities and to march
straight upon Constantinople.

In the campaign of 1829 the Russians, commanded by
Diebitch, advanced against Silistria ; but the Danube
overflowed presented an obstacle to their march, and the

approaches of the place Avere vigorously defended. The
Grand Vizier Reschid Pacha, in order to relieve it, defeated

General Roth and invested Pravadi. On learning this,

Diebitch left the charge of the siege of Silistria to Greneral

Krassofsky, and went to the succour of General Itoth,

with whom he formed a junction. On the 11th June, he
obtained at Kaletschwa a sanguinary victory over Reschid
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Paclia, who re-entered Shumla. The siege of Silistrla

was then pushed on rapidly, and, twenty days afterwards,

the town surrendered unconditionally. Then Diebitch,

havini^ his rear secured, left a sufficient corps before

Shumla to restrain the Turks, turned that formidable posi-

tion, passed the Kamtchik, then the defile of Nadir

Derbend, in the Eastern Balkan, and reached as far as

Bourgas.

The Grand Vizier, however, suspecting nothing of that

bold movement, despatched, on the 21st July, a corps

d'armee to defend Koprukoi,where Diebitch, on the 19th, had
crossed the Tvamtchik. That corps learnt, on arriving,

the march of the Bussians ; he followed them, passed the

Balkans by the same defile, and debouched upon A'idos

;

there he was crushed. Then, the so much vaunted barrier

of the Balkans having been crossed,* E-eschid Pacha
abandons Shulma to its own forces, crosses in his turn the

Balkan and reached Selivno ; there he finds the Russians

and experiences a fresh defeat. Diebitch continues his

march and arrives without obstacle at Adrianople. The
city numbered 100,000 inhabitants and a garrison of

10,000 men; it surrendered without firing a shot. The
Russian vanguard immediately occupied Kirk-Kilissia and
held by that the second route to Constantinople ; it joined

hands also with the fleet, which, coasting along the shores

of the Black Sea, had taken Sizeboli and Ainada. Then
Diebitch caused Demotica, Ipsala and Enos to be occupied,

so that his left leaned upon the Black Sea, his right upon
the Archipelago, and he could, in a few hours, occupy the

Bosphorus and the Dardanelles and enter Constantinople.

During this time, the Russians obtained equally marked
success in Asia ; at the commencement of the campaign,

the Turks had attacked Akhalzik, but they had been

defeated and vigorously pursued by the lieutenants of

Paskewitch ; the latter, by a skilful manoeuvre, put to

the rout successively the Seraskier of Erzeroum and the

Pacha of Trcbizond ; then he crossed the Saganlouk
Mountains, and, after several combats, seized upon

* See tbi" tlie localities, the geographical description of Turkey.
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Erzeroum (Sth July), He uext marched upon Trebi-

zond.

The Porte, terrified at the march of Diebitcli, sent

commissaries to him in order to treat for peace, and before

all, for an armistice. This latter demand was welcomed

;

then the negotiations commenced under the mediation of

the Prussian envoy.* " It only depends upon our armies,"

said M. de Nesselrode, " to march upon Constantinople

and overthrow the Turkish Empire : no Power would offer

opposition to it, no immediate danger could have menaced
us if we had struck the final blow against the Ottoman
monarchy in Europe ; but, in the opinion of the Emperor,
that monarchy, reduced to exist only under the protection

of Russia and to listen henceforward only to its wishes,

suits better our political and commercial interests than
any new combination which we could have compelled,

whether by extending too much our domains by conquests,

or by substituting for the Ottoman Empire States which
ere long would have rivalled us in power, civilization,

industry and wealth." f
It was upon those considerations that the Czar con-

sented to sign the treaty of Adrianople, on the 14th
September, 1829. In her second campaign against

Turkey, in the same year, Eussia had invaded Turkey
with an army of 150,000 men. Only 14,000 of them
reached Adrianople, and these were dying of disease at

such a rate that they could neither advance nor retreat

;

while there were 20,000 Turks between Adrianople and
Constantinople, so that Constantinople was perfectly safe.

Nevertheless, such special telegrams, or rather reports,
* The envoys of England and France contented themselves with writing

to General Diebitch, the 9th September—" We believe it to be our duty to
announce to you that at the news of your march upon Constantinoijle, the
Porte has declared to us, and we recognize the truth of its declaration, that
in such case, it would cease to exist, and that the most terrible anarchy
would succeed to its destruction, and would expose the existence of the
Christian and Mussulman population, without deference, and without defence,
to all the most disastrous chances. If we were to conceal that position from
you, we think that we should take upon ourselves a responsibility that we
repudiate with all our might. Now, we have only to occupy ourselves with
the means which may preserve the Christians of that capital from the mis-
fortunes hovering over their heads."

t Deaiiatch of 12th February, 1830, to the Grand-DidvC Coustantine.
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were put forth, the power and numher of the Russian

army was so enlarged—heing stated to be 60,000 or

70,000 men—that the Turks were partly frightened and

partly diplomatically screwed into submission, and Russia

obtained the treaty of Adrianople and was released from

her most perilous position. In its stipulations the Czar

showed himself moderate as to the territorial exigencies :

the Pruth remained the boundary of the two Empires in

Europe, but the mouths of the Danube were ceded to

Eussia, and the Turkish shore, in the delta which the

river forms, was to remain inhabited for a league of its

depth ; navigation was free to the Russians from the

Black Sea into the Mediterranean. In Asia, the Czar

only reserved, in the pachalic of Akhaltzik, a poor district

wedged into the upper part of the Kour basin and which

contains the place of the same name ; but that aggrandise-

ment isolated from Turkey the warlike populations of the

Caucasus, closed the ports by which they could receive

succours, and prepared the submission of the countries

comprised between the Black Sea and the Caspian.

"Wallachia and Moldavia preserved the rights and

privileges recognized by the preceding treaties ; their

Hospodars were elected for life and could not be dismissed

save under grave circumstances and by a special and

common decision of the Sublime Porte and Pussia. No
Mussulman subject was to reside in the two principalities,

and eighteen months were accorded to the Turks who
were dwelling therein in order to effect a sale of their

properties. Servia enjoyed all the rights that the treaty

of Ackcrman had stipulated. Turkey bound herself to

pay about 16,000,000 of francs to the Russian merchants

who had experienced losses in the actual war, and, besides,

a war indemnity the assessment of which was left to the

generosity of the Czar. Russian subjects residing or

travelling in Turkey would solely depend upon the juris-

diction and the police of the ambassadors and consuls of

Russia ; no Russian vessel might be boarded by the

Turkish authorities, whether at sea, or in the harbours

belonging to the Sublime Porte. As to Greece, the most
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important article was that by which the Porte acceded to

the stipuhitions of the Treaty of London with regard to

the Grreeks. But two or three years were still to elapse

before the final settlement of the Hellenic kina'dom, durinsr

which Capodistrias was to govern in the interest of

Russia.* A supplementary act raised the indemnity for

the costs of the war to 125,000,000 of francs. The sum
stipulated for the merchants was to be paid in four instal-

ments ; that which the Kussian Government claimed was
to be paid in ten ^^ears at the rate of 12,500,000 francs

annually. After the payment of the first instalment,

Adrianople would be evacuated ; after the second, the
Balkans would be crossed ; after the third, the Russians
would repass the Danube ; finally, at the last payment
only would they entirely quit Ottoman territory. Wal-
lachia and Moldavia, therefore, would be occupied during
ten years.

Thus, as it will be seen, that treaty, moderate in

appearance, was calculated to deal the final blow to

Turkey, already mortally stricken by the battle of

Navarino : in the state of exhaustion in which that empire
was, the war contribution of 125,000,000rr. made it an
impossibility for tlie Sultan to create anew a fleet and an
army, and Russia might well reckon upon one vassal

more.

The last consequence of the treaty of Adrianople v/as

the act of the independence of Greece. In the month of
May, 1830, the kjultan announced his adherence to the

* Capodistrias Viad, however, to contend with conspiracies and insurrections.
The little Greek ileet was burnt by Miaulis (oOth Jnly, ISol), to prevent hia
using it in the Russian interest: and shortly after Capodistrias was assassi-
nated (!tth October). He was succeeded in the Government by his younger
brother Augustine. Aleanwhile the Ministers of the five Towers at London
were endeavouring to establish the CSreek Kingdom. The proffered crown
was declined by Prince Leopold of Saxe Cobnrg; but at last, King Louis of
Bavaria, whose poetical teni]ierament rendered him an enthusiastic Phil-
hellenist. accei)ted it for his younger son Otho (7th May, 18;>2). Otho landed
at Nauplia (5th February, 183:?), but it was not until 1st June, 1835, that
he took the Government into his own hands, when he removed his residenoo
to Athens. In the interval, the Bavarian (jovernment had had to contend
with many difficulties and risings, which coutiuued under the new King.

VOL. II. N
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declarations of tlie Powers which fixed the boundaries and
territory ot tlie new Greek State ; that he would recognize

the Prince chosen by the three Powers ; finally, that

Turkey would no longer have relations with Greece except

those of friendship and neighbourhood.
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CHAPTER III.

From the Peace of Adrianople to the Peace of Paris (1829-1856).

1. Relations of France loith the Levant during the Restora-

tion and after the Revolution of 1830.

The Government of the Restoration had made strenuous

efforts to restore to France her influence in the Lev^ant.

On the one part it had sought to resume its protectorate

over the Catholics, to draw closer its relations with the

Maronites ; it restored the Holy Places, and pensioned
the Fathers of the Holy Sepulchre. On the other part,

it had made the Divan listen, especially in its gravest

quarrels with Russia, to disinterested advice ; it had
assisted the Sultan in his reforms, given to the Pacha of

Egypt officers for his army, professors for his schools,

engineers for his arsenals and manufactories. The French
nation had embraced with generous ardour the cause of

the Greeks, and the glorious but impolitic battle of Na-
varino, as well as the expedition into the Morea, had
seemed reminiscences of the Crusades. But that resur-

rection of French sway was only apparent, and four States

in reality shared the influence that France exercised of

old in the Levant. The English had superseded her in

her former commerce, and they took a decisive part in

the deliberations of the Divan. As for the Russians, " 1

have found," says M. de Forbin, "their influence estab-

lished widely and their protection equally sought for,

equally desired by the Christians of every creed, at

St. Jean d'Acre, at Jerusalem, and at Cairo as at Con-
stantinople." Finally, two Catholic Powers, profiting by
the revolutionary troubles of France, had almost substi-
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tilted tlieir protectorate for hers : these were Austria and
Sardinia ; both, thanks to the possession of Venice and
Grenoa—that is to say, of the two rulers of the Mediter-

ranean in the Middle Ages—had made their re-appearance

in that sea, and had there created depots, consulates, and
churches.

In this state of things, France could not resume her

position in the Levant save by making alliance either

with England or with Russia. But it was known that

the foreign policy of Louis XVIII. and of Charles X. was
altogether favourable to the latter Power ; their Govern-
ment, therefore, seemed to retake, with regard to the

Ottoman Empire, the last diplomatic footsteps of the

Grovernment of Louis XVL There was a marked ten-

dency therein on the part of France and Russia to exclude

the English from the Mediterranean ; it was really the

accord between these two States which gave independence

to Greece ; the general opinion was that the French and
Russian fleets would attack some day the English fleet.

The French Government, therefore, presented no obstacle

to the march of the Russians upon Constantinople ; the

report even ran that it was in accord with that of the

Czar to dismember the Ottoman Kmpire, and that Nicholas

had promised Charles X., in compensation for the occupa-

tion of Constantinople, a handling again of Europe, in

which France should resume her natural boundaries.

The revolution of 1830 changed that situation: the

new Government had a determined adversary in Russia

;

it sought, therefore, the English alliance, and one of its

first acts, one of its most grievous acts, was in the pro-

tocol of the Conference of London, which guaranteed a

national existence to Greece, the renunciation of the right

of the protectorate that France had over the Catholics of

Greece and tlie Archipelago ; it stipulated, nevertheless,

that the properties of the Catholic churches should be

guaranteed, that the bishops should be maintained in the

integrity of tlieir rights and privileges, that the belong-

ings of the old French missions should be recognized and
respected.
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In this transaction, as regarded the liberties of Greece,

we are forcioly reminded of Byron's words :

" Trust not for freedom to the Franks

—

They have a king who buys aud sells

:

In native swords and native ranks,

The only hope of courage dwells

;

But Turkish force and Latin fraud,

Would break your shield, however broad."

The Government of King Louis Philippe did not stick

to that error : the abandonment of the Kussian alliance

seemed to replace France on her old political standing

with relation to the Ottoman Empire ; it then caused the

Divan to be solicited by its ambassador, General Guille-

minot, at the moment in which a rupture with Russia
seemed imminent, to hold itself ready to j^rofit by events,

consequently to avenge the shame of the treaty of Adrian-

ople. That proposal threw the Turkish Ministers into

such perplexity that they took part in it with the ambas-
sadors of England and Austria. All the Courts were
stirred by it ; but the French Government hastened to

disavow and recall her ambassador. Such conduct could

only diminish the remaining influence that France still

had over the affairs of the Ottoman Empire, and all the

diplomacy of King Louis Philippe, with regard to the

East, suffered for those first errors.

2. Isomer of Mehemet All.—His Rujiture with the Porte.—
Battles of Horns and Konieh.

Mahmoud, however, showed himself more and more
persevering in his attempts at reform, and in his imita-

tions of the modes of Europe : thus he continued to

transform his army ; he had instituted a civil and mili-

tary order under the title oi Nic/tam-lftikhar ; he caused a

journal to be published, the Moniteur Ottoman. Put
repeated incendiarism testified to the discontent of the
population of Constantinople : even in the cholera a frcsli

proof only was seen of divine condemnation of all those
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innovations. Eevolts broke out on that subject in Bosnia,

Albania, and Bagdad ; but tliey were easily su})pressed,

and only served to confirm the authority of the Sultan,

who soon met with no other adversary save in the Pacha

of Egypt.

Mehemet Ali succeeded in consolidating his power, not

only by his conquests, but also by a despotic and intelli-

gent administration. The battle of Navarino had dealt a

heavy blow against his power ; but he knew how promptly

to repair his losses; and, profiting by the weakness of

the Sultan, he complained that, in recompense of his

services, the Pachalic of Candia should have been given

him instead of that of Syria, which had been promised

him. Therefore, as soon as the occasion presented itself

for throwing himself upon that prey, he seized it.

He had seized upon all the provinces of Egypt, whether

by title of successor and heir of the Mamelukes, or by

indemnifying the proprietors and the mosques ; he had

thus made himself the sole cultivator of the country, and

had tripled his revenues by substituting almost every-

where the cultivation of cotton for that of cereals, and

by securing to himsell the monopoly of every kind of

produce. But whilst that monstrous monopoly had fur-

nished him with the funds necessary for the payment of

the immense labours that he had undertaken, it had also

produced profound misery amongst the unfortunate fel-

lahs attached to the soil. In 1831 some of them fled into

Syria, That province was governed by Abdallah Pacha,

formerly the friend of Mehemet, but who had incurred

his enmity, because he favoured the contraband trade in

the commodities of Egypt. ]\Ieliemet summoned Abdallah

to restore him his fellahs ; the latter replied that the

subjects of the Sultan might dwell indiscriminately in one

or other part of his empire. At this reply, Mehemet
ordered his son Ibrahim to march upon Syria at the head

of an army of 30,000 men.

As soon as the Sultan heard of Ibrahim's march, he

issued a hatti-sherif commanding the Pacha of Egypt to

renounce his enterprise and submit his grievances to him,
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promising hira, moreover, prompt and severe justice. Me-
hemet went on notwithstanding, and Malimoud gave

orders for his army and fleet to proceed against the rebeL

Gaza, Jaffa, and Ka'iffa had fallen rapidly into the hands
of Ibrahim, who besieged St. Jean d'Acre. Abdallah,

shut up in that place, defended himself there courage-

ously ; but he awaited in vain the exjDected succour pro-

mised by Constantinople : reduced to the last extremity,

he capitulated (May, 1832), and was sent to Egypt, where
the conqueror treated him with generosity.

Immediately after that conquest, Ibrahim marched upon
Damascus, defeated a considerable corps which awaited

him under the walls of that city, and entered therein

without obstacle. At Homs, on thel8th of July, the Pacha
of Aleppo, with 20,000 men, of whom 7,000 were of the new
organization, vainly attempted to stop him : he lost his

tents, his provisions, twenty cannons and 5,000 men.
The Pacha's correspondence with the Divan, having fallen

into the hands of the victor, made known to him the pro-

jects conceived against his father, and incited him to move
onwards. Mahmoud, on his side, despatched a fresh army
of 30,000 men under the command of Hussein Pacha, the

exterminator of the Janissaries ; Ibrahim attacked him
at Beilan, between Antioch and Alexandretta, and, thanks

to his artillery, he obtained so decisive a victory, that

Hussein could scarcely rally 10,000 men.
Conferences took place: Mehemet demanded the govern-

ment of the four pachalics of Syria, but Mahmoud would
not listen to it, and recalled from Albania, which he had
just pacified, Rescind Mehemet Pacha, to whom he con-

fided the command of his army in Asia. Ibrahim had
crossed the Taurus and was encamped at Karamania : the

Sultan's army, 00,000 strong, attacked him near Ivonieh

and was put to entire rout (2 1st Dec. 1832). Rescind
fell into the hands of his adversary, who, according to

Oriental custom, saluted him as his chief and handed over

to him the apparent command of his army.
In the sequel of this battle, whole corps of the Turkish

array joined the Egyptians, and everything appeared from
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ti) t moment to allow of Meliemet Ali marcliiug upon
Constantinople and overthrowing Mahmoud there. It was
the belief of the Europeans surrounding him, who judged
Eastern affairs after the ideas of the West ; but it was
not that of Meliemet Ali, who had never dreamed, as it

was thought in France, of dethroning the Padischa and
founding a new d^masty. The race of Othman was sacred

for all Mussulmans, and in Turkey a dynastic revolution

has never been attempted, projected, or thought of: it is

not possible. What Meliemet wished for, was a greater

paclialic, the liberty of governing after his own fashion,

independence by means of tribute ; it may be added that

the consciousness of his superiorit}^ made him perhaps

conceive the desire of resuscitating the power of those

emirs who governed the Empire of the Abassides.

3. Intervention of France and Russia.—Treatj/ between the

Saltan and the Pacha of Egypt.—Treaty of TJnkiar Skclessi.

European diplomacy was taken unawares by the march
of the victorious Ibrahim, and persuaded that it was anew
dynasty which was attempting to found an Arab Empire
upon the fragments of the Turkish Empire, it threw itself

into the midst of the two enemies, not knowing that it

only meant the revolt of a pacha. M. de Varennes, who
represented France, wrote to Ibrahim, urging him to stop,

and en^asred the Porte to make concessions. Russia, ever

vigilant, hurried off' General Mouravieff to Constantinople

to offer her succour to the Sultan.

Meanwhile, it became known that Ibraliim had ad-

vanced as far as Broussa; he desired to go, he said, as far

as Scutari, where he v/ould invite the Ulemas to judge the

quarrel between his father and Mahmoud. ^riie latter

became terrified ; in the absence of any English or French

forces, he accepted the propositions of the Russian envoy
;

then the representations of M. de Varennes made him
revoke that decision, and he despatched Halil Pacha into

Egypt, who there met vvith a favourable reception. But
the requirements of the pacha had increased, and he de-
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sired that tlie district of Aduna should be ceded to him
with Syria. Then Admiral Eoussin, sent by France as

ambassador, arrived (17th Feb.), and, three days after-

wards, the Eussian fleet, which cast anchor at the entrance

of the Bosphorus. On its appearance, Eoussin threatened

to re-embark, but ordered its retirement to Sizeboli ; then,

in agreement with the Knglish ambassador, Lord Pon-
sonby, and the reis-effendi, he drew up the following

conditions :— 1. Ibrahim shall evacuate the provinces of the

Ottoman Empire over which he has no pretensions. 2.

The Eussian fleet shall quit the Bosphorus. 3. Mehemet
Ali shall obtain the districts of St. Jean d'Acre, of Jeru-

salem, and of Tripoli. 4. He shall take a fresh oath to

the Sultan.

An aide-de-camp of the Admiral carried those proposi-

tions to Mehemet, who rejected them, notwithstanding

the threat of an attack of the combined fleets of France
and England. By a strange inconsistency, France,

who had with Mahmoud an ambassador devoted to the

Turkish cause, was represented in Egypt by a consul-

general who encouraged the projects of the pacha ; thus,

on the 8th March, the latter replies to the propositions

sent from Constantinople :
" By what right are such sacri-

fices imposed upon me? I have all the nation with me;
it only depends upon myself to raise the whole of Eou-
melia and Anatolia; reunited with all the Ottoman people,

I can work great changes. Possessor of so many promises,

victorious upon all points, I have contented myself with

Syria, and lull of confidence in that promise, I have ar-

rested the march of my armies, in order to spare Turkey a

greater effusion of human blood. In recompense for my
moderation, I am actually asked to abandon the country

that I occupy ; is it not pronouncing against me, by that

decision, a sentence of political death ? " Intoxicated with

his easy successes, profiting by the embarrassment into

which he was throwing European diplomacy, believing

even that the populations of the Empire saw in him a

restorer of the Ottoman power, Mehemet had then, it is said,

conceived the project of causing Mahmoud to be deposed
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by the Ulemas, to give him as successor his son Abdul Med-
jid, and to govern the Empire as Grand Vizier. In tliis sense,

he made overtures to Russiaand France, who rejected them.*

Meanwhile he had given Ibrahim the order to march,

and only to stop before the complete acceptation of the

conditions that he had precedently indicated. The latter

immediately directed his march towards Scutari, and

Mahmoud summoned to his aid the Eussians, who landed

in that city 10,000 men and caused the fortifications of

the Bosphorus to be completed by their engineers, and

24,000 troops to advance to the Pruth. The ambassa-

dors of England and France demonstrated to the Sultan

the perils of that intervention ; they determined him to

accede to a portion of the demands of Mehemet Ali, and to

accord him the Pachalics of Aleppo and Damascus. M. de

Varennes was the bearer of that news to Ibrahim, who made
known the orders that he had received from his father,

and only consented to remain immovable in his actual

position. On the 5th May the Sultan consented to the

cession of Adana, and granted an amnesty to all those who
had compromised themselves during Ibrahim's expedition.

That unlucky treaty, inspired by the species of vertigo

which the Russians encamped at Constantinople caused

the West, could have only the most grievous results : it

aggrandized inmieasurably a pacha whose power and talents

were exaggerated ; it weakened the authority that France

* The following conversation demonstrates the project of Mehemet, and

at the same time that he desired, above all, the aggrandizement of his

pachalics :—" What does the Sultan make of his Bagdad Pachalic?" he

asked of a French traveller in 18"t36 ;
" he does not draw a para from it, and

he is often forced to send troops to support his pachas, which does not pre-

vent the latter being, from time to time, either besieged or deposed, while

some are strangled. If he gave me that pachalic, I would pay him a heavy-

tribute, and I should still be the gainer; for, by ensuring the tranquillity of

the desert, the commerce of India would resume its course on that side.

There lies one of the routes to India, as well as that of Egypt. That line

•would assuredly be the best for all the world, for Europe, for the Porte, and

for me ; but England does not like that I should act as its prefect of police

upon the Euphrates; she will scarcely concede to me that oliice on the Nile,

no more than Russia would have me for Vizier at Constantinople in 1832,

and she had some reason ; but that which has always astonished me, is that

you Frenchmen, you neither would have me at Constantinople
; you have

thereby lost much."
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had an interest in strengthening ; finally, it made tlie

Sultan who ceded the provinces and the pacha who wrested
them from him irreconcilable enemies. Russia alone

could congratulate herself on such a result ; however, it

did not suffice her, and it was soon learned that she had
obtained from Mahmoud, on the 8th June, 1833, a treaty

of alliance offensive and defensive signed at Unkiar-iSkelessi,

in the very camp of the Russians, a treaty which closed

the Dardanelles and gave to the Czar the right of interven-

ing against the interior and exterior enemies of the Porte.

England and France protested in vain against the treaty

that placed Constantinojole and the Ottoman Empire at

the mercy of Nicholas. The Russian army re-embarked
and that of Ibrahim recrossed the Taurus.

4. Reforms of Mahmoud.—Fresh rupture xvith the Pacha of

l^(jljpt.
—Battle of Nezib.—Death of Mahmoud.

The Sultan, however, sought to profit by his friendly

relations with the Czar to extricate himself from the grasp

of the Treaty of Adrianople. A convention, signed at St.

Petersburg the 29th January, 1834, stipulated the evacua-

tion by the Russians of Wallachia and Moldavia ; in com-
pensation for a third of the indemnity due by Turkey,
Russia obtained in Asia the district and town of

Akhaltzik ; finally, the Russians occupied Silistria only,

as a guarantee for the rest of the indemnity.

Meanwhile Mahmoud continued his reforms : he sent

the officers of his army to obtain instruction in the armies

of Europe ; he created a kind of national militia, which
should serve chiefiy as a police ; he constructed roads ; he

established quarantines ; he protected under all circum-

stances the Christian rayahs and uttered in their behalf

these noble words :
" Our intentions are that the Mussul-

mans may be considered as such in the mosques only ; that,

from the same point of view, tlie Cliristians may be

Christians only in tlieir churches, and that the Jews may
be Jews in their synagogues only. I desire that, outside

those places in which all render equally homage to the
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Diviiiit}^ that they may enjoy uniformly the same
political rights and my paternal protection."

But all these innovations were not made without resis-

tance and without murmurs ; that of the national militia

brouw-ht about insurrections in Bosnia and Albania. The
old Mussulmans regarded all these reforms as sacrileges,

and Mahmoud as the destroyer of Islamism ; the dervishes

especially, in their savage I'anaticism did not conceal the

hatred they bore him, and one of them, as he was crossing

the bridge of Galata one day, dared to stop him with

these words :
" Giaour Pa lischa, art thou not satiated with

abominations? Thou shalt answer before Allah for thy

impieties ; thou destroyest the institutions of thy fathers,

thou ruinest the religion and drawest down the vengeance

of the Prophet upon thyself and us." The Sultan ordered

him to be driven away, exclaiming :
" It is a madman !

"

" Madman !
" replied the dervish, " it is thou and thy

unworthy counsellors that have lost your senses ! Hasten
hither, Mussulmans ; the spirit of God which animates

me and which 1 must obey has commanded me to tell the

truth, and has promised me the recompense of the

Saints."^' The fanatic was arrested and put to death

;

but his brethren raised a tomb over him, which was piously

visited by crowds, and where it was pretended that

numerous miracles were wrouglit.

The quarrel, meanwhile, between the Sultan and the

Pacha of Egypt was only adjourned. At the commence-
ment of 1834 insurrectionary movements manifested

themselves in Syria against the despotic administration of

Ibrahim ; the mountaineers of Nablous, Jerusalem and
Hebron would not consent to allow themselves to be dis-

armed and submit to the conscription ; a vast conspiracy

threatened to exterminate all who belonged to the

Egyptian administration ; at the same time the Hedjaz
and Yemen rose. Mahmoud thouglit the moment
opportune to attack his vassal, and a corps (farjj/cc, formed

at Sivas, under the command of Beschid-Mehemet Pacha,

advanced towards Syria. Ibrahim, who had just overcome

* TJbicini, 'Letters upon Turkey*
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the rebellion of the mountaineers, occupied the districts of

Eaka upon the Euphrates, and Orfa beyond that river.

The two armies remained in observation of one another.

Mehemet accused Kussia of urging the Sultan into making
a war, and proposed to France and England to form with
him a coalition against the Czar, of which he would be the

vanguard and which would save the Ottoman Empire from
an inevitable conquest. That proposition was rejected

;

but European diplomacy endeavoured to reconcile the two
rivals. Mehemet demanded to transmit hereditarily to his

family his power and his pachalics. " I shall abandon all

disquietude," said he, " when I shall have assured my
personal position and that of my descendants ; I shall only

then have to place at the disposition of the Sublime Porte

all my forces both of land and sea, and I shall become for

the Sultan, my master, a jDowerful and useful support."

Mahinoud consented to accord him hereditary right for

Egypt and even for Acre and Tripoli ; but he demanded
the restitution of Adana and of the rest of Syria. Mehemet
persisted, ceased to pay the tribute and made levies which
he concentrated in Syria. Eussia solicited England and
France to unite themselves to her in order to blockade the

ports of Egypt and Syria, even telling them that she was
decided to act alone. England and France still tried the

paths of negotiation, declaring that they would place them-
selves against that one of the two enemies who should be

the aggressor ; but the Sultan, urged on by Russia, ordered

his arm}^ to cross the Euphrates : Hafiz Pacha, who com-
manded it, obeyed (21st April, 1839). Mehemet wrote

to the consuls-general that "if the Great Powers con-

sented to guarantee him peace, and to obtain for him
hereditary right for his lamily, he would withdraw a

portion of his trooj,s from Syria, and would be ready for

an understanding upon a definitive arrangement." And,
as Russia was preparing herself to renew her expedition of

1832, England proposed to France to force the Dardanelles

if the Russians appeared in the Posphorus ; France refused.

Whilst diplomacy strove by impotent efforts to solve a

question so badly entangled, the Sultan, in a Pivan held
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the Otli June, proclaimed Meliemet and his son fermanlis.

Meheiuet, on his part, wrote to his son "that a prolonged

patience was becoming injurious to the interests of Egypt,

and that it was necessary to march against the Ottomans

and crush them. As the aggression came on their part,

the Great Powers of Europe will excuse us and hold us

justified. Drive out of our territories the enemy's troops,

and march upon their grand army, to which you must give

battle. If victory decides for us, you will not enter Asia

Minor, but march against Malatia, Karpous, Orfa, and
Diarbekir." A battle was fought at Nezib, and the Turks

were thoroughly put to the rout; Hafiz Pacha retired

upon Marasli, leaving behind him 20,000 muskets and
100 pieces of cannon. Ibrahim was marching upon A'intab,

when an aide-de-camp of Marshal Soult presented himself

with a letter from Mehemet Ali (29th June, 1839). "It

is too late," said the Egyptian General, " it is impossible

for me at this moment to obey my father's orders ; he

would not have given them me if he had known the

aggression of the Turks and the brilliant victory we have

just gained. I have reproached myself for having stopped

at Kutaieh in 1833 ; I must repair that error." How-
ever, at the entreaties and representations of the French
envoy, Ibrahim consented not to occupy Konieh, the capital

of Karamaiiia, and he contented himself with Marasli and
Orfa.

At the moment when the empire of the Osmanlis

seemed menaced, if not with ruin, at least with a new
dismemberment, Mahmoud II. died, 1st July, 1839.

5. Succession of Ahdid Medjid.—Treats/ of tJie Ibf/i July,

1840.

—

Conclusion of the difference between the Sultan

and the Pacha of Egypt.

An agitation sufficiently lively manifested itself on the

death of Mahmoud ; but Khosrew Pacha checked it

Cjuickly, and the first act of the young prince who girded
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on the sabre of Osman in circumstances so perilous, was
to concentrate authority in his hands, by naming Khosrew
Grand Vizier. It was decided immediately that hostilities

should cease, and that it should be endeavoured to settle

the difference pacifically. The Capudan-pacha Achmet
received orders to return to Constantinople. But as

Khosrew was his enemy, he thought that he was recalled

in order to get rid of him, and he resolved to unite him-
self with Mehemet Ali, and give up his fleet to him.
" Khosrew," said he to Admiral Lalande, who was in-

structed to prevent a naval collision between the Turks
and Egyptians, " Khosrew has by a crime seized upon
the dignity of Vizier; he is sold to Eussia and desires to

cause the friends of Sultan Mahmoud to perish, to recom-
mence the war against the Viceroy of Egypt, and thus to

furnish the Kussians with motives for penetrating and
establishing themselves in the Ottoman Empire. I have
therefore resolved to concert with Hafiz Pacha and Me-
hemet Ali, to bring about a cessation of actual w^ar, and
form between us a confederation which shall place a limit

to the ambition of the llussians, and then cause the fall

of tlie intriguers who have just seized upon powder." The
Turkish fleet, in fact, despite the representations of the
French Admiral, was carried to Alexandria. Mehemet
was surprised at this defection, but he resolved to reap

advantage from it, and, the European consuls advising
him to send back tlie fleet to Constantinople, he replied

that " he would not restore it until he should have
obtained the hereditary right of his governments and the
dismissal of Khosrew P.icha."

In this situation, the Divan resolved (27th July, 1839)
to give Mehemet the hereditary possession of Egypt and
Syria, less the district of Adana, whilst reserving to the

Porte the administration of the Holy Cities ; but, at the

moment when that resolution was about to be put into

execution, the five Great Powers declared, in a collective

note, that they were agreed upon the settlement of the

Eastern question, and they invited the Sultan to decide

upon nothing without their concurrence (28th July). The
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Porte declared that it awaited its safety from Europe, and
thanked the allies for their intervention.

But the five Powers were somewhat less than agreed

;

they had all different interests, and expected to resolve the

question in divergent wa^^s. I'hus, England, Austria, and
Prussia demanded that Syria should be restored to the

Sultan : France was opposed thereto ; Austria put forth

the idea of a Congress : Kussia rejected it ; France and
England demanded that their fleets should enter the Dar-

danelles : Austria and Hussia threatened to withdraw

;

England proposed to blockade the ports of the Viceroy :

France refused to co-operate in that rigorous act ; England
proposed to cover Constantinople with an army composed
of contingents of the five Powers : France again refused.

The result of all this disagreement was that the alliance

of France and England, which had maintained peace in

Europe since 1S30, showed signs of breaking up, to the

great joy of the three Northern Courts. It must be added

that this question of the defence and maintenance of the

Ottoman Empire, traditional and familiar for France, as

of which we have seen some twenty instances, to the

diplomacy of the old monarchy, was badly understood by
the government of Louis Philippe. In fact, in the eyes

of that Government, the greatest enemy tlie Ottoman
Porte had was Pussia : unable to give to Turkey against

that enemy the strength which she no longer possessed,

it was necessary to constitute for her a powerful rear-guard

in the Pacha of Egypt ; and the simultaneous existence

of Sultan and Pacha was what that diplomacy called the

maintenance of the Ottoman Empire. That was a very

confused and very complicated policy, for the rear-guard

and the main body were enemies, and, whatever the

arrangement made between them, they must remain

enemies. Moreover, that policy might appear a double

one, for all Europe believed that France was unwilling to

aggrandize the Pacha except to augment the influence she

had in his States. Finally, French diplomacy deceived

itself, both upon the strength of the Egyptian establish-

ment, and upon the real interest that France had in that
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establishment. The policy of England was more simple

and clear : she desired to substitute for the exclusive

protectorate of Russia over the Ottoman Empire, the pro-

tectorate of all Europe, and, in order to give strength to

that empire, to restore to it the provinces which a rebellious

pacha had wrested from it ; she desired, moreover, to

destroy the influence that France had obtained in Egypt

;

in fine she hated the Viceroy of Egypt, who created a

rivalry to her commerce by his cotton and other j)roduce,

and who refused to open to her, by the Red Sea or by the

Euphrates, a road towards India. As to the three

Northern Powers, they saw really, in the question under
debate, only the rupture of the Anglo-French alliance,

and, for that, Russia sacrificed momentarily her ambitious

projects against the Ottoman Empire.

In this situation, secret negotiations were entered upon
between England and Russia in order to resolve the ques-

tion without France and even against France : Russia

directed all her efforts to it, by showing the latter disposed

to resume her revolutionary career and tread in the foot-

steps of the empire. In the end, the four Powers, after

having solicited the Government of Louis Philippe to

abandon his isolated policy, but in secret satisfied to offer

him an affront and to recall to France its evil days of

1815, had an understanding among themselves to settle

the difference alone and without her.

Consequently, unknown to French diplomacy, without
giving it either ofiier or warning, the}^ signed with the

Porte a treaty (15th July, 1840) by which the Sultan

accorded to Mehemet the hereditary possession of Egypt
and life possession of the pachalic of St. Jean d'Acre, on
condition that, within ten days of the notification, he
should accept that arrangement, and withdraw immediately
his troops from Arabia, Syria, Candia, &c. ; if he took
twenty days to accept the arrangement, he should lose the

pachalic of St. Jean d'Acre ; finally, if he refused en-

tirely, he would be placed in a state of deposition and
pursued to extremity by the combined forces of tlie four

Powers and of Turkey.
VOL. II. O
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Prance, ruled by a Government well-intentioned but

who had badly handled the question, made immense pre-

parations, which the coalesced Powers imitated, and she

found herself menaced with a general war for a question,

of delimitation of the territory of a pachalic. England,

however, did not alarm herself about these armaments :

she summoned Mehemet Ali to evacuate Syria, and upon
his refusal, Beyrout was attacked by the English fleet

joined by a few Austrian and Turkish vessels. Afterwards

a corps of 9,000 men was landed and placed itself in

communication with the Druses and Maronites who had

long groaned under a heavy taxation, and were eager to

rise against the Egyptians. Solyman Pacha, who com-

manded in Beyrout, soon saw his communications with

Ibrahim cut, and the Emir Beschir, having become
suspected by his compatriots, was obliged to surrender to

the English, who sent him to Malta. On the Sth October,

Solyman Pacha evacuated Beyrout, and went to join

Ibrahim, who thereupon beheld desertion spread tlirough

his army. Latakia, Tortosa, Tripoli, Seyd, and Tyre were

occupied by the allies, who on the 8rd November laid

siege to St. Jean d'Acre. After a few hours' bombard-
ment, the arsenal exploded, one half of the garrison was
killed, and the town, a moiety of it having been laid in

ruins, surrendered. It was the ruin of Mehemet's hopes,

who had accumulated immense resources in that place.

Admiral Napier next presented himself in Alexandria,

traced before the Pacha a dismal picture of his situation,

and wrested from him a treaty, which, exceeding the con-

ditions of pacification indicated before the war, reduced

him to the possession of Egypt (27th November, 1S40).

Mehemet hastened to execute it, evacuated Syria, Arabia,

Candia, and gave up the Ottoman Elect. That abrupt

evacuation proved calamitous to Syria. She fell imme-
diately into anarchy, which proved that the so much
decried authority of the Viceroy was not too heavy lor

that country. As for the Divan, victorious by the arms
of her allies, she could diave wished to push her triumph
to the bitter end ; a successor to the Pacha had even been
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appointed ; but Englcand compelled it to accept (2nd June,

1841) the treaty signed by Admiral Napier.

Finally, on the 1 3tli July, a treaty was concluded

between the four Powers and France, who thus re-entered

the European concert : it guaranteed the closing of the

Straits of the Dardanelles and Bosphorus to ships of war
of all nations.

Such was the termination of the quarrel between the

Ottoman Porte and the Pacha Mehemet Ali—a quarrel

which appeared for some time to assume the aspect of a

revolution by which the empire would have been trans-

formed ; a quarrel of which the posterior events have
demonstrated the mediocre influence and trifling extent

that France had in it, and in which she played a part so

little worthy of her traditions and her interests.

The young Sultan was after this mostly guided by the

counsels of England, very ably conducted by Sir Stratford

Canning, afterwards Lord Stratford de Pedcliffe, her am-
bassador at Constantinople.

0. Ucign of Ahdid Medjid.

Abdul i\redjid had, immediately on his accession,

demonstrated, by a remarkable act, that the path traced

by his father would not be abandoned by him. In fact,

in presence of all the great dignitaries of the empire, of

the representatives of all the religious communities and the

foreign ambassadors, his Minister, Ileschid Pacha, read the

famous hatti-cherif of Gulkhane, which may be regarded

as the programme of the reforms which the new Sultan

proposed to make. That act, which had for its object the

entrance of the Ottoman Empire upon European ways

—

1. Guaranteed to all subjectsof the empire, without distinc-

tion, their life, their honour and their fortune ; 2. Ee-estab-

lished a uniform and regular mode of assessing and
previously levying the taxes ; 3. Regulated, by legal

powers, the levy of soldiers and the duration of military

service ; 4. Suppressed monopolies ; 5. Ordered that the

o 2
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taxes should be levied in ])roportion to the fortune of each
;

G. Promised laws that should fix the expenses of the

land and sea forces with the contingent of each locality

;

7. Ordered that every cause should be tried publicly accord-

ing to the civil and religious laws ; 8. That every subject

should possess his property with all the rights of owner-

ship and might sell it ; finally, 9. That the heirs of a

criminal should not be deprived of their claims to his

estate.

Michael the younger, son of the old Knes of Servia,

went to Constantinople to receive the investiture of that

principality. A few words are necessary in explanation

of that event. Since 1830, Servia had obtained a hatti-

cherif which declared her independent with a particular

administration, and Milosch Obrenowitch as prince. The
latter had striven to destroy the feudality in vigour since

the conquest, and, profiting by the troubles that the

reforms of Mahmoud raised in Turkey, he had caused the

districts of Kraina, Tzerna Eicka, the two circuits of

Krouchevatz, the country of the Urina, &c., to be ceded to

him. But the cupidity of Milosch was excessive : he

monopolized the income of the customs, raised the duties,

possessed himself of the communal properties, &c. Risings

took place in 1835, and forced him to grant a charter of

guarantees. At length, in 1838, he found a new consti-

tution imposed upon him by the Sultan which limited his

power. He invoked in vain the support of Russia and

England, attempted fruitlessly a military movement, and

was compelled to abdicate, 13th June, 1839. He was
replaced by his eldest son Milan, who died soon after ; his

second son Michael was then elected by the Serbs, and

had come, as already said, to demand from the Sultan the

investiture of his dignity. Abdul Medjid gave him a

favourable reception and sent him back laden with

presents.

The Christian populations, oppressed in Syria since the

departure of the Emir Beschir, rose in arms ; Europe
intervened, and Omar Pacha, whose conduct had appeared

odious, was replaced : the Druses and Maronites received
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distinct chiefs, and England and Prussia installed a

Protestant bishop at Jerusalem (1841).

Prince IMichael, governed by his mother, alienated him-
self from the Turks and Serbs : twice defeated, he fled to

Semlin ; a Provisional Government proclaimed Alexander
Petrowitch, grandson of Czerni Georges, whose election

was sanctioned by the Porte. Russia protested against

that revolution, which gave power to a party that was
opposed to her.

In Wallachia, the Voivode Alexander Ghika was deposed
(•24th October, 184'2), and replaced by Bibesco, whose elec-

tion was opposed by the Porte. The new prince intro-

duced numerous reforms into the principality. The
recruiting, established by the hatti-cherif of Gulkhane,
brought about an insurrection among the warlike popula-

tions of Albania (1844), who massacred the Christians and
were only subjected by the exertions of Eeschid Pacha.

In the Lebanon the Druses surprised and massacred the

Maronites, who were forbidden to take up arms. France
having lost her individual action over those countries, the

European ambassadors demanded justice for these

barbarities (1845).

Proceeding with his projected reforms, the Sultan next

turned his attention to the organization of public educa-

tion : the Ottoman University was declared an institution

of the State ; the instruction was divided into primary
teaching, which existed in part ; secondary teaching,

which had entirely to be created, and superior instruction

(1845). Publication of an administrative code {folin/dti

moi/rnicli), which regulated the duties and obligations of

functionaries (184G). Institution of mixed tribunals of

commerce, of which the first trial was made at Constanti-

nople (April) : the legations nominated among their com-
patriots ten prominent merchants who should fill in turn
the office ol' judges. The Porte nominated, on its side, ten
notable Mussulmans.

In Wallachia, Prince Bibesco, in accord with the
National Assembly, enfranchised 14,000 slave fami-
lies. A treaty of customs union was contracted with
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Moldavia (1847). Prince Bibesco alienated from himself

the peasants by imposing- upon them, in favour of the

proprietors, six days of labour annually by the piece, and

the whole of the population in causing by a firman the

suspension of the National Assembly (1S4S).

At the news of the revolution in Vienna, therefore, a

rising took place ; the Prince, after having compulsively

accepted a Constitution (23rd June), Hed, and a Provisional

Government was established (27th June). The movement
propagated itself in Moldavia, and the young Wallachians,

whom the revolutions of France and Germany had daz-

zled, summoned the populations of the Bukowina, Tran-

sylvania, and Bessarabia to form a State, a llouittaiiian

Empire. The Porte sent a commissioner into the Princi-

pality with troops commanded by Omar Pacha. But at

the same time (28th June), 12,000 Russians penetrated

into Moldavia : the Porte protested, and a Turkish corps

occupied Braila (2nd Aug.). The Provisional Govern-

ment fled, 60,000 Russians immediately occupied Wallar

cilia.

On the 10th November occurred the death of Ibra-

him, son of Mehemet Ali, who had governed for the

last three years in place of his father, become very infirm.

He was replaced by Abbas Pacha, his nephew.

In 1849, the Convention of Balta Liman was passed

between the Porte and Russia : the hospodars of Walla-

chia and Moldavia were to be nominated for seven years

by the Sultan ; the organic regulation was again resumed

with vigour, with the excejDtion of certain modifications ;

25,000 to 35,000 men of each of the two Powers were to

occupy for the moment the two provinces ; after the

re-establishment of tranquillity, 10,000 men of each nation

were to remain until the completion of the works of ame-

lioration ; the native militia was to be organized ; a

Russian and a Turkish commissioner were to watch over

the progress of affairs and to name the members of com-

mittees of revision ; the present arrangement was made

for seven years. Stirbey was nominated hospodar of

Wallachia, and Ghika hospodar of Moldavia.
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On the 1st August, 1849, died Meliemet Ali, in Ins

SOtli year.

The Purte refused to deliver up to Russia and Austria

the Hungarians and Poles who had taken rel'uge upon its

territory, and, aiter a diplomatic struggle, in which it was
sustained by England and Prance, it succeeded in making
the internment of those refugees in Asia Minor accepted

;

and a year afterwards it set them at liberty.

A decree of June, 1850, ordained that "in future, tJie

personal tax shall be collected in each province by the pri-

mats {Kodja-bachis) of the four nations ; they were to pro-

ceed according to the estate and fortune of each subject of

the Imperial Government, and consign the said impost to

the patriarchate or into the hands of the Khakam-bachi, by
whom it will be paid into the Imperial treasury."

The Porte, still continuing its reforms (lb51), seeks to

attach again closely to the Empire the provinces that have
attempted to render themselves independent. It strives

especially to resume its rights of sovereignty over Egypt.
Abbas Pacha having conceded to an English company the

faculty of establishing a railway from the Nile to the Red
Sea, the Divan is opposed to that concession, which it

regards as an usurpation over the right of the Sultan
;

such a bargain, it says, being likely to bring about diffe-

rences between Egypt and England, would render the

Porte responsible, or would authorize England to do justice

to herself. Abbas Pacha submitted and obtained the

authorization of the Sultan.

The tanzhuat or entirety of the laws issuing from the

hatti-cherif of Gulkhane, was applied successively and
with measure to the diti'erent parts of the Empire, accord-

ing as tliey were more or less apt, by their usages, their

population, their submission, to receive them. In 1851
Abbas Pacha w^as summoned to ap})ly it immediately

:

that was a declaration that the legislative authority be-

longed only to the Sultan and thus to make Kgypt return

to its immediate obedience. Tlie Pacha did not refuse to

receive the tanzimat ; but he disputed over its details, and
especially upon the right wliicli it took from him of pro-
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nouncing sentences of death ; he tried even to interest the

Great Powers in his cause. But, after some months of

discussion, this weak, cruel, del)auched prince was forced

to apply the tanzimat, even in the article which took from

him the right of life and death.

The 3"ear 1851 was further marked by two innovations:

commissioners extraordinary were charged to visit the

different provinces of the Empire, to collect the complaints

of the authorities and the inhahitants, and to transmit

them to the Sultan ; and an academy of sciences and letters

was established at Constantinople.

Finally, that year witnessed the commencement of the

discussions relative to the Holy Places, which was destined

to bring about the Crimean war of 1854.

7. Discussions relative to the Holy Places.—The Ttussiaii

troops invade the Bamihian Principalities.

We have already set forth on p. 41, the rights which
Prance possessed over the monuments called the Holy
Places, what struggles she had had to sustain on this

subject with the Greek Christians, how she had been, by
successive usurpations, dispossessed of the greater portion

of these rights. Since 1757, those usurpations had con-

tinued, particularly since the French Revolution, especially

since 1808, when, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

having been devastated by a fire, the Greeks had effected

repairs therein, in consequence of which they had seized

upon all the Holy Places. That protection exercised by
France over the Holy Sepulchre and other venerated edifices

was the symbol other ancient power in the East derived from
the Crusades. All the successive Governments in France
for the past sixty years had not failed to claim that

patriotic right, but unsuccessfully, so much had the Chris-

tian Greeks grown powerful since they became sensible of

the protectorate of Russia. In May, 1851, the Govern-
ment of Louis Napoleon, after having invoked the capitu-

lations of 1740, demanded and obtained from the Divan
the formation of a mixed commission charged to examine
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the various titles and documents which secured to the
Latins the possession of the Holy Places. The commis-
sion began its labours on the 15tli July. France claimed :

1. The monument of the Holy Sepulchre, in the Church
of the same name, at Jerusalem ; 2. The great cupola
built above the Holy Sepulchre ; 3. The Stone of Unction
(mixed possession) ; 4. The site of the tombs of the
French Kings in Adam's Chapel, under the Calvary

;

5. The seven arched vaults of the Virgin; 6. The church
of Gethsemane and the tomb of the Virgin ; 7. The upper
church of Bethlehem, with the gardens and cemeteries

dependent thereon ; 8. The mixed possession of the
altar of Calvary where Jesus Christ was lifted up on
the Cross. She declared, moreover, tliat the Latins con-
sented to make particular concessions to the other com-
munions, but renewable annually.

The Emperor of Eussia, vexed at these claims on the
part of France, strove to hinder their concession. After
several months of discussion, the Commission of the Holy
Places recognized the rights of France, but proposed the
status quo, except the admission of the Latins into the
sanctuary of the Virgin, and the right of the Greeks to

enter into the sanctuary of the Ascension. A firman
made public confirmed those decisions. France accepted
that injury to her ancient privileges by condescension and
the desire of preserving peace ; but fresh exigencies on
the part of Russia revealed themselves and brought about
the famous mission of Prince Mentschikofi*.

It has been seen what secret, intimate and constant ties

connected the Christians subjected to the Turkish Empire
with the sovereigns of Russia ; they were their future libe-

rators,and the year 1853 was assigned as that in which
the Cross, after four centuries of slavery, should be re-

placed over the dome of St. Sophia. Since that Turkey
had been despoiled in a few years of Greece, of Servia, of
the Danubian provinces, of the suzerainty of Algiers, and
even in part of Egypt. Russia regarded that Empire as a
sick man in moribund agony, and whose inheritance must
be secured. The state of Europe seemed favourable to
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such an ambition, the commotion produced by the events

of 1848 being- scarcely appeased, and France, that secular

protectress of Turkey, appearing, on account of her revo-

lutions, incapable of any movement.

Deceived by these appearances, and dazzled by the con-

tinual success of his reign of twenty-six years, the

Emperor Nicholas took the pretext of the discussion upon

the Holy Places to despatch Prince Mentschikoff on a special

embassy to Constantinople to demand, by virtue of the

treaty of Kamardji, the redress of numerous wrongs expe-

rienced by Eussian pilgrims in the States of the Sultan,

the exclusive protection of all members of the Greek

Church in Turkey, and the settlement of the question

respecting the Holy Places on terms which would have

left the supremacy to the Greeks. The ambassador

demanded an answer in five days ;
" a longer delay," he

said, " would be considered as a want of delicacy towards

his Government, which would impose upon it the most

painful obligations." Mentschikoif purposely delivered

his message with marks of the greatest contempt, appear-

ing in full Divan in his great coat and dirty boots (5th

May, 1853).

On the 10th of ]\Iay, the Porte, assured of vigorous

support from the English and French ambassadors, replied

with moderation tliat it was ready to satisfy the demands
relative to the subjects, pilgrims and Pussian Churches.

As to the immunities of the Greek Church, it proved,

by its constant solicitude for its Christian subjects, its

intention of never doing injury to those privileges ; to

accept the engagement claimed by Pussia would be to

annul and destroy the basis of its independence.

On the 18th of May, Mentschikoft after having renewed

his threatening demands, declared his mission terminated :

" The refusal of a guarantee for the orthodox worship,"

he said, " would henceforth impose upon the Imperial

Government the necessity of seeking it in its proper

power." jMentschikoff, after handing in the ultimatum
which was disregarded, took his departure, accompanied by
all the personnel of the embassy (21st May), with the
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threat that he had come in his great coat, but would
return in his uniform.

Nichohis was irritated to see his influence in the East
held in check by France and Austria. In tlie question of

the Holy Places, France had just obtained a solution

favourable to the pretensions of the Catholic Powers.
" The Porte authorized the Latins to build an ambry in

the cave of Bethlehem." After Omar Pacha's invasion

of Montenegro, it was the Austrian ambassador who,
without the aid of Russia, had procured the retreat of the

Ottoman troops. Nicholas affected to see in tliose two
decisions of the Porte an attempt to annul the right of

protectorate over the Eastern Christians, conferred on
the Itussian sovereign by the treaties of Kainardji,

Bucharest, and Adrianople.

England hesitated to take part in a quarrel in which
she saw little but the question of the Holy Places and
the pretensions of France ; but on the 9th and 14th of

January, 1S53, two private interviews between Nicholas
and the English ambassador. Sir Hamilton Seymour,
had revealed to the British Minister the ultimate aim of

the Emperor's schemes. Their aim was nothing less

than to wind up the bankrupt estate of tlie " sick man."
Servia, the Principalities, and Bulgaria were to form inde-

pendent States under the protection of Nicholas. As to

Constantinople, if circumstances obliged him to occupy
it, he would establish himself there as trustee and not
as proprietor. England, in her turn, should be free to

appropriate territories at her convenience, provided she
did not stretch out her hand for Constantinople. " iS'ow,"

he said, "it is as a friend and a gentleman that I speak
to you; if England and m3'self can come to an under-
standing about this affair, the rest matters little to me,
and I shall care very little as to what the others may think
or do." He insisted on this latter point. " If we are

only agreed, I am completely at ease about the West of
Europe ; what the others may think at the bottom of their

heart is of small importance," These " others " were first

France and then Austria. Nicholas flattered himself that
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he could persuade and carry away the English ; hut it did

not enter into his calculations that Napoleonic France

could ever form an alliance with the England of Waterloo,

of St. Helena, and of Hudson Lowe. The imprudent

confidence to Seymour rendered the strange alliance possi-

ble. England took fright, and it was now her turn to

urge France to energetic measures. "J'he invasion of the

Principalities appeared to her to be the first step towards

the execution of the schemes of dismemberment.

On the 21st May a note from Count Nesselrode,

Minister of the Czar, declared that the Russian armies

were about to enter the Danubian Principalities in order

to occupy them until the Porte shall give its adhesion to

the demands laid down by Prince Mentschikoff. " The
right claimed by Russia," he said, " is similar to that which

France has exercised over the Catholics of the Ottoman
Empire for centuries ; it confers no right of perpetual

intermeddling in the interior affairs of that Empire."

In presence of these eventualities of war, France and

England despatched their fleets to Tenedos, at the same

time authorizing their ambassadors to summon those fleets

to Constantinople for the defence of the Sultan.

On the 3rd July, 1853, the Russian troops crossed the

Pruth, and at once entered Wallachia and Moldavia under

the command of General Gortschakoft'. Nicholas published

a proclamation, in which he announced that he did not

intend to begin the war, but that he wished to have some
security on which he could rely for the Divan's strict execu-

tion of tlie treaties. The English and French fleets now
approached the threatened points, and took up a position

in Besika Bay, without crossing the Straits, which the con-

ditioDS of the treaties still kept closed to ships of war.

Russia, however, declared in a circular that tliis transac-

tion was a threat, which was sure to cause new complications.

Austria proposed that a conference should assemble at

Vienna, and delegates from the five Powers met and took

part in it. Prussia had made advances to Austria. At
this moment peace might have been secured. The Czar

was disposed to make certain concessions, provided his
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right to the protectorate was recopinized ; but Turkey took

the initiative in war by summoning Russia to evacuate

the Principalities. The Turks displayed more energy in

this war on the Danube than the Russians expected. On
the 30th November, 1853, the destruction of the Turkish

fleet at Sinope by Admiral Nakhimof destroyed all hopes of

localizing the war. The French and English fleets, which
at the beginning of hostilities had entered the Bosphorus,

now sailed into the Black Sea, and obliged the Russian
fleet to withdraw into the ports.

On the 29th of January, 1854, Napoleon III. had ad-

dressed an autograph letter to Nicholas as a last attempt

at peace. Things, however, had now gone too far, and the

Czar's reply left no alternative but to make war. Mean-
while England had published Seymour's despatches about
his interview with Nicholas, and this violation of the

secresy asked by the Emperor, " speaking as a friend and
a gentleman," profoundly irritated Russia. The conse-

quences of these revelations were very serious. France,

Austria, and Prussia saw how completely Nicholas in-

tended to sacrifice them, and were stung by his contempt
for all that "the others " might think or do. On the 12th
of March, 1854, France and England assured Turkey of

their support. On the 10th of April an offensive and
defensive treaty of alliance was concluded. On the 20th,

Austria, which was making a threatening concentration of

troops on the Danube, signed with Prussia a treaty of

guarantee and a treaty of alliance in case the Czar
attacked Austria or crossed the Balkans. Nicholas had
found means to unite the whole of Europe against him.

The immense superiority of the navy of the allies

allowed them to attack Russia in all her seas. In the

Black Sea they bombarded the military port of Odessa
(22nd April, 1854), while respecting the town and the

commercial port. The liussian settlements on the coast

of the Caucasus—Anapa, Redout-Kale, and Soukoum-
Kale—had been burned by the Russians themselves. In

the Baltic the allies blockaded Cronstadt, disembarked on
the isles of Aland, took the fortress of Bomarsund (IGth
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August, 1854), and in 1855 bombarded Sveaborg. In

the White Sea tliej attacked the fortified monastery of

Solovetski. In the sea of Okhotsk they blockaded the

Siberian ports, destro^'ed tlie arsenal of Petropavlovsk,

and threatened the position of the Russians on tlie river

Amour.
The Eussians, menaced by the Austrian concentration

on the Dnnubc, by the disembarkation of the French and

English (first at Gallipoli and then at Varna), made a last

effort to take Sdistria, the siege of which (April to July)

had already cost them many men. They failed. In the

Dobrudscha, an expedition directed by the French had no

military results, but the army was decimated by the

cholera and fevers, from the marshes. The Russians

decided to evacuate the Principalities, which w^ere then

occupied by the Austrians, according to an agreement

with Europe and the Sultan. The war on the Danube
was ended ; the Crimean war had begun.*

It had been finally resolved on in a council held at

Varna (21st July) between the generals of the French,

English and Turkish armies. On the 14tli September,

500 ships landed the expeditionary troops near Eupatoria,

on the Western coast of the Crimea ; on the 20th, the

battle of the Alma opened them the way to Sebastopol.

This was a thunderbolt to Russia. Since 1812 no enemy
had landed on her soil; the Crimea, protected by a for-

midable fleet, impregnable fortresses, and a numerous
army, seemed secure from all attacks. Now the army was

beaten, and the Bhick Sea fleet, which had retreated to the

harbour of Sebastopol, only served to obstruct the channel.

Sebastopol itself was so badly protected and armed—at

least, on the land side—that many officers still think that

a bold march of the allies on Sebastopol would have

made them masters of the town.

When, however, the first momentary surprise had passed,

the Russians set to work. In a few daj's they repaired

years of carelessness or official peculation. Townsfolk,

* See Camillo Roussct, " Histoire de la Guerre de Crimee," two vols; and
Kambaud's " Fram/ais et liusses, Moscow et Sevastoi^ol."
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soldiers and sailors laboured at the earthworks In a very
short time, thanks to this marvellous activity, the stony
soil of the Chersonesus was raised in redoubts, and in

ramparts crowned with fascines. The bastions of tlie

Centre, of the Mast, of the two Eedans, and of the
Malakof, all afterwards so celebrated, bristled with guns
taken from the navy, and 14,000 or 15,000 sailors, all

eager to avenge the ruin of the fleet, came to reinforce the
garrison. Admirals Kornilof, Istomine, and Nakhimof, who
were all three to die on the bastion of the Malakof, directed

the defence. The allies had marched on the port of Bala-

clava, which they had captured. They then took up a
position on the south of Sebastopol, investing at the same
time both the town and the Karabelnaia, and getting

supplies by the ports of Kamiesch and Balaclava. On the
northern side, the beleaguered place communicated freel}^

by the bridges over the great harbour, with the Kussian
field army, and could continually receive reinforcements

and supplies. It was less a city besieged by an army than
two armies entrenched opposite each other and keeping
all their communications. Many times the allies were
interrupted in their labours by the field army ; and they
had to give battle at Balaclava (25th October) to the

Russians, who were repulsed—a battle rendered memorable
by the gallant but rash and fatal charge of the British

Cavalry, when, by some mistake in the delivery of orders,

nearly two-thirds of the Light Brigade were uselessly

sacriHced.

This battle was soon followed by that of Inkermann
(5th November), when the Bussians, with very superior

forces, and in the presence of the Grand Dukes Nicholas
and Michael, again attacked the British position, and
were once more repulsed with dreadful loss. The British,

taken by surprise, were most gallantly supported by their

French allies. At the same time the garrison made a

sortie and attacked the left wing of the besiegers, but was
equally repulsed. The allies lost 4,000 men, the Bus-
sians 10,000.

Whilst the allies dug trenches, bored mines, and multi-
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plied their batteries, tlie Eussian engineers, directed by

Todleben, strengthened the town fortifications, and built

new ones—under the enemy's fire. The allies, in spite of

the hardships of a most severe winter, established them-

selves more and more firmly, braving in a corner of the

Crimea all the forces of the Empire of the Czars. Tliey

suffered, however, most severely in their encampments.

The Ikitish soldiers, especially, died by hundreds of cold,

disease, and privation, while the clothing, stores, and

medicines, which might have averted these calamities,

were, through the almost incredible bungling and mis-

management of the commissariat department, lying un-

packed at Balaclava. The just and violent indignation

felt in England at tliis state of things produced the fall of

the Aberdeen Ministry in February, 1855,

On the 2nd of December, 1854, a treaty of alliance

had been concluded between France, Austria, and Great

Britain : (1.) The three Powers mutually engaged to

enter into no arrangement with the Court of Russia be-

fore having deliberated in common
; (2.) Austria engaged

to defend the frontiers of the Principalities occupied by
her against any return of the Russian forces, and to offer

no prejudice to the free movement of the allied armies on

the same territory; (3.) Hostilities having just broken

out between Austria and Russia, Austria contracted with

the Western Powers an alliance offensive and defensive.

The Russian ports of the Black Sea and in the tSea

of Azof were (15tli January, 1855) placed in a state of

blockade by the French and English fleets.

A treaty of alliance offensive and defensive having

been made (26th January) between tlie Western Powers
and the King of Sardinia, that prince sent to the Crimea
an auxiliary force of 15,000 men under General Marmora.

Twenty-five thousand Russians attacked Eupatoria

(i(3th F'ebruary), and were repulsed by the Turks under

Omar Pacha.

The sudden and unexpected death of the Emperor of

Russia, xS^icholas 1. (2nd March), seemed to open a pros-

pect for peace. Alexander II , his son, succeeded him, but
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his first words were not favourable to peace : ''The object

of our efforts will be that towards which Peter I., the

Empress Catherine, Alexander, and our father of glorious

memory tended." However, a few days after, negotia-

tions were opened at Vienna between all the belligerent

Powers. The conferences lasted until the 26th of April,

and without result.

VOL. ir.
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CHAPTER IV.

1. End of the Crimean JFar.— Treaty of Taris.

Alexander II., born in 1819, succeeded to the throne

at the age of thirty-seven, under circumstances which
were as compUcated within as without. " You will find

the burden heavy," said his father on his deathbed. His
first care was to terminate on honourable conditions the

war which was exhausting: Russia. At the news of the

death of Nicholas, the Funds had risen on all the exchanges

of Europe. This peaceful hope did not allow itself to be
discouraged by the proclamation by which the new Em-
peror proposed to himself " to accomplish the schemes and
desires of our illustrious predecessors—Peter, Catherine,

Alexander the well-beloved, and our father of imperish-

able memory." The new sovereign knew better than
any one how little the ambitious projects of Peter and
Catherine were appropriate to the circumstances in which
he found himself. A conference was again opened at

Vienna, between the representatives of Austria, Russia,

and the two Western Powers. They could not agree as

to the guarantees to be exacted from Russia. France
demanded the neutralization of the Black Sea, or the limi-

tation of the number of vessels which the Czar might
keep in it. " Before you limit our forces," Gortschakoff

and Titof, the representatives of Russia might reply, " at

least take Sebastopol."

The siege continued. Sardinia in her turn now sent

20,000 men to the East. Austria had engaged (2nd De-
cember, 1854) to defend the Principalities against Russia,

and Prussia to defend Austria. Napoleon III. and Queen
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Victoria exchanged visits. Pulissier had succeeded General
Canrobert (16th May). In the night of the 22nd of May
two sorties of the Russians were repulsed. The aUies

encamped with a strong force on the left bank of the

Tchernaia, an expedition destroyed the military establish-

ments of Kertch and Yenikale, occupied the Sea of Azof,

and bombarded Taganrog, thus leaving to the Russians no

EMPEROR ALEXANDER 11. OF RUSSIA.

base of supplies except Perekop. The Turks were in Anapa,
and summoned the Circassians to revolt.

Pelissier had announced that he would take Sebastopol.

On the 7th of June he took the Green Mamelon and
the White Works by assault. On the 18th the French
assailed the Malakof, and the English the Redan, but tliey

were repulsed with a loss of 3,000 men. On the IGth of
August the Italian contingent distinguished itself at the
battle of Traktir on the Tchernaia. The last day of

p 2
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Sebastopol Lad come: 874 guns thnndered against the

bastions and the town. The Eussians displayed a stoical

bravery and a reckless intrepidity. In the last twenty-

eight days of the siege they lost 18,000 men by bombard-

ment alone ; a million and a half of bullets, bombs, shells

and grenades had been thrown into the town. The French

had dug fifty miles of trenches during the 336 days of

the siege, and 4,100 feet of mines before one bastion

alone. They had pushed their lines within 100 feet of

the Malakof, under " a hell fire," the noise of which was

heard for more than sixty-two miles round. The Eussian

bastions crumbled, bomb-proof roofs were driven in, the

gunners fell by hundreds, the soldiers of the reserve by
thousands. Kornilof, Istomine, and Nakhimof had fallen.

The besieged had no longer time to repair the breaches

made by the batteries, to change the useless pieces, hardly

to carry away the dead. In one single day 70,000 pro-

jectiles were fired into the town. It was the beginning

of the end. On the 8th of September, 1855, at twelve

o'clock, the allied batteries suddenly ceased to fire. The
French threw themselves on the Malakof, and maintained

their position against all efforts to dislodge them, and, in

spite of the check of the English at the Great Eedan,

Sebastopol was taken. The Eussians evacuated the city

and the Karabelnaia, burning and blowing up everything

in their rear, and retreated to the northern side. Mean-
while the navy had continued to threaten the coasts ; it

destroyed the fort of Kinburn, and the Eussians blew up
that of Otchakof.

Eussia, however, did not yet seem ready to submit.

Gortschakoff* announced to the army assembled at the north

of the harbour of Sebastopol that " he would not volun-

tarily abandon this country where St. Vladimir had

received baptism." Alexander too encouraged the brave

troops with his presence, and wept over the ruins of the

great fortress. The Bee newspaper officially announced to

Europe " that the war was now becoming serious, and

that Sebastopol being destroyed, a stronger fortress would

be built ;" but the fact could no longer be disguised that the
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country wished for peace. This war had cost 250,000
men ; the banks only paid in paper, and the public refused

that of the Government. England, on her side, manifested

the most warlike disposition. Palmerston and the greater

part of the British newspapers did not consider Eussia

sufficiently humiliated, but it was obvious that the war
was drawing to a close. The treaty of November, 1855,

between France and Sweden, only contained a simple

guarantee, and no mention was made of the offensive

alliance proclaimed by the Gazettes. The fall of Kars, by
consoling the military vanity of Russia, made her more
inclined to treat. Alexander II. declared his intention of

adhering in principle to the "ultimatum of the four

guarantees" presented by Count Esterhazy, and a Con-
gress met at Paris on the 25th of February, 1856.

France, England, Austria, Prussia, Sardinia, and Turkey
appeared at it, and Eussia was represented by Baron de

Briinnow and Alexis Orlof Peace was signed on the

30th of March on the following: bases:— 1. Eussia re-

nounced her exclusive right of protection over the

Danubian Principalities, and all interference with their

internal affairs. 2. The free navigation of the Danube
was to be effectually secured by the establishment of a

commission, in which all the contracting parties should

be represented. Each of them should have the right to

station two sloops of war at the mouth of the river.

Eussia consented to a rectification of frontiers which
should leave Turkey and the Eoumanian Principalities all

the Danubian delta. 3. The Black Sea was made neutral

ground : its waters, open to merchant ships of all nations,

were forbidden to men of war, whether of the Powers on
the coasts or of any others. No military or maritime

arsenals were to be created there. Turke^^ and Eussia

could only maintain ten light ships to watch the coasts.

4. The hatti-cherif by which the Sultan Abdul-Medjid

renewed the privileges of his non-Mussulman subjects was

inserted in the treaty, but with the cUiuse that the Powers
could not quote this insertion as authorizing them to

interfere between the Sultan and his subjects.
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By the Treaty of Paris Eussia lost botli the domination

of the Black Sea and the protectorate of the Eastern

Christians, thus annihilating the fruits of the policy of

Peter I., Anne, Catherine II., and Alexander I. Thus
were condemned to ruin the fleets and naval arsenals

created by Potemkin, the Duke de Kichelieu, the Marquis

de Traversay, .and Admiral Lazaref ; thus the fortresses of

Sebastopol, Kinburn, and Yenikalc were deserted. The
treaties of Kairnadji, Bucharest, and Adrianople were

deprived of all the hopes of conquest and dominion to

which they had given rise. The imprudent policy of

Nicholas had compromised the work of two centuries of

successful efforts.

Eussia also took part in the Convention of 1858, which

organized AVallachia and Moldavia, and in that of 1859,

which allowed them to become one State, namely,

Eoumania, a precious relic of the great Eoman colony

founded by Trajan on the Lower Danube.

2. Disorders and Insurrections in the Trihiitary Provinces,

In June, 1858, an outburst of fanatical fury amongst
the Mahommedan population of Jeddah, on the east shore

of the Eed Sea, having cost the lives of a great number
of Christians, the British and French Governments lost

no time in exacting ample reparation for the outrage.

They called upon the Sultan to issue orders for the pun-

ishment of the guilty, and a special commission was sent

by the Turkish Government with troops to Jeddah to see

that the order was carried into full effect.

Prightful atrocities were committed in Syria in 1860,

where a vast number of the Maronite Christians were

massacred by the Druses. The animosity between these

religionists was bitter and of long standing, nor is

"it easy to determine with whom the blame rests of

giving the first provocation which led to the deplorable

catastrophe.

A revolution in Moldavia and Wallachia (18G4) having
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brought about the abdication of Prince Couza, the
Chambers met, and their first act was to proclaim as

Prince of Eoumania the Count of Flanders, the brother of

the King of the Belgians, but he declined to accept the
proffered throne. They then turned to Prince Charles
of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, a cousin of the King of
Prussia, and the question of his election as Hospodar was
submitted to the votes of the population. The result of
this appeal to the people was that he was chosen
Hospodar, and the election was afterwards recognized by
the Porte as well as by the other European Powers.
The Viceroy of Egypt having made a visit to Europe in

1869, was received at the different Courts with something
of the respect and state usually reserved for crowned heads.

This gave offence to the Sultan and Turkish Government,
for in reality the Viceroy is only a satrap of the Ottoman
Porte, enjoying the peculiar title of Khedive, which, what-
ever may be its precise import in Turkey, does not invest

its possessor with a royal character. The Sultan was also

offended at the invitations issued to foreign monarchs to

be present at the forthcoming opening of the Suez Canal,

which his Majesty thought was an infringement on his

imperial prerogative. He was also alarmed at other

tokens of independence on the part of the Egyj)tian

Viceroy ; and in consequence a letter was addressed by the
Turkish Minister to the Viceroy, which contained a state-

ment of the grievances alleged against him, and which he
answered in a long despatch. Ultimately, through diplo-

matic interference, the matter was settled by the accep-

tance, on the part of the Viceroy, of the conditions insisted

on by the Porte.

In 1871, in connection with the Black Sea Treaty, a

certain change in the spirit of Turkish policy was obser-

vable. In the semi-ofiicial organ, the Tarquie of Constan-

tinople, it was said that Turkey had made friends with
her traditional enemy Pussia, though she had done this
" far more because she fears a conflict in which she would
be without effective allies, than because she trusts in the

friendly intentions of the Russian Government." It was
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added, that the same conviction of the impossibility of

maintaining herself unaided in Europe had prompted her

to take up " the idea of Islamite unity, and of the resto-

ration of the old Khalifate in Asia and Africa."

The death of the Grand Vizier, Ali Pacha, in the sum-
mer (1S71), was followed by a period of ministerial

confusion. Mahmoud Pacha became Grand Vizier, but

Ahmed Vefik Effendi attained to the highest place in the

Sultan's confidence.

In the month of July, 1872, the Grand Vizier, Mah-
moud Pacha, fell into disgrace, and was made to resign

office in favour of Midhat Pacha, Governor of Bagdad.
Midhat represented Austrian influence. But Midhat's

sway was short. It was said that he would not, like his

predecessor, lay the savings of the State treasury at the

Sultan's disposal. Rudschi Pacha was appointed Grand
Vizier in his place. The true key of Turkish politics this

year seems to be discoverable in two motives : the Sultan's

wish to alter the succession, and the influence which the

Russian ambassador. General Iguatiefi", had succeeded in

establishing over his councils. With regard to the suc-

cession, the Sultan's eager desire was to get his own eldest

son, Youssouf Izeddin, declared his heir, in conformity

with the usual European system, instead of Murad Effendi,

the eldest son of his brother, the late Sultan Abdul Med-
jid, who, having been born under his father's reign, had,

according to Turkish law, a prior claim to a cousin born
before his father had ascended the throne. The policy of

Russia was to favour the Sultan's wishes in this respect,

through the ministry of those Grand Viziers with whom
General Ignatiefi had established an entente cordlale.

In Turkey some ministerial changes occurred in 1873,
which are scarcely worth recording. A dispute with
Austria on the subject of the Bosnian Christians threatened

at one time serious complications, but a mutual under-
standing was arrived at by both parties, and Europe was

^ saved a revival of the ever-impending " Eastern Question."
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3. The attitude of Russia towards Turkey in 1876-1877.

" Approach as near as possible to Constantinople and
towards the Indies. He who reigns at Constantinople

will be the real sovereign of the world, and, with that

object in view, provoke continental wars with Turkey and
with Persia ; establish dockyards in the Black Sea

;
get

possession of the shores of that Sea as well as those of

the Baltic, those two things being necessary for the ulti-

mate success of our project; hasten the decadency of

Persia, penetrate as far as the Persian Gulf, re-establish

the former trade of the Levant by appropriating Syria,

and, if possible, extend the power of Russia to the Indies,

which are the emporium of the world." So runs the

fourteenth injunction contained in the so-called will of

Peter the Grreat, a famous document described in the
" Memoirs sur la Chevaliere d'Eon," as a " copy of the

plan for compassing European supremacy, left by Peter

the Grreat for his successors on the throne of Russia, and
deposited in the archives of the Palace of Peterhoff,

near St. Petersburg." It was Napoleon I., when on the

point of embarking on his Russian campaign, who first

made public this instrument, which has been very

generally denounced as a forgery of his own, and whose
existence has been positively denied by the Emperor
Alexander. However this may be, it forms, perhaps, no
inappropriate introduction to the history of an eventful

year (1877); one which must be ranked, unhappily, in a

category too-well filled of late, and marked by the decla-

ration and progress of a cruel and destructive war.

No intelligent observer of events had failed to watch
with interest the attitude of the Continental Powers to-

wards the great problem of 1870. As the year went on,

however, all other subjects faded into insignificance com-
pared with the questions springing out of the momentous
conflict then being waged in the East of Europe. The
Audrassy note, so famous in its time, was received in

London 30th December, 1875 ; but it was not until a

fortnight later that a qualified acceptance of it was given
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in by the English Government. The decision of the

Government was very generally approved, for nothing had

then occurred to arouse party feelings, and to range Eng-
lishmen on the side of this or that State without regard to

English interests. The formidable nature of the question

that was opened up, and the dangers it involved for all who
were in any way interested in Turkey, were properly borne

in mind. Soon, however, it became evident that the

Andrassy note, though accepted by the Porte as well as by
England, was doomed to failure, and the attention of

ABDUIi AZIZ.

Europe was arrested by the meeting of the Emperors at

Berlin. The Berlin memorandum was then concocted,

and the assent of the three remaining Great Powers was
demanded by telegraph. England, however, refused to

submit to such dictation, and the Ministers of Russia and
Germany found themselves checkmated.

The conduct of Bussia set at defiance all rules of inter-

national law, and there is no other Power in the world

which would have refrained for a whole year from openly

the outrasreous and unblushins; acts of war inresentmg
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which Russia indulged against Turkish territory, whilst

yet a Russian ambassador dwelt and intrigued at the
Golden Horn. It is unnecessary to do more than to

allude to the incidents of the Servian war, in which an
attack was commenced upon Turkey by one of its own
vassals, first at the instigation, and then with the open
co-operation of Russia, followed by the utter discomfiture

of the Servians and their more enterprising allies. Turkey,
however, was forbidden to reap the natural fruits of victory,

and though the road had been opened to Belgrade by the

splendid valour of its troops, it was bidden to halt.

4. Deposition and death of Abdul Jziz.—Accession of Abdul

Hamid.—European Conference at Constantinople,

The deposition and suicide of Abdul Aziz, the brief ten

days' reign of Murad V., the instalment in the chair of the

Prophet of Abdul Hamid, the murderous and too success-

ful attack made upon the Sultan's chief Ministers—these

and other incidents of an almost equally painful character

conspired with civil insurrection and foreign war to render

the year one of peculiar trial to Turkey. The Sublime
Porte mustered large and not ill-equipped armies in Asia

as in Europe ; and on the sea it was thought that Turkey
would prove more than a match for circular Russian iron-

clads. A constitution, consisting ofcomprehensive clauses,

the work of Midhat Pacha, the late Grand Vizier (whose

sudden dismissal and exile quickly followed upon the

breaking up of the Conference), was proclaimed for all the

subjects of the Sultan ; and the question pi-actically at

issue was, whether Europe should wait and see if that new
and vaunted medicine would cure the political ills of

Turkey, or whether Russia should be allowed to scout the

promise of institutions she could not herself venture to

grant, and compel Turkey to fight for its existence.

The scheme of reform agreed to by the diplomatists in

the European Conference at Constantinople, including

General IgnatiefF and Lord Salisbury, when submitted to
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the Sultan, was rejected on the plea tliat the new Con-
stitution afforded a guarantee for the better government
of Turkey, as it contained all kinds of representative

machinery for the empire, for the provinces, for the com-
mune, all at the same time.

On the reopening of Parliament in February, 1877,

Lord Derby, in defending the ministerial policy of the

British Cabinet, justified the rejection of the Berlin memo-
randum, on the ground that, if it had been accepted,

England would have been bound to take part in a joint

military occupation. As an alternative, therefore, the

Conference was proposed, and although it did not do all

that was desired, it gave at least time for consideration,

enabling the Powers to ascertain what Russia sought, and
what the Porte would be willing to concede.

At the opening of the year 1877, Turkey, therefore, was
going through a crisis fraught with momentous con-

sequences ; for on its issues depended, probably, not only

the question of peace or war between herself and Russia,

but, it might be, the peace of Europe generally.

In one way Turkey was showing more than usual

vitality. Many remarkable internal changes had rapidly

followed each other. Two Sultans had successively

been deposed from Sovereign power. Two Cabinet Minis-
ters had been removed by assassination. Persecution
and oppression of the Christian population of Bulgaria, of
the most flagrant kind, had roused Europe to indignant
remonstrance ; and in answer to demands, a Constitution

of a very democratic nature had been proclaimed—

a

Constitution which was to remedy all abuses, and to

inaugurate an era of justice and equality for all the races

and creeds of the Ottoman Empire.
The political physicians of Europe were sitting in con-

sultation upon the evils of her administration—the diseases

of her body politic—which threatened it with dissolution
;

but she proved the most intractable of patients; absolutely
refusing the remedies proposed to her, and boasting of the
excellence of her Constitution, which, if allowed fair play,

would of itself expel all diseases, and she promised to
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leave oflP tliose pernicious ways which had brought her to

the brink of ruin.

The policy of the European delegates, the representa-

tives of the six Powers—Russia, Germany, France,

England, Austria, and Italy—at the Conference of 1877,
had become one of concession and modification, until,

indeed, it was thought in some quarters that their pro-

posals were finally reduced to but a worthless shadow of

their original demands ; but the Turkish Ministers still

hesitated to accept them. Their policy continued to be a

policy of evasion and procrastination. It was chiefly the

bureaucratic oligarchy, the pachas, menaced in their

exclusive enjoyment of the highest State offices, who stood

in the way of reform.

On the 4th January the Turkish Ministers explained

their objections to the proposals of the foreign delegates.

At the sitting of the Conference, on 1 5th January, the Euro-
pean Plenipotentiaries, giving up seven points out of nine,

had reduced their proposals to two points, viz., an Inter-

national Commission nominated by the Powers, without
executive powers, and the appointment of Valis (Governor
General) for five years by the Sultan, with the approval of

the Guaranteeing Powers.

The objects of the Conference had been to avert, if

possible, the calamity of war, to render friendly advice to

Turkey, and to induce her to give some adequate

guarantees for the better government of her Christian

population.

Its failure was attributed to various causes and in-

fluences—Turkey's jealousy of foreign interference—in-

fatuation—a knowledge of the unpreparedness of Russia
— a desire to wage war single-handed against her

hereditary foe ; the conciliatory and yielding attitude of

General Ignatieff ; the lowered demands of the European
Powers, and the persuasion that of these Powers Russia

alone would attempt coercive measures, and even that

might be viewed as doubtful. A correspondent of the

Times declared it to be a fact that " from the outset the

Turks were intoxicated at the idea of a trial of strength
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with Eussia ;
" and lie adds, " One of their most thought-

ful statesmen said to me not lonsr acfo, ' All we ask is to

be left alone face to face with Eussia.'

"

5. Fall and Banishment of the Grand Vizier Midhat

Pacha.

Within some fifteen days after the last sitting of the

Conference, an event occurred which proved how little

constitutional principles were understood or acted on by
the Sultan or his advisers. This was nothing less than
the sudden fall and banishment of the liberal Grand
Vizier Midhat Pacha, who was at the very time supposed
to be the ruling spirit, as he was the master mind, in the

council and in the closet, in foreign affairs no less than in

domestic policy. This political catastrophe came like a
thunder-clap upon Europe.

General Ignatieff's mission, according to Eussian state-

ments, had for its object " to furnish explanations as to

the real views of the Cabinet of St. Petersburg, and to

facilitate a peaceful solution ;
" and after Europe had been

kept in suspense for some two months, pending the

exchange of ideas between the respective Cabinets, a joint

protocol, on Turkish affairs, was agreed upon and signed,

(31st March), by the six Powers.

Turkey contended that the Protocol of the European
Powers was derogatory to her dignity and independence
-—a virtual abrogation of Article IX. of the Treaty of Paris

—and rather than acknowledge it as binding upon her,

she preferred to face the alternative of war.

Eussia, on the other hand, held a lofty view of her

mission as the protector of the Sclavonic race. The
normal government of the Sclavonic provinces of Turkey
was believed to be one of injustice and oppression, varied

by the grossest spoliation and outrage, which had recently

culminated in the far-famed " Bulgarian atrocities," and
these had roused the passions of that large proportion of

the population of Eussia which was identical in blood and
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allied in sympathy with the suffering people of the

adjoining provinces ; while the pressure it exercised upon
the counsels of Eussia at this time was supposed to be
great, if not irresistible.

Russia believed that the only remedy for the oppressed

States or provinces was autonomy under foreign protec-

tion, and so one thing at least became evident—that when
Eussia and Turkey, the two principals in the quarrel,

took such widely divergent and even antagonistic views,

there could be little hope that the peace of Europe would
be preserved, and Europe looked forward with foreboding

;

nor were its fears unfounded, for, with the next turn of

the political kaleidoscope, all the subtleties of protocols

and diplomacy vanished, and gave place to the unmistakable

language—short, stern, and to tlie point—of war procla-

mations and addresses.

6. Russia declares War against the Porte.

Russia had long been making preparations behind the

scenes. A large army had been massed in Bessarabia,

and in the immediate neighbourhood of the Turkish
frontier, and on April 24, without any ultimatum to

Turkey, beyond the Protocol of March 31, an Imperial

Manifesto appeared declaring war against the Porte. In
this the Czar, addressing his " well-beloved subjects,"

reminded them that his whole reign attested his solici-

tude to preserve for Russia the blessings of peace. He
told them that by pacific negotiation he had sought, in

concert with the great European Powers, to ameliorate

the condition of the Christians in the East. But that

his efforts having been of no avail—the Porte finally

refusing to defer to the will of Europe as set forth in the

joint Protocol—he was obliged " to proceed to more
decisive acts ; " he, that day, April 12 (24), " ordered his

brave armies to cross the frontier."

In justification of this step, the Russian Cabinet ad-

dressed to its ambassadors at foreign Courts a Circular
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Note, in whicli Prince Grortschakoff gave expression to

its views rgarding Turkey's refusal to acknowledge the

joint Protocol of March 31, and the consequences of that

refusal.

The Turkish Government immediately submitted to

the European Powers an energetic protest against what
she termed Russia's violation of international law. Lord
Derby answered Russia in an outspoken despatch on May
1, and expressed to the Russian Cabinet the "deep
regret " of the British Government at the independent and,

as he contended, the unwarrantable course that Russia,

leaving the European concert, had suddenly adopted. The
other Powers did not reply to her note.

In her Circular Note, Russia claimed to be the re-

presentative of tlie interests of Europe ; but Lord Derby
reminded her that by the Protocol of March 31 Europe
willed that Turkey should be allowed time to carry out

her promised reforms—that Turkey, in refusing her

consent to that Protocol, had nevertheless reiterated her

good intentions, and that Russia's isolated action was a

distinct violation of the Treaty of Paris of 187L
The Russians had a great advantage in possessing the

province of Transcaucasia as a base of operations, and a

position of great strength, being backed by the Caucasus

and flanked by the Caspian and Euxine Seas.

At the opening of the campaign, the total strength of the

Russian army of the Caucasus was stated to be about 1 50,000

men, of six divisions, commanded by the Grand Duke
Michael Nicoljewich, assisted by divisional commanders.

The Turkish army on the frontier consisted, it was said,

of 80,000 regular troops, L5,000 Circassians, 4,000 Kurds,

and 25,000 militia—thus making a total of about 124,000

men. Of these 22,000 were stationed at Erzeroum, the

head-quarters of the Turkish army, 28,000 at Kars, and
12,000 at Ardahan.
On April 24, the Russians crossed the frontier at

three points, between Batoum and Bayazid, encountering

the Turkish outposts, and advancing in three columns on
Batoum, Kars, and Bayazid.
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During the first few weeks of the campaign the salient

events were a battle before Kars (April 2yth and 30th),

in which the Russians were victorious, a defeat of the

Russians at Batoum, May 11th, the capture of Sukhum
Kale, a Russian military post near the Turkish frontier,

and the taking of Ardahan by the Russians alter a feeble

resistance, with strong suspicions of corruption and treason

on the part of the governor.

Batoum is the most important j)ort on the eastern

coast of the Black Sea. At live o'clock on the morning of

May 4th a portion of the right wing of the Russian army
attacked in cohunn a Turkish force strongly entrenched on
the heights above the town; and it is to these two facts—

•

that the assault was made in column, upon a force armed
with the breech-loader and posted behind trenches—that

military critics attributed the disaster. " The Ottoman
troops were entrenched in their usual effective manner
upon the slopes and ledges of the heights, defending

Batoum on the land side ; and they opened upon the

columns of the enemy a terrible and well-sustained fire of

cannon and musketry, which literally mowed down the

Russians in swathes. They fell by scores and hundreds
on the plain below the Turkish positions, and during

their attempts to make way against this fire, a body of

Turkish horse and foot, taking advantage of the thick

forest on the mountain side, broke forth upon the flank of

the Russian column and effected a great slaughter."

By a bold dash at Sukhum Kale, a Russian post and
fortress at the foot of the Caucasus, and on the eastern

shore of the Black Sea, the Turks, May l4th, carried war
into the enemy's country and captured an important

Russian military post, which might serve them as a base

of operations, and enable them to arm the hill tribes, and
organize an insurrection against Russia.

As a set off to this surprise, the Russians carried

Ardahan by assault. May 17th. The Turkish garrison,

reported to be 10,000 strong, fled without making any
defence, their commander having previously beat a retreat.

One hundred and twelve guns and other munitions of war,

VOL. II. q
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as well as commissariat stores, fell into the hands of the

Russians, who numbered 50,000 fighting men. Tlie

Turkish commander, Muktar Pacha, appeared to have
defended a much too extended frontier for the forces at his

disposal, and his strategy was severely criticised. Ardahan
had been left with a weak garrison, and its fall broke the

line of defence. Although the Eussians blundered, and
divided their forces at considerable risk, the Turks, not

seizing the opportunity of striking a blow at the right time,

were out-numbered and out-manoeuvred ; and a military

critic, writing in the beginning of June, described their

position in Asia Minor as " about as bad as it could be."

Leaving the Turks to concentrate their forces before

Erzeroum, and the Russians to carry on their attack on
Kars, where the fighting was resulting in favour of the

Turks, we proceed to narrate the leading features of the

campaign on the Danube.

1. The Campaign on the Danube.

The Prutli is the boundary between the Russian province

of Bessarabia and the Danubian provinces of Wallachia

and Moldavia, now forming the Sclav Principality of

Roumania. At this time it was possessed of self-govern-

ment, Charles of IlohenzoUern being the reigning prince

;

but, like Servia, it, nominally at least, acknowledged the

suzerainty of Turkey, and paid the usual tribute of a

dependent state.

In crossing the frontier, then, into Roumania, on April

24th, and making it a base of operations, Russia of course

committed an act of direct hostility to Turkey, and a

result that was to be expected soon followed. On April

10th the Roumanian Chamber adopted a convention, by
wliich the Russian troops were permitted free passage

through the state, and friendly assistance was to be given

them ; Russia, on the other hand, agreeing to respect the

rights of the Roumanians. In consequence of this, official

relations ceased between the Porte and her vassal state.
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whicli soon declared itself independent, and took an

actively hostile part against Turkey.

The Russian army on the Danube consisted of nine

army corps, and a total of 310,000 men, 55,806 horses,

and 972 guns, "as near as possible," according to a mili-

tary eye-witness. These forces were supplemented by the

Roumanian army under Prince Charles, 72,000 strong,

though only about 17,000 of these were regulars and pro-

perly equipped. The Grand Duke Nicholas, brother to

the Emperor, was Commander-in-Chief of the European
army of invasion. The actual strength of this army has

never been satisfactorily ascertained ; many of the corps

were below their nominal strength, and it has been doubted
whether 200,000 Russians were in Roumania at the time

of the passage of the Danube. Mr. Archibald Forbes was
of opinion that there were not 170,000 Russians in that

country at the end of June.

The Turkish army, on the other side of the Danube,
numbered about 247,000 men ; but they were scattered,

mostly in fortified towns, over a frontier of 500 miles by
a depth of 150 miles.

The rival forces, however, were separated by a river

varying in width, in this part of it, from 700 yards to

2,180 yards. To cross this river, with all supplies, and in

the face of the enemy, was now the problem that the

Russian generals had to consider, and it was one of enor-

mous difficulty. This, too, was increased by the nature

of the ground, which is low and swampy on the north side,

while on the opposite shore it is high ; thus giving every

advantage to its defenders, except in the pestilential delta

of the Danube, known as the Dobrudscha.

Meanwhile, Russian batteries and Turkish gunboats

engaged in a duel, much to the detriment of the latter.

The first encounter of the kind resulted in the destruction

of a Turkish monitor by the Russian batteries at Braila.

A shot from an 8-incli gun found its way into the powder
magazine, and the terrific explosion that followed left

nothing visible of the sliip but her stern, mizen-mast, and
a mass of blackened fragments. Of her crew of 200 men

Q 2
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only one finally survived to tell the tale. A more daring

feat was the blowing up of another Turkish monitor, the

Dar-Matoiii, by means of torpedoes. Choosing a dark and
rainy night, the attacking expedition, consisting of two
steam-launches, each carrying two torpedoes, and com-

manded by Lieutenants Dubasoff and Shestakoff, ran out

to the enemy's flotilla, and then DubasofF's launch shot

under the bow of the monitor. A torpedo was dropped

and carried against the bottom of the doomed ship. This

done the boat sped away the length of the wire attached

to the torpedo, which was then fired ofi' by means of an
electric battery. After the explosion the ship was seen

slowly sinking. It was now Shestakoff"s turn. His boat

repeated the operation. A still more terrible explosion

followed ; the vessel sank rapidly, and in a few minutes
only her masts were seen above water.

Floods greater than had been known in Roumania for

years inundated the northern bank of the middle and
lower Danube, and for a long time rendered the passage of

the river by an invading army impossible ; but at last,

after two months of preparation and delay, the Russians
accomplished the passage of the river by a coup de main,

carried out with consummate skill (June 21st, 30th, &c.).

The crossing was made successfully at four different

points— Galatz, Braila, and Hirsova—into the Dobrudscha,
and from Simnitza to Sistova without serious opposition.

Abdul Kerim, the Turkish Commander-in-Chief on the

Danube, reported that 60,000 Russians had crossed the
Danube up to the morning of July 1st. The full tide of

Muscovite invasion was now flowins^ into Bulgaria, and
the Turks had made but a feeble attempt to stem the tor-

rent. Abdul Kerim maintained a masterly inactivity. He
permitted 120,000 Russian soldiers to pass quietly over
to the Bulgarian side of the Danube ; while, with the
indifference of fatalism, he sat calmly in his tent maturing
" a plan," which he assured the Sultan " would ensure the
total defeat of the enemy, not one of whom would ever
return to his own countrj^"

On entering Bulgaria with his army the Czar addressed
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a proclamation to its people, in whicli he assured the

Christian inhabitants of the Balkan Peninsula in general,

and the Bulgarians in particular, of his solicitation for the

amelioration of their lot. To the Bulgarians his army
would secure " the sacred rights of their nationality."
" All races and all denominations " would be equally

treated and order would be enforced. To the Mussulmans
he said, " your existence and your property, the lives and
honour of your families will be sacred upon us Christians

;

but regular and impartial justice will overtake those crimi-

nals who have remained unpunished despite the fact that

their names are well known to the Grovernment." The
future of a Russianised Bul^-aria is also shadowed forth.

" As fast as the Russian troops advance into the interior of

the country, the power of the Turk will be replaced by
regular organization, the native inhabitants will be sum-
moned to take part therein under the supreme direction of

special authorities." " Obey the Russian authorities

;

follow faithfully the indications they will give you : therein

liej^our strength and your safety."

Other successes quickly followed the passage of the

Danube by the Russian army. Tirnova was captured,

from which a garrison of Turkish infantry fled in disgrace-

ful confusion ; Nicopolis was carried by assault, the

Balkans were passed by General Grourko with a flying

column. It seemed as if the campaign was virtually over,

and that the victorious army had but to make a military

promenade to Constantinople.

The capture of Tirnova was the second notable event

of the campaign. On July 7th General Gourko took pos-

session of this town—the capital of the ancient Bulgarian

Kingdom—with a squadron of the guards and 200 Cos-

sacks ; a superior force of Turkish infantry, " holding

almost impregnable mountain positions," retreating before

this small body of Russian cavalry. Tirnova is forty

miles from Sistova on the Danube and thirty from the

entrance to the Balkans. Being unfortified it was of no
strategical value, except as a base of operations for crossing

the Balkans. It now became the Russian headquarters,
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and Prince Tsclierkassi was duly installed as the head of

the new civil administration of Bulgaria.

A more important success, in a military and strategical

point of view, was the taking of Nicopol or Nicopolis, a

fortitied town on the Danube, which was carried by

assault on July IGth, after severe lighting, by Eussian

troops belonging to the 9th corps, and commanded by
General Kriidener. Six thousand Turkish soldiers, with guns

and munitions of war, fell to the victors, who were superior

in numbers. The possession of Nicopol gave the Russians

command of a considerable stretch of river, and secured

tlieir communications between Simnitza and Sistova.

But the most striking achievement of the Russians at

this time was the expedition of General Gourko, who,

starting from Tirnova, on July 12th, led a Hying detach-

ment, composed of all arms, across the Balkans (on the

14tli instant), by way of the Hain Bogaz, or Hainkoi

Pass, into Eoumelia, as far as Yeni-Sagra, almost without

opposition.

It was a bold exploit ; hut it was much criticised by
military experts, one of whom affirmed that had a General

attempted it in the face of French or German troops,

his reward would have been " not a decoration but a court

martial."

At the commencement of the war, the Russian army in

Asia, alter driving in the Turkish outposts, captured some

of the principal fortified positions, invested Kars, and
seemed likely to reach Erzeroum without any serious

reverse.

But as time went on, the campaign in Armenia suddenly

collapsed. Muktar Pacha, the Turkish Commander-in-chief,

in Asia, relieved and revictualled Kars, which the Rus-
sians were fain to abandon till more favourable times. In
August the army of invasion met with a series of defeats,

of which the battle of Kizil-Tipe was an example, and at

length the Grand Duke Michael refused any longer to

carry out General Melikoff's strategy.

In Europe, too, the Russian advance was not to be a

mere military promenade. With the Danube passed,
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Tirnova the centre of Russian administration, Nicopolis
taken, tlie second great barrier to the heart of Turkey
penetrated, it seemed, at the time indeed, as if the tide of
success would carry the invaders triumphantly forward to

the goal of their hopes—Adrianople or Constantinople; but,

as in Asia, reverses came that changed for a time the whole
aspect of the campaign. Plevna and the Shipka Pass
became names of ominous import to the soldiers of the Czar.

No long time elapsed before the Eussian Grenerals were
reminded of the danger of despising an enemy. The easy

success of the early campaign ended with the capture of

Nicopolis by General Krlidener on the first assault. The
possession of the fortress was valuable, as it secured an
additional passage over the Danube ; but as the result

showed, it would have been prudent first to occupy the

town of Plevna, twenty miles south of the Danube, and
the neighbouring heights. While the garrison of Nicopolis

was engaged in a feeble defence, Osman Pacha, marching
to the relief of the place, saw the importance of the

position which the Russians had overlooked, and, occupy-

ing Plevna with 36 battalions and 44 guns, he at once
began the construction of defences which afterwards

grew to the dimensions of a great fortress. Soon after his

earthworks were begun, the Russians became aware, too

late, of the value of the position, and orders were issued

that it should be occupied. Accordingly, on July 20th a

brigade of infantry was sent from Nicopolis upon this

service, under the command of Greneral Schildner-Schuld-

ner, which, however, instead of taking the town fell into

a trap, and was well nigh cut to pieces. But a worse

defeat was to follow, and that through what has been
called the " insensate blunder " of attacking an enemy
armed with breech-loaders and in a strongly intrenched

position with superior forces.

About the same time, under the pressure of popular
indignation, the Turkish Government dismissed Abdul
Kerim and his treacherous or incapable patron Riza Pacha,

Minister of War. Mehemet Ali, a renegade of North
German birth, was appointed to command the Eastern
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army on the Danube, but Osman Pacha at Plevna, and

Suleiman Pacha, who was now transferred from Monte-
negro to Poumelia, were independent of any commander-
in-chief. The division of authority, which was probably

suggested by the jealousies of the Government at Con-

stantinople, produced its natural result in want of concert

and in failure of reciprocal support ; but since the dis-

missal of Abdul Kerim the conduct of the war did not

display any want of vigour. The simple commissariat which
suffices for Turkish armies was well provided. There was no

deficiency in guns, small arms or ammunition; the Turkish

engineers showed extraordinary skill in the construction of

earthworks, and the soldiers retained all their traditional

valour.

In spite of the well-founded remonstrances of General

Ivriidener, the Grand Duke Michael and his staff positively

ordered a renewal of the assault on Plevna, which had
now been provided with strong fortifications.

The second battle of Plevna was fought on the last day
of July. The Turkish forces were estimated at from

50,000 to 70,000. " They occupied a series of positions

in horse-shoe shape in front of Plevna, with both flanks

resting on the river Yid, behind the town. The defen-

sive strength of the ground they occupied, naturally

great, was increased by earthworks, redoubts, and shelter

trenches in every available spot. The assailing force

consisted of the 9th Russian Army Corps, under Baron
Kriidener, and the 30th Division and the thirtieth

brigade of the 2nd Division, under Prince Schackosky,

with three brigades of cavalry and 100 guns. The result

of the terrible conflict was that the Pussians were com-
pletely defeated, with a lossof some 8,0()0killed and as many
wounded. General Kriidener was unjustly blamed for this

great disaster to the Eussian arms. The Russian Com-
mander-in-Chief ordered the attack, and General Kriidener

protested against it ; but when the command was repeated,

in the most peremptory terms, he had no choice but to obey.

South of the Balkans the forces of the Czar met with

the same ill-fortune. Suleiman Pacha having defeated
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General Gourko's force at Eski-Sagra (February 1 5tli), and
driven the Eussians back to the mountains, assailed the

Hussian fortified positions in the Shipka Pass, and then
followed a series of sanguinary conflicts to which the

war had hitherto furnished no parallel. The Kussian
garrison consisted only of the Bulgarian Legion and a

regiment of the 9th Division—in all about 3,000 men,
with forty cannon. Through this pass was the road to

Gabrova and Tirnova, from which all supplies and re-

inforcements must arrive, and by which a retreat to Tir-

nova must be conducted. The attack began on Tuesday,
August 21. Spite of some reinforcements, on Thursday
the two Russian generals, Stoletoff and Derotchinski,

expected momentarily to be surrounded. " It was six

o'clock," said the able correspondent of the Daily News

;

" there was a lull in the fighting, of which the Russians

could take no advantage, since the reserves were all en-

gaged. The grimed, sun-blistered men were beaten out

with heat, fatigue, hunger, and thirst. There had been
no cooking for three days, and there was no water within

the Russian lines. The poor fellows lay panting on the

bai'e ridge, reckless that it was swept by tlie Turkish

rifle fire. Others doggedly fought on down among the

rocks, forced to give ground, but grimly and sourly. The
clifi's and valleys sent back the triumphant Turkish shouts

of * Allah il AUah !

' The two Russian generals were on
the peak which the first position half encloses. With
their glasses they anxiously scanned the glimpses of the

steep brown road leading up from the Jantra valley,

through thick copses of sombre green and dark rocks.

Stoletofl" cries aloud in sudden excitement, clutches his

brother general by the arm, and points down the pass.

The head of a long black column was plainly visible

against the reddish-brown bed of the road. ' Now, God
be tlianked !

' says Stoletofl', solemnly. Both generals

bare their heads. The troops spring to their feet. Such

a gust of Russian cheers whirls and eddies among the

mountain tops that the Turkish war-cries are wholly

drowned in the glad welcome which the Russian soldiers
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send to tlie comrades comiug* to help tliem. It is a

battalion of the Rifle Bri<^ade—the same liifle Brigade
which followed General Gourko in his victorious advance
and chequered retreat. This brigade has marched fifteen

kilometres without cooking or sleeping, and now is in

action without so much as a breathing halt. Such is the

stuff of which thorough good soldiers are made. Their
General, the gallant Tr^^witinsky, accompanies them, and
pushes on an attack on the enemy's position on that

wooded ridge on the Russian right. But Eadetzky, who
himself brought up the tirailleurs, and so saved the day,

marches on up the road with his staff at his back, runs
the triple gauntlet of the Turkish rifle-fire, and joins the

two generals on the peak, hard by the batteries of the
first position. As senior and highest officer present, he
at once took command, complimenting General Stoletoff,

whom he relieved, on the excellence of his dispositions

and stubborn defence."

The Turks claimed a victory on the Lom ; but this

was followed b}" a Russian success of much importance

—

the capture of Loftcha (Sept. 3rd) by Prince Meretinsky,
supported by the young and brilliant General Skobeleff,

who was the hero of the day.

The Turks made a desperate defence behind their re-

doubts, and in their rifle pits, and for twelve hours the

conflict raged with great loss on each side. The assault

was sudden—a surprise. It was brilliantly carried out
and as gallantly met ; but numbers in the end prevailed,

and the Russians attained their object in the possession

of tlie place. Plevna and the Shipka Pass were still,

however, the chief centres of action and interest.

Prince Charles of Roumania had been appointed Com-
mander of the Russo-Roumanian army, and just about a
month after the second battle of Plevna, July 31st, and
three days before the Russian capture of Loftcha, Osman
Pacha, with 25,000 men, made a determined and well-

sustained, but unsuccessful, attack against the Russian left

centre, which held a strongly fortified position around the
villages of Pelisat and Zgalince, and in this perfectly use-
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less sortie, after losing 3,000 men, he was defeated and
driven back by General Zotoff. This was a blunder by a

Turkish general; but the commanders on either side

seemed to vie with each other in sacrificing brave men to

their own recklessness and incapacity. The successful

dash at Loftcha was followed by a series of desperate

assaults by the Russian and Roumanian forces, on the for-

tified positions of Osman Pacha at Plevna, in which brute
force was substituted for skill, and " a holocaust of
mangled humanity was oifered up," said a writer in the
Times (though such criticisms must be received with cau-

tion), " to the inefficient helplessness of the General Staff

Departments of the Russian army." The conflict began
on September 11th ; General Skobeleff, the hero of Nicop-
olis, captured three redoubts, but with heavy loss, and they
were retaken the next day ; the Gravitza redoubts only
remaining in possession of the Russians and Roumanians.
And so the mutual slaughter went on, day after day, till

the Russian losses before Plevna amounted to more than
12,000 men, and the Roumanians to 3,000; or, according
to some estimates, to a total of 16,000 men.

In the Shipka Pass Suleiman Pacha had lost more than
12,000 of his best men by dashing them against the
Russian fortifications (which, it was declared by military

critics, might have been turned), when, on Sept. 17th, he
renewed his assaults on Mont St. Nicholas, only to see his

troops hurled back with heavy loss. In this action

General Radetzky lost 500 men and 19 officers, and an
aide-de-camp of the Emperor, Prince Mestehensky.
On the Lorn the battles of Karahassankoi and Kazelero

put the Turks in undisputed possession of the whole
course of that river, and the Russian line of defence was
forced back to the Jantra.

Having received large reinforcements, and having not
taken warning by repeated experience, the Russian Staff

determined once more to attack Plevna. The 11th of
September, the Emperor's birthday, was fixed as the date
of their anticipated triumph, and repeated assaults were
directed against the formidable defences. On the left of
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the attack General Skobeleff, a youncr and brilliant officer,

took three redoubts, with the sacrifice of" a large part of

the force under his command. On the right the large

redoubt of Gravitza was taken late in the evening by sur-

prise, after the Emperor had left the field, in the belief

that the assault had failed. The redoubts occupied by
Skobeleff were retaken on the following day. Gravitza

remained in the possession of the Kussians and Rouma-
nians ; but the work was commanded by Turkish redoubts

in the rear; and the result of the great battle of the 11th
was a conviction that direct assaults on the fortified camp
were wholly useless. In consequence of this defeat, the

Imperial Guard were summoned to the seat of war, and
General Todleben, who appears previously not to have
enjoyed Court favour, was invited to undertake tlie reduc-

tion of Plevna. The famous engineer at once began
regular approaches, as if for the purpose of besieging

Osman Pacha in form ; but the object of his works was
probably to divert the attention of the garrison while

preparations were made for a complete investment. Before

the last attack on Plevna the Russians had taken Lovatz
in the south-east, and they only waited for their expected
reinforcements to cut the Turkish communications.

So month after month this, for the most part, indecisive

conflict had gone on—the Russian soldier, obedient,

patient, brave and stolid, facing unflinchingly the pitiless

storm that poured on him from bastion and redoubt,

standing up to be shot in pathetic submission to impossi-

ble orders—the fiery Turk, in a frenzy of fanaticism and
despair, fighting heroically against overwhelming numbers
—when, suddenly, Europe was startled by the news of a
great and decisive Russian victory.

On October 14th and 15tli the Turks lost at one blow
all the fruits of a long and brilliant series of victories in

Armenia. On Sunday, the 14th, General Lazaroff' out-

flanked the right of the Turkish army, under Mukhtar
Pacha, and the next day the Grand Duke Michael attacked
the centre of the Turkish position with overwhelming
force, while General Lazaroff assaulted the rear. By
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9 P.M., 2G battalions with seven pachas had surrendered,

with 36 guns. The Turkish stronghokl on Mount Acolias

was taken, and the army cut in two. The right wing was
compelled to lay down its arms ; wliile Mukhtar Pacha
with the left wing retreated to Kars. The spoil was great,

including thousands of tents and standards, and immense
quantities of ammunition.

The remnant of Mukhtar's army, reinforced by Ismail

Pacha's troops (mainly irregulars), took up a strong posi-

tion at E^upri Koi, before Krzcroum, from which it was
driven "in wild confusion" on Sunday, Nov. 4th; the

Turkish commander retreating towards Trebizonde.

The Turkish defence in Asia had thus, in its turn, almost

entirely collapsed, and the fall of Kars and Erzeroum was
alone wanting to complete the Russian conquest of

Armenia. This could now be only a question of time,

and on November 18th the famous fortress of Kars was
taken by assault, but not, it was suspected, without the

aid of treachery. It began under the direction of General
Melikoff,at 8 p.m., November Ibth, when one of the greatest

and most difficult of military feats was accomplished. The
Turks lost 5,000 in killed and wounded. The city fortress,

300 cannon, 10,000 prisoners, and spoils of various kinds

fell to the 13.000 Russians, " who with irresistible courage

climbed the steep rocks, the ramparts and walls, and drove

an equal number of desperately lighting Turks in a head-
long flight over their ditches and parapets, compelling

them to die or surrender."

In Europe, the armies of the Czarewitch and Suleiman
Pacha, on either side of the Lom, had done little more
than reconnoitre each other. General Todleben carried on
the investment of Plevna, where Osman Pacha and his

50,000 men still defied the Muscovite hosts. In Novem-
ber the Roumanians were guarding the northern section

of the circle of investment of probably not less than forty

miles, while the Russians completed it on the east, south
and west.

The Russian successes on the Yid (October 24th, Novem-
ber 1st, &c.) closed the western road to Plevna to all succour
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coming from that quarter. Tlie victory of Dolmy Dubnik,
on October 24th, was dearly bought by the Eussians, who
lost in that action 2,500 men, and 100 officers. About
7,000 Turks were killed, wounded, or taken prisoners. At
Telis the Eussians took a Turkish entrenched position

with 4,000 or 5,000 men, and by the capture of Provitz

and Etropol (November 23rd and 24th) they forced

Mehemet Ali to retreat from Orkhanie to Kamarli, where,

however, the Eussians were defeated December 3rd.

Indeed, the Turkish defence in Europe did not seem
likely to suffer that collapse which had overtaken it in

Asia. The important victory of Elena, to say nothing of

minor successes, and the retirement of the Eussians before

Suleiman Pacha, who now threatened Tirnova, appeared to

indicate a more favourable phase of Turkish resistance to

the Muscovite invaders.

This revival, however, of Turkish activity can only be
compared to the waking up and restlessness that so often

immediately precedes utter exhaustion and dissolution in

the case of the dying man ; for the greatest disaster that

had yet befallen the Turkish defence in Europe happened
to it on December 9th, in the fall of Plevna and the uncon-
ditional surrender of Osman Pacha and his army.

In the early part of the campaign in Europe we have
seen that the Eussians executed some daring movements
in contempt of the enem}^ whose feeble defence only
seemed to give the invaders' easily won successes the
appearance of victories

; yet they failed to occupy the
almost unknown town of Plevna. The skill of Osman
Pacha's engineers, and the oversight of the Eussian
generals, cost the Czar fully 50,000 men in killed and
wounded, and a serious delay. For nearly five months

—

till December 9th—it defied his armies, and upon three occa-

sions July 20th and 31st and September 11th, hurled them
back from its positions and redoubts with great slaughter.

This last assault had been ordered on September 11th, to
celebrate the Emperor's birthday, and accordingly a stage
was erected, from which he might witness the triumph of
liis arms. The result, which was so disastrous and so
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entirely different from what was anticipated, lias been

already briefly related.

8. Fall of Plevna and surrender of Osman Pacha.

At lenf^tli it became apparent to tlie Russian generals

that in direct assaults they only threw away their men
and invited defeat. Skill and caution must be substituted

f>^ :*;-S3.*^5"-^

OSMAN PACHA.

for rash helter-skelter bravery ; escalades and forlorn

hopes must be exchanged for patient waiting and watch-

ing ; so the reduction of the place by the surer method of

scientific investment was determined on by General

Todleben, the able engineer officer, already famous for his

defence of Sebastopol. Osman Pacha received his last

supplies from Sofia by way of Orkhanie early in

November, and by the middle of that month an iron coil
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was thrown round Plevna—it was completely invested.

All siij)plies were thus cut off, Osman Pacha was, like

Bazaine at Metz, entirely shut in by the hostile forces.

General Gourko and his cavalry blockaded the Sofia road,

and, unless relieved by a Turkish army sufficiently strong

to break through the investing force, the fall of Plevna
and surrender of Osman Pacha and his men could only be

a question of time. No relief came. Food and ammuni-
tion were well nigh exhausted, and there appeared to be

no alternative to Osman Pacha but unconditional sur-

render, or the hazardous, if not impossible, enterprise of

cutting his way through the hostile army. A council of

war was held. Osman stated his case, and it was
resolved to make a desperate effort to break through the

Eussian lines in the only possible place, across the Vid,

north of the Sofia road ; and, on the night of December
9th, he issued from Plevna with a force of 32,000 men,
26,000 infantry, and 6,000 cavalry. " At two o'clock

this army commenced crossing the Vid by five bridges,

the permanent stone one and four temporary ones. The
temporary bridges were placed one just up stream to the

south of the stone bridge, the other three dividing the

distance between the stone bridge and a line drawn from
Opanesk fort straight to the river. As the regiments

crossed the Vid they deployed into line, and they did this

in so orderly a manner that the Cossack videttes, who
were but 300 yards awa}^ were not aware of their

vicinity till the skirmishers of the Turks advanced to

within 100 yards of them. The Cossacks then retired

firing. At this time the position of the Turkish forces

was as follows:—1st, a line of skirmishers; 2nd, a line of

battalions in line ; 3rd, three guns in rear of riglit of line

of inlantry ; three ditto centre ditto ; three ditto left

ditto. These guns were not used till after passing the

first Pussian line. The Turks depended on one gun in

the small bastion below Opanesk redoubt, five on the south
slope of the Opanesk redoubt, these constituting the right

of the Turkish attack ; eleven guns in two batteries on
the high ground on the Plevna side of the permanent
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bridge, these constituting tlie left of the Turkish attack.

The positions of the Turkish generals were as follows

:

Commencing from the rear of the army, one pacha was on
the high ground above the bridge, with the eleven guns
mentioned ; one on the right, with the six guns on the

slope of Opanesk ; two in the plain below superintending

the crossing. On the right of the attacking line was one
pacha ; in the centre, one ; on the left were two and
Osman Pacha. As the attacking line advanced, carts

containing ammunition and necessary baggage crossed the

permanent bridge, and with them numbers of carts

belonging to the inhabitants of Plevna, and containing

their wives, children, and household goods, in all to the

number of 4,000, pressed forward, and crossed as fast as

possible. These latter Osman Pacha was powerless to

prevent crossing, for as soon as his troops were withdrawn
from Plevna they insisted on following. At daybreak, a

little before eight, the fighting began. The bridge was
swept by the Pussian artillery, killing men, women and
children, horses and oxen. At nine. No. 2 bridge,

counting the bridge below Opanesk as No. 1, was broken
by the Roumanian battery of five guns, situated to the

right of the Turkish attack. The Turks steadily advanced,

and carried the first Pussian lines. Again they advanced,

and carried two batteries of six guns each in the second
line. For two hours the fight raged between the second
and third line of Russians in favour of neither side. At
this critical time the Turkish shells ran short; this

enabled the Roumanians to turn their left flank, to get

possession of Opanesk, and the hard-fought day was
decided against the Turks. Osman Pacha was wounded in

the leg, the same bullet killing his horse, a present from
the Sultan. Ten thousand Turks had not crossed the Vid
when they laid down their arms. Osman Pacha had no
choice but to submit. The conditions of capitulation

were quickly settled, and they included nothing less than
the complete surrender of the town and its cntrencliments,

Osman Pacha, his army and its arras, 10 pachas, 2,128
officers, and 97 guns.

VOL. ir. R
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Had Osman Pacha's sortie been a complete surprise to

the Russians it is possible that Osraan and a portion of his

army might have effected their retreat. Turkish deserters,

or Russian spies, however, kept the besiegers more or less

informed of what was going on in the Turkish counsels.

On the night of the 7th the Russians knew of the intended

sortie. All their posts were accordingly strengthened,

and on the night of December 9th spies brought word that

Osman was "concentrating near the bridge on the Vid."

"At last," says an eye-witness, "it was certain that the

Turks were moving, and that the final decisive moment
had come. Skobeleff ordered the captured positions to be

instantly placed in a state of defence, in case the Turks,

repulsed and not yet ready to surrender, should attempt

to recapture them. The grey light of morning came. It

was cloudy, and threatened more snow. Suddenly there

was the booming of thirty or forty guns, speaking almost

together, followed instantly by that steady, crashing roll

we have learned to know so well. The battle had begun.

We mounted our horses and rode towards the battle. It

was in the direction of the bridge over the Vid, on the

Sofia road, and half an hour's ride brought us in sight of

the conflict.

" A terrible and sublime spectacle presented itself to

our view. The country behind Plevna is a wide, open
plain, into which the gorge leading up to Plevna opens

out like a tunnel. The plain is bounded on the Plevna

side by steep, rocky bluifs, or clift's, along which flows the

Vid. From these cliffs, for a distance of two miles, burst

here and there, in quick, irregular succession, angry spurts

of flame, that flashed and disappeared and flashed out

again. It was the artillery fire of the Turks and Rus-

sians, which from one point of view appeared intermingled.

The smoke, running round in a circle towards the Vid, rose

against the heavy clouds that hung right up on the

horizon, while low on the ground burst forth continuous

balls of flame that rent the blackness of the clouds like

flashes of lightning. Through the covering of smoke

could be seen angry spits of fire thick as fire-flies on a
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tropical night. Now and then, through an irreguUir

curving stream of lire, we had indistinct glimpses of bodies

of men hurrying to and fro, horses, cattle, carriages running
across the plain, and above all the infernal crashing roll of

the infantry fire, and the deep booming of more than a

hundred guns. This is what had happened."

Osman Pacha had during the night abandoned all his

positions from Gravitca to the Grreen Hill, and concentrated

the greater part of his army across the Vid, over which
he passed on two bridges, one the old, and the other the

new one lately constructed. He took part of his artillery,

some three batteries, and a train of about five or six hun-
dred carriages drawn by bullocks. He succeeded in get-

ting his army, the artillery, and part of the train over by
daybreak The attack was a most brilliant and
daring one. The Turks advanced as far as they could

under cover of their waggons, while the Russians poured
in a terrible fire on them from their Berdan breech-loaders,

scarely less destructive than the Peabody, and opened on
the advancing line with shell and shrapnel. The Turks
then did a splendid deed of bravery, only equalled by
Skobeleflf's capture of the two famous redoubts. Probably
finding their cover beginning to fail them, owing to the

cattle being killed or getting frightened and running
away, they dashed forward with a shout upon the line of

trenches held by the iSibrersky or Siberian Pegiment, swept

over them like a tornado, poured into their battery,

bayoneted the artillerymen, officers and men, who, with

desperate heroism, stood to their pieces to nearly a man,

and seized the whole battery. The Sibrersky Pegiment
had been overthrown and nearly annihilated. The Turks

had broken the first circle that held them in. Had they

gone on they would have found two more ; but they did

not have time to go on. The Pussians rallied almost im-

mediately.

G-eneral Strukoff", of the Emperor's staff, brought up the

first brigade of Grenadiers, who, led by their general, fiung

themselves on the Turks with fury. A hand-to-hand light

ensued, man to man, bayonet to bayonet, which is said to

R 2
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have lasted several minutes, for the Turks clung to the

captured guns with dogged obstinacy. They seem to have
forgotten in the fury of the battle that they had come
out to escape from Plevna, and not to take and hold a

battery, and they held on to the guns with almost the

same desperation which the Russian dead around them
had shown a few minutes before. Nearly all the Turks
in the battle were killed. Those in the flanking trenches

open to the Russian fire had of course very little shelter,

and were soon overpowered, and began a retreat which,

under the murderous fire which came after them, instantly

became a flight.

" For four hours the storm of lead swept on, as one
hundred guns sent forth flame, and smoke, and iron.

During all this time we were in momentary expectation of

seeing one side or the other rush to the charge. We could

hardly yet realize that this was to be the last fight we
should ever see round Plevna, and that when the guns
ceased it was the last time we should hear them here.

*' About twelve o'clock the firing began to diminish on
both sides, as if by mutual agreement. Then it stopped

entirely. The rolling crash of the infantry and the deep-

toned bellowing of the artillery was heard no more. The
smoke lifted and there was silence—a silence that will not

be broken here for many a long year, perhaps never again,

by the sound of battle. The firing had not ceased more
than half an hour when a white fla^ was seen waving
from the road leading around the cliff's beyond the bridge.

Plevna had fallen, and Osman Pacha was ffoing: to sur-

render.

Several of the Russian armies of invasion had been
placed in jeopardy from deficient numbers and inconipetent

generals, but now, by the fall of Plevna, 100,000 men
were set at liberty for offensive purposes. Besides these,

large reinforcements had been brought into the field, and
in the latter polic}'- of the Russian war-direction, talent,

not favouritism, placed officers in important commands.
The Russians hav^ing, in fact, completely recovered from
the critical position in which their own short-comings and
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the successes of the Turks at Plevna in July and Septem-
ber had placed them, were now prepared to prosecute their

onward march.

9. ExJiaustion of the Turkish Armies.

In Armenia the regular siege of Erzeroum had begun
about the middle of December. It had not yet shared the

fate of Kars, but this was, perhaps, more due to a Siberian

severity of the winter than to any very hopeful resistance

on the part of the Turks.

In Europe they were abandoning the Quadrilateral, and
withdrawing troops from positions they could no longer

hope to hold. In fact, while the military power of Eussia

had been steadily advancing, by raising the decimated

corps to their full strength, and by fresh levies, that of

Turkey had rapidly declined and was practically exhausted.

They might still successfully defend strong positions, but

for them all offensive movements were at an end. The
Kussian losses had by Christmas-day reached a total of

80,435 men, but the losses of the Turks must have been

much greater, and 80,000 of their soldiers were prisoners

in the hands of the Kussians.

Under these circumstances the Porte addressed a Cir-

cular Note to the European Powers, and signatories of

1871, defining the situation and inviting mediation.

After referring to the origin of the war it said :
" The

Imperial Government is conscious of having done nothing

to provoke war ; it has done everything to avoid it ; it has

vainly sought to discover Russia's motives in her aggres-

sive campaign. The Porte has shown its desire for

improvement by reorganizing its judicial system, by
devising reforms without distinction of race or religion,

according to the Constitution, which has been everywhere

well received The state of war simply retards such

reforms and is disastrous to the country generally, de-

stroying agricultural interests, killing industry, and
ruining financial reorganizations. Independently of these
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arranfrements for reform, what reason can there be for

continuing the war ? Eussia has dechired she is not

animated by a spirit of conquest. Tlie military honour

of both sides must be abundantly satisfied. What object

can there be in prolonging a contest ruinous to both

countries ? The moment has arrived for the belligerent

Powers to accept peace without affecting their dignity.

Europe might now usefully interpose her good offices,

since the Porte is ready to come to terms. The country

is not at the end of its resources, and is still prepared to

fight in its own defence ; it is ready, moreover, to sacrifice

all for the independence and integrity of the fatherland.

But the Porte is desirous to stop the further efiusion of

blood, and therefore appeals to the feelings of justice

which must animate the Great Powers, hoping they will

receive these overtures favourably."

On December li3th the second session of the Turkish

Parliament was opened in the Grand Hall of the Imperial

Palace. The Saltan said :

—
" I am happy to see around

me the representatives of the nation. You know that we
have had to defend ourselves in a war declared against us

by Eussia, and which is still going on. You know that

our subjects in the Herzegovina, who enjoyed the privileges

of equality and national protection, have entered upon a

course of rebellion, and you are also aware of the unjusti-

fiable declaration of war directed against us by the

Danubian Principalities. All these events have increased

our difficulties in carrying on the war, but no resource has

been spared in making a bold front against them. I again

appeal to the co-operation and patriotism of my subjects

in order to protect, with me, our legitimate rights. . . .The

war having exceeded all ordinary bounds, many inoffensive

inhabitants, including women and children, who are not

amenable to martial law, have been the victims of cruel

treatment deserving the reprobation of humanity. I hope

that the future will not prevent the truth from being made
manifest Inasmuch as the Constitution gives you the

right of free deliberation upon questions of polic}', of

government, and of local interest, we deem it superfluous
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to give you any further encouragement. Our relations

with friendly Powers continue on an amicable footing.

May God bless our efforts !

"

With reference to the atrocities that have, more or less,

marked the progress of this cruel and desolating war, and
about which so many charges and counter-charges have
been made, the whole truth is not yet probably known.

There can be no doubt, however, but that the Turkish

armies are accompanied by swarms of Asiatic barbarians,

whose main objects are plunder and the gratification of

their fiendish instincts by every kind of foul and cruel

deed ; and so every description of horror invariably

follows in the wake of Turkish victories. These atroci-

ties, if not perpetrated by the regular Turkish troops,

seem to be sanctioned by them, and even by the Turkish

Government, as part and parcel of their system of terror-

ism and revenge.

The Eussian army has its Cossacks, whose propensities

are probably much the same as those of the Turkish

irregulars; but in the Russian army, according to English-

men and men of other nations whose testimony is above

suspicion, atrocities are held in abhorrence, and are, as far

as practicable, put down with a strong hand by the Rus-

sian ofiicers. On the Russian side such atrocities as

have occurred were perpetrated chiefly, if not exclusively,

by the Bulgarians. They have been degraded by slavery,

and are very much what the Turks have made them, and
the best thing about them seems to be that while debarred

from all civil rights, they have not been content with a

mere material prosperity. While their lives, their pro-

perty, and their honour were at the mercy of the ruling

caste, they refused to sit down contentedly and sell their

birthright for a mess of pottage.
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CHAPTER V.

1. End of ike Busso-Turkish War.— Crisis at Constan-

tinople.—The Armistice.

At the beginning of 1S78 it became evident that the

Turkish resistance was failing. On 3 1st December, 1877,

General Gourko carried, after a sharp contest, in which he

lost some 700 men, the fortified position of Taschkesen, in

the valley of Sofia, and proceeded to force his way to that

place through the Etropol Balkans ; while in the central

Balkans also the Russians were pressing upon the Turkish

army. Over the Etropol Balkans General Gourko made
a wonderful march. He abandoned the main road, and

took a mountain path from Orkhanie to the westward of

Kaba Konak, and thence to Taschkesen, The road for

the guns had literally to be made in the dark, for the

sappers could only work at night, and the paths were so

slippery that steps had to be cut with the axe, as in

ascending a steep snow mountain. The men, ill-fed and
subjected for several days to intense cold, were almost

worn out, and after doing their work in the snow, dropped

down asleep " like logs ;
" but still the road w\is made,

and the advance-guard, after thirty hours of incredible

effort, scaled the ridge and literally slid down to the

southern side. The whole force gradually crossed, and
Sofia was occupied on January Gth. Following up, mean-
while, their success in the Trojan Pass, the Russians,

under General Radetzky, took the Shipka—though de-

fended by a Turkish army of forty-one battalions, ten

batteries of artillery, and one regiment of cavalry. A
Tui'kish battalion has a numerical strength of 800 men,
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and a battery consists of six guns. They fought desper-

ately, it was said ; and the number of guns taken (sixty)

was larger than any taken on either side in the European
campaign, except at Plevna, which fell after investment.

Generals Mirsky and ScobelefT had penetrated the Balkans
by the U'rojan Pass, and occupied Kezanlik, so the Turks
were enclosed between the two armies. The Porte, terrified

and disorganized, instructed the general in the field to

conclude an armistice. Server Pacha made a statement

to the Chamber of Deputies, informing them tliat every
effort had been made by the Government to interest the

European Powers in the fate of Turkey, but in vain, and
that it was idle to entertain any hope of an alliance.

Turkey was completely isolated, and it therefore became
necessary for her to determine alone how she could best

bring the present war to a close. The terms of an armis-

tice^ he informed the Chamber, had been agreed upon by
the Cabinet, and when it had been concluded by the

Russian commanders its nature would be communicated
to the Chamber. The Pussiau reply was received at

Constantinople on January 14th, and was of a conciliatory

tenor. The Porte was desired, however, to send a pleni-

potentiary to the Russian head-quarters to discuss the pre-

liminary conditions of peace on which the armistice was
to be founded. A Ministerial crisis followed at Con-
stantinople. The Turkish Ministry resigned, and a new
Cabinet was constituted, with Hamid Pacha as Grand
Vizier, and Server Pacha as Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Meantime, while General Gourko drove Suleiman Pacha
over the Despoto Dagh and down to Kavola, Adrianople

being not yet occupied, and long trains of munitions and
supplies still crossing the Balkans ; and while the Turkish

Plenipotentiaries were negotiating with the Grand Duke
Nicholas at Kezanlik, the panic in Constantinople was
described as deplorable. The bulk of the immense
population, which is estimated at all figures from 600,000

to 1,400,000, was frightened by the crowds of footsore,

half-frozen, hungry refugees swarming into the city, and
was most anxious for peace. The Softas, however, were
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angry witli the Government, and threatened the Sultan

with deposition, while the temper of the garrison was to

the last degree uncertain. The Sultan, afraid of the

Russians, afraid of the populace, and afraid of his own
advisers, listened with one ear to the suggestion of flight

to Broussa, and with the other to counsels of resistance a

outrance behind the lines of Tchataldja, w^hile he at the

same time sent ofi" messenger after messenger to increase

the powers of his plenipotentiaries. Stories of the inten-

tion of the Softas to fire the city were constantly circulated,

and fears of an outbreak ending in general carnage

gravely entertained. However, after wrecks of suspense,

the armistice and preliminaries of peace were signed at

Adrianople on January 31st. The latter comprised the

establishment of a Principality of Bulgaria ; the payment
of a war indemnity or a territorial compensation; the in-

dependence of Eoumania, Servia, and Montenegro, with

an increase of territory for each, of the Principalities ; the

introduction of reforms in Bosnia and the Herzegovina

;

an ulterior understanding between the Sultan and the

Czar on the question of the Straits ; and lastly, the

evacution of the Danubian fortresses by the Turks.

The Sultan and the Czar, on the signature of the

armistice, exchanged telegrams expressing their mutual
satisfaction at the cessation of hostilities. The telegram

from the Czar to the Sultan was thus worded :
—

" I desire

peace as much as yourself, but it is necessary for me,

and it is necessary for us, that it should be a solid and
enduring peace." In St. Petersburg prayers were offered

up in the churches, and salvoes of artillery fired, on the

occasion of the signature of the armistice. The town was
decked with flags, and preparations made for brilliant

illuminations. In Constantinople there was great satis-

faction at the news.

In consequence of the above conditions, a portion of the

British Fleet was at once ordered to leave Besika Bay and
proceed to Constantinople for the protection of British

residents there. Before this was known it was telegraphed

from Constantinople that the city was practically in the
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power of the Russians, whose officers were walking about
Pera and Stamboul without any escort, whilst some of

them had, after being received by the Sultan, left to

arrange the line of demarcation between Turkey and
Montenegro.
The Russian Agency, in a special supplement, dated

midnight, February 9th, said :
" The entry of the British

fleet into the Bosphorus is an accomplished fact. Although
this act is said to be caused by the necessity of protecting

the Christian population of Constantinople, the decision of

the British Cabinet nevertheless restores to Russia her
liberty of action. In any case, Russia will regulate her
attitude by that of England."
A Constantinople telegram stated that on February 12th,

Mr. Layard telegraphed at midnight to Lord Derby that,

up to that hour, he was still without instructions with
regard to the fleet. An earlier despatch said :

—" Mr.
Layard did not stop the British fleet from entering

the Dardanelles, but Vice-Admiral Hornby himself with-

drew to Besika Bay on receiving notice from the Governor
of the Dardanelles that he was without instructions, and
could only allow the fleet to pass under protest." Another
telegram stated "that the Grand Duke Nicholas has

expressed his satisfaction to Ahmed Vefyk Pacha at the

non-admission of the British fleet to the Bosphorus."

In Russia, a counterpart feeling to that in England
against Russia prevailed towards England : the Golos

demanding the occupation of the Dardanelles, and the

Moscow Gazette suggesting that the Russians should take

possession of the Bosphorus, if the British ironclads did

not immediately return to Besika Bay. However, after

innumerable delays, the treaty of peace between Russia

and Turkey was signed at San Stefano on Sunday, March
3rd, and the Grand Duke Nicholas announced the fact to

the Czar in a telegram :

—
" I do myself the honour of

congratulating your Majesty upon the conclusion of peace.

God has vouchsafed to us the happiness of accomplishing

the holy work begun by your Majesty, and on the

anniversary of the enfranchisement of the serfs your
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Majesty has delivered the Christians from the Mussulman
yoke."

On the news ofthe conclusion of peace becoming known
in St. Petersburg, the streets were filled by immense and
enthusiastic crowds, who flocked towards the Imperial

Palace, where they gave repeated cheers for the Emperor.

He appeared on the balcony in acknowledgment of the

popular greeting, and the crowd then sung the Russian

National Anthem with uncovered heads.

The scene at San Stefano was minutely and graphically

described by the Baily News correspondent, winding up
thus :

—
" Never has a peace been established under more

dramatic and picturesque conditions, or with more im-

pressive surroundings. The two armies face to face, the

clearing storm, the waning light of day, the rush of the

wind, and the near wash of the waves mingling with the

chant of the priests and the responses of the soldiers, and
the roar of the Sea of Marmora swelling and falling.- The
landscape, always of great beauty, now formed a wonder-

fully appropriate back-ground to the picture. Across the

fretting, chafing waters of the sea, the dome and slender

minarets of St. Sophia came up sharply against the sky, the

dominant points in the interesting silhouette of distant

Stamboul. Away to the south, the Princes Islands rose

like great mounds, dark and massive, against the distant

Asiatic shore, and behind them we knew was hidden the

English fleet. Above and far beyond the white peak of

Mount Olympus unveiled for a moment its majestic sum-

mit as the rays of the ruddy sunset were reflected from

the snow-covered flanks. The religious ceremony over,

the Grand Duke took his stand, and the army began to

file past with a swinging rapid stride, in forcible contrast

to the weary pace with which they used to drag themselves

slowly along at the end of that long and exhausting chase,

scarcely at times able to put one foot before the other.

The night was falling, and darkness settled quickly over

the scene. AVhen we left the spot the Grand Duke was
still sitting immovable on his horse, and the troops were

still passing. As we rode down into the village we could
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hear the joyful shouts still ringing in the air, and the

measured tramp, tramp, going off in the darkness. So
ends the war of 1877-78."

2. TJie Berlin Congress.—The Treaty of Berlin,

Diplomacy having brought about a Congress in place

of a war, Lords Beaconsfield and Salisbury started for

Berlin in June (1878). The first meeting of the Congress

of Berlin was held on June 13th, at the Radziwill Palace,

the new official residence of Prince Bismarck and the

Foreign Office of Berlin. In the Hall of Congress, at

the lower ends of the table, sate the Protocolists, in the

alphabetical order of the French names of their countries,

Grermany (Allemagne) being the first, and facing the
President in the bow of the horseshoe table. For Eng-
land came Lords Beaconsfield, Salisbury, and Odo Russell

;

for France, M. Waddington, the half-English Foreign
Minister of the French Republic, once a Rugby boy, a
Cambridge first-class man, and a member of the Cam-
bridge eight; and with him the Count de St. Vallier.

Germany was represented by Prince Bismarck, the Presi-

dent, Von Bulow, and Prince Hohenlohe ; Austria by
Count Andrassy, Count Karolyi, and Baron Haymerle

;

Russia by Prince Gortschakoff, Count Schouvaloff, and
Baron d'Oubril ; Italy by Counts Corti and Launay ; and
Turkey by Caratheodori Pacha, Sadoullah Bey, and
Mehemet Ali Pacha. At the first meeting nothing passed

but formalities, and a short speech from Prince Bismarck,
described as conventional, when he was elected President.

The affairs of the Congress did not seem to go smoothly
at first. Lord Beaconsfield demanded the withdrawal of

the Russian forces, but declined to assent to the retire-

ment of the British fleet ; and Count Schouvaloff object-

ing, the point was reserved. But the Bulgarian question

was the pressing matter, and was, upon Prince Bismarck's

suggestion, taken first. Curiously enough, the first event
of real importance to the Congress transpired at home in
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England, and came like the bursting of a political bomb-

shell. Suddenly, and without warning, appeared in the

Globe the text of a secret Anglo-Russian agreement,

signed on May 30th, at the Foreign Office by Lord Salis-

bury and Count Schouvalolf. Under this agreement, the

Powers agreed that Bulgaria should be divided into two

Provinces, of which the Northern one should be indepen-

CARATHEODORI PACHA, SADOULLAH BET, MEIIEMET ALt I'ACIIA.

dent, and the Southern one governed like an English

colony, the Grovernor being appointed for five or ten years

with the consent of Europe. Southern Bulgaria was not

to reach the ^gean. Turkish troops not to enter Bulgaria

in time of peace, but only on war or insurrection being

threatened. The superior officers of the militia in

Southern Bulgaria to be named by the Sultan. Europe
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to settle the organization of the Greek and other Christian

provinces. The Russian Government not to be paid its

indemnity in land. Bayazid to be restored to the Turks,
but Batoum and Kars might become Russian, the British

Government holding that, although this extension of

Russia was a danger to Turkey, "the duty of protecting

the Ottoman Empire from this danger, which henceforth
will rest largely {d'une mesure speciale) upon England, can
be effected without exposing Europe to the calamities of

a fresh war." The British Government engaged, subject

to these points, ten in number, "not to dispute the articles

of the preliminary Treaty of San Stefano." Fresh modi-
fications might be proposed in Congress, by common
consent, but failing them, " the present Memorandum is a

mutual engagement in Congress for the Plenipotentiaries

of Russia and Great Britain."

The Berlin Congress advanced towards peace : chiefl}^

it might be gathered from the reports of correspondents,

because Prince Bismarck had made up his mind that peace
should be. He informed the Turkish Commissioner, it

was said, that he wanted peace and did not care for the
Turkish map. The formation of a Turkish Bulgaria from
the Danube to the Balkans, with an elected Prince and
army of its own, was the outcome of the Bulgarian
question. That State was to be the owner of all the for-

tresses, including Varna and Sofia. The Balkans them-
selves were resigned to the Sultan, who was to build in

them as many forts and keep in them as many troops as

he pleased. The region south of the Balkans, again,

stretching from a point below Bourgas on the Black Sea
to the Karasu, but not touching the iEgean, was to form
an autonomous province, to be called "Eastern Roumelia,"

to be governed by a Hospodar, appointed for five or ten
years, who would be nominated by the Sultan and the

Powers ; and it was rumoured he would be an Anglo-Indian
officer. He would be aided by a local elective Parliament,

and supported by a local militia, whose higher officers

must, however, be approved by the Sultan.

The dismemberment of Turkey went on apace. At the
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eighth sittiiif^ of the Congress, at the instance of the

English Plenipotentiaries, it was decided to entrust Austria

with the task of occupying Bosnia and the Herzegovina

in the interests of European peace. The duration of the

Austrian occupation was not determined, and full liberty

was left to Austria in regard to the organization of the

provinces. In the course of the discussion Lord Salisbury

declared that England was penetrated by the justness of

the observations of the Austrian Plenipotentiary. The
acquiescence of Italy was unwillingly given by Count

Corti, and Turkey at first refused, claiming to be bound
only by the Treaty of San Stefsmo. After communica-

tion with the Porte, however, Caratheodori Pacha an-

nounced that she accepted the principle of the occupation,

and would arrange the details with Austria. Servia received

her independence, with a territorial extension to Nish,

and the Bessarabian question was settled by the retroces-

sion to Eussia of the territory up to the Kilia mouth of

the Danube, Roumania receiving the Dobrudscha instead.

The Montenegrin question was settled according to the

Austrian programme, the little State receiving the town
and harbour of Antivari, and a considerable increase of

territory on the north and north-east, but only about half

the quantity allotted to her in the San Stefano prelimi-

naries.

On June 4th, the English Government had signed a secret

treaty with the Sultan of Turkey as well as their secret

agreement with the Czar of Russia. By this treaty the

Queen of England engaged for all future time to defend

the Asiatic dominions of the Ottoman Empire " by force

of arms," in consideration of a promise by the Sultan to

introduce all necessary reforms as agreed on with his ally,

and of the assignment of the Island of Cyprus to be

occupied and administered by Great Britain, its reversion

to Turkey being provided if Russia should give up Batouni,

Ardahan, and Kars. About the cession of Batoum very

strong language had been used in England ; and if pledged

to anything, the English Plenipotentiaries were supposed

to be pledged to resist that. But they had agreed with
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Russia not to resist it, and did not, and only made a

casus belli, as flxr as the tiutliorities could be best inter-

preted, of the question of lioumania. Batoum was to be

made into a free harbour, belong-ing- to Russia, but not

fortified. Enghxnd practically abandoned the cause of

Greece altogether. Lord Beaconsfield steadily resisted

her claims, and M. Waddington and Count Corti, who
fought for her, were only able to induce the Congress to

advise the Porte to grant her the territory south of a line

to be drawn from the Salambria to the Peneus.

The form of solution was presented as the joint pro-

position of France and Italy. It proposed to extend

the frontiers of the Hellenic Kingdom to a line, drawn
across from a point opposite Corfu to a corresponding

point on the iEgean Sea, nearly parallel to the present

boundary, the annexed territory to include both Janina

and Larissa. The resolution was as follows :
—

" The
Congress invites the Sublime Porte to come to an under-

standing with the Government of the Hellenic Kingdom
for the rectification of the frontiers. It is of opinion that

the line should be drawn from the Valley of Salambria,

otherwise called Peneus, on the ^^Cgean, to the mouth of

the Kalamas, otherwise called the Thyamis, on the west

coast. In the event of difficulties arising in the negotia-

tions for this purpose the Powers are ready to render their

good offices as mediators between the two States."

In consideration of the "commercial character" given

to Batoum, England consented to restore the status quo

ante bel/um for the Dardanelles.

The delivery of the Isle of Cyprus to the administration

of the Empress of India soon took place. Admiral Lord
John Hay, who had brought his squadron to the Port of

Larnaca, then arrived at Nicosia, the capital of the island,

and proceeded with his staff to the Governor's residence.

There, in presence of Samin Pacha and the officials and
notables of" the island, he stated the circumstances under

which the Government of Cyprus had been given into the

hands of the Queen of Great Britain.

Meanwhile on Saturday, July 13th, the Congress ended.

VOL. II. s
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liavini^ lasted just one month, and " chanf^od the face of

Europe " as it h;is been so often changed before. It

inchided the largest number of diplomatists who ever

signed a treaty, and tlio treaty is said to have been the

longest ever written. All were present in full uniform, as

at the opening sitting, and formally affixed their several

signatures to the Treaty of Berlin.

The Treaty of lii-rlin bears traces of the determination

of Prince Bismarck's resolve not to allow the interests of

Austria to be jeopardized in the South-East of Europe.

Throughout Count Andrassy's term of office Prince

Bismarck and he have worked together with complete

cordiality, and their union has been remarkably successful.

During former European wars, as the Count explained to

the Diet, the question asked was. What province should

Austria lose ? but during the late conflict in the East

the problem from the lirst was, What would be Austria's

gain ?

Austria " occupies and administers " Bosnia and Novi-

Bazaar, and her position in view of any future com-

plications is doubly strong. She can strangle Panslavism

in its cradle, and her present complete understanding with

Turkey makes her militar}^ position especially favourable

for future operations. Not a shot can be fired or a sword

drawn South of the Balkans without leave from Austria,

and in this matter there is reason to believe that Vienna
represents not onl}'- itself, but Berlin.

The ambition and energies of Austria are directed to

the South and the East ; and in this policy of expansion

she more or less represents all (xermans. They are an

enterprising and pushing race, and would never have been

easily reconciled to a llussian conquest that would have

barred their way to the /Egean Sea. Thus the Eastern

policy of the two Empires is to keep available for i'uture

operations the territory now Turkish.

Austria remained resolutely neutral while Russia con-

quered Turkey, and the price she obtained—probably

stipulated betbrehand—was Bosnia. But Russia also

obtained her advantages, and the bargain has been fulfilled.
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A new ledger is now opened, and Grermany and Austria

have, it is clear, a joint account. The Czar and the Em-
peror William are as cordial as ever, nor is there any likeli-

hood that Russia will risk a new war so soon after the costly

experience of the last. When, however, the Eastern
Question arises again the natural alliance between two
Germanic States, uniting nearly eighty millions of people

in the centre of Europe, will prove the chief factor in the

solution of the problem. Austrian troops will be nearer

to Constantinople than the soldiers of any other Great
Power, and, representing Berlin as well as Vienna, they
will be a heavy weight thrown into the scale.

As to Russia herself, she enjoyed in the last war

—

partly, no doubt, through arrangement, and partly through
accidents—the neutrality of Austria, of England, and of

France—the three Powers that might have been expected

to oppose her advance in the East. It is not likely

that she can secure such advantages again. Austria,

backed by Germany, has the power and the inclination to

play a leading part in any new drama, and it is open to

England to strengthen such an alliance by lending to it

her moral, financial and naval support. In the East the

interests of Austria, Germany, and England are alike.

They are based on the resolution shared by all three that

Turkish weakness shall not be Russia's opportunity, and
that until time shows some better solution as desirable

and practicable, all three are ready to maintain the Treaty

of Berlin.

s 2
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BOOK V.

Desckiption of Turkey.

CHAPTER I.

1. Turkey in Europe, Asia, and Africa.—Administrative and

Statistical Divisions.

The Turkish Empire, in comprising within it the tributary

countries which are bound to it by the links of vassalage,

has for limits in Europe—to the south an imaginary line

drawn from the Gulf of Volo to the Gulf of Arta, and
which separates it from the Kingdom of Greece ; to the

west, the Ionian and the Adriatic Seas as far as the

heights of Montenegro ; then another imaginary line

parallel to the coast, and which separates it from Austrian

Dalmatia as far as the sources of the Unna ; to the north,

a portion of the course of the Unna, the Save, from the

confluence of the last-named stream as far as Belgrade,

the course of the Danube from Belgrade as far as Orsova,

the crest of the Eastern Carpathians from Orsova to near

the sources of the Bistritza, an affluent of the Sereth, an
i maginary line separating the Austrian Bukowine until it

meets the Pruth, the course of the Pruth as far as its

confluence with the Danube, the Danube, and an imaginary

line to the north of that river as far as the Black Sea.

Turkey in Asia has for limits—to the north and east,

A conventional line which separates it from the Russian

States, and which passes between Batoum and Akhaltzit,

Kars and Erivan ; then another conventional line which
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separates it from the Persian States, and which gives to

Turkey almost all the basin of the Tigris and the Eu-
phrates ; to the south, an indeterminate line which runs
from the Persian Gulf to the Eed Sea, giving to Turkey a

part of Arabia (or the Hedjas), and thence goes across the

Isthmus of Suez to join the Mediterranean.

In Africa its possessions consist only of the tributary

States of Egypt, Tunis, and Tripoli.

Turkey in Europe is divided into two great portions,

separated by the chain of the Balkans— ( 1 .) The countries

belonging to the basin of the Danube
; (2.) The countries

belonging to the Peninsula, commonly called the HeUenic.

The first comprehend Bosnia, Servia, Wallachia, Moldavia,
and Bulgaria ; the second comprise the Provinces of the

south of the Archipelago, which are Thrace, Macedonia,
and Thessaly ; Provinces to the south of the Adriatic

—

Albania and the Herzegovina. It is in this physical order,

which is not that of the administrative divisions of the

Ottoman Empire, but which is more simple and convenient,

tliat we are about to supplement the history of that Empire
by the description of the countries which constitute it.

Administrative and Statistical Divisions.

Administrative Divisions.—The Ottoman Empire, of

which a geographical outline is given above, by taking for

basis its physical and historical divisions, was in 1878,
previous to the delimitations consequent upon the Berlin

Treaty, divided, administratively, into vUaijets or general

governments, themselves subdivided into livas or provinces,

which are again divided into cazas or districts. Turkey
in Europe comprehends 15 vilayets, 42 livas, and 370
cazas. Turkey in Asia, 17 vilayets, 83 livas, 858 cazas;

to which are nominally added 3 vilayets for the vassal

states of Africa.

The vilayets of Europe are :

—

1. Adrianople, including Thrace.

2. Silistria, including Lower Bulgaria.
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3, 4. Wiclclin, Nissa, including Upper Bulgaria.

5, 6, 7. IMoklavia, Wallacliia, and Servia.

8. Belgrade, including tlie Turkish places of Servia.

9. Uskioup, including Upper Macedonia.

10. Bosna-Serai, including Jjosnia and Croatia.

11. Eoumelia, including Upper Albania and Middle
Macedonia.

12. Janina, including Lower Albania.

13. Saloniki, including Lower ^lacedonia and Thessaly.

14. Djezir, including the Isles of the Archipelago.

15. Crete.

The vilayets of Turkey in Asia are :

—

J

.

Kastamouni, including the ancient Paphlagonia.

2. Khoudavanghia, including Bithynia and Moesia.

3. Aidin, including Lydia.

4. Karaman, including Phrygia and Pamphylia.

5. Adana, including Cilicia.

6. Bozoq, including a part of Cappadocia.

7. Sivas, including a part of Cappadocia.

8. Trebizonde, including Pontus and Colchis.

9. Erzeroum, including Armenia.

10. Mosul, including Assyria.

11. Kurdistan.

12. Kharberout, including Sophenc and Comagene.

13. Haleb, including a part of Syria.

14. Saida, including Phoenicia and Palestine.

15. Damascus, including a part of Syria.

IG. Bagdad, including Babylonia.

17. Habesch, including Arabia.

2. TarliCjj ill Europe.— Condantinople.

The Ottoman Empire occupies the most magnificent

position in the world : extending at once into Europe,

Asia, and Africa
;
possessing the most illustrious countries

of antiquity, those whence faith and light have reached

us, seated near the centre of the Mediterranean, the prin-
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cipal straits of wliicli it holds, having for its capital the most
important city of Europe b}^ its situation, touching on one
side on the Sea of Venice, on the other that of Bagdad,
by the north on the Asiatic steppes, by the south on the

African deserts, it would seem that such an Empire was
destined to dominate the world. This history will show
how fatally incapable the race and religion of the Ottomans
were of such an achievement.

Constantinople.

In the narrative of the dream of Osman, the father of

the Ottoman dynasty, Constantinople, placed at the junc-

tion of two seas and of two continents, is compared, by
reason of that site, unrivalled throughout the world, to a

diamond set between two sapphires and two emeralds. A
superb diamond, indeed, which Mahomet II. formerly

added to his crown, and which seemed recently on the

point of falUng from the brow of his successor. It is a

magnificent spectacle, and a theme that has inspired the

23ens of many graphic delineators, but which the pen will

ever be powerless adequately to portray in all its splendour.

We do not propose, therefore, to expatiate further on that

paradise of nature, but rather to consider the strength and
capability which this key of Europe possesses, both from

nature and science, of resistance to the attacks of an
enemy. In this we shall be mainly guided by the elabo-

rate survey made, and the weiglity opinions formed, by
Count Moltke during the Bulgarian campaign of 1S28-9.

Although some of its conclusions would now be necessarily

modified, the general value of the paper remains great,

having regard to the immeasurable importance of Constan-

tinople to J>ritish commerce and dominion, and the military

skill of the illustrious author.

The actual city of Constantinople occupies a triangular

space between the Sea of Marmora and the Golden Horn
;

the third front, facing the land, is about 8,000 paces long

from the seven towers of the Blaquernal, and is protected

by a wall thirty or forty feet high ; the top of flic
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Willi is four or five feet wide, so that there is ample room
to move about upon it, and as in most parts the battle-

ments are still in good repair, the wall may be occu-

pied by sharpshooters without ("urther preparation. At
regular intervals of sixty or eighty paces are projecting

towers of several vaulted stories, which, however, were

built by the Emperor Julian, and are, therefore, not calcu-

lated to resist artillery. As a defence against cannon shot,

earthworks might be thrown up against the wall, which

might easily be lowered in places if necessary, as there is

no want of space or material.

At a distance of fifteen or twenty paces in front of the

main wall is a lower one with small towers, and outside

that a diy ditch from ten to fifteen feet deep, with a faced

scarp and counterscarp. The great wall extends for 17,000

paces more on the side towards the harbour and the sea,

and is defended by 300 large towers in all. Immense
fragments of tlie wall and halves of towers have fallen,

and lie on the ground unbroken, but there is no regular

breach on the side towards the land, in those parts which

have remained, standing, the stones and mortar have

hardened in the course of fourteen centuries to the con-

sistency of solid rock, and the whole is overgrown with

gigantic ivy. Although the lofty battlements are visible

from a distance of four or five miles, on an approach

within cannon-shot range the wall completely disappears

behind a thick wood of cypresses, which covers the exten-

sive graveyards of the Moslems. It would, therefore, be

very difiicult to batter breaches in it, especially with field

artillery ; the efifect produced by mortars would likewise be

but trilling, as a space of more than 1,000 paces behind the

walls is occupied almost entirely by gardens. The actual

city, which is chiefly inhabited by Mussulmans, does not

begin for a whole mile within the walls at the gigantic

mosque of Sultan Mahmoud. The seraglio, which stands

upon the extreme point of land, is surrounded by massive

walls and towers, and forms a strong citadel against the

town, and the ancient Cyclobion at the southern extremity

of the landward wall alfords a safe redoubt with towers
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eighty feet high, and extremely thick. Five gates, pro-
tected by double towers, are open in the wall on the land-

ward side, and a sixth is bricked up. The centre gate,

which the Turks call Topkapu, or gate of artillery, and the
Greeks the gate of St. Eomanus, is the same that Mahmoud
Gazi bombarded with his large cannon, and before which
Constantine Palseologus fell.

The easiest approach to the wall of Constantinople is

across the ground which lies between the brook Topjilar

and the harbour. The hill, which falls with a rapid slope

towards the latter and the open suburb of Eyoob, would
favour a covered advance at this point. But at tlie foot of
the hill, above a mile in advance of the landward wall, is a
huge building 500 feet long, 300 wide, and flanked by
lofty towers. This is the barrack of Eamistchiflik, built to

contain 5,000 or 6,000 men. In front of it are some badly
traced lines of entrenchment, which were thrown up on the
first intelligence that the Russians had crossed the Balkan.
Three thousand paces further towards the left, on the high
road to Adrianople, stands a still larger turreted edifice in

the midst of the well-known plain of Daood Pacha, where
for three centuries the Janissaries assembled before taking
tlie field. From this spot marched the armies which con-

quered Hungary, threatened Vienna, and penetrated even
into Styria. Alter the destruction of the Janissaries, Sul-

tan Mahmoud built a barrack for S,000 of his newly-raised

Nizam-geditt on this spot. The barracks contain a mosque,
a bath, and a kiosk for tlie Sultan, and measure 800 jjaces

in the front. These enormous barracks (beyond comparison
the largest buildings in Constantinople, not excepting even
the mosques and palaces) form, as it were, detached forts

in connection with the large and massive Hastahane or

hospital situated between them. These three buildings

would contain 14,000 men, and afford an excellent support

for the wing of a large army, which might encamp in safety

between them and the landward wall. Some well-constructed

trenches would render it extremely difficult to attack an
army closely backed by the resources of so large a city.

JN either is there any want upon these heights of the water
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SO indispensable to a Turkisli corps, as the f>n'eat conduits

wliich supply Constantinople run right under both barracks,

throug-h subterranean channels, and bring water in abun-

dance.

The suburbs situated upon the steep slope to the north

of the harbour, Pera, Kassim-pacha, Haskoi, &c., are far

less protected than Constantino])le itself. They are quite

open, and contain a population of above 100,000, of which
more than half are Greeks, Armenians, Franks, and Jews.

Very unwisely, all the great establishments belonging to

the army and navy have been erected in this quarter—the

arsenals, the dockyards, the shipping stores, the artillery

workshops, the cannon foundry, the gun manufactory, and
the barracks of the bombardiers and artiller3'men. It is

true that Galata, the old Genoese factor}^, which once pre-

scribed laws to the falling Byzantine empire, likewise is a

kind of citadel. It is surrounded with high walls, behind
which the streets descend like staircases so steeply that

they cannot even be overlooked from Pera, which stands

above it. An immense round tower rises like a giant

above this town still devoted to the trade with Europe.

But it faces the harbour, and could contribute nothino- to

the defence of the place towards the land ; neither does it

protect any of the above-named establishments.

The approaches on this side might, however, be defended

without difficulty ; and supposing the Sultan had only a

few thousand men left in the field, and were threatened

by land both on the west and on the north, he might leave

Constantinople to defend her own landward front, and
draw up his little army on the plateau to the north of

Pera. The advanced guard might take up a very favour-

able position on the grip at the post of Sindchirlikuju, on
the high road to Bujuk-dereh ; the front would not be
more than 1,000 paces in length, and easil}^ defended by
temporary earthworks ; both wings would rest on deep
rocky ravines. The entrances into the " Vale of Sweet
Waters " are few and difhcult, and might easily be guarded
by special outposts. In order to attack this position in

front, the invaders would be forced to detach a corps
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wliicli would have to cross the valleys of the rivers

Cj^daris and Barbj'ses, passable only by means of bridges,

and would be separated from the main body by a distance

of ten miles, and many very difficult passes. Such a

corps would be in great danger of being surprised by the
Turks from Eyoob, and it would have to be provisioned

from Kilios or Derkos on the Black Sea. Eather greater

numbers and some resolution Avould likewise enable the

Turks to entrench themselves with great advantage on the

narrow tongue of land to the west of the village of

Kahathpaneh.
A very important matter in the defence of Constanti-

nople is the supply of water. As the town is entirely

built on rocky heights, and the wells within the walls

contain but little water, and that bitter, the first care of

the Greek Emperors was to supply the town with this

first of necessaries by means of very large canals. A vast

quantity of moisture falls in the shape of snow and rain

during the spring and winter months upon the range of

wooded hills on the north of Constantinople towards the

Black Sea. Here whole valleys w^ere dammed up by
gigantic walls, and so much water was collected in these

artificial lakes that, in spite of the evaporation, it supplied

the vast consumption of the city throughout the summer
until the next rainy season. From these reservoirs the

water was conveyed to the city for the distance of above

twenty miles in arched brick conduits which followed a

very winding course. Hills were cut through, and valleys

crossed by aqueducts, many of which are 1 00 feet high
and above 1,000 paces long. But as these conduits would
have only to be cut in a single place in order to dry up all

the fountains of Constantinople, the Emperors had taken

the precaution of constructing large basins on elevated places

within the walls, which were filled in times of peace, and
could supply the city in case of a siege. The carelessness

of the Turks has suffered all these great works to decay.

The open cisterns are now filled up with gardens and
houses, nay, in one there is even a mosque, and are called

Tchukur Bostau, or deep gardens. The vaulted ones, as
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for instance, the Bin Bir Direk, or thousand columns, serve

as a habitation to the silk spinners, and are half filled up
with rubbish. The successors of Mahmoud and Solyman
never dreamed that their descendants could ever be besieged;

but things are greatly changed since their times, and it

would now be highly advisable to restore the cisterns to

their original purpose, which might easily be done. In the

event of a complete investmentof Constantinople, the numer-
ous population could only subsist for a very short time on the

bad water of the wells ; but so long as the city is only

attacked by land, good water can be got in abundance from

the magnificent springs on the Asiatic shore, from Scutari

Tchamlidje, Kara Kulak, and above all from the inex-

liaustible springs of Sultan ieh, close to the sea shore, at

which whole fleets take in their supplies.

Neither can the city be short of provisions so long as

the Turks remain masters of the Sea of Marmora. The
banks of this splendid inland sea feed numerous flocks, and
grow wheat, olives, wine, fruits, and vegetables in abund
ance. The fertile plains of Broussa are in constant com-
munication with the capital by the port of Mudania, and

the sea affords an endless supply of excellent fish ; the

myriads of Palamedte, whicli are hauled up by a single

large net at the time of their passage through the Bos-

phorus, would alone prevent an actual famine ; and even

if a hostile fieet appeared in the Hellespont, it would
scarcely be able to cut off the communications between
Constantinople and Scutari and the coast of Asia. The
Bosphorus between the two towns is only 1,850 paces wide,

and is completely commanded from the lofty shore of the

Seraglio. The broad quays and the plateau of Gulhane
are admirably adapted for placing artillery, and in the

course of a few days the Turks, animated by the energy

and activity of one man. General Sebastiani, mounted upon
them several hundred pieces, sufficient effectually to pre-

vent any hostile fleet from anchoring between the two
towns, or even from interrupting the communication
between them for a moment.

In order, therefore, to invest Constantinople completely.
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it would be necessary to have two armies in Europe, a
third in Asia, and a fleet in the Sea of Marmora The
latter pre-supposes that the Turkish fleet should first be
destroyed, and that one of the approaches to the capital,

either the Dardanelles or the Bosphorus, should be forced.

With respect to the second access to Constantinople by
sea, the Bosphorus, a description of that Strait is given in

the section (5) under that head.

At the close of the recent war, attention was again
called to the great value of the defences on the west front

of Constantinople. Ever since the day when the Russian
troops entered the little town of Nicopolis, and, indeed,

even before that event occurred, thoughtful spirits amongst
the Turks perceived the necessity for fortifying the Ottoman
capital. Even those who did not altogether believe in the
prowess of the Muscovite soldiers, and who yet retained

some faith in the " place " of Abdul Kerim Pacha, ad-

mitted the wisdom of taking such measures as would
ensure the safety of Constantinople in case of an emer-
gency.

So soon, therefore, as the Grand Duke Nicholas ad-

vanced to San Stefano, it became evident that some fresh

protecting cordon must be drawn round the Turkish
capital. There were not wanting desirable hills which
might easily afford protection

;
yet against these there was

always the argument that they were so near Stamboul
that, were they attacked, the city itself must receive most
of the missiles that passed over the entrenchments. It

was perceived by the Ottoman authorities that one of the
results of so close a fight might possibly be great disorder

in the capital itself, and for some time, especially during
those doubtful days when Muscovite intrigue was em-
ployed to obtain a hold upon the Bosphorus, great anxiety

was felt by the Sultan and his Ministers. The lines at

Buyuk Tchekmedjc and Tchataldja had never been open
to this objection, they being situate fully thirty miles from
Constantinople, while guarding the place just asefl^ectually

as though they had been at its very gates ; and it was re-

solved, at the earliest possible moment, to reoccupy them,
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should the opportunity ever occur again. Thanks to tlie

Berlin Treaty and tlie " still small voice " of that English

fleet whose presence in the Marmora Sea so much impresses

Muscovite soldiers and statesmen, General Todleben at

length witlidrew towards Adrianople, leaving at least

Tchataldja once more to the Turks, who decided to finish

the works without delay, and the task was fully entrusted

by the Sultan himself to General Baker, so that the forts

will be erected and arranged in accordance with the ideas

which were first of all mooted, and which experience has

shown to be the most complete and satisfactory. In this

way Constantinople will, in all probability, be rendered

safe from attack, and should ever another struggle arise,

both the city and the Bosphorus Vvill be beyond a coup de

main from the invader.

3. The Danube, from its Source fo its Mouths.

The entire basin of the Danube, which river has its

origin in the Black Forest and its termination in the Black
Sea, divides itself naturally into four basins, by means of

mountain chains, that, alter diverging to the right and
left of its orographic cincture, return towards each other

and grasp tlie valley of the Danube in three different

places ; thus forcing the river to successively change its

level, and to traverse, as it were, four vast steppes. Of
the northern province of the Ottoman Empire, Bosnia and
Servia occupy a portion of the third basin ; lioumania and
Bulgaria nearly the whole of the fourth.

The Danube, after having traversed several of the States

of Germany and the greater portion of the Austrian terri-

tories, enters the Ottoman Empire at Belgrade. It is

then a majestic river, deep, rapid, intersected by large

islands, flowing between low shores and fertile plains,

having a breadth of 800 metres, and navigable even by
ships-of-war. The first city which it leaves is one of the

most famous of the Empire, in a military point of view
—Belgrade, situated at the confluence of the Save, facing
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the point where the Temes, in emptying itself into the

Danube, divides it into several marshy arms, upon the

great highway which leads from Vienna to Constantinople,

equi-distant from those two cities and situate at the en-

trance to the important province of Servia, forming a

bulwark of the Ottoman Empire against Austria, and
formerly the advanced post of the Turks against Hungary.
It forms an irregular triangle, one side of which is bounded
by the Save, another by the Danube, both being united by
a citadel ; the third side, facing the country, has a bastioned

enceinie and a fort. This cit) has undergone very numer-
ous sieges, of which the most important were those of

1521, when it was captured by Solyman the Magnificent;

of 1G58, of 1717, of 1789, when it was taken by the

Imperialists; of 1806 and of 1813, when it fell into the

hands of the Servians, &c. At the present time it is still

a stronghold, having a singular position : it is situated in

Servia, a State almost independent of the Ottoman Empire,

and thus entirely isolated from the rest of the Empire.

The Danube, below l^elgrade, has its right bank some-

what elevated and skirted by slopes which produce excel-

lent vineyards ; it serves as a boundary between Hungary
and Servia, and it thus waters Krofska, a village celebrated

by a victory of the Turks over the Imperialists in 1739;
next Semendria, a town of 10,000 inhabitants, formerly

the residence of the Servian kings, defended by an old

fortress ; it passes near Passaroiuitz, a village rendered

famous by the Peace of 171 8, made there between the Turks
and the Imperialists, and reaches Columhah. There, the

river, hemmed in on the left b}^ the near approach of the Car-

pathians, and on the right by a branch of the Balkans,

which narrowing to a junction, as it were, in its bed, the

river, begins to foam and roar and Ibrm rapids. Both shores,

equally steep, form two walls 300 metres high ; enormous
rocks appear above the surface and dangerous whirlpools em-
barrass its course. The steamboats plying from Vienna are

moored here, and their merchandise transferred therefrom

by a road cut in steps up the rocks, navigation being no
longer practicable save for Turkish lighters {Kirlaches)
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winch convey the a^'ricultural ])ro(lucts of Wallachia as

far as Vienna. It then winds round the charming penin-

sula of Kladova, and reaches Neu-Orsova, a small fortified

town of Servia, situate on an island, with a rampart and a

fort on the right bank, and which is called the key of Wal-
lachia and Hungary. Opposite to it is the last town of

the Austrian States, Alf-Orsova. Below this island the

river presents a fine mass of water ; and then flows again

turbulently over a bed of granite rocks—a tract of junc-

tion between the Carpathian and Balkan ranges which
dams up, twists and forces the current to wind backwards

and to writhe over numberless shoals, its torrent-like waves

bounding over every obstacle and thereby forming falls

and whirlpools. This formidable strangulation of the

river, where it runs at the rate of 6,000 metres an hour,

is known by the name of the D'oti or Trajan s Gate. It was
here, near the Wallachian village of Tcherneiz, at a point

where the Danube is 1,000 metres in breadth, that the

Romans of the time of Trajan threw over it a bridge of

twenty arches, a gigantic work that seventeen centuries, and
the rushing of the river have not been able wholly to des-

troy : there still remaining the black debris of five piles,

which look like a part of the rocks into which they are

jointed. This gorge is more than a mile long ; and the

descent being considerable, the water rushes through it

with great strength and rapidity, being divided by rocks

into three streams, of which the two outer ones are very

shallow.

Below Orsova, the Danube flows entirely within the

Turkish Empire, at first separating Wallachia from Servia

and next from Bulgaria. It leaves on the right Brza-

Palanka, a fortified town, or more correctly, palanke, that

is surrounded by a simple rampart of earth, with a ditch

and palisades of oak-trunks, of such a diameter that can-

non alone could open a passage through it. This is the

ordinary fortification of all the towns of Servia and Bul-

garia, and with the obstinate valour which the Turks dis-

play behind walls,they are commonly capable of offering a

strong resistance. Below Brza-Palanka the Danube flows
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in a more placid stream, with numerous reaches, em-
banked, especially on the right shore, by massive and lofty

escarpements. Then it receives the Timok, which sepa-

rates Servia from Bulgaria, and some leagues below its

confluence after the last elbow it reaches tViddin.

This town, which is tolerably industrious and commer-
cial, contains a population of 20,000 inhabitants and occu-

pies a very important position. It is at present one of the
three great centres of the military line of the Danube: it

commands Little Wallachia and the defiles of Transylvania,

covers the approaches to Servia, and finally holds the
extreme outlet of the important and difficult road, which,
continued to Nissa, rejoins the great highway from Vienna
to Constantinople.

Widdin presents the figure of an irregular pentagon

;

it has badly-built bastions, a strong citadel, and two
detached works in the Kalafat islands ; lastly, it is sur-

rounded by marshes. Under its walls was fought, in

16 89, a battle in which the Turks were defeated by the
Imperialists. Its citadel withstood, under the celebrated

Pasvan Oglou, in 1792, all the forces of the Ottoman Em-
pire. Opposite the great island of Kalafat is a village of

the same name, upon the Wallachian bank, and which in

the war of 1853-4, was occupied and fortified by the
Turks under Omar Pacha : it was here that they resisted

for several months the Eussian army, and defeated its

attempt to cross the river in order to create an insurrection

in k5ervia, and turn the Balkans.

Below Widdin, the Danube flows through a vast plain

with a rapid but placid course ; it is so wide that from the

right bank the left is scarcely distinguishable ; it presents

numerous wooded islands, but no great marginal devia-

tions, its bed being confined by high and steep banks, espe-

cially on the right shore, which commands nearly at all

points the left. It thus waters Argoid-Grad, Lorn, Zibrou-

JPalanka, Rahova : these are towns palaiike, situated at the
confluence of the water-courses coming from Veliki-Bal-

kan, that is to say, to the points where the right shore,

becoming lower, ceases to command the left shore.

VOL. IT. T
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Next the Danube reaches Nicopolis (now railed Niko-

pol), one of the most ancient cities in this part of Euro-

pean Turkey. Founded by the Emperor Trajan, it was,

during the late war, reduced to ashes by the Russians

(15th of July, 1877), after a terrible cannonade and a san-

guinary engagement. There are many historical tradi-

tions connected with Nicopolis, especially in relation to

the interminable wars between the Crescent and the Cross

which convulsed Europe during the Middle Ages, but the

most celebrated event with which its name is associated is

the disastrous defeat of Sigismond, King of Hungary, in

1396, by the Turks under Sultan Bajazet. The Turk

meditated no less than the entire conquest of Europe, and

might have succeeded, had not Tamerlane, the victorious

Mogul, arrested his progress by catching him alive, and

exhibiting him in a kind of grilled litter, like a wild beast.

Unfortunately for Christendom, Tamerlane was only

roused to fury after Bajazet had acquired the reputa-

tion of being the greatest warrior of the age, and on the

fatal field of Nicopolis had trampled on the Cross,- and

defeated a confederate army of 100,000 Christians. The
far greater part were slain or driven into the Danube

;

and Sigismond, finding protection in the united fleet of

the Venetian and Ehodian crusaders, was conveyed safely

to Dalmatia, whence he returned, after a long circuit, to

his exhausted kingdom. Before its recent destruction by

the Russians, Nicopolis contained 10,000 inhabitants, and

carried on a brisk commerce, its position at the confluence

of the Osraa and opposite to that of the Alouta being an

important one. It is surrounded by lofty hills, and is, or

rather was, one of the most picturesque places along the

whole course of the Danube. Nicopolis was taken by the

Russians in 1810, and almost entirely laid in ruins, and

was again taken by them in 1820. The Grand Duke
Nicholas intended, it is said, to construct here a solid

bridge, which should serve as the main throughfare for the

Russian troops during the recent war. Opposite, upon

the Wallachian shore, stands the small town of Tourna or

Tournu MangareH, formerly the bridge-head of Nicopolis,
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and which the Russians dismantled after the campaign of

1829. By that town the Turks dominated the great

valley of the Alouta, whilst, by Nicopolis, they guarded
the outlet of the Balkan route, which passes through the

defile of Grabrova.

After Nicopolis, the river flows on to Sis/ova, a town of

10,000 inhabitants, with some manufactures and an an-

cient enceinte flanked by towers. It was captured and laid

in ruins by the Russians in 1810. Below this place, the

Danube, which from Widdin has its course from west to

east without much winding, begins to turn northwards

;

it thus reaches Rustchuk, one of the four great Turkish
strongholds which form the quadrilateral. This is the

strongest and most extensive of the fortifications on the

right bank of the Danube, and as it is situated at precisely

that part of the river at which the Russians want to cross,

they have spared no pains to ensure its destruction.

Rustchuk is, however, by no means the neglected and dila-

pidated fortress it was some two years ago, but the centre

of a powerful system of works, heavily armed and well-

manned, and its capture would, in any case, be an arduous
enterprise. It stands at the mouth of the Kara-Lom,
which at this point empties itself into the Danube, at the

issue of the great Russian highway to Constantinople by
Jassy and Bucharest, and the two chief roads over the

Balkans. The town contained until lately 30,000 inhabi-

tants, and possesses several very beautiful mosques and
baths, several of these buildings dating long anterior to that

of the Ottoman invasion and settlement in the fifteenth

century, while the modern buildings prove that the

place is very flourishing. Its prosperity has been brought
about by the industry of the Christian portion of the
population. The Bulgarians are an industrious race, and
here, in Rustchuk, they have established cotton, silk,

linen, and worsted mills, while the cultivation of tobacco is

one of the most prosperous industries in the province. At
no point along the Danube have the Russians and Turks
been face to face in greater numbers than at Rustchuk
and Giurgevo, on the opposite shore, for it so happens that

T 2
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only at this point are there towns exactly facing each

other on different sides of the Danube. Giur^^evo, a Wal-
lachian town, wliich was the bridge-head of llustclmk,

has played a conspicuous part in all the wars between

the Turks and Russians ; it was dismantled after the

war of 1829. The Russians seized upon Rustchuk in

1810, after a very long siege, several assaults and a battle

won by them at Baffin, a village situated near the Danube,
midway between Sistova and Rustchuk.

Below Rustchuk, the river, which has flowed hitherto

in a single bed and intersected by islands, begins to form

large deviations on either shore from its main stream

which inundate the country to an extent of from fifteen

to twenty kilometres. The right bank continues to com-
mand the left : the former being skirted by the lowest

slopes of the Bulgarian mountains, which terminate in

picturesque hills ; the latter is bordered by a low, swampy
tract, intersected by secondary arms or pools of stagnant

water, alternating with wooded islands or covered with

gigantic reeds. The Danube further on resumes its single

bed and reaches Tourfonkai, a small town situated facing

the confluence of the Ardjich, and which has been recently

fortified on account of its remarkable position : it connects,

in fact, the two great strongholds of Rustchuk and Silis-

tria, and stands exactly at the point at which, between

those two places, the banks are equally low and present

points where crossing over is easily effected, especially

from the left to the right shore. Opposite, near the con-

fluence of the Ardjich, and at some distance from the

Danube, stands the Wallachian village of Olfcnifza, which,

in all the wars, has been signalized as the most convenient

point for crossing from Wallachia into Bulgaria. The
Turks, at the commencement of the last war, momen-
tarily seized that station and fought there a remarkable

engagement.

The Danube next reaches Silisfria, one of the four great

strongholds forming the quadrilateral, at the issue of the

principal route of the Balkans by Shumla, from which it

is distant between fifty and sixty miles. It has a second
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name, being sometimes called Dristria ; lias a population

of some 20,000 or 25,000 in times of peace; is in general

poorly built, but having several handsome mosques and
baths, and it carries on a considerable commerce.

As its position would lead one to expect, it has at differ-

ent times been very strongly fortified. It is surrounded

by a semi-circular wall, flanked by towers, and is protected

on the south by a line of redoubts connected with a strong

fortress. It has always been looked upon as one of the

chief military centres of the province, and, indeed, it

gives its name to one of the three divisions into which,

for governmental purposes Bulgaria is divided, the other

two being Widdin and Nissa. In previous wars with

Turkey the Russian generals have made it one of their

first objects to obtain possession of Silistria, and in the war
of 1828-9 it was captured and held by them for several

years as a pledge for the payment of a large sum by
way of indemnity ; but eventually they thought best to

return it. Again, in 1854, Silistria was besieged by the

Eussians, who were 30,000 strong, under the command of

Prince Paskiewitch. They delivered many assaults, in the

course of one of which the Prince was wounded and
obliged to retire, while during another, Mussa Pacha,

the Turkish general was killed. On the 13tli of June, a

grand assault took place under the command of Prince

Gortschakoff and General Schilders, which was vigorously

and successfully repelled. Two days afterwards the garri-

son assumed the offensive, crossed the river, defeated the

Russians, and totally destroyed their siege works. This

put an end to the investment of the place, as the gallant

Omar Pacha was drawing near, and the Russians were

obliged to retreat. The garrison were ably helped by two
British officers. Captain Butler and Lieutenant Nasmyth,
the former of whom was killed, while the latter was
deservedly promoted to a majority.

During, however, the late campaign, Silistria did not

come very much to the front, but, commanding as it does,

the key to so many strategical points, it was likely at any
moment to be the scene of events of the highest import-
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ance to the ultimate issues of the war. Rustchuk, Silis-

tria, and Schumla form a very remarkable triangle, which
constitutes, in a manner, the citadel of Turkey in front of

the Balkans.

After kSilistria, the river continues to direct its course

northwards, and its overflowings recommence. The most
considerable takes the name oi Bcrchlcha, skirting the true

Danube for twenty-five leagues and ordinarily distant from

it some six to eight leagues, it re-unites itself thereto here

and tliere by great arms forming marshy islands : all the

left shore as far Hirschova is unnavigable. The stream

passes tlius upon the right bank to Bassova, a small town
defended by an ill-constructed enceinte in front of which
are inaccessible morasses. It is conjectured that at a far

distant period, the Danube having reached this point, con-

tinued its course direct from west to east, to discharge

itself into the sea at the little port of Kustendji, from
which it is distant only some fifteen leagues ; but, as it is

bordered on the right by a series of low hills, and that there

is at Kustendji not the slightest trace of a delta or a

mouth, it is more probable that the river has always had
the mouth which it still has at the present time, seeing

that it is fifty miles distant from Eassova.

After Rassova, the river descends directly towards the

north, its waters creeping sluggishly along over low flats,

where its different arms have not distinct beds, but form
inextricable morasses ; the left bank is entirely unin-

habited ; the right, less marshy, is bordered by a cause-

way. Thus it reaches lUrsova, a town defended by a

weak fortress, taken by the Russians in 1809, in 1828,

and in 1854. Its importance is great, because it stands

near the spot where the Berchlcha terminates, and where
the Danube resumes its bed : it guards therefore the pas-

sages which may be made available on that side.

Below Hirsova, the Danube recommences its great

overflowings ; it thus reaches Matchin, a town defended

by an enceinte and two weak forts ; it was taken by the

Russians in 1809, in 1828, and in 1854. Its importance

was formerly very great, because it had opposite, but
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separated from it by four or five arms of more than ten

kilometres in bVeadth, the stronghold of Ibra'il or Braila,

a Wallachian village that served it as a bridge-head, and
which was dismantled after the war of 1829. By means
of Braila, the Turks easily turned Wallachia, penetrated

into Moldavia, and held all the Lower Danube. It has

undergone numerous sieges, for the Russians dare not

venture beyond the river without being masters of that

advanced place threatening their rear. At present it is

merely the chief commercial port of Wallachia, but its posi-

tion has preserved its importance, and it was there that the

Russians effected, in 1854, their principal passages over

the Danube.
After Braila the river resumes its single bed and passes

by Galatz, situated on the left bank and near the con-

fluence of the Sereth. It is the principal port of M oldavia

on the Danube. The Russians crossed the river here in

1854. Then it recommences its overflowings and reaches

Beni, where it ceases to run towards the North to resume

its course from West to East. It then traverses a country

inundated to such an extent that the land seems to dis-

appear beneath the waters ; the affluents which here join

it can only eflect their confluence across vast lakes. Never-

theless, it has scarcely more than a single bed when it

reaches Isakichi, a town defended by a poor fort, and
which is merely a post of observation for the mouths of

the river. The same may be said of Tultcha, a small

fortress near which the Russians crossed the river in 1854.

This town had formerly some importance when connected

across the seven or eight branches of the Danube with the

stronghold of Ismail, of which we are about to speak.

Above Tultcha the river divides itself into numerous
arms, the three principal of them embracing a vast delta,

which belonged, before 1856, to Russia.

The first offset occurs at the Isle of Tchatal, where the

Danube separates into two great brandies : the first, called

the Kilia, directs its course northwards, passes on to Ismail

and to Kilia, two places which command the entire delta

of the river. Ismail formerly possessed the same impor-
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tance for the Turks as Braila ; it lias undergone numerous

sieges and was taken by assault in 1790 by SouvarofF,

who caused its entire population to be massacred. It

remained, as well as Kilia, in the power of Eussia from

1792 to 185G. The Ai/ia subdivides itself into a great

number of other branches, and is navigable only with great

difficulty, and at its mouth has merely a depth of one to

two metres. The second branch is that of the Sulina,

which flows to the south-east, and sub-divides itself into

the St. George s and the Bounavetze arms, the latter the

most southern, and which falls into the maritime lake of

Rassein. The Sulina was formerly easily navigable ; it is

200 to 300 metres broad, with a depth of or 7 metres,

and falls into the sea by a single bed ; but for some
time past its mouth has become choked with sand, and
blocked with very dangerous shoals, as well as encumbered

with islets overgrown with small shrubs and willows, em-
barrassed even with the wrecks of vessels, and the naviga-

tion of the most important river of Europe thus finds

itself threatened with extinction. The St. George's arm
has a breadth of 150 metres and a depth of 10 ; but its

entrance is entirely choked with sand. As for the Doun-
avetze, that is not navigable, but might become so with

some little labour.

The littoral occupied by the mouths of the Danube has

an extent of 138 kilometres. The delta comprises the

islands of Tchatal and Letl, between the Kilia and the

Sulina ; of the island of 8t. George, between the Sulina

and the St. Greorge's ; of the island Portitza, between the

St. George's and the Dounavetze. This delta, although

overflowed during some part of the year, is inhabited and
well-cultivated, except the Island of Portitza, an expanse

of nothing more than sterile sands.

The rectangular peninsula comprehended between the

sea and the course of the Danube, from Kassova to Kilia,

is called the Dobrudscha. It is a country mostly flat

and unhealthy, formed by alluvial deposits and even in

part inundated. It would be difficult to find in the whole

world a district so little suitable for the movements of
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great bodies of troops. The Delta is a conglomeration of

channels and branches of the river, bottomless swamps,
great tracts of reeds and flags, oak forests so thick that

only the axe can force a path through them, and thorn
bushes covering an extent of many square miles. Within
the Delta, whose soil and waters exhale a deadly vapour,

rife with fever, only a few scattered miserable villages are

to be found on some of the arms of the rivers and in the
neighbourhood of the Sulina forest. Nomad gipsies and
hosts of criminals, who have fled from Eussia, Roumania,
and Turkey, form the majority of the inhabitants ; in the
town of Sulina, at the mouth of the Sulina arm, the chief

population consists of Greeks, and on the Island of St.

George, between the Sulina and St. George's arms, Zapa-
rogi (Tschernomoriau) Cossacks have founded a settlement

on the edge of the Kara Orman (Black Forest), which,
however, is not in a very flourishing condition. Close to

the left bank of the St. George's arm the Dobrudscha
Cossacks possess a few villages. These Cossack tribes,

which under Catherine II. were compelled to emigrate on
account of their religion (they are Old Believers), have
settled partly in Anatolia, but principally in the Do-
brudscha, and feel themselves well off' under the tolerant

rule of the Turks. They have not only retained their

religion, but also their language and national costume,
and have rendered good service to the Porte in all its

wars against Russia, for which in return they were cruelly

treated by the Russian soldiers.

The Dobrudscha has been the ordinary route of the
great barbarian invasions ; it leads, by the lower range of
the Balkans, into the basin of the Maritza and upon
Constantinople. Thus the Romans had intersected it by
a wall and a ditch which went from Rassova to Kustendji,
and which was called vallum IVajani ; the traces of this

defence, by which the military line of the Danube found
itself rectified and continued, still exist. The Turks ren-

dered it very difficult of access by means of the strono-.

holds of Braila and Ismail, by which they dominated the
left bank, perpetually exposed to their attacks. It was by
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the Dobrudsclia that the Russians invaded the right bank
in 1810, in 1829, and in 1854. In the latter war a

French corps d'armce penetrated therein, but, surprised and
decimated by the cholera, it was compelled to make a

disastrous retreat, General Espinasse's division losing a

fifth of its numbers in a few days; and on two previous

occasions armies were led into these unhealthy and pesti-

lential districts only to perish by disease.

This most northern (Kilia) arm of the Danube is protected

on the lloumanian bank between Ismail—well-known

from Byron's " Don Juan " if not from history ^—and the

sea by a swamp from three to eight miles broad, except at

the town of Kilia, where a few square miles of firm ground
are to be found. Even though a Russian army were to

penetrate in winter across the frozen swamp the troops

would perish in the cold, as no shelter is to be found for

forty miles round. And if it were possible in milder

weather to traverse the numerous swamps in the interior

of the Delta ; to cross at least six small arms of the river,

as well as the Sulina, 550 feet broad, and the St. George's

arm, 1,400 feet, yet the Russians would still be obliged to

march west by Tultscha. In the neighbourhood of the

coast there are a few paths running by dreary wastes

bearing many traces of shipwrecks ; but the ground is

lower than the sea, and the traveller sinks at every step up
to his knees in water. In a thaw, which, owing to the

rapid changes of temperature there, might easily surprise

the Russians, their march would be out of the question,

and in summer fires amongst the rushes are more frequent

than the prairie fires in South America. A troop of

Turkish cossacks, by setting fire to the reeds and flags,

ten to fifteen feet high, would be sufficient to induce the

strongest army of invasion to retreat.

From Tultscha and the Roumanian-Bessarabian fortress

of Ismail lying opposite to it, up the stream to Rustchuk
the Roumanian bank of the Danube is also inapproachable

through broad swamps and lakes covered with rushes.

The only points at which bridges could be thrown across

are at Reni-Tsaktscha, Braila-Macsin, Piopetri-Hirsova,
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Kalarasch-Silistria, Oltenitza-Turtukai, and Giurgevo-
llustcliuk.

Keni, where the Pruth falls into the Danube, nine

miles east of Galatz, is a little unimportant Bessarabian

town, that yet possesses somewhat of strategic value. From
Odessa, a road leads by Ackerman (near the Dnjestrovskiji

Liman) and Tatar Bunar (on the Lake of Kunduk) along

Trajan's middle-wall (the Emperor built three for the pro-

tection of Moesia against the inroads of the barbarians)

as far as Reni, where there is a bridge across the Pruth,

and in connection with this road is another near the villao-e

of Nilkeneshti, which runs along Trajan's northern wall

from Kischenefl' and Bender to Leow, where there is also

a bridge over the Pruth, and from there takes a southerly

direction. Between Reni and Galatz the left Russian
wing crossed the Danube in 1828, after thousands had
been engaged from the beginning of May to the begin-

ning of June in constructing a causeway nine miles long,

with numerous bridges, through the swamp to the river.

The Turks, made aware by the construction of the cause-

way of the point where the Russians intended to cross the

Danube, erected batteries on their side of the river ; but
they had only nine heavy and twelve light guns to place

in them, and at most 2,000 men for their defence. Some
of the Russian shij)s of war put the Turks to flight ; on
the 9th July the bridge of boats was begun, and on the

11th and 12th the corps of General Rudgewitsch crossed

the Danube. Tsaktscha, a fortress scarcely possessing at

that time or at present the strength of a fort, capitulated

already on the 11th; on the 18th Macsin yielded ; and on
the 28rd Hirsova. From Tsaktscha, whose guns on the

23rd of October, 1853, put to flight with heavy losses a

Russian steam flotilla laden witli a park of artillery, pro-

visions, and ammunition, a highway leads directly south

througli the Dobrudscha by Babadngh and Hadchi-Oglou-
Bazardchik to Varna and Shumla ; and from Tultscha,

Macsin, and Hirsova country roads join it. Macsin and
Hirsova are very small fortresses, which, even if the ruined

works were put into repair and armed with Krupp cannon.
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would scarcely be able to stand a siege for a week. Their

only military value consisted in their being in a certain

measure outworks of Braila. This last-named town was
formerly an important fortress ; it made an heroic defence

against the Russians in 1828, although the garrison con-

sisted of only 3,000 men, and fell at last after two months'

siege by treachery. In 1858 the Russians repeatedly tried

from Braila to gain possession of the crossing at Macsin,

but as all their attacks were made with small numbers,

they were repulsed. During these encounters the enemy
always tried by cutting down the brushwood on the banks
and islands to lessen the difficulties of the terrain. At
last, in the spring of 1854, the Russians succeeded in cross-

ing the river. The fortifications of Braila, an enceinte

with five bastions, were razed to the ground, and now it

is protected by ramparts of earth. Braila numbers about

35,000 inhabitants ; the wretched suburbs lie low, but the

town and fortress are situated on the boundary of the

valley, which, though not very high, rises abruptly from
the Danube, about 500 paces from the bank. After the

peace of Adrianople, 1829, a small Bulgarian colony set-

tled there, which in the dispute about the supremacy of

the Greeks in the Oriental church played a conspicuous

part. In November, 1853, Halil Pacha made a feint from
Hirsova of crossing the Danube and taking Braila, in order

to compel Prince Gortschakoff to recall his troops, and so

give the garrison of Widdin time to fortify the Rouma-
nian village.

South of Hirsova the mountains of the Dobrudscha lie

close to the Danube, and are difHcult to cross, while all

approach to the left bank is prevented by the swampy
island of the Balta, in some places ten miles broad. On
the heights is the third of Trajan's walls, parallel with the

railway of Crnavoda to Kustendji, or from the river to the

Black Sea. Still further south, the middle of the Dobrud-
scha forms a hollow between the above-mentioned heights

and the spurs of the Balkans, and where this hollow
approaches the Danube lies the famous old fortress of

Silistria, opposite the Roumanian town of Kalarasch, which.
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on account of the swamp, lies about six miles distant from
the river on a strip of land between the island of the Balta
and the lake. Silistria enjoys the reputation of being the

most beautiful town on the Danube. The strategic im-
portance of its position is sufficiently proved by tlie fact

that it arose out of the old Roman town of Durostorum,
and under the name of Drster played an important part in

the history of the Bulgarian Empire. The leaders of the
Bulgarian hordes, who subjected the Sclavic races of the
Balkan Peninsula, chose it as their capital, and here also

resided the first Patriarch of the independent Bulgarian
Church, and later, after the destruction of the first Bul-
garian Empire, the Metropolitan of the bishoprics lying
between the Danube and the Balkan. In the wars between
the Bulgarians and Greeks and the Bulgarians and Magyars,
as well as in the inroads of the Ptschenegi and Kumanes,
the possession of Drster was often disputed, but its most
important part was played in the bold march of Svjatoslav,

the Prince of the Russians, who in 967 conquered the town,
and then, by the same route that Greneral Diebitsch took
in 1829, penetrated across the Balkan, stormed Adrianople,

and caused a dreadful massacre there. But the Greek
Emperor, Joannes Tzimisches, an Armenian, was not, like

the Sultan Mahmud, induced to conclude a hasty peace

;

he attacked and defeated Svjatoslav, forced him back to

the Danube, besieged him in Drster, and compelled him to

capitulate. In 1388 Drster was taken by the Sultan
Amurath ; in 1392 it fell into the hands of the Wallachian
Prince Marcea, but was soon incorporated, like all the rest

of Bulgaria, into the Turkish Empire by the Sultan Baja-

zet. About the year 1418 it came into the possession of a
communistic sect, formed of Christians and Mahometans,
which, however, was soon destroyed. The town now
flourished, and had a rich colony from Ragusa. In 1810
it was taken by the Russian General, Count Nicholas
Xamenski; in 1812 his successor, Count Kutuzow, razed

the fortress to the ground. In 1828 Silistria was besieged,

first by the Russian General, Count Benkendorf, then by
General Roth, later by Generals Scherbatow and Langeron,
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and finally by Prince Witt^^en stein. As the Eussians had

crossed tlie Danube at Tsaktscha, the town was besieged

from the Bulgarian side, but all efforts to take it, from the

21st of July to the 10th of November, being unsuccessful,

the siege Avas then raised, and during the winter a corps

encamped at Kalarasch were charged to keep w^atch over

it. On the 8th of May, 1829, the Russians again crossed

the Danube at Hirsova ; but the roads being partially

destroyed by inundations, they only reached Silistria on

the 17th, and threw a bridge of boats across the stream

below the town. Although the siege was carried on with

extraordinary energy by General Krasowski, the town only

capitulated on the 30th of June. How in 1854 the fame

of the conqueror of Erivan suffered before the walls of

Silistria is still fresh in the memory of all. Silistria is

protected by the Danube on the north, in which, as has

been said, only the defile of Kalarasch leads, and eight

miles east of the fortress lies the Lake of Galitza, between

which and the Danube there is a great swamp ; an approach

to the fortress is, therefore, only possible from the south

and west, where the town is surrounded by vineyards.

Silistria is enclosed by a simple wall, with ten little bastions,

which are so far apart that they could not support one

another; but now on the heights which command the

town, and from which in former sieges the Russians bom-
barded it, four strong redoubts have been erected, Arab
Tabia, Ordon Tabia, Yalen Tabia, and the great fortification

of Abdul Medjid. The two first have their front to the

south. Twenty-five tliousand men are necessary to garrison

the fortress, and even under the most favourable circum-

stances a three months' resistance is certain. The islands

in the Danube below the fortress are Turkish, and would
certainly be occupied, so that it would be impossible to cross

there.

The swamps on the left bank of the Danube, which,

close to Kalarasch, are twelve miles broad, become gradu-

ally narrower up the stream, and at Oltenitza, at the mouth
of the Artschik, they cease entirel}^ Opposite Oltenitza

lies the little Turkish town of Turtukai. Here, at a dis-
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tance of only thirty-five miles from Bucharest, is the most
vulnerable point of the Turkish Danube line. Turtukai
lies on the lowest ledge of the terrace-like Bulgarian
mountains ; the ledge is here sixty feet high and close to

the river, while the Eoumanian bank is flat ; but the town
is small, only protected by a few redoubts ; it is further

from Rustchuk and Sihstria than from Bucharest, and is

only connected with Shumla by a miserable country road
via Rasgrad. Opposite the town, but rather above it,

lies a Eoumanian island, and this would greatly facilitate

the crossing of the river. The Russians might occupy
the island in the night, throw up fortifications, and then
with heavy guns lay Turtukai in ruins, and having con-

quered it they would be able to attack Silistria and Rust-
chuk in the rear. In 1809 the Russians crossed the

Danube there, and in 1853 both Prince Gortschakoff and
Omar Pacha recognized the importance of this point.

Gortschakoff advanced his centre from Bucharest on the
roads to Giurgevo and Oltenitza, and on the 1st and 2nd of

November the Turks attempted the passage of the river at

both these places. At Oltenitza the passage succeeded.

The Turks entrenched themselves, and were attacked on
the 4th by Gortschakoff with great superiority of numbers;
Omar Pacha, however, defeated the attack successfully. On
the 12th of November the Turks left the right bank of the
river, after having destroyed the bridge over the Artschik,

the quarantine building, and their own fortifications, and
in the spring of 1854 Omar Pacha withdrew to Shumla,
and left the passage across the Danube open to Russia.

The position of Giurgevo-Rustchuk is destined to play
an important part in Russian invasion. Giurgevo, con-

nected by a railway and highway with Bucharest, is

twenty-two miles distant from the Roumanian capital, and
numbers about 20,000 inhabitants. In 1416 it was con-
quered by Mahomet I., and belonged till 1829 to Turkey.
Till then it was the fortified letc-de-pont of Rustchuk ; in

1829 the fortifications were razed to the ground by the
Russians. In 1853, the Turks tried in vain from Rust-
chuk to take the town, which lies on a plain twenty to
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forty feet above the river, but could only gain possession

of the island of Mokan lying before it, where the remains

of the fortifications erected by them are still to be seen.

The following winter the Eussians attempted unsuccess-

fully to drive the Turks from Mokan. Eustchuk, the

capital of the Danube provinces, is a Turkish creation, and

very much younger than its existence is the liistory of the

town, which till its obstinate defence against the liussians,

under Count Nicholas Kamenski (1810), had played no

part worth mentioning. In 1812, Ivutusoff destroyed the

fortifications, in 1828 and 1829 the town was not molested,

and in 1853 the battles for the island of Mokan took place.

The fortress stands on the plateau, which rises abruptly

50 to 100 feet high from the river, at twenty to eighty

paces from it. Enclosed by a wall, and in some places

by moats, it yet appears little capable of any great resist-

ance, but is rendered unapproachable on the west by the

Balta (lake) Mairu, on the Eoumanian bank of the

Danube, which runs here from south-west to north-east,

and also by the river itself and its tributary, the Lorn

(not to be confounded with the river of that name in West-
Bulgaria). It can, therefore, only be attacked from the

north-east and south, and there well-armed fortifications

have been constructed, pledges of an obstinate resistance

hereafter. As redoubt, a strong citadel serves, and it

commands the whole town, the Danube with its islands,

and even the low-lying portions of Giurgevo.

If the chief points in the foregoing picture be now
enumerated of the eastern third of the lioumelian moat,

the only places at which the passage of the Danube could

be successfully attempted are between Reni and Galatz, at

Braila, opposite Hirsova,and at Oltenitza. The approach to

the swampy bank, if a severe frost did not come to the help

of the Kussians, can only be very slow and accompanied

by enormous difficulties in crossing the swamps and arms

of the river, and marching along narrow strips of solid

ground in the midst of this watery region. The Turkish

positions at the points of the river most likely to be forced

are fortified in such a manner, and if possessed of sufficient
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troops, to hold out, at least, for a few days, and as the

diflerent positions are connected by telegraph, 30,000 to

40,000 men could be concentrated at any point within

that time. The Eussians can only use the fourth part of

their army to force the whole length of the Danube from

Eustchuk to the Black Sea, a distance of 600 miles; for

they must occupy their ctapes and the most important

places in Eoumania, and at the same time must force the

two other divisions of the Danube so as not to be

threatened in the rear. From the Crnavoda-Kustendji

line the Dobrudscha stretches towards the north like a

peninsula, so that the route from the Delta to Kischeneff

is much shorter than from the future to the late head-

quarters of the Eussian army. It is true the latter have

the advantage of the railway from Gralatz to Orsova in

their rear, and the oflensive is open to them—that is, the

free choice of the object of attack
;
yet, in spite of this,

the Eussians would scarcely be able to commence operations

at any one point with more than 60,000 men which, opposed

to a Turkish force half as strong, would be unable to force

a passage across the broad stream. The chances would
be very different, a competent authority states, if the

Eoumanian army guarded Little WaUachia west of the river

Aluta, Austria prevented the Turks from entering Eou-
mania, and Servia forced the Timok line. Then, certainly,

the Eussians would be able to effect the passage of the

river with 150,000 men, but after crossing the greatest

difficulties would begin. In the winter of 1828 the

Eussians, although they had conquered Varna and were

at least four times superior in numbers to the Turks, were

obliged to retreat to Bessarabia, as they were threatened in

the rear by the garrison of Silistria. In 1854 the passage of

the river had no effect, as Silistria could not be conquered.

As long as Silistria and Eustchuk are not taken or closely

surrounded, the Eussians, at the most then 100,000 strong,

could not bew'in the march to the Balkan. For all the

roads from the towns on the whole of the long Danube line

from Eustchuk downwards, except that from Eustchuk
to Tirnova, run conccutrically to the line of Sliumla-

VOL. II. u
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Varna, the first wall of the Roumelian fortress, whose
extreme points, according to huraan calculations, would

not be taken till after they had at least been besieged half

a year. During all that time the Russian troops would be

compelled to remain encamped in the unhealthy, badly-cul-

tivated Dobrudscha, which being chiefly inhabited by Maho-
metans, would be abandoned by them in time of war, and

would be still more incapable than lioumania of furnishing

sufficient provisions for the army. Behind this first wall

lies a second moat—the River Kamtschyk, which flows

parallel with the Balkan from west to east. Then comes

the third wall, the Balkan itself, which is here divided into

three chains, having only five passes, two of which are

only passable for sumpter mules ; and finally, the line

Mesembria Aidos-Karnabad-Stivno, of which the fortress of

Burgas forms, in a certain manner, the citadel. These seve-

ral lines of defence, together with two rochade lines formed

by the railway, cannot be broken through by the whole

of the Russian forces as long as Turkey remains mistress

of the Black Sea.

Less attention than it deserves has been given to the

fact that the Emperor Alexander has always bitterly

lamented the cession of the Bessarabian districts at the

mouth of the Danube, which Russia was obliged tu part with

on signing the Treaty of Paris, and that on this point he

has always enjoyed the full sympathy of Prince Gortscha-

koff. Russia gained possession of the territory in question

at the end of the last century, after Souvaroff's celebrated

campaign against the Turks. In subsequent campaigns

slie severed the connection between Moldo-Wallachia and

'J'urkey, with the exception of that feeble link whicli still

l)ound the United Principalities to their suzerain until the

late Turko-Russian war, and which binds Roumania to

the Sultan even now; for Prince Charles of Hohenzollern

is still in the position, not of an independent sovereign,

but of a vassal rebelling against his chief. The efl'ect of

Souvaroff's victories was to advance the strategic frontier

of Russia to the Danube ; though the Turks, until after

the war of 1828-9 still retained some fortresses on the left
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or northern bank of the river. After 1829, the Turkish
fortresses north of the Danube had to be abandoned, so

that in future campaigns against the " natural enemy "

Russia would at once be able to commence operations at

the line of the Danube. By the Crimean war, however,

Russia found her progress towards Constantinople arrested

and her course reversed. To their infinite mortification

the Russians had to give up Ismail and certain districts

at the mouth of the Danube, including the mouths them-
selves to Moldavia ; and though this cession was of no
advantage to Turkey, it seemed favourable to European
interests, since it took the outlets of the Danube from
under Russian control. This loss of territory has been a

sore point with various classes of Russians throughout the

present reign. The Emperor Alexander's immediate pre-

decessors had advanced gradually but steadily over Turkish
soil, and the sovereign now wearing the Russian crown
has been the first to retreat. This has been a source of

mortification to the whole Imperial family.

4. Wallacliia and Moldavia [Uoumania).

We are about to descrilje the afiluents on the left of the
Danube, tliat is to say, those the basins of which comprise
Wallachia and Moldavia.
These afiluents present two distinct aspects. Those of

Wallachia, descending from very lofty mountains, have
their upper portion edged with savage-looking crests : they
traverse deep gorges, wooded defiles deeply cut into ravines
by torrents, and also green and fertile valleys ; but the
reverse slopes of the Carpathians being on this side very
steep and unextended, these afiluents falJ, abruptly into the
level country; starting with a line which runs from Tcher-
netz by Crajova, Slatina, and Tergowitz to Bouzeo, they
subside suddenly into a kind of Asiatic Steppe, entirely
flat and open, where the forests have given place to pas-
tures, where only a few bushes are sparsely found, where
the soil is as fertile as it is monotonous, where only at long

u 2
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distances wretched villages and few inhabitants are to be

met with.

The affluents of Moldavia descend from mountains of

lower elevation ; but they are bordered, for the greater part of

their course, by gently-sloping and rounded hills, covered

with vineyards and orchards ; the country adjacent is

thinly populated, badly cultivated, but it is less uninte-

resting, more undulating, and it is only in proximity to

the sea that the bare, vast plains and morasses are en-

countered.

All this country might, with labour, be made one of the

gardens of Europe. Fertile in corn, wine, timber and pas-

turage, possessing mineral wealth, magnificent flocks, it

only requires repose to become peopled and prosperous.

Its climate is unhealthy in the vicinity of the Danube, and
colder than comports with the latitude, by reason of the

extensive stej)pes, where nothing arrests the force of the

north-east winds or from Asia ; the thermometer there falls

to twenty-six degrees, and ice is permanent during nearly

four months.
The affluents of the left bank of the Danube are : 1

.

The Sc/ii/I, which has its source in the heart of the Carpa-

thians on the plateau of Transylvania, of which we shall

hereafter speak ; it emerges therefrom by the Vulkan defile,

traverses a country where the wooded mountains slope

gradually into hills covered with pastures and vineyarcls,

watering Tirgochil or Tirgojioul, a small town of no cele-

brity or importance ; then it receives numerous affluents

and passes near Crajova, the chief town of Little Wallachia,

wdth 9,000 inhabitants, important by its commerce and
position, at the issue of the Carpathian high roads upon
the only practicable route which connects Widdin with

Bucharest. Crajova, which was formerly the seat of an
independent Banat, is no longer fortified, and, from its

poverty and the dilapidated condition of its dwellings, has

the appearance of a large village. All the country, but

especially the banks of the Schyl, were horribly devastated

in the war of 18.28. Thus till recently they were, despite

their extreme fertility, uncultivated and almost uninhabited.
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The war of 1854 changed that beautiful valley into a desert.

The Schyl terminates opposite Rahova : it is not navigable.

2. The Aloida, also called the Alt and the Olto, takes its

source on the western reverse of the Carpathians at

Makes; it flows through the plateau of Transylvania, at

first from north to south, afterwards from east to west,

for fifty leagues : then, instead of taking the direction of

Maros, whither its primitive inclination would seem to

urge it, it turns abruptly south towards the Carpathian
chain ; there it meets with or makes for itself, near Mount
Szurul, a breach of more than 400 metres in depth, into

which it precipitates itself. This defile is forty kilometres

in length, and opens the famous route of llothen-Thumi

(Red Tower), the principal communication of Wallachia
with Transylvania, or of Bucharest with Hermanstadt.
The valley of the Alouta, running from north to south,

remains narrow and deep as far as llimnik, where it begins
to widen ; it opens into a plain at Slai'ma, a small town
situated on the road from Widdin to Bucharest ; finally,

after having received several affluents, the Alouta divides

itself into several arms, and terminates near Nicopolis. It

is an important river from its width, the encasement of

its banks and the difficulty of its fords. It separates

Little from Grreat Wallachia, and its banks have been the
theatre of several encounters, in the wars of 1789 and
1828.

3. The Vedea, augmented by the Telioman, a large but
unimportant river, which traverses an almost entirely

desert country, ravaged during the war of 1854. Through-
out its basin, and generally upon the whole route which
unites Crajovato Bucharest, neither villages nor cultivated

lands are met with ; at long intervals a few subterranean

huts are alone seen, in which a miserable and rickety

population vegetates, or perhaps some wicker cabins which
their nomad owners transport from pasture to pasture.

4. The Ardj'ich or Argh descends from the eastern re-

verse of the Carpathians, waters Ardjich, a small town
situated at the outlet of the Tour-Rouge road to Bucha-
rest ; then it flows through a flat country poorly culti-
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vated and thinly inhabited, without passing by any
remarkable localities, and terminates below Oltenitza,

opposite Turtuka'i. It receives the Domhoviza, which runs

parallel to the Ardjicli, and waters Bncuresci, or Bucha-
rest, the capital of" Wallachia, the population of which
exceeds 00,000. This city, situated in a vast plain, re-

sembles somewhat an immense village intersected by large

gardens, irregular and unpaved streets, in which deca^^ed

dwellings and good modern hotels stand side by side,

where out of doors oriental customs prevail, and in doors

the manners and civilization of the West. It carries on
an extensive commerce, and has an important position on

the high road between Eussia and Constantinople, equi-

distant from Rustchuk and Silistria. Although not

fortified, it is not the less, by its situation in the centre

of Great Wallachia, an excellent point of concentration

for an army threatening the right bank of the Danube.
5. The Jalomuifza waters TurgoKitz, the ancient resi-

dence of the Wallachian Hospodars, now reduced to 5,000

inhabitants, with dilapidated ramparts. It receives the

Telesin and the Rahova, traverses a country of vast plains,

fertile and populous, and terminates in the great over-

flowings of the Danube above Hirsova.

0. The Sercth takes its source in the Carpathians, and
traverses the Bukovina, a province forcibly wrested from
AVallachia, and which now forms part of the Austrian

Empire -, the river enters Moldavia at Scrdh, flows through

a level valley, here and there fertile and elsewhere marshy,

waters Roman, a small town, the name of which indicates

its ancient origin, receives the Moldava, the Rin/viik, the

Bouzeo and other watercourses which come from the Carpa-

thians ; the last of these afiluents is the MiUiOv, which runs

near Fokschaui, a commercial town of 12,000 inhabitants.

Finally, the Seretli terminates near Gralatz. This great

river is of no importance save at the lower part of its

course, where it occupies the narrow spaces comprised

between the Carpathians and the Danube, and forms witli

the Milkov the boundary between Moldavia and Walla-

chia. It is therefore necessarily crossed by all the inva-
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sions and armies of the North ; but its banks are low, its

fords numerous, and it possesses no fortified town : it has

never therefore presented an obstacle.

7. The Pruih takes its source in that part of the Carpa-

thians which is called Mount Czorna ; it flows at first

through a valley deeply hollowed out, where it waters

CzernoiDitz, the capital of Buckovina, a commercial city of

10,000 inhabitants ; then it traverses the Buckovina, a

fertile, well-wooded and picturesque country, well-popu-

lated, and which covers the Austrian provinces over against

Eussia ; then it runs through a plain, is navigable to

/'of/t//o;/z, receives i\\e Baf/Iui, a muddy stream which passes

Jassy, the capital of Moldavia, with 40,000 inhabitants.

It is a commercial city, unfortified, having the semi-

savage, semi-ostentatious aspect of Bucharest ; it has no
military importance, and, being the frontier, is continually

open to Russian invasion. The Pruth next passes not far

from Husch, where Peter the Great was surrounded with
his arm}^ by the Turks, in 1711. Finally, after having
traversed wide plains almost entirely desert, it terminates

at Meni. This river forms the boundary between the

Ottoman Empire and Russia; but it has only a very

mediocre importance, being incapable of serving as a bar-

rier of defence. Numerous battles have been foucj-lit on
its banks, but its stream has always been easily crossed.

Moreover, it is only since 1812 that it has served as the

boundary of Moldavia ; before that period the limit was
the Dniester, a river of difficult access, difficult to cross,

and which was then guarded by numerous strongholds.

The mountains or range of heights which form the

orographic belt of the left bank of the Danube are :

—

1. The Eastern Carpathians—a portion of the vast

semi-circular chain which, quitting the sources of the

Vistula, and stretching as far as the defile of Orsova upon
the Danube, separates Hungary from the countries to the

north. The Carpathians are mountains of some 2,000
metres in height, massive, steep, and wooded, rent by
deep and savage gorges, accessible only by paths which
are formed by breaches or gigantic crevasses. Those
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cliasms are the characteristic feature of these mountains

:

hollowed to a depth of 300 metres, they serve as channels

to the rivers which water the Transylvanian plateau, and
although the primitive declivity of these rivers directs them
towards the north-east, or the third basin of the Danube,
they are carried away to the south-east, or into the fourth

basin. These mountains contain great mineral riches, but
which are worked to very little profit.

The Eastern Carpathians, by their semi-circular sweep,

and the vast plateau which they enclose, present one of the

most formidable military positions in the world. It is an
enormous bastion which projects itself between Moldavia

and Wallachia, taking in flank the one and the other of

these two provinces, threatening and commanding all the

country comprised between the Carpathians and the

Danube. Moldo- Wallachia (now Eoumania) has not

always been restricted to the narrow limits which enclose

it at present : formerly known as the ancient Dacia, which
comprehended Bessarabia, Transylvania, the Banat, and
which had for boundaries the Theiss and Dneister ; then

the table-land of the Carpathians was a sort of citadel, in

which the population took refuge, and which had long

been the seat of its independence. But at the present

moment that Transylvania, and even the Bukovina, belong

to Austria, that Russia possesses the Dniester and a bank
of the Pruth, Wallachia, and Moldavia (or the United
Principalities now called Eoumania) form eccentric pos-

sessions of the Ottoman Empire, and are no longer defen-

sible.

2. The remainder of the orographic belt of the Danube
is formed by a line of heights which runs between tlie

Pruth and the Dneister, sinks down at first into hills,

then into plains, and, lastly, becomes blended with the

sea-shore. No other natural obstacles, therefore, oppose

themselves to the penetration of the Ottoman Empire,

save the Pruth and the Sereth, which have never yet

stopped the march of an army. All the country is uni-

formly flat, and this physical characteristic is that of the

entire littoral of the Black Sea, from the mouths of the
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Danube to tlie Caucasus ; this littoral, to a breadth of

forty to fifty leagues, consisting solely of vast plains,

sometimes fertile, sometimes cultivated, being the com-
mencement of tlie Asiatic steppes. These plains have
been the highway of all the invasions of the Asiatic

peoples during ten centuries. It was by this route the
Goths, Huns, Slavs, Tartars, &c., came ; and it has been
by this route that Eussia for the last 150 years has
directed its efforts against the Ottoman Empire. As for

Moldo-Wallachia (Roumania), the succinct account above
given of its geography testifies to its political importance
and the sufferings it has had to undergo. There are few
countries, few populations which have been worse treated,

more trodden upon, more tortured ; their history is one
long martyrdom, and when the monotonous narrative of

devastations and massacres is perused, the reader wonders
that any inhabitants remain therein, or a few corners of

cultivated land are to be seen.

Wallachia has a territory of 7,150 square myriametres
(about 44,687 square miles), and a population of 4,500,000
inhabitants. Moldavia has a territory of 3,185 square

myriametres (about 19,503 square miles), and a population
of 1,500,000 inhabitants.

These two countries are inhabited by a peculiar race,

.which descends from the ancient Dacians, mingled with
numerous Roman penal colonists, whom Trajan introduced
into that country alter having conquered it, and which is

equally spread through the Bukovina, Bessarabia and Hun-
gary, to the number of 1,700,000 to 1,800,000 inhabi-

tants, which raises the figure of the Wallachians to nearly

6,000,000. They are generally strong, handsome and intel-

ligent, but also careless, dirty, vindictive, pleasure-loving,

and debased by suffering. They hold the Greek religion.

The Roman colonies have left there traces so deep, that

Roumania presents a pliilological phenomenon which ap-

pears unique in history. Placed upon the highway of

invasions, traversed, conquered, devastated by twenty dif-

ferent peoples, surrounded by the Slav, Magyar, and
Tartar races, it has preserved its language, derived from
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the Latin, and which it calls "the golden tongue,"—

a

language wliich, to the melody and softness of the Italian,

has some points of resemblance to the old langne (Toe. For
the Wallachian peasants, the country is still the Zara

roumana, the Roman Land; they take pride in calling

themselves lioumouni, Romans, and the ardent desire, the

favourite dream, the political passion of all the Wal-
lachian youth w^as to behold, one day, the six millions of

men who speak the " golden tongue " reunited under a

single domination

—

Boumania, Avhich should serve as a

barrier between Russia, Austria, and Turkey.
The Moldavs and Wallachs submitted to the Ottoman

Power at the end of the fifteenth century, and paid tri-

bute, but they never came under its direct rule. They
never had an Ottoman pacha as governor over them, but

were ruled by their native Hospodars until 1720. Owing
to incessant internal broils the Sublime Porte interfered,

and replaced these native princes by Greeks of the Fanar,

who, in their turn, were suppressed by Sultan Mahmoud
II. for participation in the Greek War of Independence.

Natives were again appointed until the last Hospodar,

Couza, was deposed, as already stated, by his discontented

subjects, and the present ruler. Prince Charles of Hohen-
zollern-Sigmaringen elected in his place in 1866. Up to

1631 the armed forces of the two Principalities consisted,

besides the Hospodarial body-troops, few in number, of a

militia for border and internal service, called Graniceri

and Dorobanzi. After that j^ear the military force was
reorganized into regular and irregular troops, the latter

still retaining the old designations of Graniceri and Doro-

banzi, and the total armed strength of the two Princi-

palities amounting to a little over 23,000 men. In 1859
Prince Couza again reorganized the military power of the

Danubian Principalities, as the}?- were then called. He
introduced the French law of conscription, fixed the period

of service at six j^ears for the regular army, and increased

the total strength to 34,000 men. After the accession of

Prince Charles, the Roumanian Chambers voted yet an-

otiier new law of organization, wliich completely altered
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the character of the army, and still further added to its

strength. This haw, modified by succeeding ones passed

in 1S72 and 187G, forms the basis of the existing organi-

zation and composition of the Roumanian army. The
chief object kept in view in the new system was to render

the army mobile enough to take the field in a war of

aggression, instead of being solely, as heretofore, a machine
for national defence. The Prussian model was adopted

for the new organization, and everything French intro-

duced by Prince Couza was discarded.

The war strength of Roumania on paper amounts to

100,000 infantry, 18,000 cavalry, and 50 batteries of

artillery ; of which, perhaps, about 60,000 can be placed

in the field. It is well not to be over-sanguine about their

efficiency, as the Government lacks money, and the arma-
ment, transport, and administration are extremely bad.

5. Bosnia.

We are about to describe the affluents on the right of

the Danube which belong to the Ottoman Empire, and
the basins of which comprise the provinces of Bosnia,

Servia, and Bulgaria.

1. The Save, which finds its source in the Carnic Alps
and traverses a portion of the Austrian States, enters upon
Ottoman territory where it joins the Unna, and takes a direc-

tion from west to east, serving as a boundary to the two
Empires of Austria and Turkey to the end of its course.

It is a wide river, seldom rapid, flanked on the right by
strong escarpments, and on the left by plains and marshes.

It waters, in Turkey

—

Berbir, a small pUice situate oppo-

site the Austrian town of Gradiska ; Czabatz, a fortified

town, at the confluence of the Drina ; Belgrade, of which
we have already spoken, and where it throws itself into

the Danube. The Save is, in a military point of view,

an important line, and wholly to the advantage of Turkey,

on account of the mountainous country which borders it,

and upon whose importance we shall shortly speak. As
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the left shore is entirely dominated by these countries,

Austria has studded it with military colonies, which form

a barrier against Ottoman invasion. It is owing to the

point wliicli the Save makes with its affluents, between

the Austrian provinces of Dalmatia, Croatia and Slavonia,

that tlie Turks have on several occasions invaded Austria

and have appeared before Vienna.

The affluents of the Save in Turkey descend from the

Dinaric Alps. They are torrent-like rivers, broken into

falls, traversing deep, wooded valleys, which present the

most picturesque sites, rich in pasturages and fertile

fields.

1. The JJiina rises at the foot of Mount Chator, serves

in part as a boundary between Turkey and Austria, and

waters three small places which are the very insufficient

keys of Bosnia : Bihacz, the chief place of Turkish Croatia,

Novi and Duhicza. The Unna receives at Novi the Scania^

which descends from Mount Dinara, and opens a road to

the interior of Bosnia (that from Trieste to Constantinople),

defended by the forts of Kosaratz and Priedor, situated

upon the Sanna.

2. The Vcrbas passes by Scopia, a small town defended,

like almost all those of Bosnia, by a small, crumbling fort

;

by Jaicza, the old capital of Bosnia, and which has under-

gone numerous sieges ; by Ba?}j/aluka, an important town

of 10,000 inhabitants, defended by a large fortress. The
Verbas receives the Flicva, the magnificent falls of which

are one of the natural wonders of Bosnia, and which is

defended by the fort of Ghid-Hissar.

3. The Bosna rises in a plain intersected by woods and
rivulets, which belongs to the slopes of the Ivan moun-
tains ; it passes not far from Bosna-Scrai, the capital of

Bosnia, with 70,000 inhabitants. This city is situated on

the declivities of mountains rich in iron mines, and on the

summit of which stands a strong citadel ; the rich plain

which borders it, the abundance of its streams, the beauty

of its climate, constitute it one of the most famous locali-

ties of Turkey. At a distance from its picturesque site

it presents a most inviting aspect ; but it is dirty and ill-
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built. Tliree-fourths of the inhabitants are Turks remark-

able for their comeliness and bravery, but of restless and
turbulent disposition. An extensive commerce is carried

on there. The principal route which passes by Bosna-
Serai is that from Trieste to Constantinople. Entering
upon Turkish territory at Novi, it skirts the Sanna, passes

near Banyaluka, and by Traunik reaches Bosna-SeraT

;

thence it continues by Priepol upon Novi-Bazar, Pristina,

in the basin of the Morava, where we shall again find it.

This route is a long defile, hollowed in the flank of the

Bosnian chain, intersected by ravines, rivulets, counter-

slopes and plains, it is no less important than difficult.

The I^osna receives yet another affluent which passes by
Traunik, a town defended by a poor fort, with 10,000
inhabitants and the residence of the Pacha of Bosnia

;

then it waters Vrandovk, a stronghold which entirely closes

one of the gorges of the Bosna ; finally, it passes at the

foot of the second-rate forts of Maglai, Xepsi, and Dobor,

which defend the entrance of the country against Slavonia.

4. The Drina combines two torrents descending from
the Bosnian Alps, and which, united, pass by Vichgrad, a

small town, poorly fortified ; it serves in part as a boundary
to Bosnia and Servia, waters Zvornik, a town which is

reputed to be the strongest place in Servia, although
it is only surrounded by a wall flanked with towers ; it is

navigable there ; then it traverses LocJtnitza, a town of

Servia where the Turks were beaten by the Austrians in

1789; thence it waters a country thickly covered with
jungle, and which has been ensanguined by the wars be-

tween the Bosnians and the Ser\dans ;. it terminates at the

small fort of Batzka.

The basins of these four rivers constitute the plains of

Turkish Croatia and Bosnia, which, together with the

mountains whence they derive their names, and their

counterslopes, form the elevations and framework of these

countries.

The great Alps are prolonged to the vicinity of the

Gulf of Fiume by the Dhiaric Alps, which run parallel to

the Adriatic littoral, as far as the sources of the Unna (an
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aflluent of the Save). There the chain divides into two
great branches, which leave between them a somewhat low
plain of elliptical form, the general slope of which inclines

towards tlie Adriatic : the northern branch forming the

Bosnian Alps, the southern the Dalmatian Alps ; the

intermediate terrace being the Herzec/ovina—to be here-

after described. Tlie Bosnian Alps extend for nearly 100
leagues, from Mount Dlnara (2,840 metres) towards the

sources of the Sanna, to Mount Tchardagh (3,200 metres),

towards the sources of the Eastern Morava. These
mountains have generally an altitude of 1,800 to 2,000

metres ; their southern slopes are rock}'", bare, sterile,

furrowed with flat valleys without water, on the side of the

Herzegovinian plateau; their northern slopes are scarped,

intersected by ravines, but clothed with noble forests and
excellent pastures. These plains are only to be crossed

by very bad roads, whose outlets are on the shores of the

Adriatic. The best is the ancient Grabinian way, which
sets out from Spalatro on the coast, crosses the Cettina

and the Prologh mountains, which belong to the Dalmatic

Alps
;
passes by Livno and over the stony plain of the

Herzegovina, and thence reaches the arid table-land of

Koupris in the Bosnian Alps. This table-land, having

an elevation of 1,000 metres, and seven to eight superficial

leagues, is the culminating point of Bosnia ; it is protected

by a small fort. The traveller tlieuce descends into the

shady, well-wooded and fertile valle3^s of Verbaz, and next

upon the Bosna at Traunik. Another route leads from

lia<rusa to the mouth of the Narenta, ascends that river

as far as Mostar, traverses the Bosnian chain to Mount
Ivan, and thence abuts upon Bosna-Serai.

The counter-scarps of the Bosnian Alps stretch a long

way, extending as far as the Danube ; they are of slight

elevation but very tortuous, thickly jungled, covered with

forests and joastures, and intersected by torrents and defiles,

which render the province of Bosnia an almost impenetrable

country, therefore very favourable to defensive warfare ; a

country also of bad roads, bristling with forts or palisadoed

redoubts, and inhabited b}' a robust, turbulent, and warlike
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population. This race, wliicli has given successively to the

Itoman and Ottoman armies their best soldiers, could raise

40,000 men. Bosnia, covered in front by the Save, sup-

ported in the rear by the Dinaric Alps, is in some sort an
immense citadel and bulwark of the Ottoman Empire
against Austria. It has, including Herzegovina, 40,000
square myriametres, and a population of 800,000 inhabi-

tants, the greater part of Slav race : one half are Mahom-
metans, and of the other moiety, 300,000 are Grreeks and
100,000 Catholics. We shall see what an important part

this province has played in ancient times, which is now
rather the ally than the subject of the Turks, on account
of the European origin of its inhabitants, of its municipal
institutions, which assure it a sort of independence, of its

local militia (20,000 men), who are alone charged with the
protection of the country, &c. At the present moment,
when Servia and Montenegro have declared themselves
independent of the Ottoman rule, it seems entirely isolated

from that Empire. Bosnia is rich in pasturages, fruits,

cereals, and especially in wood for building purposes ; has
iron mines, a very line species of large-sized cattle, sheep
affording a famous wool, a good breed of horses, &c. It
carries on a rather considerable commerce with Austria.

6. Servia.

In continuing the description of the affluents of the
right bank of the Danube, we come, after the Save, to the
Morava. The basin of this great river, which comprehends
almost the whole of Servia, is divided into two natural
parts, the basin of the Morava affluents, and the basin of
the great Morava, the latter combining two streams, the
Servian or Western Morava, and the Bulgarian or Eastern
Morava.
The Servian Morava springs from a spur of the Bosnian

Alps, runs at first from south to north through quite a
mountainous country, then takes an abrupt bend from
west to east, leaving on the left Oujitza, a small town
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tlefondecl by an old fort, wliicli tlie Serbs took from the

Turks in 1809 and again in 1813 ; it is skirted by moun-
tain masses, of wliicli we shall shortly speak, traverses

narrow and fertile plains, passes near Krumclievaiz, and
unites itself with the Eastern Morava after threading a

deep defile which is dominated by the mass of Mount
Jastrebatz. It receives numerous tributaries, the principal

of which is the Ibar.

The basin of the Ibar is the most remarkable portion,

in a military point of view, of Turkey in Europe, of which
it occupies nearly the centre. It forms a sort of terrace,

whence the water-courses escape through deep defiles, a

broad and elevated plain which strongly contrasts with

the harsh and rugged character of the neighbouring

mountains, intersecting them with rounded hillocks and
rich pastures, and inhabited by a race of men as handsome
as they are brave. This plain is, by its southern slope,

the nucleus of all the ranges or chains which constitute

the framework of European Turkey : it commands the

roads or entrances into Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, Mace-
donia, and Albania; thence radiate in all directions the

approaches to the chief towns of the Ottoman Empire.

The Ibar descends from amongst the spurs of the Tchar-

Dagh ; it flows through a series of defiles, the sides of

which rise into steep and almost perpendicular cliffs,

passes near Pristina, a town of from 7,000 to 8,000 in-

habitants, badly fortified, and which ought to be the chief

citadel of the empire : it, however, principally commands
the road from Bosnia into Macedonia. It leaves on the right

the celebrated plain oi Kassova, nine or ten leagues in length

by three in breadth, totally devoid of trees, cultivation

or pasturage, and which has been the highway of so many
armies, the battle field of so many conflicts. Here was
fought, in 1389, the great battle in which Amurath I., the

conqueror of the Bosnians and Servians, was assassinated,

and that of 1448, in which Amurath 11. vanquished the

Hungarians. The Ibar next passes Voidziirin and Milro-

vltza, where it enters upon a vast mountain slope ; then
it receives on the left the Baska, a torrent which flows
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through a deep gorge and passes on to Novi-Bazar, the

ancient Rascia, a town of 8,000 inhabitants, ugly, tortuous,

and defended by a ruinous fort, which is the key of the

Ibar plain. There cross one another the roads of Nissa

(Servia), of Uskioup (Macedonia), of Scutari (Albania), and

of Bosna Serai (Bosnia). The country of which Novi-

Bazar is the chief town is B.ascia, famous in antiquity and

the Middle Ages by the valour of its people and by its

position, wedged in between Bosnia, Servia, Albania, and
Macedonia. The Ibar, after having passed by Maf/litch,

terminates at Karanovatz.

The Bulgarian Morava takes its rise in the Kourbetzka
mountains, behind the Ibar, and is only separated from

that stream by knolls covered with bushes. It runs through

the plain of Ghilan, a plain with an elevation of 400
metres above the sea level, and which is the prolongation

of that of Kassova, where the slopes are imperceptible,

where the streams deviate, and which is, nevertheless, the

parting of the waters alike of the ^gean Sea and of the

Danube. The river flows on to Vrcmia, to Kleisoiira, and
to Precoplia, small towns of no importance, but situated

between cultivated hills which present the aspect of

Switzerland ; and, finally, having received the Nissava, it

turns to the west, and unites itself with the other Morava,

after traversing, like the latter, a deep defile dominated by
Mount Jastrebatz, 8,600 feet high.

Its chief affluent is the Nissava, which rises in the

Veliko-Balkan ; it traverses a valley skirted on the right

by the Snegpol heights, wood-covered masses of some 3,900

feet elevation, which separate it from the Bulgarian

Morava : in that valley opens the great road from Sophia.

It thence passes to Micsiapha-Palanka, waters Nissa or

Nisch, the ancient Nais, an important town situated in a

fine plain, through which passes the highway from Aus-
tria to Constantinople ; it boasts of no less than 10,000

inhabitants, is only surrounded by an earthern rampart,

but possesses a small citadel regularly bastioned and in good
condition.

The two Moravas united form the Great Morava^ which
VOL. II. X
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runs from south to north in traversing at first, for twenty-

five leagues, a defile lying between the E-etagn mountains

on the right and the Kotlenik on the left ; then below

Jaf/odin, a small town through which passes the road from

Belgrade to Niseh, it enters upon a vast plateau, almost

entirely bare, open, and studded with numerous villages,

rich cultivation and large affluents, upon one of which is

Kragouchevatz, once the seat of the Servian Government

;

finally, it forms some morasses and terminates in the

Danube above Semendria.

The entire basin of the Morava is a region almost

wholly mountainous and well-wooded ; the plains and cul-

tivated localities there are the few exceptions ; its moun-
tains audits valleys entangle one another so confusedly, that

it is one of the least known countries of Europe, and the

most favourable to defensive warfare, and it is to this phy-

sical character that it owes its independence. It is com-

posed, as has been already shown, of two basins sufficiently

distinct ; the superior basin, with the Morava affluents,

forms Upper Servia ; the inferior basin, or the Great

Morava, forms Lower Servia.

The first comprises several successive stages of moun-
tains, between which lie narrow plains, and deep vallies

connected by numerous spurs ; and in the midst of all this

hilly chaos rises the mass of Mount Kopaonik to an

elevation of 1,400 metres. Taking into consideration

only, in this complication of summits, the belt of the basin,

it will be found that the mountains of which it is com-

posed are : 1 . To the west, a massive spur detached from

the Bosnian Alps, running between the Drina and the

AVestern Morava, and intersected by the great highway
from Bosna- Serai to Nissa. At the heights of Oujitza

this series of mountains bends round from west to east,

runs parallel to the Morava in very massive groups, and

culminates in the lloudnik mountains, which rise to more
than 1,200 metres high, and the gorges of which have

often served as a refuge to the insurgent Serbs. Finally,

it terminates in Mount Douvor, situated near the con-

fluence of the two Moravas.
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2. To the south-west, the Bosnian Alps, in their

densest portion, are attached to the Tchar-Daf/h, or Mount
Search. This last-named mass is a very remarkable knot
of mountains, not only by its elevation, which rises above
3,000 metres, but because that there the three great

chains of the Bosnian, Hellenic, and Mcesian Alps are

united.

3. To the south stretch the Mcesian Alps, called also

the Western Balkan. These Alps at first consist of the

Mount Kourbetzka, nearly 1,700 metres high ; then suc-

ceeds merely a lofty broken-up terrace, confusedly hurled

into the midst of which superincumbent plateaux consti-

tute the upper basins of the Ibar, of the Bulgarian Morava,
of the Isker, the Strouma, and the Vardar,—divergent

basins flowing into diflerent seas from one only and at the

same time great terrace. This terrace, the most gentle

and prolonged incline of which is towards the north,

where the basins are separated only by hilly undulations,

opens, as already said, in the basin of the Ibar, easy routes

between five great provinces of Turkey. It is the military

focus of that empire ; there its destinies have often been
decided, and it is there that which constitutes Servia,

holding as it does the principal points of this plateau,

a province so important. Let us add that this plateau of

Upper Moesia is immediately dominated by the highest

peaks of Turkey ; the Scardo, to the south-west, the Kop-
aonik to the north, the high Balkan and the Ehodope to

the south-west. The Alps of Moesia are traversed by the

routes from Pristina to Uskioup, from Vrania to Kostendil,

from Nisch to Doubnitza,: from Nisch to Sophia, which is

the most important and which will be described in detail.

4. To the west, the Veliki-Balkan. It is by the scarcely

undulated plateau where the route from Nisch to Sophia
passes that the Veliki-Balkan connects itself very con-

fusedly with the Moesian Alps and to the Central Balkans,

which will be presently noticed. The Veliki-Balkan is a

very tortuous and somewhat indistinct chain, which sepa-

rates the Bulgarian Morava from the Isker and other

affluents of the Danube; it comprises first the Souva

X 2
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mountains, some 1,200 metres liigli, a rough liilly-wooded

country entirely desert, Hanking the Nissava ; next it

winds round the sources of the Timok under the name of

Mosna, and becomes intersected by the important road or

defile from Widdin to Nisch, the only way by which one

can, from Wallachia, reach Servia. Finally, it attains

its highest elevation in the salient which it forms in ap-

proaching the Morava, towards Mount lietagn, a triangular

pyramid of 1,300 metres elevation, and from which the

entire country is overlooked. We shall again meet with

the latter portions of the Veliki- Balkan in the basin of the

Great Morava.
The basin of the Great Morava is much less extended

and less advantageous than that of the Morava affluents.

The most jungly portion, between Koloubara and the

Morava, is called Schonmadia, a sylvan country, for, in

fact, it appears only a vast oak forest, some portions of

which have been cleared and cultivated. It is surrounded

on one side by the mountains between Drina and Morava,

which have an elevation of not more than 500 metres, but

which are prolonged as far as the Danube from another

side by the last portion of the Veliki-Balkan, which sepa-

rates the Timok from the Morava. This portion, the least

elevated of the Balkan range, is the most massive and
tortuous of it. The mountains are scarcely more than

from 500 to 000 metres high, but their summits are

rugged, wooded, and scarped, and their spurs are con-

torted and divided into a thousand ribs, which torment

the river for some ten or twelve leagues, and form on the

right bank of the Danube the defile which ends at a

point known as the Iron Gate. The basin of the Great

Morava has a great political importance as containing the

route from Belgrade to Nisch by Jagodin.

Servia is inhabited by a population which has played a

prominent part in the history of Eastern Europe. The
Serbs form a numerically important branch of the Slav

race, which reckons 5,800,000 members scattered through

Servia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Herzegovina, and lastly also

in Hungary. Of these 5,800,000 Serbs, Servia counts
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only from 800,000 to 900,000. Three millions follow tlie

Greek religion, 1,800,000 the Eoman Catholic, 1,000,000

the Mussulman religion. Nearly all the inhabitants of

Servia are Greek Christians. Unenterprising in com-
merce, and without any taste for the comforts and refine-

ments of Western life, they are careless, coarse-mannered,

and unindustrious. Nothing inspires more melancholy

feeling than the sight of this magnificent country, with

its fine climate, its soil fertile in cereals, wine, pastures

;

its picturesque mountains, abounding in mineral wealth,

its numerous rivers, and which has only the appearance of

one immense forest, studded here and there with a heap
of cabins dignified by the name of towns, the semi-savage

inhabitants having for their chief industry, or rather, to

speak correctly, for their principal resource, the breeding of

swine, which they allow to wander at will, and in large

herds beneath the interminable oak woods.

Servia had long, as may be seen in this history, a glo-

rious and independent existence. The enemy of the By-
zantines during all the Middle Ages, she seemed predes-

tined to form a new Eastern Empire, at the epoch when
the Turks captured Constantinople. Conquered by them
she did not cease to struggle for her independence, and
ended by re-conquering it at the commencement of the

nineteenth century.

The military position of Servia is of extreme import-

ance : placed between Bosnia and Bulgaria, it intercepts

communication between these two provinces. Possessing

a portion of the Balkans, it can turn those mountains at

their centre, and throw an army of invasion into the basin

of the Maritza and upon Constantinople. Situate oppo-

site Hungary, it has been the great highway of the Turks
in their invasions of that kingdom, and as it possesses the

great route from Vienna to Constantinople, it may become
one day for the Austrians the main road towards the

heart of the Ottoman Empire.
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7. Bulgaria.

We must not be led away by the fictions of geographers

when, speaking of the province of Bulgaria, they limit it

to the country between the Balkans and the Danube. In

reality no such district exists, and the Bulgaria of to-day

is the country inhabited by the Bulgarians. Indeed, the

worst of the massacres and outrages which have lately

interested Europe in the fate of these people occurred out-

side of what geographers choose to consider Bulgaria.

How this idea of a separate province originated it is hard

to ascertain. The Turks do not recognize it, and the

Bulgarians themselves repudiate it. What geographers

call Bulgaria, is known administratively to the Turks as

the vilayet of the Danube ; the country to the south of

the Balkans being known as the vilayet of Adrianople.

The Greeks, indeed, who still speak of Thrace and Mace-

donia, sometimes use the word " Bulgaria " to denote the

province of the Danube. After throwing out Bosnia, Her-

zegovina, Old Servia, Albania and Thessaly, Bulgaria

would constitute, in fact, nearly all the rest of European

Turkey. More strictly speaking, it would be necessary to

cut off from this the regions near the mouths of the Danube,

and the sea-coast of the Sea of Marmora, and part of the

shore of the Jllgean. Bulgaria would be nearly included by

a line which started from the Servian frontier, near Alexi-

natz, and was drawn through Prizrcnd, on the Albanian

frontier, Okrida, Kostoria, Niagusta, Salonica, Adrianople,

and Burgas, on the Black Sea, and from thence to the

Danube, near Silistria. It would thus include the greater

part of the province of the Danube, the districts of Nisch

and Sophia, where there are very few Turks, the whole of

Macedonia, and that part of Thrace west of Adrianople.

Any one who is curious on this subject has only to consult

the ethnographical map of Turkey compiled by the

lamented French savant, Lejean, which was published as

a supplement to Petermann's " Mittheilungen," in 1861,

althouah there are several inaccuracies contained in it

against rather than in favour of the Bulgarians.
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It only remains to describe the last affluents of the

right shore of the Danube, the basins of which constitute

Bulgaria.

The affluents which descend from the Balkans are tor-

rent-like, unnavigable, and flanked by strong scarps. The
country which they furrow is a region staged in terraces

traversed by several parallel chains, their different degrees

divided in their turn by transversal ramifications that

thrust forward their terminal heights as far as the Danube.
The rivers deepen themselves in these calcareous terraces,

and form narrow and ravine-like basins ; the passes they

open are but bad ways of communication, and their pas-

sage is very difficult, the plateaux which separate them
being themselves torn by gorges deeply excavated ; and
where they are not covered with forest, they present

bare, sterile steppes, bristling with thorns and thickets,

and which often intersect cultivated districts producing

crops, and slopes covered with vineyards.

1. The Tiiiiok descends from two great sources in the

densest part of the Veliki-Balkan. It flows past Gorgouch-

loatz, the opening of the defile of Vratanitza, which forms

the road from Widdin to Nisch, continues its escarpments

as far as Brcgova, where it issues upon a plain, and ter-

minates at lladojevatz. It is not navigable, and has only a

breadth of 15 to 45 metres ; but it possesses great import-

ance by its mountainous basin which the route from
Widdin to Nisch traverses. It serves as a boundary
between Servia and Bulgaria.

In addition to the Timok, there are ten torrents of like

character ; they traverse a country very favourable to

defensive war, and are intersected, near their affluents, by
the road from Widdin to Nicopolis. The most remark-

able is the Arcer, which passes by Befgradchik, situate on
the route from Widdin to Nisch.

2. The Isker, the ancient Iska, descends from the

central plateau of the Balkans, waters Samakov, a town
situate in the centre of the plateau, at the issue of the

Kis-Derbend defile which leads from Albania towards
Adrianople ; and passes at some leagues distant from
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Sophia, the ancient Sardica, a great city of 40,000 inhabi-

tants, protected only by a strong wall flanked by towers,

and which has a first-rate position, as it is at the issue of

Trajan's defile, that is to say, the road from Austria to

Constantinople, to be described further on. It is a dirty,

tortuous and ill-built place, having some industry, and is the

capital of Bulgaria. The stream runs afterwards through a

narrow and deep valley, formed by the two principal spurs

of the Balkans, Etropol Balkan and the Soumoughou-
Dagh ; it emerges from this defile at Etropol, and

enters upon the Bulgarian Steppes and terminates below

Maovitza.

3. The Vid, the Osma, &c., are great rivers, which tra-

verse a country now rendered memorable by the incidents

of the sanguinary war waged in 1877-8 against Turkey

by Eussia. The far-famed stronghold of Plevna is situate

on an affluent of the Vid. The Osma is crossed at Loft-

cha by the road from Nicopolis to Gabrova, and terminates

near Nicopolis.

4. The Jantra, or Yanfra, is formed by several torrents,

the chief one of which passes by Gabrova, where the road

from Adrianople to Bustchuk issues. It is skirted by that

road, passes through Tlrnova, a small fortified town, but

which, in a military point of view, is considered the key of

the Balkans, and terminates below Sistova. During the

recent hostilities we have heard a good deal, and shall

probably hear more, of the two towns called Tirnova,

Trenova, Ternovo, Terniva, or Turnoff. One of these

towns is to the north of the Balkan chain, and the other

to the south of it, and they must not be confounded with

each other. The latter is a small place of no other im-

portance beyond its military value as the junction of the

branch line from Yamboli and Yeni Sac^hra with the main
rail road from Adrianople to Philippopolis and Tatar

Bazardjik. The first, when held by the Kussians, was the

intended seat of Prince Tcherkaski's future administration

in Bulgaria. It stands in a deep hollow of volcanic origin,

on a plateau running into this concave declivity, and con-

nected with the country above by a narrow, precipitous
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ridge, covered with houses. The citadel is situated on a

rock at its southern extremity, and communicates with
the town by a bridge. The whole is surrounded by the

river Yantra, a very rapid stream, and forms a very strong

position, covering the road to Gabrova and the Shipka
Pass. The houses of the town, built close to the very edge
of steep rocks, hang OA^er the torrent of the river that

winds its course through the confined and difficult gorge
below. Surrounded on all sides by mountains, Tiruova
stands in a situation at once bold, dangerous and pic-

turesque. The streets, ill-paved and excessively dirty, are

in many places darkened by wooden projections, extending
from the opposite houses, built (as is the case in all

Turkish towns) so as to nearly touch each other at the

top. To the north of the town the road forms a steep

descent, having on the right, in a deep and narrow ravine, the

Yantra, and, on the left, precipitous limestone rocks, planted,

wherever there is soil, with vineyards. The remainder of

the road to Sistova on the Danube, forty miles distant, is,

for the most part, over rolling and fertile downs. The town
contains some 12,000 inhabitants, mostly Bulgarians.

5. The Lorn is formed by two rivers, and terminates at

Eustchuk ; the most eastern skirts the road from Eust-
chuk to Shumla, a route defended by the little town of

Rasgrad, situate in a very fertile country. The lines of the

Russian corps d'armee commanded by the Czarevitch in

the late campaign occupied the western or Kara Lom.
6. The Taban, which passes by Kufschulc-Kinardji, near

Silistria, historically famous by the treaty of 1774.

After the Taban, a few rivers, of little extent, only are

found, traversing a flat and somewliat swampy region.

The importance passes to the direct affluents of the Black
Sea, which descend from the last spurs of the Balkans.

They will be reverted to after those mountains have been
described.

At the point where the Veliki-Balkan detaches itself

from the mass of the Balkans, the chain is continued in

an incline to the south-west, and forms, as far as the

defile of Trajan, a portion of which is called the Central
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Balkan ; it was the ancient Orbclc.s. The Central Balkan

is the lowest range and least prominent of all that vast

chain. It is at first composed of a rocky and triangular

mass, some 1,800 metres high ; this is Mount Vitoch,

situate two leagues to the south of Sophia. It then pre-

sents only a series of low crests, having scarcely an eleva-

tion of 9U0 metres, rising above a wild and desert plateau

elevated slightly above the base of the adjacent vallies,

and which is surmounted here and there by chains of rocks

separated by wide depressions. This plateau is intersected

by few defiles, but is, nevertheless, difficult enough to pass

over because of the density of the forests, the absence of

cultivation and habitations, huge masses of loose pebbles

and scattered flints, through which horses cannot walk,

and finally because of the hurricanes which sometimes

sweep whole caravans over the precipices. Moreover,

behind the Balkan open the deep valleys of the Varda and

the Stronma, flanked by spurs of much greater elevation

and more inaccessible than the Balkan itself. The princi-

pal route of the Central Balkan is that which leads from

Kostendil on the Stronma to Samakov, and thence to Bania

on the Maritza. The col of Bania is 650 metres high.

The Balkan plateau is again traversed longitudinally on

its northern slope by the route from Nisch (or Nissa) to

Adrianople, the only road by which Constantinople can be

reached by eluding the Danube, the Balkans, and all the

fortified places. It sets out, as already stated, from Belgrade,

which holds the key of it, passes Semendria, follows the

left bank of the valley of the Great Morava, crosses that

river near Jagodin, passes on to the right bank, attains the

valley of the Nissava, and reaches Nisch, the importance

of which has already been pointed out. Thence, it reas-

cends the Nissava, skirting the very rugged reverse slopes

of the Souva mountains. It traverses three defiles between

Nisch and Dragoman ; then it cuts the line of the parting

of the waters between the Isker and the Nissa in a vast

slope so slightly mountainous that the two rivers appear

only to run through the same valley. It next winds

through the broad plain in which the Isker has its source,
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a verdant plateau productive of cereal crops, and reaches

Sophia. Beyond Sophia, as far as Ichtiman, the plateau is

covered with pastures and surrounded by well-wooded

mountains. The road then becomes more difficult, rocky,

and often ravaged by storms : it continues to ascend

gently, crossing some torrents as far as the defile called

Xapou/oH-Derhend, or " Pass of the Gate," so named from
the Trajan Gate, the last remains of which were demolished

in 1835. This defile has only an elevation of 70 metres

above the plain of Tchtiman, but it is 730 above the sea

level ; and inasmuch as the talus by which the traveller

ascends on the Ichtiman side is almost imperceptible, so, far

otherwise is the slope by which he descends on the side of

the Maritza abrupt, rapid, and winding through a sombre
gorge, at sharp angles. This route will be again met with
in the basin of the Maritza. It may suffice to say here

that it is the easiest of all those which cross the Balkan,

that it follows the traces of an ancient highway, and only

appears from Nisch like a long natural cutting, traversing

four successive and gently inclined stages from Nisch,

which has an elevation of 135 metres to Scharkoe, which
has 320 ; from Scharkoe to Sophia, which has 530 ; and
from Sophia to Ichtiman, which has G60.

Beyond the defile of Trajan commences the Eastern
Balkan, which is the true Balkan, the ancient Hcemus, for

it is only by analogy or by simplification that that name
is given to the western mountains as far as Mount Scardo

;

the Turks call it Ewineh-Bagh, " mountains which protect."

This Balkan is divided into two very distinct portions :

the Upper Balkan, from the defile of Trajan to that of

Demir-Kapou ; the Great Balkan, from the last-named

defile to Cape Emineh. The Eastern Balkan is destitute

of lofty summits, perpetual snows, like the formidable cols

of the Alps and Pyrenees ; these are secondary mountains,

whose mean height scarcely reaches 1,000 metres, the

culminating peaks of which do not exceed 1,700 metres
;

their breadth is some ten leagues in the most western
portion, and scarcely three leagues in the vicinity of the
Black Sea. They present, in some parts, bare ridges and
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rugf^^ed scarps, but, almost everywhere, pap-like ridges,

rounded cupolas, like the hallons of the Vosges, or rather

a series of summits slightly pre-eminent, with wide bases,

clothed with trees on their flanks, and crowned with pas-

tures where the snow does not remain during summer.

Tliey are, moreover, garnished nearly throughout with

dense forests, tall herbage, impervious thickets ; and therein

lies the difficulty of making a pathway through them.

The upper valleys are narrow, deep and edged with rocks

;

but they very soon spread into wide plains. Their spurs,

with one exception, are of slight elevation, small extent,

and slightly steep ; they enlarge suddenly into terraces,

thus forming successive stages plainly marked, which con-

stitute the ground-plan of Bulgaria; finally, in sloping

gently towards the Danube, they terminate in high steep

banks, which command the left bank of the river. It

follows from this configuration of the country that on the

Bulgarian side the upper ridge of the Balkans may be

easily reached by a variety of passes which are really

rugged, steep and tortuous in the crest passes alone. On
the Eoumelian side, the slope of the Balkan is, on the

contrary, strongly inclined, falling abruptly into the

plains ; the aspect of the chain is, nevertheless, sombre and

devoid of grandeur, and the passes present scarps and

formidable cavities.

It has been said that the Balkan on its northern slope

has only one remarkable spur—the Etropol Balkan, which

detaches itself from the great chain near Ichtiman, with

an elevation of from 1,300 to 1,400 metres, and terminates

upon the course of the Isker, where it joins a detached

spur of the Veliki-Balkan, the Soumoughov-Dagh, 1,100

metres high. These two savage and sparsely-inhabited

spurs thus form a continuous mountain line, and much
more sharply defined than those which form the Central

Balkan. Their southern slope effaces itself in the great

plain of Sophia.

The Balkans are, however, of all the mountains of

European Turkey, the least difficult to traverse ; but there

does not exist, save in a few remains of ancient causeways,
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any customary and kept-up way ; all the routes are natural

ones. The principal are as follow : 1 . That which starts

from Grabrova on the Jantra to Kesanlik upon the Tundja
unites the roads which set out from Nicopolis and from
Eustchuk, and is defended in front of the Balkans by the

town of Tirnova, and rejoins at Philippopolis the highway
from Vienna to Constantinople. The col of Gabrova is

elevated, tortuous, abrupt, running- between rocky walls.

2. That which sets out from Eustchuk ascends the Ak-
Lom, traverses the defile of Demir-Kapou and abuts upon
Selivno, and tlience to Adrianople. Tlie col of Demir-
Kapou is only 100 metres high ; but its two slopes are

arid, desert, and little frequented.

Beyond this defile, the Balkan sinks rapidly and opens
into three principal branches, leaving between them
transverse valleys, somewhat shallow, fertile, and emptying
their waters into the Black Sea. The first brancli runs
towards the north under the name of the Binar-Baglt , and
consists of platforms of 400 to 600 metres ; it sinks

into hills, is easily pierced by the roads from Eustchuk
and Silistria to Shumla, in heights of some 350 metres,

and terminates in imperceptible slopes towards the Dike
of Trajan. The second runs eastward under the name of

the Great Balkan, and terminates at Cape Emineh ; it

throws out spurs which complete the opening of the
Balkan and which enclose the picturesque valleys of Pra-
vadi and Kamtchik, in plateaux of scarcely 300 metres high.

The longest and highest is the Kufschuk-BaR-an, which
separates two branches of the Kamtchik ; the shortest and
most remarkable is that which forms the promontory or

scarp of Shumla, between Pravadi and Kamtchik. The
Great Balkan is only 700 metres high, a breadth of two or

three leagues and summits of undefined contours ; these

summits figure on the horizon like an arboreous wall of
oaks, broken by gentle undulations ; its northern spurs

separate the affluents of the Kamtchik. In this Balkan
the traveller is surprised by the easy approach to the crest

by means of the level surface of the transverse valleys and
by almost imperceptibly surmounting them : only an hour
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and a half's walk boini^ thus required to pass through the

defile of Nadir-Derbend, which leads to Aidos, and which
is not less than GOO metres high. That defile is here

flanked by savage scarps and ploughed with torrents, there

covered with verdure, houses and gardens. It belongs to

the well-frequented road which runs from a triple obstacle

which, with the numerous valleys they enclose, ought to

cover Constantinople, but as these mountains are of no
great elevation, as the routes which traverse them lead

direct, and by the shortest way, upon Constantinople,

they have been the points of passage of the majority

of the armies that have marched upon the capital, and
the Turks have been forced to protect them with strong

forts. These strongholds are situated upon the course

of the following streams : The Pravadi, a torrent which
descends from the Binar-Dagh and passes to Pravadi, a

small town which commands the area between Sliumla

and Varna, as well as the route of the Dobrudscha
through the defile of Dobrol. It was taken by the Eus-

sians in 1828, and since that period has been fortilied.

After having formed a swampy lake, the Pravadi termi-

nates at Varna, the best port of Turkey on the Black Sea,

and the occupation of which is indispensable to an army
which desires to cross the Eastern Balkan. It is a well-

fortified town, and which was taken by treason by the

Russians in 1829.

The main route from Bucharest or from Russia to

Constantinople goes from Pravadi and turns round by
Shumla on the east ; it was traversed by the Russians in

1829. There is another route less convenient, although

less elevated, on account of the three chains which it

intersects. It is that which skirts Shumla on the west by
Eski-Djouma, Osman-Bazar in the Binar-Dagh, Kasan in

the Kutschut-Balkan and thence upon Selivno or Karna-

bat. Finally, there is a route which leads from Shumla
to Aidos and to Karnabat by the defile of Dobrol.

The third branch of the Balkan, which is only joined to

the great chain by a slope of some 300 metres high, where
the road from Karnabat to Selivno passes, is called Mount
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Stranclja. It runs directly to the south-east, and separates

the basin of the Maritza from the little rivers which fall

into the Black Sea ; its greatest elevation being some 900

metres between Fakhi and Tirnova ; but near Viza it is

no more than 400 ; and when it reaches above the Bos-

phorus it falls to less than 200. It then forms a succession

of hilly plateaux covered with forests, intersected by short

parallel valleys, not easily traversed. Its western slopes

descend gently towards the Maritza ; finally, its last undu-

lations are lost in the environs of Constantinople amidst

fertile and cultivated hills. The principal route which

crosses the Strand] a {Stanches) mountains is that of Aidos

to Kirk-Ivilissia by the defile of Fakhi ; the shortest road

from Shumla to Constantinople.

The Binar-Dagh, the Great Balkan and the Strandja

mountains form a triple obstacle which, with the numerous

valleys they enclose, ought to cover Constantinople, but as

these mountains are of slight elevation, as the routes that

traverse them lead directly and by the shortest way to

Constantinople, they have been the places of passage for

most of the armies which have marched upon that capital,

and the Turks ought to have studded them with strong-

holds. These places are situated upon the course of the

following streams :

The KamfcJiik, formed of three rivers which run in deep

and torrent-like beds and the passage of which is very

difficult. That on the north descends from the Binar-Dagh
and surrounds, between it and one of its affluents, the

plateau on the eastern flank of which stands Shumla,

one of the most important military positions of Europe.

This place is at the head of the formidable triangle of

which Eustchuk and Silistria form the other two angles,

upon the great road from Bucharest or Russia to Con-
stantinople. It is the key of the Balkan and the chief

bulwark of Turkey against the Russians. It is situated

upon a kind of promontory so steep and narrow that it is

almost impossible to blockade and bombard it. The
town, tortuously piled up on this height, has a popu-

lation of 20,000 inhabitants, laborious enough and
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chiefly encvaged in the manufacture of copper-work.

Surrounded by ditches, ramparts, and flanked by towers,

it is the strong-hold of a vast entrenched camp, sur-

rounded by lofty hills fortified and defended by a citadel

which dominates the plateau all round. The Kussians

fruitlessly blockaded the place in 1811 and in 1828, and
three battles have been fought under its walls. The middle

Kamtchik traverses a deep valley between the Binar-Dagh
and the Kutschuk Balkan, without watering any other

remarkable place except E-ski-S/ainboi/I, upon the route to

Sliumla at the Dobrol defile. The southern Kamtchik
descends from the Demir-Kapou, skirts all the crest of the

Grreat Balkan, in a valley broken up by gorges and scarps,

and intersected by all the routes which traverse this chain.

These three water-courses consist of a river, remarkable

for the variety, fertility, and population of the country

through which it flows, and which is especially of very

great importance in military operations, the three Kamt-
chiks constituting a confused region difficult to be well

defended.

The basins just described comprehend a great portion

of Bulgaria, a fertile but badly cultivated country, with a

climate generally cold, because it is exposed to the winds
of the northern steppes ; thus it is covered with ice from
December to February. It presents, especially in the

vicinity of the Balkans, the most picturesque sites, a

luxuriant vegetation, rich pastures, noble forests. The
population, from its main characteristics, has often been
compared to that of Switzerland or Auvergne. It will

have been seen to what revolutions this province has

been subjected, what sufferings it has undergone, being

upon tlie route of all the armies which have coveted

Constantinople.
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CHAPTER II.

Provinces op the Archipela.go.

1. The Helle7iic Peninsula.

The peninsula commonly called the Hellenic, forms a

triangular mass, whose base is the mountain arc described

by the Dinaric Alps and the Balkans, and whose summit
is Cape Matapan. The western side is limited by the

Adriatic and Ionian seas, the eastern side by the Archi-

pelago, the Sea of Marmora, and the Straits of the

Dardanelles and Constantinople. This peninsula is shared

at the present time between the Ottoman empire and the

kingdom of Grreece,

It presents a vast promontory bristling with steep

mountain chains, hollowed into deep and short valleys,

indented with gulfs, skirted with isles, full of caverns,

subject to earthquakes, and appears like the wreck of a

country formerly larger and less rugged, that must have

been upheaved by volcanic action, of which its isles bear

numerous traces. It is especially in proportion as the

Balkans are left behind that all regularity disappears in

the disposition of the surface, that the cleaving and rending

are multipHed, that the mountains seem broken up, that

the coasts become steep and inflected, that the water-

courses wind and hollow out channels for themselves, that

the capes and isles display their angular groups and savage

points. One nevertheless again meets with, throughout

that molested region, those huge cavities with flat bottoms

and high levels like those in the Dinaric Alps and the

Balkans, and which are a peculiar characteristic of Turkey
in Europe. The north has some plains, streams of

VOL. II. Y
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navigable water, line forests, a temperate climate, a fertile

soil ; the south has only bald and woodless mountains,

torrents, and a heat often insupportable ; but the isles,

fertile and abounding in wines, silks, marbles, present

aspects the most delicious, the loveliest sky and most

genial climate of Europe. This mountainous chaos, this

confused cluster of capes, scarps, ravines and valleys, is

the corner of earth that in past times has most enlightened,

elevated and perfectionated humanity. " It is," according

to a Eoman author, " the teeming mother of philosophy,

science, religion, agriculture and the arts."

From the sources of the Ibar, behind that plain of

Pristina, the importance of which has been mentioned,

from the snowy mass of the Tchar-Dagh a long and
tortuous chain detaches itself and runs from north to

south, separating the waters of the Adriatic from those of

the Archipelago, and which may be called the Hellenic

Alps. This chain, which only terminates at Cape Matapan,

and which should thus have an extent of 700 to 800
kilometres, forms the principal framework of the peninsula;

it is very little known ; its highest summits ought to

reach from 2,800 to 3,000 metres; its scarps and slopes

are very numerous, very confused, and make the whole of

the peninsula an entirely mountainous country; it can

only be traversed by few and bad roads.

The Hellenic Alps divide the peninsula into two great

watersheds : that of the Archipelago, and that of the

Adriatic Sea. The watershed of the Archipelago com-
prehends, in the Ottoman empire, Roumelia, or the ancient

provinces of Thrace, Macedonia and Thessaly ; that of the

Adriatic Sea, the Herzegovina and Albania.

2. Thrace.

Ancient Thrace is a vast plain bordered by a moun-
tainous amphitheatre, a plain dotted with little hills,

woods, cultivated tracts and swamps, and which is

comprised in the basin of the Maritza, a country about
to be described.
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The basin of the Maritza is surrounded on the east by
the Strandja Mountains, on the north by the Eastern

Balkan, on the west by a vast slope detached from the

Balkans, the Bhodopc, which the Turks have called Despoto-

Bagh (mountain of the Priests), on account of the numerous

monasteries formerly scattered over these mountains. The
Ehodope detaches itself from the Balkans in the elevated

plateau where the Isker, the Strouma and the Maritza

take their source, not far from the Defile of Tra;jan ; and

it is prolonged to an extent of fifty leagues as far as the

^gean Sea. It is less a distinct chain than a pile of

several distinct chains, the breadth of which would be

from twenty to twenty-five leagues, comprising therein

the parallel slopes that extend as far as the Strouma.

The slopes which descend on the side of the Maritza are

much less extended, and, from that side, the chain appears

to rise abruptly above the plains. Its altitude goes on

diminishing from north to south ; in the north it is some

2,600 metres ; in the south not more than from 700 to

800. Its last slopes fall with imperceptible decline to the

sea. Its passes are few, difficult, and high ; for the most
part carried across scarps covered with virgin forests of

pines and beeches. The most important and deepest is

that of Kis-Derbend, which leads from Tatar-Bazardjik to

Easlouk on the Mesto, that is to say, from Bulgaria into

Macedonia, without traversing Thrace.

No country in Turkey presents such fine mountain

summits or upon so grand a scale, especially when seen

from Tatar-Bazardjik and Philippopolis, where one has,

on the other side, the aspect of the Balkans, which loses

by being placed in a vicinity so magnificent. The
Despoto-Dagh forms a perfect amphitheatre, where, below

the verdant mountain-tops or the bare rocks, are staged

superb forests of pines and larches, then a zone tufted

with beech, and, lower down, oak woods with meadows
and vineyards encircling the villages. These mountains

have served as a refuge to the Greeks, who, persecuted by
the Turks, here cantoned themselves in the villages and

monasteries placed at the bottom of the valleys or upon
Y 9
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the scarps ; but tliat Christian popiihition has been succes-

sively and designedly expelled l)y the Mussulmans.

The basin ol' the Maritza is again shut in on the south

by the Teklr-Bagli, a series of low mountains crowned by
small plateaux, which extend in a line parallel to the

coast of the Archipelago, and appear united to the

Ehodope, but leaving to the Maritza a wide, open valley

without stoppage. One of its counter-slopes serves to

form the framework of the peninsula of Gallipoli : its north-

ern scarps hang over the Sea of Marmora and unite

ADBIANOPLE.

themselves with divers counter-slopes of the Strandja
Mountains, which form the peninsula of Constantinople.
All these heights, wooded or rocky, have no more than an
elevation of 400 metres.

The Maritza takes it source in the Samakov mass ; it

flows at first through a deep ravine as far as Ko8tanitza,
where it is joined by the route of Soulu-Derbend ; it

l)cgins to extend itself in an open country at Tatar-
Buzardjik, a town of 8,000 inhabitants, important by its
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position ; then it traverses a wide and fertile valley, well

populated, but the cultivation of which being chiefly rice-

fields, it is swamp3% unhealthy, and travelling difficult. It

continues to be skirted by the route from Vienna to

Constantinople, and reaches Plulippopolis, an industrious

city, of 20,000 inhabitants. The plain which it traverses

remains fertile and populous, and it thus waters a multi-

tude of small towns and villages as far as JdrianojjJe.

This ancient city is now looked upon as the second capital

of the Ottoman Empire, of which it was the Metropolis
from 1369 to 1453. It stands on the Maritza, near the

confluence of the Tundja and the Arda with the Hebrus. Its

site is a spot celebrated alike in the earliest traditions of

antiquity and in the records of more authenticated and
modern history. It was at the junction of these three

rivers that the infuriated Orestes purified himself from the

contamination of the murder of his mother ; and a town
erected in commemoration of that event bore his name,
and is frequently mentioned by the B3^zantine authors.

Here, also, where the Hebrus first changes its course from
the eastward to descend to the south, the Emperor Adrian
afterwards rebuilt the city, which, at a later period, en-

joyed the dignity of a metropohs, and still retains a name
derived from its Eoman restorer.

Adrianople is the capital of a pachalik, and occupies a

fine situation in the midst of a beautiful country, and is

now about five miles in circumference, surrounded by old

walls, and defended by a citadel, which has, since the

commencement of the recent war (1877-8), been strength-

ened by fresh works and modern artiller3^ But, although

its appearance from a distance is highly imposing, its

beauty sadly diminishes upon a nearer view, like that of

most Turkish cities. On entering the suburbs by a long,

narrow bridge over the Tundja— picturesque but not over

strong—the streets are found to be very narrow, and
darkened by wooden projections from the opposite houses.

The population used to be estimated at 100,000, and in-

cluded a large number of Greeks, but is now much less,

owing to two annual fairs, to which Russians with furs, and
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Germans with cloth, were in the habit of resorting, having
ceased to exist. Its trade is, however, still considerable,

consisting chiefly in its exports of raw silks, and a colour-

ing substance used as a yellow dye, known generally by
the name of grains d'Avignon. It has also silk manufac-

tures, and on a smaller scale, wool and cotton, and there are

establishments for making rose-water and other perfumes.

The public buildings, for size and beauty, are equal, if

not superior, to any in the whole empire. The Mosque
of Selim and the Bazaar of Ali Pacha are called the pride

of Adrianople. The mosque has four minarets, which are

fluted, and much admired for the elegance of their con-

struction. Three spiral staircases, winding round each other,

separately conduct to the three different galleries of each

minaret, to the highest of which there are 377 steps. The
interior is highly imposing. This mosque is supposed to

have 999 windows ; but Christians are not allowed to

count them—the Turks have a superstition that to allow

of such a calculation being made would be unlucky. The
exterior court is paved with large slabs of white marble,

and the antique columns of the cloisters built round it are

of various orders and dimensions, but all of the most
costly materials—either Verde antique, Egyptian granite,

or snow-white marble. Taken altogether, the Mosque of

Selim is considered one of the largest and most beautiful

Mahommedan temples in the world.

There are about forty other mosques and fountains,

which add considerably to the quaint character of the

streets. The Bazaar is a brick building, vaulted with
arches, consisting of alternate red and white bricks. It

is about 1,000 feet in length, and the coup d'ceil is more
striking than anything of the kind that can be seen either

at Cairo or Constantinople.

It is a common remark that history often repeats itself.

The late Emperor Nicholas made war upon Turkey in

1828-9, and in Europe his forces penetrated as far as

Adrianople, which surrendered on the 29tli of August,
1829, to General Diebitsch. This important success led

to the treaty of peace, concluded on the 14th of Septem-
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ber following, and which is known as the Treaty of

Adrianople. The stipulations of this international con-

tract restored to the Porte those parts of Bulgaria and

Eouraelia w^hich the Russians had conquered, besides Mol-

davia and Wallachia—subsequently known as the Danu-
bian principalities. It also fixed the Pruth and the right

bank of the Danube from the mouth to the former river

to be the boundary line between Turkey in Europe, and

Russia. The limits of the Asiatic territories of the two
states were also exactly defined. Sums of indemnity for

the cost of the war were assigned to Russia, and the liberty

of trading to all parts of the Turkish dominions conceded,

besides the trading navigation of the Danube, the Medi-

terranean, and the Black Sea. The free passage of the

Dardanelles was also guaranteed to the Russians.

After Adrianople, the river, which has flowed so far

from west to east, turns to the south ; vessels of fifty tons

can then navigate it. It waters Dimotica (Didymothicon)

a small town celebrated by the sojourn there of Charles

XII. of Sweden, and terminates in the Gulf of Enos by
two mouths. Its affluents are very numerous. Those
which descend from the Rhodope have nothing remark-

able : torrent-like at their source, flowing through fertile

plains near their confluents, they traverse only small towns

of no note ; but those which come from the Balkans and
the Strandja mountains have great importance. The most
considerable is the Toundja. It descends from the Balkan,

runs through a deep valley, parallel to the great chain,

being shut in between it and one of its parallel counter-

slopes, which is from 400 to 800 metres high. This valley,

remarkably fertile and picturesque, is almost wholly occu-

pied by the culture of roses, from which the famous

essence is distilled. It passes on to Kezanlik, a town
celebrated throughout the East for its commerce in roses,

and which stands at the outlet of the Sabrova defile
;

then it leaves on the left Selivno or Islivne, a small town
important by its position at the issue of the principal

routes of the Balkans ; it turns to the south, parallel to

the Strandja mountains, and terminates at Adrianople.
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Another important affluent is the Z>/YV?6Mvhich descends

from the Slrandja mountains and passes by no celebrated

locality ; but it receives a large number of water-courses

and flows through a hilly and difficult basin, which is

traversed by the high-road from Adrianople to Stamboul.

One of these affluents passes Kirk-KUissia, or the Forty-

Churches, a small town, important by its position at the

outlet of the Fakhi defile, and which gives its name to a

district.

The basin of the Maritza comprehends the best culti-

vated, the best populated, the richest portion of the

Ottoman Empire : fine plains, gently sloping mountains,

little hills covered with vineyards and orchards, numerous
villages, small manufacturing towns, tenanted by active

and laborious inhabitants, a great capital, the neighbour-

hood of Constantinople, make of it a country eminently

accessible to the progress of the West. The population is

made up of Glreeks, Moslems, and of Vlaques or Zinzares.

These Vlaques do not derive their origin from Wallachia;

they are thought to be descendants of the ancient inhabi-

tants of Thrace ; they are of savage manners and lead a

wandering life. These races form about 2,000,000 inhabi-

tants, three-fifths of whom are Christians, and two-fifths

Mussulmans. The Turks chiefly live in the towns.

This basin has a political importance of the first order,

as containing the latter portions of the routes from Aus-
tria and Russia towards Constantinople, which meet
together at Adrianople. From the mountains as far as

that city, those routes meet with no obstacle ; but, below
Adrianople, when the road is forced to follow the succes-

sion of defiles which the affluents of the Erkene present,

it traverses a sandy soil, over uncultivated plains, with here

and there a village. The peninsula comprised between
the Black Sea, the Bosphorus, and the Sea of Marmora,
is a country slightly hilly, but very much broken up,

covered with thickets and intersected by ravines ; the road

skirts the sea-coast on approaching SUivri, but it is cut

through continually by rivulets and torrents, and presents

numerous obstacles. It is, nevertheless, by that route
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that the products and the population of the Maritza pass

over, rather than by the Maritza itself and the Gulf of

Enos. To complete the delineation of its basin it will be
necessary to describe the Sea of Marmora, Stamboul, and
its straits.

3. TJie Dardanelles and the Sea of Marinora,

The Black Sea, which receives more than twenty great

rivers and a very considerable mass of water, pours the

overflow of it into the ^gean Sea by two narrow necks

which are united in a retaining basin : the two necks of

water or straits are the Bosphorus of Thrace and the

Hellespont ; the retaining basin is the Sea of Marmora
or the Propontis.

The Hellespont or Strait of the Dardanelles extends from
the southern extremity of the Thracian Chersonese, or

peninsula of the Dardanelles, to the town of Gallipoli, in

a length of sixty-seven kilometres and a breadth varying
from 1,262 to 7,590 metres.

This deep, winding strait, devoid of islands and having
but few shoals, resembles, with its two shores scooped out

amphitheatrically, and grooved with vallies and picturesque

sites, not a sea, but rather a wide river running from
north-east to south-west. It is without a rival in the

world from the importance of the seas which it opens ; it

is the key of that fine maritime lake interposed between
Asia and Europe, and which the ancients called Propontis ;

of that city, the site of which is unequalled—Constanti-

nople ; of that vast closed sea {mare clausum) the Euxine,
which is the unique link of the northern and eastern

steppes with the fairest regions of the South, that is to

say, between barbarism and civilization.

The strait is narrowed at its entrance, which is about
2,800 metres in breadth, by the two Capes Eleontum and
Sigeum, platforms of some 100 metres high, resembling

terraced ramparts. At their feet are the two New-Castles

or New-Dardanelles, the glaring whiteness of which con-
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trasts with the dark azure of the sea. The Turks call the

European castle, Sedil-Bahr-Kalessie, and the Asiatic for-

tress, Koume-Kalessi; the first has, moreover, on the height,

the old fort of Paleocasfro; the second is built upon the left

bank of the Simois.

Four leagues above the New Dardanelles, between Cape
Rhetico and Cape Dardanus, at the part where the Strait

is only 1,500 metres broad, stand the Old- Dardanelles, or

the Kilid-Bahr in Europe, and Kilid-Soultanie in Asia.

These works consist, like the first, on the sea-shore, of

batteries on the water level, reached by a double flight of

steps ; on the land side, of an enceinte flanked by towers,

with a keep in strong masonry. The whole, however, is

badly planned, badly connected, badly armed, although

there are 315 guns mounted. Nevertheless the batteries

cross their fire, and the enemy is exposed to it, owing to

the sinuosities and currents, for nearly three leagues.

Near Kilid-Bahr is the bay of Kilia, where the Turks
effected, in 1356, their first landing in Europe; near

Kilid-Soultanie is the small town of the Dardanelles.

This central defence is united almost immediately to the

interior defence, which is composed of the works of Boha-
lic in Europe, and of Nac/ara in Asia, armed with 160
guns and separated by 2,174 metres. They were con-

structed in 1807. Nagara {Jbydos) is situated at the

extremity of a narrow point, bristling with sandbanks and
shoal-water, where the current is very swift, where the

most prominent elbow of the strait projects, where in fine

the navigation is difficult enough to admit of only one
vessel passing at a time.

In ancient times the Strait of the Dardanelles was an
almost insurmountable obstacle for ships of war, and it

will be found, in fact, that in modern times it has only
once been passed forcibly, namely, in 1807, by an English
squadron commanded by Sir John Duckworth, who forced

the passage with nine ships of the line, three frigates, and
several fire-ships, and seized and burnt a Turkish squadron
at Gallipoli. But his retreat was not effected without
some loss. In the interesting account which James gives
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of Sir Jolm's return through the Dardanelles, we are told

that " the Active received a granite shot weighing 800
lbs., and measuring six feet six inches in circumference,

which passed through her side two feet above the water,

and lodged on the orlop deck, close to the magazine scut-

tle, without injuring a man. The aperture made by it

was so wide that Captain Mowbray, on looking over the

side, saw two of his crew thrusting their heads through at

the same moment. Had there been a necessity for haul-

ing to the wind on the opposite tack, she must have gone
down." Perhaps, of all the eight batteries that guard the

channel, the most formidable is that of Chanah-Kalesi, or

the Inner Fort of Asia. During the time that our squad-

ron was recently at anchor near it, it was thrown open to

the inspection of our naval officers, and every attention

was paid to them by the Pacha in command. These stone

shots are a peculiarity of the artillery of the fortifications

on the Dardanelles ; but at present, with steam war-ships,

it is probable that the strait would be cleared without
serious loss. Its defences, moreover, are open on the land
side, and it would be sufficient for some few thousand men
to land in the Bay of Cardia, at the extremity of the Grulf

of Saros, and to take them in reverse ; the coast of

Europe dominating everywhere that of Asia, the capture

of the European forts would immediately entail the loss of

those opposite.

The navigation of the Hellespont is difficult. The
current which hurries along the waters of the Black Sea

into the iEgean, and which runs at the rate of 5,560

metres an hour, is only opposed by a counter-current run-

ning along the coast of Asia and coming from the Archi-

pelago. The winds from the north blow with great force

here during summer, and from the south during winter.

The Hellespont has been crossed under remarkable

circumstances, by armies : by Xerxes and his million of

soldiers, by the crusaders of the Third Crusade in 1189,

by the Turks in 135G, &c.

The strait widens and becomes the Sea of Marmora
between Lampsaki in Asia, and Gallijpoli in Europe. This
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last-named town has a good port, and from 12,000 to

15,000 inhabitants, but is dirty, gloomy and miserable; it

was the first point conquered by the Turks in Europe ; it

commands the entrance of the strait. The Isthmus of

Gallipoli is only two leagues broad, and was closed in

former times by a wall flanked by three fortresses, Cardia,

Sysimachia, and Pattiae. The possession of this isthmus

is indispensable to whomsoever seeks to keep the strait,

and consequently the Black Sea. Gallipoli was occupied

in 1854 by French troops, who had fortified the isthmus

and made the peninsula the base of their occupation of

Turkey in Europe.

The Sea of Marmora has 253 square myriametres of

surface. It is deep, easily navigable, disturbed only by
the great current of the Black Sea ; it is masked, at its

entrance, by the Island of Marmora, famous for its marble

quarries. On the coast of Asia, which is sinuous, the

peninsula of Cyzicus and the gulfs of Moandania and
Nicomedia ; upon the coast of Europe, which is nearly

straight, Rodosto, a town of 20,000 inhabitants, Grekli,

the ancient Heraclea, which is now nothing more than a

village, and Silivri, the ancient Selymbria, a mediocre port

defended by a fortress. It was between Heraclea and
Selymbria that the Macron Teichos, or great wall of Anas-
tasius commenced, which extended as far as Derkon, on
the Black Sea, and enclosed that angle of land which ends

at the Bosphorus and terminates Europe. It was con-

structed under the Lower Empire to defend Constantino-

ple against the barbarians ; its length was fifteen leagues,

and it formed the base of a triangle of which Constanti-

nople occupied the apex : vestiges of it are still visible.

From Silivri the coast is skirted by the route from Adrian-

ople to Constantinople, a rugged road, intercepted by tor-

rents and liaviug several bridges. At the extremity

of the Sea of Marmora lie the rocky and picturesque isles

called Ides of the Princes, and which contain several Greek
monasteries. Then the sea narrows into another mari-

time stream, the Thracian Bosphorus, at the entrance

of which stands Constantinople.
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4. Tlie Bosphorus.

The Thracian Bosphorus, or Strait of Constantinople,

is a winding channel, nineteen miles long, and only half

the width of the Dardanelles, varying from 600 to 3,700

metres. Its general direction is from north-west to south-

east. It is a maritime inlet, which has no equal in the

world for the depth of its hed, the limpidity of its waters,

and the beauty of its shores. Exceedingly steep, those

shores are furrowed by embanked valleys, at the outlets of

which seaward are bays that afford the safest anchorage;

so that the entire channel may be regarded as the road-

stead of Constantinople, a roadstead of seven to eight

leagues in length, capable of holding all the ships of

Europe. It is very sinuous, and the saliant angles of one

shore correspond so exactly with the re-entering angles of

the other, that both would dovetail easily if the same
cause which separated them could occur to reunite them.
Throughout its length it is skirted by picturesque rocks,

verdant hills, magnificent foliage, clear rivulets, smiling

villages, mosques, fountains, wooden houses of light and
quaint architecture, which are embowered with climb-

ing plants and hedges of flowers. Not an islet, reef or

sandbank impedes the waterway ; ships of war approach so

close to the banks and houses that they strip off foliage

from the trees ; each village has its quay, alongside which
the largest vessels can anchor. This channel, ploughed
incessantly by hundreds of ships, barques and vessels of

every kind, presents a most animated spectacle
;
giving

Constantinople an aspect of life, prosperity and happiness.

Its navigation is not at all times nor everywhere easy, on
account of the current from the Black Sea, which breaks

itself upon all the salient angles, and forms eddies which
must be struggled against. It is always easy to enter into

the Bosphorus, and it is almost always difficult to get out

of it.

With, respect, therefore, to the second access to Con-
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stantinople by sea, the Bosphorus, here the elements seem
to second a fleet coming out of the Black Sea. An almost
uninterrupted northerly wind, which blows during the

summer months, and a current which flows towards the

south at the rate of two and a half miles an hour are sure

to carry the ships right down to Constantinople ; but in

what sort of condition they would arrive there is quite

another question. The terraced batteries by the side of

the European and Asiatic lighthouses, on either side of the

entrance, are two-and-a-half miles asunder, but between
the castles of Karibsche and Poiros the distance is only

half as great. These forts (built by Baron Tott, the

French Ambassador), of soft green sandstone, have three

stories of artillery, of which the second is casemated. The
lowest is completely flooded at high water by the waves of

the Euxine. These forts are defended towards the land

by I'ound casemated towers, whicli stand detached on the

high ground.

Next to these batteries are Bujuk Liman, which lies on
the European shore, a feur d'cau, and Filburnu on the

Asiatic, perched high up on the side of a rocky cliff.

These were built in 1794 by the French engineer Moun-
nier. But the real defence consists in the co-operation of

the four great forts, Roumeli and Anadoli Kawak, Telli-

tabia, and Madjar Kalessi. Between these forts the
Bosphorus is only 1,497 and 1,245 paces wide, and 1G6
heavy guns are so placed that they can concentrate their

fire and support each other. A ship, while engaged in

the closest fight with one of the batteries, is raked from
stem to stern by all the rest. Nothing can be more
favourable in this respect than the position of Madjar
Kalessi, especially as the plateau, thirty or forty feet

above the sixty guns a jleur d^eau, afibrds facilities for the
construction of a terraced battery. The still defensible

ruins of an old Genoese castle protect the fort from a coup

demain from the land. Lower down the Bosphorus again
widens, and there are only a few small batteries on the
European side. In fact, only the northern end of the
Bosphorus is calculated for defence, as the suburbs of
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Constantinople extend along its beautiful shore for nearly

fourteen miles without interruption.

The heights between which the Bosphorus winds like a

broad river rise towards the Black Sea to an elevation of

800 feet. Near the Sea of Marmora they are much lower

and flatter, but fall steeply, in many places precipitously,

down to the Straits. This formation of the ground causes

the batteries on the shore to be commanded, and greatly

facilitates an attack upon them from the land, which could

scarcely be prevented by the detached forts in their gorges.

The disembarkation of troops for this purpose on the

Asiatic coast would present considerable difficulty, as it is

bounded almost on every side by steep basaltic cliffs. The
nearest bay on the European coast, that of Kilios, is

defended by a square fort with narrow bastions, and a wall

twenty feet high ; but a landing might be effected by
means of flat-bottomed boats on any part of the low sandy
beach between Kilios and Lake Derkos.

In order, however, to open the Bosphorus to a fleet by
these means, says Count von Moltke,* it would be necessary

to land troops on both shores, as the batteries of either

side are sufficient to prevent the passage ; and this might
not be so easy, on account of the immediate vicinity of the

capital, where a few thousand men could always be found
to oppose such an attempt.

Moreover, the two old castles, Roumeli and Anadoli-

Hissar, which were built by the Turks immediately after

the conquest of Constantinople, at the narrowest point of

the Bosphorus, where the shores are only 958 paces asunder,

afford excellent sites for two large batteries. It would be
impossible to take them by a coujJ-de-main upon the gorge,

especially in the case of the European fort, which is

secured against anything of the kind by walls forty feet

high, with strong battlements and gigantic towers. The
ground falls so suddenly within the walls that no view of it

can be obtained from the hills behind, though they are much
higher. Lastly, on the Seraglio Point, and the lofty open
place of the Gulham, 100 cannon might be mounted, which

* " On the Bulgarian Campaign of 1828-9."
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would be perfectly safe, and would command the passage

betw^een Constantinople and Scutari, which at this point

is no wider than the narrowest part of the Dardanelles.

Near the Castle of Asia, Anadoli-Hissar, are the Sweet

Waters, a delightful promenade on the banks of a little

river, much frequented by the women of Constantinople

and by holiday parties—like Hampstead and Highgate.

To the north of the Castle of Europe, Eoumeli-Hissar, is

the village of BaUadiman, celebrated by the Convention of

1849, Bej'-ond the castles, the Bosphorus widens, the

hills are discrowned of their verdure, but the shores are

well-w^ooded and populous. Sailing eastwards the voyager

passes on the coast of Asia a deep bay, that of Be'ikos,

where the English and French fleets were stationed in

1853, and near which is TJnkiar Skelessi, celebrated by the

treaty of 1833 ; next is seen, on the coast of Europe, the

charming village of Therapia, where are the country

houses of the French and English Ambassadors ; then an
indentation of the shore as profound as that of Be'ikos, the

gulf of Bupikdere, with a small port for vessels to put in

at that are leaving the Bosphorus. It is renowned for

the beauty of its waters and magnificent depth of shade.

Opposite, on the coast of Asia, juts out a huge mass, the

Gia7ifs Grave, whence may be enjoyed an enchanting
panorama. On one hand is descried the termination of

the Bosphorus and the majestic entrance to the Black
Sea ; on the other, are the delightful landscapes of the

channel, and in the far distance the minarets of Con-
stantinople.

5. Macedonia.

Macedonia is surrounded on the north-east by the chain
of Rhodope ; on the north, by the series of high plateaux
and of mountains that we have called Central Balkan and
Eastern Balkan ; on the west, by the Hellenic Alps ; on
the south, by a vast counter-slope of those Alps which
are terminated by Mount Olympus. It is a country with
distinct boundaries and occupying a central position, on
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the one side, between the neighbouring region of the

Adriatic Sea, or Albania ; on the other side, between the

region which touches on the Straits and on the Black Sea,

or Thrace; finally, between the southern portions of the

Hellenic peninsula. That position explains the part which

it has played in antiquity, and that which it may yet play.

It is almost wholly mountainous, but with vast plains of

great fertility, and it is remarkable by the peninsula which
it projects, the Chalcidian, so important in ancient times,

and which seems, by its position and its ports, destined

to dominate the JEgean Sea. It is, moreover, a country,

the geography of which is very little known and wherein

explorations might be made as in the unknown parts of

Africa.

The Rhodope Mountains, the scene of the Mussulman
insurrection, are famous in classical fable as the last home
of Orpheus. It was to " Rhodope's snows," whence
" Hebrus wanders, rolling in meanders, all alone," that

the divine maestro of mythical song retired after the loss

of his Eurydice. When or whence the Hebrus took the

name of Maritza, by which it is at present known, is not
easy to determine, but it is found in the history of

Georgius Acropolita, who lived in 1222. According to

Plutarch, it once bore the name of Rhombus, and Pliny
mentions it as one of the five auriferous rivers of the

world, the others being the Tagus, the Po, the Pactolus,

and the Ganges. The washing of the sands, however, do not
seem to have justified the reputation in later times, as Belon,

in the sixteenth century, represents the inliabitants

as not finding enough of the precious metal to repay them
for their trouble. The Rhodope forms four parallel chains

from W.N.W. to S.S.E., the highest peak of which, 8,600
feet, is in Macedonia. The villages mentioned in the tele-

grams as the centres of the recent insurrection vary from
twenty-five to forty miles in distance from Adriano])le.

The largest of them, Demotika, has about 6,000 inhabi-

tants, and is placed at the foot of a conical hill, cro\^'ned

l)y a citadel, formerly a residence of the Sultans. Here
Bayazid II. was poisoned after his deposition by his son,

VOL. II. z
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SelimYavuz; and here also Charles XII. of Sweden passed

a year of his eccentric exile after Pultava.

Macedonia comprehends the basins of the Mesto the

Sfrouma, the Vardar, the Vistritza, and the Ltdje-Karasou.

1. The Mesto occupies a great valley parallel to the

Rhodope, a savage valley encircled, on the left, by the

principal crest of that chain ; on the right, by a longi-

tudinal counter-slope, the Perin-Bagh, abounding in iron

mines. It waters a single important locality, Radouk, the

outlet of the col of Bania, already spoken of in describing

the Maritza basin. 2. The Strouma, the ancient Strymon,
occupies a very extensive basin,which is almost whollymoun-
tainous, thinly inhabited in its upper part, fertile and well

populated in his lower portion. That river descends from
a remarkable mass, whereat the Western Balkan, the

Central Balkan and the Veliki-Balkan meet together ; it

runs through a deep valley, skirted on the north-west by
the mass of Mount Vitocli, waters Radomir, a small town
which stands at the ovitlet of the route from Sophia, or

from Servia into Macedonia, passes near Kostendil or

Giustendil, a fortified town, which defends the road just

mentioned, important by its factories and mines ; the

native country of Justinian. Then it receives an affluent,

the high basin of which blends with the plateau of

Samakov, and which crosses the road from Samakov to

Douhnitza, the route from Thrace into Upper Macedonia.
It then flows on to Djoiima, traverses a series of deep
gorges and verdant plains, and is skirted at a distance, on
one side by the Perin-Dagh, on the other by the Karatova
mountains (900 metres high), mountains almost entirely

unknown, that separate it from the Vardar.

The Strouma thus reaches its middle basin, where it

finds itself circumscribed on the right by the Placli

Kavitza mountains, which surround its principal affluent

and are not less than from 1,000 to 1,200 metres high.

It waters no remarkable town, but it receives the Slruiunitza

the basin of which is fertile and populous, and which
passes by Badovich and SIroumifza.

In its lower basin, the Strouma is no longer hemmed in
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save by hills of from 300 to 600 metres elevation ; these

hills, on the right, descend to 300 metres between the gulfs

of Salonika and Orfano, and rise up again to form the

frame-work of the Chalcidian peninsula. In this lower

basin, the river passes at some two leagues from Seres, a

large commercial and industrial town of 20,000 inhabi-

tants, and which is the chief mart for the cottons of

Macedonia. It is situated in a plain twelve leagues long
and three in width, the blackish, briny soil of which is

favourable to all kinds of cultivation : it is the best

cultivated tract in all Turkey, one of the richest in Europe,
especially in cotton and tobacco, and is surrounded by
picturesque mountains whose flanks are covered with vine-

yards. The Strouma traverses the marshy lake of Takino,

and there receives, on the left, the An(/liista, a river that

descends from the Perin-Dagh and runs at some two
leagues from Drama, a town built near the ruins of the

ancient Philippi, and important by its forges ; then it

throws itself into the Gulf of Orfano or Contessa.

Between the gulfs of Orfano and Salonika, or between
the mouths of the Strouma and the Vardar, projects the
Chalcidian peninsula, a hilly country but very fertile,

which, after spreading itself between the two gulfs,

divides into three peninsulas, separated by the three gulfs

of Cassandra, Longhus and Mount Athos, and connected

with the continent only by narrow and sandy isthmuses.

The highest and most celebrated is that of Mount Athos,

the culminating point of which attains 1,072 metres, and
serves as a beacon for navigators in the ^gean Sea. It is

dotted with monasteries, cultivated patches, woods of oak
and olive trees, and almost entirely inhabited by monks.
The Chalcidian, which could support 150,000 inhabitants,

has not at the present time 25,000 ; Potidaea, Olynthus,

Torone, Stagira, Apollonia and Chalcis, so famous in the

history of Greece, no longer exist.

3. The Vardar (Axius) has the most extensive basin,

the most confused and tlie least perfectly known in Mace-
donia. This basin is circumscribed, on the east by the

mountains that separate it from the Strouma (Mounts
z 2
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Karatova, Placlikavitza, &c.); on the nortli by tlie cliain

we have called Eastern Balkan (Mounts Kourbetzka,Kara-

Dagh, Tchar-Daj^h) ; on the west, first by the portion of

the Hellenic Alps called the Dlbrrs, which separate the

waters of the iEgean from those of the Adriatic Sea, and
which attain an elevation of 1,700 metres ; next by the

Okhrida mountains, which belon"; also to the Hellenic

Alps ; finally by a mountainous chaos which separates it

from the Indje Karason, and of which the Soa-Gora, to

the north of Monastir, forms the hij:^hest portion.

The Vardar descends from the eastern and most elevated

portion of the Tchar-Dagh, runs from west to east, through

a fine and deep valley crowned by mountainous masses 3,0U0

metres hisrli, waters the little town of Kalkandel, standinc:

at an elevation of 400 metres and situated in a plain that

resembles a garden, traverses a series of shallow gorges,

and, a little before reaching Uskioup, receives on the north

the Lepenafz. That torrent-like river takes its birth upon
the western slope of the Tchar-Dagh, and traverses a

plateau which is a prolongation of the plain of Kassova,

the separation between it and the Ibar being marked only

by insignificant hills ; it waters Kntschcmik, a small town
with an old fortress celebrated in the history of Servia,

and which defends the important route from Pristina to

Uskioup, or the communication of Bosnia and Macedonia
;

it cuts the mass of the Kara-Dagh in a deep breach, and
unites itself to the Vardar.

The latter waters Tlskloup or Scopia, a town of 15,000
inhabitants, defended by an old fortress, and very im-

portant by its position at the outlet of three routes of the

first order : 1. That of Bosnia, just mentioned ; 2. That
of PrisrendjOr of Albania into Macedonia ; 3. That of Kos-
tendil, or of Thrace into Macedonia. Above Uskioup, it

traverses a country scantily peopled and little known, and
receives on the east a torrent which runs through a deep
valley, between mounts Kourbetska and Karatova ; that

torrent, the Kriva-Ricka, passes near E(/ri Falanka, the

outlet of the road from Kostendil.

The Vardar next waters KiuprnJi, a small town that has
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given its name to a celebrated family of Viziers ; it re-

ceives afHuents which traverse mountainous and little

known countries : the principal is the Tzerna-Rieka, the

course and direction of which are only known by frag-

ments. It is thought that this river takes its source in

the Dibres; after having traversed a mountainous and
unknown valley, it passes near to BitoUa or Monastir, a

town of from 10,000 to 12,000 inhabitants, situated in a

sort of huge cavity, the periphery of which is formed by
verdant mountains that the Soa-Gora crowns with its

snowy mass. That rich plain, of twelve leagues long by
three wide, is entirely destitute of trees, grooved by water

courses and covered with the most fecund cultivation ; it

is inhabited by the finest population of Macedonia. From
Monastir sets out a road which takes the direction of

Okhrida, in Albania : it was in antiquity the finest of any
in the peninsula, and that which joined the most directly

Rome with Constantinople, b}?" Dyrrachium on one side,

and on the other by Thessalonica. It traverses the snowy,

rocky, wooded chain of the Dibres by the difficult col of

E,isna : it is called the Egnatian way, and its solidity has

enabled it to resist in many places the action of eighteen

centuries. The Tzerna-Eieka, after passing at some
leagues from Filurina, situated upon the highway already

mentioned, runs through a deep breach in the Baboussa

mountains ; then it returns towards the north through a

country almost entirely unknown, and unites itself with

the Vardar.

The Vardar traverses next a less mountainous region,

bordered by little plains fertile in cotton and tobacco, pic-

turesque hillocks and forests ; it waters no remarkable

place, and, across a low and marshy plain, it terminates

in the Gulf of Salonika, at the end of which stands the

important town of that name.

—

Saloiiika (Thessalonica)

is situated at the foot of Mount Courtiah in a fine plain
;

it is the second commercial city of Turkey in Europe ; it

possesses excellent factories of cotton, silk stuffs, and
carpets, &c. It is defended by a massive wall, two forts

and a citadel, which dates from the Middle Ages ; but
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it is flirty, tortuous, badly built, and numbers 70,000

inhabitants.

4. The Vistritza (Eordreus) springs from mountains

which embank the Tzerua-Rieka ; it runs tlirough a beau-

tiful valley covered with fruit trees and cultivated fields,

waters Vodena (Edessa), the seat and sepulchre of the

Macedonian Kings, and below that town, precipitates itself

by four great falls of from twenty-five to thirty metres into

the midst of a delightful plain. Nothing in Turkey equals

the beauty and grace of these cascades, above which a

magnificent view is enjoyed that extends as far as the

circumference of the noble gulf of Salonika. It passes

next near to Jenidje (Pella), an important position which

dominates the rich plain comprised between Lake Jenidje

and the sea, an ancient residence of the Kings of Mace-

donia ; then it traverses the lake of that name, over plains

fertile but swampy, and terminates in the Gulf of Salonika.

5. The Indje-Karasoii (Haliacmon) descends from the

Grammos Mountains, which belong to the Hellenic Alps,

under the name of Biclista ; it leaves on the left Castoria,

situated on an inner lake and where one of the routes from

Albania into Macedonia opens out : then it runs through

a beautiful valley dotted with cultivation and villages,

circumscribed on the north by the Bourenos (Bermius)

Mountains, 1,000 metres high, on the west, by the

Grammos Mountains, on the south, by the great chain

which separates it from Thessaly and of which mention

will be made further on. It passes near Servia, a small

town situate at the outlet of the principal route of

Thessaly, leaves on the right Veria (Bersea), an important

place from its numerous population, its factories and its

position, and terminates in the Gulf of Salonika.

Macedonia is one of the most fertile provinces of the

Ottoman Empire; it produces chiefly cotton, corn, oil, &c.;

its mountains furnish magnificent timber and mineral

products badly worked. The climate is excellent, the air

pure and salubrious. Its inhabitants are what they were

in the time of Alexander—handsome, strong, active,

intelligent, and warlike. It is chiefly thence those Euro-
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pean Turks have come, of Hellenic origin, but converted

to Islamism, who have aggrandized and maintained the

Ottoman Empire : we will cite among them only the three

viziers Kupruli, and the Pacha of Egypt Mehemet Ali,

born at Cavalla, a little fortified port upon the route from
Salonika to Constantinople.

Macedonia contains about 1,500 square leagues, and
a population of 1,028,141 inhabitants, of which 429,410
only are Mussulmans ; the remainder Grreek Christians.

6, Tliessaly.

Thessaly is comprised in a quadrangular valley, one of

the most fertile in the world, surrounded by an amphi-
theatre of mountains upon which formerly were seated

seventy-five towns that no longer exist, or are reduced to

small villages. This valley, which was probably a lake

before its river had opened a passage through Ossa

and Olympus, is that of Salembria or the Petieus, the

orographic belt of which is formed by

:

1. To the north, the Krouschevo Mountains (the

Lyncaeus and Pseus of the ancients) which, detached from
Pindus, separate the Salembria from the Haliacmon.
Although they rise to an elevation of 1,500 metres, their

ridges, partly wooded, partly bare, form only an imperfect

barrier between Macedonia and Thessaly, and numerous
defiles traverse them : the most remarkable being that of

Saranto-Poros, 800 metres high, which leads from Servia

to Larissa. The prolongation of the Krouschevo Moun-
tains is the Olympus, the counter-slopes of which sink

down in the vicinity of the sea-coast, between the mouths
of the Indj^-Karasou and the Salembria. The Olympus
is a mountainous mass formed by a vast aggregation sur-

mounted by three summits of unequal height, breasted by
heavy counter-slopes and which at a distance presents a

most majestic aspect, although the highest peak has only

an elevation of 2,036 metres ; it is furrowed by torrents,

covered with forests and dotted with monasteries. From
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its summits an enchanting prospect of the whole of

Thessaly, Pindus, the Chalcidian peninsula, Negropont
and tlie iEgean Sea is obtained. Its eastern slope is

skirted by an important route which joins Macedonia to

Thessaly, goes along the Thermian Gulf, passes through

the gorges of Pydna, and traverses the Yale of Tempe.
It is defended on the side of Macedonia by the fort of

Flatcuiiona, built on a counter-slope of the Olympus.

2. On the west, by the central and highest portion of

the Hellenic Alps, called the Pindus. This portion has

the character of the great chains of Europe ; averaging an

elevation of 2,000 metres, it has summits whereon the

snow lies unmelted during the greater part of the year,

and it is only traversed by very difficult passes. The
principal is the defile of Mezzovo, which opens the great

communication of Epirus with Thessaly.

3. To the south, by Mounts Ilellovo (Othryx) and
Goura, a detached counter-slope of Pindus, which separates

the Salembria from the Hellada. The Ilellovo is 1,150

metres and the Goura 900 metres high ; these mountains
are entirely covered with forests. The Goura is traversed

by the route from Pharsalia to Zeitoun, the principal

communication of Thessaly with Greece, and which passes

through the defile of Daoukli, 800 metres high.

4. To the east, by Mounts Pelion and Ossa. The
Goura Mountains are joined to Pelion by a line of hills

which environ the Gulf of Volo, and which have for

counter-slopes the heights named Cynocepluili, so celebrated

in antiquity, and where a battle was fought between the

Eoman legions and the Macedonian phalanx. The Pelion,

now the Plcmd}, and Ossa, now the Kissovo, form a fine

distinct chain bordering the coast, from the canal of

Trikeri to the mouth of the Salembria : the first having
an elevation of 1,200 metres, the second 1,500. Their

seaward slopes comprehend ancient Magnesia, now the

canton of Zagori, the most populous and most industrious

country of Thessaly and one of the most jDrosperous in

the Ottoman Empire. It is wholly peopled by Greeks
enjoying great freedom, and who find themselves placed
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rather under the protection than the subjection of the

Sultan, to whom they only pay a tribute. It is the culti-

vation and spinning of cotton that have made the wealth of

this country. Its products are conveyed chiefly from the

Port of Volo, the ancient Demetria, formerly one of the

keys of the peninsula, situate upon the noble gulf of the

same name, and which carries on a very important com-
merce with Asiatic Turkey and Italy.

The Salembria or Peneus descends from Pindus, and
traverses at first a deep ravine which forms the route of

the Mezzovo defile ; it leaves on the right the steep rocks

called Meteores, isolated obelisks or pyramids, at the sum-
mits of which monasteries are perched, only to be entered

by being hoisted up in baskets ; then it becomes embanked
between lofty wooded mountains, waters Stagous, formerly

Gomplii, an important township by its position. Then
the mountains diminish in height and open out on both

sides. The stream, less restricted, turns to the south

;

then returning towards the east, it enters upon a great

plain, where a rich soil, fine pastures, groves of walnut and
mulberry trees, vines climbing up in festoons, and olive

trees covering all the slopes, announce one of the most
fertile countries of Greece. It thus waters Tricala, a small

town of 7,000 to 8,000 inhabitants, important by its

position, defended by a poor fort, and one of the keys of

the province ; then it traverses the upper plain of Thes-

saly, a plain only some 100 metres above the sea-level,

formed of a deep black soil, and which yields the richest

harvests of maize, corn, cotton and tobacco. After skirt-

ing the Cynocephali, the river enters upon its lower plain,

where it waters Larissa, a large town of 20,000 inhabi-

tants, with broad streets and an appearance of cleanliness

not to be found elsewhere throughout Turkey. This town
is the centre of the basin routes. The plain on which it

stands extends as far as the valley of Tempe, but is not

higlier than from twenty to thirty metres above the sea-

level ; it is still more fertile than the upper plain, and
produces more olive-trees, excellent fruits and magnificent

pastures. On quitting this plain, the river, after having
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passed AmbelaJcia, one of the cliief centres of Zag-orian

industry, enters a deep ravine hollowed out between
Olympus and Ossa ; on both sides overhang enormous
rocks, sometimes bare and cleft at their base, sometimes
tapestried with grass or shaded by sycamores and oaks.

Such is the defde of Ihnpe, which in winter assumes an
aspect the most sombre and savage, but which in summer
is enlivened by bright verdure and sparkling waterfalls.

The most picturesque portion is that where a huge torrent

springs forth skirted by vertical walls, above which sits

enthroned the mass of Kissovo, 350 metres high. The
defile opens by degrees, and the traveller quits this deep

gorge to enter upon a fertile plain, in the middle of which
the river meanders about in large sweeps, before plunging"

itself into the sea near the little port of Caritza. That
abrupt transit from a tract of sombre and savage nature

to one decked in the most brilliant colours accounts for

all the celebrity attaching to the vale of Tempe, which is

really beautiful only by its contrasts.*

The Salembria receives numerous affluents which have
the same character as itself, and run like it, through fertile

valleys ; the most considerable is the Sataljc (Enipeus), tra-

versing fine plains that are only separated from the Gulf of

Volo by the heights which join the Otliryx to Pelion ; the

little valleys of these affluents are comparable to the undu-
lations of the sea when gently agitated, and the country
which they pass through is only composed of waves of

earth with contours curved in soft ri})plcs. Upon this

river stands Pharsalia, a small town of 0,000 inhabitants,

celebrated by the battle between Caesar and Pompey.
Thessaly has a surface of 550 square leagues ; its popu-

lation is estimated at 250,000 souls, of which 50,000 are

Mussulmans. It is the most Hellenic country of the

Ottoman Empire.

* Beaujour, " Voyage dans I'Empire Ottoman," torn. i. p. 187.
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7. The Bdlcans.

The Balkan Mountains, geoojraphically speaking, belong
to the Eastern portion of the lofty region which composes
the greater part of the Helleno-Turkish and Balkan Penin-
sula. They lie within the space bounded by the Euxine, the

jEgean, and the Adriatic Seas. The princij^al chain—with
which we have here to deal as a strategic barrier—is the

Hremus* of ancient geography, and begins at Cape Emineh,
on the Black Sea. It extends westward, in a direction

generally parallel to the Lower Danube, for a distance of

between two and three hundred miles, and then inclines to

the north-west and the north, through Servia, in which
latter direction it ends on the right bank of the Danube
at the point known as the Iron Grates, through which the
river forces its passage. In this latter section the chain

lies along the right bank of the Morava, an affluent of the

Danube, and the scene of the Servian campaign of 1876.

The general elevation of the various groups known as

Balkan Mountains is moderate, seldom exeeeding 3,000 to

4,000 feet above the sea level, although a few summits
exceed 5,000 feet, the highest of which is Mount Orbelos,

to the south-west of Sofia. A south-easterly extension of

the system, known as the Little Balkans, reaches to the

immediate neighbourhood of Constantinople and the shores

of the Bosphorus. Another and much more extensive

and elevated portion of these islands, divided from the

Balkans proper by the valley of the Maritza (Hebrus),

bears the name of the Despoto-Dagh, and is the ancient

Ehodope. The higher summits of the latter reach from
7,000 to 9,000 feet.

The Balkans proper consist of a main ridge, and two
lower parallel ones on the north and south of it. The
ascent generally is steeper and more abru])t on the south-

ern than on the northern side. On the latter the lowlands

* (), qui me jreliJis in vallibus Haemi
Sistat, et ingenti ramorum protegat umbra !

Virgil, Georg. lib. ii. line 488.
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at tlio base of the range for a considerable distance are

covered with a dense underwood of oak, calcidated seri-

ously to impede the direct advance of an army with its

trains. All the mountains are of calcareous formation,

broken by granitic protuberances. The tops of the lower

hills on the northern slope are perfectly flat, from which

the sides fall in perpendicular walls of rock, varying from

ten to two hundred feet in height, and often forming the

most singular defiles. The higher range is clothed with

magnificent forests of beeches and oaks, interspersed with

extensive patches of firs. The clay soil in wet weather

renders such roads as these almost impassable, and most

of the traffic over the passes is carried on by pack animals.

The chief passes are clearly marked in Mr. Stanford's

large-scale map, and are pretty much the same, of course,

as the}^ were in 1828-9, with the exception that one or two
of them were rendered more practicable for artillery during

the late war. The six following roads are the chief prac-

ticable ones for an invading army :— 1. From Tirnovo to

Gabrova, both then occupied in ibrce by the Russians, to

Kasanlik, over the Shipka Pass. This is an easy road, com-
paratively speaking, and could be forced without much
difficulty, but the Russians turned it by their vanguard

crossing over b}^ the Kalifer mule track. The Kasanlik

valley is extremely fertile, abounds in orchards and rose-

gardens, and its inhabitants exercise a considerable indus-

try in the manufacture of cloths and carpets. 2. From
Tirnovo to Monastir, and over the Demir Kapoo, or Iron

Gate Pass, to Slivno or Islimiyeh. 3. From Osman-
Bazar by Kasan and the Shotureh Pass, to the village of

Shotureli, thence on the right to Slivno and on the left to

Kurinabad or Karnabad. This pass is also known as

the Kasan. Both this and the previous route is very

difficult, but the gorge of the Iron Gate, which, as the

name would indicate, is a serious obstruction, may be
turned by a circuitous path from Kasan to Slivno. The
country to the south of these passes is as beautiful and
fertile as the Kasanlik valley. 4. From Shumla by two
routes which join at Tchalikavak, thence by Dobroll over
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the Bozza Pass to Karnabad. As far as Tclialikavak tlie

road offers no difficulties, but after passing this town it

winds through gloomy ravines and along giddy precipices

to the top, v/lience it descends by a very steep defile to

the Eoumelian Valley. Entrenchments recently con-

structed would render the forcing the pass a very formid-

able undertaking, if they w^ere defended b}'' the Osmanlis
with their usual obstinacy. 5. From Pravadi, on the

Varna and Pustchuk Eailway, by the Clienga Pass, to

Aidos. This road offers some difficulties, which, are not,

however, insuperable. The passage of the Kamtchick
River would be troublesome, as it has few fords, and its

banks are everywhere precipitous ; and the defile itself is

onl}^ fift}'- paces wide in one place, with lofty perpendicular

walls of rock. This obstacle can also be turned by follow-

ing the road to Yenikoi, or using a mule-track called the

Kirk-Getyin, or pass of forty fords, from the pass crossing

and frequently recrossing a small mountain stream.

General Diebitch traversed this pass in 1829 with a

small column, and with little or no opposition.

6. From Varna, along the Euxine Coast, by the pass

near Palasden to the seaport and Bay of Burghas. The
Kamtchik River and the thick forests along this route

give the Turks many opportunities for a successful de-

fence. In the heart of the mountains there are no lateral

valleys affording easy communication from one pass to

another, but along the southern base there are fair roads,

by which columns that have successfully cleared the

defiles, could concentrate with rapidity all along the line

from Kasanlik to Burghas. In addition to the passes

described above, there are numerous mule-tracks and
sheep-walks by which infantry can easily be conducted by
the Bulgarian guides, so as to .turn any defensive posi-

tions on the regular roads. The Shipka Pass in tlie pos-

session of the Russians and strongly held by them, il ny
a plus des Balkans for the Turks ; but the scare occa-

sioned by tlie bold ])assnge of General Gourko's division

has been a little exaggerated. The real strength of the

Balkans lies in the Quadrilateral. " So long as Varna or
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Schumla, or even one of these strong^liolds, can be retained

by the Ottomans," says Count Moltke, " passing the Bal-

kans will always be a hazardous undertaking." Since

he wrote this he himself has practically shown how
fortresses can be neutralized and war carried home to

the objective point at the same time. The only requi-

site is a sufficiency of troops. Nevertheless, the cardinal

maxim of war, to secure communications, holds good.

Schipka, in the Bulgarian tongue, means the wild rose,

and the village of eight hundred houses situated at the

foot of the pass bears the same designation. It is well-

named, for all the inhabitants of the fairy-like valley

lately ravaged by war are engaged in the cultivation and
sale of roses. " The little town ofKasanlyk," writes Count
Moltke, in one of his letters from the East, " is hidden

behind a forest of gigantic walnut-trees. Its minarets do
not rise above the mountains of foliage and branches

under which it is buried." How abundant is the w^ater in

this part of the country can scarcely be conceived. As in

Lombardy, every field and garden is watered by streams

conveyed in ditches and trenches. Kasanlik is the Cash-

mere of Europe—the Ghulistan, " the Gardens of Ghul,"

of the Turks. The rose is not there, as with us, culti-

vated in pots or in gardens, but in fields and on the banks,

like potatoes. Nothing is more pleasant to the sight

than a field of rose bushes. Millions of red leaves are

spread out over the bright green of the rose fields,

and, nevertheless, just then perhaps only a quarter of

the buds are opening out. Kasanlik is the place where
is manufactured the greatest quantity of the Turkish
attar of roses—a perfume which it is difficult to get pure

even in Constantinople. Twenty thousand roses, it is

calculated, will yield on an average about one hundred
and seventy-six grammes weight of the precious attar, but
in India it is, as in Turkey, commonly adulterated with
sandal-wood oil, or diluted with sweet salad oils.
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CHAPTER III.

Provinces of the Adriatic Sea.

It has been shown already that the watershed of the

Mgean Sea bristles all along with extended counter-slopes

perpendicular to the littoral and leaving large valleys be-

tween them. It is not the same with the watershed of the

Adriatic Sea : the counter-slopes are there parallel to the

littoral and disposed in stages ; the watershed sinks down
in a series of terraces more or less short, serving as epaule-

ments to another chain of mountains, and which are only

broken at certain points to allow the waters with which

they are furrowed to escape. There results from this con-

figuration a very great confusion in the release of the soil,

which is more complicated than elsewhere throughout

Turkey.

1. Herzegovina.

The Dinaric Alps, as has been said above, are divided

into two parallel stages comprising between them loity

plateaux : the lowest crest, or that nearest the sea, belongs

to the Dalmatian Alps ; the highest and more massive crest,

farthest from the sea, belongs to the Bosnian Alps, already

described. The country comprised between these two
ranges of mountains is Herzegovina, which finds itself

thus bordered—on the sea-coast by Austrian Dalmatia, on
the side of the mountains by Bosnia, to the north touching

Croatia, to the south Albania

ILcrzcgomiui, which has so many administrative relations

with Bosnia, presents quite a different aspect : instead of
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the forests and waterfalls, the fertile and picturesque valleys

of Bosnia, it presents only bare and broken-up mountains,
arid and stony plains, torrent-like water-courses that lose

themselves under<j^round, or reach the sea only through
deep breaches. The whole of the plateaux of which it is

composed is traversed by a hilly saddle intermediary be-

tween the Bosnian and Dalmatian Alps, parallel to those

two chains, and which is the natural limit between the

productive and the sterile mountains. Its highest portion

is the Velesh, in the vicinity of Mostar ; upon its northern

reverse are magnificent woods, fine pastures, and rivers hav-

ing a regular course ; upon its southern reverse are masses of

naked rocks, furrowed by waterless valleys, or at most with
here and there oases traversed by rivers which spring up
fully formed, and which are lost ere flowing far in abysses ;

these issueless valleys are inundated or dried up according

to the season.

The routes which set out from the littoral and traverse

the mountains to reach Bosnia are by no means of a

favourable character ; they are only bad pathways parallel

to the mountains.

The most important basins of the Herzegovina are those

of the Narenta, the Pistritza and the Trebinstizza ; these

two last are issueless. They are formed by the Bosnian
and Dalmatian Alps and the detached counter-slopes of

those two chains.

On the Pisiritza stands Livno, a town of from 5,000 to

G,000 inhabitants, at the foot of the Zizer, a huge counter-

slope of the Bosnian chain ; it is surrounded by an enceinte

flanked with towers.

The Narenta takes its source upon the northern reverse of

the Valesh, runs along the southern reverse of the Ivan
mountains, turns to the south, cuts the intermediary chain

above Mosiar, and waters that town, situated in a fertile

plain and which boasts of 10,000 to 12,000 inhabitants;

it is the residence of the Pacha of Herzegovina ; it has a

citadel with an enceinte flanked by towers ; its exterior aspect

is picturesque, but it is as dirty and wretched as other

Turkish towns.
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Upon tlie Trehinstizza stands Trebir/ne, a small town
defended by a fort. The only cultivation in all that valley

is that which surrounds the town.

The Herzegovina is a poor country, thinly peopled, the

inhabitants of which, of Slav race, are almost all Mussul-

mans, but of those rude, cruel, ignorant Mussulmans of

whom mention has already been made.

2. Montenegro.

The most confused and densest portion of the interior

plateaux which has just been described is to be found
between the Gulf of Cattaro, the Lake of Scutari, and the

sources of the Drina : that portion is called the Tzerna-

Gora or Montenegro. It is separated from the Herzegovina
by a counter-slope of the Ivan mountains, the Piostori

mountains, which join the Dalmatian Alps, towards the

Gulf of Cattaro, upon which they terminate in gigantic

escarpments. The counter-slopes of the Bosnian and Dal-

matian Alps there ramify, in such a way that they make
of that region an inextricable chaos of small plateaux, en-

tirely bare and arid, of little valleys where the water-courses

have no issue ; finally, of more open valleys, which belong

to the basin of the Moracca. This country, of scant fertility,

badly cultivated, having fine forests and rich pastures, but
where the water-courses only escape through rocky walls,

contains a hundred of villages or hamlets built at the foot

or around monasteries which resemble fortresses. The
chief place is Cettinje, a small town of some eighty houses,

clustered round a monastery wherein resides the wladika or

chief of the Montenegrin confederation. That confedera-

tion is composed of five cantons, inhabited by GO,000 indi-

viduals, of Slav race, of the Greek church, very warlike,

very strongly attached to the soil, and who have succeeded

in achieving their independence from the Turks. They
will be reverted to further on.

VOL. II. A A
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3. Albania.

At this moment the European Cabinets are forced to

hold some opinion or another regarding the claims and im-

portance of a people of whom they probably know less than

of the negroes of equatorial Africa. Yet these Gueghes,

or Northern Albanians, whose strange distinctions and
uncouth designations Western statesmen have hitherto

been content to leave to the curiosity of the student, may
any day precipitate the fall of what remains of the Otto-

man Empire. Plenty of travellers and tourists, from

Byron and Hobhousc to our day, have shown us glimpses

of life in Southern Albania ; few travellers have penetrated

Upper Albania, the natural fortress of the Grueghes.

Italians, it is true, have in modern times affected an
exclusive interest in the Eastern Adriatic. But even the

researches of the Venetian chronicler have been chiefly

confined to the story of the twenty-five years' resistance of

George Castriot, or Scanderbeg, to Amurath and Mahom-
med ; while even the insurrection of Ali Pacha of Tebelen,

which brought the Albanians of the south and centre

before the notice of Europe, left Upper Albania quite un-

touched. The books that do touch at all on Guegharia

—

excepting only M. Hecquard's important work, speak of

the country almost wholly from the professor's point of

view ; and while the ethnographer has been speculating

as to whether or no Alexander conversed in the Albanian

dialect with his Macedonian officers, the Porte alone seems

to have been impressed with the political importance of a

nation whom it has learned from a long history of rebel-

lion that it could never tame. The very indistinctness

with which the landmarks of Upper Albania are set shows
that the political geographer has troubled himself little

about it. Of its limits, none are clear but the Adriatic,

which marks it at the west, and the river Scombi, which
on the south divided the two great tribes of the Gueghes
and the Toskes ; and while it is not easy to describe the

political and military divisions of the Scutari Pachalik, it
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is harder still to arrive at any dear understanding of the
situation and circumstances of the " mountain " or tribes

into which Guegharia is subdivided.

The Albanians or Arnoots are the only condoffieri left

in Europe. They are, therefore, in somewhat bad repute

in the East. Their swords are at the disposal of the

most promising paymaster, and they serve indifferently in

the ranks of the Khedive, the regular army of Greece, or

the irregular levies of the Ottoman Sultan. To the Tur-
kish conscription and to service in the Nizam, they Iiave,

as a rule, a rooted objection ; and an attempt to enforce

among them the new law of enlistment on the reorgani-

zation of the Ottoman army in 1843 created an insurrection

which was only put down after considerable trouble and
bloodshed by Omar Pacha. It has, consequently, been
judged by the Sublime Porte to be more politic to humour
them, and considerable districts of Albania are exempt
from conscription at the present day. Klephts, by instinct

as well as by the force of surrounding circumstances, and
impatient of discipline or control, their predilection for

plunder and unlicensed war leads them to become Bashi-
Bazouks. They fought savagely for the Turks in all the
wars against Servia, Montenegro, and Greece ; and, on the
other hand, in the Greek War of Independence distin-

guished themselves among the Palikars against the armies
of Sultan Mahmoud. To appreciate their impartiality in

the latter respect, it is necessary only to recall the origin

of the Palikars. In the days of the Byzantine Empire, a
species of militia, called armatoli, existed, whose chief duty
it was to keep the roads clear of robbers. The Ottomans
found it necessary to continue the same kind of police,

and all Greece, from the river Axius to the Isthmus of
Corinth, was gradually divided into seventeen armatoliks.

South of the Isthmus, in the Morea, there was none. The
rank of a commander of armatoli was hereditary. The
members of each band were c^\e^ palikars—heroes or brave
fellows. In addition to the armatoli acknowledged by the
Porte, all the mountain communities maintained a snuiU
body of palikars on their own account, professedly as a

A A 2
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rural police, but more generally for tlie waging of their

own petty tribal feuds, in order to protect themselves

against the Turks, or these very same Albanians, a great

number of whom afterwards became their staunch alHes.

In civil life—as dragomans, body-servants, hotel hall-por-

ters, kavasses, zaptiehs, and in other employments of more
equivocal nature—the Arnoots perpetuated, according to

nineteenth century modifications, the character given by
Gibbon to their ancestors as a " vagrant tribe of shepherds

and robbers." Several nations claim kinship with these

half-civilized people. Pouqueville says that the Kelts,

starting from Italy, impressed their features on the race,

but Lord Byron had occasion to remark that " Pouque-

ville is always out." Enthusiastic Scotchmen have seen

in the " Wild Albanian, kirtled to his knee," but another

McPherson in the " garb of old Gaul." The Sclavs are

especially predisposed for political reasons to detect in

the Albanians the descendants of the ancient Illyrians.

The Armenians believe in some relationship, for no better

reason than that Albania was a Roman name given to

Armenia. The Albanians, in reality, present such an in-

termixture of Sclav, Greek, Wallach, Bulgar, Turk, and
other blood, and their language is such a compound of

various dialects, that it is quite impossible to recognize

their true nationality. They call themselves Skipetars

(men of the rocks), and are excessively proud of this word.

They are subdivided into Gueghes, fiercest exactors of

blood for blood; Miridites, belonging to the Romish
Church ; Liapes, Tzimis, and Toskes, the first to embrace

Islamism. One of the ancient divisions of the country

was Threspotia, whence, according to Pausanias, Homer
took his nomenclature for the rivers and lakes of the In-

fernal Regions. To the north-east of Threspotia was
situated the country of the Molossi, which rejoiced in the

oracular oaks of Dodona with the prophetic pigeons. The
general ancient name of the Albanians was Epirotes.

Epirus has produced its share of celebrities—among them
Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, himself a neighbouring

Tliessalian; Olympia, the mother of Alexander the Great;
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George Castriot, better known as Scanderbeg ; Mustapba
Bairactar, the celebrated Pacha of Rustchuk, who placed

Sultan Mahmoud on his throne, and perished in a subse-

quent revolt of the Janissaries in 1808. In the ninth and
tenth centuries, Albania made part of the first kingdom
of Bulgaria, the capital of which was Lychnidus, the
modern Okida in Middle Albania. In 1081 it was invaded
by Kobert Guiscard, the Norman Count of Apulia. In
1204 Michael Angelus of the Comneni was Lord of Janina;
and even during the Latin Empire at Constantinople the

Byzantine Emperor of Nice governed Albania by deputy.

The Turks first invaded the country in the reign of

Murad I., but it was not till nearly a hundred j^ears had
elapsed that they obtained a permanent footing. Ma-
homet the Conqueror made desperate efforts to subjugate
the mountaineers, but was kept at bay for twenty-four

years by the great national hero, Greorge Castriot, Lord of
Croia. After his death in 14(57 the country submitted to

the Ottoman yoke, and the inhabitants of the towns and
valleys for the most part became Mahommedans. Next to

Scanderbeg, the most formidable enemy to the Turkish
power that Albania has produced was Ali, of the family

of Hissus, of the Toskes tribe, who was born at Tebelen,

some fifty miles to the north of Janina, in 1 7 5 . His mother,

who was an Amazon, was a descendant of Scanderbeg.

Ali's career was long and turbulent. From a soldier he
rose to be Turkish governor of his native province, and
aspired to independence, if not to the throne of Stamboul;
but there was not room enough in Turkey for two such
men as the " Old Lion of Janina " and Sultan Mahmoud
the Reformer. After defying the Porte for more than
thirty years, he was betrayed and slaughtered, along with
several members of his family, in 1822. Their heads

ornamented the gate of the Seraglio for a considerable

period, and their tombs may now be seen outside the

Silivri Gate of Stamboul.

Albania is the most mountainous, confused and difficult

country of Turkey in Europe : the mountains there heap
together, cross, and entangle in such a way that it is
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impossible to follow tlieir direction and attach tliem one
to another ; the valleys there are tortuons, broken up,

traversed by torrents, and merge only into little plains
;

the amount of cultivation is small ; all nature appears

Iiarsh and savage, and the inhabitants are of aspect and
character conformable to that nature—handsome, tall,

robust, fierce, and warlike.

The Albania of political geography is commonly repre-

sented on maps as extending from the frontier of Monte-
negro on the north to the boundary of Grreece and the

waters of the Gulf of Arta on the south ; bounded on
the east by the mountains of the Pindus range and the

broken chain which, rising to the eastward of Lake Ochrida,

runs in a northerly direction through the districts of

Dibra, Prisrend, and Djakova, then curving to the north-

west, terminates between Plava and Ipek ; and limited on
the west by the Adriatic and Ionian seas. But the popu-
lation of this region is wanting in homogeneity. Like the

Ottoman Empire in miniature, it is peopled by a mixture
of races having neither political nor religious unity nor
social cohesion.

Albania leans from the Tchar-Dagh as far as the Hellovo
mountains upon the great chain of the Hellenic Alps, of

which the jDrincipal portions have been already described

:

the Dibres, the Ochrida mountains, the Soa-Gora, Pindus,

&c. It comprehends the imperfectly-defined basins of the

Bojaiia, the Drh, the Mail, the Scombi, the Ergent, the

Voioussa, and the Arta, &c.

1. The Bojana descends, under the name of the Moracca,

from Mount Dormitor, which belongs to the Bosnian Alps
;

it traverses Upper Montenegro in a deep valley, mountain-
ous and inaccessible save by a narrow breach, between
escarpments of 400 to 500 metres elevation; waters

l^oJgoritza, a small town which serves as an advance-post

to the Turks against Montenegro : then it traverses the

lake of Scutari, and emerges therefrom near the town of

that name, peo})led by 20,000 inhabitants, tolerably indus-

trious and one of the most important in the Emjoire. It

is situated in a fine plain between the lake, the Bojana,
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and the Drinassa, serves as a residence for the Pacha of
Upper Albania, and is defended by the fortress of Rosapha,
which passes for being the bulwark of Albania. The
Bojana becomes navigable, runs through a very wide and
very fine plain, the most fertile of Upper Albania, and
terminates by a mouth difiicult enough of approach. To
tlie north of that river's mouth, on the coast of Ani'wari

and Didcicjno, are small harbours, in which may be found
very good mariners.

2. The Brin consists of two rivers of the same
name, the one running directly north to south, the other
running directly from south to north, and appearing
to form only a single and even straight line. The White
Drin, which is the least considerable, has its birth in the
Bosnian Alps, runs parallel to that chain in an elevated

plateau resembling that of Kassova, and which is only
separated from it by indistinctly-marked heights ; it thus
waters the small towns of Ijpek, Jakova, where the route

from Bosnia into Albania passes, Prlsrend (Justiniana

prima), a town defended by a fortress, formerly celebrated

and important by its position as the centre of several

routes : the principal being that which leads from Scutari,

by Uskioup, upon Constantinople. It next skirts the mass
of the Tchar-Uagh and then joins itself to the Black Drin.

The last-named river takes its source in the mountains to

the east of lake Ochrida (Lychnides), traverses that lake,

which is seven leagues long by four wide, and which is

situated upon a high plateau formed by the Hellenic Alps
and a parallel counter slope, called by the ancients the

Ccmdaviaii mountains. Upon that lake stands Ochrida, a

town of from 5,000 to 0,000 inhabitants, the residence

of the Bulgarian kings until the eighth century, situated

at the foot of a conical mountain, and which is defended
by a strong citadel, important by the route from Monastir
into Albania. Tlie Drin issues from the lake at Stwtiga,

waters a fertile valley, the ancient Dardania, traverses two
celebrated towns, the Dihres, inhabited by a very warlike

Turkish people, and afterwards joins the White T3rin.

The Drin then turns to the west in describing a large
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arc of a circle, traverses a country celebrated during the

middle ages, the Bukagin, inhabited by serai-barbarian and
independent tribes ; then it passes through a vast plain

adjacent to the Bojana, and waters Alessio (Lissus), a small

town of 3,000 inhabitants, defended by an old fort, and
which enloses the tomb of Scanderbeg. It is then navigable

for vessels of fifty tons, and terminates in several mouths.

3. The Mati (Matho) and the IscJimi (Ismos), unimport-

ant torrents that descend from the Grabatz mountains,

traverse the hilly country inhabited by the Miridites, an

independent Catholic people, who appear to have descended

from the companions of Scanderbeg ; their chief place was
formerly Orocher ; at present it is Cro'ia, defended by an

old fort. All this country, savage, unfertile, bristling

with rocks and mountains, intersected by ravines and
precipices as it is, has been very little visited, and is at the

present time scarcely known. It was, however, made
famous by the marches of Caesar and Pompey, and we have

found in this history that some of the French crusaders

established themselves therein in the twelfth century, and
that the traces of their domination still exist. Upon the

coast stands Durazzo (Dyrrachium), a small town of from

5,000 to 6,000 inhabitants, no longer boasting of any
commerce, but which was of great importance in the time

of the Komans, from its vicinity to the coast of Italy. It

was from thence the Egnatian way set forth, ah'eady men-
tioned, and by which all that mountainous chaos of central

Greece was smoothed : it passed the Grabatz mountains,

reached the plateau of Ochrida, descended upon Bitolia,

and thence, by the Eregon valley, Edessa, and Pella,

arrived at Thessalonica.

AU the littoral, from the mouth of the Drin, as far as

that of the Aloiis, is low, marshy, unhealthy, and depopu-

lated.

4. The Ergent (Apesus) descends from Mount Gram-
mista, a portion of the Hellenic Alps ; it traverses the

mountainous gorges which intersect the country called

Tomoritza, waters Berat, a town situate in a fine valley

fertile in grain and pastures, upon a hill flanked by towers
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and dominated by a citadel : it is the residence of the
Pacha of Southern Albania. Below that town, theErgent
receives the Devol, which issues from lake Brenovo, in the
Candavian mountains, traverses a hilly plateau the reverse

sides of which are marked by the lakes Castoria and
Ochrida, waters Gorscha or Goritza, a small town situate on
the route from Berat to Castoria, and which carries on all

the interior commerce of Albania.

5. The Vo'ioussa (Aoiis) takes its source in Mount Zygros
near the defile of Mezzovo ; it traverses the hilly canton
of Zagori, peopled with forty villages inhabited by active,

industrious men devoted to commerce, waters the small fort

of Konitza, situate at the branching-ofF of the routes from
Macedonia and Albania, and finds itself alternately skirted

or cut by savage mountains ; it passes on thus to Pre^nifi,

a town of 4,000 inhabitants defended by a fort, then to the

small fortified town of Klissoura, situate at the confluence

of the Desnitza, a torrent-like river which may be traced

as far as the Grammos Chain and opens a route into

Macedonia ; it receives the Dryno, a torrent that runs

through a very fertile valley and passes Argyro-Castro, a

town banging on the flank of a mountain and defended by
an old castle ; finally it reaches Tebelen, a small fortified

town, the birth-place of Ali Pacha, the principal defence

of the valley of Argyro-Castro, by which a traveller

ascends to the plateau of Janina. The remainder of its

course offers nothing remarkable ; but there is not in all

that mountainous province a rougher and wilder valley,

more abounding in defensive positions, and more difficult

for an army to traverse.

The southern belt of its lower basin is formed by the

Chimera Mountains (montes Ceraunii), which are parallel to

the littoral, and are terminated by the Acrocermcnian Moun-
tains, so celebrated in antiquity by the stormy sea-coasts

over which they frown, and which are peopled at the

present day by brigands and pirates. Upon the coast

stands Avlona, an unhealthy town with a good harbour,

which has for citadel, at half a league thence, the fortress

of Canina.
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G. The FavJa descends from the Chimera Mountains,

skirts their range in a fertile through broken-up valley,

receives an affluent which passes by Behino, a small town
built on a knoll, crowned by a fort, traverses lake Pelo'is

and terminates near Buirinio, an ancient Venetian fortress

situate upon a low and marshy sea-shore, important by its

position facing Corfu, taken by the French in 1797 and
by the Russians in 1799.

7. The Calamas (Th3^amis) issues from a lake, traverses

a narrow and fertile valley, ever3^where covered with olive

and mulberry trees, vines and cornfields; it passes hy Philafes

a township inhabited by a laborious and warlike people,

and falls into the Corfu channel. It receives the Terino,

which has near its sources the ruins of Paleo- Castro, the

remains of ancient Passaron, residence of the ^acides
kings, who traced their origin up to Pyrrhus. It is

believed that this river and its affluents are the overflow

of the waters of the Janina plateau, arriving there through
abysses and subterranean canals.

The plateau of Janina, which constituted the ancient

Ilellopia, entirely surrounded by mountains, and having an
elevation of from 400 to 500 metres above the sea-level,

is occupied by a lake of some four to five leagues long by
one or two wide, the aspect of which is generally gloomy,

whilst its banks are smiling and fertile. Upon these

shores, in an enchanting site, at the extremity of a mag-
nificent plain set in a framework of the grandest mountain
range, supported on one side by a narrow peninsula

defended by two small forts, and on the other by hills

crowned by a fortress flanked with towers, stands Janina,

a town of 25,000 inhabitants, almost all Greeks engaged
in commerce and who were formerly reputed the most
enlightened of the whole peninsula. It was the centre of

the domination of Ali Pacha, who was there subjected, in

1822, to a siege during which he was assassinated and the

town half-ruined. It had then schools, libraries, and
factories that no longer exist.—The plateau of Janina is

the dominant portion of Epirus and the centre of the

entire Hellenic peninsula : it is the point of convergence of
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the routes from Thessaly, from Albania and from the

littoral ; it is a military position in fact from which roads

radiate in every direction, and which it is indispensable to

occupy in order to be master of Albania.

8. The Mavro-Pofamos (Acheron) traverses the deep

gorges which constitute the canton of Souli, now dejDopu-

lated, but formerly inhabited by a warlike race, as

celebrated for its courage as for its misfortunes.* That
colony, numbering from 12,000 to 13,000 individuals,

occupied eleven villages, some perched uj)on inaccessible

mountains, others at the base of those mountains, and all

better defended by their site than by the towers that

sheltered them. The Souliotes sustained a siege from
1788 to 1803 against all the forces of Ali Pacha, and
there perished to the last man. In quitting the mountains
of Souli, the Mavro traverses the lake of TcUouhnida

(Acherontia) and hurries on to throw itself into the Ionian

sea at the little Port of GJyl-'is. It receives several

torrents, one of which, the ancient Cocytm, passes at the

foot of FaramytMa, a town of from 3,000 to 4,000 in-

habitants, defended by an old castle perched upon the

side of a mountain. Upon the coast stands Farga, a
small town defended by a strong castle, built upon a rock

surrounded by water, facing the Isle of Paxos, in a fertile

territory, with a good port. It was formerly a small

Christian republic protected by the Venetians; besieged,

in 1814, by Ali Pacha, it placed itself under the protection

of the English, who ceded it to that tyrant of Epirus ; but
all the inhabitants abandoned the town.

9. The Arta (Arethon) descends from Mount Zygros, or

the plateau of Mezzovo, the central knot of the mountains
of the Peninsula, and whence flow streams in all directions,

an affluent of the Indje-Karason, the Salembria, the
Acheloiis, the Arta, the Vo'ioussa, &c. It passes near

Mezzovo, a smalltown of 3,000 inhabitants, very important

* " On Soull's rock and Parga's slioi-e,

Exists the remnant of a line

Such as the Doric mothers bore;

And there, perhaps, some seed is sown,
The Heracleidan blood might own."—Lord Byron.
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by its position between Epirus, Macedonia, Thessaly and
Acarnania. It is the knot of the routes between those four

provinces, and tlie most important of which is that of

Janina from Tricala, a difficult but much-frequented route.

The inhabitants of these mountains are Vlaques, active,

industrious, hospitable shepherds or merchants. The Arta
flows through a narrow, deep, rocky valley, between the

Pindus chain and the Janina mountains, skirted by the

Arta route from Mezzovo, which often follows the dry bed

of the river. Immediately on quitting the mountains it

reaches the fertile plain dotted with villages, whereon
stands Arta (Ambracia), a town of from 7,000 to 8,000

inhabitants, surrounded by a wall and defended by a

strong citadel, the entrepot of the commerce of Epirus.

At four leagues thence the Arta throws itself into the

Gulf of Ambracia or Arta.

This gulf, the entrance of which is not more than 1,000
metres wide, forms a basin of from four to five leagues in

width by ten to twelve in length ; its northern coast is

low and swampy, its eastern inclines gently towards
Mount Callidromus, and on its southern, jagged and
scooped-out coast stands the promontory of Actium, where
the naval battle between Octavius and Antony was fought,

the fortress of Vonitza and the port of Loutraki. At the

northern entrance to this gulf stands Prevesa, a town of

from 3,000 to 4,000 inhabitants, defended by two forts,

and which formerly belonged to the Venetians ; taken by
the French in 1798, and by Ali Pacha in 1799. Upon
the isthmus once stood Nicopolis, built by Augustus in

remembrance of the victory of Actium, and the acropolis

of which still exists in ruins ; near them, in 1798, 400
Frenchmen sustained an heroic struggle against 11,000
Turks.

Albania, which comprehends a portion of ancient Ulyria
and all ancient Epirus, contains a population of 1,000,000
inhabitants, of which 200,000 are Eoman Catholics, 500,000
Greeks, and 900,000 Mussulmans. The Gueghes are

mingled with the neighbouring Slavs of Bosnia and Servia,

and yet have adopted almost nothing of their manners or
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language. The Toskes are mingled with the Greeks much
more intimately, speak their language, and have with
them numerous affinities. The Gueghes are thickset and
muscular, the Toskes slender and agile, both strong, vigo-

rous, and perhaps the finest race in Europe. The charac-

teristics common to both peoples are love of independence,

love of war, a revengeful spirit, merging into ferocity.

They are wild, plundering, indefatigable soldiers, selling

their services and their blood to those who pay them
highest ; but lively, gay, adventurous, sober, generous and
heroic so soon as it concerns the defence of their country,

their tribe, or their family. They are an iron race, as

hard as the rocks they inhabit. They proved the most
intrepid soldiers in the armies of Pyrrhus, of Alexander,

Diocletian, Scanderbeg, and lastly of the Sultans of Byzan-
tium. They have been in the pay of the Italian States,
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chiefly of Venice, and, under the name of Stradiotes, have
rendered themselves famous alike by their valour and
cruelty.

The Albanian Catholics are the inhabitants of the

Mirdita and the Dukagin : they are almost entirely inde-

pendent, and pay no tribute, suffer no Ottoman upon their

territory, and allow themselves to serve in the Turkish

armies only for the pay ; Catholicism has not softened

their manners or their ferocity. The Albanian Greeks
are found chiefly in Epirus, and share the ideas and
passions of the Greeks. The Albanian Mussulmans occupy

the central portion of the country ; these are very slightly

zealous followers of the Koran, and have only adopted
Mahometanism to escape from Turkish oppression and to

preserve their liberty. The Albanian Greeks and Mussul-

mans are better subjected than the Catholics to the

Ottoman domination ; but, in reality, they govern them-
selves and are divided into tribes, which enjoy great

independence.

Albania, consisting entirely of mountains, defiles, gorges,

and precipices, where wide plains are only found in the

lower basin of the Drin, is a country very difficult to

conquer, very favourable to a war of stratagem, and almost

entirely isolated from the Ottoman empire. It is generally

unfertile and badly cultivated, producing only olives, fruit,

a little corn, a little wine, abundant pasturage, and very

few horses. Of commerce there is almost none.
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CHAPTEE IV.

Greece and the Isles of the Akciiipelago.

1. Lcmnos, an isle remarkable by its four g-ood harbours
and its position in the upper Archipelago, at the entrance
to the Hellespont. Its population is wholly Greek ; but
it belongs to the Ottoman empire.

2. Lnbros, Samothrace and Tkaaos form a continuous
chain fronting the shore of Thrace ; they are beautiful,

fertile and enjoy great privileges. Their population is

Greek ; but they belong to the Ottoman empire.

3. The Sporades, a group of isles to the north of

Negropont, among which is Skyra, inhabited in all times
by pirates. It belongs to the kingdom of Greece.

4. Ncfjropont (Euboea), a long island parallel to the
coast of Livadia, from which it is separated only by a

narrow channel, over which a bridge has been thrown
sixty-five metres long. At the extremity of this bridge is

Negro]}ont (Ohalcis), a strong town, one of the maritime
keys of Greece, with a good port. There stands also

Karistos, defended by a fortress. It belongs to Greece.

5. Foros (Spharia), ^"Eglna and Salamis, in the Gulf of

Athens. The first has a good harbour with two entrances,

which contains an arsenal and dockyards for ship-building.

The second was, in the war of 1820 as in the time of the

Persians, the refuge of the Greeks of the Continent. The
third is celebrated by the victory of the Greeks over the

Persians, 480 b.c. It belongs to Greece.

(5. Hydra and Spezzia, small isles near the Argolide.

These sterile rocks exhibited much commercial activity

from 1792 to 1815, and their inhabitants were the most
intrepid mariners of the Archipelago ; they were the
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bulwark of tlie Greek insurrection, and their small vessels

several times destroyed the Turkish fleets. Euined during

the war, they have never recovered their former prosperity.

They belong to Grreece.

7. The Ci/clades, a group of twenty-five very fertile isles

belonging to Greece, and of which the principal are : 1.

Naxos, the largest, with a town defended by a fort

;

2. Paros, which possesses good harbours ; 3. Melos, with

a good port ; 4. Syros or Stjra, the first commercial place

in the kingdom of Greece ; 5. Tinos, inhabited by an indus-

trious population ; 6. Andros inhabited by excellent

sailors.

8. Candia (Crete) is a large island 140 kilometres long

and GO broad, traversed from west to east by a chain of

mountains, the culminating point of which, the Psiloriti

(Ida) has a circuit of 100 kilometres, and an elevation of

2,339 metres. This island, so important by its situation,

which commands the three great portions of the Mediter-

ranean, and principally the Archipelago, is very fertile,

and possesses good harbours. On the coast stands Canea

(Cydonia), a commercial town with a good port and dock-

yards for ship-building ; Suda and Garabusa, important

islets by their harbours and fortifications ; Candia, a de-

cayed town with a choked-up harbour; Spina-Longa, a

fortress and port. Candia contains 200,000 inhabitants,

of which one-half are Mussulmans, the other Greek Chris-

tians. It has belonged to the Ottoman Empire since

1669.
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CHAPTEE V.

Turkey in Asia.

The Caucasus. Armenia and the Euphrates.

Turkey in Asia, is, in some respects, the most interest-

ing country in the world. Judaism and Christianity had
their rise in it, and the entire topography of the Bible,

from Eden and Ararat, from Clialdea and Midian, to the

Seven Churches of Asia, and the little island which was
the scene of the Apocalyptic visions, is comprised within

the limits of the Ottoman Empire.
Turkey in Asia may be divided into the plateau of

Armenia, the peninsula of A-sia Mmo7', the basins of the

Tigris and the Euphrates, Syria, and part of Arabia.

The plateau of Armenia being connected with the

mountainous system of the Caucasus, and the neighbouring
countries of that chain having for a long time belonged

to the Ottoman Empire, it may be useful at first to give

a brief description of the Caucasus, without any reference

to the political delimitation existing between the Eussian
Empire and Turkey.

1. The Caucasus.

The chain of the Caucasus, which is considered to serve

as a delimitation between Europe and Asia, commences in

the vicinity of the Strait of Yenikale, and is prolonged
in a general direction from north-west to soutli-east as far

as Cape Apcheron. It is composed at first of heights
scarcely reaching sixty metres, then it rises by degrees in

skirting the eastern coast of the Black Sea, which it covers
with short and massive counter-slopes. It thus attains

successively an elevation of from 500 to 3,000 metres, and
presents everywhere nothing but bare ridges and savage

VOL. II. B B
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peaks overtopping the sides covered with forests. Then,
towards the sources of the Kador, formerly the limit of

the Colchide, it diverges from the coast by describing the

salient arc of a circle towards the north, and which contains

the culminating points of the whole chain : it forms then
an enormous wall composed of peaks piled one above
another, covered with eternal snow, having between these

summits only deep crevasses, allowing of no passage

between either slope. There rises Mount Elhrouz to an
elevation of J 7,000 feet. The extremity of the salient is

marked by Mount Zikar, a knot of very remarkable
mountains, the source of the Pliasis, which will be spoken

of elsewhere. Starting from the last-mentioned mountain,

the chain runs more directly eastwards and attains in

Mount Kashch the height of 4,420 metres ; then, beyond
the defile of Dariel, it decreases by degrees down to 2,000

metres, throws out to the north-east counter-slopes, very

long, massive and higher than the chain itself, the most
considerable of which terminates at Derbent ; finally, it

descends from 1,000 to 400 metres, but without losing its

asperity and its difficulties of passage, and ends near

Bakou by Cape Apcheron. Its development between
Anapa and Bakou is more than 1,200 kilometres ; its

thickness varies from 150 to 300 kilometres. Its crest is

generally very much indented and often with an uniformity

that gives it the appearance of a crenellated wall. It con-

tains great mineral riches, but the working of which is

wholly neglected.

The course of the streams which descend thence, instead

of taking their source near the crest, descend from secon-

dary counter- slopes, and, in consequence, do not open
roads between the two water-sheds ; thus the Caucasus

can only be traversed b}^ turning it by its two extremities,

and there is only a single pass across the centre of the

chain. Of the two routes from the littoral, the first, which
now belongs to Russia, skirts the Black Sea, passes by
Anapa, Soudjouk-Klialc and Mamai, intersects succes-

sively all the western counter-slopes of the chain, crosses

the formidable defile of Gagra, passes by Anaklia, Redoubt-
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Kaleh, Poti, Cliefketil, and readies the Turkish frontier

at Batoum. It is by that route that the Russians ad-

vanced to the conquest of the Caucasus, and especially

upon the Ottoman side. The second skirts the Caspian

Sea, passes by Ivislar, Tarki, and Derbent ; there it tra-

verses, in the counter-slope which terminates near that

town, the defile anciently called Poiies Alhanienncs (the

Albanian Gates) ; then it passes on to Kouba, to Bakou,
and forwards till it reaches the Persian frontier. It is by
that route that tlie Pussians have approached the Persian
slope of the Caucasus.

The route from the centre of the chain sets out from
Gregoriev at the sources of the Kouma, passes on to

Ekhaterinograd, to Wladikankas, and to Dariel. These are

three towns fortified by the Russians, and destined to de-

fend the passage. From thence, near Mount Kasbek, it

crosses the crest by a col which has an elevation of nearly

4,000 metres, a passage scooped out between two walls,

flanked by precipices, and defended by small forts ; then
it descends by the valley of the Aragvi upon Tiflis. This
very important route, which has been recently constructed

by the Russians, is the only portion of the crest of the

Caucasus that they jjossess, the only one which connects

their provinces of both slopes ; it is impracticable in

winter on account of the avalanches, and is partly in the
keeping of the Ossetes tribes, who inhabit those moun-
tains and wlio can close it.

The entire country comprised by the Caucasus and its

ramifications is one of the most interesting regions on the
face of the globe ; all climates, as almost all soils, there

meet together. Pirst, perpetual snow is to be found there

as far as the lower limit of 3,300 metres ; then, upon the
northern slope, where the climate is generally damp and
insalubrious, to the snows and sterile rocks succeed rich

pastures crowned with magnificent forests ; next lower
hills fertile in corn, and, beyond these, sandy plains on
which only a few saline plants germinate. Upon the
southern slope the climate, on the contrary, is most salu-

brious, and nature there displays, in the plains and mag-
B B 2
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niticent valle3'S all tlie exuberance of Asiatic vegetation.

The forests there are much more rare than upon the

northern slopes, except on the coast of Abasia, where
leafy trees abound. On the other hand, the vine flourishes

there naturally, and covers all the little hills ; in the

upper valleys all the odoriferous flowers are found ; in the

sheltered valleys, the almond, the peach, the olive, the

fig, and the pomegranate descend in stages down to the

sea, and laurel groves are met with on the shores of the

Caspian and of the Black Sea.

In the eastern portion of the Caucasus the aspect of

the two water-sheds changes ; the country comprised

between that chain and the Terek is one of the most
fertile in existence ; the cereals, the tinctorial plants, the

vine, the mulberry tree, the cotton shrub abound in the

valleys of Daghestan and at the. foot of their sides, whilst

above rise dense forests. To the south of the Caucasus,

on the contrary, vegetation disappears, and beyond the

plain of Cliamaki, which is yet fertile as far as the mouth
of the Kour, it gives place to a bare and arid desert,

Ibrmed of stones and sand, where only heaths and marshes

are met with, and which, upon the other shore of the

Kour, is continued by the moors of Mogan, a vast plain

intersected with verdant hills, heaths, stagnant pools, and
muddy ditches.

The northern slope belongs entirely to the Russians, if

not efl'ectively, at least nominally ; all the upper portion

of that slope is, in fact, inhabited by independent tribes

that have sometimes paid tribute to the Ottomans, and

held with them certain commercial relations, but who
have been waging, for half a century, a desperate war
against Russian domination. The chief of these tribes

are those of the 2\-herkesses or Circassians.

The Circassians occupy the western and northern flanks

of the Caucasus as far as the Kouban ; but they are prin-

cipally agglomerated in the fertile valleys of the mountains

that separate the waters of the Kouban i'rom those of the

Kouma and the Terek. It is from thence that across the

country of the southern shore of the Kouban they start
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upon their excursions, which they extend as far as the

shores of the Black Sea. The ahnost impenetrable country
which they occupy is known commonly under the name
of Kahardie ; it is distinguished as Great Kahardie, in the

basin of the Kouban, and Little Kahardie, or valley of the
Middle Terek. The Circassians are distinguished among
all the otiier Caucasian peoples b}^ their beauty, their

CIRCA3SIASS.

lofty stature, their strength and courage. The young
girls are disposed of, not unfrequently by their'own parents,

to supply the harems of the wealthy Turks, as the Les-

ghiens, not less beautiful, are for those of Persia. These
people have a political organization resembling the old

i'eudal s)'stem ; each village obeys a chief, the tandem, and
the whole tribe is under the orders of a hci^ or prince ; the

nation is thus composed of princes (beys), of nobles
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(usdeni), and of peasants or serfs, who are charged with

the care of the cattle and the cultivation of the ground.

These fierce mountaineers have for a long time sustained

a sanguinary contest with the Russians. Most, however,

now acknowledge the supremacy of Russia, but are still

governed by their native princes
;

yet so great is the

hatred of the brave Circassians for their oppressors, that

hundreds of thousands of them, men, women, and children,

have deserted their native country and settled in Turkey.

A petition was tendered to the Conference of Constan-

tinople in 1876-77 by the Circassians on the west of the

Caucasus, complaining of their treatment at the hands of

the Russians, of the injustice, tyranny, confiscation, trans-

portation, exile to Siberia, massacre, and extermination,

by which they are victimised.*

Of a part of this region, Mingrelia, Sir H. Rawlinson
says :

" It is a paradise of beauty ; neither a plain woman
nor a plain man are ever to be seen in it."

2. Basins of the PJiasis, the Kour, and the Aracces.

The southern slope of the Caucasus is composed of a

succession of terraces or plateaux which descend in stages

towards the south, and which are connected by diverse

chains of mountains. The principal counter-slope of this

water-shed is that which forms the separation of the

streams between the Black Sea and the Caspian, and
which connects all the mountains of Western Asia with
the Caucasus. It sets out from Mount Zikar, at the

sources of the Phasis, separates that river from the Kour
in the Dvaletti (the ancient Amarynthus) mountains,

and approaches the coast towards the mouth of the
Tcharokh under the name of the A/ihaltsik mountains ; it

forms the eastern belt of that water-course, and, to the
north of Erzeroum, unites itself with the western plateau

of Ararat by Mount ylbos. It throws out numerous
scarps : the principal is the AllegUez chain, which descends

* " Russian Despotism," by Sir Patrick Colquhoun.
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to tlie south-east between the Ivour and the Araxes, and
forms the boundary between Gfeorgia and Armenia.
The country comprised between these mountains, the

Caucasus and the coast, or the south-west portion of the
southern slope of the Caucasus, is very movmtainous, ahnosfc

entirely wild, and traversed by very small water-courses
;

the principal is the Rion or Fhasis, which waters Kuthais,

a fortified town, capital of the Russian province of Imeri-

tia, and which terminates at Poti. There is also the Ghef-

ketil, a stream that serves as a boundary between Turkey
and Eussia, and which passes by fort Saint Nicholas, the
first place seized upon by the Turks in the war of 1854.
Finally, must be mentioned the torrent-like and deeply
embanked Tcliarokh, or Batis, which descends from the

plateau of Erzeroum, traverses a portion of Turkish Arme-
nia, and terminates near Batoum, a poor harbour situate

upon an unhealthy coast. This country comprehends
Abkasia, inhabited by independent tribes, the small Eussian
provinces of Imeritia and Mingrelia, finally a portion of

Turkish Armenia.
The south-eastern portion of the southern water-shed of

the Caucasus is occupied by the great basin of the Cyrus

or the Kour.

This basin is circumscribed on the north by the chain
of the Caucasus ; to the west by the Dvaletti and the
Akhaltsik mountains ; to the south by the Ararat chain.

That chain, so famous in antiquity, that the traditions of
the peoples of the East regarded it as the cradle of the
human race, occupies very nearly the centre of the ancient

world. It is composed alternately of plateaux and snowy
peaks, the direction of which is very confused, and which
is separated by the basins of the Upper Euphrates and
Lake Van from the basin of the Kour ; its culminating
portion, Mount Ararat, has an elevation of 17,000 feet,

whereon, it is said, Noah's ark rested, and in a counter-

slope in the vicinity of the Araxes, between Erivan and
Bayazid.

The basin of the Kour is composed of two distinct parts,

the upper and the lower. The upper portion forms two
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great plateaux, tluit of Georgia or of the Kour, tliat of

Armenia or of the Araxes, separated by the AUeghez
mountains, Loth having an average height of from 1,500
to 1,800 metres, surrounded bv the snows of the towering
uplands of Armenia, hollowed into very fertile valleys, and
forming altogether one of the most remarkable countries

in the world. The lower portion is also composed of heaths,

steppes and deserts.

The Kour takes its rise in Mount Saganlugh, which
belongs to the plateau of Erzeroum ; its torrent-like but
shallow waters roll at first over rocks in a fertile plain

enclosed in a frame-work of lofty mountains. It thus

waters Ardaghan, a small Turkish town, then it enters

upon Eussian territory, and receives on the right a stream
which passes by Akhalkalaki, a fortress commanding the

entrance from Georgia ; then it receives on the left another
stream which passes by Akhaltsik, a stronghold that has

the same object as the preceding, and which is memorable
for two battles lost by the Turks. These two fortresses

have belonged to the Hussians since 1829, and keep the

Armenian plateau open to their invasions. Thence it

traverses a deep defile in which it makes numerous falls,

takes a south-easterly direction, waters Gori, a small town
defended by a fort upon the route from Tiflis to Koutais,

then it passes by Tijlis, the capital of Georgia, and issues

from the defile of Dariel, a town of 20,000, defended by
a fortress. Below that town it no longer passes any
remarkable place, reaches it lowest level, crosses some half-

desert steppes, and falls into the Gulf of Salian.

It receives on the left: 1. The Aragvi, which has its

source in the defile of Dariel and opens the route from
Dariel to Tiflis : it is defended by several forts. 2. The
Alaza/i, which passes near the forts of TeJavl and Siguakh.

It receives on the right the Araxes, the basin of which
is formed on the north by the chain of the Alleghez, on
the south by the Ararat chain. It descends from the
Jimghel mountains in the j^latcau of Erzeroum, passes by
Hassan Khale, a small fortress on the route from Erzeroum
to Kars, traverses the most beautiful part of Armenia,
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which belongs to Russia, then serves as a boundary for

the two empires in describing a large arc of a circle to the

south-west, passes near Nakchivan, traverses some great

steppes and unites itself with the Kour. It receives: 1.

The Arpatchai, which passes by Goumri, a Russian fortress

opposite Kars, and which closes the principal outlet from

Georgia. Kars is situated upon an affluent of this river,

the basin of which is entirely mountainous ; it is, or rather

was (1878), a very important Turkish city by its position

and its citadel and which was taken by the Russians in

1855. 2. The Abar, which passes by Echmiadzin, a for-

tified monastery, the residence of the Universal Patriarch

of the Armenians. 3. The Zanga, which flows by Erivan,

the capital of Russian Armenia, a very important town by
its position and its fortifications. 4. The Makatchai,

which passes by Bayazid, a small fortified town upon the

last slopes of Ararat, which defends the plateau of Van
and the source of the Euphrates ; it has belonged to the

Russians since 1878.

The basin of the Kour comprehends the now Russian

provinces of Georgia, of Schirvan and a portion of

Armenia. At the present time Turkey possesses only

a few leagues of territory on the Kour and the very

farthest part of the upper basin of the Araxes. Whatever
the smallness of these possessions may be, they can arrest

the conquering march of the Russians, who will have no

solid frontier until they possess the plateau of Erzeroum
and the Ararat chain : these are the natural slopes by
which the invaders may march, whether into Asia Minor,

into Syria, or into Mesopotamia. Kars was, till the war
of 1877-78, the centre of the Turkish possessions in the

basin of tlie Kour.

The tradition wliich makes those countries the point of

departure of the first families of the human race, tlieir

geographical position in the most elevated portions of

Western Asia, between two seas, at 250 leagues from Con-

stantinople, from Jerusalem and from the Persian Gulf;

history, wliich testifies that no one has been the assured

master of Asia without occupying the Armenian plateau

—
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all that demonstrates that the possession of these provmces
by the Russians is the most striking manifestation of their

gigantic projects of conquest ; by that, Turkey in Asia is

taken in reverse, Persia annulled, India watched and
menaced. It is this which explains why they show so

much persistence and active enmity in the subjugation of

the remaining independent tribes of both slopes of the

Caucasus, and whose resistance alone arrests their march
towards the South of Asia.

3. Mountains of Western Asia.

From the Ararat Mountains or the Armenian plateau

may be deduced all the mountain chains of Western Asia
or of Turkey in Asia.

From the plateau of Erzeroum a vast chain is detached
between the just born Euphrates, on one side, and the

Batis and the Lycus on the other. It is sub-divided into

several branches, parallel between them and the Coast of

the Black Sea, which are thus prolonged as far as the
Sea of Marmora, and constitute of the northern portion of

Asia Minor a series of staged terraces which the water-

courses traverse by deep breaches, and Avhich, rising

successively, become effaced in a vast central plateau.

This accumulation of mountains was called by the ancients

the Anti-Taurus. The most westerly portion is marked
by the Toumanidscli (Tomnus) Mountains, of which Mount
Olympus forms a part (1,500 metres), and dominates by its

imposing mass the fine plain of Broussa : it was one of

the first encampments of the Ottoman Turks. The most
important counter-slope of the Toumanidscli Mountains is

the Ermeni-Bagh, which spreads between the Batis and
the Melas, an affluent of the Sangarius, and which was
formerly defended by the Fortress of Aincef/el, celebrated

in the early times of Ottoman history.

From the same mass of Ararat, but in its eastern portion

and near Bayazid, sets out a chain parallel to the Anti
Taurus, which encircles on the north the Lake of Van,
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separates the Southern Euphrates from the Tigris in the

Niphates Mountains, intersects the Euphrates between
Malatia and Samosata, takes the name of Taurus, and is

prolonged until it skirts the Mediterranean, in forming,

like the Anti-Taurus, successive stages which become
effaced also in the central plateau ; but these stages are

less wide, more abrupt, higher and more tortuous. The
Taurus, on approaching the Archipelago, is sub-divided

into numerous counter-slopes which terminate- in the

capes of that coast ; the most northern culminates in

Mount Tmolus, to the north of Cayster, near the ruins of

Sardis. The junction between the Taurus and the Anti-

Taurus is effected in that part of Asia Minor by the

Bindymene Mountains, which are connected with Olympus.
Another junction of the Taurus and the Anti-Taurus is

effected by a chain of hills which runs to the east from
Sivas and Caesarea, encircling the sources of the Melas,

and in thus isolating the basin of the Euphrates from Asia
Minor.

Prom the same plateau of Bayazid sets out the chain of

the Medicus Mountains, which runs between the Lakes
Van and Ourmiah, and separates the basin of the Tigris

from the tableland of Persia.

Finally, from Mount Taurus, near the sources of the

Pyramus, a counter- slope is detached which effects a

junction near the sea with Mount Amanus (Ahna-Dagh),
which itself joins the Libanus. It will be referred to in

describing Syria.

The above chains form but one mountain system, of

which the Mountains of Armenia may be considered the

central mass.

4. Basins of the Euphrates and the Tigris.

The basin of the Euphrates is separated into two
distinct portions : the upper portion or Armenia, which
forms a vast plateau comprised between the two Taurus
ranges, and terminating at the defile of Malatia; the
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lower portion, or Mesopotamia, wliich is only a vast

plain.

The Ei/phrafes is formed by two parallel rivers. The
most northerly descends from Mount A bos in the plateau

of Erzeroum ; it passes near Erzerouiii *' the capital of

Turkish Armenia, peopled by 50,000 inhabitants, a third

of whom are Christians. It is well fortified, and stands in

an open plain at an elevation of 1,600 metres, and ex-

periences a very rigorous climate. It has long been the

bulwark of the Ottoman Empire against Kussia, the centre

of the routes from the Caucasus into Asia Minor and
Mesopotamia, the military and dominant position of all

Western Asia. Below this city the Euphrates traverses

several defiles, passes by Erz-Iiigldan, the first encamp-
ment of the Ottomans in the fourteenth century, and meets
its other stream at Kabban.
The Southern Euphrates or the Mourad-Chai has its

source in Mount Ararat, near Bayazid, traverses a very
lofty plateau which skirts Lake Van, passes by Melezghird,
intersects or encircles several counter-slopes of the Niphates
Mountains and unites with the other Euphrates.
The Euphrates, becomes a single water-course, passes

near Malatia, receives the Melas, the basin of which forms
the ancient Cappadocia, and emerges from its lofty plateau
by a long and deep defile which intersects entirely the mass
of the Taurus. It runs circuitously across the southern
counter-slopes of that chain, waters Samosata, formerly a
considenible town, and Btr, a place of passage on the route
from Edessa. Disengaged then from the mountains, it

wanders across immense plains, being separated from Syria
only by deserts; it waters thus the ruins of Hieropolis,
Bacca, the ruins of Tapsaqiie, Fe/ouJje, where it becomes
easily navigable, and below which a canal opens that joins
the Euphrates to the Tigris, Hella, a commercial town upon
the site of Babylon, which once had, according to Strabo,
a circumference of ] G leagues. It runs on to unite itself
with the Tigris at Koniah, takes then the name of Chat-
el-Arab, waters Bassorah, a commercial town, to which

* Erzeroum signifies, in Armenian, " citadel of the Romans."
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vessels ascend with the tide, and terminates at ] 5 leagues

from that town by two principal mouths.

The Euphrates on the right receives only streams of

minor importance; but on the left it receives: 1. The
Beles, or BilUcha, which waters Harran, the ancient

Charran, the country of Abraham, where Crassus was
defeated by the Parthians ; it has in its basin Offa, the

ancient Edessa, a town of 25,000 inhabitants, important

by its walls and its position at the entrance of Meso-
potamia, upon the route from Aleppo to Mosul ; it w^as the

capital of a powerful State at the period of the Crusades.

2. the Khahoras, which has in its basin Merdin, a town
defended by a citadel and situated in the interior of the

Masius mountains ; Nisibis, now decayed, and which was
formerly the most important place in Mesopotamia

;

Shujan, the principal abode of the Yezides hordes. 3. The
Tigris (Didjlet, the arrow) descends from the Taurus by
several sources ; it traverses a very lofty plateau, sur-

rounded on one side by the Taurus mountains and on the

other side by the Masius mountains, a counter-slope

parallel to the Taurus ; it waters in that plateau BiarheHr
(Amida), a large town of 40,000 inhabitants, situated upon
a mountain, and which appears alike strong and flourishing.

Below Bjezireh, and after having received the Khahour,
which passes by Serf (Tigranocerta), it leaves the Masius
mountains, by a series of falls and gorges, waters the ruins

of Nineveh, then the town of Mosul, peopled by 40,000 in-

habitants, and which carries on a large commerce, because

it is upon the route of the caravans to India. Thence, it

traverses immense plains, sometimes very fertile, at others

sandy deserts, which are overrun by the Yezidef<, tribes of

robber-shepherds, fire-worshippers and descendants from
the Assyrians. The country comprised between the

river and the Medicus mountains is called Ki(rdisfcut, a

name under which is also comprehended the plateau of

Lake Van as far as Bayazid. From thence the Tigris

reaches Bar/dad, which stands like an oasis in the midst of

deserts. Founded in 762 by the Khalife Almanzor fJie

Victorious, it became the capital of the Mussulman
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Empire, and acquired tlie greatest splendour. It is at the

present time sadly decayed, but still contains 100,000
inhabitants, of which 50,000 are Arabs, 40,000 Turks, and
10,000 Christians. It is defended by a strong wall and a

small citadel, and presents, moreover, the dirty and miser-

able aspect of all the Turkish towns. From thence, the

Tigris, which several canals unite with the Euphrates,

waters the ruins of Sclcucia and of CtesijjJiON, again traverses

vast desert plains and joins itself to the Euphrates at

Kornah. The fine country through which the Euphrates

and Tigris run parallel and bordering each other has been

the central land of the Assyrians, Syrians, Parthians, and
Arabs : Babylon, Seleucia, Bagdad, situated in some sort

in the middle of the ancient continent upon two navigable

rivers, became, whether by sea or land, the emporium of

the commerce of India with western Asia, and that was
the cause of their power.

The provinces of the Ottoman Empire comprised in the

basin of the Euphrates are : in the Upper region, Armenia
and Kurdistan ; in the Middle region, the Al-Djezireh or

Mesopotamia ; in the Lower region, the Irak-Arabi or

Babylonia. There are no lands richer in records : there

wandered the flocks of Abraham and Jacob ; there arose

the first towns and the earliest empires known ; it was in

these plains that Alexander overthrew the power of the

Persians ; it is there that the Romans of Trajan and of

Julian contended with the Parthians ; it is there that the

]\Iussulmans, Shiites, and Sonnites disputed for the

Empire. There are found every contrast, all temperatures,

all climates, from the mountains of Armenia, clothed with

perpetual snow, covering with their lofty peaks the space

between the two seas, and where the most rigorous cold is

experienced, as far as the plains without undulation of

Mesopotamia, green with far-stretching pastures, to the

forests of palms and lemon-trees of Irak-Arabi.

Armenia occupies, besides the Upper basin of the

Araxes, the Upper basin of the Euphrates or Uj^per

Armenia, both separated by the Niphates mountains.

The first is fertile, especially in pastures ; the second in
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grains and fruits. Armenia, which for two thousand years

and down to the fourteenth century, had formed an inde-

pendent State, one of tlie most important in all antiquity,

is still inhabited by peoples whose origin is lost in the

night of time ; but the invasions of the later centuries

have forced the greater part to expatriate themselves.

The Armenian emigrants are scattered throughout all

Western Asia, Russia, Persia, and Hungary ; they are

essentially traders, render themselves remarkable by their

intelligence and their aptitude in all kinds of industrial

pursuits, but also by their deceitful spirit and their

cupidity. It is computed that they are disseminated in

the Ottoman Empire to the number of 1,900,000, of which
400,000 are in Europe, and principally at Constantinople.

The Armenians form an important sect of Christianity

:

they are Eufychians,^ and recognize as their head the

patriarch resident at Echmiadzin. Turks, Kurds, &c., are

also found in Armenia. Armenia has a superficial ex-

tent of about 8,000 square leagues, with a population

of 2,000,000 inhabitants.

Mesopotamia is separated into four parallel zones : the

first is mountainous, and extends over the southern reverse

of the Taurus as far as Djezireh; the second zone is

slighly undulated, and extends from the foot of the moun-
tains as far as Mount Khabour; the ancients divided it

into Osrhotine on the west, and Mygdonia on the east

;

the third zone extended as far as Bagdad ; it is a vast

cultivated plain, especially upon the banks of the two
rivers, and which is very thinly peopled ; the fourth zone

extends as far as the confluence of the two rivers : it

is the ancient Chaldea, formerly very fertile, covered

with corn-fields and orchards, now cultivated only upon
the banks of the rivers.

Kurdistan, which forms the eastern portion of the Tigris'

basin, is inhabited by semi-sedentary, semi-nomad tribes,

who wander with their flocks during summer, and take

* The doctrine of Eutychus acknowledges only one sole nature in Jesns
Christ. The Armenians reject, moreover, the supremacy of the Papal chair,

purgatory, indulgences, &c.
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refuge in the villages during winter. They are governed by
themselves or by beys whom the Sultan accepts, but who
are really independent, and often at war with the Turkish

Pachas. It is thought that the Kurds are descendants of

the ancient Medes ; they are the best horsemen of Asia

;

they still fight in the Parthian manner.

The superficial extent of Mesopotamia and Kurdistan is

about 16,000 square leagues, with a population of two
millions and a half of inhabitants.
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CHAPTEE VI.

TunKEY IN Asia. Asia Minor or Anatolia.

The peninsula of Asia Minor represents a vast plateau,

of which the slopes formed by the Taurus and Anti-

Taurus fall successively by stages down to the three

seas. This plateau, which is about 350 kilometres long,

between Kutaieh on the west and Kaisarieh on the east,

and 220 kilometres broad, between Angora on the north,

and Konieh on the south, is an abridgment of the great pla-

teaux of Central Asia ; the mountains there form deep and

narrow valleys, which are only traversed by short and

torrent-like streams ; all the littoral is fertile and pictur-

esque, indented with gulfs and harbours ; the climate is

one of the best in the world.

This country, once so populous and rich, thanks to its

admirable position between the three portions of the an-

cient continent, has had an immense influence upon the

destinies of humanity ; but now that the Asiatic and

European civilizations, which crossed each other upon

that privileged soil, have disappeared, great towns are

scarcely to be found there any longer, neither are monu-

ments, nor roads ; industry still offers some resources, but

commerce there is in a pitiable condition, and in more

than one direction is to be found sterility and desolation.

It is in the vicinity of the seas and upon the western

portion of the plateau that the soil is most fertile ;
the

eastern portion, on the contrary, forms a kind of desert,

wherein pasture-ground only is to be found, and which is

totally devoid of that in many places.

Anatolia was formerly divided into different regions,

almost entirely physical ; those were, in going from east

to west, upon the Mediterranean : Cilicia, FamphjUa and

voT;. ir. c c
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Lycia ; in rcascending' the shore of the Archipelago

:

Caria, Lydia and Mysia ; then, to the north, upon the

Blaclv Sea : Blihyiria, PapJikif/onin and Pontus ; finally, the

centre or plateau formed Phryyia, Galaiia and Cappadocia.

It is after these ancient divisions that we are about to de-

scrilDc the country ; but, first of all, it must be premised

that, in the 1 1th century Anatolia was divided into a

great number of Turkish principalities which had been

successively subjugated by the Ottomans, and which still

give their names to certain cyaJefs of Turkey in Asia.

These principalities were those of Karamania in Cappa-

docia and a part of Cilicia, with Iconium for the capital

;

of Krrmian in Phrygia, of Karasi in Mysia, with Perga-

mus for the capital ; of Sarou-Khan in Lydia, of A'idin in

Ionia, of Me?itesche in Caria, of Tekieh in Lycia and Pam-
phylia, of Hamid in Pisidia and Lycaonia, of Kastamouni

in Paphlagonia, &c.

1. Cilicia, Pampliylia and Lycia.

Cilicia extended from Alexandretta to the mouth, of the

Selinus ; it formed, in the early days of Ottoman history,

a part of the principality of Karamania ; there is to be

found

—

Payas, at the end of the Gulf of Alexandretta,

upon the ruins of Issus, celebrated by the victory of Alex-

ander over the Persians ; on the other side of the gulf

springs the Djihoun (Pyramus), which takes its rise at the

junction of the Taurus with the Am anus, and the valley of

which, naturally fertile, remains uncultivated, and is only

inhabited by a few tribes of Turkomans.
To the west of Cape Kara-Dagh, the coast forms a

fresh gulf, in which are the mouths of the Sarus and the

C3'dnus.

The learns or SiJioun has its source in the plateau of

Asia Minor, in Karamania, to the north of the Taurus

;

it crosses the chain in a deep defile, known by the name
of the Gate of Judas, waters Adana, situated in a district
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abounding in timber used for ship-building, and then falls

into the sea.

The Cydnus descends from the southern reverse of the

Taurus, waters Tarsous, a flourishing town, peopled with

30,000 inhabitants, and terminates in the plain of Sarus, a

little to the west of that river.

In following the coast, the mouth of the Lamas, a small

river is seen, which separates Cilicia Campestris from
Cilicia Trachoma (mountainous) ; the mountains then ap-

proach the coast, and at some distance Selefkeh (Seleucia

Trachaea) is met with, upon the right bank of the Selef

(Calycadmus), in which the German Emperor Frederick

Barbarossa was drowned. Afterwards, the coast reascends

on the north-west and forms the large gulf of Satalia

;

there are to be found the ruins of Selinonte (Trajanopolis),

where Trajan died, and finally the mouth of the Selinus.

Pampliylia, which forms with Lycia the Turkish State

oiLekieh, occupies the circumference of the Grulf of Satalia

as far as Cape Kelidonia. Upon the northern coast of the

gulf are found the mouths of the Euryinedon, celebrated by
the victory of Cimon over the Persians, and of the Cata-

racfes, which descends from the central plateau and tra-

verses theTaurus ; then Satalia (Attalia), built amphithea-
trically at the foot of the Taurus, and peopled with from
7,000 to 8,000 inhabitants ; it was famous in the time of
the Crusades, and is still flourishing,

Lycia occupies the extremity of a promontory jutting

out towards the south, between Cape Kelidonia and the

gulfof Macri; the little isles of Kelidonia lie off its coast,

with the ruins of Myra and those of Pafara.

2. Caritty Ljydia, and Mysia.

At J\[acri, which offers the best anchorage of the
littoral, commences the coast of Carta, which reascends,

to the north-west, as far as the mouth of the Meander,
and formed in the Middle Ages the Turkish state of

c c 2
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lifcnicscJic. After tlie gulf of IMacri, the coast begins to

rise and becomes more and more indented ; all the penin-

sulas that it forms constituted the Greek province of

Boris. There opens the gulf of Loride, beyond which is

the promontory of Crio, with a village built on the ruins

of Cnidus. From thence, the gulf of Cos, or the Ceramic

gulf, to the north of which is Boudroum (the ancient

Halicarnassus), a port defended by a poor citadel. To
the north of the promontory of Boudroum is the gulf

of Hasscnii-KaJessi, where is found Balalscha, a miserable

vilUige built upon the ruins of Miletus, to the south and
near the mouth of the Meander. The Mendres (Meander),

a great river, famous for its windings, formed to the south

the boundary of Li/dia or of the Grreek province of Ionia ;

that river rises in a small lake, upon the central plateau

;

it descends the western flanks of the plateau by a gorge

defended by the fort of Kanosi, is increased on the left by
the Lycus, which waters the ruins of Laodicea, passes

near Guzel-Hissar (the ancient Magnesia of the Meander)

and terminates to the north of the ruins of Miletus.

On turning round the promontory formed by Mount
Mycale, stands Scala-Nova (Neapolis), a commercial town
of 10,000 inhabitants, protected by forts, and above

Ayalask, a wretched hamlet built upon the ruins of

Bphesus, and situated at the mouth of the Caijstcr, a small

river which descends from the Tinohis and Messor/is moun-
tains by several arms. Cape Myonese, to the west of the

ruins of Lebedos, shuts in on the north the gulf of Ephe-

sus, above which is the bay of Siadjick, where are found

the ruins of Teios and the fort oi Siadjick.—The coast after-

wards projects on the west, the great promontory of

Chizomena, the western side of which, facing the isle of

Scio, presents the bay of 2'scJiesme, with a harbour ren-

dered famous by the battle of 1770, in wliich the Rus-

sians destroyed the Turkish fleet. On doubling Cape

Kara-Bouroum the fine gulf of Smyrna is seen, which,

with its winding contours, has a depth not less than from

40 to 45 kilometres. Its eastern coast is very nearly parallel

to its western, and forms on the north the peninsula of
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Phocaa, which, with Cape Ivara-Bouroiim, shuts the en-

trance to the gulf.

Smyrna, the emporium of all the commerce of the

Levant, a town the most European and the most civilized

of all Turkey, rises in an amphitheatre from the edge of

the sea, upon the flanks of Mount Sipylus ; it has a good
port defended by two castles. Like the majority of

oriental cities, it is badly built and badly ventilated ; the

interior is dirty and as uninviting as its external appear-

ance is seductive ; the Frank quarter is the only part con-

structed in European fashion. The population, estimated

at 120,000 inhabitants, is composed of Turks, Greeks,

Armenians, Jews and Europeans (about 15,000). Its

foundation is attributed to Alexander the Grreat ; it was
the capital of the Turkish principality of A'idin, which
comprehended all Ionia; taken by Tamerlane in 1402, it

passed under the Ottoman domination in 1409. The
Smyrna of Homer appears to have been some three kilo-

metres more to the north-west, towards the fountain of

the Baths of Diana. The environs are of an extreme fer-

tility.

Having its source in Mount Dindymene, the Sarahat or

Hermus, falls into the gulf of Smyrna. Its valley is wide
and formed of fine plains where it waters Kolah ; below
that town it turns to the west and passes by Magnesia, a
town of pleasant aspect, with about 15,000 inhabitants,

and renowned for its commerce in cotton. The Hermus
receives, on the west, the Padolus, which waters the vil-

lage of Sart, built upon the ruins of the ancient Sardis,

the capital of Asia Minor.
The Hermus separates Lydia from Mysia, the coast of

which forms the Greek province of ^olia, and extends

towards the peninsula of Cyzicus, in the Propontis.

Next, at first is found the peninsula of Vhoc(Ea, which
presents on the south the ancient bay of Plioca3a, the

cradle of the colonists who founded Marseilles, and to

the north that of the new Phocaca, defended by a fort

;

finally, further to the north, lies the bay oi Cunies.

Beyond the peninsula of Phocaca, the coast of Mysia
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forms, two large gulfs, those of Sanderli and Adramiti, sepa-

rated by the point of Cydonia, opposite the isle of Lesbos.

At the extremity of the first the Cdicus empties itself,

which rising in the western branches of the Kodja-Dagh,
runs downwards past Ferf/amus, the ancient capital of the

kings of the Attains dynasty and the old capital of the

Ottoman Kingdom of Karasia, situated at the foot of

niSSARLIK (uLl) troy).

a hill that the Acropolis dominates, and in the midst of a

plain renowned for its cotton.

Between this gulf and that of Adramiti (Adramyttium)
are the ruins of Cydonia, a pretty Greek village, remarkable

in the last century for its educational establishments, and
the inhabitants of which have been dispersed by the

Turks throughout the Archipelago. Afterwards, at the ex-

tremity of the gulf Adramti is found, situate at the foot
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of Mount Ida, in the midst of a plain abounding in olive-

trees.

Between Cape Baba and Cape Sigseum stands Eakl-

Stamboid (Alexandria Troas), a large city built by Alexan-
der the Great, the ruins of which have supplied materials

for the construction of edifices in Constantinople during

two centuries.

To the north of Cape Sigseum is the mouth of the

Simois, which descends from Mount Ida across the valley

of ^neia, waters, on the left, Pounar-BacJii, said to be
built upon the site presumably of Tru^ or lUiun, the citadel

of which (Pergamos) crowns the height, and after a course

of 75 kilometres, terminates at the entrance to the

Hellespont. The Simois formerly blended its mouths
with those of the Scamander, a water-course of 17
kilometres, situated more to the south, which has been
deflected not long since to the south-west by a canal which
runs in a direction opposite to Tenedos,

Upon the coast of the Sea of Marmora (Propontis) the

mouths of several small rivers are found : the most cele-

brated is the Graniens, which descends from the northern

branches of Mount Ida, and upon whose banks Alexander
defeated the Persians.

3. Bilk t/ilia, Fontus, and PapUaxjonia.

The province of Bithynia extends from the mouth of

the Tarsius as far as that of the Parthenius. It is memo-
rable as having been the first important ^^osition of the

Ottomans. The first noticeable place therein, upon the

coast of the Propontis, is the peninsula of Cyzicus, where
at the present time stands the village of Peraino, situated

upon the site of Cyzicus, so celebrated formerly for its

harbours, its arsenals, and its fortifications.

Between the peninsula and the opening of the Gulf of

Moudania, runs the Souscyherlu (Macestus), which de-

scends from the northern reverse of the Kodja-Da(j}i, and
is swollen by a great number of afHuents, the most celc-
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brated of wliicli are, on the right, tlie Blii/iulficiis, which
traverses the lake of Ahoidwuu, and the Niloufer, the two
sources of which comprehend between them Mount
Olympus. Upon the northern slopes of that mountain
erects itself amphitheatrically the town of Broiism (Prusa),

the ancient abode of the Bitliynian kings and the Ottoman
sultans, one of the finest in Turkey. It carries on a

commerce which extends to the utmost confines of Asia,

has manufactories renowned for their carpets and silks,

the silk being the richest product of the country ; it pos-

sesses 125 mosques, fine fountains, thermal springs, and
100,000 inhabitants. It is surrounded by walls flanked

with towers, and protected by a citadel which is crowned
by Mount Olympus : its environs are delightful.

At the extremity of the Grulf of Moudania (Cius), the

waters of the lake Ascanius disperse themselves, at the

eastern point of which formerly stood Niccea, celebrated

by the Council of 412 and the battle of 1097, won by the

Crusaders over the Seljoukides : it is now a miserable

village known as Iznik.

The G-ulf of Nicomedia, the ancient Grulf of Astacus, is

very deep, and runs up into the land as far as Nikomid or

Ismid, a village built upon the ruins of Nlcomedla, taken

by the Ottomans in 1330. The northern coast of this

gulf trends towards the north-west, to form afterwards, in

a north-easterly direction, the Thracian Bosphorus. At
the entrance of the strait stands first the village of Kadi-

Keui, the ancient Chalcedou, and afterwards Scutari.

On quitting the Bosphorus to enter the Black Sea, Riva,

a small port in a tolerably accessible bay, is passed ; and
KaJjjc, a little town remarkable by the fine woods that

border it. The coast then trends from Kalpe to Heraclea,

a very open gulf, into which, at its extremity, the 8an-

karia (Sangarius) falls.

That river takes its rise on the plateau which dominates

Angora (Ancyra) ; it waters that town, the ancient capital

of Galatia, which is still sufficiently flourishing, and cele-

brated by the victory of Tamerlane over Bajazet ; it is

surrounded by a double enciente, and has a population of
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20,000 inhabitants. Its territory is bare, but fertile in

pasturage, on which feed goats, famed for the beauty of

their hair. After numerous windings, in which it bathes

the ruins of Gordium, lying at the foot of Mount Gordius,

and those of Pessinunte, the Sangarius descends from the
plateau; it receives, on the left, the Poursah (Tymbrius),

which descends from Mount Dindymene, waters Kufat/c

or Koutaich (Cotyseum), a large town of 30,000 inhabi-

tants, chief town of the Turkish princij^ality of Kermian
and EskiscJiehr (Doryloeum), celebrated by the battle of

1097, won by the Crusaders, and the environs of which
were the cradle of the Ottoman power.* The river after-

wards bends to the north-west, as far as its confluence

with the Gallus, which descends from Mount Olympus
;

it then turns definitively to the north and runs thus as

far as the sea.

After having passed on the coast the little decayed
town of Heraclea, the mouth of the Parthenius is reached,

where Papldagonia begins, which formed, in the early days

of Turkish history, the kingdom of Kasfamouni. The
Parthenius, taking its rise on the plateau of Angora,
waters Karadjour, Tcherlis, and terminates to the south of

Amasra, a small town of 6,000 inhabitants, with a good
harbour ; the country around is of extraordinary fertility.

Beyond Amasra, the small ports of Kidros and InehoJi

are found ; then, towards the most northern point of the

coast, Sinoije, a small town situated upon the isthmus of a
peninsula, and which has two roadsteads, tlie one to the

north-west, the other to the south-east ; tlie latter is safe

for ships of war, and the only one frequented. Sinope

had a ship-building yard, and was the first maritime
arsenal of the Turks before they had captured Constanti-

nople • it is the most vulnerable point in all Asia Minor,
and was burnt in 1853 by the Russians, at the same time
that they destroyed the Turkish fleet.

Beyond Sinope commences Pontus, and then the mouth
of the KiziI-Eruicd(Ki\\j^)\s> found, the most considerable

river of Anatolia by the length of its course and volume
* See Book II. Chap. iii. § 1.
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of water. It rises upon the southern slopes of the phiteau
of little Armenia, and waters Sicas (Sebaste), the ancient
capital of that country, now the chief town of a Turkish
province, situated in a lofty and very fertile plain ; it is

surrounded by walls, flanked with towers, with an old
citadel on a height. Its population is estimated at 35,000
inhabitants. It is, with Erzeroum, the key of Turkey on
the eastern side, as opening the route of the plateau of
Anatolia. The Halys then runs at the foot of the slopes

of Mount Argis-Dagh, and receives a small stream which
comes from Kaisarieh (Cassarea), the ancient capital of Cap-
padocia ; it bends again towards the north across Galatia, is

increased by a little affluent passing by Yousgat, a town of

10,000 inhabitants, containing some tolerably fine edifices;

separates Paphlagonia from Pontus, and, after large and
numerous windings, terminates below Bafra, in the Black
Sea.

Below the mouth of the Halys, there opens upon the
coast the much-frequented small harbour of Samsoun
(Amisus), then the mouth of the JeJdl-Ermak (Iris). That
river is formed of two parallel arms which rise on the
plateau of Little Armenia ; the western Iris passes near
Tokat, a large town of 40,000 inhabitants, situated in a
fine valley, and built upon three hills, separated by ravines
and crowned with small forts. It carries on a large com-
merce in silk-stuffs and copper, manipulated in the environs.

Thence, the Iris turns towards the north, waters Amasieh
(Amasia), a large and formerly very flourishing town, but
now having only 10,000 inhabitants : it is the birth-place

of Strabo
; it traverses a gorge, on the north of which it

receives, on the right, near the ruins of Eupatoria, the
eastern Iris, which waters no remarkable place, but which
opens the high road from Constantinople to Erzeroum

;

finally it falls into the Gulf of Samsoun.
Proceeding coastwise, the mouth of the Thermodon is

reached, next some miserable little harbours occupied by
fishermen and the coasting-trade, in magnificent positions
and in very fertile territories

—

OunieJi, Kerisoun (the

ancient Cerasus), Tireboli, finally Trebizonde (Trapezus), a
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decayed city, tliougli still containing 30,000 inhabitants,

important by its fortitications, but having a bad roadstead.

This place, once the capital of a Greek Empire founded
by the Comnenes and destroyed in 1461-2, by Mahomet
II., stands upon the flanks of a hill and is walled-in. It

is one of the chief centres of commerce between Constan-

tinople and the interior of Asia, and one of the keys of

Anatolia.

Beyond Trebizonde there is only Batoum, already

described.

4. Galatia, Phrygia, and Cappadocia.

The basins of the Sangarius and the Halys having
given us the most important places in Galatia and Cappa-
docia, it only remains to speak of Phrygia, the nucleus of

the plateaux of Asia Minor, an elevated, fl.at country inter-

sected by lakes, deserts and marshes, wherein there is little

worthy of notice except Konieh (Iconium), a decayed town,

the ancient residence of the Seldjoukide sultans of Bourn,
former chief town of the Turkish principality of Karainan^

near which, in 1833, a battle was fought between the

troops of Mehemet Ali and those of Sultan Mahmoud.
Konieh is situated to the east and at the foot of Mount
Lycaon, not far from a small lake.

The whole interior of Asia Minor, which once contained

so many flourishing towns, is now only inhabited by
nomad hordes of Turkomans, descendants of former dwel-

lers in Upper Asia, who having retained the pastoral and
hospitable manners of their ancestors, govern themselves,

and only pay a tribute to the Sultan.

Asia Minor has a surface of 130,000 kilometres square.

It is estimated that its population, which amounted, it is

said, formerly to twenty-five million inhabitants, does not
now exceed seven millions, of whom two millions are

Christians. The Mussulman population is composed of
wandering tribes and settled tribes : the latter are the
Osmanlis, the descendants of the conquerors, who consider
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tliem selves as the most noble race of the whole Empire,

and who have, in fact, preserved most of the virtues of

their ancestors—courage, dignity, lo3^alty, and religious

zeal ; they look upon Constantinople and Turkey in Europe
only as an encampment and advanced posts, and Asia

Minor, whence have sprung the sons of Otliman, as the

true centre of the Empire. The loss of the Caucasus has

rendered that centre very vulnerable.

Seveml English officials have lately had leave given

them to make a tour in Asia Minor. They have come
back full of enthusiasm over the beauty of the scenery,

the fertihty of the land, the extent of the forests, the

size of the rivers and copious rainfall, and the unbounded
hospitality of the natives.

5. The Isles of Asia Minor.

1. Cyprus—the ancient Greek Kupros, the modern
Greek Kibris, the French Chi/pre, the Italian Cipro—is an
island of much renown, and was famous in the very old

world, long before the land which is now to rule it was even

known in the regions of light and letters. Thither early

came the Phoenicians to worship their goddess Astaroth
—the AsTARTE and Ahprouite of the Greeks—but when
they came and why they left history has left us no record.

Equally little do we know when the Greeks colonized the

island, though it is certain that long after they arrived the

Phoenicians formed a preponderating element in the popu-

lation, so that even at that remote period the Cypriotes

were very cliflerent from the Cretans, Rhodians, and other

islanders of the JEgean. At last we get a fact to come
and go on—and that is, Herodotus informs us that, 600
years before Christ, Amasis, the Egyptian king, conquered

it. Then in 525 B.C. it revolted and became a tributary

of Cambyses and the Persian Monarchy. In 500 B.C.

the Cypriotes aided the lonians in their revolt, but soon

again became such loyal and prosperous subjects of Persia

that when Xerxes invaded Greece the Cypriotes furnished
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a contingent of 150 ships to liis fleet. After tins, Cyprus
was a frequent battling ground between the rival j)owers,

and the cities of this prosperous island were eagerly

courted by the Greek and Persian kings for the sake of
their aid and influence. When Alexander the Great died,

the island, after various vicissitudes, passed into the hands
of Ptoleni}'-, King of Egypt—though in a few years
Demetrius, son of Antigonus, worsted him in the sea

fight off Salamis, and became lord of the island—cities,

farms, vineyards, forests and mines. But twelve years
afterwards Ptolemy again recovered it, and for more than a
century his dynasty ruled it. Indeed, during the decline

of the Ptolemaic famil}^, Cyprus was for eighteen years a
separate kingdom under Lathyrus ; but in 58 e.g., when
Ptolemy Auletes was king, the Eomans dispossessed him,
and thereafter it was a province of Csesar's Empire. Cyprus,
while under the Eomans, was notable for an event which
may possibly give it an interest in the eyes of the Hebrews.
Here, in 117 a.d., the Jews—who had established them-
selves in great numbers in the island—revolted, and
massacred—so it is said—240,000 of their neighbours.
Into CjqDrus Paul himself introduced Christianity ; and so

rapidly did the new religion take root and spread that, at

a very early date in its ecclesiastical history, we learn that
no less than thirteen bishoprics were established within its

bounds. When the Roman Empire fell into two, Cyprus
was allotted to the Byzantines, and, with a brief interval

during which the Arabs under Otliman, and again under
Haroun-al-Easchid (640 a.d. and 802 a.d.) possessed

themselves of it, it remained in the hands of the Emperors
of the East. In 1184, Isaac Comnenus, nephew of the
then Emperor, seized Cyprus, and reigned for some time
as an independant sovereign ; but in 1L91, Eichard Coeur-
de-Lion of England took it, and bestowed the sovereignty
on Guy de Lusignan, as some compensation for his loss of

the throne of Jerusalem. With the exception of a short
interregnum, when the Genoese seized the town of Fama-
gosta—Guy's descendants held the sovereignty for nearly
three centuries. But in 1487, Caterina de Cornaro, widow
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of James II., finding herself unable to cope with the

power of the Venetian Republic, accepted a sufficient bribe

and abdicated, and thus Cyprus once more changed masters.

The Doges kept their sfrasp on it for eighty years. Then,

in 1570, Selim 11. of Turkey landed with (50,000 men,

and after the usual measures characteristic of Ottoman
warfare—massacres, treachery, and outrage—subdued the

whole island.

In 1704, and again in 1823, there were insurrections,

and, of course, massacres ; but these the Cypriotes were

only too familiar with. The Hebrews massacred, the

Romans massacred, the English massacred, and the Turks
commenced their invasion by destroying Salamis,

which up to 646 had been the capital. Then, in

1570, when Selim took Nicosia, the then capital, he

put 20,000 people to the sword; and when Famagosta,

the chief commercial town, surrendered, in defiance

of the terms of the capitulation, as already re-

corded, slew more of the people, and put to death with

inhuman tortures the Venetian Governor, Bragadino.

The horrible truth is that Mustapha Pacha flayed him
alive, and after stuffing his skin with hay, paraded it

through the town astride a cow. He then hung it at the

yardarm of his galley, and in this guise sailed through

the Mediterranean ! In 1823, accordingly, such a prece-

dent for slaughter having been established—after making
Smyrna flow with blood—10,000 troops landed from the

adjoining province of Syria, to spread desolation through
the island, and intimidate the inhabitants who had taken

up arms for the Greeks. " Every village," writes one of

the historians of these events, " was a scene of plunder

and bloodshed. The chief towns were sacked and burnt.

The Metropolitan, five bishops, and a multitude of other

ecclesiastics were put to death, the Christian population

butchered without distinction, and their wives and
daughters made the slaves of the ruthless assassins."

Under these calamities Cyprus had rapidly sunk ; and
though the increasing trade of the Levant could not fail

to be in some degree shared by it, yet the exactions of
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the Pachas and Zaptiehs, the villanous imposts of every
kind on commerce and agriculture, and the general in-

security of life and property have checked the prosperity

of Cyprus in all directions. Its once famous towns had
become miserable places—dead or dying—none of them,
with the exception of Larnaca, possessing more than 5,000
or 6,000 inhabitants. Famagosta—famous for its defence
against the Turks—was reduced to a poor place, with a
few hundred inhabitants, its crumbling walls only serving

to remind the visitor of its former splendour. The in-

habitants, said to have been a million under the Venetian
rule—though this is probably an over statement—do not
number at present 200,000. They have been slain,

starved, or enslaved, and at the date of the Greek in-

dependence thousands fled to a freer rule. At present the
Turks, who contribute only a third of the population, are

a fanatical race, while the Greeks bear an unenviable
reputation for roguery. But the Cretans and the
Cypriotes have always since the days of Epimenides

—

" one of your own poets," quoted by St. Paul, borne the
reputation of liars and rascals. And w^ith such examples
as they have had before them it would be remarkable had
they been anything else. The last Consular Report so

aptly describes the recent condition of Cyprus that the
words of that authoritative document may well be quoted.
" Public works," writes Mr. Ridley, " there are none to

record, either begun or ended. The shipping ports con-

tinue in the same state of neglect and dilapidation as

depicted in my report of 1874. Vizierial orders to

provincial governors have not been wanting, enjoining

the construction of roads, quays, jetties, &c., but as no
funds are provided or set apart for these purposes, the
urgent orders do not go practically any further than their

being recorded and duly applauded in the European
journals ; and in the present deplorable financial position

of Turkey, it is vain even to expect expenditure on any
useful public works, there being an endless pressure for

money and a continual drain of every penny from the pro-

vincial treasuries. The net revenue %t" Cyprus during the
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financial year is, with presumably tolerable accuracy,

computed at over 20,000,000 piastres, all of which is

drained from the island to help imperial necessities at the

capital. The promulgation of the recent firman of reforms

has in no way excited the confidence or enthusiasm of the

people, and it is only too probable that, like its numerous
predecessors, it will remain practically a dead letter

;

indeed, it may be reasonably doubted whether the pro-

vincial governors and local courts be sufficiently intelligent

to comprehend or put in force its otherwise excellent

provisions, while some of its enactments are at such

variance with Mahomedan ethics that it can hardly be

expected that they can be either recognized or enforced

by consistent Mahomedans." Such is the state of the island

we have taken in hand.

Cyprus is the most eastern island of the Mediterranean,

and lies off" the Coast of Syria. It is 145 miles in length,

extreme breadth 55 miles, and its minimum breadth 27
miles, having an area of 4,500 square miles—about the

size of Jamaica—or nearly a third less than Yorkshire.

Its form is very nearly that of a parallelogram, the four

summits of which may be marked by capes Salizano and
Cormachiti on the north, Grego and Gatte on the south,

and which could be prolonged on the north-east by a very
tapering promontory as far as Cape Saint-Andre, A
mountain chain, more or less sinuous, traverses it from
Cape Saint-Andre on the north-east as far as Cape Blanc
on the south-west ; the culminating point is Mount Sainte-

Croix (Olympus), which throws out a counter-scarp towards
the east. Between the chain and that counter-scarp

extends a valley in wliich stands the capital, Nicosia, a

large and strong town, situated upon a small water-course

which empties itself to the north of Cape Grego, near
Famagosta. Upon the southern coast, at the foot of

Mount Sainte-Croix, are found the ruins of Amathonte

;

upon that of the south-west, to the north of Cape Blanc,

are the two Paphos ; to the north of Nicosia and at the
foot of the mountains, Cythera. The climate varies in
different parts ; the northern region is the most hilly and
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wooded, and the least fertile ; and the heat in that

district is tempered by the winds from the Ivaramanian
mountains, which preserve the frozen snow in the highest

spots during the greater part of the year. The cold is

very severe in winter. In the plains in the southern

districts of Cyprus the heat of the sun is excessive, but is

moderated by the sea breezes. It is a very important
possession, and whence are dominated the shores of

Anatolia, Egypt and Syria : what are its resources, and
what its prospects under its new rulers, will be discussed

elsewhere.

2. Rhodes, so celebrated in antiquity by its laws, its

civilization, and its wealth, now ruined, but always im-
portant by its situation, which commands the navigation

of the Eastern Mediterranean. It extends, in its greatest

length, from south-west to north-east, opposite the coast

of the ancient Doris. The city, situated at the northern
extremity of the island, is one of the strongest places in

Turkey, and its port, one of the principal maritime
establishments. It was captured by the Turks from the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, in 1523.

The other principal islands are :

—

Siisam (Samos), a

Greek and Christian island, opposite Ephesus, which
enjoys self-government under the protection of the Sultan,—Scio (Chios), separated by a narrow channel from the

promontory of Clazomense, formerly the richest and most
civilized of the Archipelago, ruined by the Turks in 1822,
and reduced from 100,000 inhabitants to 14,000.

—

MyfUene
(Lesbos), flourishing, populous, and with good military

harbours.

—

Tenedos, the key of the Hellespont, &c.

VOL. II. D D
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CHAPTER VII.

Turkey in Asu. Syria and Arabia.

1. Mountains of Syria.

It has been shown that from Mount Taurus towards the
sources of the Pyramus the chain of the Amanus moun-
tains is detached. The Amanus mountains (Ahna-Dagh),
which aj^proach the Mediterranean on the south-east,

separate Cilicia from Syria, leaving only two narrow
passages, the one towards the Euphrates called the Amanian
Gates, from Marach to Aintab, the other, towards the

sea, called the Syrian Gates, from Alexandretta to Antioch
;

these two cols are celebrated in all the invasions of the

interior of Asia, and notably in those of Alexander, who
fought near the last-named the battle of Issus.

The Amanus terminates, upon the right bank of the
Orontes by Mount Pierus, the heights of which crown the

low valley of the river, and by them it is united, on the

other bank, to Mount Cassius, a lofty peak situate to the

south of Antioch, and where the Lihanus (Lebanon)
commences.
The chain of the Libanus extends from north to south,

in Syria, following the sinuosities of the coast, and sepa-

rates into two principal branches : the Lihanus, properly

so called, which rises to a height of 3,4-00 metres, extends

to the south-east of Tripoli between the Eleutheros and
the Leontes, and is prolonged by the mountains of Judaea
and Mount Thabor towards Jerusalem ; the Anti-Libanus,

situate on the side of the plains of Damascus, which has
an elevation of 4,800 metres. The Libanus and the

Anti-Libanus form towards liaalbec a narrow valley, the

ancient Coelo-Syria, through which run in an inverse

sense the two rivers the Eleutheros and the Leontes.
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The Anti-Libanus is prolonged on one side to the east of

the Eleutheros, forming thus the western belt of the

Orontes, whilst on the other side it forms the eastern belt

of the valley of the Jordan. As for the eastern belt of

the basin of the Orontes, it is formed by a chain not very

clearly defined, attached on the north to the Amanus
towards Aintab, and composed of mountains of conical

form, of an uncertain connection and which, like the

mountains of Algeria, are most frequently united by their

bases or effaced on the east towards the Arabian desert

in vast plateaux, such as are those of Aleppo and
Damascus.
The chain of the Libanus is composed therefore, defi-

nitively, of two chains linked together by the Anti-Libanus
on the north of Damascus : the oriental one slightly

defined in the north to the east of the Orontes, and
more strongly delineated in the south by the prolongation

of the Anti-Libanus on the east of the Jordan ; the

western one, comprehending the Libanus and the moun-
tains of Judasa which are the prolongation of it. The
Libanus, with its mass of 4,000 metres, which rises

abruptly on the edge of the sea, its peaks of dazzling

whiteness, its flanks covered with the noblest forests, its

intricacies dotted with villages and fortified monasteries,

its torrents tumbling from the loftiest heights, the rich

vegetation of its slopes, its sky of a splendid serenity, the

fine sea over which it impends, the vicinity of the desert,

the historic associations which arrest one at almost every

step, presents the most majestic aspect, the most poetic

contrasts, and forms one of the most interesting chains in

the world.

The heights which, under tlie name of Djehel-Seir and
Djebd-Ilairas, rise to the south of the Dead Sea and wind
about in the north-western part of Arabia, are the last

summits of the Libanus, a counter-slope of which termi-

nates by the culminating point of Sinai at the extremity

of the lied Sea. The Libanus is considered as prolonging

itself to the south-west across the Isthmus of Suez, enter-

ing Africa to continue the belt of water-shed of the

D u 2
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Indian Ocean, whilst to the south and to the south-west

its extremities are lost in the high deserts of the north of

Arabia. That peninsula seems occupied by an immense
plateau surmounted and crowned by mountains which, as

it is thought, extend irregularly in all directions, some-

times rising to a great height, sometimes interrupted by
vast and arid plains ; the principal chain appears to skirt

the coast of the Eed Sea as far as Cape Bab-el-Mandeb.

2. Coasts and Towns of Syria.

The long reach of country comprised between the

Libanus and the Mediterranean, so populous, so fertile, so

civilized in ancient times, the theatre of so many marvels

and revolutions, is now waste, barbarous, arid, and the

remnants of twenty races of men who have passed over

that once famous land vegetate amongst ruins. Among
the peoples who inhabit it, we shall mention the Syrians,

the ancient possessors of the country, confounded with

the Greeks, who deprived them of it, then the Arabs and

the Turks, who by turns conquered it ; besides Jews, there

are also found tribes from every quarter of the East

:

Ansaris, Miitiialis, Druses, Maronites, Kurds and Turkomans.

The Arabs form the chief population of the countries, and

hordes of Bedouins, or nomad Arabs, are scattered over

the plains which extend to the east of the Dead Sea as far

as the Euphrates ; the Turks and the Greeks inhabit the

towns ; the Kurds and the Turcomans are met with

especially in the valley of the Orontes, and the other

tribes live in the mountains. It is in the interior of the

Libanus, or fhe Mountain, that dwell the two celebrated

and often hostile peoples—the Maronites and the Druses.

The first are Eoman Catholics and, from the time of the

Crusades, placed under the protection of France ; we

have had often to speak of them in the course of this

history. The Ansaris, who adore the sun, are also found

in the Libanus, whilst the Mictualis, Mussulmans, have

withdrawn into the Anti-Libanus.
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The area of Syria is estimated at 120,000 square kilo-

metres ; its population at 1,850,000 inhabitants, of whom
900,000 are Mussulmans (Turks, Arabs, Kurds, &c.),

20,000 Mutuahs, 80,000 Druses, 250,000 Maronites,

345,000 Greeks, and 165,000 Jews.

The two principal rivers of Syria are the Jordan and
the Orontes, the valleys of which are divided by a ridge

;

on the west of these two streams, some rivulets or torrents

escape towards the Mediterranean ; on the east some
others lose themselves in the deserts. The country is

thus found to be separated into two very distinct regions :

the flat and the mountainous country.

The mountainous region occupies the centre of Syria,

that is to say, it comprehends the Libanus and the

Anti-Libanus, with the mountains of Judaea which form
a continuation to the west of the Jordan ; the flat region

comprehends all the littoral and the eastern chain of Syria,

with the plateaux of AlejDpo and Damascus which
bound it on the east, and the basins of the Orontes and
of the Jordan which limit it on the west. The moun-
tainous region yields oil, wine, silk and wood both for fuel

and building purposes ; the flat country produces cereals,

fruits of every sort and tobacco; the part the most
naturally fertile is the eastern region, but the vicinity of

the nomad tribes prevents its being cultivated. The only
minerals found here are iron and pit coal in small quantity,

salt and asphalte. The climate is very hot in the eastern

plains and upon the coasts, temperate in the valleys and
among the mountains.

The coast of Syria runs nearly in a straight line, and
slightly inclined to the south-west ; it offers few good
ports ; to the south, from the Isthmus of Suez as far as

Mount Carmel, extends the ancient Palestine, a level plain,

bordered on the east by the mountains of Juda?a, watered
only by a few torrents, and nevertheless very fertile.

The principal ports found there are :

—

1. El Arish (Ehinocolura) a strong place situated at the
entrance of the Syrian desert and belonging to Egypt

;

taken by the French in 1799.
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2. Gaza, a small and ancient town, the key of Syria

on the south, situated at some five kilometres from the

sea, on a plain fertile in dates and sugar canes ; taken

by Alexander and Napoleon.

3. Ascahn, of which only the ruins remain, upon the

brink of a torrent descending from the mountains of

Judiea; battle in 1099 gained by the crusaders over the

Mussulmans.
4. Joppa (Jaffa), a small port, the nearest to Jerusalem ;

the town, built amphitheatrically, is very poorly fortified.

5. KaisarieJi (Caesarea), important in the time of the

crusades, now deserted.

6. Kaifa, a small town situate at the foot of Mount
Carmel, to the south of a bay into which falls the

Kison.

7. Sai7it-Jean-d^Acre (Acco, or Ptolemais), a very

strong town and very celebrated in the time of the cru-

sades ; taken by Philip Augustus and Eichard Coeur-de-

Lion ; besieged fruitlessly by Bonaparte in 1799; taken
by the English in 1840 when defended by the troops of

the Pacha of Egypt, Mehemet Ali. It is surrounded on
three sides by the sea, and is only accessible on the land

side by a point defended by a fort. It is the most southern

town of the Phoenician littoral, which extended from
Mount Carmel to Laodicea. It has only from 0,000 to

7,000 inhabitants.

8. Sour (Tyre), the queen of the sea in antiquity, the

capital of Phoenicia, which kept Alexander during twelve

months before its walls ; it is now only a mean town of

from 2,000 to 3,000 souls.

9. Sci/dc (Sidon), upon a slightly elevated plateau, a

new town with an open roadstead, the ancient Sidon was
at eight kilometres more to the east. Seyde is the empo-
rium of the commerce that comes from the interior

through Damascus and Baalbek.

10. Bcijrout (Berytus), important in antiquity and in

the time of the crusades, now a harbour much frequented.

11. Tripoli (Tripolis) is situated in a small plain

between the sea and the Libanus, to the south of the
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moutli of the Kadicha ; it has a harbour defended by a

castle.

12. Tortosa (Orthosia), a wretched village opposite an
islet upon which once stood the great town of Aradus.

] 3. Ladikieh or LatakieU (Laodicsea), founded by
Seleucus Nicator, is the prettiest town in Syria ; it is

well built and situated upon a promontory which advances
towards the island of Cyprus ; its harbour is only capable

of receiving vessels of light draught. It carries on a

large commerce in wine and tobacco with Egypt : 7,000
inhabitants.

The principal streams which water this coast are :

—

1. The Klsony a torrent that runs from the south-east

to the north-west across the valley of Esdrelon, the most
fertile of Judsea, which opens between Mount Thabor

(COO metres) on the east, and Mount Carmcl (650 metres)

on the west ; this valley has been the place of encamp-
ment for every nation which has invaded Judaea, from
Nebuchadnezzar down to Napoleon ; there lies Nazareth,

Cana, on the north-west of Mount Thabor, upon the way
from Acre to Damascus, and a host of other celebrated

places.

2. The Kasmie (Leontes), which springs in the Cwlo-

Sp'ia, at the foot of the ruins of Baalbek, the ancient and
ojDulent Heliopolis, flows from the north-east to the south-

west in a very deep and very fertile valley between the

Libanus and Anti-Libanus, and terminates at ten kilo-

metres to the north of Tyre. The valley of the Leontes,

which has a length of about forty kilometres by thirteen

or fourteen in breadth, is inhabited at j)i'esent by the

Mutiialis.

3. The Eleutheros (now the Naar-eJ-Kebir) descends

from the highest summits of the Libanus, inhabited by
the Ansaris, descendants of the ancient votaries of the

Old Ma7i of the Mountain ; it terminates to the north of

Latakia.

4. The Orontes takes its rise on the eastern slope of the

Anti-Libanus, and runs parallel to that chain from south-

east to north-west; it waters Hems (Emesa), a town of
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from 3,000 to 4,000 inhabitants ; Ilomafh or llama
(Epiplianius), a town of from 7,000 to 8,000 inhabitants,

in a ^orge through which passes the route from Aleppo
to Damascus ; Faiitich (Apamia), a half-ruined town, at the

origin of a small lake which the river runs through, and
celebrated for its pastures, whereon formerly fed, it is

stated, 30,000 mares and 300 stallions ; Antakieh (the

ancient Antioch), formerly the metropolis of the East,

now reduced to 10,000 inhabitants from the 600,000
which it had in the time of the Romans ; it was taken by
tlie Crusaders in 1097, and destroyed by the Mamelukes
in 1:209. Below Antakieh, the river, passing between the

Pierus on tlie right, and the Cassius on the left, throws

itself into the sea, a little to the south of the ruins of the

ancient Seleucia,

3. Palestine.

To the south of Syria, between the two Libanus, lies

the inner basin of the Jordan, which constitutes the

largest portion of the ancient Palestine or Jndcea. That
so celebrated river has its birth in Mount Hermon, upon
the western slope of the Anti-Libanus, runs through Lake
Merom, then the Lake of Tiberius (Genesareth), to the

west of which was Galilee, where stands Mount Thabor, a

detached peak of the Libanus, and celebrated by the

victory of the French over the Arabs in 1799. The
Jordan, on emerging from Lake Tiberius, continues to

flow to the south, leaving on the west all the country of

Samaria, in which stands Sebasta, a small village which
has replaced the ancient Samaria, the capital of the kings

of Israel ; Naphmse (Sicliem and Neapolis) and Rihah, a

miserable hamlet upon the ruins of Jericho. Then it

throws itself, after a course of 100 kilometres, into the

lake Bahr-el-Louth (the Dead Sea, or Lacus Asphaltites).

This lake, so remarkable physically and historically, is shut

in between the blackish walls of two rough and arid chains,

which form for it a long basin dug out of a clayish soil,
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mingled with beds of bitumen, salt, and soda ; it contains

no fish, and its shores, as well as the mountains that

surround it, wear an aspect of the most frightful desola-

tion ; it has an extent of fourteen mjriametres square,

and is sunk some 420 metres below the Mediterranean
level. On the west of this lake, " at the centre of these

mountains," says Chateaubriand, " an arid basin is found
shut in on all sides by yellow, rocky peaks ; their summits
open only towards the east to allow the gulf of the Dead
Sea and the distant mountains of Arabia to be seen. In
the midst of this region of stones, within the precincts

of a wall, some melancholy ruins may be descried ; a few
sparse cypresses, bushes of aloes and nopals, a few decayed
Arab huts, resembling whited sepulchres, cover that mass
of ruins: that is melancholy Jerusalem!"

—

Jerusalem

(Hierosolyma of the Romans, Koudsi-Cherif, the Holy
City of the Turks) occupies the lower part of Mount Sion,

the mount of Acra and the Calvary ; it is surrounded with
walls flanked by towers, and skirted by the torrent Cedron,

which falls into the Dead Sea. It scarcely can boast of

20,000 inhabitants. Besieged, captured and destroyed by
the Romans in a.d. 70 ; rebuilt by Hadrian under the
name of -/Elia Capitolina ; taken by the Arabs in 637 a.d.,

by the Crusaders in 1099, by Saladin in 1188, by the

Turks in 1517. In its environs are the Mount of Olives,

the valley of JosapJiat, the villages of Bethany and Beth-

lehem : the first is to the east of Jerusalem, separated from
it by the Cedron ; the second is to the south of the

city, &c.

Two other inner basins, but very small, are situated to

the east of the Libanus and near the great desert ; those

of Lake Bahr-el-Merg and Lake Kincoin. Into the first

falls the river Baradi (Chrysorhoas), which passes bv
Damascus, the richest and most flourishing of the towns of

Syria, situated in a veritable garden of 240 kilometres

circumference, with a population of 150,000 inhabitants.

Damascus is fortified, has vast suburbs beyond its walls,

schools of letters and theology, manufactories of silk and
jewellery ; its sword-blades, formerly so famous, are still
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esteemed. Into Lake Kinco'in the Koue'ik throws itself,

after passing Alej^po (Bersea) or Kaleb, the capital of Syria,

almost entirely in ruins from the eartliquake of 1822.

Syria, formerly a dependency of the Pacha of Egypt, is

now tributary directly to the Sultan.

4. Arabia.

This vast peninsula, bounded by the Eed Sea, the Sea

of Osman, the Persian Gulf, the Euphrates, the mountains

of Syria and the Isthmus of Suez, is merely a square

plateau traversed by mountain chains, the order and direc-

tion of which are unknown, intersected by immense deserts

of sand, without deep valleys and without streams, inha-

bited by independent tribes, some nomad, others sta-

tionary. The coasts are generally fertile, as well as are

some of the small interior valleys ; but the heat is almost

everywhere intense, and affords but few products ; however,

coffee, balsam and the horse are the glory of Arabia.

Intermediate between Africa and Asia, junction of the

Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, this region was the

compulsory route of the commerce of India before the

discovery of the Cape of (rood Hope, and it has exercised

a very great influence over the destinies of the East, not

only by its position, but still more by the energetic, ardent

and intelligent character of its people. It was thence

sprang, as we have seen, the conquering religion of

Mahomet.
The largest portion of Arabia is nominally under the

dependence of the Sultan ; but, in reality, he only pos-

sesses the Hedjaz, in the vicinity of the Eed Sea, and
where are the Holy Cities of Islamism : 1. Mecca, a large

city celebrated as the birthplace of Mahomet, inhabited by
00,000 persons, and defended by three forts ; it possesses

a harbour at Djeddah, a town of much commercial activity,

with 30,000 inhabitants ; 2. Yatreb or Medinet-el-Nabi,

the city which contains the Prophet's tomb, with 30,000
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inhabitants ; Yambo is its port ; 3. Akaba, a village situate

upon tlie ruins of Asiongaber, whence the Phoenicians and
the Hebrews carried on commerce with Africa and India

;

4. Eldjjj, upon the ruins of Petra, to the north of which
stood Karack and Montreal, celebrated in the time of the

Crusades.
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SUMMARY OF THE BERLIN TREATY.

First meeting of the Congress I3th June, 1878 ; twentieth and
last meeting, Treaty signed, 13th July, 1878.

Articles 1-12.—Bulgaria constituted an autonomous Principality,

tributary to the Sultan ; the Balkans southern limit ; the Prince to

be elected by the population, approved by the Sultan and other
Powers

;
public laws and other details.

Articles 13-22.—New Province of Eastern Roumelia constituted
;

partially autonomous ; boundaries defined ; Christian Governor-
General to be appointed by the Sultan ; to be organized by an Austrian
Commission ; a Russian army of occupation to remain nine months.

Article 23.—Bosnia and Herzegovina to be occupied and admin-
istered by Austro-Hungary.

Articles 24-30.—Montenegro to be independent ; new frontiers
;

Antivari annexed.

Articles 31-39.—Servia to be independent, with new frontiers.

Articles 40-49.—Roumania to be independent, losing part of Bes-
sarabia to Russia, with compensation.

Articles 50-54.—Regulation of navigation of the Danube, &c.

Articles 55-57.—Legal reforms in Crete, &c.

Article 58.—The Porte cedes to Russia, Ardahan, Kars, and
Batoum, and settles boundaries.

Article 69.—Batoum to be a free commercial port.

Article 60.—Alasgird and Bayazid restored to Turkey.

Articles 61-62.—The Porte engages to realize legal reforms, and
to grant religious liberty, &c.

Article 63.—The Treaty of Paris (30th March, 1856) and of

London (13th March, 1871), maintained when not modified by this

Treaty.

Article 64.—Treaty to be ratified in three weeks' time. Ratified

3rd August, 1878.
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SUMMARY OF CHIEF EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
BERLIN TREATY SINCE ITS SIGNATURE.

1879. May 30.—Installation of Prince Alexander Vogorides (Aleko

Paclia) as Governor-General of tlie new State of Eastern Roumelia,

created by the Treaty of Berlin.

June 2G.—Abdication of Ismail I., Khedive of Egypt, in favour of

his son, Mohammed Tewfik, who is at once proclaimed.

July 8.—Entry of Prince Alexander, newly elected ruler of Bul-

garia, into Tirnova, eastern capital of the Principality.

September 8.—Occupation of the Turkish Sanjak of Novi-Bazar

by Austrian troops.

October 30.—Opening of the first Legislative Assembly of Bulgaria

by Prince Alexander I.

BULGARIA.

Constitution and Government of Bulgaria.—It was ordered by
Article 1 of the Treaty of Berlin that Bulgaria should be " constituted

an autonomous and tributary Principality under the suzerainty of

His Imperial Majesty the Sultan. It will have a Christian Govern-
ment and a National Militia." Art. 3 ordered, " The Prince of Bul-

garia shall be freely elected by the population and confirmed by the

Sublime Porte, with the consent of the Powers. No member of any
of the reigning Houses of the Great European Powers can be elected

Prince of Bulgaria."

By the constitution of 1879, the legislative authority is vested in

a single chamber, called the National Assembly of Bulgaria. The
members of it are elected by universal manhood suffrage, at the

rating of one member to every 20,000 of the population, " counting
both sexes." The Px-ince has the right of nominating, in addition, a
number of deputies equal to half the number returned by the popular
vote. The time of duration of the Assembly is four years, but it

may be dissolved at any time by the Prince, when new elections must
take place within four months.
Area and Population.—The boundaries of the Principality were

fixed by the Treaty of Berlin as follows:—"The Principality of

Bulgaria will include the following territories—the frontier follows

on the North the right bank of the Danube from the ancient fi^ontier

of Servia up to a ]ioint to be determined by a European Commission
to the East of Silistria, and from thence runs to the Black Sea to

the South of Mangalia, which is included in Roumanian territory.

The Black Sea forms the Eastern boundary of Bulgaria. On the
South the frontier follows upwards from its mouth the water way of

the brook near which are situated the villages Hodzakioj, Selam-Kioj,
Aivadsik, Kulibe, Sudzuluk, crosses obliquely the valley of the Deli-

Kameik, passes South of Belibe and Kemhalik and North of Hadzi-
mahale after having passed the Deli-Kameik at 2h kilometres above
Cengei, reaches the ci'est at a point situated between Tekenlik and
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Aidos-Bredza, and follows it by Karnabad Balkan, Prisevica Balkan,
Karan Balkan, to the N'orth of Kotel as far as Demir Kapu. It

proceeds by the principal cliain of tbe Great Balkan, the whole
extent of which it follows up to the summit of Korica. There it

leaves the crest of the Balkans, descending Southwards," &c., &c.
The accurate settlement of the frontiers of the Principality was left

to a European Commission, appointed by the signatories of the
Treaty of Berlin.

It must be remembered that the proximate estimate of the area of
Bulgaria and other provinces given in the foregoing geographical
description of Turkey (Book V.) was their extent previous to the
Treaty of Berlin.

Under the existing provisional arrangements, Bulgaria is divided
into nine provinces, namely, Widdin, Sistova, Rustchuk, Varna,
Tirnova, Sofia, Philippopolis, Slivno, and Skoblia or Uskup. Each
of these is subdivided into several arrondissements, or circles. The
capital of the Principality is the city of Philippopolis, on an island
of the river Maritza, here navigable, with a population of 45,000.
The other principal towns are Varna, with an estimated population
of 18,000 ; Shumla with 20,000 ; Rustchuk with 25,000 ; Tirnova
with 30,000; Gabrova, 15,000 to 20,000; and Widdin, 25,000 to
30,000. Besides these, there are 15 to 20 small towns of from 2,000
to 3,000 inhabitants each. The great majority of the population
live by the cultivation of the soil and the produce of their flocks
and herds.

Alexander I., born April 5, 1857, son of Prince Alexander of Hesse,
brother of the late Empress of Russia, was elected by the unanimous
vote of the Constituent Assembly, April 29, 1879. The Prince has
the grant of an annual civil list of 6,000,000 lei or £24,000, with
maintenance of a palace, or " Konak," at Sofia.

EASTERN" ROUMELIA.

Eastern Roumelia was created by the Treaty of Berlin, signed
July 13, 1878. It was ordered that a State or " Province," should
be formed South of the Balkans, which will take the name of
" Eastern Roumelia," and will remain under the direct political and
military authority of His Imperial Majesty the Sultan, under con-
ditions of administrative autonomy. By Articles 15-17 of the
Treaty it was further provided that the Sultan will have the right of
providing for the defence of the land and sea frontiers of the pro-
vince by erecting fortifications on those frontiers and maintaining
troops there. Internal order is maintained in Eastern Roumelia by
a native gendarmery assisted by a local militia. Regard shall be had
to the religion of the inhabitants in respect to the composition of
these corps, the officers of which are named by the Sultan, according
to the localities, who engages not to employ irregular troops, such as
Bashi-Bazouks and Cii'cassians, in the garrison of the frontiers.

Area and Populatiom.—The boundaries of Eastern Roumelia
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were fixed hy Art. 13 of the Treaty of Berlin, as follows :
—" Starting

from the Black Sea, the frontier line shall run from its mouth along
the valley of the stream, near which are situated the villages of

Hodzakioj, Selam Kioj, Arvadsik, Kulibe, Sudzuluk, crosses

obliquely the valley of Deli-Kameik, passes to the South of Belibe

and Kemhalik, and to the North of Hadzimahale, after having crossed

the Deli-Kameik at a distance of 2^ kilometres above Cengei, reaches

the crest of the mountains at a point between Tekenlik and Aidos-

Bredza, and follows it by the Karnabad Balkan, Prisevica Balkan,

K^zal Balkan, to the North of Kotel np to Demir Kapu. The
frontier passes by the principal chain of the Great Balkans, which it

follows throughout its whole length to the summit of Kosica. At
this point the Western frontier of Roumelia leaves the crest of the

Balkans, descending Southwards," &c., &c. The exact settlement of

the boundaries of the new State was left to a European Commission,
appointed by the signatories of the Treaty of Berlin.

The following are the exact figures of the official enumerators as

given in the Eastern Roumelian census, which was completed in last

July (1880): Bulgarians, 573,231; Mahometans, 174,769 ; Greeks,

42,516; Gipsies, 19,324; Jews, 4,177; Armenians, 1,306. In the

above enumeration, 15,000 Catholics and Protestant Bulgarians are

returned as Bulgarians ; but about 25,000 Pomaks or Mahometan
Bulgarians are returned as Mahometans, so that there are really about

600,000 Bulgarians, out of a total population of 923,179, in Eastern

Roumelia. The Greeks hardly exceed 5 per cent, of the population.

Agriculture is the chief occupation, but it is in a very backward
condition, and there is scarcely any trade.

The Treaty of Berlin, as might have been expected, has given

Herren Behm and Wagner, in the new issue (No. 6) of their well-

known " Bevolkerung tier Erde," no little difiiculty. They have,

however, gone into the whole subject most thoroughly, and the

result could scarcely be more satisfactory. They have made a plani-

metrical estimate of the areas of Rouniania and the countries of the

Balkan Peninsula on the basis of the Austrian staff map. With the

retrocession of Bessarabia to Russia and the acquisition of the

Dobrudscha, the area of Roumania is now found to be 129,947 square

kilometres, the population of which may be set down as 5,376,000.

Servia has been increased in area about one third, its present area

being 48,067 square kilometres, and its population 1,589,650. By
the treaty Montenegi-o received an addition of 5,109 square kilo-

metres, its present area being thus 9,475 square kilometres, and its

total population 286,000. European Turkey, with its more or less

dependent States and its almost total want of trustworthy statistics,

has evidently vexed the souls of these two painstaking geographers.

As the final result of much comparison of statistics they come to the

conclusion that the direct possessions of Turkey in Europe have an
area of 179,475 square kilometres and a population of 4,790,000;

Eastern Roumelia, 36,387 square kilometreSj and population 923,179
;
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Bulgaria 63,865 square kilometres, and population 1,965,474. Bosnia,
Herzegovina, and Novi-Bazar 6U,484 square kilometres, and popula-
tion of 1,187,879,—giving a total area for Europeaio Turkey and her
dependencies of 339,211 square kilometres, and a total population of

8,886,500. In Asia again, including Cyprus and Samos, Turkey has
remaining a territory of 1,899,206 square kilometres, with a popula-
tion of 16,320,000 ; so that the total possessions of dismembered
Turkey in Europe and Asia still cover an area of 2,238,417 square
kilometres, or about 864,000 square miles, and a population of

25,186,500.

THE TURKISH ARMY.

The actual strength of the Turkish army is, owing to the impos-
sibility of obtaining accurate information respecting its distribution,

the effective of the sevei'al units, and so forth, extremely difficult to

estimate; but according to the calculation made by a Prussian officer,

there were altogether some 150,000 to 160,000 men under arms at

the end of 1879. Of these, 30,000 were in Constantinople, Grallipoli,

Tjataldja, 20,000 in the vilayet of Adrianople, 15,000 in the vilayet

of Salonica, 40,000 in Thessaly and Epirus, 7,000 in Scutari and
the neighbourhood, 10,000 in Kossovo, 4,000 in Crete, 8,000 in Syria,

10,000 in Asia Minor, 10,000 in Mesopotamia, and 6,000 in Yemen.
Another Prussian officer, however, estimates that at the close of last

year (1879) there were more than 110,000 Turkish soldiers in European
Turkey. Early in the present year the peace establishment of the

Turkish army was further reduced ; but in July last the effective of

all the European Nizam battalions was raised to 800 men, so that at

the present time there may be between 95,000 and 100,000 sol lit r^

in Pjuropean Turkey ; but of these more than half may be set down
as recruits. On the Grreek frontier, however, a large number oc

irregular troops have assembled ; but the strength of these, as well

as of the Albanian League, cannot be even approximately estimated.

The men of the regular army are well armed, but a large number of

them, being recruits called to the colours during the past summer,
are only very imperfectly trained; while, as officers, non-commissioned
officers, and men alike have received no pay to speak of for two years,

the discipline of tlie army has naturally become impaired. Apart
from their ai'mament, the equipment of the men is miserable ; but

deficiency of clothing and lack of accoutrements have never yet

prevented the Turkish soldier from bearing himself gallantly in the

Held.

The Eastern Roumelian army, according to a German military

critic, is a sister force of the Bulgarian, and, like the latter, has
sprung from the militia originally organized by the Russians in Bul-

garia. On the conclusion of the Treaty of Berlin, this militia was
divided between the newly created Principality of Bulgaria, and the

autonomous province of Eastern Roumelia, the latter receiving 9

VOL. II. E E
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battalions of infantry, 2 sotliias of cavalry, and half a battery of

field artillery (4 g'uns) as its share. The war establisliment of the

force which has been formed round this nucleus now comprises 12
battalions of infantry of the 1st, and 12 battalions of the 2nd levy

(each battalion consisting of 24 officers and 949 non-commissioned
ofiicers and men), with cora])leraents of the other arms of the service,

the strength of which is not yet detailed, but will depend upon the

number of guns, horses and trained men available when war breaks
out. A further means of giving military training and instruction to

a large number of the inhabitants of Eastern Roumelia is moreover,,

afforded by the so-called " Gymnastic Societies." These societies

were, it is true, dissolved at the instance of the Turkish Government
by a decree of the Governor-General on the 11th November, 1879

;

but a few days aftenvards another decree virtually re-established them
under another name. Their strength at the present time cannot be
exactly calculated, but it is estimated that they comprise between
30,000 and 35,000 men ; while it is certain that they form an element
of the armed strength of the province which it would be unwise to

undervalue.

The last incident connected with the execution of the provisions

of the Berlin Treaty has been a Naval Demonstration on the Albanian
coast by the combined squadrons of the six signatory Powers to en-

force the cession of Dulcigno and the neighbouring coast district to

Montenegro. This European " Concert " in favour of coercion,

eventually producing a crisis which threatened to terminate in war,
was happily put an end to by a diplomatic stroke—the Turkish Note
of October 3. This Note declared " that as soon as the Powers shall have
given Turkey formal assurances that the Naval Demonstration has been
definitively abandoned, the Ottoman Government will evacuate Dul-
cigno, without, however, being held responsible should disorder ensue
after the Turkish troops leave."

This sudden surrender is now well understood to be the first of

the concessions necessary to satisfy the conditions of the Berlin
Treaty ; and so the battle between the will of Europe and the will of

the Sultan—a desperate entanglement.—ends, and the Note becomes
a message of peace to the combined Powers.

DULCIGNO.

Dulcigno, which has lately become the engrossing object of Euro-
pean diplomacy, is a little Albanian seaport possessing two harbours.
The one nearest the town is, howevei', small and shallow, and could
not accommodate vessels larger than 200 tons. The other hai^bour

—

Val de Noce—can shelter the largest vessels. But the entrance is

troublesome on account of the narrow channel, and so for some time
past the steamers of the Austrian Lloyd have been accustomed to

stop at San Giovanni di Medua, a proceeding which has had a dam-
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aging effect on tite prosperity of Dulcigno as the port of Scutari. In
1860 Dulcigno possessed 190 sea-going craft; at present it has not
more than between eighty and ninety vessels, engaged exclusively in

a coasting trade. Formerly, before the existence of a distinct Aus-
trian fleet, Dulcigno was a notorious pirates' nest, which sheltered

fully 400 corsair vessels. But from 1815, when cruisers first hoisted

the Austrian flag, the number of these vessels rapidly diminished,

and those which remained were transformed into trading craft.

These, again, all but disappeared during the Grreek war of Indepen-
dence, being destroyed by the Greek corsairs. The old and new town
of Dulcigno are divided from each other by the small harbour. The
former, which includes the fortress, has not now more than eighty
houses, half of which are uninhabited. The fortress, surrounded by
walls of great strength, is no longer of any importance ; modern
artillery would command it from the heights of Moschura and Klemsa.
The new town has about 400 houses. There are about 2,800 Ma-
hometan inhabitants ; twelve Servian families, reckoning about eighty
individuals, belonging to the Orthodox Greek Chui'ch ; eight Roman
Catholic families, reckoning forty persons ; and about a dozen huts
inhabited by eighty gipsies. It is only since 1858 that Christians

have been allowed to live in Dulcigno. The town, which is called by
the Albanians Ulkun, by the Turks Olgun, by the Servians Ulshin,

bore in ancient times the name of Ulcinium, and previously Olchinium.
Pliny tells us it was founded by fugitives from Colchis, who gave it

the name of Colchinium. After the division of the Empire, Dulcig-no

fell to the rulers of the East, and remained till the eleventh century
subject to Constantinople. In 1180 the Servians obtained possession

of Dulcigno, and held it until 1408 ; the Venetians then acquired it,

and held it till 1571, when the Turks, under Achmet Capudan-pacha,
took it. The Yenetiaus made several attempts to regain Dulcigno,

notably in 1718, under Scliulenburg. From that date the Turks re-

mained in undisputed occupation until 1878, when a Montenegrin
force under Plamenac took it by storm. On that occasion 1,000 men
of the Turkish garrison were killed and 500 taken prisoners. Three
colours, five guns, and 1,500 muskets became the spoil of the victors,

who had 180 men killed and 300 wounded. During the assault the

tovpn was set on fire and the gi'eater part of it burnt down. Subse-

quently the Montenegrins endeavoured to conciliate the inhabitants

of Dulcigno.
A letter from one of the crews of the English squadron, then off

Dulcigno, thus describes the present aspect of that place :
—" I de-

spair of gaining the reader's credence for any description of Dulcigno.

On a narrow but lofty crag, protected on either side by precipices,

stand a dozen houses, red-roofed, gaping with holes where once were
windows. In one corner rises a minaret. Stretched from either

abyss, above and below, are the old Venetian walls, a world too wide
for the shrunken town. It stands amidst a wilderness of hills, grey
and bleak, picturesque truly, but bearing no trace of human inhabi-

tant for miles and miles. Every man of our ship's company felt tho

E E 2
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hnmoui* of the jest as we steamed below tins wretched, lonely settle-

ment which the united fleets of Europe were about to threaten."

It will be matter for rejoicing if the Montenegrin difficulty be
settled amicably, whatever be the influence that secures such a result.

The one question which interests the world at large in connection

with Dulcigno is how far its cession removes the chances of an Euro-
pean war. The Hellenic question, of infinitely more gravity and con-

sequences than the Montenegrin one, and which stands on a totally

different footing, has yet to be gi-apjiled with. The King of Greece
has, on opening the Grreek Chamber, with a belligerent speech, called

upon the Legislative Assembly to ratify the extensive naval and
military preparations already made, and he stated that " the army
will not be disbanded until the attainment of our object—namely,
the establishment of a new order of things in the territory awarded
to Greece."

This speech of King George addressed to his legislators and his

people has had a somewhat startling effect ; as it now appears pro-

bable that it must come to fighting after all : the one interesting

question being the life-and-death struggle with Turkey.
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Abdallah Pacha, Governor of Syria,
formerly friend of Mehemet, but who
had incurred his enmity through fa-

vouring the contraband trade in the
commodities of Egypt, being sum-
moned by Mehemet to restore his

fellahs, replied that the Sultan's sub-
jects might dwell indiscriminately in

one or other part of his Empire ; at
this reply, Mehemet orders his son
Ibrahim to march upon Syria at the
head of 30,000 men, 182.

Abdul Ahmed, youngest son of

Achmet III., succeeds his brother
Mustapha III., is in the hands of the
war party ; the Turks thoroughly
beaten by the Russians, the Treaty of

Kutschuk-Kainardji is dictated in

four hours by Count Romanzoff, 75

;

the Sultan is carried off by a stroke
of apoplexy, 90.

Abdul Aziz succeeds his brother
Abdul Medjid as Sultan ; his wish to

alter the succession in favour of his

eldest son instead of the eldest son of

his late brother Medjid ; the policy of

Russia is favourable to the Sultan's
wish in that respect, and the influence

of General Ignatieff with the Grand
Vizier gives the true key of Turkish
politics, 21(5 ; his deposition and sui-

cide, after a most profligate and mis-
chievous reign of 16 years, 219.

Abdul Hamid, second son of Abdul
Medjid, succeeds Murad V. ; murder-
ous attacks upon the Sultan's chief

ministers ; civil insurrection and
foreign war render the opening of his

reign one of peculiar trial to Turkey,
219 ; his address on the opening of the
second session of the Turkish Parlia-
ment, 24fi ; the Czar's telegram to the
Sultan on the signature of the armis-
tice (1878), 250.

Abdul Kerim, Turkish commander-
in-chief on the Danube, maintains a
masterly inactivity while 120,000
Russian soldiers pass quietly over to
the Bulgarian side of the Danube,
228 ; under the pressure of popular
indignation the Turkish Government
dismisses Abdul Kerim and his
treacherous or incapable patron, Riza
Pacha, minister of war, 231,

Abdul Medjid, son of Mahmoud II.,

succeeds in his seventeenth year ;

already enervated by premature indul-
gence, the French wish the Osmanli
to be transferred to Mehemet Ali

;

but the proposition is opposed by
England and Russia ; a lively agita-

tion manifesting itself on the subject
of the accession, it is promptly re-

pressed by the Grand Vizier Khosrew,
190 ; the young Sultan is mostly
guided by the counsels of England,
ably conducted by Sir Stratford Can-
ning, 195 ; the Czar's design against
the " sick man," 203 ; takes the
initiative in war by summoning
Russia to evacuate the Principalities

;

on the destruction of the Turkish
fleet by the Russians at Sinope, the
Divan invokes the aid of the fleets of
the Allied Powers in the Bosphorus

;

England and France order their fleets

to enter the Black Sea to protect
therein the flag and territory of Tur-
key, 205.

Achmet III., succeeds his deposed
brother, Mustapha II. ; the two
periods dividing his reign—during the
first, power passes from hand to hand
by a rapid succession of Viziers, and,
after a few years' repose, the Porte
becomes engaged in a series of quar-
rels with Russia, Venice, and Austria

;

the second—wholly occupied with the
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miniBtry of Ibraliim, which also fjivos

employment to the military activity

of the Turks in Persia, 2 ; the Sultan,
immersed in the pleasures of the
seraglio, refusing to mix himself up
•with the war in Hungary at the insti-

gation of Louis XIV., the result of

that neutrality to France is the loss

of her sway over the Mediterranean,
where she allows England to establish

herself ; Russia profits by the war of

the Spanish succession to follow up
her projects of conquest over the
Ottoman Empire, 3 ; incited by
Charles XII. of Sweden, the Sultan
declares war against the Czar and
imprisons Tolstoi, his ambassador, 7 ;

endeavours to hasten the departure of

Charles XII., both a troublesome and
expensive guest, but the latter de-

mands 000,000 dollars and an escort

of 30,000 men ; after a forbearance of

many months, the Sultan prepares to

use force ; Charles's daily allowance
withdrawn, and the Janissaries or-

dered to seize his person ; after a des-

perate hand-to-hand conflict, the King
is secured and carried to Demotica,
10 ; is ultimately persuaded to return
to his kingdom, the Sultan providing
him with an escort to the frontiers

;

the Treaty of Adrianople enlarges the
limits of the territory of Azof, re-

stored to Turkey and completely shuts
out from the Russians access to the
Black Sea, 11 ; the Sultan declares

war against the Venetians and the
whole of the Morea is wrested from
them, 12 ; the Turkish army defeated
under the walls of Peterwardeiu by
Prince Eugene with great loss, the
victory chiefly ascribed to the use of

heavy cavalry ; the Prince pursues
his triumphal course upon Ottoman
territory and overthrows the new
Grand Vizier, Khalil Pacha, 13 ; Eng-
land offers lier mediation and peace
is signed at Passarowitz, 14 ; the
Divan, recognizing the necessity of

penetrating deeper into the policy of

the Christian States, despatches an
extraordinary embassy to France,
which makes a great noise, but leads
to no result, 16 ; to check the career
of Russian conquest in Asia, the Sul-
tan causes his troops to invade Ar-
menia and Persian Georgia ; the
Turks make themselves masters of

Hamadan, Erivan, Tebriz, and of all

the Persian territory which Russia
had abandoned to them ; secret condi-

tion in Treaty of Vienna between
Catherine I. and Austria to ruin the
Ottoman Empire, 18 ; Ibrahim Pacha
having irritated the Turks by his ter-

giversations, the Janissaries, incited

to revolt, demand that the Grand
Vizier, the Mufti, and the Capudan-
pacha be given up to them, who are

put to death, and the Sultan, without
attempting a useless resistance, him-
self acknowledges as Padischa his

nephew Mahmoud, 19.

Achmet Fewzi, Capudan-pacha, dis-

obeys the Grand Vizier's orders to

return to Constantinople, and deter-

mines to unite himself with Mehemet
Ali, to whom he surrenders the Turk-
ish Fleet ; explains his conduct to

Admiral Lalande, 191.

Aiguillon, Duke d', minister of

Louis XV., desiring to persist in the
projects of his predecessor, Choiseul,
for the deliverance of Poland and the
assistance of Turkey, prepares arma-
ments, but the English Ministry de-

clares to him that the shghtest
attempt in favour of the two menaced
States would be regarded by them as a
casus belli; thanks to these threats,

Poland undergoes her first dismem-
berment, and England the disgrace of

having covered the three spoilers of

that kingdom, without any profit to

herself ; Aiguillon, then, wishing at

least to protect Sweden, equally me-
naced by Russia, arms a flotilla at

Brest ; but Lord North threatens
" that if a French fleet appeared in

the Baltic, it would be followed by an
English fleet ;

" thereupon the arma-
ment at Brest is suspended, but there
was another in preparation at Toulon,
and the English Cabinet declared to

him that " the prohibition made to

France against sending a fleet into the
Baltic applied equally to the Mediter-
ranean ; " and the disarmament of

the Toulon fleet was the immediate
result, 70.

Alexander I., Emperor of Russia,
his name invoked by the brothers
Ypsilanti in favour of the Hetasria,

159 ; he proposes to the European
Powers that the Greeks should be
placed in the same relation to the
Porte as the Danubian Principalities,

161 : the Greeks declare that they
would prefer a glorious death to the
shameful fate prepared for them, 161.

Alexander II., son of Nicholas I.

;

his first words on his accession are
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unfavourable to peace, 209 ; the con-
ferences at Vienna proving without
result, war in the Crimea is renewed,
210 ; encourages the troops at Sebas-
topol with his presence and weeps
over the ruins of the great fortress,

212 ; having declared his intention of

adhering in principle to the " ultima-
tum of the four guarantees," a Con-
ference meets in Paris, where a peace
is signed by which Eussia loses both
the domination of the Black Sea and
the protectorate of the Eastern
Christians, 214 ; the Emperor denies
the existence of the so-called will said

to be left by Peter the Great for his

successors, 217 ; the conduct of Russia
sets at defiance all rules of interna-

tional law by indulging in outrageous
and unblushing acts of war against
Turkish territory, 219 ; his Imperial
Manifesto of April 24th, 1877, declares

war against the Porte, and orders his

armies to cross the frontier, 223 ; Lord
Derby declares Russia's isolated action

to be a distinct violation of the Treaty
of Paris of 1871, 224 ; his proclama-
tion to the inhabitants of the Balkan
Peninsula shadows forth the future of

Russianized Bulgaria, 229 ; Alexander
is present when the Russians are de-

feated before Plevna on the Emperor's
birthday, a stage being erected from
which he might witness the triumph
of his arms, 238 ; his telegram to

the Sultan on the signature of the
armistice, 250.

Ali Bey, the Mameluke, by the
murder or exile of his enemies, makes
himself master of Egypt and gains
possession of Cairo ; become deposi-

tary of all authority, he resolves

to aggrandize himself still further

;

the suzerainty of Constantinople of-

fends his pride, and he aspires to

nothing less than the title of Sultan
of Egypt ; he drives out the Pacha,
refuses the customary tribute and
coins money with his own die, 53 ; the

Divan, occupied with the affairs of

Poland and the pretensions of Russia,

devote attention only to the North ;

profiting by circumstances, Ali Bey
pushes on further and further his

enterprises and successes, 54.

Ali Pacha, of Janina, his birth and
parentage ; after, from the age of

eighteen, leading the life of a brigand,

tries his fortune by becoming tlie de-

voted servant of the Porte, 102 ; de-

nounces successively three Pachas of

Delvino and causes them to perish,

and as a recompense obtains the title

of Dervend Pacha (pacha of roads)
and authority to raise 4,000 Albanians

;

overcomes the greater part of tlie

rebel Beys, confiscates their properties
and sends a portion of his booty to
the Ottoman Ministers, and in return
obtains the Pachalic of Janina

;
puts

in execution the promise made to his
dying mother of exterminating the
people of Kardiki and Cormovo, who
had offered her violence, by entirely
destroying the latter town ; on the
Porte declaring war against France,
he seizes upon Butrinto and Previsa,
the latter place being pillaged and half
its population massacred ; for this the
Porte makes him a Pacha of three
tails, though growing uneasy at his
usurpations, which he quiets by send-
ing rich presents to the Divan, 103

;

authorized by the Porte, he compels
the Suliotes to capitulate ; the treaty
stipulating that they should quit the
country with arms and baggage, they
scarcely begin their march ere they
are attacked and massacred ; is re-

warded with the title of romili-valici,

conferring command of the Turkish
armies in absence of the Grand
Vizier ; collects 80,000 men and
marches agaiust the rebellious Krda-
chalis of Macedonia and Thrace,
compels their submission, and the
highways become free

; profits by his
power to amass riches by levying con-
tributions upon almost every town

;

finding the Porte irritated at his suc-
cess, he disbands his army, returns to
Epirus, causes the wealthiest inhabi-
tants to perish, and thus becomes
absolute master of it, 104 ; England
disgraces herself by consenting to sell

Parga and its territory to the tyrant
of Epirus, 145 ; he refuses to pay
tribute to the Porte, and, in his strong-
hold of Janina, laughs at all the power
of the Sultan ; is declared fermanli
(excommunicated) and summoned to
appear before the Sultan in forty days;
strives in vain to interest England in
his defence ; his cause finally finds
itself allied with the independence of
Greece, IKi ; and the war of the Porte
against Ali precipitates its movement

;

great preparations made by the Divan
to overcome the rebel, Parga and
Previsa attacked and seized by a
Turkisli fieet, and an army of 20,000
men, after ravaging Epirus, besieges
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Janina, 148 ; in that great clanger, Ali
sumtnona the Klepts and Suliotes to

his defence, representing himself as
patron of Greek liberties ; a formid-
able league of all tlie armaioIU is

formed against the Turks ; the emis-
saries of Ali and of the Heta3ria tra-

verse the whole of Greece and summon
her to arms, 149 ; whilst keeping in

check the best troops of the Porte in

Janina, is summoned to a conference
and poniarded by his enemies, who
send his head to Constantinople, 154.

Alma, the battle of the, opens to

the Allied armies, the way to Sebas-
topol, 20().

Andrassy Note, the, meets with
failure, though accepted by the Porte
as well as England, and the attention

of Europe is arrested by the meeting
of the tliree Emperors, 218.

Arbuthnot, Sir C, English ambas-
sador, accuses the Porte of partiality

for France, demands the expulsion of

the French ambassador, and threatens
an expedition against Constantinople ;

on refusal of the satisfaction demanded,
embarks with all the English mer-
chants on board an English frigate, 116.

Arbuthnot, Mr. (afterwards Sir

Charles), English ambassador at the
Porte, reproaches the Divan with
abandoning its faithful allies in order
to give itself up to the fatal influence

of the revolutionary Government of

France, and he, together with the
Russian Minister, M. d'ltalinski, de-

mand the renewal of the alliance as

well as the reinstatement of the de-

posed Voivodes ; the Divan endeavour-
ing to drag out at length the negotia-

tion, M. d'ltalinski, demands his pass-

ports, whilst Mr. Arbuthnot, detained
at Buyukdere by a slow fever, sends
his second secretary, Wellesley Pole,
to require a categorical answer ; his

cavalier demeanour and menacing
words make a profound impression
upon the Divan, which immediately
orders the reinstalment of the Voi-
vodes, 113; the English ambassador
remains alone to struggle against
French influence, and seeing the ten-

dencies of the Porte, no longer re-

strains his course of action ; he boldly
demands the ex])ulsion of Sebastiani,
the cession of Moldavia and Wallachia
to Russia, the giving up the Turkish
fleet to England, as well as the forts

and batteries of the Dardanelles, and
threatens au expedition against Con-

stantinople ; the Divan indignantly
rejecting these demands. Sir Charles,
accompanied by all the English mer-
chants, embarks on board the Enchj-

mlon frigate, and suddenly Sir John
Duckworth forces the passage of the
Dardanelles, 117; and au envoy is

sent with the ultimatum of Sir C.

Arbuthnot ; the Divan, believing all

was lost, decided on submission to the
conditions of the English, 118.

Augustus II., King of Poland ; Rus-
sia, Austria, and Prussia foreseeing
that at his death the Poles would seek
to regenerate their country under the
protection of France, bind themselves
by a secret pact for the dismember-
ment of his kingdom ; at his death
the Poles elect Stanislas Leczinski,
but the Russian and Austrian armies
place the son of Augustus II. on the
throne ; France declares war against
Austria, and solicits the Porte to

avenge the insult of Russia, 21.

Austria, her present position and
policy ; her ambition and energies
directed to the South and East ; her
Eastern policy as well as that of Ger-
many is to keep available for future
operations the territory now Turkish ;

the price she obtained for remaining
neutral while Russia conquered Tur-
key was Bosnia, 258; in the East the
interests of Austria, Germany, and
England are alike, 259.

Balaclava, the battle of, in which
nearly two-thirds of the Light Bri-
gade are uselessly sacrificed, 207.

Baraictar, Mustapha, Pacha of

Rustchuk, marches upon Constanti-
nople with an army devoted to his

cause and determines to put an end
to the tyranny of the Yamaks, his

secret object being the re-establish-

ment of Selim III. ; forcibly takes
the seals from the Grand Vizier,

enters the capital and proclaims
Selim, whose lifeless body he finds

on the floor of the Seraglio, strangled
by the orders of Mustapha IV.,

I'M ; causes Mustapha to be flung
into the same prison Selim had ten-

anted, 132
; is made Grand Vizier and

his first act is to put to death the
assassins of Selim III. and the favour-
ites of Mustapha ; causes insurrection-
ary Yamak chiefs to be strangled, and
174 women of Mustapha's harem to be
sewn up in sacks and flung into the
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Bospliorus ; resumes the plans of

reform attempted by Selim ; offends

the high functionaries by depriving

them of the timars and appropriating

them to his own profit ; he perishes in

a fire kindled by the revolted Janis-

saries, 134.

Beaconsfield, Viscount, one of the

representatives of England at the

Berlin Congress, demands the with-

drawal of the Russian forces, but
declines to assent to the retirement of

the British fleet, and Count Schouva-
loff objecting, the point is reserved,

253 ; steadily resisting the claims of

Greece, M. Waddington and Count
Corti were only able to induce Con-
gress to advise the Porte to grant her
the territory south of a line to be
drawn from the Salambria to the
Peneus, 257.

Berlin Memorandum, England re-

fuses to submit to the dictation of the,

and the Ministers of Russia and Ger-
many find themselves checkmated, 218.

Bessarabia, Russia mobilises and
masses a large army in (1877), 223.

Bismarck, Prince, elected President
of the Berlin Congress, 253 ; the Con-
gress advances towards peace because
the Prince determines that peace
should be, 255 ; the Treaty of Berlin

bears traces of the determination of

the Prince's resolve not to allow the

interests of Austria to be jeopardized

in the south-east of Europe, 258.

Bonac, Marquis de, French ambas-
sador, solicits the Turks to continue

hostilities against Austria, but the

mediation of England brings about
the Treaty of Passarowitz, 14.

Bonaparte, Napoleon, his project

in conjunction with the French Direc-

tory to take part in the dismember-
ment of the Ottoman Empire, 95 ; on
signing the Treaty of Campo Formio,
the expedition to Egypt is resolved

upon; at the outset it proves disas-

troi s to tlie French for their commerce,
religious establishments, and relations

with the Porte ; brings for the first

time, angrily in presence of each
other Turks and Frenchmen ; his

invasion of Egypt gives rise to an
alliance between Russia and the Porte,

97 ; if the attempt upon Egypt had
roused the indignation of the Turks,

his expulsion excited their contempt,

98 ; on the failure of his invasion, he
sends Colonel Sebastiani on a mission

to the Levant, the avowed object of

which is to require of the English the
evacuation of Alexandria, and to an-
nounce to the Pachas of Egypt and
Syria the peace concluded with the
Porte of 1802 ; the report of the
mission is regarded as an avowal of
the ambitious pretensions of Bona-
parte towards the East, and it proves
not one of the least causes of the
rupture of the Peace of Amiens, 105

;

his reply to Lord Pelham's speech in
Parliament relative to England keep-
ing Malta, 106 ; dissatisfied with the
conduct of the Porte, he refuses to
avenge himself for it, preferring rather
to weaken Austria ; after the battle of

Austerlitz, the Porte draws closer to
France, recognizes Napoleon as Empe-
ror, and sends him an ambassador
extraordinary, 107 ; sends aid to the
Porte in order to discover the projects
of Russia against it, 115 ; the downfall
of Selim has the most disastrous
effect upon the policy of Napoleon

;

he abandons the interests of the Porte
by the secret articles of the Treaty of
Tilsit, 128 ; this abandonment of the
Turks at Tilsit not one of the least
causes which sent the great man to
St. Helena, 129 ; Russia solicits Napo-
leon to put into execution the project
of the partition of the Ottoman Em-
pire, 135 ; perceiving the great error he
has committed by the promises made
at Tilsit, he eludes the demands of
Alexander I., and even all idea of de-
finitive partition of Turkey ; resolved
to make concessions touching Turkey,
he proposes to Alexander an interview
at Erfurt, and a secret convention is

concluded there, 13(j ; the English
Ministry, obtaining knowledge of that
treaty, in which Napoleon abandoned
the true policy of France in order to
satisfy his momentary interests, avails
itself of it to renew its negotiations
with the Porte, 137.

Bonneval, Count de, an adventurer,
who deserts from the service of France
and Germany and turns Mussulman to
become a general of bombardiers in the
Turkish army, a pacha of two tails,

and confidant of the Grand Vizier,
and is, during fourteen years, the
secret soul of the Ottoman policy in
its relations with the European Cabi-
nets ; attempts to reform the Turkish
army, but is arrested in his projects
by the representations of Russia ; be-
comes, by a spirit of intrigue, more
hurtful than useful to Turkey and to
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France, 22 ; sends to Versailles a pro-

ject of alliance which offends Cardinal
rieury and is rejected, 23 ; receives a
pension, with the promise of his re-

turn to France, 31 ; the negotiations

of Bonneval for an alliance offensive

and defensive between France, Prussia
and Turkey having failed in spite of

all his intrigues to renew it, and the
Porte having signed a treaty of per-

petual peace with Austria and Russia,

irritated at the ill-success of his over-

tures he expires on the very day upon
which he received a letter from Ver-
sailles authorizing him to return to

France, 33.

Brune, General, French ambassador,
from his Republican abruptness and
passionate pride, unfit to conduct
a negotiation in the corrupt Court of

Constantinople, 100 ; his propositions

are received with coldness, and he even
meets with a refusal to recognize

Napoleon by his new title of Emperor ;

he threatens to quit Constantinople,

the Divan does not seek to detain him,
and he takes his departure, 107.

B3rron, Lord, assists the Greeks with
money and arms and goes to Greece to

give them his personal aid, and dies at

Missolonghi, 156.

Cabakchy Oglou, elected chief of

the Yamaks with the power of life or

death ; enters Constantinople at the
head of 600 Yamaks ; no opposition

presenting itself to the proceedings of

the conspirators, they are joined by
many hundred Janissaries and sailors

and form an encampment on the

Atmeidan ; Cabakchy then reads a
list of proscriptions upon which figure

the counsellors and ministers of the

Sultan ;
groups of conspirators are

detached to execute those sentences,

and seventeen heads of the principal

dignitaries soon appear in a row before

the chief of the revolt ; the latter then
inquires of the assemblage whether,
in order to guarantee the future from
the errors of the past, the Sultan
ought to retain power; the rebels reply

in the negative, 120 ; the Mufti acqui-

escing in the Sultan's dethronement,
the multitude shout with acclamation
for Sultan Mustapha ; Selim resigns

himself to the inevitable and takes the
place of his successor in the Old Se-
raglio, 127.

Canning, Mr. Stratford (afterwards

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe), English
ambassador, offers to the Porte the
mediation of the signatory Powers of

the protocol, having in view the
reconciling the Greeks with the Porte,

and of putting an end to the struggle

of which the Archipelago was the
theatre ; to which the Reis-Effendi
replies that " His Highness would
never admit of intervention between
it and its rayahs, and that in future
it would no longer reply to proposi-

tions of that kind ; " the capture of

the citadel of Athens was the result

of that answer, 102 ; after the Treaty
which terminated the quarrel between
the Porte and Mehemet Ali, the young
Sultan Abdul Medjid is mostly guided
by the councils of England, ably
conducted by Sir Stratford Canning,
her ambassador at Constantinople,
195.

Cantemir, Demetrius, Hospodar of

Wallachia, engages to assist Peter the

Great on condition that the Czar
should aid him in rendering his sove-

reignty hereditary ; induces the Rus-
sians to cross the Pruth, only to find

themselves overtaken and hemmed in

by the Turkish army, 7.

Capodistrias governs the Greek
Kingdom in the interest of Russia

;

has to contend with conspiracies and
insurrections ; the little Gi'eek fleet

burnt by Miaulis, to prevent the
former using it in the Russian inter-

est, and is shortly after assassinated,
177.

Caratheodori Pacha, announces at
the Berlin Congress that the Porte
accepts the principle of the occupa-
tion by Austria of Bosnia and the
Herzegovina in the interests of Euro-
pean peace, and would arrange the
details with Austria, 256.

Catherine I., Empress of Russia,
consort of Peter the Great ; her hum-
ble origin and equivocal antecedents

;

secretly married to the Czar before
he sets out for the campaign against
the Turks (1707) ; her skill in the
penetration of character

;
gains an

entire empire over the Czar ; extri-

cates him from the imminent peril in

which he was placed when hemmed
in by the Turks under Mahommed
Baltadschi, 8 ; after Peter's death
seeks, in a close alliance with Austria,
the support Russia needed to ruin the
Ottoman Empire ; the Treaty of

Vienna concluded (1725), 18.
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Catherine II., Empress of Eussia

;

after the murder of Peter III., her
husband, the ambitious de.-igns of the
Empress force the Ottoman Porte to

quit its inaction and draw closer its

alliance with France, 47 ; she compels
the Poles to elect Stanislas Poniatow-
ski as king, and imposes a code of

laws upon Poland destined to per-

petuate its anarchy, 48 ; marks out
some of the Turkish provinces for her
future prey, and bribes the Divan
with large sums, 49 ; infamously de-

ceives Mustapha III. in the affairs of

Poland ; Poniatowski, despite the pro-

mises of the Czarina is imposed upon
the Poles by Kussian bayonets, 49 ;

her agents, by means of the religious

propaganda, prepare the way for the
Kussian invasion in the Greek pro-

vinces of Turkey, 50 ; the Muscovite
intrigues only end by compromising
the Christians, 51 ; after the Eussian
massacre at Balta, the Eussian am-
bassador Obreskoff refusing to sign a
declaration importing that Eussia
bound hez'self to abstain from all

attempts against Polish liberty, he is

imprisoned, and war declared by the

Porte, 59 ; despatches a fleet from the

Baltic to effect a rising in the Morea,
but the whole business degenerates
into a marauding expedition ; the
Russians destroy the Turkish fleet,

a victory wholly due to British offi-

cers, G2 ; the Czarina sends Fred-
erick II. a project for the partition of

the Turkish Empire, and talk is rife

at her Court of going to Constanti-

nople, 68 ; in the Crimea the Otto-

man domination is completely re-

versed by her successes, 70 ; her inso-

lent ultimatum to the Porte rejected

by the Divan ; her troops are defeated

on the Danube, and basely avenge
their failure by a massacre atBasarad-
schik of the women, old men and
children, 71 ; Heraclius, Prince of

Georgia, is sold to Catherine, and she
dominates in Moldavia and Walla-
chia, 73 ; the Treaty of Kutschuk-
Kai'nardji iji Article 7 opens a wide
door to Kussian usurpation ; the Pi"o-

tectorate in favour of the New Church
at Constantinople the origin of the

Crimean War of 1854 ; the Czarina
intrigues in Moldavia and Wallachia
with the view of rendering them inde-

pendent, 79 ; she averts the attention

of Europe from the true aim of her

policy by her negotiations for the free-

dom of the seas,while continuing secret-

ly her enterprises against Turkey she
becomes a close ally of the Emperor
Joseph II., with whom she projects a
partition of the Ottoman Empire, 80

;

Ibrahim Gherai raised to the dignity
of Khan of the Crimea in order to be
the instrument, shortly becomes the
victim of Catherine's ambition, 82

;

she attempts in a manifesto to justify

that sanguinary usurpation of the
Crimea, 83 ; Eussia thus acquires the
sovereignty of the Crimea and of the
Kouban, fresh rights over the Black
Sea, and other advantages calculated
to bring about the future dismember-
ment of the Ottoman Empire ; the
Empress takes a step towards realiz-

ing her project of a new Eastern
Empire—a new Greek kingdom on
the coasts of the Black Sea ; Kherson
erected in the midst of a desert as its

capital, 84 ; in her efforts to drive the
Turks from Europe, she makes an
advantageous commercial treaty with
France, 85 ; the creation of a formid-
able fleet at Kherson and Sebastopol
unveils her designs; insolently de-
mands the dismissal of pachas and
ofiicials who displease her ; makes a
pompous progress to the Crimea,
where she meets her ally, Joseph II.,

and discusses the proximate estab-
lishment of the republics of Sparta
and Athens ; scared from continuing
her journey to Kinburn by a Turkish
fleet in the Liman ; her minister at
Constantinople is imprisoned, and war
declared against Eussia, 86 ; she re-

fuses to accede to the Congress of

Eeichenbach, or to accept the media-
tion of Eussia with the Porte, 92

;

Great Britain demands for Turkey
the strict status quo ante, and in pursu-
ance of such declaration equips a
large fleet destined for the Baltic

;

but after lengthy negotiations, pre-
liminaries are signed at Galatz be-

tween Prince Eepniu and the Grand
Vizier, 93.

Charles XII., King of Sweden, tries

by a terrible war to stifle Eussia by
giving new life to Poland ; reckoning
upon the futile promise of Turkey
that the Khan of the Crimea would
march to his assistance, he adventures
into the interior of Eussia with a
small army, is conquered at Pultowa,
seeks refuge in Turkey, establishes
himself at Bender, and thence in-

trigues with the Divan to draw Ach-
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met III. into the war afjainst Peter
the Great, 5 ; summoned by Poniatow-
ski to behold the destruction of his

adversary the Czar, to his rage and
mortitication, he arrives only in time
to see the last retreating ranks of

tlie Russian rear-guard, 9 ; incensed

against the Grand Vizier Baltadschi,

ho and Poniatowski, with the Khan of

Tartary, effect his ruin ; Charles and
the French ambassador strive in vain

to compass the abrogation of the

Treaty of Falksen ; the Bultan endea-
vours to hasten the departure of the

King, both a troublesome and expen-
sive guest, and after a forbearance of

many months, Achmet prepares to

use force ; Charles's daily allowance

is withdrawn, and the Janissaries

ordered to seize his person ; after a
desperate hand-to-hand conflict in his

little camp at Varnitza, until more
than once wounded, the King is

secured and carried to Demotica, 10 ;

is ultimately persuaded to return to

his kingdom ; his extraordinary rapid

journey from Turkey to join his army
in North Germany, 11.

Charles, Prince of HohenzoUern-
Sigmaringen, a cousin of the King of

Prussia, chosen Hospodar of Rou-
mania, on the abdication of Prince

Couza, 215 ; appointed commander of

the Russo-Roumanian army, 2M.
Choiseul, Duke de, Miuister of Louis

XV., protests against the election of

Poniatowski and the intervention of

Russia in the affairs of Poland ; finds

occasion for a renewal of the struggle

with England in her troubles with

North America, 48 ; incites the Porte

to afford active succour to the Poles,

promising it the neutrality of Austria,

V.) ; endeavours, but without effect, to

persuade Louis XV. to sink the Rus-

sian fleet in the Mediterranean, 61 ;

orders the French ambassador at the

Porte to pass from active hostility

against Russia to inertness without

discouraging the Turks from efforts

on behalf of the Poles, 66 ; disposed

to intervene actively in the Northern
War, if he could occupy the British

enemy in America, determines to

await events ; sends the insurgent

Poles an aid of 1,500 men, engineers,

officers, and subsidies ; finally, pre-

pares in Sweden the revolution that

should remove that country from
Russian influence, 67 ; at the moment
when the dismemberment of Poland

was determined upon by the Northern
Powers, the only man who could have
prevented their success—Choiseul

—

falls from power, disgraced and ban-
ished from Court, chiefly through the
influence of Madame du Barry, a new
mistress of Louis XV., 68 ; one of the
Duke"s chief objects during the whole
course of his administration was to

raise a navy which might be equal to

contend with England ; he longed to

retaliate all the maritime disgraces
which France had suffered during the
Seven Years War, and was prepared
to foment the discontents already
beginning to spring up between Eng-
land and her American colonies, 68.

Conference, the, at Constantinople
(1866), the scheme of reform agreed
to by the European diplomatists, in-

cluding Lord Salisbury and General
Ignatieff, when submitted to the
Sultan is rejected, 297.

Czerni-Georges, see Petrovitch
Georges.

Damad All, Grand Vizier of Achmet
III., makes himself master of
Corinth, Napoh di Romania, Modon,
Malvoisia and the whole of tlie Morea
in a single campaign, 12

; gives battle to
Prince Eugene under the walls of Pe-
terwardein and after losing 6,000 men,
11-1 cannon and 500 standards, seeks
death by rushing into the melee, 13.

Derby, the Earl of, justifies the re-

jection of the Berlin Memorandum,
220 ; sends the Russian Cabinet (May
1, 1877) an outspoken despatch ex-
pressing the " deep regret " of the
British Government at tlie independ-
ent and unwarrantable course that
Russia, leaving the European concert,
had suddenly adopted, 224.

Descorches, ex-Marquis de Sainte
Croix, his mission to persuade the
Porte to persist in its neutrality
during the wars of the French Revo-
lution, 95.

Diebitch, commander of the Rus-
sian army in the compaign of 1829,
advances against Silistria, but the
Danube overflowing presents an ob-
stacle to the march ; leaves the charge
of the siege of Silistria to General
Krassofsky and goes to the succour of
General Roth with whom he forms a
junction ; obtains at Kaleschwa a
sanguinary victory over Reschid
Pacha, who re-enters Schumla, 173

;
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twenty days afterwards Silistria sur-

renders unconditionally ; then Die-

bitch having secured his rear and left

a sufficient corps before Schumla to

restrain the Turks, turns that formid-
able position, passes the Kamtchik,
then the defile of Nadir Derbend, in

the Eastern Balkans, and reaches as

far as Bourgas ; he continues his

march and arrives at Adrianople,
which surrenders without firing a
shot ; the Russian vanguard immedi-
ately occupies Kirk-kilissia and holds

by that the second route to Constan-
tinople ; then Diebitch causes Demo-
tica, Ipsala and Enos to be occupied
so that his left leaning on the Black
Sea and his right upon the Archipe-
lago, he could, in a few hours, occupy
the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles
and enter Constantinople, lH ; the
Porte terrified at the march of

Diebitch send commissaries to treat

for peace, and before all, for an armis-
tice ; this latter demand being wel-
comed, the Czar consents to sign the
Treaty of Adrianople, 175.

Dolgoroiiki, Prince, the Russian
general, enters as conqueror at Pere-
kop, at Taman, Kaffa, Kertch and
Yenikali ; proclaims the independence
of the peninsula under the Russian
suzerainty, and installs Scherin Bey
in quality of Khan of the Crimea, 70.

Duckworth, Admiral Sir John,
forces the passage of the Dardanelles
with his fleet ; seizes and burns a
Turkish squadron at Gallipoli ; throw-
ing Constantinople into conster-

nation, 117 ; demands the immediate
dismissal of the French ambassador,
renewal of the alliance with England
and Russia, free passage of the Bos-
phorus and Dardanelles and surrezider

of the Turkish navy, IIS ; but suffers

himself to be amused by negotiations

and retreats from Constantinople not
without some loss, 121 ; attempts a co?/p

de main upon Egypt and takes Alexan-
dria, but fails in two attempts upon
Rosetta, 12.3.

Echref, cousin of Mir Mahmoud,
Shah of Persia, causes him to be
strangled and seizes upon his power,
18 ; is recognized by the Porte as legiti-

mate sovereign of Iran, but speedily
overthrown by Nadir, lieutenant of

his rival Shah Thamas, 19.

Elphinstone, Admiral, and other

English oflicerg in the Russian fleet

gain a victory over the Turks off Chios,
of which all the honours and emolu-
ments fall to Count Alexis Orloff, 62.

Emin, Mohammed, Grand Vizier of

Mustapha III., accused of conducting
the war against the Russians with too
little vigour, is recalled and beheaded
at Adrianople, 60.

Eugene, Prince, of Savoy, exhorts
the Emperor of Germany to aid the
Venetians in a war against the Turks
for having violated the Treaty of
Carlowitz, 12 ; enters Hungary at the
head of 70,000 men ; is attacked by
the Grand Vizier in his camp before
Peterwardein ; the Prince offers
him battle, in which the Vizier is

slain and the Turks utterly routed
with great loss ; the fruits of the vic-

tory—the surrender of Temesvar,
and even Wallachia declares for the
Emperor ; defeats the new Grand
Vizier, Khalil Pacha, and enters Bel-
grade, 13 ; thereupon ensues the Peace
of Passarowitz, 14.

Fleury, Cardinal, Minister of Louia
XV., his intention of profiting by the
diversions which Turkey should un-
dertake against Austria in favour of
Poland, not perceiving that the eleva-
tion of Russia has changed the neces-
sities of French policy ; he therefore
orders Villeneuve only to incite the
Turks to enter Hungary ; takes offence
at Bonneval for negotiating a project
of alliance he had not ordered ; Charles
VI. (Germany), seeing his ruin fore-
boded in the alliance between France
and the Porte, makes Fleury very
advantageous offers of peace, and the
Treaty of Vienna is concluded (173.5),

23 ; points out to the English Minister
the interest Great Britain had in ar-
resting the usurpations of the Rus-
sians ; directs Villeneuve to make
every exertion to procure peace for
the Turks, to prevent Russia from ob
taining the navigation of the Black
Sea, 24.

George I. (England) enters into an
alliance with the Regent Duke of
Orleans to constrain the King of
Spain and the Emi)eror to respect the
Stipulations of Utrecht, and England
offers her mediation to the Divan

;

peace is signed at Passarowitz, 14.
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GortschakofF, Prince, commander-
in-Chief of the lluHsian army, issncs

a proclamation on its crossing the
Pru'h aj^ainst any intention of con-

quest in making offensive war upon the

Porte, 204 ; announces to the army
assembled at Sebastopol that '

' he
would not voluntarily abandon that
country where St. Vladimir had re-

ceived baptism," "il'i; in justification

of Russia declaring war against the
Porte (l'S77) gives expression to the
views of the Russian Cabinet regard-

ing Turkey's refusal to acknowledge
the joint Protocol of March 1, and the

consequences of that refusal, 224 ; re-

presents Russia at the Berlin Con-
gress, 253.

Gourko, Russian general, passes
the Balkans with a flying column

;

takes Tirnova, capital of the ancient

Bulgarian Kingdom, 229 ; his expedi-

tion into Roumelia, 230 ; his force de-

feated at Eski-Sagra by Suleiman
Pacha, 233 ; carries, after a sharp
contest, the fortified position of Tasch-
kesen in the valley of Sophia ; his

wonderful march over the Etropol
Balkans, 248 ; drives Suleiman Pacha
over the Despoto Dagh and down to

Kavola, whilst the panic in Constanti-

nople is described as deplorable, 249.

Greek Church, policy and preten-

sions of the ; the Russian Church a
1 ist and pitiful abortion of the siege of

Byzantium ; her pretension of iidie-

riting the religious power of Constan-
tinople and of re-establishing the
Eastern Empire to the profit of the

Czars of Moscow, 4.

Hamsa Pacha, Grand Vizier, sum-
mons the Russian ambassador,
Obreskoff, and reproaches him for

the massacre of Balta ; cites him to

sign a declaration binding Russia to

abstain from all attempts against

Polish liberty ; on his refusal he is

imprisoned in the Seven Towers, 59.

Hetaeria, Secret Society of the, has
its birth upon the coasts and islands

of Greece ; originally founded by
three obscure Greeks for the propaga-
tion of Christian instruction and reli-

gious publications among the popula-
tions of Greece ; invites Czerni-

Georges to return to Servia, who, on
his arrival at Sraederova, is murdered
at the instigation of Milosch ; in 1820,

the hetajrist propaganda assumes the

gravest proportions and tends almost
overtly to the emancipation of Greece,
148 ; for the Iletffiria, the Pacha of

Janina was the means of revolt ; for

the Pacha, the Hetajria was the means
of resistance—their common object to

destroy the authority of the Sultan,
149 ; intrigues of the Society with
Russia, 150.

Holy Places, the affair of the, 41,

179 ; discussions relative to, 200.

Hornby, Vice-Admiral, on the
cessation of hostilities between Russia
and Turkey upon the signature at
Adrianople of an armistice, a portioia

of the British fleet is at once ordered
to leave Besika Bay and proceed to

Constantinople for the protection of

British residents there, that city

being practically, it was telegraphed,
in the power of the Russians, 250

;

after entering the Bospliorus, the
Admiral withdraws to Besika Bay on
receiving notice from the Governor
of the Dardanelles that he was with-
out instructions and could only allow
the fleet to pass under protest, 251.

Ibrahim Pacha, adopted son of

Mehemet Ali, pacha of Egypt, on the
demand of Mahmoud for aid against
the insurgent Greeks, sets out with an
army and fleet for Candia, which he
easily conquers ; the Egyptian fleet

having joined the Turkish fleet, the
combined force is attacked in the
roadstead of Halycarnassus by the
Greek fleet, defeated, harassed, pur-
sued and finally forced to return to

Alexandria
;
profiting by the dissen-

sions of the Greeks, Ibrahim lands at

Modon with 12,000 regulars, defeats
the Greeks and takes Navarino,
Tripolitza and all the places of the
interior, failing only before Nauplia,
skilfully defended by Ypsilanti ; the
Greeks put to the rout by the
man(Ouvres of the Pacha and the
solidity of his troops, despair of their

cause—three important places alone
remaining to them, Athens, Nauplia
and Missolonghi, 157 ; summoned to

aid Rescind Pasha besieging Misso-
longhi, he joins him with 10,000 men
and an immense material; attempts
to carry the place by a coup de mahi,
but, being repulsed with loss, he iso-

lates it from all succour and reducing
the besieged to the last extremities

they decide to abandon the town ;

in their retreat they are surrounded
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by Ibrahim and out of the 15,000 in-

habitants only 1,800 escape slaughter,

158 ; receives at Navarino communi-
cation of the Treaty of London
recently signed and notification to

cease hostilities, 163 ; having violated
an armistice, and to arrest the horrible
atrocities he was committing, the
allied fleets of England, France and
Russia enter the harbour of Navarino
and almost totally destroy the Turco-
Egyptian fleet, 164 ; at the order of

Mehemet Ali, Ibrahim marches
against Abdallah Pacha, of Syria, at

the head of 30,000 men, 182 ; in spite

of the Sultan's order to renounce the
enterprise, it went on and Gaza,
Jaffa, and Kaiffa rapidly fall into
Ibrahim's hands, who next besieges
St. Jean d'Acre, wherein Abdallah
shut up defends himself courageously,
but, reduced to the last extremity,
capitulates and is sent to Egypt,
where the conquerer treats him gener-
ously ; the victor next marches upon
Damascus, defeats a corps under its

walls and enters that city without
obstacle ; the Pacha of Aleppo with
20,000 men attempts vainly to stop
him at Homs and loses his tents,

twenty cannons and 5,000 men ; the
Sultan sends a fresh army of 30,000
men under Hussein Pacha against
him ; he attacks Hussein at Beilan and
obtains so decisive a victory that the
latter could scarcely rally 10,000 men ;

Ibrahim having crossed the Taurus
and encamped at Karamania, the
Sultan's army in Asia under Eeschid
Mehemet Pacha, 00,000 strong attacks
him near Konieh and is entirely
routed ; in the sequel the whole
corps of the Turkish army joins the
Egyptians and everything appears to
allow of Mehemet Ali marching upon
Constantinople and overthrowing
Mahmoud there, 183 ; European dip-
lomacy is taken unawares by the
march of the victorious Ibrahim, and
M. de Varennes, representing France,
urges him to stop and engages the
Porte to make concessions; he ad-
vances, however, as far as Broussa

;

Mahmoud becomes terrified and de-
spatches Halil Pacha into Egypt, but
the requirements of the Pacha
increase and he desires that the
district of Adana should be ceded to

him with Syria, 185 ; meanwhile
Mehemet orders Ibrahim to march
and only halt before the complete

acceptance of the conditions indi-
cated ; he immediately directs his
march towards Scutari, and Mahmoud
summons to his aid the Russians who
land 10,000 men in that city ; the
ambassadors of France and England
having demonstrated to the Sultan
the perils of that intervention, they
determine him to accord Mehemet
Ali the pachalics of Aleppo and
Damascus and he consents to the
cession of Adana and grants an
amnesty to all compromised during
Ibrahim's expedition, 186 ; insurrec-
tionary movements manifest them-
selves in Syria against the despotic
administration of Ibrahim and a vast
conspiracy threatens to exterminate
all who belong to it, and the Hedjaz
and Yemen rise; the Sultan, thinking
the moment opportune to attack his
vassal, sends a corps d'armee into
Syria, 188 ; Mahmoud, in a Divan,
proclaims Mehemet and Ibrahim fer-
manlis (excommunicated), whereupon
Mehemet directs his son to march
against the Ottomans and crush them

;

his successful campaign in Syria ; a
battle is fought at Nezib and the
Turks are thoroughly put to the rout ;

marching upon Ai'ntab, the victor is

met by an aide-de-camp of Marshal
Soult, at whose entreaties and re-
presentations he consents not to
occupy Konieh, but contents himself
with Marash and Orfa, 190 ; the four
coalesced Powers having signed a
treaty with the Porte, by which the
Sultan accorded to Mehemet the
hereditary possession of Egypt, he is

summoned by England to evacuate
Syria, and upon his refusal Beyrout
is attacked by the English fleet

;

Solyman Pacha evacuates Beyrout
and joins Ibrahim, who thereupon
finds desertion spread through his
army, while the bombardment and
destruction of St. Jean d'Acre effect
the i-uin of Mehemet's hopes ; the
abrupt evacuation proves calamitous
to Syria, which falls immediately
into anarchy—proving that the so-
much-decried authority of the viceroy
(Ibrahim) was not too heavy for that
country, 191.

Ignatieff, Russian General, succeeds
in establisliing great influence over
the councils of the Sultan Abdul Aziz,
21() ; the scheme of reform agreed to
by the diplomatists in the conference
at Constantinople, including Lord
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Salisbury and General Tpnatieff, re-

jected by the Sultan Abdul Haniid,
220 ; the mission of Ifjnatieff " to

furnish explanations as to the real

views of the Russian Cabinet and to

facilitate a peaceful solution," 222.

Inkermann, the battle of, in which
the Russians with very superior forces

are repulsed with dreadful loss, 207.

Ismail, taken by assault by Sou-
varoff ; the Russians stain their victory

by a horrible butchery, 92.

Janissaries, destruction of the, by
Mahmoud II„ 166.

Jeddah, an outburst of fanatical

fury at ; ample reparation exacted
for the murder of Christians, 214.

Joseph II., Emperor of Austria,

becomes a close ally of Catherine II.

of Russia, with whom he proje ts a

partition of the Ottoman Empire, 80
;

the dangers of the policy of Joseph
II. exposed by Vergennes, 81 ; meets
in the Crimea the Empress Catherine
with whom he discusses obsequiously

the proximate re-establishment of the

republics of Athens and Sparta
;
pays

assiduous court to her and attends her
lev^e daily as a private person, 86 ;

his failure in a campaign against the

Turks ; two fruitless attempts to sur-

prise Belgrade throw a shade over
Austrian policy ; the Grand Vizier

breaks the Austrian centre and drives

back the Germans as far as Lugos,
and the Emperor returns to Vienna
ill and dispirited, 89 ; his death fortu-

nately modifies the policy of Austria,

91.

Khedive, the, his reception at the

European Courts gives offence to the

Sultan, 215.

Khalil Pacha, Seraskier, crosses

the Danube and advances to the suc-

cour of Bender menaced by 60,000

Russians and Calmucks led by Count
Panin ; the Tartars of the Crimea re-

pulse a strong division of that army,
pass the Dneister and effect their

junction with Khalil ; Romanzoff
hastens up, and, although almost sur-

rounded by 50,000 Tartars and 100,000

Turks, hazards a battle near Cahoul
and obtains a sanguinary victory,

64.

Kourschid Pacha, after blockading
Ali Pacha in Janina, directs an Al-

banian corps against Tripolitza which
is defeated and put to the rout, 153

;

goes to the succour of Drem Ali in the
Acro-Corinth and is completely de-

feated by Odysseus iu the dehle of

Davi, and in despair commits suicide,

154.

Krim Ghera'i, Khan of the Crimea

;

the Russians having redoubled their

atrocities in Poland, a trick of the
Tartar Khan brings about the viola-

tion of the Ottoman territory, 58 ; he
commences the campaign by an in-

cursion into New Servia, and after

committing most terrible devastations
returns to Bender with 35,000 priso-

ners ; dying shortly afterwards is

replaced by Dewlet Gherai, 60.

Kupruli Hussein, surnamed the

Whe, Grand Vizier of Mustapha II.,

after the Peace of Carlowitz compre-
hends the necessity of reforms, and
follows, with regard to the Christians,

the example of Kupruli the Virtuous

;

strives to recall the Moslems to the
study and practice of their religion

;

re-establishes order in the finances

and undertakes works of great public

utility, 1 ; he succumbs under the
intrigues of the Mufti, is deposed from
power and dies a few days after his

disgrace, 2.

Lazaroff, Russian General, out-

flanks the right of the Turkish army
in Armenia and afterwards assaults

the rear ; twenty-six battalions, with
seven pachas surrender with thirty-six

guns ; the stronghold on Mount
Acohas is taken and the array cut in

two, the spoil including thousands of

tents and standards and immense
quantities of ammunition, 236.

Leczinski Stanislas, elected King
by the Poles, but displaced by Russia
and Austria in favour of a son of

Augustus II. ; France promises aid

to the Poles ; declares war against

Austria, 21 ; and incites the Porte to

avenge the insult Russia had given

her ; the Russians finding themselves
masters of Poland drive out Stanislas

therefrom, 22.

Loudon, Russian General, chief

hero of the campaign of 1789, takes

the suburbs of Belgrade by storm and
compels Osman Pacha and the Turkish
garrison to capitulate, Semendria and
Passarowitz surrendering a few days
after, 91.
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Mahmoud I., Sultan of Turkey,
nephew of Achmet III., displaces bis

uncle by a revolt of the Janissaries,

but the capital and empire remain for

some time in the power of Patrona
Kbalil, a common Janissary, until

assassinated under the eyes of the
Sultan and bis ministers, 19 ; bis
character and reign of twenty-four
years, 38.

Mahmoud II., half brother of

Mustapha IV., succeeds on the depo-
sition of that Sultan by the insurrec-
tion of BaYractar ; determines that
reform shall triumph, but advances
with the greatest reserve and pro-
found dissimulation, 133 ; during a
conflagration caused by the revolted
Janissaries, the rebels demand his
deposition and the heads of his

defenders ; the Sultan, after effecting

the escape of his chief ministers,
causes his brother, Mustapha IV., to

be strangled, and thus becomes
inviolable as being the last descendant
of Othman, 135 ; issues a hatti-cherif

for the reform of the Janissaries,
whereupon they rise and plunder the
palaces of three grandees, authors of

the decree, 168 ; the Sultan, at the
head of the bands remaining faithful

to him, surrounds some 20,000 Janis-
saries, causes great numbers to be
shot down by his artillery and the
greater part to be executed, and the
corps is entirely abolished, 1(59 ; the
institution of the Dervishes also

struck down with the same blow and
their three principal chiefs seized and
executed ; at the end of the year
Mahmoud has 20,000 men drilled in

the European manner, 170 ; after

Ibrahim's successful campaign in

Syria, the Sultan, trembling for Con-
stantinople itself, implores the aid of

Russia, as well as of England and
France ; Mehemet submits to media-
tion, by which Syria is assigned to

him ; the Sultan, indignant at being
thus treated by the Western Powers,
throws himself into the arms of

Ilussia, and signs the Treaty of

Unkiar-Skelessi, 187 ; encouraged by
England and Russia, attempts to re-

cover Syria, but the Turkish army is

totally defeated at Nezib ; the Sultan
expires a few days after, leaving his

empire to his son, Abdul Medjid, then
seventeen years okl, 190.

Mahmoud Pacha, Grand Vizier, falls

into disgrace and is made to resign
VOL. II.

office in favour of Midhat Pacha,
Governor of Bagdad, 216.

Mahommed Effendi, his embassy to
the Court of Louis XV. ; tlie pretext
of his mission is to present to the
King, with gifts from the Sultan,
firmans which gave validity to the
demands of France concerning the
Holy Places, 16 ; the envoy meets
with a gracious reception ; the em-
bassy makes a great noise, but leads
to no result, 17.

Mavrocordato, a Phanariote of

ancient family becomes President of

an executive council at Epidaurus
and eventually the chief leader of the
revolution in Greece ; is defeated at

Peta, 154.

Mazeppa, Hetman of the Cossacks,
his extradition demanded of the Porte
by Peter the Great for having de-
livered up the Ukraine to Charles
XII. of Sweden, 5.

Mehemet Ali, an Albanian Chief,

allies himself with the Mamelukes
and opens to them the gates of Cairo ;

then placing himself in the pay of

Osmau Bardissy, the Mameluke Bey,
he marches against Kosrew Pacha,
drives him into Damietta, upon which
he seizes, takes him prisoner and
sends him to Cairo ; a division arising

among the Mamelukes, Mehemet pro-

fits by their discords to augment his

troops and his pojiularity among the
Egyptians ; Kourschid Pacha succeeds
Bardissy as Governor of Cairo and
strives to disembarrass himself of the
Albanians, but the poimlace depose
Kourschid and nominate in his place

Mehemet as Pacha of Egypt ; 5,000

English under General Eraser having
seized upon Alexandria Mehemet in-

vests the place and forces Eraser to

capitulate, 123 ; another instance in

which the strength of England was
frittered away, which might liavo been
better employed in another (juarter,

124 ; Mehemet weakens the Ottoman
Empire by thopowerhe was acquiring
in Egypt, 143 ; is ordered by Mahmoud
II. to deliver the Holy Cities from
the possession of the fanatical

Wahai>itcs, 144 ; resolved to put an
end to the domination of the Mame-
lukes, he treacherously invites the
most powerful among them to leave
their retreats and come to Cairo to be
present at the investiture of his son
as commander of the expedition into

Arabia; the Beys come without dis-

F V
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trust, but on enteriug the interior

court of the palace are received witli

a dischar','e of musketry from every
window, and all perish in that snare

;

thus ends the domination of the
Mamelukes in Egypt, and that of

Mehemet Ali begins, 144 ; a /latti-cherif

invests him with the pachalics of the
Morea and Candia and at the same
time the Sultan demands his aid
against the insurgent Greeks; the
Viceroy responds with eagerness, and
his son Ibrahim sets out with an army
and fleet for Candia, which he easily

conquers ; the Egyptian fleet having
joined the Turkish fleet they are
attacked by the Greek fleet, defeated,
harassed, pursued, and finally forced
to return to Alexandria

;
profiting by

the internal dissensions of the Greeks
and cherishing hopes of the whole
Turkish succession, the Viceroy des-

patches an army to the Morea under
Ibrahim, who defeats the Greeks and
Turks at Navariuo, Tripolitza, and
other places of the interior, 157; Missol-

onghi taken after a six months' siege

by Ibrahim, 158 ; not content with
Candia as a reward of his services to

the Sultan in Greece, he covets Syria
;

despatches an army thither under
Ibrahim, who captures St. Jean d'Acre,
Damascus and Tripoli and occupies
great part of the country ; defeats a
large army under Hussein Pacha, and
enters Aleppo and Antioch ; Mehemet
demands the government of the four
pachalics of Syria, but Mahmoud
would not listen to it and sends the
Grand Vizier Ileschid Pacha to oppose
his progress, who is defeated and
captured at Konieh, 183 ; does not
dream of dethroning thePadischa and
founding a new dynasty, but wishes
for a greater pachalic and liberty of

governing after his own fashion, inde-

pendence by means of tribute, 184

;

the requirements of the Pacha in-

crease and he desires that the distiict

of Adana should be ceded to him with
Syria ; certain conditions proposed liy

England and France, accompanied by
the threat of an attack by their com-
bined fleets, are rejected by Mehemet,
185; the sense in which he makes
overtures to France and Russia

;

having ordered Ibrahim to march
towards Scutari, Mahmoud summons
the Russians to his aid, but the am-
bassadors of England and Franco
demonstrating to tlie Sultan the perils

of that intervention, they determine
him to accede to a portion of the
Viceroy's demands and to accord him
the Pachalics of Aleppo and Damas-
cus ; he afterwards consents to the
cession of Adaiia and grants an
indemnity to all compromised during
Il)rahim's expedition

;
grievous results

of tliis most unlucky treaty, 18G ; tlie

quarrel between the Sultan and the
Pacha is only adjourned ; insurrec-

tionary movements having manifested
themselves in Syria against the
despotism of Ibrahim, Mahmoud
thinks the moment opportune to

attack his vassal and a corps iVarmee
under Reschid Pacha advances to-

wards Syria, 188 ; the two armies
remain in observation of one another ;

Mehemet accuses Russia of urging the
Sultan into making war, and proposes
to France and England to form with
him a coalition against the Czar to

save the Ottoman Empire from an
inevitable conquest ; that proposition
is rejected, but European diplomacy
endeavours to reconcile the two rivals

;

Mehemet demands to transmit here-

ditarily to his family his power, and
his pachalics ; Mahmoud consents to

accord him hereditary right for Egypt
and even for Acre and Tripoli, but
demands the restitution of Adana and
the rest of Syria ; Mehemet persists,

ceases to pay tribute and makes levies,

which he concentrates in Syria, 189
;

the Sultan proclaims him and his son
fermanlis (excommunicated) ; a battle

is fought at Nezib in which Ibrahim
puts the Turks thoroughly to the
rout, 190 ; on the death of Mahmoud
II. the French wish the Osmanli
sceptre to be transferred to Mehemet
but that is opposed by England and
Russia ; Achmet Fewzi, the Capudan-
pacha, surrenders the fleet to the
rebellious Viceroy, who, surprised at

this defection, resolves to reap advan-
tage from it and refuses to restore it

until he should have obtained the
hereditary right of his governments
and the dismissal of Khosrew Pacha,
the Grand Vizier, 191 ; the Viceroy
refuses to open to England a route to

India by the Red Sea or the Eu-
phrates ; Abdul Medjid grants
Mehemet the hereditary possession of

Egypt and tenure for life of the
pachalic of St. Jean d'Acre on certain

conditions, 193 ; the coalesced Powers
threaten to depose him ; he is sum-
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moned by England to evacuate Syria
and, on bis refusal, Beyrout is attacked
by an English fleet ; Solymau Pacha
abandons that place and joins Ibra-
him : the allies besiege St. Jean
d'Acre, and in a few hours the arsenal
explodes, killing one half of the
garrison and destroying the town,
which proves the ruin of Mehemet's
hopes ; Admiral Napier wrests from
him a treaty which reduces him to
the possession of Egypt ; he evacu-
ates Syria, Arabia and Candia and
gives up the Ottoman Fleet, 191 ; the
quarrel is terminated by a treaty con-
cluded between the four Powers and
France (1811), which guaranteed the
closing of the Dardanelles and Bos-
phorus to ships of war of all nations,

195 ; the death of Mehemet in his
80th year, 199.

Mehemet All, a renegade of North
German birth, is appointed to com-
mand the Eastern army of the
Sultan (Abdul Hamid) on the Danube,
231 ; forced to retreat from Orkhanie
to Kamarli, where, however, the
Russians are defeated, 238 ; represents
Turkey at the Berlin Congress, 251.

MelikolT, Loris, Russian general.
The Grand Duke Michael refuses any
longer to carry out Melikoff's strategy,

230 ; one of the greatest and most
difficult of military feats accomplished
under him at the siege and capture of

Kars, 237.

MenschikofF, Prince, sent by Ni-
cholas, Emperor, of Russia on a
special embassy to Constantinople, to

demand the exclusive protection of all

members of the Greek Church in

Turkey ; he delivers his message to
the Divan with marks of the greatest
contempt, demanding an answer in

five days ; having renewed his threat-
ening demands, declares his mission
terminated, and after handing in an
ultimatum, departs with a significant

threat, 202 ; is defeated at the battle

of the Alma with the loss of 8,000
men, 200.

Midhat Pacha, governor of Bagdad,
represents Austrian influence; succeeds
Mahmoud Pacha as Grand Vizier ; the
reason of his short sway, 21(1 ; pre-

pares a Constitution consisting of com-
prehensive clauses ; his sudden dis-

missal and exile quickly follow the
breaking up of the Conference at
Constantinople (1877), 219.

Montecuculli, commander-in-chief

of the army of Leopold I. of Austria,
suggests to him an alliance with
Russia, which for the first time causes
the barbarians of the North to enter
into the affairs of Europe, 5.

Munnich, geueral-in-chief of the
Russian forces, seizes upon Oczakof and
Kiuburn, penetrates into the Steppes,
but compelled to retreat with great
loss ; his despatch stating that " the
Christians of the Ottoman Empii-e
look upon the Czarina as their legiti-

mate sovereign ; we must profit by
their enthusiasm and tlieir hopes, and
march on Constantinople," 26 ; his
career arrested by the Peace of Bel-
grade, 27.

Murad V., his brief ten days' reign,
219.

Mustapha II„ after the death of
Kupruli Hussein, an insurrection
having broken out, the troops fra-
ternize with the rebels and depose
the Sultan, who cedes the throne to
his brother, Achmet III., 2.

Mustapha III,, son of Achmet III.,

succeeds Osman III. ; his character,
•4G ; on his accession, declares his in-

tention of completely changing the
policy of the Porte and of taking au
active part in the affairs of Europe,
4() ; in the affair of the Christian
slaves carrying the flag-ship of the
Turkish fleet into Malta, shows no
gratitude to France for its good-will
and generosity in havmg purchased
the vessel from the Knights of Malta,
and sent it with great pomp to Con-
stantinople, 47 ; is infamously de-
ceived by Catherine II. in the affairs
of Poland ; anxious to avenge him-
self upon Russia, but is helpless,
owing to the condition of his armies
and finances, 49 ; impressed by a
memoir from the Duke de Clioiseul
touching the projects of Russia, he
decides to favour the rising of the
Poles, and to demand from the
Czarina the evacuation of Poland

;

his Ministers refusing the confederated
Poles an overt protection, demand the
withdrawal of the Russians from
Poland, but wink at their delays and
excuses, 50 ; the counsels of Franco
at length prevail with Mustaplia, the
Grand Vizier is changed and the war
party takes possession of power, 58

;

the Grand Vizier, Hamsa Paoha,
summons before him the Russian
Ambassador Obrcskoff, who, seeking
to justify the massacre of Bulta, la

F 1.^ 2
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reproved in strong terras by Ilamsa
and cited to si.1,'11 a declaration to

abstain from all further attempts
against Polish liberty ; Obreskoff re-

fusing? to sign is imprisoned in the

Seven Towers, and war declared. The
first reverses of the Ottoman army
reveal that it was only a shadow of

the armies of Solyman, and that it

only retained, of the stimulants to

action that formerly rendered it vic-

torious, a fanaticism as base as it was
sanguinary ; artillery, fortifications,

discipline, mancBUvres—all were want-
ing ; Mustapha seems stupefied at

these revelations and determines to

submit to De Tott, an adroit emissary,

all the maltriel of the Ottoman
artillery ; everything in the arsenal

seemed to announce the approaching
ruin of the Empire, 59; the Sultan

irritated at the defection of the Mol-
davians and Wallachians threatens to

reduce them to slavery, 63 ; the

Eussians capture Bender, Akerman
and Ismail, and all the fortresses on
the left bank of the Danube fall into

their power ; Azof opens its gates to

the Muscovites ; Georgia rises in re-

belUon ; Daher, Pacha of Acre, and
AU Bey, chief of the Mamelukes,
league with the Russians, and the

Empire seems near its dismember-
ment, 6i ; after the disaster of Tchesm^,
the Sultan soUcits the Courts of

Vienna and Versailles to enter into

alliance to arrest the progress of the

Russians ; the Divan deliberates, but

the Sultan alone is disposed to continue

the war and to have recourse to

France entirely ; all the Ministers

vote for peace, and secretly the

mediation of Austria is requested

;

England offers in turn her mediation
;

but partiality for Russia is so mani-
fest, that she experiences a refusal,

65 ; the Turks undergo fresh reverses,

and the talk is already rife at Cath-

erine's Court of going to Constanti-

nople, 68 ; the Russians fail in their

attempts upon Trebizonde and Geor-

gia, their flotilla, badly handled, is

unable to get out of the Sea of Azof ;

upon the Danube successes are divided,

but in the Crimea, the Ottoman
domination is completely reversed ; at

the instigation of Prussia and Aus-
tria an armistice is concluded at

Giui"govo and a Congress opened at

Fockshaui ; another Congress is held

at Bucharest, and the Czarina sends

thither her ultimatum, which the
Divan rejects almost at the command
of the Ulema ; Mustapha earnestly
desires peace, but irritated by the in-

solent pretensions of Catherine, he
resolves to resume hostilities vigor-

ously ; the Russians sustain a first

check at Rustchuk and fail equally
before Silistria ; they basely avenge
themselves by massacring at Basarad-
schik the women, old men and chil-

dren ; General Unger repulsed before

Varna ; fortune is not less favourable
to the Turks in Syria and Egypt, 71

;

in the midst of these unhoped-for suc-

cesses death surprises the Sultan, at

the moment when Mustapha was
about to place himself at the head of

the army of the Danube ; the character
and trials of his reign ; he leaves to

his brother, Abdul Ahmed, a burthen-
some inheritance, 73.

Mustapha IV., son of Abdul Ahmed,
too young at his father's death to as-

cend the throne, succeeds his uncle
Selim III., deposed ; confirms in their

employments the Ministers whom the
fury of the rebels had spared, sends
back to the castles on the Bosphorus
the Yamaks, who receive a gratifi-

cation ; scarcely enjoys the throne a
year ere he is dethroned in an insur-

rection headed by Baraictar, Pacha of

Rustchuk, and flung into the same
prison Selim III. had tenanted, 132

;

strangled by order of his half-brother,

Mahmoud II., 135.

Nachimoff, the Russian admiral, de-
stroys the Turkish fleet at Sinope, 205.

Nadir, lieutenant of Thamas Shah
of Persia, overthrows Echref , who had
usurped the power of Mir Mahmoud

;

invades the Ottoman frontiers, 19 ;

under the title of Thamas-Kouli-
Khan reigns as a sovereign over se-

veral provinces of Persia ; marches
upon Ispahan, deposes Thamas, de-
clares himself Regent of the kingdom
and summons the Turks to restore

the territory just conceded to them
;

besieges Bagdad, but fails to take
that city ; in a terrible encounter
with Topal Osman Pacha at Dould-
jeilik on the Tigris, is wounded and
hurried off the field by his routed
army ; the Ottoman army being al-

most annihilated between Baghawerd
and Akhikendi, the Porte decides to

negotiate, and its plenipotentiaries
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Bent to Tiflis are present at the coro-
nation of Nadir Shah ; the treaty
fixes the bouudaiies of the two em-
pires conformably to that of 1G39,
and strips the Ottomans of all their
recent acquisitions, 20.

Nami, Grand Vizier of Mustapha
II., endeavours to finish the work of

Kupruli, but displeases the Ulema
and Janissaries, who revolt and de-
pose the Sultan, 2.

Napier, Admiral, wrests a treaty
from Mehemet Ali, which reduces him
to the possession of Egypt, and com-
pels him to evacuate Syria, Arabia,
and Candia, and deliver up the
Ottoman fleet, 194 ; accompanied by
a French squadron, he proceeds
with the British fleet into the Baltic,
and after the capture of Bomersund,
the allied fleet quits the Baltic, 206.

Navarino, the allied fleets of Eng-
land, France and Russia almost to-

tally destroy the Turco-Egyptian fleet

in the harbour of, 1G4.

Nelson, Admiral, the combined
fleets sail under the command of,

destined to reduce the Ionian islands
and blockade Malta, 97 ; Sultan Selim
testifies his gratitude to Nelson by
presenting him with magnificent pre-
sents worth several thousand pounds;
the Czar Paul also makes him costly
gifts, 98.

Nesselrode, Count, Minister of Nich-
olas I., declares in a note that the
Russian armies are about to enter the
Danubian Principalities in order to

occupy them until the Porte shall

give its adhesion to the demands
laid down by Prince Mentschikoiif,

204.

Nicholas I., Emperor of Russia,
disputes the right of other Powers to

intermeddle with his policy regarding
Turkey, IGl ; signs a secret con-
vention recognizing the new Greek
State, but which was to pay yearly
tribute to the Porte, 1G2 ; declares
war against Turkey, and the Russians
under Wittgenstein cross the Pruth,
capture Braila and Ismail and march
towards the Eastern Balkans ; the
submission of Matchin, which opens
the passage of the Danube, Isaktchi,

Toultcha and Kustendje surrender
almost without a struggle, and Varna
is besieged ; the Emperor goes to

place himself at the head of his troops
at Bazardjik ; he next advances
against Shumla, and occupies Eski

Stamboul, which opens the route to
Constantinople, but his army soon
suffers from sickness and death, and
a sortie of the Turks compels the
abandonment of Eski Stamboul ; the
siege of Varna, however, is vigorously
pushed on, and the Emperor animates
the troops by his presence, 172-3 ; in
the second campaign (1829), apprised
of the intentions of Austria to pro-
cure peace for the Ottomans, he de-
termines to march straight upon
Constantinople, and Turkey is in-

vaded by an army of 150,000 men, but
only 14,000 reach Adrianople, dying
of disease at such a rate that they
could neither advance nor retreat

;

Russia is released from her perilous
position by a fresh treaty, that of
Adrianople, 176 ; the Czar's design
against the " sick man "—proposes to
the British Government a partition
of the " sick man's " spoils ; the offer

rejected and then made to France
with the like result, and the two
western nations unite to oppose the
designs of Nicholas, 203 ; dispute con-
cerning the Holy Places ; despatches
Prince Menschikoff to demand the
exclusive protection of all members
of the Greek Church in Turkey ; his
troops having crossed the Pruth, he
issues a proclamation in which he
announces that he did not intend to
begin the war, but wished to have
some security on which he could rely
for the Divan's strict execution of the
treaties, 204 ; the Emperor succeeds
in uniting the whole of Europe against
him, the Western Powers declare war
against him, 205 ; his sudden and
unexpected death, 208.

Nicholas, the Grand Duke, brother
of Alexander II., of Russia, expresses
his satisfaction toAhmed Vefyk Pacha
at the non-admission of the British
fleet to the Bosphorus ; announces
the fact of the signature of the Treaty
of San Stefanoto the Czar, 251, striking
scene at San Stefano on the Russian
army defiling before him at the con-
clusion of peace, 252.

ObrenowitchMilosch,acknowledged
supreme kues of all Servia, striving
to destroy the feudality in vigour
since the conquest, and profiting by
the troubles that the reforms of Ma-
homet raised in Turkey, causes the
districts of Kraina, Tzerna, Ricka,
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the two circuits of Krouchevatz, the
couutry of the Drina, iVc, to be ceded
to him. But the cupidity of Milosch
being excessive—he inoiiopolizinj,' the
customs, raising the duties and pos-

sessing himself of the communal pro-

perties, &c., risings take place and
force him to grant a charter of gua-
rantees ; at length a new constitution

is imposed upon him by the Sultan
which limits his power ; invokes in

vain the support of Russia and Eng-
land, fruitlessly attempts a military

movement and is compelled to abdi-

cate ; is replaced by his eldest son,

Milan, who dies soon after, 196.

Omar Pacha repulses 25,000 Rus-
sians iu an attack upon Eupatoria,
20S.

Orloff, Count Alexis, his plans for

the partition of Turkey and restora-

tion of the Greeks to independence

;

concludes at Pisa a formal treaty

with the Mainotes and other tribes of

the Morea and Roumelia ; fleets pre-

pared at Cronstadt, Archangel and
Revel, which uuder his conduct were
to attempt the capture of Constanti-

nople ; the British Ministry approves
the project, 61 ; the Mainotes rise,

but no plan of a campaign being ar-

ranged, the whole degenerates into a

marauding expedition and the Greeks
are abandoned to their fate ; a victory

over the Turkish fleet off Scio, wholly
due to the British officers, the honours
and emoluments thereof fall to Orloff,

who prevents them forcing the pas-

sage of the Dardanelles, 62.

Osman III., brother of Mahmoudl.,
drawn from retreat at 59 years old,

brings to the throne an incapacity

verging on imbecility. Inheriting

from his ancestors only their cruelty,

he begins by causing the death of

three sons of Achmet III., the Grand
Vizier Ali Pacha, accused of an un-

derstanding with them, meets with
the same fate. In less than two years

eight ministers succeed each other in

that perilous post and are successively

deposed or executed by the weak and
capricious monarch ; in the end, a

clever man, Mohammed Raghib, re-

ceives the Beal of the Empire and
keeps it until his death ; his reign of

only three years is merely mai'ked by
a terrible conflagration, which con-

sumed two-thirds of the city of Con-
stantinoi)le and had a great number
of victims.

Osman-Pasvan-Oglou, an ayah of

AViddin, whose father having been
unjustly beheaded, seeks refuge in

the Balkans, and at the head of

10,000 Krachalis or brigands of Bul-
garia, ravages the country, seizes upon
"\Viddin,and levies contributions upon
Wallachia ; the Divan offers him its

pardon and the restiti;tion of his

father's possessions, but he prefers
the independence he was enjoying,
declares himself inimical to the' re-

forms then attempted by Selim III.,

and summons to his aid the Janis-
saries, of whom he becomes the jiatron

and embodies in his guard those ban-
ished from Servia

;
places himself iu

open revolt and takes Orsova and
Silistria, and threatens Belgrade ; the
Capudan-pacha Hussein, with 80,000
men, besieges the rebel in Widdin,
but fails to obtain his submission

;

in the end, the Sultan treats with
him, concedes to him the Pachalic
he had usurped, and orders the
Pacha of Belgrade to re-establish the
Janissaries, 100 ; the latter, looking
upon themselves as victors, practise
every sort of exaction, and aided by
Oglou, seize upon Belgrade and slay
the Pacha. They then usurp all

authority, exact the ninth of the crops
and substitute themselves in the place
of the Sipahis ; the Sultan sends a
command to the Janissaries to cease
their tyranny, but they massacre all

those Serbs likely to become chiefs of

an insurrection, and Olgou for a long
time engages in open rebellion against
the Porte, 101.

Otho, son of King Louis of Bavaria,
accepts the throne of Greece, and
lauds at Nauplia, 177.

Osman Pacha, Turkish general,
while the garrison of Nicopolis is en-
gaged in a feeble defence, marching to

the relief of the place, sees the im-
portance of the position, which the
Russians had overlooked, and occu-
pying Plevna with 36 battalions and
41 gmis, at once begins the construc-
tion of defences which afterwards
grow to the dimensions of a great
fortress, 231 ; soon after his earth-
works are begun, a brigade of infantry
under General Schildner-Schuldner is

sent to take the position, but instead
of capturing it falls into a trap and is

well nigh cut to pieces, 231 ; in spite

of the remonstrances of General
Kruduer, the Grand Duke Michael
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and Staff positively order a renewal
of the assault on Plevna, now strongly
fortified ; the result of the terrible

conflict is that the Russians are com-
pletely defeated with a loss of 8,000
killed and as many wounded, 232

;

Osman, with 2r),0fi0 men, makes a
determined and well-sustained attack
against the Russian left centre, holding
a strongly fortified position, and in
this perfectly useless sortie, after
losing 3,000 men, is defeated and
driven back by General Zotoff, 234

;

a series of desperate assaults by the
Russian and Roumanian forces on the
fortified positions of Osman Pacha
ensues, until the Russian losses before
Plevna amount to more than 12,000
men, and the Roumanians to 3,000,

235 ; the Russian staff determine
once more to attack Osman Pacha on
the Emperor's birthday, and repeated
assaults are directed against the for-

midable defences, and the result of

this great battle is the conviction that
direct assaults on the fortified camp
were wholly useless, and General
Todleben begins regular approaches
for the purpose of besieging Osman
Pacha in form ; so month after month
this indecisive conflict goes on, 226 ;

and Osman and his 50,000 men still

defy the Muscovite hosts, 237 ; the
skill of his engineers and the oversight
of the Russian Generals cost the Czar
fully 50,000 men in killed and wound-
ed, and a delay of nearly five months,
238; at length Osman receives his

last supplies from Sofia, Plevna is

completely invested and its surrender
becomes only a question of time ; food
and ammunition are well nigh ex-

hausted and no relief comes ; Osman
states his case at a council of war,
and it is resolved to make a desperate
effort to break through the Russian
lines, and on the night of Dec. 9, 1877,

he sallies forth from Plevna, and after

a hard-fought struggle the issue is

decided against him ; wounded in the
leg, and his horse killed under him,
he has no choice but to submit, and
the conditions of capitulation are
quickly settled, 241 ; description of

the battle by an eye witness, 242-3-4.

Paskewitch, Russian general, by a
skilful mana'uvre puts to the rout
successively the Seraskier of Erze-
roum and the Pacha of Trebizoude ;

then crossing the Saganlouk moun-
tains, after several combats, seizes

upon Erzeroum, 174.

Paul, the Czar, makes Admiral Nel-
son valuable presents, 98.

Patrona Khalil, a Janissary, excites

that corps to revolt against Ibrahim
Pacha, Grand Vizier of Achmet III.

;

they demand that the Vizier, the
Mufti, and the Capudan-pacha should
be delivered up to them, who are put
to death, and the Sultan acknow-
ledges as Padischah his nephew Mah-
moud I. ; the capital and en pire
remain for some time in the power of

Patrona until got rid of by treason,

and assassinated in an ambush ; his
partizans rise in arms, but their in-

surrection is stifled in the blood of

thousands, 19.

Peter the Great (Russia), possesses as
yet only a barbarian State, without
ports, armies, or finances ; Sweden,
Poland, and Turkey interdict from
Russia an European existence ; he in-

trigues throughout Greece, stirs up
the peoples of Slav race, opposing
secretlj' the influence of France over
the Oriental Christians, and under-
mining the Ottoman Empire, 4 ; for-

tifies Azof and builds ships there

;

complains of the hospitality accorded
to his enemy, Charles XII. of Sweden,
by the Porte, and demands the extra-
dition of Mazejipa, Hetman of the
Cossacks, who had delivered up the
Ukraine to Charles XII. ; the Porte
declares war on the appearance of a
squadron in the Black Sea, with an
embassy from the Czar, 5 ; Peter
reckons in vain upon the artifices of

his ambassador, Tolstoi, upon the
corruption of the Viziers, the dilatori-

ness of the Divan, and the weakness
of Achmet III. ; his emissaries excite
everywhere through Moldavia and
Wallachia tlie inhabitants to revolt;
the Hospodars nominated by the
Porte are sold to Russia ; he guaran-
tees to the Moldo-Wallachians the
exclusive exercise of the Greek reli-

gion, and enfranchisement from Tur-
kish flomination ; a prophecy found in
the tomb of Constantiue, circulated at
Jerusalem, announcing that the Turks
would be driven out of Europe by the
Russian nation ; reckoning upon the
revolt of all t]:e peo))!es of the Greek-
religion, tlic Czar Hatters himself that
he is about to plant the Russian eagle
upon the minarets of the Seraglio ; at
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the bead of a formidable army, and
briugin^ with bim tlie celebrated cap-

tive of Marieubui'g, whom be bad just

ackuowled<^ed as bis wife, be marcbes,
Burrounded by tlie pomp of bis Court,

to certain victory ; urged by Cbarles
XII. and tbe Freucb Ambassador,
Acbmet III. declares war against tbe

Czar, and imprison? Tolstoi in tbe
Seven Towers, G ; Peter despatches a
division under Scheremetoff to the

Prutb, which he joins in the spring of

1711 ; on crossing that river finds that

he has been completely deceived, and
is soon compelled to retreat ; is over-

taken and hemmed in by tbe Turks ;

his imminent peril, unable to retreat

or advance, 7 ; is extricated therefrom
by tbe energy and intelligence of the

Empress Catherine ; in that moment of

awful suspense tbe Czar displays his

great qualities ; signs the capitulation

of the Prutb, 8 ; solicits modifications

in the treaties of Falksen, Adriauople,
and Constantinople, and obtains a new
treaty containing two remarkable
articles—the one relating to Poland,
the other to the Holy Places, 11

;

Peter continues, covertly, bis enter-

prises against Sweden and Poland,
and attempts to break the old amity
existing between France and Turkey

;

tbe effect of the Czar's visit to the

Court of Louis XV. in its relation to

the Porte, 16 ; the war between Russia
and Sweden terminated by the Treaty
of Nystadt ;

profits by the civil war in

Persia to seize upon the countries ad-

jacent to the Caspian Sea, 17.

Petrovitch, Georges, called Czerni-

Ocorr/cs, or Black George, a former
Heyduke, is elected by the Serbs as

their supreme chief to lead them
against tbe insui'gent Janissaries,

101 ; scarcely invested with autho-

rity ere he attacks and captures
Belgrade, w'hilst two of bis lieutenants

take Czabatz and Semendria, 102
;

tbe Pacha of Bosnia and Albania
having entered Servia and enveloped
everything in blood and fire, Czerni-

Georges collects 15,000 men, defeats

tbe two pachas separately, and finally

achieves a complete victory over them
at Czabatz, 110 ; seizes upon Belgrade
and besieges Soliman Pacha in tbe

citadel, wlio capitulates, but is massa-
cred with his followers at some leagues

from the city ; this becomes the sig-

nal for the expulsion, spoliation, or

massacre of all the Turks, the Serbs

giving themselves up to horrible ven-
geance against their ancient masters ;

Servia then becomes a vast field in

which numerous military chiefs or
voivodes act independently and share
between themselves tbe property of

tbe Turks ; Czcrni-Georges dominates
in Schumadia ; Servia, delivered from
Ottoman rule, is abandoned to an-
archy ; to put an end to this, Georges
addresses himself unsuccessfully to

the Governor of the Illyrian pro-

vinces in order to offer to Napoleon
tbe protectorate of tbe Slavs of

Turkey ; tbe Czar Alexander pro-

mises them bis support if they would
accept the Kussiau protectorate with
a Fanariote prince, 110 ; tbe Serbs,
led by Miloscb and Dobriniatz, at-

tack the Turks from the side of

Nissa, whilst Czerni-Georges enters
Bosnia and»besieges Novi-Bazaar ; the
two first are defeated and Georges
evacuates Bosnia ; Servia seems lost,

tbe Pacha of Nissa ravaging that
country with 30,000 men, Georges
succeeds in repulsing him and snatches
from the Bosniacs a splendid victory ;

the Turks re-cross tbe Drina, which
becomes the boundary of Servia and
Bosnia ; this victory obtains for

Georges decrees from the Senate, giv-

ing bim supreme authority over all

the voivodes, and he formulates in a
kind of constitution the liberties and
privileges of the Serbs ; all bis oppo-
sers are banished and several risings

stifled by main force ; the Pacha of

Nissa offers to get Georges recognized
by tbe Sultan as Prince of tbe country
on the condition that he repudiates
tbe protectorate of Russia ; Georges,
unwilling to treat without the Czar's
consent, sends the Pacha's proposi-
tions to the Russian general and is

badly rewarded for bis good faith

shortly afterwards in tbe Treaty of

Bucharest, 111 ; the Serbs, refusing
to recognize that treaty, prepare for

resistance, and Georges issues a
spirited proclamation ; the Serbs,
however, experience only defeats and
he fiees into Hungary and thence into

Russia, whilst tbe Turks become mas-
ters of Servia ; more than 300 Serbs
ai'e impaled or decapitated at Bel-
grade ; this bringing about a revolt,

Miloscb Obrenovitcb, brother-in-law
of Czerni-Georges, calls tbe people to

arms, and the Turks are driven from
their positions, 112 ; and Milosch
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governs Servia almost as an absolute
monarch ; on the establishment of the
Iletceria iu 1817, Czerni-Georges, then
living in retiiement at Kiev, directs

his steps secretly towards Servia, with
the object of procuring the revolt of

that country ; but on arriving upon
Servian territory is assassinated by
the emissaries of Milosch and his head
sent to Constantinople ; Milosch, in

recompense, is acknowledged Prince
or Knes superior of Servia, and Russia
hastens to disavow the projects of

Czerni-Georges, 148.

Plevna, the battles fought before,

and siege of, 231.

Poniatowski, Count, assists Charles
XII. (Sweden) in inciting the Porte to

hostilities against Russia ; they suc-

ceed in their efforts, and Achmet III.

declares war against the Czar, 6 ; des-

patches a messenger from the Turkish
camp to Charles XII., summoning him
to behold the consummation of the
Czar's ruin, 9 ; in conjunction with
Charles XII. and the Klian of Tartary
the ruin of the Vizier Baltadschi is

effected, 10 ; Poniatowski is imposed
upon the Poles by Russian bayonets,
49.

Potemkin, Prince, favourite and
Minister of Catherine II. (Russia), his

designs against the Crimea ; compels
the Porte to restore the Khan Gherai,
82 ; is dignified with the pompous title

of the Taurian and made Governor of

the conquered provinces and Grand-
Admiral of the Black Sea, 84 ; crosses

the Bog and invests Oczakof ; the
Turkish fleet totally destroyed, and
Oczakof captured and put to sack with
savage fury, the victors giving no
quarter and massacring more than
25,000 of the inhabitants, 89 ; in next
campaign captures Kilia Nova, 92

;

conducts, unwillingly, negotiations for

peace at Jassy, in hopes of obtaining

Moldavia and Wallachia for himself

as an independent Principality ; is

seized with a malignant fever and
dies on his road homewards in the

arms of his niece, the Countess Bra-
uicka, 93.

the Balkans by the Trojan Pass, the
Tmks are enclosed between two ar-
mies ; the Porte, terrified, instructs
the general in the field to conclude an
armistice, 219.

Ragoczy, leader of malcontent
Hungarians, aims at obtaining the
principality of Transylvania, and
even the title of King of Hungary

;

incited by the agents of the Porte to
insurrection against Austria, 13.

Repnin, Prince, succeeds Roman-
zoff in command of the Russian
army in the Ukraine, and defeats the
Turks on their crossing the Danube
at Ismail, 91 ;

preliminaries of peace
are signed between Repnin and the
Grand Vizier at Galatz, 93.

Reschid Pacha, Grand Vizier, in
order to reheve Silistria besieged by
Diebitch, defeats General Roth and
invests Pravadi ; on learning this. Die-
bitch goes to the succour of Roth, with
whom he forms a junction, and ob-
tains at Kaleschwa a sanguinary vic-

tory over Reschid, who re-enters
Shumla, 173; Diebitch having crossed
the Kamtchik, Reschid abandons
Shumla, crosses in his turn the Bal-
kan, and reaches Selivno, and there
experiences a fresh defeat, 174.

Romanzoff', commander of the Rus-
sian army, after defeating the Turks
on the Larga, gains a decisive victory
over them near Cahoul, G4 ; seconded
by Souvarof and Krameuski, having
forced the Danube, succeeds iu turn-
ing the front of the Ottoman army
and separating it from Varna, which
contains all its magazines, upon
which a panic seizes upon the Turks,
74 ; Romanzoff and the Prince of

Saxe-Coburg capture Choczim, 89

;

is succeeded in the command of the
Russian army by Prince Repnin, 91.

Ruffin, French char<jc d'affaires, at
the news of Bonaparte's invasion of

Egypt finds himself in a most critical

position at ConKtantinf)ple ; tries at
first to deny the expedition, then to
ex[)lain it, but is not listened to ; is

flung into the Seven Towers and war
declared against France, 96.

Radetzsky, Russian general, takes

the Shipka Pass, defended by a Tur-
kish army of forty-one battalions, ten

batteries of artillery, and one regi-

ment of cavalry ; and Generals I\lir-

sky and Scobeleff Laving penetrated

Saint-Priest, M. de, succeeds M. dc
Vergeunes as ambassador at the
Porte ; instructions given him by the
Duke de Choiseul, 50 ; they are sup-
plemented by the secret corresjion-

denco of Louis XV., 58 ; the Divan
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carefully conceals from the ambassa-
dor the steps it was taking to obtain
peace with Russia ; suspectinf; the
weakness of the Turkish Ministers,

M. de Saint-Priest neglects nothing to

reanimate their courage to get rid of

a humiliating peace ; whilst awaiting
the precise answer of Choiseul, he
strives to enlighten them upon the

true cause of their defeats ; Choiseul

orders him " to pass from active hos-

tility against the Russians to inert-

ness, without discouraging the Turks
from their efforts in behalf of the

Poles," 06 ; Saint-Priest gives a wide
development to French commerce in

the Levant by establishing between
the ports of the Black Sea and the
Mediterranean relations that had not

existed until then, save between Con-
stantinople and the Archipelago, 77 ;

is succeeded in 178i by Choiseul Gouf-
fier, 85.

Salisbury, Marquis of, whilst acting

as one of the representatives of Eng-
land at the Berlin Congress, suddenly
and without warning there appears in

the Globe newspaper the text of a secret

Anglo-Russian agreement, signed on
May 80, at the Foreign Office by Lord
Salisbury and Count Schouvaloff ; the

British Government engaging, subject

to the points, ten in number, " not to

dispute the articles of the preliminary
Treaty of San Stefano ;

" fresh modi-
fications might be proposed in Con-
gress by common consent, but failing

them, " the present memorandum is

a mutual agreement in Congress for

the Plenixiotentiaries of Russia and
Great Britain," 254;-5.

Schildner-Schiildner, Russian gene-

ral, sent from Nicopolis with a brigade

of infantry to capture Plevna, instead

of taking the town falls into a trap,

and his force is well-nigh cut to pieces,

231.

Sebastian!, French colonel and am-
bassador, endeavours to incite Selim
111. against the English and Rus-
sians ; at his instance the Sultan,

hurried away, deposes the Princes
Ypsilanti and Morusi, 111 ; denounces
the perfidy of Russia in keeping pos-

session of the Ionian islands ; calls

upon the Porte to close the Bosphorus
against all Russian and English ships

of war ; the demand of the French
Ambassador is acquiesced in, 112

;
puts

Constantinople into such a posture of

defence as to accelerate the retreat of

Sir John Duckworth, IIG ; Sebastiani
decides the Sultan to offer resistance
to the English fleet, 111), and is

charged with preparing and directing

it ; he renders the city inaccessible,

120, and Duckworth decides to re-

treat ; Sebastiani receives publicly
the Sultan's thanks, and is decorated
with the Order of the Crescent, 121

;

after the deposition of Selim III. and
notwithstanding the stipulations of

Tilsit, he resumes the influence he
had under that Sultan, and makes his

will prevail in the councils of the
Porte; but, his position having be-

come embarrassing, he demands and
obtains his recall, 130.

Selim III., son of Mustapha III.,

succeeds his uncle Abdul Ahmed

;

resolves to prosecute the war against
Austria, and commands all the
" Faithful " between sixteen and
sixty to take up arms ; acts with
more zeal than discretion, and loses

more hearts than he gains ; wishes to

take command of his armies, but is

prevented by the Divan, 90 ; his exas-
peration at Bonaparte's invasion of

Egypt, 96 ; which gives rise to an
alliance between Russia and the
Porte ; visits the Russian fleet in the
Dardanelles ; for the first and perhaps
for the last time the Russian flag

waves in union with the Crescent, 97 ;

testifies his gratitude to Nelson by
magnificent presents, 98 ; deposes the
voivodes of Moldavia and Wallachia,
111; and is himself deposed by an
insurrection of the Yamaks and Janis-
saries, and strangled by order of
Mustapha IV., 131.

Server Pacha, early in Jan., 1878,
makes a statement to the Chamber of

Deputies " that every effort had been
made by the Government to interest the
European Powers in the fate of Turkey,
butin vain; she was completely isolated,

and therefore it was necessary for her
to determine alone how she could best
bring the war to a close ; the terms of

an armistice were agreed upon and the
Russian reply was of a conciliatory cha-
racter ;

" a Ministerial crisis follows,

the Turkish Ministry resigns, and a
new Cabinet is constituted, with
Hamdi Pacha as Grand Vizier, and
Server Pacha as Minister for Foreign
Affairs, 249.

Sinope, destruction of the Turkish
fli>et by Admiral Nakimof, at, 205.

Skobeleff, Russian general, the
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young and brilliant hero of Nicopolis,

supports Prince Meretinsky in the
capture of Loftcha, 234 ; the success-

ful dash at Loftcha is followed by a
series of desperate assaults by the
Russians on the fortified positions at

Plevna, and Skobeleff captures three
redoubts, but with heavy loss, and
they are retaken next day, 235 ; with
General Mirsky,he penetrates the Bal-
kans by the Trojan Pass and occupies
Kezanlik, enclosing the Turks between
two armies, the Porte terrified and
disorganized, instructs the general in

the field to conclude an armistice, 2-49.

Soutzo, Michael, Hospodar of Mol-
davia, on the appeal of Ypsilanti to

join Hellas in its struggle for liberty,

resigns his authority into the hands
of the Hetajria, and enrols himself
under the banner of independence,
150 ; on the Russian Consul protest-

ing against the enterprize, Soutzo is

driven out of Jassy by the Moldavian
boyards, 151.

Suvaroff, Russian general, defeats
Gazi Hassan, commander of the van-
guard of the Turkish army at Foc-
shani ; the Grand Vizier, desirous of

avenging that defeat, attacks the Aus-
trian army, but the sudden arrival of

Suvaroff upsets that plan, and the
Turks lose, at Rimnik, 22,000 men,
sixty guns and all their siege artillery

and munitions, 91 ; assists at the cap-

ture of Kilia Nova ; but his grand ex-

ploit is the taking of Ismail by
assault, not without great loss, but
his victory is stained by the horrible

butchery which the Russians com-
mitted, 92.

Stanislaus, King of Poland, arrives

at Bender to mediate a peace between
Charles XII., and Augustus of Poland,
by resigning the crown, 10 ; his inten-

tions frustrated by a treaty concluded
between the Porte and Augustus, II.,

11.

Stephano, the monk, an agent of

Catherine II. (Russia), by means of

the religious propaganda prepares the

way for the Russian invasion in Scr-

via and Croatia; animated by his

harangues, his cliarity, and liis libe-

rality, the Cliristians of Albania, Ser-

via, and Montenegro rise in arms, but
the insurrection is stamped out by the

Janissaries, 50.

Siileiman Pacha, Turkish general,

through the jealousies of the Govern-
ment ia transferred from Montenegro

to Roumelia with an independent
command, which produces its natu-
ral result in want of concert and
failure of reciprocal sujiport, 232

;

defeats General Gourko's force at
Eski Sagra (Feb. 15, 1877), drives back
the Russians to the mountains and
assails their fortified positions in the
Shipka Pass in a series of sanguinary
conflicts, to which the war had
hitherto furnished no parallel ; in
these he loses more than 12,000 of his
best men by dashing them against
fortifications that probably might
have been turned ; renews his assaults
on Mont St. Nicholas, only to see his
troops hurled back with heavy loss,

235 ; is driven by Gourko over the
Despoto Dagh and down to Kavola,
while the jianic in Constantinople is

described as deplorable, 249.

Syria, a vast number of Maronite
Christians massacred by the Druses
in, 214.

Talleyrand, Prince(Bishop of Autun),
is desirous, since the defeat of Austria
by France that conditions should be
imposed upon the Porte which should
leave it its grandeur, but by making of
it a Power entirely slavish and orien-
tal, by taking away its Germanic pro-
vinces and giving it in exchange Wal-
lachia, Moldavia, and Bosnia, making
of it an eternal enemy of Russia, and
coueequeutly a natural ally of France,
107.

Thamas, Shah of Persia, after
Echref causes liis cousin Mir Mah-
moud to be strangled, and seizes upon
his power, his rival Tliamas offers to
the Porte the sovereignty of the pro-
vinces it had occupied, 18 ; the Porto
treats witli him, but Ecliref, in the
ascendant, demands peace, accedes to
the conditions proposed by his com-
petitor, and is recognized as legitimate
sovereign of Iran ; speedily overthrown
by Nadir, lieutenant of Thamas, and
the latter having re-entered Ispahan,
Nadir invades the Ottoman frontiers.

The Porte having resumed the war
against Persia, Thamas undergoes
immerous reverses, and is constrained
to sue for peace, 19 ; Nadir protests
loudly against the conclusion of peace,
marches upon Ispahan, deposes Tha-
mas, and declares himself Uegeiit of
tiie kingdom, ami summons the Turks
to restore the territory and towns
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whicb the treaty had just conceded to
them, 20.

Todleben, Russian general ; the
Czar's troops being defeated in a great
battle fought before Plevna on his
birthday, establishes a conviction that
direct assaults on the fortified camp
were wholly useless, and the famous
engineer, Todleben, is invited to un-
dertake the reduction of Plevna, who
at once begins regular approaches,
while preparations are made for a
complete investment, 230 ; by the
middle of November it is completely
invested ; Osman Pacha is compelled
to retreat, and on the 10th December
Plevna falls, 241.

Tolstoi, ambassador of Peter the

Great to the Porte, his artifices in cor-

rupting the Viziers and securing parti-

zaus in the States of the Sultan ; his
emissaries, traversing secretly Mol-
davia and Wallachia, excite every-
where the people to revolt ; the Hos-
podars of those provinces are sold to
Russia ; a proclamation of the Czar
guarantees to the Moldo-Wallachians
the exclusive exercise of the Greek
religion and enfranchisement from
Turkish domination, (3 ; on the Sultan,
Achmet III., declaring war against the
Czar, he imprisons Tolstoi in the
Seven Towers, 7.

Topal-Osman Pacha, Turkish gene-
ral, having come to the succour of
Bagdad, besieged by the Persian
pretender. Nadir (under the title of
Thanias Koulikhan), a terrible en-
counter takes place upon the Tigris
at Douldjeilik, and Nadir, wounded, is

hurried off the field by his routed
army ; Topal-Osman snatclies a fresh
victory near Leitam ; lastly, is in turn
defeated, and perishes upon the field

of battle ; his death proves a public
misfortune for the Turks, who expe-
rience a continuous series of checks,
and the Ottoman army is almost an-
nihilated near Baghawerd, 20.

Tott, Baron de, an Hungarian gentle-
man, a refugee in France, despatched
by Villeneuve to the Tartar Klian to
incite him to invade the Ukraine for
the enforcement of the tribute paid by
the Russians, 21 ; his discussion with
the Grand Vizier touching a disad-
vantageous peace with Austria, 25.

Tott, Baron de, son of the above, an
offic 'r of engineers, on the reverses
experienced by the Ottoman army in
the campaign of 1709 against Russia,

De Tott strives to enlighten the Divan
on the causes thereof, and addresses
several memoirs to the Sultan with
that view ; Mustapha III. seems stupi-

fied at those revelations of the deplor-

able condition of his armaments, and
after much hesitation determines to

submit publicly to the inspection of

De Tott all the materiel of the Ottoman
artillery ; the astonishment of the
latter on entering the arsenal at Con-
stantinople—all seemed to announce
the approaching ruin of that Empire,
59 ; having offered the Divan to pro-

ceed to the Dardanelles, his services

are accepted ; all the shipwrights that
French commerce had brought to

Constantinople are employed in the
construction of additional defences,
and in a few weeks the passage is

rendered inexpugnable, and the Rus-
sian fleet, after a long and useless
lingering at Lemnos, sails from the
Mediterranean, 03 ; the French am-
bassador, Saint-Priest, seconds with
all his influence the fresh efforts made
by De Tott, and obtains the establish-

ment of a school of gunnery under
that young foreigner ;

" the terror was
such," he himself relates, "that public
prayers were offered up for the success
of my labours," 06.

Turkey in Europe, Asia, and Africa,

description of, 200.

Vienna, treaty of (1725), concluded
between Russia and Austria against
Turkey, its principal condition— kept
secret down to the present time—by
which those two Powers bound them-
selves in perpetuity to unite their

armies against the Porte, and not
make a separate peace, 18.

Villeneuve, Marquis de, French
ambassador, a minister full of talent
and activity, explains to the Grand
Vizier the situation of Europe and the
necessity for the Porte to return to

the policy of Charles XII. ; whereupon
the Vizier addresses a protestation to
the two Imperial Courts against the
entrance of the Russians into Poland,
and demands with threats the execu-
tion of the Treaty of Constantinople ;

despatches the Baron de Tott to the
Tartar Khan, who incites him to in-

vade the Ukraine to enforce tribute
from the Russians, 21 ; is ordered by
Cardinal Fleury to incite the Turks to

enter Hungary, 23 ; is nest directed
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to use every exertion to procure peace
for the Turks, to prevent the Russians
obtaining the navigation of the Black
Sea, 24 ; Catherine II. accepts through
him the mediation of France for the
conclusion of a peace between the
Porte and Russia, 26 ; stipulations of

the Treaty of Belgrade, 27 ; the Rus-
sian ambassador strives to break the
treaty existing between France and
Sweden by corrupting the French
ambassador, but the Czarina's presents
effect no change in Villeneuve's policy,

and the treaty is maintained ; he
profits by the all-powerful influence

be enjoys with the Divan to demand
the renewal of the capitulations, which
Sultan Mahmoud hastens to satisfy,

and they become a formal treaty of

friendship and commerce, 28 ; Ville-

neuve resigns the Constantinople em-
bassy, and is succeeded by the Marquis
of Castellane, 30.

Wellington, Duke of, sent by Eng-
land to St. Petersburg with a view to

the determination of the Greek ques-
tion, succeeds in signing a protocol,

stipulating that the two Cabinets
should unite their efforts to reconcile

the Greeks with-the Porte, and put an
end to the struggle of which the
Archipelago was the theatre ; Greece
to remain a dependence of the Ottoman
Empire, and pay an annual tribute

;

the Cabinets of Paris, Berlin and
Vienna show themselves at first

offended at the secrecy kept towards
them, but end by signing it, 162.

Yamaks, revolt of the (Yamals-
tahielk, or battery assistants), through
the intrigues of Mustapha Pacha, the
Caimacan, opposed to the reforms
introduced into the Empire by Sultan
Selim in the dress and usages of the

army ; at the sight of the new uniforms
the Yamaks murmur, and from mur-
murs soon pass to revolt, 12.') ; they
elect a chief with the power of life or

death, one Cabakchy Oglou, and are

joined by 800 Janissaries and 200
sailors, who encamp upon the At-

mei'dan, where Oglou reads a list of
proscriptions upon which figure, in
the first line, the counsellors and
ministers of the Sultan, seventeen of
whose heads soon appear in a row
before the tribunal of the chief of the
revolt, 126 ; with the sanction of the
hypocritical Mufti, Selim III. is de-
posed, and is succeeded by Mustapha
IV., 127.

Ypsilanti, Alexander, aide-de-camp
of the Emperor of Russia, at the head
of the Hetasria, to which he had
devoted the whole of his fortune in
the work of Greek emancipation ; at
the outburst of the insurrection in the
North, he repairs to Jassy, where he
summons the Hellenes in a spirited

proclamation, 1.50 ; leaving to Michael
Soutzo, Hospodar of Moldavia, the
direction of the movement, he passes
into "VVallachia, and there forms the
Sacred Battalion ; shortly after the
protest of the Russian Consul at
Bucharest against the enterprise, an
ukase of the Czar deprives Ypsilanti
of his rank, 1.51 ; finding himself aban-
doned by Russia he loses courage and
retires near Rimnik ; is attacked by
the Turks and defeated, when the
Sacred Battalion, 1,200 strong, falhng
to a man, the remainder of the
insurgents flee, and Ypsilanti seeks
refuge upon Austrian territory, and
is shut up in the citadel of Munkacz,
152.

Yousouf Pacha, Governor of Varna,
whilst that place is besieged by the
Russians, animated by the presence of
the Emperor, though revictualled and
succoured by the Grand Vizier with a
corps of 20,000 men, is surrendered by
Yousouf, or, more correctly speaking,
sold to the enemy ; the traitor is con-
demned to death, but he retires to

Russia to live in opulence, 173.

ZotofF, Russian general, defeats
Osman Patha in a determined and
well-sustained attack on a strongly
fortified position around the villages

of Pelisat and Zgalince, and is

driven back with the loss of 3,000
men, 235.
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THE IRRIGATION WORKS OF INDIA, AND THEIR
FINANCIAL RESULTS. By Robert B. Buckley, India Public Works
Department.

INCIDENTS OF A JOURNEY THROUGH NUBIA TO DAR-
FOOR. By Sidney Ensor, C.E.

SKETCHES FROM NIPAL, Historial and Descriptive; with
Anecdotes of the Court Life and Wild Sports of the Country in the time
of Maharaja Jang Bahadur, G.C.B. ; to which is added an Essay on
Nipalese Buddhism. By the late A. A. Oldfield, M.D., many years
Resident at Kathmandu. Two vols., Illustrated.

ACCENTED FOUR-FIGURE LOGARITHMS AND OTHER
TABLES : for purposes both of Ordinary and of Trigonometrical Calcu-
lations, and for the Correction of Altitudes and Lunar Distances. Arranged
and accented by Lowis D'A. Jackson, A.M.S.C.E., Author of " Canal and
Culvert Tables," " Hydraulic Manual," &c.

ACCENTED FIVE-FIGURE LOGARITHMS OF NUMBERS,
from 1 to 99,999, without differences. Arranged and accented by Lewis
D'A. Jackson, A.M.S.C.E.

A DICTIONARY OF ETHNOLOGICAL AND PHILOLOGICAL
GEOGRAPHY. By R. G. Latham, M.A., M.D., F.R.S., &c.

MEMOIRS OF A GRIFFIN; OR, A CADET'S FIRST YEAR
IN INDIA. By Captain Bellew. Illustrated from designs by the
Author. A New Edition.

HITOPADESA : a New Literal Translation from the Sanskrit Text
of Professor F. Johnson. For the use of Students. By Fredeic Pincott,

F.R.A.S.]

THE EXPIRING CONTINENT : a Narrative of Travel in Senc-
gambia ; with observations on Native Character, present condition and
future prospects of Africa, and Colonization. By Alex. Will. Mitchinson,

With sixteen full-page Illustrations.

TURKEY: OLD AND NEW. By Sutherland Menzies. Illus-

trated.
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SKETCHES OF ARMY LIFE m RUSSIA. By F. Y. Gmene,
late iVIilitary Attache to the U.S. Legation in St. Petersburg, and Author
of " The Russian Army and its Campaigns in Turkey in 1877-1879."

WITH THE KURRUM VALLEY FORCE IN" THE CABUL
CAMPAIGN OF 1878-1879. By Major J. A. S. Colquhoun, E.A.

TO CABUL WITH THE CAVALRY BRIGADE. By Major
R. C. W. MiTFORi), 14th Bengal Lancers.

STORIES OF THE CITY OF LONDON : Retold for Yoiitliful
Readers. By Mrs. Nkwton Croslaxd.

Tliese Stories range from the early days of Old London Bridge and the
settlement of the Knights Templars in England to the time of the Gordon
Riots ; with incidents in the life of Brunei in relation to the Thames
Tunnel ; narrated from personal recollections.

THE VICTORIA CROSS : An Official Chronicle of Deeds of
Personal Valour, achieved in the presence of the enemy during the
Crimean and Baltic Campaigns, and the Indian, Persian, Chinese, New
Zealand, and African Wars ; from the institution of the Order in 1856 to

1880.

THE HISTORY OF CHINA. By Demetrius Charles Bodlger.
Author of " England and Russia in Central Asia," &c.

A TREATISE ON THE PERSONAL LAW OF THE MAHOM-
MEDANS. By Sted Ameer Ali Moulvi, M.A., LL.B., Barrister-at-Law,
Presidency Magistrate, Calcutta, &c.

AN ARABIC MANUAL. By Professor E. H. Palmer.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL AND DECORA-
TIVE ART in Rajputana and Adjacent Districts. By Dr. F. W. A.
DE F.\BECK, Indian Medical Service, and Major S. S. Jacob, Bombay Staff

Corps, and Executive Engineer to the Jeypore State.

IN ZULULAND WITH THE BRITISH, tliroughont the War
of 1879. By Charles L. Norris-Newman, Special Correspondent of the
London Standard, Cape Town Standard and Mail, and the Times of Natal.
8vo., with Plans and Illustrations.

MANSUKHI AND SUNDAR SINGH: a Hindu Tale. Hin-
dustani and English. With twenty-four Illustrations. By H, B. W.
Garrick.

AN INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Simplified for Schools. By W. P.
Lykam, Indian Public Works Department.

A CALCULUS FOR ENGINEERS. By W. P. Ltnam, Indian
Public Works Department.

A NEW NOVEL. By Charles Mackay, LL.D.

CATHOLIC DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT : an Historical
Inquiry into its Development in the Church, with an Introduction on the
Principle of Theological Development. By H. Nutcombe Oxenham. A
new and enlarged edition.

New Editions of Worhs hy Parker Gilmore (" Ubique ").

A RIDE THROUGH HOSTILE AFRICA. Illustrated.

IN THE BACKWOODS. Illustrated.

ON THE PRAIRIES. Illustrated.
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Works issued from the India Ofl&ce, and Sold by

Wm. H. ALLEN & Co.

Tree and Serpent "Worship
;

Or, Illustrations of ^lythology and Art in India in the First

and Fourth Centuries after Christ, from the Sculptures of the

Buddhist Topes at Sanchi and Amravati. Prepared at the

India Museum, under the authority of the Secretary of State

for India in Council. Second edition, Revised, Corrected, and

in great part Re-written. By James Fergusson, Esq , F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S. Super-royal 4to. 100 plates and 31 engravings,

pp. 270. Price £5 5s.

Illustrations of Ancient Buildings in Kashmir.

Prepared at the Indian Museum under the authority of the

Secretary of State for India in Council. From Photographs,

Plans, and Dx'awings taken by Order of the Government of

India. By Henry Hardy Cole, Lieut. R.E., Superiutendent

Archaeological Survey of India, North-West Provinces. In

One vol. ; half-bound. Quarto. Fifty-eight plates. £3 lOs.

The illustrations in this work have been produced in Carbon trom

the original negatives, and are therefore permanent.

Pharmacopoeia of India.

Prepared under the Authority of the Secretary of State for

India. By Edward John Waring, M.D. Assisted by a

Committee appointed for the Purpose. 8vo. 68.

The Stupa of Bharhut. A Buddhist Monument.

Ornamented with numerous Sculptures illustrative of Buddhist

Legend and History in the Third Century b.o. By Alex-

ander Cunningham, C S L, CI E., Major-General, Royal

Engineers (Bengal Retired); Director-General Archaeological

Survey of India. 4to. Fifty-seven Plates. Cloth gilt.

^3 38.
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Archaelogical Survey of Western India.

Report of the First Season's Operations in the Belgam and

Kaladgi Districts. January to May, 1874. Prepared at the

India Museum and Published under the Authoiity of the

Secretary of State for India in Council. By James Burgess,

Author of the " Rock Temples of Elephanta," &c , &c., and

Editor of " The Indian Antiquary." Half-bound. Quarto.

58 Plates and Woodcuts. £2 '2s.

Archaeological Survey of Western India. Vol. II.

Report on the Antiquities of Kathiawjid and Kachh, being the

result of the Second Season's 0[)eratious of the Archaeological

Survey of Western India. 1874-75. By James Burgess,
F.R.G S , M.R.A.S.,&c., Archaeological Surveyor and R3porter

to Government, Western India. 1876 Half-bound. Quarto.

Seventy-four Plates and Woodcuts. <£3 3s.

Archaeological Survey of Western India. Vol. III.

Report on the Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurungabad Dis-

tricts in the Territory of H.H. the Nizam of Haidarabad,

being the result of the Third Season's Operations of the

Archaeological Survey of Western India. 1875-1870. By
James Buhgess, F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., Membre de la Society

Asiatique, &c.. Archaeological Surveyor and Reporter to Go-
vernment, Western India. Half-bound. Quarto. Sixty-six

Plates and Woodcuts. M2 2s.

Illustrations of Buildings near Muttra and Agra,

Showing the Mixed Hindu-Mahomedan Style of Upper India
Prepared at the India Museum under the authority of the

Secretary of State for India in Council, from Photographs,
Plans, and Drawings taken by Order of the Government of

India. By Henry Hardy Cole, Lieut. R.E., late Superin-
tendent Archaeological Survey of India, North-West Provinces
4to. With Photographs and Plates. £3 10s.

The Cave Temples of India.

By Jamks Ferguson, D.C.L., F.R.A.S., V.P.RA.S., and
James Burgess, F.R.G. S., M.R.A.S., &c. Printed and Pub-
lished by Order of Her Majesty's Secretary of State, &c.

Royal 8vo. With Photographs and Woodcuts. £1 2s.
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Aberigh-Mackay (G.) Twenty-one Days in India.

Being the Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.CB. By George
Abeiugh-Mackay. Post 8vo. 4s.

Adam W. (late of Calcutta) Theories of History.

An Inquiry into the Theories of History,—Chance,—Law,

—

Will. With Special Reference to the Principle of Positive

Philosophy. By William Adam. 8vo. 15s.

Akbar. An Eastern Romance
By Dr. P. A. S. Van Limburg-Brouwer. Translated from

the Dutch by M. M. With Notes and Introductory Life of

the Emperor Akbar, by Clements R. Markham, C.B., F.R.S.

Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Alberg (A.) Snowdrops: Idylls for Children.

From the Sweilish of Zach Tropelius. By Albert Alberg,

Author of "Whisperings in the Wood" 3s. 6d.

Alberg (A.) Whisperings in the Wood : Finland Idylls for

Children. From the Swedish of Zach Tropelius. By Albert
Alberg, Author of " Fabled Stories from the Zoo," and Editor

of '' Chit-Chat by Puck," " Rose Leaves," and " Woodland
Notes." 3s. (3d.

Allen's Series.

I.— Ansted's World We Live In. ^s.

2.—Ansted's Earth's History. 2s.

3.—Ansted's '2000 Examination Questions in Physical Geo-

graphy. 2s.

4.—Geography of India. (See page 10.) 2s.

,5 —Ansted's Elements of Physiography, Is. 4d.

C).—Hall's Trigonometry. (Seepage 11.) 2s.

7.— Wollaston's Elementary Indian Reader. Is. (Sec p. 35.)

Ameer Ali. The Personal Law of the Mahommedans (ac-

:J:- cor ing to all the Schools). Together with a Comparative

Sketch of the Law of Inherit:inee among the Sunnis and

Shiahs. By Syed Ameer Alt, Moulvi, M.A., LL.B., Barrister-

at-Law, and Presidency Magistrate at Calcutta. 8vo. 15s.

Anderson (Ed. L.) How to Ride and School a Horse.

With a System of Horse (iymnastics. By Edward L.

Anderson. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Anderson (P.) The English in Western India.

8vo. 14s.
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Andrew ("W. P.) India and Her Neighbonrs.
By W. P. Andrew, Author of " (Jur Scientific Frontier,"

"The Indus and Its Provinces," ''Memoir of tlie Euphrates

Route." With Two Maps. 8vo. 15s.

Andrew (W. P.) Our Scientific Frontier.

U'ith Sivetch-Map and Appendix. Hvo. 6s.

Ansted (D. T.) Physical Geography.
By Professor D. T. Anstkd, M.A., F.R.S., &c. Fifth

Edition. Post 8vo., with Illustrative Maps. 7s.

CoNTKNTS :

—

Part I.

—

Introduction.—Tlie Earth as a Planet.

—Physical Forces.—The Succession of liocks. Part II.

—

Earth —Land.—Mountains.— Hills and Valleys.—Plateaux

and Low Plains. PA.Tr 111.

—

Water.—The Ocean.—Rivers.

—Lakes and Waterfalls.—The Phenomena of Ice.—Springs.

Part IV.

—

Air.—The Atmosphere. Winds and Storms.

—

Dew, Clouds, and Rain.—Climate and Weather. Part V.

—

Fire.—Volcanoes and Volcanic Phenomena.—Earthquakes.

Part VI.-—Life —The Distribution of Plants in the different

Countries of the Earth.—The Distribution of Animals on the

Earth.—The Distribution of Plants and Animals in Time.

—

Effects of Human Agency on Inanimate Nature.

"The Book is both valuable and comprehensive, and deserves a wide

circulation."

—

Observer.

Ansted (D. T.) Elements of Physiography.

For the use of Science Schools, i'cap. bvo. Is. 4d.

Ansted (D. T.) The World We Live In.

Or Fu'st Lessons in Physical Geograjjhy. For the use of

Schools and Students. By D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.RS., &c.

Fcap. 2s. 25th Thousand, with illustrations.

Ansted (D. T.) and Latham (R. G.) Channel Islands.

Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, Sark, &c.

The Channel Islands. Containing: PaktI.—Physical Geo-

graphy. Part 11.— Natural History. Part HI.— Civil His-

tory. Part IV.—Economics and Trade. By David Thomas

Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., and Robert Gordon Latham, M.A.,

M.D., F.R.S. New and Cheaper Edition in one handsome

8vo. Volume, with 72 Illustrations on Wood by Vizetelly,

Loudon, Nicholls, and Hart ; with Map. 8vo. lOs.

" This is a really valuable work. A book which will long remain the

standard authorit} on the subject. No one who hjs been to tlie Channel

Islands, or who purposes going there will be insensible of its value."

—

Saturday Revitw.

"It is the produce of many hands and every hand a good onj."
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Ansted (D. T.) The Earth's History.

Or, First Lessons in Geology. For the use of Schools and

Students. By D. T. Anstkd. Third Thousand. Fcap. '^s.

Ansted (D. T.)

Two Thousand Examination Questions in Physical Geography,

pp. 180. Price 2s.

Ansted (D. T.) Water, and "Water Supply.

Chiefly ^Yith reference to the British Islands. Part I. —
Surface Waters. 8vo. With Maps. 18s.

Archer (Capt. J. H. Laurence) Commentaries on the

Punjaub Campaign— 1848-49, including some additions to the

History of the Second Sikh War, from original sources. By
Capt. J. H. Lawrence-Archer, Bengal H. P. Cr. 8vo. 8s.

Army and Navy Calendar for the Financial Year 1881-82.

Being a Compendium of General Information relating to the

Army, Navy, Militia, and Volunteers, and containing Maps,

Plans, Tabulated Statements, Abstracts, &c. Compiled from

authentic sources. 2s. fid.

Aynsley (Mrs.) Our Visit to Hindustan, Kashmir, and Ladakh
By Mrs. J. C. Murray Aynsley. 8vo. 14s.

Bellew (Capt.) Memoirs of a GriMn ; or, A Cadet's First

Year in India. By Captain Bellew. Illustrated from Designs

by the Author. A New Edition. Cr. 8vo. lOs. fid.

Bernay (Dr. A. J.) Students' Chemistry.

Being the Seventh Edition of Household Chemistrj', or the

Science of Home Life. By Albert J. Bernays, Ph. Dr.

F.C.S.,Prof. ofChemistry and Practical Chemistry at St. Thomas'

Hospital, Medical, and Surgical College. Crown 8vo. 5s. fid.

Blanchard (S.) Yesterday and To-day in India.

By Sidney Laman 15lanchakd. Post 8vo. fis.

Contents.—Outward Bound.—The OldTimcsand theNsw.

—

Domestic Life.— Houses and Bungalows.—Indian Servants.

—

The Great Shoe Question.—The Garrison Hack.—The Long
Bow in India.— Mrs. Dulcimer's Shipwreck.—A Traveller's

Tale, told in a Dark Bungalow.—Punch in India.—Anglo-

Indian Literature.— Christmas in India.—The Seasons in

Calch.ta.—Farmers in Muslin.—Homeward Bound.—India

as it Is.

Blenkinsopp (Rev. E. L.) Doctrine of Development in the

Bible and in the Church. By Rev. E. L. Blenkinsopp, M.A.,

Rector of Springthorp. 2nd edition. 12mo. fis.
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Boileau (Major-General J. T.)

A New and Complete Set of Traverse Tables, showing the

Differences of Latitude and the Departures to every Minute of

the Quadrant and to Five Places of Decimals. Together with

a Table of the lengths of each Degree of Latitude and corres-

ponding Degree of Longitude from the Equator to the Poles

;

with other Tables useful to the Surveyor and Engineer,

Fourth Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected by the

Author. Royal 8vo. 12s. London, 1876.

Boulger (D. C.) History of China. By Demetrius Charles
BoULGER, Author of " England and Russia in Central Asia,"

&c. Bvo. vol. I. With Portrait. 18s.

Boulger (D. C.) England and Russia in Central Asia. With
Appendices and Tw^o Maps, one being the latest Russian

Official Map of Central Asia, 2 vols. 8vo, 36s,

Boulger (D. C.) Central Asian Portraits ; or tlie Celebrities

of tiie Khanates and the Neighbouring States, By Demetrius
Charles Boulger, M.R.A.S. Crown Bvo. 7s. 6d,

Boulger (D. C.) The Life of Yakoob Beg, Atbalik Ghazi and
Badaulet, Ameer of Kashgar. By Demetrius Charles

Boulger. M.R.A.S. 8vo. With Map and Appendix, 16s.

Bowring (Sii J.) ITowery Scroll.

A Chinese Novel. Translated and Illustrated with Notes by

Sir J, Bowring, late H.B.M, Plenipo. China, Post Bvo.

10s. 6d.

Boyd (R. Nelson) Chili and the Chilians, during the War
1879-80. By R. Nelson Boyd, F.R.G.S., F.G.S., Author of

Coal Mines "inspection. Cloth, Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 10s. 6d,

Boyd (R. Nelson). Coal Mines Inspection; Its History and
Results. Bvo. 14s,

Bradshaw (John) The Poetical Works of John Milton,

with Notes, explanatory and philological. By John Bradshaw,

LL.D., Inspector of Schools, Madras, 2 vols., post Bvo. I'^s. 6d

Brandis' Forest Flora of North-Western and Central India.

By Dr. Brandis, Inspector General of Forests to the Govern-

ment of India. Text and Plates. £2 IBs.

Briggs (Gen. J.) India and Europe Compared ,

Post Bvo. 7s.
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Bright (W.) Red Book for Sergeants.

Fifth and Revised Edition, 18s(i. Bj W. Bright, late Colour-

Sergeaut, 19th Middlesex K.V. Fcap. interleaved. Is.

Browne (J. W.) Hardware ; How to Buy it for Foreign
Markets. 8vo. l(»s. (id.

Buckle (the late Capt. E.) Bengal Artillery.

A Memoir of the Services of the Bengal Artillery from the

formation of the Corps. By the late Capt. E. Buckle, Assist-

Adjut. Gen. Ben. Art. Edit, by Sfr J. W. Kate. 8vo. Lond,
1852. 10s.

Buckley (R. B.) The Irrigation Works of India, and their

P"'inancial Kesults. Being a brief Hi^tory and Description of

the Irrigation Works of India, and of the Profits and Losses

they have caused to the State. By Piobert B, Buckley,
A.M.I.C.E., Executive Engineer of the Public Works
Department of India. 8vo. With Map and Appendix. 9s.

Burke (P.) Celebrated Naval and Military Trials.

By Peter Burke, Serjeant-at-Law. Author of " Celebrated

Trials connected with the Aristocracy." Post Bvo. 10s. 6d.

By the Tiber.

By the Author of " Signer Monaldini's Niece." 2 vols. 2ls.

Carlyle (Thoma.s), Memoirs of the Life and Writings of,

With Personal iieminiscences and Selections from his Private

Letters to numerous Correspondents. Edited by Richard
Hehne Shepherd, Assisted by Charles N. W^illiamson.

2 Vols, With Portrait and Illustrations. Crown Bvo. 21s.

Challenge of Barletta (The).

By Massimo D'Azeglio. Rendered into English by Lady
Louisa Magems. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s

Christmas (Rev. H.) Republic of Fools (The).
Being the History of the People of Abdera in Thrace, from
the German of C. M. Von Wieland. By Rev. Henry Christ-
mas, M.A., F.R.S. 2 Vols, crown 8vo. 128.

Christmas (Rev. H.) Sin : Its Causes and Consequences.
An Mtlempt to Investigate the l)rigin, Mature, Extent and
1>( -idts of Moral Evil. A Series of Lent Lectures. By the

liEV. Henry ChristiMas, M.A., F.R.S. Post 8vo. 5s.

CoUette (C. H.) The Roman Breviary.
A Crilical and Historical Review, with Copious Classified

Extracts. By Charles Hastings Collette. 2nd Edition.

Revised and enlarged. Bvo. 5s.
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CoUette (C. H.) Henry VIII.

An Historical Sketch as affecting the Reformation in England.

By Charles Hastings Collette. Post 8vo. 6s.

Colquhoun (Major J. A. S.) With the Kurrum Force in the

Caubul Campaign of 1878-79. By Major J. A. S. Colqu-

HOUN. R.A. With Illustrations from the Author's Drawings,

and two Maps. 8vo. 16s.

Cooper's Hill College. Calendar of the Royal Indian En-
gineering College, Cooper's Hill. Published by authority in

January each year. 6s.

Contents.—Staff of the College ; Prospectus for the Year ;

Table of Marks ; Syllabus of Course of Study ; Leave and

Pension Rules of Indian Service ; Class and Prize Lists ; Past

Students serving in India ; Entrance Examination Papers, &c.

Corbet (M. E.) A Pleasure Trip to India, during the Visit

of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and afterwards to Ceylon.

By INIrs. Corbet. Illustrated with Photos. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Crosland (Mrs. N.) Stories of the City of London ; Retold
for Youtliful Readers. By Mrs. Newton Crosland. With ten

Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

These Stories range from the early days of Old London Bridge and the

Settlement of the Knights Templars in England to the time of the Gordon
Eiots ; with incidents in the Life of Brunei in relation to the Thame*
Tunnel ; narrated trom Personal recollections.

Cruise of H.M.S. "Galatea,"
Captain H.R H. the Duke of Edinburgh, K.G., in 1 867 -1868.

By the Rev. John Mii.ner, B.A., Chaplain ; and Oswald W.
Brierly. Illustrated by a Photograph of H.R.H. the Duke
of Edinburgh ; and by Chromo-Lithographs and Graphotypes

from Sketches taken on the spot by 0. W. Brikrit. 8vo. 168.

Cunningham (H. S.) British India, and its Rulers.

By H. S. Cunningham, M.A., one of the Judges of the High
Court of Calcutta, and late Member of the Famine Commis-
sion. 10s fid.

Danvers (Fred. Chas.) On Coal.

With Reference to Screening, Transport, &c. 8vo. lOs. fid.

Daumas (E.) Horses of the Sahara, and the Manners of the

Desert. Y)y K. Daumas, General of the Division (.'oininauding

at Bordeaux, Senator, (^c , i^c. With Commentaries by the

Emir Abd-el-Kadir (Authorized Edition). 8vo. fis.

" We have rarely read a work giving a more picturesque and, at the

same time, practical account of the manners and customs of a people, than
this book on the Arabs and their horses."

—

Mdinhurgh Courant.
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Deighton (K.) Shakespeare's King Henry the Fifth.

Witli Notes and an Introduction. By K. Deighton, Principal

of Agra College. Crown Svo. 5s.

Destruction of Life by Snakes, Hydrophobia, &c., in Western
India, By an Ex-Commi^sionku. i^'cap. '^s. (kl.

Dickins, (F. V.) Chiushingura : or the Loyal League.
A Japanese Romance. Translated by Fkedeiuck V. Dickins,

Sc.B., of the jMiddle Temple, Barrister-at-La\v. With Notes
and an Appendix containing a Metrical Version of tlie Ballad

of Takasako, and a specimen of the Original Text in Japanese

v*,haracter. Illustrated by numerous Engravings on Wood,
drawn and executed by Japanese artists and printed on

Japanese paper. Svo. 10s. 6d.

Doran (Dr. J.) " Their Majesties Servants"

:

Annals of the Endisli Sta^fe. Actors, Authors, and .Audiences

From Thomas Betterton to Edmund Kean. By Dr. Doi;an,

F.S. A., Author of "Table Traits," "Lives of the Queens of

England of the House of Hanover." &c. Post 8vo. 6s.

" Every page of the work is barbed with wit, and will make its way
point foremost provides entertainment for the most diverse

tastes."

—

Daily News.

Drury (Col. H.) The Useful Plants of India,

With Notices of their chief value in Commerce, Medicine,

and the Arts. By Colonel Heber Drury. Second Edition,

with Additions and Corrections. Royal Svo. His.

Edwards (G. Sutherland) A Female Nihilist.

By i''KNEST Lavigne. Translated from tlie French by G.
Sutherland Edwards. Crown Svo. 9s.

Edwards (H. S.) The Lyrical Drama : Essays on Subjects,

Composers, and Executants of Modern Opera, By H. Suther-
land Edwards, Author of " The Russians at Home and
Abroad," &c. Two vols. Crown Svo. '-^Is.

Edwards' (H. S.) The Russians At Home and the Russians
Abroad. Sketches, Unpolitical and Political, of Russian Life

under'Alexander II. By H. Sutherland Edwards. 2 vols.,

Crown Svo. 21s.

Ensor (Sydney) Incidents of a Journey through Nubia
to Darfoor. By Sydney Ensor, C.E. 10s. 6d.
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Eyre, (Major-General Sir V.), K.C.S.I., C.B. The Kabul In-
surrection of 1841—42. Revised and corrected from Lieut.

Eyre's Original Manuscript. Edited by Colonel G. B.
Malleson, C.S.I. Crown 8vo., with Map and Illustra-

tions. 9s.

Fearon (A.) Kenneth Trelawny.
By Alec Feaeon. Author of " Touch not the Nettle."
2 vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

Forbes (Capt. C. J. F. S.) Comparative Grammar of the
Languages of Further India. A Fragment; and other Essays,

the Literary Remains of Captain C. J. F. S. Forbes, of the

British Burma Commission. Author of " British Burma and
its People : Sketches of Native Manners, Customs, and HeU-
gion." 63.

Fraser (Lieut.-Col. G. T.) Records of Sport and Military

Life in Western India. By the late Lieut.-Colonel G. T.

Fraser, formerly of the 1st Bombay Fusiliers, and more re-

cently attached to the Staff of H.M.'s Indian Army. With
an Introduction by Colonel G. B. Malleson, C.S.I. 7s. 6d.

Garrick (H. B. W.) Mansukhi and Sundar Singh ; a Hindu
Tale. Hindustani and English. With 24 Illustrations. By
H. B. W. Garrick. 4to. Is. Od.

Gazetteers of India.

Thornton, 4 vols., 8vo. £2 168.

Svo. 21s.

(N W.P., &c.) 2 vols., 8vo. 25s.

Gazetteer of Southern India.

With the Tenassurim Provinces and Singapore. Compiled
from original and authentic sources. Accompanied by an

Atlas, including plans of all the principal towns and canton-

ments. Royal Svo. with 4to. Atlas. £3 3s.

Geography of India.

Comprising an account of British India, and the vaiious states

enclosed and adjoining. Fcap. pp. 250. 2s.

Geological Papers on "Western India.

Including Cutcli, Scinde, and the south-east coast of Arabia.

To which is added a Summary of the Geology of India gene-

rally. Edited for the Government by IIknry J. Carter,
Assistant Surgeon, Bombay Army. Roynl Svo. with folio

Atlas of maps and plates; half-bound. £2 2s.
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Gillmore (Parker) Encounters with Wild Beasts.

By Paeker Gillmore, Author of " The Great Thirst

Land," "A Eide Through Hostile Africa," &c. With Ten
full-page Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Glyn (A. C.) History of Civilization in the Fifth Century.
Translated by permission from the French of A. Frederic

Ozanara, late Professor of Foreign Literature to the Faculty

of Letters at Paris. By Ashby C Glyn, B.A., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols., post 8vo £1 Is.

Golclstucker (Prof. Theodore), The late. The Literary Re-
mains of. \Vith a Memoir. 2 vols. 8vo 21s.

Graham (Alex.) Genealogical and Chronological Tables,
illustrative of Indian History. 4to. ns.

Grant (Jas.) Derval Hampton : A Story of the Sea.

By James Grant, Author of the " Romance of War," kc.

•<! vols. Crown 8vo. 2 I s.

Greene (F. V.) The Russian Army and its Campaigns in

Turkey in 1877-1878. Bv F V. Greene, First Lieutenant

in the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, and lately Military

Attache to the United States Legation at St. Petersburg. 8vo.

With Atlas. 3-2s. Second Edition.

Greene (F. V.) Sketches of Army Life in Russia.

Crown 8vo. 9s.

Griffith (Ralph T. H.) Birth of the War God.
A Poem. By Kalidasa. Translated from the Sanscrit into

English Verse. By Ralph T. H. Griffith. 8vo. 5s.

Hall (E. H.) Lands of Plenty, for Health, Sport, and Profit

British North x\nierica. \ Book for all Travellers and
Settlers. By E. HEPrLE Hall, F.S.S Crown 8vo., with

Maps. fis.

Hall's Trigonometry.
The Elements of Plane and Spheri(;al Trigonometry. With an

Appendix, containing the solution of the Problems in Nautical

Astronomy. For the use of Schools. By the Rev. T. G.

Hall, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in King's College,

London I2mo. 2s.

Handbook of Reference to the Maps of India.

Giving the I^at. and Long, of places of note. 18mo. 3s, fid.

*^* Th'swill he found a valuable Companion to Messrs. Allen Sc Cos.'

Maps of India.
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Harcourt (Maj. A. F. P.) Down by the Drawle.
By Major A. F. P. Harotjkt, Bengal Staff Corps, author of
" Kooloo, Lahou!, aud Spiti," " The Shakespeare Argosy," &c.

2 Vols, in one, orowu 8vo. 6s.

Hensman (Howard) The Afghan War, 1879-80.
Being a complete Narrative of the Capture of Cahul, the Siege

of Sherpur, the Battle of Ahmed Khel, the brilliant March to

Candahar, aud the Defeat of Ayub Khan, with the Operations

on the Helmund, aud the Settlement with Abdur Rahman
Khan. By Howard Hensman, Special Correspondent of the
" Pioneer " (Allahabad) and the " Daily News " (London).
8vo. With Maps. \ns.

General Sir Frederick Roberts writes in regard to the

letters now re-published ;

—

" Allow me to congratulate jou most cordially on the admirable man-
ner in which you have placed before the public the account of our march
from Cabul, and the operations of Slst August and 1st September around
Candahar. Nothing could be more accurate or graphic. I thought your
description of the figlit at Charasai was one that any soldier might have
been proud of writing ; but your recent letters are, if possible, even better."

Holden (E. S.) Sir William Herschel. His Life and Works.
By Edward S. Holden, United States Naval Observatory

Washington. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Holland.
By Edmondo de Amicis. Translated from the Italian by

Caroline Tilton. Crown 8vo 10s. 6d

Hough (Lieut.-Col. W.) Precedents in Military Law.
Wvo. cloth. 25s

Hughes (Rev. T. P.) Notes on Muhammadanism.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. 'Svo. 6s.

Hutton (J.) Thugs and Dacoits of India.

A Popular Account of the Thugs and Dacoits, the Hereditary

Garotters and Gang Robbers of India. By James Hutton.
Post 8vo. 5s.

India Directory (The).

For the Guidance of Commanders of Steamers and SaiUng

Vessels. Founded upon the Work of the late Captain James
HoRSBUKGH, F.R.S.

Part 1.—The East Indies, and Interjacent Ports of Africa

and South America. Revised, Extended, and Illustrated with

Charts of Winds, Currents, Passages, Variation, and Tides.

By Commander Alfred Dundas Taylor, F.1{.(i.S., Superin-

tendent of Marine Surveys to the Government of India. Ml IBs.
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Part II.—The China Sea, with the Ports of Java, Australia

and Japan and the Indian Archipelago Harbours, as well as

those of New Zealand. Illustrated with Charts of the Winds,

Currents, Passages, &c. Bj the same. [In preparation.)

Indian and Military Law.
Mahoniniedau Law of Inheritance, &c. A Manual of the

Maliummedan Law of Inheritance and Contract ; comprising the

Doctrine of the Soonee and Sheca Schools, and based upon the text

of Sir H. W. Macnaohten's Principles and Precedents, together

with the Decisions of tte Privy Council and High Courts of the

Presidencies in India. For the use of Schools and Students. By
Standish Grove Gkadt, Barrister-at-Law, Reader of Hindoo,
Mahommedan, and Indian Law to the Inns of Court. 8vo. 14s.

Hedaya, or Guide, a Commentary on the Mussulman Laws,
translated by order of the Governor-General and Council of Bengal,

By Chakles Hamilton. Second Edition, with Preface and Index
by Standish Grove Gbady. 8vo. £1 15s.

Institutes of Menu in English. The Institutes of Hindu
Law or the Ordinances of Menu, according to Gloss of CoUucca,
Comprising the Indian System of Duties, Religious and Civil,

verbally translated from the Original, with a Preface by SiE William
Jones, and collated with the Sanscrit Text by Graves Chamney
Haughton, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Hindu Literature in the

East India College. New edition, with Preface and Index by
Standish G. Grady, Barrister-at-Law, and Reader of Hindu,
Mahommedan, and Indian Law to the Inns of Court. 8vo., cloth. 128.

Indian Code of Criminal Procedure. Being Act X. of 187>?,

Passed by the Governor-General of India in Council on the 25th of

AprU, 1872. 8vo. 12s,

Indian Code of Civil Procedure. Being Act X, of 1877. Bvo
10s.

Indian Code of Civil Procedure. In the form of Questions
and Answers, with Explanatory and Illustrative Notes. By
Angelo J. Lewis, Barrister-at-law. 12mo. 12s. 6d,

Indian Penal Code. In the I'orm of Questions and Answers.
With Exjilanatory and Illustrative Notes. By Angelo J, Lewis,
Barrister-at-Law, Post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Hindu Law. Principally with reference to such portions of it

as concern the Administration of Justice in the Courts in India,

By Sib Thomas Strange, late Chief Justice of Madras. 2 vols.

Royal 8vo., 1830. 24s.

Plindu Law. Defence of the Daya Bhaga. Notice of the

Case on Prosoono Coomar Tajore's Will. Judgment of the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council. Examination of such Judgment.
By John Cochrane, Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 208,

Law and Customs of Hindu Castes, within the Dekhan Pro-

vinces subject to the Presidency of Bombay, chiefly affecting Civil

Suits. By Abthtte Steele, Royal 8vo. £1 Is.
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Moohummudan Law of Inheritance. (See page 25.)

Chart of Hindu Inheritance. With an Explanatory Treatise,

By Almaeic Rumset. 8to. Gs. 6d.

Alanual of Military Jjaw. For all ranks of the Army, Militia

and Volunteer Services. By Colonel J. K. Pipon, Assist. Adjutant
General at Head Quarters, & J. F. Collier, Esq., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Third and Revised Edition. Pocket
size. 58.

Precedents in Military Law ; including the Practice of Courts-
Martial ; the Mode of Conducting Trials ; the Duties of Officers at

Military Courts of Inquests, Courts of Inquiry, Courts of Kequests,

&c., &c. The following are a portion of tlie Contents :—
1. Military Law. 2. Martial Law. 3. Courts-Martial. 4.

Courts of Inquiry. 5. Courts of Inquest. 6. Courts of Request.

7. Forms of Courts-Martial. 8. Precedents of Mihtai'y Law.
9. Trials of Arson to Rape (Alphabetically arranged.) 10. Rebellions.

11. Riots. 12. Miscellaneous. By Lieut.-Col. W. Houoh, latt

Deputy Judge-Advocate-General, Bengal Army, and Author of
several Works on Courts-Martial. One thick 8vo. vol. 25s.

The Practice of Courts Martial. By Hough & Long. Thick 8vo.

London, 1825. 26s.

Indian Criminal Law and Procedure,

Including the Procedure in the High Courts, as well as that in

the Courts not established by Royal Charter; with Forms of

Charges and Notes on Evidence, illustrated by a large number
of English Cases, and Cases decided in the High Courts of

India; and an Appendix of selected Acts passed by the

Legislative Council relating to Criminal matters. By M. H.
Stakling, Esq., LL.B. & F. B. Constable, M.A. Third

edition. 8vo. £2 2s.

Indian Infanticide.

Its Origin, Progress, and Suppression. By John Cave-Brown,
M.A. 8vo. 5s.

Irwin (H. C.) The Garden of India ; or Chapters on Oudh
History and All'uirs. By H. C. Ikwin, B.A. Uxou., Bengal

Civil Service. Bvo. I'^s.

Jackson (Lt.-Col. B.) Military Surveying-, &c. 8vo. 14s.

(See page •ii)).

Jackson (Lowis D'A.) Hydraulic Manual and Working
Tables, Hydraulic and Indian Meteorological Statistics,

Published under the patronage of the Right Honourable the

Secretary of State for India. By Lowis D'A. Jackson, bvo. 28s

Jackson (Lowis D'A.) Canal and Culvert Tables.

Based on the I'ormula of Kutter, under a Modified Classl-
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fication, with Explanatory Text and Examples. By Lowis
D'A. Jackson, A.M.I.C.E., author of " Hydraulic Manual
and Statistics," &c. Hoy. 8vo. 28s.

Jackson (L. D'A.) Pocket Logarithms and other Tables for

Ordinary Calculations of Quantity, Cost, Interest, Annuities,

Assurance, and Angular Functions, obtaining Kesults correct

in the Fourth figure. By Lowis D'A. Jackson.

Jackson (L. D'A.) Accented Four-Figure Logarithms, and
other Tables. For purposes both of Ordinary and of Trigono-

metrical Calculation, and for the Correction of Altitudes and

Lunar Distances. Arranged and accented by Lowis D'A.

Jackson, A.M.S.C.E., Author of " Canal and Culvert Tables,"
" Hydraulic Manual," &c. Crown Bvo. 9s.

James (A. G. F. Eliot) Indian Industries.

By A. G. F. Eliot James, Author of " A Guide to Indian

Household Management," &c. Crown 8vo. 9s.

Contents :—Indian Agriculture ; Beer ; Cacao ; Carpets ; Cereals
;

Chemicals ; Cinchona ; Coffee ; Cotton ; Drugs ; Dyeing and Colouring

Materials ; Fibrous Substances ; Forestry ; Hides ; Skins and Horns
;

Gums and Resins ; Irrigation ; Ivory ; Mining ; Oils ; Opium ; Paper
;

Pottery ; Rvots ; Seeds ; Silk ; Spices ; Sugar ; Tea ; Tobacco ; Wood ;

Wool. Table of Exports. Index.

Jerrold (Blanchard) at Home in Paris.

2 Vols. Post Bvo. lbs.

Joyner (Mrs.) Cyprus : Historical and Descriptive.

Adapted from the German of Herr Franz Von Loher. With
mucli additional matter. By Mrs. A. Batson Joyner.
Crown Bvo. With 2 Maps. lOs. 6d.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) The Sepoy War in India.

A History of the Sepoy War in India, iB57— 1858. By Sir

John William Kaye, Author of " The History of the War in

Afghanistan." Vol. I., Bvo. IBs. Vol. II. £1. Vol. III. ^61.

Contents OF Vol. I. :

—

Book I.

—

Introductory.—The Con-
quest of the Punjab and Pegu.—The " Kight of Lapse."—The
Annexation of Oude.—Progress of Englishism. Book II.—The
Sepoy Army : its Rise, Progress, and Decline.—Early His-

tory of the Native Army.—Deteriorating Influences.—The
Sindh Mutinies.—The Punjaub Mutinies. Discipline of the

Bengal Army. Book III.

—

The Outbreak of the Mutiny.—
Lord Canning and his Council.—The Oude Administration and
the Persian War.—The Rising of the Storm.—The First

Mutiny.—Progress of Mutiny.—Excitement in Upper India —
Bursting of the Storm.

—

Appendix.
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Contents of Vol II.:

—

Book IV.

—

The Rising in the
KoKTH-WEST. The Delhi History.—The Outbreak at Meerut.

—The Seizure of Delhi,— Calcutta in IMa}'.—Last Days of

General Aiison.—The March upon Delhi Book V.

—

Pro-

gress OF Rebellion in Upper India—Benares and Alla-

habad.— Cawnpore.—The March to Cawnpore.— Re-occupation

of Cawnpore. Book VI.

—

The Punjab and Delhi.—First

Conflicts in the Punjab.—Peshawur and Rawul Pinder.—Pro-

gress of Events in the Punjab.—Delhi.—First Weeks of the

Siege.— Progress of the Siege.—The Last Succours from the

Punjab.

Contents of Vol III. :

—

Book VII

—

Bengal, Behar,
AND THE North-west Provinces.—At the Seat of Govern-

ment.—The Insurrection in Behar.—The Siege of Arrah.

—

Behar and Bengal. Book VIII.

—

Mutiny and Rebellion
IN THE NuRiH-wEsr PROVINCES.—Agi'a in May.— Insurrec-

tion in the Districts.— Bearing of the Native Chiefs.—Agra in

June, July, August and September. Book IX.

—

Lucknow
AND Delhi.—Rebellion in Cade.—Revolt in the Districts.

—

Lucknow in June and July.—The siege and Capture of Delhi.

(For continuation, see " History of the Indian Mutiny," by

Colonel G. B. Mallesun, p. 19.)

Kaye (Sir J. W.) History of the War in Afghanistan.

New edition, o Vols. Crown 8vo. £1. (is.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) H. St. G. Tucker's Life and Correspondence.

bvo. iOs.

Kaye (Sir J. W.) Memorials of Indian Governments.

[^^ 11. St. (jeoroe Tuckkk. &vo. 10s.

Keatinge (Mrs.) English Homes in India.

By Mrs. Keatinge. Part I.—The Three Loves. Part II.

—

Tlie Wrong Turning. Two vols., Post Hvo. 16s.

Keene (H. G.) Mogul Empire.

From the death ol Aurungzeb to the overthrow of the Mahratta

Power, by Henry George Keene, B.C.S, Second edition.

With Map. Hvo. IOs. 6d.

Thh Work Jills up a blank between the enduu/ of Elpliinstone's

and the connnenceincnt of Tluirnton's Histories,

Keene (H. G.) Administration in India.

Post bvo. 58.

Keene (H. G.) Peepul Leaves.

Poems written in India. Post 8vo. Ss.
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Keene (H. Q<.). The Tartar in India.

Historical (Jhapters on the Admiuistratiou of Hiudostan by
the Chugtai Tartar, Babar, and his Descendants. 123. 6d.

Latham (Br. R. G.) Russian and Turk,
l-'rom a (jeographical, Lithuological, and Historical Point of

View. 8vo. 18s.

Laui'ie (Col. W. F. B.) Our Burmese Wars and Eelations
wilh Burma. With a Nummary of Events liom 1821) to

1879, including a Sketch ot King Theebau's Progre.is. With
various Local, Statistical, and Commercial Infoimation. By
Colonel W. F. B. Laurie, Author of •' Kangoou," "Narrative

of the Second Burmese \Var,''&c. 8vo. With Plans and M&p.
IGs.

Lee (F. G.) The Church under Q,ueen Elizabeth.

An Historical Sketch. By the iiev. h'. G. Lke, U.H Two
Vols., Crown Hvo. 2ls.

Lee (F. G.) The Words from the Cross: Seven Sermons
lor Lent, Passion-Tide, and Huly Week. By the liev. F. (j.

Lick, D.D. Third ediiion revised. Fcap. 3s. (5d.

Lee (F. G.) Order Out of Chaos. Two Sermons, By the

Rev. Frederick Ceok(.e Lee, D.D. Fcap -is. 6d.

Lee's (Dr. W. N.) Drain of Silver to the East.

Post Hvo. Ss.

Le Messurier (Maj. A.) Kandahar in 1879.
Benig tlie Diaiy ot Majur A. Le Messukikr, H.E., Brigade
]\lajor K.F. with tlie Quetta Culumn. Crown H\o. 8s.

Lewin (T. H.) Wild Races of the South Eastern Frontier of
India. Including an Account of the Loshai Country. By Capt.

T. H. Lewin, Dep. Comm. of Hill Tracts. Post bvo. iOs. bd.

Lewis (A. J.) Indian Penal Code
In tlie Form of (Questions and Answers. With Explanatory
and Illustrative Notes. By Angelo J. Lewis. Post 8vo. 7s. Od.

Lewis (A. J.j Indian Code of Civil Procedure.
in the Form of Questions and Answers. With Explanatory
and illustrative Notes. By Anoelo J.Lewis PostHvo. I2s.f)d.

Leyden and Erskine's Baber.
.Memoirs of Zeihr-eu-Din Muhammed Baber, Emperor of
HiNuusrAN, written by himself in the Jaghatai Turki, and
translated partly by the late John Leydi-,n, Esq., M.D., and
partly by William Erskine, Esq., with Notes and a Geo-
graphical and Historical Introduction, together with a Map of
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the Countries between the Oxus and Jaxartes, and a Memoir

legardiiig its construction. By Chaui.ks Wadding ton, of the

blast India Company's blngineers. 4to. Lund. liS'^^ii. JLl 5s.

Liancourt's and Pincott's Primitive and Universal Laws of

the Formation and development of language ; a llational and

inductive System founded on tlie Natural Basis of Onomatops.

ttvo. 12s. ijd.

Lockwood (Ed.) Natural History, Sport and Travel.

By Ildwako Lockwood, Bengal Civil Service, late Magistrate

of Munghyr. Crown Hvo. With nuuierous Illustrations. Us.

Lovell (Vice-Adm.) Personal Narrative of Events from

1799 to 1«15. With Anecdotes. By the late Vice Adm. Wm.
S rANHOPE Lovell, H.N. , K H. Second edition. Crown Svo. 4s.

Lupton (J. I.) The Horse, as he Was, as he Is, and as he

Ougiit to Be. By James Ikvink Lupro.s. F.B.C.V.S., Author

of " L'he External Anatomy of the Horse," &c. &c. Illus-

trated. ;3s Od.

MacGregor (Col. C. M.) Narrative of a Journey through

the Province of Khorassan and on the N. W. Frontier of

Afghanistan in 1875. By Colonel C. M. MacGregor,
C.S.I., CLE., Bengal Staff Corps. 2 vols. Svo. With
map and numerous illustrations. 30s.

Mackay (C.) Luck, and what came of it. A Tale of our

Tunes. By Chaklks Mackay, LL.D. Three vols. 31s. 6d.

Maggs (J.) Round Europe with the Crowd.
Crown bvo. 5s.

Magenis (Lady Louisa) The Challenge of Barletta. By Mas-

simo D'Azeglio. Keiidercd into English by Lady Louisa

Magenis. 2 vols., crown Hvo. '^Is.

Malleson (Col. G. B.) Final French Struggles in India

and on the Indian Seas. Including an Account of the

Capture of the Isles of France and Bourbon, and Sketches

of ihe most eminent Foielgn Adventurers in India up to

the period of that Capture. With an Appendix containing

an Account of the Expedition from India to Egypt in 1801.

By Colonel G. B. Malleson, CS.L Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Malleson (Col. G. B.) History of Afghanistan, from the

Earliest Period to the Outbreak of the War of 1878. 8vo.

2nd Edition. With Map. 18s.

Malleson (Col. G. B.) Herat : The Garden and Granary of

Central Asia. With ^lap and Inde.v. Svo. 8s.
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Malleson (Col. G. B.) History of the Indian Mutiny,
Iti5 7-lb5.'~', couiiueiiL'iiig Iruiu tlie close ul ihe becoud

Volume of Sir Joliu Kaye's Histoi)- of the ISepoy War.

Vol. 1. 8vo. With Map. 2Us.

Contents.—Calcutta in May and June.—William Tayler

and Vincent Eyre.—How Bihar and Calcutta were saved.

—

Mr. Colvin and Agra.—Jhansi and Jiandalkhand.—Colonel

L)uraiid and flolkar.— Sir George Lawrence and Kajputana.

—

Brigadier Polwhele's great battle and its results.—Bareli,

Kohilkhand, and Farakhabad.—The relation of the annexa-

tion of (Judh to the Mutiny.—Sir Henry Lawrence and the

Mutiny in Uudli.—Ihe siege of Lakhnao.— The first relief of

Lakhnao.

Vol. II.—The Storming of Delhi, the Eelief of Luck-
now, the Two Battles of Cawnpore, the Campaign in

Kohilkhand, and the movements of the several Columns
in the N.W. Provinces, the Azimgurh District, and on the

Eastern and South- Eastern Frontiers. 8vo. With 4 Plans.

20s.

Vol. 111.—Bombay in 1857. Lord Elphinsione. March
of W^ocdburn's Column. Mr. Seton-Karr and the Southern

Maratha Country. Mr. Forjett and Bombay. Asirgarh. Sir

Henry Durand. March of Stuart's Column. Holkar and Durand.

Malwa Campaign, liaidarabad. Major C. Davidson and Salar

Jang. Sagar and Narbadi Territory. Sir Robert Hamilton and

Sir Hugh liose. Central J ndia Campaign. V\ liitlock and Kirwi.

Sir Hugh Kose and Gwaliar. Le Grand Jacob and Western

India. Lord Canning's Uudh policy. Last Campaign in, and

pacification of, Oudh. Sir Eobert Napier, Smith, Michell, and

I'antia Topi. Civil Districts durnig the Mutiny. Minor
Actions at Out-stations. Conclusion, bvo. With Plans. 2Us.

Manning (Mrs.) Ancient and Mediaeval India.

Being the History, Iveligion, Laws, Caste, Manners and
Customs, Language, Literature, Poetry, Philosophy, Astronomy,
Algebra, iNledicine, Architecture, Manutactures, Commerce,
&c., of the Hindus, taken from their writings. Amongst the

works consulted and gleaned from may be named the Kig Veda,
Sama Veda, Yajur Veda, Sathapatha Brahmana, Bhagavat
Gita, The Puranas, Code of Manu, Code of Yajuavalkya,

Mitakshara, Daya Bhaga, Mahahliarata, Atriya, Charaka,
Susruta, Kamayana, Kaghu Vansa, Bhattikavya, Sakuntala,

Vikramorvasi, Malati and Madhava, Mudra Kakshasa, Katna-
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vali Kumara Sambhava, Prabodha, Chandrodaya, Megha Duta,

Gita Govinda. Panchatantra, Hitopadesa, Katha Sarit, Sagara,

Ketala, Pancnavmsati, Dasa Kumara Charita, &c. By Mrs.

Manning, with Illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo. 30s.

Marvin (Chas.) Merv, the Queen of the World and the Scourge
of the Men-stealing Turcomans. By Charles Marvin, autliur

of " The Disastrous Turcoman Campaign,'" and " GrodekotF's

Ride to Herat." With Portraits and Maps. Hvo. 18s.

Marvin (Chas.) Colonel Grodekoff's Ride from Samarcand to

Herat, through Balkh and the Uzbek States of Afghan Turke-

stan. With his own March-route from the Oxus to Herat.

By Charles Marvin. Crown 8vo. With Portrait. 8s.

Marvin (Chas.) The Eye-Witnesses' Account of the Disas-

trous Russian Campaign against the Akhal Tekke Turco-

mans: Describing the March across the Burning Desert, the

Storming of Dengeel Tape, and the Disastrous Retreat to

the Caspian. By Charles Marvin. With numerous Maps
and Plans. «vo. iss.

Matson (Nellie) Hilda Desmond, or Riches and Poverty.

Crown 8vo. Ids. Cd.

Mayhew (Edward) Illustrated Horse Doctor.

Being an Accurate ;ind Detailed Account, accompanied by

more than 400 Pictorial Representations, characteristic of the

various Diseases to which the Equine Race are subjected;

together with the latest Mode of Treatment, and all the re-

quisite Prescriptions written in Plain English By Edward
Mayhew, M.R.C.V.S. Bvo. 18s. 6d.

Conte.nts.—The Brain and Nervous System.—The Eyes.—
The IVIouth.—The Nostrils.—The Throat. —The Chest and its

contents.—The Stomach, Liver, &c.—The Abdomen. —The
Urinary Organs —The Skin.—Specific Diseases —Limbs -

The Feet.— In j uries.—Operations.

"The book contains nearly 600 pages of valuable matter, which

reflects great credit on its author, and, owing to its practical details, the

result of deep scientific research, deserves a place in the library of medical,

veterinary, and non-professional readers."

—

Fielil.

"The book furnishes at once the bane and the antidote, as the

drawings show tlie horse not only sutfering from every kind of disease, but

in the different stages of it, wliile the alphabetical summary nt the end gives

the cause, symptoms and treatment of each."

—

Il/usiniteil Lomlou News.

Mayhew (Edward) Illustrated Horse Management.
Containing descriptive remarks upon .Vnatuiny, .\Ieliciue,

^Shoeing, Teeth, Food, Vices, Stables ; likewise a plain account
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of the situation, nature, and value of the various points ;

together with comments on grooms, dealers, breeders, breakers,

and trainers ; Embellished with more than 400 engravings

from original designs made expressly for tliis work. By E.

Mayhew. a new Edition, revised and improved by J 1.

LxjPTON. M.R.C.V.S. Bvo. 12s.

Contents.—The body of the horse anatomically considered.

Physic.—The mode of administering it, and minor operations.

Shoeing.— Its origin, its uses, and its varieties. The Tki-.th.

— Their natural growth, and the abuses to which they art liable.

EooD.— The fittest time for feeding, and the kind of food

which the horse naturally consumes. The evils which arc

occasioned by modern stables. The faults inseparable from

stables. The so-culled " incapacitating vices," which are the

results of injury or of disease. Stables as thej sliould be.

Grooms.— Their prejudices, their injuries, and their duties.

Points.—Their relative importance and where to look for iheir

development. Bkekding.— Its inconsistencies and its disap-

pointments 1>UEAKING AM) TRAINING.—Their orrors and

their resulf:>.

Mayhew (Henry) German Life and Manners.
As seen in Saxony. With an account of Town Life—Village

Life—Fashionable Life— ]\Iarried Life—School and University

Life, &c. Illustrated with Songs and Pictures of the Student

Customs at the University of Jena. By Henry Mayhew,
2 vols., 8vo., with numerous illustrations. 18s.

A Popular Edition of the above. With illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 7s.

"Full of original thought and observation, and may be studied with pro-

fit by both German and English—espeeially by the Qevumn." Ailienctum.

McCosh (J.) Advice to Officers in India.
By John McCosh, Al.l). Post Hvo. 8s.

Meadow (T.) Notes on China.
Desultory Notes on the Government and People of China and
on the (niinese Language. By T. T. IMeaduws. 8vo. 9s.

Menzies (S.) Turkey Old and New : Historical, Geographical,
and Statistical. By SfTHEni.wi) Minzies. With JMap and
numei'ous Illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo. 82s.

Military Works—chiefly issued by the Government.

Field Exercises and Evolutions of Infantry. Pocket edition. Is.

Queen's Regulations and Orders for the Army. Corrected to

1874. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Interleaved, Ss. 6d. Pocket Edition, Is.
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Musketry Regulations, as used at Hythe. Is.

Dresa Regulatious for the Army. (Ueprintiug.)

Infantry Sword Exercise. 1H75. Hd.

Infantry Bugle Sounds, fid.

Handbook of Battalion Drill. By Lieut. H. C. Slack 38.;

or with Company Drill, 2s. 6d.

Handhook of Brigade Drill. By Lieut. H. C. Slack. 3s.

Red Book for Sergeants. By William Bright, Colour-
Sergeant, 37tli Middlesex R.V. Is.

Handbook of Company Drill ; also of Skirmishing, Battalion,

and Shelter Trench Drill. By Lieut. CHiELES Slack. Is.

Elementary and Battalion Drill, Condensed and Illustrated,

together with duties of Company OfBcers. Markers, &c., in Batta-

lion. By Captain Malton. 2s. 6d.

Cavalry Regulations. For tlie Instruction, Formations, and
Movements of Cavalry. Royal 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Manual of Artillery Exercises, 1873. 8vo. 5s.

Manual of Field Artillery Exercises, 1877. 3s.

Standing Orders for Royal Artillery. 8vo, 3s.

Principles and Practice of Modern Artillery. By Lt.-Col. C.
H. Owen, R.A. 8vo. Illustrated. 15s.

Artillerist's IManual and British Soldiers' Compendium. By
Major F. A. Griffiths. 11th Edition. 5s.

Compendium of Artillery Exercises—Smooth Bore, Field, and
Garrison Artillerv for Reserve Forces. By Captain J. M. McKenzie.
3s. 6d.

Principles of Gunnery. By John T. Hyde, MA., late Pro-

fessor of Fortification and Artillery, Royal Indian Military College,

Addiscombe. Second edition, revised and enlarged. With many
Plates and Cuts, and Photograph of Armstrong Gun. Royal 8vo.

14.S.

Notes on Gunnerv. By Captain Goodeve. lievised Edition,

la.

'

Text Book of the Construction and Manufacture of Rifled

Ordnance in the British Service. By Stoney & Jones. Second

Edition. Paper, 3s. 6d., Cloth, 4s. 6d.

Treatise on Fortification and Artillery. By Maior Hector
Steaith. Revised and re-arranged by Thomas Cook, R.N., by

John T. Hyde, M.A. Vth Edition. Royal 8vo. Illustrated and

Four Hundred Plans, Cuts, &c. £2 2s.

Military Surveying and Field Sketching. The Vnrious

Methods of Contouring, Levelling, Sketching without Instruments,

Scale of Shade, ExanipltM in Military Drawing, fiC, &c., &c. As at

present tauglit in the Military Colleges. By Major W. 11. Richaeus,
55th Regiirient, Chief Garrison Instructor in India, Late Instruc-

tor in Military Surveying, Royal Mihtary College, Sandhurst.

Second Edition, Revised and Corrected. 128.
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Treatise on Military Surveying; including Sketching in the

Field, Plan-Drawing, Leyelling, Military Reconnaissance, &c. By
Lieut.-Col. Basil Jackson, late of the Royal Staff Corps. The
Fifth Edition. 8vo. Illustrated by Plans, &c. 143.

Instruction in Mihtary Engineering. Vol. 1., Part III. 48.

Elementary Principles of Fortification. A Text-Book for

Military Examinations. By J. T. IItde, M.A. Royal 8vo. With
numerous Plans and Illustrations. lOs. 6d.

Military Train Manual. Is.

The Sappers' Manual. Compiled for the use of Engineer
Volunteer Corps. By Col. W. A. Feankland, R.E. With
numerous Illustrations. 28.

Ammunition. A descriptive treatise on the different Projectiles

Charges, Fuzes, Rockets, &c., at present in use for Land and Sea

Service, and on other war stores manufactured in the Royal

Laboratory. 6s.

Hand-book on the Manufacture and Proof of Gunpowder, as

carried on at the Royal Gunpowder Factory, Waltham Abbey. 5s.

Regulations for the Training of Troops for service in the Field

and for the conduct of Peace Manoeuvres. 2s.

Hand-book Dictionary for the Militia and Volunteer Services,

Containing a variety of useful information, Alphabetically arranged.

Pocket size, 3s. 6d. ; by post, 3s. 8d.

Gymnastic Exercises, System of Fencing, and Exercises for

the Regulation Clubs. In one volume. Crown Svo. 1877. 28.

Army Equipment. Prepared at the Topographical and
Statistical Department, War Office. By Col. Sir Henet James,

R.E., F.R.S., &c., Director.

Part, 1.— Cavalry. Compiled by Lieut. H. M, HoziEB, 2na Life

Guards. Royal 8vo. 48.

Part 4.

—

Military Train. Compiled by Lieut. H. M. iioziEK,

2nd Life Guards. Royal 8vo. 28. 6d.

Part h.— Infantry. Compiled by Capt. F. Martin Petrie.

Royal Svo. With Plates. Ss.

Part 6.— Commissariat. Compiled by Lieut. H. M. Hozieh, 2nd
Life Guards. Royal 8vo. Is. 6d.

Part 7.

—

Rospital Service. Compiled by Capt. Maiitin Petri s

Royal 8vo. With Plates. Ss.

Text- Book on the Theory and Motion of Projectiles; the His-
tory, Manufacture, and Explosive Force of Gunpowder ; the History

of Small Arms. For Officers sent to School of Musketry. Is. 6d.

Notes on Ammunition. 4th Edition. 1877. Ss. tld.

Regulations and Instructions for Encampments. 6d.

Rules for the Conduct of the War Game. 28.
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Medical Regulations for the Army, Instructions for the Army,
Comprising duties of Officers, Attendants, and Nurses, &n. Is. 6d.

Purveyors' Regulations and Instructions, for Guidance of

Officers of Purveyors' Department of the Army, 3b.

Priced Vocabulary of Stores used in Her Majesty's Service. 4s.

Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops. By Dr. LoNciMoRE. 5s.

Precedents in Military Law. By Lt-Col. W. Hough. 8vo. 25s.

The Practice of Courts-Martial, by Hough & Long. 8vo 96s.

Manual of Military Law. For all ranks of the Army, JNIilitia,

and Volunteer Services. By Colonel J. K. Pipon, and J. F. Col-
LiEE, Esq. Third and Revised Edition. Pocket size. 58.

Regulations applicable to the European Officer in India. Con-
taining Staff Corps Rules, Staff Salaries, Commands, Furlough and
Retirement Regulations, &c. By Geoege E. Cocheane late

Assistant Mihtary Secretary, India Office. 1 vol., post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Reserve Force; Guide to Examinations, for the use of Captains
and Subalterns of Infantry, Militia, and Rifle Volunteers, and for Ser-

jeants of Volunteers. By Capt. Gr. H. Gkeaves. 2nd edit. 28.

The Military Encyclopaedia ; referring exclusively to the

Military Sciences, Memoirs of distinguished Soldiers, and the Narra-

tives of Remarkable Battles. By J. H. Stocqxjelee. 8vo. 128.

The Operations of War Explained and Illustrated. By Col.

Hamlet. New Edition Revised, with Plates. Royal 8vo. 30s.

Lessons of War. As taught by the Great Masters and Others

;

Selected and Arranged from the various operations in War. By
Feance James Soady, Lieut. -Col., R.A. Royal Svo. 21s.

The Surgeon's Pocket Book, an Essay on the best Treatment of

Wounded in War. By Surgeon Major J. H. Poetee. 7s. fid.

A Precis of Modern Tactics. By Colonel Hojik. Hvo. Ms. (id.

Armed Strength of Austria. By Capt, Cooke. -2 pts. i'l 2s.

Armed Strength of Denmark. 3s.

Armed Strength of Russia. Translated from the German. Ts.

Armed Strength of Sweden and Norway. ;3s. 6d

Armed Strength of Italy. 5s. (id.

.\rmed Strength of Germany. Part I. 8s. Gd.

The I'ranc(j German War of 1^70— 71. By Capt. C. H.
Olahke. Vol. I. £1 6s. Sixth Section. 5s. Seventh Section

6s. Eighth Section. Ss. Nintli Section. 48. 6d. Tentli Section. 68.

El'^vcnith Section. 5s. 3d. Twelfth Section. 4s. 6d.

The Campaign of I 86ri in Germany. J^iyai 8vo. VVitb Atlas, 21s.

Celebrated Naval and Tililitary Trials. By Pkteh Buki\k.

Post 8vo., cloth. lOs. 6d.
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Military Sketclies. Ry SirLascklles Wraxall. Post 8vo. fis.

Military Life of the Duke of Wellington. By Jackson and
Scott. 2 Vols. 8vo. Maps, Plans, &c. 12s.

Single Stick Exercise of the Aldershot Gymnasium. f>d.

Treatise on Military Carriages, and other Manufactures of the

Royal Carriage Department. Bs.

Steppe Campaign Lectures. 2s.

Manual of Listructions for Army Surgeons. Is.

Ri^gulations for Army Hospital Corps. 9d.

Manual of Instructions for Non-Commissioned Officers, Army
Hospital Corps. 28,

Handbook for Military Artificers. 3s.

Instructions for the use of Auxiliary Cavalry. 2s. 6d.

Equipment Regulations for the Army. 5s. 6d.

Statute Law relating to the Army. Is. 3d.

Regulations for Commissariat and Ordnance Department 2s.

Regulations for the Commissariat Department. Is. (id.

Regulations fnr the Ordnance Department. Is, Od.

Artillerist's Handbook of Reference for the use of the Royal
and Reserve Artillery, by Will and Dalton. 5s.

An Essay on the Principles and Construction of Military

Bridges, by SiE IIowakd Douglas. 1853. lbs.

Mill's History of British India,

With Notes and Continuation. By H. H. Wilson. 9 vols.

or. 8vo. £2 10s.

Mitchinson (A, W.) The Expiring Continent ; A Narrative
of Travel in Scncganibia, witli Observations on Native

Character ; Present Condition and Future Prospects of Africa

and Colonisation. By Alex. Will, Mitchinson, With
Sixteen full-page Illustrations and Map. 8vo, ISs.

Mitford (Maj, R. C. W.) To Caubul with the Cavalry
]5riga(lc. A Narrative of Personal Experiences with the

Force under General Sir F. S, Roberts, G.CB, With Map
and Illustrations from Sketches by the Author. By Major R.

C. W. MiTFOKD, 14th Bengal Lancers. Svo, Second Edition.
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MuUer's (Max) Rig-Veda-SanMta.
Tlie Sat'ietl Hymns of the Brahmins ; together with the

Commeutiirv of Sayanacharya. Published under the Patron-
age of the Eight Honourable the Secretary of State for India in

Councii. 6 vols., 4to £'2 10s. per volume

Mysteries of the Vatican

;

Or Crimes of the Papacy. From the German of Dr. Theodore
Greisenckr. 2 Vols, post 8vo. '-21s.

Nicholson (Capt. H. W.) From Sword to Share ; or a Fortune
in Five Years at Hawaii.

By Captiiin H. Whalley Nicholson. Ciown 8vo. With
Map and Photographs. 12s. (3d.

Nirgis and Bismillah.

NiRGis; a Tale of the Indian Mutiny, from the Diary of a
Slave Girl : and Bismillah ; or, Happy Days in Cashmere.
By Hafiz Allarp. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Norris-Newman (C. L.) In Zululand with the British,

throughout the War of 1879. By Chahies L. Morkis-
Newman, Special Correspondent of the London " Standard,"

Cape Town " Standaid and Mail,'' and the " Times " of Natal.

With Plans and Four Portraits. 8vo. J 6s.

Notes on the North Western Provinces ot India.

By a Distiict Otiiccr. 2nd Edition. Post b\o , cloth. 5s.

CoNTKNTS.—Area and Population.— Soils.— Crops. ^— iriiga-

tion.— PiPiit.— Rates.—Land Tenures

O'Donoghue (Mrs. P.) Ladies on Horseback.
Learning, Park Riding, and Hunting. With Notes upon Cos-

tume, and numerous Anecdotes. By Mrs. Power O'Donoghuk,
Authoress ol"' The Knave of Clubs," " Horses and Horsemen,"
"Grandfathers Hunter,"' "One in Ten I'housand," &c. &c.

Cr. Hvo. With Portrait. 5s.

Oldfield (H. A.) Sketches from Nipal, Historical and Descrip-
tive

; with Anecdotes of tlip Court Pile and \\ ild Spoits of tiie

Country in the time of Maharaja Jang Bahadur, G.C.ii.; to

wliich is added an Essay on Nipalese Buddhi>m, and Illustra-

tions of Religious Monuments, Architecture, and Scenery,
from the Authoi's own Drawings. ]5y the late Henry Am-
BiU'SE OldfU'Lh, M.D., of H M.'s Indian Army, many years

i^esident at Khatniandu. Two vols Sw. i'l')s.

Osborne (Mrs. W.) Pilgrimage to Mecca (A).
By the Nawab Sikandar Beguui of Blio[)al. Translated from
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the Original Urdu. By Mrs. Willoughby Osborne. Followed

by a Sketch of the History of Bhopal. By Col. Willoughby-
OsBORNE, C.B. With Photographs, and dedicated, by permis-

sion, to Her Majesty, Queen VicToRrA. Post 8vo. £1. Is.

This is a liiglily important book, not only for its literary merit, and the

information it contains, but also from the fact of its bein^ the first work
written by an Tiidian lady, and that lady a Queen.

Owen (Sidney) India on the Eve of the British Conquest.
A Historical Sltetch. By Sidney Owkn, M.A. Reader in

Indian Law and History in the University of Oxford.

Formerly Professor of History in the Elphinstone College,

Bombay". Post Svo Hs.

Oxenham (Rev. H. N.) Catholic Eschatology and TJniver-

salism. An Essny on the Doctrine of Future Retribution.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Crown Svo. 7s fid.

Oxenham (Rev. H. N.) Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement.
An Historical Inquiry into its Development in the Church, with

an Introduction on the Principle of Theological Development.

By H. NuTcoMBE Oxenham, M.A. 3rd Edit, and Enlarged.

8vo. 1 4s.

" It is one of the ablest and probably one of the most charmingly
wr'tten treatises on the subject which exists in our languajje."

—

Time^.

Oxenham (H. N.) The First Age ofChristianity and the Church.
Bv Jolni Jgnatius Dollinffer, D.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History in the University of Munich, &c., &c. Translated

from the Oenn;ui bv Henrv Nutcombe O.venhara, M.A., late

Scholar of Baliol College, "Oxford. Third Edition. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. IHs

Ozanam's (A. F.) Civilisation in the Fifth Century. From
the Frencli. By The Hon. A. C. Glyn. 'i Vols., post 8vo.

31s

Pebody (Charles) Authors at Work.
Francis Jeffrey—Sir Walter Scott—Robert Burns—Charles
Lamb— [{. B. Sheridan—Sydney Smith—Macaulay—Byron
Wordsworth—Tom Moore—Sir James Mackintosh. Post Svo.

IDs. ()(].

Pelly (Sir Lewis). The Miracle Play of Hasan and Husain.
Collected from Oral Tradition by Colonel Sir Lewis Felly,
K.C.B., K.C.S.I., formerly serving in Persia as Secretary

of Legation, and Political Resident in the Persian Gulf.

Revised, with Explanatory Notes, by Arthur N. Wol-
LASTON, H.M. Lidian (Home) Service, Translator of Anwar-
i-Suhaili, &c. 2 Vols, royal Svo. 32s.
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Pincott (F.) Analytical Index to Sir John Kaye's History

ot tile bepoy War, uiid Col. G. B. Mallesun's History

of the Indian Mutiny. (Combined in one volume.) By
Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Pipon and Collier's Manual of Military Law.
By Colonel J. K. Pipon, and J. F. Collier, Esq., of the

Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 5s.

Pollock (Field Marshal Sir George) Life & Correspondence.
By C. K. Low. Svo. With porirait. lbs.

Pope (G. U.) Text-book of Indian History ; with Geogra-
I'liical Notes, Genealogical Tables, Examination Questions,

and Chronological, Biographical, Geographical, and General
Indexes. For the use of Schools, Colleges, and Private Stu-

dents. By the Kcv. G. U. Pope, D D., Principal of Bishop

Cotton's Grammar School and College, Bangalore ; Fellow of

the Madras University. Third Edition, thoroughly revised.

Fcap. 4to. 12s.

Practice of Courts Martial.

By Hough & Lono. Hvo. London, l^il^. 20s,

Prichard's Chronicles of Budgepore, &c.

Or Sketches of Life in Upper India. 2 Vols., Foolscap 8vo. 12s.

Prinsep (H. T.) Historical Eesults.

J)eduinble from Recent Discoveries in Affghanistan. By H.
T Prinsep. 8vo. Lond. 1H44. 15s.

Prinsep (H. T.) Tibet, Tartary, and Mongolia.
By UENitY T. Prinskp. Esq. Second edition. Post 8vo. 5s.

Prinsep (H. T.) Poltiicai and Military Transactions in India.
•2 Vols. Hvo. London, lSv!5. 1 Hs.

Raverty (Major H. G.) The Pus'hto Manual; comprising a

Condensed Grauimar, with Idiomatic Phrases, Exercises and

Dialogues, and Vocabulary. By Major H. G Eavkrty,
Bombay Army, Retired List. Fcap. 5s.

Richards (Major W. H.) Military Surveying, &c.

I2s. (See page 22.)

Rowe (R.) Picked up in the Streets ; or, Struggles for Life

among the Loixlon I'ocjr. iiy 1\|(Tiaki) Uowe, " Good Words"'

Commissioner, Author of "Jack Alloat and Ashore," &«

Crown 8vo. Illustrated. 6s.
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Rumsey (Almaric) Moohummudan Law of Inheritance, and
Kiglils iiud Jleluiunis utl'cclmg it. Suuiii DocLriue. Com-
prising, together witli much collateral information, the sub-

stance, greatly expanded, of the author's " Ciiart of Family

Inheritance." By Almakic RuMSt^v, of Lincoln's Inn. Bar-

rister-at-La\v, Professor ot Indian Jiu'isprudeiice at King's

College, London, ^luthor of '• A Chart of Hindu Family

Inheritance.'" 8vo. 1 2s.

Rumsey (Almaric) A Chart of Hindu Family Inheritance.

Second Edition, much enlarged. Hvo. (Js. tid.

Sachau (Dr. C. Ed.) The Chronology of Ancient Nations. An
Englisii Version of tlu- Arabic Text of ilv- Atlmr-ut Bakiya of

Albiruni, or " Vestiges of the Past." Collected and reduced

to writing by the Author in ah. 390-1, a.d. 1,000. Trans-

lated and Edited, with Notes and Index, by Dr. C. Edward
Sachau, Professor in the Royal University of Berlin. Pub-

lished for the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and

Ireland. Royal 8vo. 4".2s.

Sanderson (G. P.) Thirteen Years among the Wild
Beasts of India; their Haunts and Habits, from Pei'sonal

Ouservation; with an account of the Modes of Capturing and

Taming Wild Elephants. By G. P. Sandekson, Officer in

Charge of the (iovernment Elephant Keddahs at Mysore.

With •^1 full page Illustrations and three Maps. Second

h'idition. Fcp. 4 to. £1 5s.

Sewell (R.) Analytical History of India.

Fiom the earliest times to tiie Abolition of the East India

Company in Ib58. By Kobeht Sewell, Madras (Jivil Service.

Post 8vo. 8s.

*^* The object of this work is to supply the want which has

been felt by students for a condensed outline of Indian History

which would serve at once to recall the memory and guide the

eye, while at the same time it has been attempted to render it

interesting to the general reader by preserving a medium
between a bare analysis and a complete history

Shadow of a Life (The) A Girl's Story.

By l)EUiL Hope. 3 vols., [)ost 8vo. .3 Is. Gd.

Sherer (J. W.) The Conjuror's Daughter.

A Tale. By J. VV. Sheker, C.S.I. With Illustrations by

Alf. T. Elwes and J. Jellicoe. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
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Sherer (J. W.) Who is Mary ?

A Cabiuut Novel, in one volume. By J. W. Sherer, Esq.,
C.S.I. 10s. 6d.

Signer Monaldini's Niece.

A Movel of lljiliaii Lite. Crown 8vo. <js.

Simpson (H. T.) Archaeologia Adelensis; or a History of the
Parish of Adel, in the West Kiding of Yorkshire. Being
an attempt to delineate its Past and Present Associations,
Archaeological, Tojio graphical, and Scriptural. By Henry
Traill Simpson, M.A., late Eector of Adel. With nu-
merous etchings by W. Llovd Perguson. Roy. 8vo. 21s.

Solymos (B.) Desert Life. Recollections of an Expedition
in the Soudan. By B. Solymos (B. E, i'ALKoNBEHG), Civil

Engineer. Svo. 1,5s.

Starling (M. H.) Indian Criminal Law and Procedure.
Third edition. (Svo £vi ;^s. Seepage J 4.

Steele {A.) Law and Customs of Hindu Castes.

J-{y Arthur Steele. Royal bvo. £1. Is. (^See page 13.)

Stent (G. C.) Entombed Alive,

And other Songs and Uallads. (From the Chinese.) By
Geokge Carilr Stent, M.il A.S., of the Chinese Imperial

Maritime Customs Service, author of " Chinese and English
Vocabulary," '• Chinese and English Pocket Dictionary," " The
Jade Chai)let," &c. (Jrown Svo. With four Illustrations. 9s.

Stothard (R. T.) The A B C of Art.

Being a system of delineating forms and objects in nature ne-

cessary for the attainments of a draughtsman. By Robert T.

Stothard, F.S.A., late H.D.S.A. Fcap. Is.

Strange's (Sir T.) Hindu Law.
2 Vols. Royal bvo. IblU). -Us. (See page 13.j

Swinnerton (Rev. C.) The Afghan War. Gough's Action at
Futtehaltad, By the Rev. C. Swinnerton, Cliaplaui in tlie

Fit Id with the First Division, Peshawur Valley Field Force.

Witli Frontispiece and Two Plans. Crown Svo. 5s.

Tayler (W.) Thirty-eight Years in India, from Juganath to
to the Huualaya Mountains. By William Tayler, Esq.,

Retired B.C.S., late Commissioner of Patna.

Contains a memoir of the life of Mr. William Tayler, from
1S29 to la(37—during the Covernment of eight (iovernors
General—from Lord William Bentiuck to Lord Lawrence,
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comprising numerous incidents and adventures, official, per-

buuul, tragic, and comic, " from grave to gay, I'rom lively to

severe " throughout that period. The first voluipe contains

a hundred illustrations, reproduced by Mr. Tayler himself,

from original sketches taken by him on the spot, in Bengal,

iJehar, N.U'. Provinces, Daijeeling, Nipal, and Simla.

Vol. i. 25s.

Thomson's Lunar and Horary Tables.

Fur .New and Concise Melhods of Performing the Calculations

necessary for ascertaining the Longitude by Lunar Observa-

tions, or Chronometers ; with directions for acquiring a know-
ledge of the Principal Fixed Stars and finding the Latitude of

them. By Daviu Thomson. Sixty-fifth edit. Ptoyal Hvo 10s.

Thornton (P. M.) Foreign Secretaries of the Nineteenth
Century. By pEi4cy M. Tuokmois.
Contains—Memoirs of Lord Greuville, Lord Hawkesbury,

Lord Harrowby, Lord Mulgiave, C. J. Fox, Lord Howick,

George Canning, Lord Bathurst, Lord Wellesley (together

with estimate of his Lulian Kuie by Col. G. B. Malleson,

C.S.I.), Lord Castlereagh, Lord Dudley, Lord Aberdeen, and

Lord Palmerston. Also, Extracts from Lord Bexley's Papers,

including lithographed letters of Lords Castlereagh and Can-

ning, which, bearing on important points of public policy,

have never yet been published ; together with other important

information culled trom private and other sources. With
Ten Portraits, and a View shewing interior of the old House
of Lords. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s. 6d. (^Second Edition.)

Thornton's Gazetteer of India.

Compiled chiefiy from the records at the India Otfice. By
Edward Thornton, i vol., bvo., pp. 1015. With Map. 2l8.

*j|j* T/ie chief objects in view in compiling this Gazetteer are:—
1*^. To Jix the relative position of the various cities, towns, and villages

with as much precision as possible, and to eshihit ivilh the greatest

practicable brevity all that is known respecting them ; and
'Indly. To note the various countries, provinces, or territorial divisions, and

to describe the physical characteristics of each, together with their

statistical, social, and political circumstances,

'To these are added minute descriptions of the principal rivers

and chains of mountains ; thus presenting to the reader, ivithin a brief com-

pass, a mass of information which cannot otherwise be obtained, except from
a multiplicity of volumes and manuscript records.

The Library Edition.

4 vols., bvo. Notes, Marginal References, and Map. £2 16s.
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Thomtoii (E.) Gazetteer of the Punjaub, Affghanistan, &c
Gazetteer of the Countrii's adjacent to Lndia, ou the north-

west, including Scmde, AtYghanistan, Beloochistan, the Punjaub,

and the neighbouring States. By Ildwakd Thornton, Ksq.

2 vols. 8vo. i'l 5s.

Thornton's History of India.

The History of the British Empire in India, by Edward
Thornton, Esq. Containing a Copious Glossary of Indian

Terms, and a Complete Chronological Index of Events, to aid

the Aspirant for Public Examinations. Thu'd edition. 1 vol.

8vo. With Map. 12s.

*^* The Library Edition of the above in 6 volumes, 8«o., may he

had, price £2 8s.

Thornton (T.) East India Calculator.

By T. Thornton, bvo. London, 18--23. lOs.

Thornton (T.) History of the Punjaub,

And of the Bise, Progress, and Present Condition of the

Sikhs. By T. Thornton. 2 Vols. Post Bvo. 8s.

Tilley (H. A.) Japan, the Amoor and the Pacific.

With notices of other Places, comprised in a Voyage of Circum-

navigation in the Imperial Kussian Corvette Rynda, in 1858-

18U0. By Henry A. Tilley. Eight Illustrations. Bvo. 16.s.

Tod (Col. Jas.) Travels in Western India.

Embracing a visit to the Sacred JNIounts of the Jains,

and the most Celebrated Shrines of Hindu Faith between

Bajpootana and the Indus, with an account of the Ancient

City of Nehrwalla. By the late Lieut.-Col. James Tod,

Illustrations. Royal 4to. £3 33.

*^* This is a companion volume to Colonel Tod's Eajasthan,

Trimen (Capt. R.) Regiments of the British Army,
Chronologically arranged. Showing their History, Services,

Uniform, &c. By Captain K. Trimen, late 35th Begiment.

8vo. 10s. 6d.

Trotter (L. J.) History of India.

The History of the British Empire in India, from the

Appointment of Lord ilardinge to the Death of Lord Canning

(1844 to 18(32). By Captain Lionel James Trotter, late

Bengal Fusiliers. 2 vols. Hvo. 16s. each.

Trotter (L. J.) Lord Lawrence.

A Sketch of his Career. Fca]). Is. bd.
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Trotter (L. J.) Warren Hastings, a Biography.

13y Cu}»taiu Lionkl James Tkoitkk, lieiigal H. P., author

of a " History of ludia," " ytudies iu Biography," &c.

Crown 8vo. 9s.

Underwood (A. S.) Surgery for Dental Students.

by Arthur 8. Um;erwood, M.K.C.S., L.D.S.K., Assistant

Surgeon to the Dental Hospital of London. 5s.

Vambery (A.) Sketches of Central Asia.

Additional Chapters on i\Iy Travels and Adventures, and of the

Ethnology of Central Asia. By Armenius Vambery. 8vo. His.

" A valuable guide on almost untrodden ground."- -Athenaum.

Victoria Cross (The) An Official Chronicle of Deeds of Per-

sonal Valour achieved in the presence of the Enemy during

the Crimean and Baltic Campaigns and the Indian, Chinese,

New Zealand, and African Wars. From tlie Institution of the

Order in 1(556 to 188U. Edited by Eubert W, CBibne.
Crown 8vo. With Plate. 5s.

Waring (E. J.) Pharmacopoeia of India.

By Edward John Warino, M.D., &c. 8vo. 6s. (See page 2.)

Watson (M.) Money.
By Jules Takdieu. Translated from the French by Mar-
garet Watson. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Watson (Dr. J. F.) and J. W. Kaye, Races and Tribes of

Hindustan. The People of India. A series of Photographic

Illustrations of the liaces and Tribes of Hindustan. Prepared

under the Authority of the Government of India, by J. Forbes

Watson, and John William Kaie. The Work contains

about 450 Photographs on mounts, in Eight Volumes, super

royal 4to. £2, 5s. per volume.

Webb (Dr. A.) Pathologia Indica.

Based upon Morbid lS[)ei-in]eiis from all parts of the Indian

Empire. By Allan Webb, B.M.S. Second Edit. 8vo. 14s.

^ellesley's Despatches.

The Despatches, Minutes, and Correspondence of the Marquis

Wellesley, K.G., during his Administration in India. 5 vols.

8vo. With Portrait, Map, &c. £6. 10s.

This work should be perused by all who proceed to India in the

Civil Services.

Wellington in India.

Military History of the Duke of Wellington in India. Js.
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Wilberforce (E.) Franz Schubert.

A Musical Biography, from tlie German of Dr. Heinrich

Kreisle von Hellboru. By Edward Wilberforce, Esq.,

Author of "Social Life in Munich " Post 8vo. 6s.

Wilk's South of India.

8 vols. 4to. £5. 5s.

Wilkins (W. N.) Visual Art ; or Nature through the Healthy Eye.

With some remarks on Originality and i'ree Trade, Artistic

Copyright, and Durability. By Wm. Noy Wilkins, Author of

"Art Impressions of Dresden," &c. 8vo. 6s.

Williams (F.) Lives of the English Cardinals.

The Lives of the English Cardinals, from Nicholas Break-

speare (Pope Adrien IV.) to Thomas Wolsey, Cardinal Legate.

With Historical Notices of the Papal Court. By Folkestone

Williams. '2 vols., 8vo. 14s.

Williams (F.) Life, &c., of Bishop Atterbury.

The Memoir and Correspondence of Francis Atterbury, Bishop

of Piochester, with his distinguished contemporaries. Compiled

chiefly from the Atterbury and Stuart Papers. By Folkestone

Williams, Author of "Lives of the English Cardinals," &c.,

2 vols. 8vo. 14s.

Williams (Monier) Indian Wisdom.
Or Examples of the ileligiuus. Philosophical and Ethical

Doctrines of the Hindus. W^ith a brief History of the Chief

Departments of Sanscrit Literature, and some account of the

Past and Present Condition of India, Moral and Intellectual.

By MoNiER Williams, M.A., Boden Professor of Sanscrit in

in the University of Oxford. Third Edition. 8vo. 15s.

Wilson (H.H.) Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, and of

useful Words occurrmg m Olhcial Documents relating to the

Administration of the Government of British India. From the

Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, Sanskrit, Hindi, Bengali, Uriya,

Marathi, Guzarathi, Telugu, Karnata, Tamil, Malayalam, and

other Languages. Compiled and published under the autho-

rity of the Hon. the Court of Directors of the E. I. Company.

4to., cloth, ^ei lUs.

White (S. D.) Indian Reminiscences.

By Colonel S. Dkwe' Whue, late Bengal Staflf Corps. Bvo.

With 10 Photographs. 14s.
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"Wollastoii (Arthur N.) Anwari Suhaili, or Lights of Canopus
Coiuinoiily known us Kulilah and JJanniah, being an adaptation

of the Fables of Bidpai. Translated from the Persian. Koyal

8vo., 42s. ; also in rojal 4to., with illuminated borders, de-

signed specially for the work, cloth, extra gilt. £3 13s. 6d.

Wollaston (Arthur N.) Elementary Indian Reader
Designed lor the use of iStudunts in the Anglo- V^ernacular

Schools in India. Fcap. Is,

Woolrych (Serjeant W. H.)
Lives of Eminent Serjeants-at-liRW of the English Bar. By
Humphry W. Woolrych, Serjeant-at-Law. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

Wraxall (Sir L., Bart.) Caroline Matilda.
Queen of Denmark, Sister of George 3rd. From Family and

State Papers. By Sir Lascelles Wraxall, Bart. 3 vols., 8vo.

USs.

Young (J. R.) Course of Mathematics.
A Course of Elementary ^laihematics for the use of candidates

for admission into either of the Military Colleges; of appli-

cants for appointments in the Home or Indian Civil Services ;

and of mathematical students generally. By Professor J. Pi.

Young. In one closely-printed volume. 8vo., pp. 648. 12s.

" In the work before us he has digested a complete Elementary
Course, by aid of his long experience as a teacher and writer ; and he has

produced a very useful book. Mr. Young has not allowed his own taste

to rule the distribution, but has adjusted his parts with the skill of a

veteran."

—

Athenoeum.

Works in the Press.

The History of India, as told by its ovpn Historians;
the Local Muhammadan Dynasties. Vol. I. Guzerat. By
John Dowson, M.R.A.S., late Professor of the Staff

College. Forming a Sequel in two or more volumes to

Sir H. M. Elliott's Original work on the Muhammadan
pjeriod of the History of India ; already edited, annotated,

and amplified by the same Author. Published under the

Patronage of H.M.'s Secretary of State for India.

An Integral Calculus. Simplified for Schools, By W.
P. Lynam, Lidian Public Works Department.
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The Military History of the Madras Engineers and
Pioneers. By Major KT. M. Yibart, Royal (late Madras)
Engineers. 2 vols, with numerous Maps and Plans. Vol. I.

8vo. 32s.

The Need of Reform in Parliament to Clear the
Block of Public Business. By W. T. McCullagli
Torrens, M.P.

Diplomatic Study of the Crimean War. Translated

from tlie original as published by the Russian Foreign
Office. 2 vols.

On and Off Duty ; being Leaves from an Officer's Note
Book. Part I.—Turania ; Part II.—Lemuria ; Part III.

—Columbia. By Captain S. P. Oliver. Crown 8vo.

Illustrated.

History of Shorthand. With an analysis and review of

its present condition and prospects at Home and Abroad.
By Thomas Anderson, Parliamentary Reporter.

Prairie and Forest. A description of the Game of North
America, with Personal Adventures in its Pursuit. By
Parker Gillmore (Ubique).

Egypt, Ancient and Modern : Physical, Political and
Strategical ; together with an Account of its Engineering

Capabilities and Agricultural Resources. By Griffin W.
Vyse, P.R.G.S., A.M.I.C.E., F.G.S., M.R.A.S.

AsHfe Pyee, the Superior Country ; or the great attrac-

tions of Burma to British Enterprise and Commerce. By
Col. W. F. B. Laurie, Author of " Our Burmese Wars
and Relations with Burma."

The Plays and Poems of Charles Dickens. Collected

and Edited by Richard Heme Shepherd. 2 vols.

The English in India. New Sketches. By E. deValbezen,
late Consul General at Calcutta, Minister Plenipotentiary.

Translated from the French, with the Author's permission,

by a Diplomat.

Pioneering in the far East, and Journeys to Cali-

fornia IN 1849, AND to the White Sea in 1878. By
Ludwig Verner Helmes. With Illustrations from original

Sketches and Photographs.
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On Board a Union Steamer. By Captain S. P. Oliver.

Shadows of the Past. By Jessie Sale Lloyd, Authoress
of " Ruth Everingham," " The Silent Shadow," &c.

An Illustrated Edition of Twenty-one Days in India.
Beinfj the Tour of Sir Ali Baba, K.C.B. By George
Aberigh Mackay.

Queer People. From the Swedish of " Leah." By Albert
Alberg. 2 vols.

An Easy System of Calisthenics and Drilling. In-

cluding Light Dumb-Bell and Indian Club Exercises.

By T. A. McCarthy, Chief Instructor at Mr. Moss's
Grymnasium, Brighton.

The Queen's Speeches in Parliament. Edited By F.

Sydney Eusor, Author of " From Nubia to Darfoor."

The Jesuits. A Complete History of public and private

proceedings from the foundation of the Order to the

present time. By Theodor Goussinger.

Reginald Barentyne, or Liberty Without Limit. A
Tale of our Time. By Frederick George Lee. With
Portrait of the Author.

Accented Five-Figure Logarithms of the numbers
from 1 to 99999 without Differences. Arranged and
Accented by Lowis D'A. Jackson.

Oriental Worhs in the Press.

A Hindi Manual. By Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.

An English - Arabic Dictionary and an Arabic - English
Dictionary. By Dn. Steikgass.

An English-Persian Dictionary. Compiled from Original

Sources. By Arthur N. Wollas'jon, M.R.A.S., Translator

of the " Anwar-i-Suhaili."

An English-Hindi Dictionary. By Frederic Pikcott, M.R.A.S.

A Malay, Achinese, French, and English Vocabulary.
Prepared by Dr. A. J. W. Bikkers.

A Dictionary of Naval Terms, English and Hindustani.
For tlie use of Nautical INien trading to India, &c. By Rev. G.
S.MAI. I,, Interpreter to tlie Strangers" Home for Asiatics.

Alif Laila, Ba-Zuban-i-TJrdu (The Arabian Nights in Hindu-
stani.) Roman Character. Edited by F. Pincoit, M.R.A.S.
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A SELECTION FROM

MKSSKS. ALLEN'S CATALOGUE
OF BOOKS IN THE EASTERN LANGUAGES, &c.

HINDUSTANI, HINDI, &c.

[ Dr. Forhes's Works are used as Class Books in the Colleges and, Schools

in India.^

Forbes's Hindustani-English Dictionary in the Persian Character,

with the Hindi words in Nagari also ; and an English Hindustani

Dictionary in the English Character ; both in one volume. By Dun-
can Forbes, LL.D. Royal 8vo. 42s.

Forhes's Hindustani-English and English Hindustani Dictionary,

in the English Character. Royal 8vo. 36s.

Forhes's Smaller Dictionary, F^industani and English, in the

English Character. 12s.

Foi-bes's Hindustani Grammar, with Specimens of Writing in the

Persian and Nagari Characters, Reading Lessons, and Vocabulary.

8vo. 10s. 6d.

Forhes's Hindustani Manual, containing a Compendious Gram-
mar, Exercises for Translation, Dialogues, and Vocabulary, m the

Roman Character. New Editior, entirely revised. By J. T. Platts.

18mo. 33. 6d.

Forties's Bagh o Bahar, in the Persian Character, with a coni[)l('te

Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 123 (Jd.

Forhes's Bagh o ]>ahar in English, with Explanatoi'y Notes,

illustrative of Eastern Character. 8vo. 88.

Forhes's Bagh o Bahar, with Vocahy.. English Character. 5s.

Forhes's Tota Kahani ; or, " Tales of a Parrot," in the Persian

Character, witli a complete Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 8s.

Forhes's Baital Pachisi ; or, "Twenty-five Tales of a Demon,"
in the Nagari Character, with a complete Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. 93.

Forhes's lUhwanu s Safa ; or, " ]?rothers of Purity,'' in the
Persian Character. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

l_For {he higher standardfor military officers' examinations.^

Forhes's Oriental Penmanship ; a Guide to Writing Hindustani
in the Persian Character. 4to. 88.
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Platts' Grammar of the Urdu or Hindustani-Language. 8vo. 12s.

Eastwick (Edward B.) The Bagh-n-Bahar—Hterally translated

into English, with copious explanatory notes. 8vo. lOs. 6d.

Small's (Rev. G.) Tota Kahani; or, "Tales of a Parrot." Trans-

lated into English. 8vo. 8s,

Platts' J. T., Baital Pachisi ; translated into English. 8vo. 8s.

Platts' Ikhvvanu S Safa ; translated into English. 8vo. 10s. fid.

Hindustani Selections, with a Vocabulary of the Words. By
James R. Ballantyne. Second Edition. 1845. 5s.

Singhasan Battisi. Translated into Hindi from the Sanscrit.

A New Edition. Revised, Corrected, and Accompanied with Copious
Notes. By Syed Abdoolah. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Robertson's Hhidustani Vocabulary. 3s. 6d.

Akhlaki Hindi, translated into Urdu, with an Introduction and
Notes. By Syed Abdoolah. Royal 8vo. 129. 6d.

Sakuntala. Translated into Hindi from the Bengali recension

of the Sanskrit. Critically edited, with grammatical, idiomatical, and
exegetical notes, by Feederic Pincott. 4to. 12s. 6d.

Principles of Persian Caligraphy. Illustrated by Lithographic
Plates of the Ta"lik Character, the one usually employed in writing;

the Persian and tlie Hindustani. Prepared for the use of the Scottish

Naval and MQitary Academy by James R. Bailantyne. Second
Edition. 4to. 3s. 6d.

SANSCRIT.

Haughton's Sanscrit and Bengali Dictionary, in the Bengali

Character, with Index, serving as a reversed dictionary. 4to. SOs.

Williams's English-Sanscrit Dictionary. 4to., cloth. i,'3. 3s.

Williams's Sanskrit-English Dictionary.

Wilkin's (Sir Charles) Sanscrit Grammar.

Williams's (Monier) Sanscrit Grammar.

Williams's (Monier) Sanscrit Manual

;

Vocabulary, by A. E. GouGH. 18mo. 78. 6d.

Cough's (A. E.) Key to the Exercises in Williams's Sanscrit

Manual. 18mo. 48.

Williams's (Monier) Sakuntala, with Literal English Translation

of all the Metrical Passages, Schemes of the Metres, and copious

Critical and Explanatory Notes. Royal 8vo. 2l8.

Williams's (Monier) Sakuntala. Translated into English Prose
and Verse. Fourth Edition. 88

Williams's (Monier) Vikraraorvasi. The Text. 8vo. 5s.

Cowell's (E. B.) Translation of the Vikramorvasi. 8vo. 33. 6d.

4to. £4 14s. 6d.

4to. 15s.

8vo. 158.

to which is added, a
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Thompson's (J. C.) Bhagavat Gita. Sanscrit Text. 58.

Haughton's Menu, with English Translation. 2 vols. 4to. 24s.

Johnson's Hitopadesa, with Vocabularj'. 15s.

Hitopariesa. A new literal translation from the Sanskrit Text
of Prof. F. Johnson. For the use of Students. By Feederio
PiNCOTT, M.R.A.S. 6s.

Hitopadesa, Sanscrit, with Bengali and English Trans. 10s. Od.

Wilson's Megha Duta, with Translation into English Verse,

Notes, Illustrations, and a Vocabulary. Royal 8vo. Gs.

PERSIAN.
Richardson's Persian, Arabic, and English Dictionary. Edition

of 1852. By F. Johnson. 4to. £4.

Eorhes's Persian Grammar, Reading Lessons, and Vocabulary.

Royal Svo. 12s. 6d.

Ibraheem's Persian Grammar, Dialogues, &c. Royal Svo. \Us. (id.

Gulistan. Carefully collated with the original MS., with a full

Vocabulary. By John Platts, late Inspector of Schools, Central

Provinces, India. Royal Svo. 12s. 6d.

Gulistan. Translated from a revised Text, with Copious Notes.

By John Platts. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Ouseley's Anwari Soheili. 4to. 42s.

Wollaston's (Arthur N.) Translation of the Anvari Soheili.

Royal Svo. £2 28.

Keene's (Rev. H. G.) First Book of The Anwari Soheili. Persian

Text. Svo. 58.

Ouseley's (Col.) Akhlaki Mushini. Persian Text. Svo. 5s

Keene's (Rev. H. G.) Akhlaki Mushini. Translated into Englisli.

Svo. 38. 6d.

Clarke's (Captain H. Wilborforcc, E.E ) The Persian rilaiuial.

A Pocket Companion.
PART I.—A CONCISE Gkammar of the Lanouage, witli Exer-

cises on its more Prominent Peculiarities, together with a Selection of

Useful Phrases, Dialogues, and Subjects for 'J'ranslation into Persian.

PART II.—A VOCABULAKY 01' VSEFUL WOKDS, ENGLISH AND
Persian, showing at the same time the diiference of idiom between

the two Languages. ISmo. Vs. 6d.

The Bustan. By Shaikh Muslihu-d-Din Sa'di Shirazi.

Translated for the first time into Prot-c, with Explanatory Notes

and Index. By Captain H. Wilberfouce Clarke, K.E. Svo.

With Portrait. SOs.

A Translation of Robinson Crusoe into the Persian Language.

Roman Cliaracter. Edited by T. W. H. Tolbobt, Bengal Civil

Service. Cr. Svo. Vs.
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BENGALI.

Haughton's Bengali, Sanscrit, and English Dictionary, adapted
for Students in either language ; to wliich is added an Index, serving

as a reversed dictionary. 4to. SOs.

Forbes's Bengali Grammar, with Phrases and dialogues. Royal
8vo. 128. 6d.

Forbes's Bengali Reader, with a Translation and Vocabulary
Eoyal 8yo. 12s. 6d.

Nabo Nari. 12mo. 7s.

ARABIC.

Richardson's Arabic, Persian and English Dictionary. Edition
of 1852. By F. Johnson. 4to., cloth. £4.

Forbes's Arabic Grammar, intended more especially for the use of

young men preparing for the East India Civil Service, and also for the

use of self instructing students in general. Royal 8to., cloth. 188.

Palmer's Arabic Grammar. 8vo. 18s.

Forbes's Arabic Reading Lessons, consisting of Easy Extracts
from the best Authors, with Vocabulary. Royal 8vo., cloth. ISs.

The Arabic Manual. Comprising a condensed Grammar of both
Classical and Modern Arabic ; Reading Lessons and Exercises, v^ith

Analyses and a Vocabulary of useful Words. By Prof E. H. Palmee,
M.A., &c., Author of " A Grammar of the Arabic Language." Ecap.
7s. 6d.

TELOOGOO.

Brown's Dictionary, reversed ; with a Dictionary of the Mixed
Dialects used in Teloogoo. 3 vols, in 2, royal 8vo. £5.

Campbell's Dictionary. Royal 8vo. 30s.

Bromn's Reader. 8vo. 2 vols. 14s.

Brown's Dialogues, Teloogoo and English. 8vo. 5s. t)d.

Pancha Tantra. 8s.

Percival's English-Teloogoo Dictionary. 10s. Od.

TAMIL.

Rotiler's Dictionary, Tamil and English. 4to. 428.

Babington's Grammar (High Dialect). 4to. 128.

Percival's Tamil Dictionary. 2 vols. J Os 6d.
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GTJZRATTEE.

Mayor's Spelliug, Guzrattee and English. 7s, 6d.

Shapuaji Edalji's Dictionary, Guzrattee and English. '^Is.

MAHRATTA.
Molesworth's Dictionary, Mahratta and English. 4to. 4'^s.

Molesworth's Dictionary, English and Mahratta. 4to. 42s.

Stevenson's Grammar. 8vo., cloth. 17s. 6d.

Esop's Fables. 12mo. 2s. 6d.

Fifth Reading Book. 7s.

A Grammar of the Mahratta Language. For the use of the
East India College at Hayleybury. By James R. Baxlantyne, of

the Scottish Naval and Military Academy. 4to. 5s.

MALAY.
Marsden's Grammar. 4to. £1 Is.

CHINESE.

Morrison's Dictionary. 6 vols. 4to. £10.

Marshman's— Clavis Sinica, a Chinese Grammar. 4to. t'2 '2s.

Morrison's View of China, for Philological purposes; containing a

Sketch of Chinese Chronology, Geograpliy, Government, Religion and

Customs, designed for those who study the Chinese language. 4to. 6s.

PUS'HTO.

The Pu^hto Manual. Comprising a Concise Grammar; E er-

cises and Dialogues ; Familiar Phrases, Proverbs, and Vocabulary. By
Major H. G. Raverty, Bombay Infantry (Retired). Autlior of the

Pus'hto Grammar, Dictionary, Selections Prose and Poetical, Selections

from the Poetry of the Afghans (Enghsh Translation), Esop's Fables,

&c. &c. Fcap. 5s.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Reeve's English-Carnatica and Carnatica-English Dictionary,

2 vols. (Very slightly damaged). £8.

Collett's Malayalam Reader. Hvo. 12s. 6d.

Esop's Fables in Carnatica. 8vo. bound. 123. Od.

A Turkish Manual, comprising a Condensed Grammar with
Idiomatic Phrases, Exercises and Dialogues, and Vocabulary. By
Captain C. F. Mackenzie, late of H.M.'a Consular Service. 6s.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL

CHART OF INDIA,
Price, fully tinted, mounted on roller or in case, 2Qs.

size, about 40 in. by 50 in.

Showing, at one view, all the principal nations, governments, and empires which

have existed in that country from the earliest times to the suppression of the Great

Mutiny, A.D. 1858, with the date of each historical event according to the ran'oiw

eras used in India.

ARTHUR ALLEN DURTNALL,
Of the High Court of Justice in England.

By this Chart, any person, however ignorant of the subject, may, by an hour's

attention, obtain a clear view of the broad lines of Indian History, and of the

evolutions whicli have resulted in the dominion of Her Majesty as EMPHKSb OF
INDIA. It will be found invaluable for Eddcational Purposes, especially in

Colleges and Schools, where an Indian career is in contemplation. It will also be

found of PEEMANENT tiTii,iiT in all Libraries and Offices as a work of ready

reference for the connection of events and dates. Besides the History of India, it

includes the contemporaneous histories of Afghanistan, Centeai. Asia, and

Edkope.

A RELIEVO MAP OE IJNDIA.

HENRY F. BRION.
Ill Frame, 21s.

" A map of this kind brings before us such'a picture of the surface of a given

country as no ordinary map could ever do. To the mind's eye of the average

Knglisiiman, India consists of ' the plains ' and 'the hills,' chiedy of the former,

the lulls being limited to the Himalayas and tlie Nilgiris. The new map will at

least enable him to correct his notions of Indian geography. It combines the

usual features of a good plain map of the country on a scale of 150 miles to the

inch, with a faithful representation of all tlie uneven surfaces, modelled on a scale

thirty-two times tlie hoiizontal one; tlius bringing out into clear relief the com-

parative heights and outlines of all the hill-ranges, and showing broad tracts of

uneven ground, of intermingled hill and valley, which a common map of the

same size would hardly indicate, except to a very practised eye. The plains of

Upper India are reduced to their true proportions; the Central Provinces,

Malwa, and Western Bengal reveal their actual ruggedness at a glance ; and
Southern India, from the Vindhyas to Cape Comorin, proclaims its real height

above the sea-level. To the historical as well as tlie geograpliical student such a

map is an obvious and important aid in tracing the course of past campaigns, in

lealising the conditions under which successive races carried their arms or settle-

ments through tlie I'eninsula, and in comjirehendir.g the difference of race, climate,

and physical surroundings which make up our Indian Empire. Set in a neat

frame of majilewood, the map seems to attract tlie eye like a prettily-coloured

picture, and its price, a guinea, should place it within the reach of all who care to

combine the useful with the ornamental."

—

Hovie News.



MAPS OF INDIA, etc.

Messrs. Allen t^ Co.'s Maps of India were revised and much improved
during 1876, loith especial reference to the existing Administrative
Divisions, Railways, Sfc.

District Map of India ; corrected to 1876
;

Divided into Collectorates with the Telegraphs and Railways from Go-
vernment surreys. On sis sheets—size, 5ft. Gin. high ; 5ft. Sin. wide,

£2; in a case, £2 12s. 6d. ; or, rollers, varn., £3 Ss.

A General Map of India ; corrected to 1876;
Compiled chiefly from surveys executed by order of the Government
of India. On six sheets—size, 5 ft. 3 in. wide ; 5 ft. 4 in. high, £2 ;

or, on cloth, in case, £2, 12s. 6d. ; or, rollers, varn., jGS 3s.

Map of India; corrected to 1876
;

From the most recent Authorities. On two sheets—size, 2 ft. lOin.

wide ; 3 ft. 3 in. high, 16s. ; or, on cloth, in a case, £1 Is.

Map of the Routes in India; corrected to 187-1
;

With Tables of Distances between the principal Towns and Military
Stations On one sheet—size, 2 ft. 3 in. wide ; 2 ft. 9 in. high, 9s.

;

or, on cloth, in a case, 12s.

Map of the Western Provinces of Hindoostan,
The Punjab, Cabool, Scinde, Bhawulpore, &o., including all the States

between Candahar and Allahabad. On four sheets—size, 4 ft. 4in.

wide; 4ft. 2 in. higli,30s. ; or, in case, £2 ; rollers, varnished, £2 lOs.

Map of India and China, Burmah, Siam, the Malay Penin-
sula, and tlie Empire of Anam. On two sheets—size, 4 ft. 3 in. wide ;

3 ft. 4 in. high, IBs. ; or, on cloth, in a case, £1 5s.

Map of the Steam Communication and Overland Routes
between England, India, China, and Australia. In a case, 14s. ; on
rollers, and varnished, 18s.

Map of China,
From the most Authentic Sources of Information. One large sheet

—

size, 2 ft. 7 in. wide ; 2 ft. 2 in. high, 6s. ; or, on cloth, in case, Ss.

Map of the World
;

On Mercator's Projection, showing the Tracts of the Early Navigators,

the Curreiits of tlie Ocean, the Principal Lines of great Circle Sailing,

and tiie most recent discoveries. On four sheets— size, 6ft. 2 in. wide
;

1 ft. 3 in. high, £2 ; on cloth, in a case, £2 10s ; or, with rollers, and
varnished, £3.

Handbook of Reference to the Maps of India.

Giving the Latitude and Longitude of places of note. 18mo. 38. 6d.

Russian Official Map of Central Asia. Compiled in accord-
ance with the Discoveries and Surveys of Russian Staff Ollicors up
to the close of tho year 1877. In 2 Sheets. 10s. 6d., or in cloth

case, 14s.



In January and July of each year is published in 8vo., price 10s. 6d.,

THE INDIA LIST, CIVIL & MILITARY;
BY PEEMISSIOK OF THE 8ECEETABT OF STATE FOE INDIA IK COUNCIL.

CONTENTS.
CIVIL.—Gradation Lists of Civil Service, Bengal, Madras and Bombay.

Civil Annuitants. Legislative Council, Ecclesiastical Establishments,

Educational, Public Works, Judicial, Marine, Medical, Land Revenue,

Political, Postal, Police, Customs and Salt, Forest, Registration and

Railway and Telegraph Departments, Law Courts, Survevs, &c., &c.

MILITARY.—Gradation List of the General and Field Officers (British

and Local) of the three Presidencies, Staff Corps, Adjutants-General's

and Quartermasters-General's Offices, Army Commissariat Depart-

ments, British Troops Serving in India (including Royal Artillery, Roval

Engineers, Cavalry, Infantrv, and Medical Department), List of Native

Regiments, Commander-in-Chief and Staff, Garrison Instruction Stafif,

Indian Medical Department, Ordnance Departments, Punjab Frontier

Force, Military Departments of the three Presidencies, Veterinary

Departments, Tables showing the Distribution of the Army in India,

Lists of Retired Officers of the thre^e Presidencies.

HOME.—Departments of the Office of the Secretary of State, Coopers

Hill College, List of Selected Candidates for the Civil and Forest Services,

Indian Troop Service.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Orders of the Bath, Star of India, and St.Micha«l

and St. George. Order of Precedence in India. Regulations for Admis-

sion to Civil Service. Regulations for Admission of Chaplains. Civil

Leave Code and Supplements. Civil Service Pension Code—relating to

the Covenanted and Uncovenanted Services. Rviles for the Indian

Medical Service. Furlough and Retirement Regulations of the Indian

Army. Family Pension Fund. Staff Corps Regulations. Salaries of

Staflf Officers. Regulations for Promotion. English Furlough Pay.

rpTT -pi

ROYAL KALENDAR,
AND COURT AND CITY REGISTER,

FOR ENGLAND, IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND THE COLONIES,

For the Year 1880.

contatntng a correct list of the twenty-flrst imperial

Parliament, summoned to meet for their First

Session—March 5th, 1874.

House of Peers—House of Commons—Sovereigns and Rulers of States

of Europe—Orders of Knighthood—Science and Art Department—Queen's
Household— Government Offices—Mint— Customs—Inland Revenue

—

Post Office—Foreign Ministers and Consuls—Queen's Consuls Abroad—
Naval Department—Navy List—Army Department—Army List—Law
Courts—Police—Ecclesiastical Department—Clergy List—Foundation

Schools—Literary Institutions—City of London—Banks—Railway Com-
panies—Hospitals and Institutions—Charities— Miscellaneous Institutions

—Scotland, Ireland, India, and the Colonies ; and other useful information.

Price with Index, 7s. ; without Index, 5s.



Puhiished on the arrival of every Mailfrom India. Subtcription 2Gs. per
annum, post free, specimen copy, 6d.

ALLEN'S INDIAN MAIL,
AND

Official ia^ette
FROM

INDIA, CHINA, AND ALL PARTS OF THE EAST.

Allen's Indian Mail contains the fullest and most authentic Reports

of all important Occurrences in the Countries to which it is devoted, com-
piled chiefly from private and exclusive sources. It has heen pronounced

by the Press in general to be indispensable to all who have Friends or Rela-

tives in the East, as affording the only correct information regarding the

Services, Movements of Troops, Shipping, and all events of Domestic and
individual interest.

The subjoined list of the usual Contents will show the importance and

variety of the information concentrated in Allen's Indian Mail.

Summary and Review of Eastern ^
Precis of Public Intelligence Shipping— Arrival of Ships

Selections from the Indian Press
Movements of Troops
The Government Gazette

Courts Martial

Domestic Intelligence— Births

„ „ Marriages

„ ,, Deaths

Some Intelligence relating to India, S{c.

Original Articles Arrival reported in England
Miscellaneous Information Departures ,, „
Appointments, List of Fur- Shipping -Arrival of Ships

,, ,
Passengers

,, Departure of Ships

,, ,,
Passengers

Commercial—State of the Markets

,, Indian Securities

,, Freights

&c. &c. &c.

loughs, Extensions, &c.

„ Civil

„ Military

f,
Ecclesiastical and

,. Marine

,, Passengers
Departure of Ships

,, Passengers
Vessel spoken ivith

Sec. See. &c.

ReviCTv of 'Works on the East.—And Notices of al?. a(};iirs
connected Tvith India and the Services.

Each year an Index is fiirnistied, to enable SiibscriberK to bind up tlie Volume
wliich forms a complete

ASIATIC ANNUAL REGISTER AND LIBRARY OF REFERENCE.

Loni)On:Wm. H.ALLEN* Co., 13, WATERLOO PLACE, S W.
(PUBLISHERS TO THE INDIA OFFICK),

To whom Communications for the Editor, and Advertisements
are requested to be addressed.



Subscription, 32s. per anmim. Postage Free. Or m
Monthly Parts, price 3s.

PRECIS OF OFFICIAL PAPERS,
BEING

ABSTRACTS OF ALL PARLIAMENTARY RETURNS

DIRECTED TO BE PRINTED BY

BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

" Messrs. Allen have commenced the publication of a most useful work, the
need of which has been felt for a long time, though until now no one has had the
courage to attempt it The jir&is is very well done."—Journal 0/ f/i«

Statistical Sociefy, June, 1880.
" There is no doubt as to the value of most parliamentary publications, but

few persons have the time or inclination to wade throvigh them, and thus much
valuable matter is missed, but in this prt'ci'.s Messrs. Allen and Co. give an outline

of just what is required."

—

Iron Trade Rewiew.
" Messrs. Allen & Co.'s book is composed of abstracts of all returns directed to

be i^riuted by either or both of the Houses of Parliament, and the work has
evidently been done by practised precis writers who understand how to reach the
important features of Government papers."—Liuei-pool Daily Courier.

" This is a publication which supplies a great want. We gladly welcome this

work, both for reading and for reference."

—

United Service Gazette.
" The papers are carefully condensed."

—

British Mail.
" In the case of statistical returns it is especially good."

—

Cambridge Chronicle.
" This is not a Blue-book; but none of them can exceed it in value. Every

business man will have it uijon the desk corner for reference, and it should be

found on the table of every public reading room and private library."— Ifesteni

Times.
" A most useful work of reference."—TTie Railway Nen:s.
" This is a very important work, and its perusal will place readers on a far

higher intellectual level and acquaintance with the parliamentary papers than
most embryo members of Parliament possess."

—

Finance Chronicle and hisurance

t'irculnr.
" This serial is calculated to be of much service."

—

Iron.
" The above contains a vast amount of valuable information and statistics."

—

Sunday Times.
"We scarcelyneed add that it is a valuable work." —Hcra-jiath' s Railu-ay Journal.
" As a book of reference, promises to be of inestimable value to puljlic men,

journalists, economists, historical students, and, indeed, all who are interested in

national progress and contemijorary politics."

—

The Statist.

"The diiticult work of summarising is extremely well executed. Both paper
and type are good."

—

Broad Arrow.
" An excellent publication."

—

The Farmer.
"Messrs. Allen & Co. earn the gratitude of all who require to keep themselves

acquainted with the contents of parliamentary papers by the publication of this

priSci'.s. The compilation has been made with discretion, and will be found extremely
valuable and useful for reference."

—

Dundee Adi'ertiser.

"As a handy work of reference, and a means of saving time and labour, it will

be highly appreciated."

—

Allen's Indian Mail.

"The utility of the pr(cis is very considerably heightened by an admirable
table of contents numerically and alphabetically arranged."—Tlie Railway News and
Joint Slock Journal.

" The pricis of official papers will give new value to the parliamentary returns."
—Liverpool Courier.

" Nous croyons rendre service an i>ublic et & ceux de nos confreres qui ne la

connaitraient pas, en leur signalent cette publication nouvelle."

—

Moniteur des

Inferets Materiels, Brussels.

London: W. H. ALLEN & CO., 13, WATERLOO-PLACE.










